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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE. 

THE highly interesting subjects discussed in this volume, 
written by a. very distinguished French physician, have seemed 
to demand a careful translation, in order that its usefulness may 
be more generally diffused. 

One of the principal propositions which the talented author 
has undertaken to prove is, that hallucination is not a necessary 
accompaniment or symptom of insanity, but that in certain 
cases it may be considered as a purely physiological phenome
non. He insists on the necessity of establishing an intimate 
union between philosophy and medicine ; especially in the treat
ment of mental diseases. " Psychological facts," he argues, 
" cannot be placed on the same line with sensible facts. The 
brain may be th~ seat, but is not the creator of intellectual 
operations. Ideas pre-exist their sensible signs." 

"Does not," he argues, "the analysis of different kinds of 
delirium afford a solid and experimental basis to metaphysics? 
And is not the study of mysticism indispensable for the correct 
appreciation of mental alienation ?" 

M. · Brierre de Boismont treats the important and hitherto 
neglected subject of hallucination in various points of view, in
asmuch as it bears important relations to philosophy, medicine, 
religion, history, morality, and jurisprudence. The apparitions 
of Holy Writ are handled with the reverence befitting a Christ
ian, whilst much light is thrown on tho probable origin of the 
hallucinations of many celebrated personages whose characters 
and actions were so exalted as to place them apparently above 
humanity. 

The book will offer attractions to many classes of readers. 
The theologian will admire the vein of reverence and morality 
which pervades it; the philoaopher will find much food for study 
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PREFACE. 

A PHILOSOPHICAL physician said, in speaking of the first edi
tion of this work: " 1£ the author had been satisfied to treat 
the vast question of hallucinations as medical men usually treat 
a question of pathology, the medical press would have announced 
his monograph according to custom, with simple praises and 
very inoffensive criticisms ; medical science would have num
bered one more good work, and so the matter would have ended. 
But such has not been the case. M. Brierre de Boismont, in 
giving a less scholastic turn to his treatise, and introducing 
questions of historic psychology, has succeeded in electrifying 
both the press and the public. Thence have arisen those warm 
eulogies which have appeared in excellent journals, unconnected 
with medicine ; thence those keen, but polite criticisms which 
have been impartially received in a scientific magazine. It 
appears to me that this is a great triumph. It is no easy matter 
to make the chords of contemporary ·criticism, in general so slack, 
thus vibrate. The success is still greater, if a similar result 
has been obtained in defending the cause of truth and common 
sense."* 

This opinion strikes more forcibly as emanating from one 
whose judgment on such points is incontestable, and as being 
an immediate reply to attacks directed against our opinions in 
two highly esteemed journals. Let us, then, assert that if the 
identity of lunacy and hallucination has been contended for by 
eminent doctors, the doctrine that we have advocated, of the co
existence of reason with hallucinations, has been embraced and 
defended by very celebrated writers of the medical press
Messrs. R~veill~, Parise, Carri~re, C~rise, Amedee Latour, 
Dechambre, Gouraud, Tardieu, Fuster, Miguel in France, Sig
mond i~ England, ldeler in Germany, etc. Two authors, Messrs. 

* C6rise, Examen dee H&lluoinationa. 
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MicMa. and Sza.fkowski, who have published, since myself, ex
cellent works on hallucinations, have also acknowledged that 
they might exist with sanity. Finally, M:. Falret has expressed 
a similar opinion in his course of mental maladies. To ·these 
scientific authorities may be added the names of Victor Cousin, 
George Sand, and Lamartine, who have maintained similar opin
ions. 

The first position then of this book is clearly established. We 
have protested against the hypothesis which would make hallu
cination a constant symptom of lunacy; .and have demonstrated 
by the axioms of science alone that, in certain cases, it may 
be considered as a phenomenon purely physiological. Attack
ing the very heart of the subject, our object bas been to combat 
the doctrine that would refer intellectual and moral acts to the 
pathological state of the organs. 

We have been blamed for introducing philosophy into medi
cine. "A vast abyss, it is ~aid, separates philosophical ques
tions from those of practical and experimental medicine ; the 
understanding, the mind, \he soul, must be left where this prin
ciple should rest. The physician who would be useful and 
practical, must only study the organs, their functions, the laws 
or the forces which regulate or disturb their action ; in short, 
there is no advantage in introducing spiritualism into medicine; 
because spiritualism, the object of faith, of feeling, of internal 
conviction, can neither be understood nor proved by human 
reason, and it is imprudent to submit it to such a criterion." 

If a preface offered a field for discussion, I should inquire 
what is meant by laws and forces which regulate or disturb the 
action of the organs ; but the question bas too vast a range. To 
us, as to millions, man is an intelligence served by organs ; to 
account only for the latter, would be to tear a quill from the 
pinion of spiritual activity. If there be one branch of medicine 
in which this opinion would offer the strangest paradox, without 
doubt it is that of mental diseases. They incessantly oblige 
the physician to resort to the most difficult metaphysical pro
blems, unless, like a celebrated .scholar, be masters the difficulty 
of psychological facts, by considering them as a secretion of the 
brain. Have the consequences of such a doctrine been well 
considered ? If man be but like other animals, this doctrine 
does not alone apply to derangements of mind ; it has results 
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which touch closely on the general interests of society. But these 
consequences, says an esteemed writer, lead to such deplorable 
extremes, that one is sometimes tempted to doubt the power of 
human reason, and involuntarily to inquire if the first of animals 
be not destined, like all the others, blindly to obey a superior 
force, instead of endeavoring to found for himself his laws of 
conduct and his institutions. 

We therefore consider ourselves following out the truth, in 
maintaining the necessity of allying philosophy and medicine, 
especially in mental maladies; Acknowledged partisans of the 
principle of human duality, we reject the opinion which can only 
see in lunacy a pure and simple nervousness, like chorea, hys
teria, and epilepsy ; and in reason the product of a physiological 
action entirely material. To us, ideas have a different nature from 
sensations. Psychological facts cannot be placed on the same 
line with those that affect the senses. Although the brain may 
be the seat of intellectual operations, it is not -the creator of 
them. The notion of the idea exists before that of its represen
tation, which we think M. Ferdinand Berthier has clearly proved 
in his analysis of the faculties of the deaf and dumb. 

The intervention of philosophy in medicine is incessantly ob
servable. See how a false idea wanders on the confines of 
reason and madness ; and although its true nature may be appre
ciated, does it not involve the most interesting and delicate 
questions on the existence of hallucination with the integrity of 
the faculties, on ita proper position in the production of mental 
diseases? 

Does not the analysis of the different kinds of delirium pre
sent a solid and experimental foundation to metaphysics? Is 
not the study of mysticism an indispensable preparation to the 
study of derangement, by tracing in a picturesque and special 
style the most delicate changes in the uRderstanding and in the 
heart ? Do not the enchainment of laws and ideas, the various 
evolutions of the operations of mind, its sudden increase of 
power, the awakening of unknown faculties, the return of reason 
in many lunatics on the approach of death, presentiments, fore
sight, known facts of magnetism and somnambulism, border on 
most profound mysteries of the soul ? And what have the 
organs to do with these curious phenomena, if not to serYe u 
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their theatre? But what would they be if the workman did not 
direct all the threads ? 

Does not the view of great minds contending with madness, 
and which offer a constant subject for meditation, induce a cease
less examination of those high spiritual questions which are de
clared useless in medicine? Truly has a modern author said : 
" The day when philosophy shall descend with her torch to the 
study of mental affections, she will find an ample range for novel 
observations. AB in a ruined city, monuments are here and 
there discovered, which show traces of the genius of an extinct 
nation ; so in the great ravages of madness, evidences are every
where perceived amidst the ruin of the faculties, of that immor
tal principle which animates them." ' To this authority we can 
add that of Descartes, who asserts that to medicine we shall owe 
discoveries destined to extend the domain of philosophy. 

Since the fundamental condition of a serions book is to be 
complete in itself, it can easily be understood why we have boldly 
approached philosophical problems. Had we been content sim
ply to state facts, and thence timidly draw conclusions, we might 
have been placed on firmer ground, and have created more cer· 
tain advantages ; but we are convinced that our book would 
have presented numerons hiatuses, if we had not grappled un
hesitatingly with the exigencies of our subject. We are aware 
that men who are accustomed to close their eyes to whatsoever is 
not a material fact, will condemn this attempt, and will even 
go as far as to assert that imagination has driven reason off the 
road. We appeal to enlightened physicians, who see beyond 
that first step which forms the material part of science. These 
will perhaps say that we are deceived ; but they will at least do 
us the justice to acknowledge that we have not been prevented 
by the fear of error from seeking truth wherever it might be 
found. 

This preamble was necessary to initiate the reader in the in
tention of this work. Destined to exhibit one of the most curi
ous phenomena of human psychology, mentioned in many sacred 
and profane authors, it could not, in our opinion, be composed 
only of a series of medical observations. 

In fact, the question of hallucinations, medical1y considered, 
offers a. large field of research; but we do not think that it 
should be confined within these limits. This subject verges on 
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all that is most elevated in the world. Religious dogmas, his
story, philosophy, morality, are intimately connected with ita 
study. If all hallucinations were to be ranked as mere flights 
of delirious imagination, the sacred books would be but an error; 
Christianity, that powerful mainspring of social and individual 
perfection, an error ; the belief of our fathers, our own, that of 
our children, all errors. "And yet," says a celebrated writer, 
"there are problems in human nature, whose solution is not of 
this world-problems which must defy the mind that strives 
to explain them ; there is a morality that seeks a sanction, an 
origin, and an end ; so many fruitful sources to prove that reli
gion is a necessity, not a simple form of sensibility, a transport 
of imagination, or a poetic fantasy. 

The religious side of the question could no more escape criti
cism than the philosophical view of it; so that we have also 
been attacked on that point. We will make but one observation; 
we have never had the singular notion of making this book one 
of theology ; but full of respect for the creeds which have 
thrown so bright a refulgence on the world, to which humanity 
owes its greatest conquests, and which can alone save it from 
the abyss, we cannot keep silence when we hear them loudly 
proclaimed as the lucubrations of .diseased brains. All is united 
in the edifice of religion and morality; one brick cannot be 
displaced, without overthrowing the whole building. We have 
therefore been particular in affirming that a very decided line 
of separation ought to be established between the apparitions of 
Holy Writ, and the hallucinations of profane writers, and even 
of many Christian characters; the former, in our opinion, can 
only be referred to divine power, whilst a number of the latter 
are consequent on a particular state of the brain, on the pre
vailing ideas of the time, or on the derangement of the cerebral 
functions. 

In support o£ the doctrine we advocate on the character of 
the sacred books, we will make a quotation from a discourse, 
delivered by M. Guizot, at a public meeting of the Bible 
Society:-

" What is the grand question, the chief question that just 
now occupies all minds ? It is a question lying between those 
who recognize, and those who deny a supernatural order, certain 
and sovereign, although impenetrable to human reason ; the 
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question being (to eall things by their right names), between 
tvpernaturalilm and ratW7aalilm. On the one aide the ineredll
lous, pantheitta, skeptice or all degrees, pure rationaliata ; Oil 

the other aide ChriJtiana. 
" Amongst the former, the better kind allow the existence in 

the world and in the soul or a statue of God, if such an exprea
aion may be permitted, bot a statue only, an· image in DW'ble. 
God himlelt ia not there; the Chriatim alone hu a liring 
God. 

"It ia a tiring God that we need. It ia necesaary Cor our 
present and future aalvation, that faith in the supernataral, 
respect and submiaaion to the supernatural should live in the 
world and in the human soul ; in great, u in simple minds; in 
the highest, u in the lowliest atations. The real, eflicaciou, 
and regenerating influence of religious creeds, rests on this con
dition ; without it, they are superficial, and wellnigh useleas. 

" The sacred boob are the sources whence this sublime truth 
is received and ita empire established. They are the history of 
the supernatural order; the history of Deity in man and in the 
world. 

" And be not diaturbed at the difficulty of the work, the 
small number of actual believers, nor at the vast number of 
thOf!e who neither believe nor care. The difficulty and the 
number of adversaries waa still greater when Christianity first 
appeared on earth. There is more po1Ver in one grain of faith, 
than in mountains of doubt and indiJrerence."* 

The actual doctrine of hallucinations is, besides, in direct 
opposition to a sentiment innate in man, which makes him fling 
away an hypothesis, the principle of which is that, for six thou
sand years, he baa been the puppet of illusions. Truth is eter
nal; it baa shone since the appearance of man on earth, and 
ceases not at this moment to enlighten him. Scientific systems 
may change; but there are ideas and principles fixed on the 
immovable basis of immutability. 

The doctrine of hallucinations is not less aftlicting in a 
human point of view. What more painful and distressing, in 
fact, than to pretend that the sublimest opinions, the greatest 
enterprises, the noblest acts, have been taught or done by mad-

*~bate, of the let of MaJ, 1851. 
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men under hallucinations, adding, as a corrective, what matters 
~he means, so the end be obtained ? Will not history and rea
son agree, in protesting against the madness of Socrates, of 
Luther, of Joan of Arc, of George Fox, and of many others? 

Of what nature, then, it may be asked, were the hallucinations 
of these celebrated personages? They depended on a complex 
influence; they proceeded at once from the tribute paid by these 
choice spirits to the beliefs of the times, to that ecstatic cha
racter which the struggles of the soul impart to ideas, and, 
finally, to the natural organization; for, as M. de Saint Beuve 
justly remarks, it is too frequently forgotten that every one has 
his peculiar humor in his philosophy and in his theology. Pas
cal had an unquiet and melancholy humor, thence his visionary 
views. Bossuet had a calm humor, thence partly arose the 
serenity of his views; and that independently of the greatness 
of their minds, and the nature of their ideas.* 

No serious comparison can be made between the hallucinations 
of those famous men and those of the visionaries of our day. 
There, enterprises conceived, carried out, consummated with aU 
the power of reason, the train of facts, the force of genius, 
and with whom the hallucination was but an auxiliary ; here, 
projects without connection, without &im, without fact, and 
always stamped with insanity. 

But it may be said, How does it happen that this species of 
hallucination has disappeared in our day ? Here is a. reply to 
the query : to be hallucinated in this manner needs profound 
conviction, intense belief, extreme love of humanity; to live in 
the midst of a society partaking of the same belief, and willing, in 
case of necessity, to die for it. Then they walked with the age. 
Where are new creeds ? Where are the martyrs ? What voice 
governs the world? Every one lives for himself and in himself. 
Skepticism has gained all classes. Generous devotedness excites 
a smile. Material happiness is the motto. It will be allowed 
that such a disposition of mind is little favorable to enthusiasm 
and great enterprises. t 

We know that there have been in religion, in morals, and in 

* or Saint Bevue, Pascal's Thoughts. Thoughts on Two Worlds, July, 
1844. 

t From not having a proper undent11nding or the value or words, men 
attribute opinions to others which they do not hold. 
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history, men, dupes of their imaginations and their ignorance, 
who have desired to impose their reveries on others. It is one 
of the accidents of humanity, which is too easily drawn into 
error ; amongst these, many were deceived without being mad
men. It was with them, as with thousands of men, who, in the 
most civilized countries, adopted superstitious ideas, without 
being less capable of regulating their lives. 

Ambition has doubtless made blamable uae of hallucinationa. 
Who would deny it? That visions and apparitions have been 
feigned by impostors is incontrovertible. But to all who have 
studied the question, the fraud is so easily discovered that we 
shall not even attempt a refutation. 

In following out these researches, we have bad two objects ; 
the one, to protest against the doctrines we believe are contrary 
to truth ; the other, to write an historical and medical history 
of hallucinations. 

It would appear impossible that such a programme should be 
otherwise than favorably noticed by the critic, or not meet with 
general sympathy. · 

We have but one word to add ; it relates to particular facts ; 
we have deduced them from our own practice, or borrowed them 
from the most reliable authors, always being careful to acknow
ledge their source, to translate them ourselves from the originals, 
and to select amongst them the most interesting and the least 
known. Their authenticity has been generally proved as many 
of them have been made public. Little inclined to unite in a 
spirit of rivalry, or in the conspiracy of silence against modem 
authors, we have not hesitated to borrow for this new edition 
such remarks and observations as have appeared to us to throw 
new light on our subject, and we believe that the choice we have 
made will add greatly to the interest of the book. 
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ON HALLUCINATIONS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

AT every epoch in the history of man-in the most opposite 
latitudes-under the most diverse governments-among all reli
gions-=-we constantly find the same belief in ghosts and appa
ritions. How has so universal an opinion been established? Its 
source must evidently be sought in physical organization. In 
fact, if we study man in a physiological point of view, we per
ceive that he is governed by an irresistible desire for the un
known, which most generally exhibits itself in a love for the 
marvellous.· The savage, who dreams of the Great Spirit, and 
of boundless hunting-grounds-the man of the Middle Ages, 
who kneels on the threshold of the purgatory of St. Patrick
the Arab, who wanders amid the enchanted palaces of the Thou
sand and One Nights-the Indian, who is absorbed in the incar
nations of Brahm11-the inhabitant of the civilized world, who, 
while professing to believe nothing, secretly consults a pythoness, 
or asks of magnetism what it cannot give-all obey this one
desire to believe in something. 

On a superficial view, we arc surprised that opinions which so. 
strongly resemble each other should have acquired so much power,. 
and are tempted to inquire whether we are made up of error, the
puppets of illusions; but looking deeper into the question,. we
perceive that they are but a deviation from the two great laws. 
of our existence-the knowledge of God, and of ourselves. 

History and tradition agree on this point, that man came froiD 
the hands of his Creator pure, but free. Whilst reason guided 
him, error and superstition slept ; but as soon as the abuse of 
liberty produced a forgetfulness of his origin, and of its inteDr 
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tioe, Jais JIUiio'M, DO loDp restniDed, .u.Jed m; 1ail ..md Mo 
caJae JaOre aed JaOre bewildered. 0. ... ODe~ ......... by 
1M reeoDeetioD of die pomt wheaee lie ltaried; • die od.er, 
Jed away by P..p•aioD, lie phmpl into a world of c:laDieru. 

lmagiaa&ioa 11Dcea""' strins to break the liDb wlaiela 
eoDdaaiD ller to ft'UOil; whea tha& is acco~~~plilhed, tJ.ere are --. 
I&We., DO .... Mliell, :DO liDpar m..u-, :DO wild ..... 
llaa& •be will DOl ~ B.eoa ay. we waUl n&Jaer 
beline thaD n .. ine; aed this dispolitioD is powerr.Dy .-.. 
iD 1M iDf'aaey or die lnmaan mind. Few epoeJ. laa~e beeR 
10 fa~onble to the tri11111pbs of the imaginarioa, u the :Mid
clle .Age.; all k.inda or fantastic ereatioDs - tMre to Jaaq 
-.bled. The air is filled with atranse birds-the earth is 
~emm with wrri'ble aoim•'' the eeaa are peopled with 1DOD

stroas filh; beyond the limita or the kno1fD world, are beaatifal 
coatriea, new terratrial paradises. Such belie&, deYeloped 
amidlt the incanrioos or barbarians, the deTUtationa or the earth, 
and the tenon or the end or the world, IRiggSed the idee or 
an innaa"ble power, which nothiDg eoa1d !'MiA. Tbaa prepued, 
people listened with a'ridity to histories or ipirita, and or 101'• 

cernw, the reciwr frightening himae1C no leaa than his auditon. 
Tbe explanation gi~en by Malebranche, of the manner in which 
aacb opinions obtained credit, appean 10 jaat that it natarally 

. anita • place here. A herdsman relates the adYentures or 
the Sabbath, after supper, to his wife and his children. Ilia 
imagination being somewhat exalted by the fames or wine, be 
Bpeab with force and animation. Doubtleaa, the wife and chil
dren tremble with fear, conYinced of the truth of all they haYe 
heard. It may be a buband, or a father, who speab of what 
he bu Been, or what he baa done ; they love and respect, why 
should they not believe him ? These recitala, deeply gruen 
on their memories, accumulate; their f'ean have puaed away, 
but their con'fictions remain; finally, curiosity oTercomes them. 
They anoint themaelns; they go to rest; in their dreams they 
1ee the ceremonies of the Sabbath.* On rising, they relate 
their viaiou ; they are resolved on belief, and he whoee imagi
nation is most 'fivid soon arranges the fanciful history of the 
Sabbath. Here we have at once aorceren created by the herd. 

• The (act o( the oiDbaeo& ie ben nriled. 
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man, and they will make a host of others, nnlesa fear prevents 
their reciting similar stories. 

Such, in fact, ia the origin of a multitude of errors. Once 
admitted, they are repeated, then systematized, then reduced to 
doctrines, which are introdu~ed into the mind amongst ita ear
liest ideas, bring into subjection the finest understandings, and 
persist for ages, until reason, reasserting her rights, drives back 
imagination within proper limits. 

When entire nations accept erroneous ideas as facts, and teach 
them by leMons, ·boob, pictures, sculptures-in a word, by all 
the surroundings of social life-they become such that no one 
ean overcome them without divine aid. ·The great men of the 
age partake to a certain extent of the opinions and prejudices of 
their eon temporaries; but these false notions have no efFect on 
their oonduct. The representatives of a nece88&1j' and useful 
idea-its incarnation, if I may so express myself-their mission 
is providential. They are driven by an irresistible impulse to 
do as they do, and their actions aasert the development of the 
highest faculties of the human mind. 

Let us apply these principles to the subject of our work, with 
the aid of some ideas borrowed from psychology. The outward 
world al"eots us, it invades all the senses, peoples the brain with 
millions of images, which an emotion, a passion, an abstraction, 
can suddenly reproduce with all their variety and diversity of 
coloring. Hence the desire that all have to feast on images. 
These pictured reminiscences, which impress ua in two different 
modes, according to which they appear to us false or real, con
stitute the phenomena of hallucinations. But the senses are DOt 
the only sources of our ideas: some are derived from the soul, 
from God; these are general ideas, pure perceptions, whioh 
cannot be pictured ; they only enter the region of hallucination 
by an overwrought abstraction ; the form under which they are 
presented iii but the result of the imperfection of our nature; the 
spirituality of man ia not thereby affected. 

The sensible signa which form the exclusive materials for hal
lucinationt, everything that exerts a powerful impression on the 
mind, ean, under certain circumstances, produce an image, a 
eound, a smell, etc. · Thus, when a man has long resigned him
aelf to profound m.oditation, he frequently finds the idea which 
has absorbed him clothed ba a material form ; on the ceseation 
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of the mental effort, the vision disappears, and it is explained by 
natural laws. But, should this man live at a time when appari
tions, demons, spirits, phantoms, are a general belief, the vision 
becomes a reality; with this difference, that if his intellects are 
healthy, and his mind clear, this apparition bas no power over 
him, and he can fulfil the duties of his social life as well as he 
who has no hallucinations. 

This remark applies forcibly to the hallucinations of eminent 
men. To have been raised above the belief of their times, they 
should have inherited another nature, especially where the belief 
bad nothing of a reprehensible character. In adopting it, they 
partook of a social error; but their enterprises, their actions, 
their doctrines, were those of philosophers, of moralists, of bene
factors of their kind. They fulfilled a needful mission, and their 
names are justly inscribed among those who glorify humanity. 

Who is not struck by the extreme differences which separate 
these from those who are hallucinated in our day? The former, 
powerful, logical, full of grandeur in their actions, are the repre
sentatives or an epoch, a want, an idea. The latter, feeble, unde
cided, illusive, are the expression of no desire; their missions are 
useless, aimless. The hallucinations of the one are consequent 
on the times; they have no influence on their reason; whilst 
those of the others prove an unhealthy individual organization, 
rmd are always more or less mixed up with madness. 

An important point, which must not be lost sight of, is that, in 
the greater number of these, the hallucination was only an auxili
ary to their thought. The illustrious men, so unjustly placed in 
tlte catalogue of lunatics, began by conceiving and arranging 
their plans, stamped with the impress of genius ; and it was only 
when, having profoundly considered them in all their bearings
their minds having attained the highest degree of enthusiasm, 
that prime mover of great actions-that they saw their thought 
take a form. The condition designated by the word hallucination, 
which we use for want of a better, was not in these cases a symp
tom of madness, but the result of the highest pitch of attention. 

In reading the life of an illustrious personage, we must never 
lose sight of the fact that it is composed of a history and a 
biography ;-history as the spiritual, biography as the mortal 
part.· To judge of one without the other, would be to deceive 
ourselves and others. The upspringing& of geniua give rise to 
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phenomena., which are frequently derived from the public voice; 
they are the rough materials, which disappear beneath the knife 
of the operator, to leave but the perfect result; they are, so to 
speak, hallucinations ; but they have no effect' upon acquired 
truths ; and these exist as well before as after the life of him 
who has been made their interpreter. Considering its duality, 
we think that an idea is, like man, composed of two parts-the 
one spiritual, the other material ; and hallucination, considered 
in its characteristic phenomena., is the material reproduction of 
an idea. It is the highest degree of tension of which the deep 
thinker is capable-a real ecstasy. Amongst people of strong 
conviction, where imagination is not enlightened by science, it 
is the reflection of general belief; but in neither case does it offer 
any obstacle to the free exercise of reason. It is an incontro
vertible fact that the most celebrated men have been subject 
to hallucinations, without being in the least degree suspected of 
mental aberration. 

But, however strongly we may protest against accusing these 
learned men of madness, we nevertheless admit that hallucina
tions, combined with loss of reason, have existed amongst a cer
tain number of persons renowned in history. 

The necessity of belief is a distinctive trait of our nature. If 
we take both faith and reason for our guides, we are surely led 
without obstacle to the end we would attain; but if we leal! ex
clusively on one or the other, the result must be sadly erroneous. 
Faith without reason leads directly to superstition; and reason 
without faith almost always results in arrogance. The halluci
nations which arise from these two sources of error will be as 
various as the habitual ideas and occupations of the individual. 
The craving to know, unregulated, will produce monstrosities of 
every kind. The desire of excitement, indulged in, will dri\'e 
even the m9st enlightened nations into absurdities, and give an 
ephemeral triumph to impostors, until a new excitement arises to 
replace that which last existed. It would be impossible to give 
a luminous account of the hallucinations resulting from these 
two causes ; they would be as numerous as the combinations of 
thought, and as diversified as character. 

However much the false direction of the mental powers may be 
the cause of these hallucinations, they cannot all be so classed. 
Some are the result of disease, some of certain substances intro-
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duced into the system, etc. The primitive phenomenon ia alway• 
the same ; bnt the caue ~ift'en. We have, therefore, thought it 
well to sepan,te it into two claues; namely, moral cansee and 
physical causes. In treating of hallucinations and their etiology, 
considered psychologically, historically, morally, and religioualy, 
we shall enter fully into such a development aa the importance 
of the subject demands. 

In a question of this natnre, it is natnral that our opinion 
ahould be required on apparitions mentioned in Holy Writ. It 
belonga neither to our principles nor to our convictions to evade 
a reply. We admit the authenticity of the recitals both of the 
Old and the New Testament; we believe in the intervention of 
the Divinity to eetablieh a religion, the founder of which pro
claimed his mission by the destruction of the worship of false 
gods, by the abolition of slavery, and the creation of family ties. 

But whilst we have established for profane history the fact 
that there are hallucinations compatible with reason, that there 
are others aggravated by insanity, resulting from an nnhealthy 
organization, we at the same time believe that many religious per
sons have had hallucinations connected with the opinions, the 
errore, and prejudices of the age, without influencing their rea
son; and that others, on the contrary, have been victims of a 
delirious imagination. Our general laws are stamped with the, 
seal of our weakness, since their exceptions are incessantly placed 
side by side with them. 

Now, if we consider the chief points of this chapter, we shall 
observe that a craving for the unknown, to which is related or 
whence springs the desire to know, the love of the marvellous, 
the thirst for emotions, proceeds from the violation of the two 
grand laws which preside over human destiny-the knowledge of 
God and of ourselves. 

Reason, quitting the path of plain doctrine and calm philoso
phy, becomes uncertain, vacillating, leaves the field free to Ima
gination, which, delighting in paradoxes, dreaJJ)s, and chimeras, 
and reigning supreme, throws ideas into a multitude of false 
positions, which, becoming afterwards systematized, serve for 
the development of other species. 

But thought-that food of the mind, that mysterious link be
tween the soul and the body-acts in two ways upon man: by ita 
visible and ita spiritual sign. If a moral or physical cause acta 
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on the mind with sufficient power to create a visible picture, aa in 
the phenomenon of hallucinations, an image is produced; thus, in 
derangement, the mind is not the diseased part, it is the organ 
alone that suffers. The instrument is defective-the mind that 
directed it is untouched; it rests inactive, but it is ne,·er injured; 
sometimes it even struggles through all obstacles, and proves 
that all its energy is preserved, notwithstanding its long rest. 
In its sickness, obliged to act on a chimera, it has continued its 
functions with perfect regularity. 

When neglect of fundamental principles has multiplied false 
notions, filled the mind with superstitions and errors, which have 
become general belief, the visible signs by which these notions 
are impressed on us exhibit tliemselves in hallucinations; thus, 
in periods of individuality, they are manifested in forms cob· 
nected with the habitual preoccupation of whosoever is presented 
to the eyes of the mind. 

The effects of hallucinations are of two kinds : either they 
have no in:O.uence on the mind, or they are accompanied by mad
ness. 

But in recognizing the authority of reason, it must not be 
forgotten that it is under restraint, and that consequently it can 
be checked and controlled; and, convinced with Bossuet that 
religion can only come under its in:O.uence to a certain point, and 
under fixed limits, we admit the authenticity of the apparitions 
of Holy Writ, which we separate ~ntirely from the hallucinations 
of religious men occasioned by general belief, and compatible 
with reason. 

These preliminaries established, we proceed to give the general 
arrangement of our work:-

The definition of hallucination should precede its history; with 
that, therefore, the book commences. It has been argued that 
it would be more logical to begin by the method of analysis. 
and synthesis; but that would require tortuous paths; we prefer 
the one which at once gives a clear idea of the question. 

If hallucination were a simple fact, its clD.88ifica.tion would not 
require such enlarged development; but it is far from being so. 
This particular state of the mind is seen under a multitude of 
aspects. It exists with reason, it constitutes a variety in mad
ness; frequently, strange metamorphoses of feeling mask it com
pletely. Almost always it accompanies alienation, of which it 
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is then but a l!ymptom. It exists in nightmare, in dreams, in 
ecstasies; certain nervous diseases, such as epilepsy, hysteria, 
hypochondria, are also frequently united with it; indeed, it is 
1ikewise observed in many inflammatory, chronic, and other 
affections. This multiplicity of forms has led us to establish ten 
stet ions. 

The first is devoted to hallucinations compatible with reason. 
The facts which are cited indisputably establish the fact that 
the reproduction of cerebral images can take place without de
rangement of the intellectual faculties; they will serve hereafter 
to ~plain the hallucinations of celebrated men falsely accused 
of madness. 

The second section comprises simple hallucinations, but stamped 
with the character of alienation. Individuals are persuaded that 
they see, hear, smell, taste, and handle things that are impal
pable to the senses of those about them. These false sensations 
exist even in the absence of the senses. Thus, the blind say that 
they see angels and devils. The deaf recite conversations they 
have heard. The hallucinations may be isolated, or several may 
be combined; they can affect all the senses. 

In the third section are collected the hallucinations that are 
mingled with another error of the senses, to which the name of 
illusion is given. In the first instance, vision occurred without 
an object; in the second, it is always produced by a real body, 
but wl1ich gives a different impression from rea1ity; a man be
comes a woman, a piece of wood, a frightful monster. Dlusions 
sometimes appear as an epidemic; and such arc not rare in his
tory. Ench sense may be the sent of the illusion, or all may 
be at once affected. In more than one instance, illusions have 
caused offensive and dangerous acts. 

Hallucinations nrc nbovc all frequent in madness; the fourth 
section embrnces those which arc observable in monomania, and 
the other varieties of alienation. Tho forms of delirium which 
most frequently exhibit this complication arc melancholy, deli
rium tremens, demonomania, erotomania, nostalgia., etc. A va
riety of demonomnnia formerly played a prominent part; those 
who were attacked by it imagined that they had dealings with de
mons, whom they called Incubes and Succubes. To this section 
is also related that which manifests itself by stupidity. Con
founded with imbecility, successively cla.88cd with several kinds 
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of madness, there is no doubt that this state now and then is 
accompanied by errors in the senses, the existence of which is 
not proved until after the recovery of the patient, and which 
gives a reaeon for acts otherwise inexplicable, and only to be 
accounted for by hallucinations. 

The f'ourth section also includes hallucinations that accompany 
mania; they are often associated with illusions, or alternate with 
them. Their frequency is almost as great as in monomania, but 
it is . often more difficult to detect them, because maniacs pass 
from one object to another, are capricious, reply with volubility, 
and pay no attention to the questions addressed to them. There 
is a variety of this mania with lying-in women, which is observ
able in many cases. A fact which is more rare, but which we 
have likewise noted, is the persistence of this symptom in the 
last stage of general paralysis. It is probable that hallucina
tions exist in some degrees of imbecility. 

Hallucinations which are exhibited in delirium tremens, drunk
enness, after the absorption of narcotics and poisons, arc the sub
jects of the fifth section ; we have thought it proper to separate 
alienation from mental hallucinations, which, linked with the 
action of these substances, do not really show themselves with 
the characters of madness, and we have chosen to speak of them 
under the article Etiology. Delirium tremens, as well as mad
ness from inebriety, has a great influence on the conduct; we 
have examined each under the triple relation of morality, medi
cine, and law. 

The sixth section comprises hallucinations connected with cata
lepsy, epilepsy, hysteria, hypochondria, etc. 

The hallucinations of nightmare and dreams constitute the 
seventh section. It is evident that nightmare has points of re
lation with madness, which are observable in that state.· There 
are also dreams, which are closely analogous to hallucinations. 
The physiological study of dreams has presented many interest
ing particulars ; it is thus, for instance, that presentiments ap
pear to us explainable in most cases by hallucinations. It must 
not, however, be thought that presentiments occur only in dreams, 
and that hallucination always explains them. One case of noc
turnal hallucination which is related in this section may throw 
some light on actions frequently inexplicable. Indeed, we have 
proved that nocturnal hallucinatiuns have sometimes existed as 
an epidemic. 
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There is a aingular state of the mind known under the term 
Mtuy, the phenomena of which have justly attracted the re
searches of obse"ers. The hallucinations which are one of ita 
distinctive characteristics have induced ua to form it into an eiglat1a 
section. Prolonged concentration of thought on one object ia 
terminated by an ecstatic state of the brain, in which the object 
is reproduced, and affects the mind as if it were really percei'fecl 
by the eyes of the body. With this state of the mind may 
be classed the visiona of celebrated men. Their hallucinations 
had often no influence on their reason, particularly when they 
were united to the general belief of the time, and when they oc
curred during the ecstasy that we have termed physiological. 
Ecstasy has several times been noticed in children; in catalepsy, 
hysteria, overwrought mysticism, and mental alienation. 

Certain special phenomena, such as premonition, clairvoy
ance, ·second-sight, magnetism, and somnambulism, appear to Ul 

related to ecstasy. The effect of cold has also occasioned this 
nervous state. Ecstasy has been observed in all climates; and 
even lately has appeared among several thousand persons in 
Sweden. The hallucinations obse"ed in these different nervous 
states, and especially in somnambulism, may cause acts involving 
great responsibility. 

The nint·h section of the classification comprehends febrile 
complaints, acute, chronic, and other inflammations, and certain 
atmospheric states. Amongst the diseases in which this symptom 
has been most frequent, we will notice acute delirium, which has 
been observed in madhouses, fever, attacks of the brain, paren
chymatous inflammations, typhus and typhoid fevers, intermit
tent fevers, gout, chlorosis, pellagra, hectic diseases, syncope, 
asphyxia, lethargy, convalescence, etc. Atmospheric influences 
appear to have frequently caused this symptom. 

Finally, in the la8t section we have exhibited the hallucinations 
and epidemic illusions of which we have elsewhere spoken. 

Such is the circle in which we ban collected the facts relative 
to hallucinations which have come under our notice; large as 
it may be, we believe that the arrangement is such as to enable 
any one to comprehend the whole. 

Dy the numerous divisions that we have established, it will be 
perceived that hallucinations have different causes. The two 
great moral and physical categories, indicated at the commence-
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ment of this chapter, are the leading points whence emanate 
a mnltitude of second causes. As, in mental alienation, domi
nant ideas have a great inftuence on hallucinations, so, during 
the reign of demonology, sorcery, magic, lycanthropy, and vam
pirism, men everywhere saw devils, sorcerers, men-wolves, vam
pires, etc. With different degrees of civilisation, the character 
of hallucinttion varies. With the Greeks, it was exhibited in 
the form of pans, fawns, naiades. With the Romans, it took the 
aspect of genii. In the Middle Ages, it was manifested in the form 
of angela, saints, and devils. In our time, all po88ible combinations 
of thought form the basis. When hallucinations are produced by 
physical causes, they may be referred more or le88 to each of 
these; but, aa we have already announced them in several pre
ceding sections, we will abstain from repetition. 

Correctly speaking, the preceding paragraph has reference only 
to the secondary causes of hallucinations ; it was necessary to 
consider them on higher grounds, which we have endeavored to 
do in a chapter in which they are regarded in a psychological, 
historical, moral, and religious view. In the early part of this 
chapter, we have shown that the first causes of hallucinations must 
be sought for in the violation of some great principle, in the errone-
ous direction of ideaa, and by consequence in the abnormal produo
tion of their perceptible signs. .After having entered on more ex
tended considerations of the nature of ideas, their division, the 
principal operations of the mind which are brought into play in 
hallucinations, we have shown that these should often be con
sidered as almost a normal fact, to which. we have already. alluded 
in speaking of physiological ecstasy. This mode of treating the 
subject of hallucinations has enabled us to explain how so many 
celebrated men have been thus affected, without on that account 
being insane. The examples of Loyola, Luther, and Joo.n of Arc 
ofFer themselves at once as decided demonstrations in favor of 
this opinion • 

.Above all, the object of our argument is to prove that these 
noted personages were the personifications of an epoch, au idea; 
that they fulfilled a useful and necessary mission; and that their 
hallucinations bad nothing in common with those of the present 
time. In this chapter, we have also endeavored to establish a de
cided line of demarcation between the apparitions of Holy Writ, 
the hallucinations of profane history, and e\·en those of many 
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Cbmtiane. If our judgment does not deceive u, we have present
ed tl1e doctrine o( hallucinations in a much clearer form than it 
hu hitherto been dono; and we willingly believe that all good 
peoJJle, who atlmit tho utility of religion, who think that it ought 
to be re11peeted and honored, will thank 118 for our feeble efforts. 
A.. to thoee who rank a belief in Chriatianity among errors, we 
judge them not; but if our opinions incur their blame, we prefer 
it, to an approbation gained by that compromiae of conacience 
which ia unhappily too common. 

Thill treatiao on hallucinations would have been incomplete, 
had we been silent on their physiology. Deeply studied by M. 
Dai11argcr, in the memoir to which the prize was awarded by the 
Academy of Medicine, • it had partly been described by 118 in 
our Hymptomatology; we have added to this chapter all that 
appeared new in the work of our learned brother. 

We have no reason to anticipate any satisfactory result from 
pott-morlem examinations of the insane, with regard to halluci
rus.tione; on this point we agree with the majority of the Faculty, 
wl10 consider that the pathological anatomy of hallucinations has 
1et to be made. If, in this case, alterations were met with, they 
were llimple coincidences or effects, and were quite as frequently 
wanting, various, and contradictory. 

:1\forcovcr, the progress and duration, diagnosis and prognosis 
o( lmllucinations have offered considerations on which we have 
dwelt according to their merits. 

'J'ho treatment of hallucinations up to the present period has 
been 111ight. M. Leuret, entering his protest against this error, 
pro\'l!l} tluLt Kuch p1Lticnts, propet·ly guided, could be cured. lie 
llllK cluiructl the merit of calling the attention of practitioners 
to thiK point, nnd hus established rules, which, although much 
tli~Jllllc•l, have in 11cvcrnl cases proved successful. But in doing 
jnt~tit•u to1 tho tnl'rit of this physician, unjustly attacked during 
)lirt lifB, t wu wonltlmoclify the usc of his methotl, and justify by 
fawt11 thu or1o which wo }>roposo, and which appears to 113 more 
gt•nomlly npplic1Litlo. 

Ou1• taudc would lul.\'O bet'n imperfectly performed had we 

• 1\fllm, quotcul. 
t Ht•ll tlut nutlao th"t wo pullliahod of him in the A1uaal. Jltd.l\ycA., 

July, 11441. 
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neglected tho examination of hallucinations in connection with 
civil and criminal institutions. It has been proved by a multi
tude of examples that persons thus affected may, under the 
influence of their false impressions, commit reprehensible, dan
gerous, and even criminal acts. This fact, placed beyond doubt 
in the course of this work, has been confirmed by new examples. 
Thence it became necessary to establish signs by which this state 
should be proved, in order that it might not be confounded with 
simulation; we have discovered these signs by inquiry, and 
from the writings and prolonged observation of' individuals; we 
also think that magistrates, as well as doctors, possess the 
means to distinguish criminals laboring under hallucination. 
The question of sequestration, already agitated in speaking of 
treatment, has been newly considered. Useful in many cases, 
especially when the patient is mischievous, in many others it could 
not be recommended without serious inconvenience to the persons 
affected. Finally, we have closed this chapter, the principal 
points of' which we have glanced at, by showing that it is possible 
to use a test in the case of hallucinations, provided that they do 
not influence the acts of the individual: but we have also shpwn 
that it is not thus when the affections are perverted; as would, 
for example, be the belief' that a near relative had the form of a 
devil, that he used electricity to poison the food, exhaled infec
tious odors, caused torment, etc. 

In composing a work of this nature, the author should seek to 
combine interest with instruction. The favorable reception that 
we have met with induces the belief that these two conditions 
have been fulfilled. 
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CHAPTER I. 

DBPINITIO:R A:RD DIVISION OJ BALLUCilUTIO:RS. 

Importance of the study of hallucinations-Deftnition or authon-Outline of the 
principal claaeificationa-Cht.racter of the one preMnted by the author. 

THB psychological history of man does not offer a more curious 
question than that of hallucinat_ions. To see what no eye per
ceives, to hear what no ear hears, to be convinced of the reality 
of sensations to which all are incredulous-does not this present 
matter for research full of interest ? 

Hallucination, recorded in the annals of every people, and 
in the lives of the greater number of celebrated persons, and ex
isting as a creed through a long vista of ages, is, doubtless, re
strained by the progress of science ; but, such as it now appears, 
its study becomes a matter of high import, from the part it plays 
in a host of psychological phenomena, its intervention in many 
diseases, and particularly in mental affections. 

What is hallucination ? How can it be defined ? Is it simple, 
or combined.with other morbid conditions? Such are the differ
ent questions with which we shall commence our work. 

Aristotle, Zeno, and Chrysippus, among the ancients, were, in 
a degree, aware of a false perception, and endeavored to distin
guish it from true perception; they described three sorts of hal
lucinations--those of the sight, of the hearing, and of smell; but 
they neither noted all the degrees nor all the conditions of its 
existence. 

The definition of hallucination does not appear to trac& to a 
period far back ; Arnold is, we think, the first who gave it 
any completeness of form. "Ideal insanity," said he, "is the 
intellectual state of a person who believes he sees and hears 
wh~ no other person sees or hears ; who imagines he converses 
with spirits, ~ives things impalpable to the senses, or that 
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do not exist outwardly such as they appear to him ; or who, 
when he sees external objects in their reality, has false and 
absurd i1leas of his own form, and of the palpable qualities of 
objects."* 

One cannot but see in this definition, certainly somewhat long, 
the distinction of hallucinations and illl18ions, as also errors of 
personniity. 

AI. Crichton, who wrote about the same time, defined ha1lnci
nation or illusion, as a delusion of mind, in which fancies are mis
taken for realities, and real objects become falsely represented, 
without any general derangement of the intel1ectoal faculties.t 

Sauvnges, with Felix Plater, called hallucination a false percep
tion caused by imperfection o( the external senses ; and included, 
under tho vngue term delirium, that the principle o( which is in 
the brain itself. Amongst hallucinations, ho placed vertigo, 
double-sight,. tingling in the car, hypochondria, and somnambu
lism. Darwin, in his Zoonomia, admits the opinion of the two 
preceding authors. 

Dy the word hallucination, Fcrriar understands all deceitful 
impressions, from the fly that flutters before the eye to the most 
frightful spcctre.t 

Accor1ling to Hibbert, hallucinations arc merely ideas and re
collections, so vivid as to surpass real impressions.§ 

Esquirol, the first in France who gave a precise sense to the 
word hallucin:ttion, has applied it to phenomena neither depend
ent on a local lesion of the senses, nor on a vicious association of 
idens, nor on the effect of imagination, but solely on· n. particular, 
and, as yet, unknown lesion of the brain; he defines hallucination 
as a cerebral or psychical phenomenon, acting independently of 
the sens~s, and consisting in external sensations, that the patient 
believes he experiences, although no external agent acts mate
rially on his senses. In another part of his book, he says: "The 

* Arnold's Obsermtiona on tho Nature, Kinds, Cnuse~, nnd Prevention 
of Insanity; two vole. 8vo., 2d edition, t. 1, p. 55, London, 1806. Fin* 
edition puhlishod in 1782. 

t Alex. Crichton, .An Inquiry into tho Nature and Origin of .Mental 
Dernngement, t. 2, p. 342, London, li!l8. 

t An Enay towarde a Theory of .Apparitions, p. 95, London, 1813. 
f Samuel Hibbert, Sketches of the Philoeophy of Apparition•, 2d edi

tion, p. 1, London, 1825. 
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profeued sensations of the hallucinated are images, and ideu, 
reproduced by memory, usociated by imagination, and personi
fied by habit." 

This second definition has been strongly attacked as being 
neither logical nor consonant with facta. We will not bring for
ward the criticism to which it baa been subjected, but we consider 
it more brilliant than correct. 

M. Fabret, in his Lectwru ".PO" Mental Dii«UU, publiahed in 
the Gazetu du H8pitauz for 1850, adopts Esquirol's opinions, 
though with some slight modifications. 

DarWin,-and subsequently M. Fa ville, considered hallucinations 
as a lesion of the organs of sense. On this hypothesis, a f&lae · 
perception, always the same, is assumed to exist; but it is im
possible to adopt it for the hallucinations that are connected with 
the habitual ideas of the individual, or with those which are 
prevalent at certain historical epochs. 

According to M. Calmeil, hallucinations are ideas that are 
converted into material impressions, and are carried into ac
tion on the external senses, although the nervous system of the 
periphery is passive. But this physician goes farther, since he 
admits that the peripheric nervous system may be the starting
point for the most varied, and probably the most numerous, 
:hallucinations. M. Calmeil combines hallucinationa and illllllions. 

Mona. Ulut considers hallucinations to be an intermediate 
phenomenon between sensation and conception. This pheno
menon he regards aa a spontaneous transformation of thought 
into sensations generally external. 

M. Bland has attacked this definition, by remarking that hal
lucination cannot be a transformation of thought, because thought, 
immaterial in its nature, baa no form, consequently cannot be 
transformed, nor become ma'teriallike a sensation, viewed by the. 
impulse which produces it.* 

Between sensation and conception, says M. Leurct, there ex
ists an intermediate phenomenon, that practitioners call halluci
nation. Hallucination resembles sensation, inasmuch as, like 
sensation, it gives the idea of a body actually acting on the 
organs. It differs from it, inasmuch aa it exists without an ex-

* Bland, Note pour aervir to l'hiatoire de• hallaoinAtiona, ~ Jl6di
eak, Juin, 1842. 

8 
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ternal object. Like conception, it is creative, but it prodaoet 
images, not ideas; images, however, which are of the same worth 
to the hallucinated as the objects themselves.* 

Again, M. Aubanel, in his excellent treatise on hallucina
tions, t looks on this phenomenon u a form or variety of mental 
alienation, in which a man transforms the delirious conception 
of his mind into sensations, or, by means of these same con
ceptions, perverts real sensations by a88imilating them to his de
lirioM ideu. 

M. Baillarger admits two kinds of hallucination, the one com
plete~ which are the result of the double action of imagination 
and the senses; these are p•ycho-•emorial: the other produced 
only by the involnntary exercise of memory and imagination, 
which are pi!Jchical hallucinations. He defined psycho-sensorial 
hallucination as a sensorial perception, independent of all exter
nal excitation of the sensuous organs, and having its starting
point in the involuntary exercise of memory and imagination. 
Psychical hallucinations may be defined as perceptions purely 
intellectual, having their starting-point in the involuntary exer
cise of memory and imagination, and in a less degree than hal
lucinations of the former kind-the internal excitation of the 
sensorial apparatus.! 

According to M. Michea, hallucination is the transformation, 
sometimes voluntary, but more frequently involuntary, of me
mory and imagination, either isolated or combined, resembling 
sensorial perception.§ Sometimes it is cerebral, and idiopathic; 
sometimes sensorial, peripberic, or symptomatic. 

M. Szalkowski defines hallucination as a cerebral or psychical 
phenomenon perfected independently of the senses, and consist
ing in external sensations experienced by the individual, although 
no external agent acts materially on the senses.ll 

According to M. Parcbappe, the inherence of the ill010ry 

* Leuret, Fragments psychologiqae sur la folie, p. 133, Paris, 1834. 
t Aubnncl, Essn.i sur lee hallucinations, tMse, Paris, 1839. 
t Bailln.rger, Doe hallucinations, des causes qui lee produisent, et du 

maladies qu'elles caraoterisent (.Mtmoiru d11 l' Acadhrtie de Jlidecine, t. 12, 
Paris, 1846). 

1 Michen, Du delire des sensations, p. 82, Paris, 1846. 
II Louis Rufln S•alkowaki, Recherche sur lea hallucination• aa point 

de Tue de Ia peyohologie, de l'hietoire, et de la m6deciae legale, p. 8, 1849. 
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characteristic in the psychical phenomenon, considered as an 
eeaential condition of the special change of modality which en
genders illusions, necessarily excludes from this category of 
symptoms those phenomena which result immediately and ex
clusively from the operations of the soul as much as intellectual 
strength. In this opinion, notions and ideas can be true or 
false, and never illusory. Illusory sensations are dil5tinguished 
from other psychical phenomena, inasmuch as they have an 
act of the senses for their condition, and an illusion for their 
eft'ect. ,. 

The illusory sensations are of two orders, objective and sub
jective. The essential character of the former is to have a 
sensation created by an external object, and, as a necessary ef
fect, to engender an illusion relative to the sensible properties 
of that object. The subj~ctive have for their essential character 
a sensation without a real object, caused by an exterior modifica
tion of the organs of the subject, and causing an illusion relative 
to the existence of an external object.* 

Dendy explains hallucination as a past recollection-illusion, 
as a present recollection. t 

For ourselves, building on the symptomatology of hallucina
tions and illusions, we will define hallucination as the perception 
of the sensible signs of an idea; and illusion, a false appreciation 
of real sensations. In considering this phenomenon in a psycho
logical point of view, we will explain our opinion, by stating that 
the spiritual character of the idea, or its essence, never forms a 
part of the hallucination, but that the sensible sign forms its 
only foundation. 

The division of hallucinations ought to rest on a previous and 
deep study of their states of complication and simplicity. But 
this method, suitable for classification, would oft'er serious draw
backs to the comprehension of this work; the reader would not 
at once seize on the whole of the plan, his mind would lose itselt 
in details, and the result would be a painful impression, which 
would nullify all our eft'orts. Under this conviction, we will pro-

* Max Parchappe, Symptomatologie de Is- folie, Annalea MMio~PIJ
ohologiquee (eee numbers for January and April, 1850, and January, 
1851, p. 268, ttleq.). 

t Walter Cooper Dendy, The Philosophy of Myetery, London, 1841. 
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ceed to sketch our cluaification, after having exhibited the mon 
g~nerally adopted diriaions. 

Eaquirol recognizes only cerebral, mental, or idiopathic hallu
cinations. M. Calmeil says that in theory we may suppose that. 
aymptomatic hallucinations exist, and that the peripheric nervoua 
system is the starting-point for the most varied and perhaps the 
greatest n~ber of hallucinations. But, whether we lean to tu. 
theories of Capron, or rest upon those of Meyer, the sensatiou 
brought by the sentient extremities, which come from the nerve~: 
of sight, of hearing, of taste, of smell, of external and visceral, 
touch, and of the spinal marrow, impress only a shock on the 
brain, and it requires the action of that organ to constitute the 
operations of hallucination. 

M. Leuret divides hallucinations into those which occur dur
ing waking hours, and those which take place during sleep, and. 
which are ordinarily known as viliom. He includes incubus ud 
auccubus in the hallucinations of sleep. 

M. Aubanel, who makes but one clasa of hallucinations and 
illusions, has proposed the following division:-

!. The hallucinated arc fully aware of the phenomena they 
experience; they attribute it themselves to a freak of fancy, to 
a diseased imagination; they are perfectly rational, sometime& 
even manifesting a high development of intellect. 

2. The hallucinated cannot understand that their false im
pressions are received through any other medium than their 
senses; they are always careful to keep their actions subordinate 
to the phenomenon which affects them. 

8. The hallucinated believe in the interposition of their senses, 
and in the reality of the external impressions which occur to 
them. These distinctions apply alone to isolated hallucinations. 

In regard to the hallucinations of complex mental alienation, 
M. Aubanel notices a sensorial monomania, in which "the hal
lucinated maintain a connected series of ideas, and have none of 
that disorder or incoherence observable in madmen;" an!l a sen
sorial mania, "made up of numerous and various hallucinations, 
sometimes lucid, more frequently confused, each having the 
common cl1aracteristic of being insanity in itself-that ia to 
say, as incoherent and disordered as are actions and words in 
the frenzy of madness." 

Dr. Paterson, availing himself of the works of Ferriar, Heb-
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bert, Abercrombie and his disciples, commences by dividing hal
lucinations into two great sections: 1. Those of wakefulness. 
2. Those of dreams. He then· proposes a new classification, the 
most complete which has been published in England. It is com
posed of seven groups, which comprehend the major part of 
known hallucinations, and one of which admits the existence of 
hallucinations with reason.* 

In common with most of the authors who have preceded him, 
Mr. Paterson combines ha.Uucinations and illusions. 

The classifications of Messrs. Baillarger and Parchappe have 
already been noticed. 

The classification that we are about to introduce exhibits hal
lucinations in a much more extensive view. We recognize the 
hallucinations of illusions, although they constantly approximate, 
because their origin differs entirely; but, after having charac
terized their distinctions, we shall point out, in describing hallu
cinations, what is important to be known of illusions, as it is im
possible, in many circumstances, that these two forms of mental 
aberration should be isolated. The l!ame remark applies to idio
pathic and symptomatic hallucinations; however useful in a sci
entific point of view, it cannot be rigorously maintained in a 
history of hallucinations. 

These distinctions established, we shall proceed to divide hallu
cinations into ten 1ection1, shown in the following table, but which, 
from the importance of many ~f them, are also subdivided:-

Section I. Hallucinations consistent with reason. 

1. Corrected by un
. derstanding. 

2. Not corrected by 
understanding. 

• 

of sight; 
of hearing; 

Comprising of smell; 
hallucinations of taste; 

of touch; 
of all the senses. t 

Section II. Simple hallucinations, in themselves having the ch.-
racteristic of insanity, without being complicated with mono
mania, mania, madness, etc. 

*Paterson, M6moirea aur pluaieura cu d'hallucinationa (Annal. M6-
dico-Psychol., 1843). 

t Thi. subdivision applies to other sections. 
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Section m. Hallucinations in their connection with illusions. 
Section IV. Compound hallucinations, having in themselYee 

the characteristic of insanity, existing, 
1. With monomania; 
2. With stupidity; 
3. With mania ; 
4. With madness ; 
5. With imbecility. 

Section V. Hallucinations resulting from delirium tremens, in
toxication, and narcotic substances, and venoms. 

Section VI. Hallucinations most frequent in nenoas diseuee, 
but without the accessories of monomania, mania, and madne11. 

1. With catalepsy ; 
2. With epilepsy; 
8. With hysteria ; 
4. With hypochondria ; 
5. With rage. 

Section VII. Hallucinations with nightmare and dreams. 
Section VIII. Hallucinations with ecstasies. 
Section IX. Hallucinations with febrile, inflammatory, and acute 

diseases, chronic and other affections, with certain states of the 
atmosphere; namely, 

1. With acute diseases; 
2. With fever ; 
3. With diseases of the brain ; 
4. With parenchymatous inflammations ; 
5. With typhoid fever; 
6. With intermittent fever; 
7. With gout, chlorosis, pellagra, etc. ; 
8. With the last stages of hectic diseases ; 
9. With syncope, asphyxia, lethargy, convalescence, 

etc.; 
10. With atmospheric infl!leces, etc. 

Section X. Epidemic hallucinations.* 
As the aubdivision we have presented appears to us to compre-

* Epidemic hallucination• and illusions being noticed in the chapten 
with which they have more particular connection, we shall not devote aD.J 
special article to them. 
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bend all known hallucinations, it is evident that, when we shall 
have completed our examination, we shall have all the materials 
by whose aid we can study their symptoms, their causes, their 
lesions, their prognosis, their diagnosis, and their treatment. 
To make choice of the most authentic facts, the most appropriate 
for establishing the doctrine of hallucinations; to avoid crowding 
them together, the fault of so many modern authors; to refer 
to our own experience, whilst we glean from that of the learped 
both of our own and foreign countries-such .are the rules by 
which we propose to be guided in our researches on a subject 
which bears relation to medicine, philosophy, history, morals, 
and religion, and which is, without doubt, the most interesting in 
mental pathology. 



CHAPTE.R II. 

HALLUCINATIONS OONSISTBNT WITH RB.ASON. 

Inbence of rnerie In the production of halluci¥t1ons-Dlatinctiou to be eeta:. 
bUahed-011 the reverie of Orientals-Belief In thempematurrJ-1. Recopiled, 
IJIODt&neolll, ephemeral, and prolonged hallucinati0111; 2. Unreoogniled hallu· 
oinationa-CaUHI of halluoinatio111-0baenatiou borrowed from hiatorloal 
personages-Their import&noe-Reoapitulation. 

THB proposition in this book which is most disputed is that or 
hallucinations as consistent with reason. In order to bring for· 
ward all the evidence of which we think it snsceptiblo, we must 
penetrate into the region of psychological facts, analyze the 
di1f'erent states in which hallucination is normally produced, and 
illustrate argument by well·selected facts. Before entering on 
these researches, it will be well to notice an error inseparable 
from the subject, and into which it is usual to fall: I mean the 
analogies of reason and lunacy.* So long as a proper distance 
from the invisible limits of these two worlds is maintained, illu· 
sion is impossible; but the frontier once invaded, confusion com· 
mences, and it becomes very difficult to distinguish true from 
erroneous ideas, reality from falsehood. 

Let us take an example : The idea of God is universal ; his 
justice is an attribute that cannot be separated from his essence; 
if, however, the idea of justice should touch the borders of 
the fatal circle, it assumes the appearance of inflexible severity, 
terror, chastisement, and damnation, and too often leads to sui· 
cide. There is no idea, which is drawn into this orbit, but under· 
goes this terrible metamorphosis. The same phenomenon takes 
place with images. In many cases visible to the senses, but 

* F. Ulut, Le D~mon de Soorate, R~oherches del Analogies de 1a Folie 
et de Ia Raison, one vol. in 8vo. p. 321, Paris, 1836.-Moreau, Un chapltre 
oubli~ de la Patholope Mentale, Paria, 1830. 
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recognised u memories, reminiscences, creationB-Sometimes 
accepted as the effect of supernatural power-their usual charac
ter is not to cause any disturbance of the intellect, nor exercise 
any unhappy influence on the actions of life. It is not thus 
when the image presents an actual form to the mind which 
slavishly obeys it ; the hallucination passes from a physiological 
to a pathological condition, and thence leads to insanity. 

The existence of images, or rather of physiological hallucina
tions, * is placed beyond all doubt by thousands of physical and 
moral facts. Indeed, they may be caused by optical or acoustio 
illusion. 

Brewster, in his Letter• on Natural Magic, t has related an ex
periment by Newton, which proves that any one can, at his plea
sure, create hallucinations. That great philosopher, after having 
attracted the sun to a mirror, directed his glance by chance to 
an obscure part of the room ; he was much surprised to see the 
solar spectrum reproduced, and exhibited by degrees, with all the 
colors and brilliancy of the sun itself. The hallucination oc
curred as frequently as he turned his eyes towards the dark 
spot.t 

Paterson remarks that the same phenomenon takes place when 
a casement is highly illuminated, and the wall afterwards looked 
at; the image of the casement, with its squares and its bars, is 
quickly developed to your gaze.§ To these two facts may be 
added the circumstance that individuals who concentrate their 
ideas on a scene, or a mountain which they may have noticed in 
their travels, find it reproduced with extreme fidelity. 

* These remarks apply equally. to illusions. 
t Sir Da.vid Brewster, Letters on Natural Magio, p. 32, London, 1832. 
l I would remark now, and once for all, that all observations borrowed 

f'rom foreign authors have been translated by myself. Many physicians 
who have written on hallucinations have given certain quotations whioh 
Uaey believed to be literally taken from worke, more or leas known, whilst 
I took the trouble to translate the original text. Experience at my own 
coat, and errors committed by those who quote at aeoond and third hand, 
have long since given me the habit of applying at once to the fountain
head. 

I Paterson, Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, No. cliv., January, 
1843.-M6moires sur pluaieun cas d'hallucinationa, a1'eo des observations 
aur lea ph6nom~nea et lea ~tata morbide1 dansleaquela elle1 ont lieu, trans
lated b1 .A. Brierre de Boiunont, Ann&lea M~dico-Payoho., 1, 3, 1834, 
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There is a state of mind which every one has experienced, ncl 
which shows with what facility hallucination can be produced: I 
speak of reverie. A dear friend, M. Alfred de Vigny, writes 
thus on the subject: "There are two kinds of reverie-that of 
weak minds, and that of deep thinkers. Yes, reverie leads to a 
wilderneSB of ideas in the poor souls who are in love with thought, 
and desire it, without being able to obtain it, or to find in it com
plete and solid strength. Certainly it is a dangerous labyrinth 
to those who have neither a clear sight nor a firm foot to dia
cover their road. But reverie is the prelude to great creationa 
in minds like that of St. Jerome, who came forth from the desert 
stronger than when he entered it, and reappeared, armed and 
mailed with his grand Christian books. With him, with St. John 
Chrysostom, with Descartes, with Malebranche, with Dante, with 
Milton, with Spinosa, reverie is force, power, health, and often 
even longevity. With them solitude is holy." 

Meister likewise describes this creative power of reverie : 
"Nothing," says he, "can throw a clearer light on the habitual 
working of our faculty of thinking than to observe it by turns in 
three '·ery difFerent states-the state of waking, that of sleep, 
and that middle state between waking and sleeping, in which the 
external senses are rather in a state of calm and inaction than 
of actual torpidity; in which the activity of the internal senses 
becomes, as it were, isolated, and it is doubtful whether we dream 
or meditate. This state usually follows or precedes the repose 
of sleep ; it is also sometimes the result of prolonged meditatio6 
on one object, or on one idea, more particularly in the silence 
of nature, in the obscurity of the forest, or in the midst of the 
shadows of night. Then a eingle impression, a single image, 
appears sometimes to remain long in the thought, and hold it, aa 
it were, in a state of siege; then our understanding acts only by 
intuition. Entire scenes, pictures, complete or in pari, succeed 
to the interior sense, now slowly, now with rapidity. We think 
we see, and truly see, that which we have never seen. Indeed, 
these are real phantoms that our imagination, by its sole power, 
gathers around us, happy or unhappy beneath the charm of its 
sorcery.'' 

" I am persuaded that devotees, lovers, prophets, llluminati, 
and Swedenborgians, owe all the wonders of their presentiments, 
their visions, their prophecies, their conversations with celestial 
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intelligences, their journeys in heaven, and in hell, to the illusions 
of which this state of being renders us susceptible ; in a word, all 
the extravagance and superstition of their contagious reveries. 
But I do not hesitate, also, to say that it is probably in this 
state that men of genius have conceived the most original beau
ties of their works ; that in it the geometrician has solved the 
problem that had long baffied him ; the metaphysician has seen 
the first glimpse of the most ingenious of his systems ; the poet, 
his most beautiful verse ; the musician, the most expreBBive and 
most brilliant of his paBBages; the statesman, the decisive expe
dient that all the light of his experience had not discovered ,with 
his severest calculations ; the general, the expansive and Papid 
coup d'anl that fixes the fate of a battle and insures victory." 

We may here notice the influence of being on the confines be
tween the true and the fanciful ; towards whichever side we 
lean, reverie is the great source of great actions or r$Bh enter
prises. 

Carried away by these waking dreams, these castles 1n the 
air, so familiar to us, and which substitute such sweet illusions 
for the sad realities of life, our thoughts are illuminated, our idle 
fancies become embodied, and we see before us, under sensible 
forms, all the objects of our wishes. Who, for example, has not 
a hundred times contemplated the figure of his beloved; or, if 
he be enamored of glory, has not distinctly heard the sound of 
clarions, and the cries of the combatants ? 

All who have lived in the East, or written of that glorious 
country, have spoken of the powerful effect of the climate on the 
imagination of the inhabitants. It is averred that there exist 
substances in that part of the world that throw the mind into ec
stasies. "For myself," says M. Paul de Mol~nes, "I have always 
thought that the heaven under which the Arab folds and unfolds 
his tent is the most effectual source of reverie in which the soul 
can be steeped. The Orientals do not, like ourselves, know the 
debasing and loquacious intoxication of wine, of brandy, of beer, 
and of all those liquors that disfigure the features, disorder the 
mind, and imprint extravagance on the tongue ; but they possess 
the secret of that noble and silent intoxication of heaven, of soli
tude, space, and of those divine things which give an august cha
racter to the countenance, and illumine thought with the trans
parencies of vision, and place a sacred seal on the lips, broken at 
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rare intervals by a few solemn words. It is of this intoxication, 
which those who have once indulged in never renounce, that the 
recital of Camhi (Sid-el-Ad}Mohammed, member of the tribe of 
Chambas) is full. Amongst the mysterious facts that I amued 
myself in gathering from the curious details of this peregrination, 
is one that appeared to me striking. Chambi relates that, duriDg 
one of the numerous halts of his journey, a gentle and frater
nal exaltation seized him and all his companions. A sort of in
visible mirage exhibited to the whole caravan the image of their 
absent country, and threw into inexpressible tendernen the weary 
souls of these pilgrims. What heavenly inll.uence spread over all 
thesl! hearts the same emotion, and animated all these minds with 
the same thoughts, at the same moment ? It is a secret of God, 
and of the desert. But I love the country, and I love the book in 
which S'!JCh secrets are offered to our meditation."* 

Such is likewise the opinion of M. Combes the younger : "The 
Oriental," be remarks, "is indolent and voluptuous. The ketl' 
is as essential to his existence as the bread which he eats, or the 
clothes that cover him. An Arab, be he rich or poor, who can
not indulge during the day in his keff, is a most unhappy man. 
But, you inquire, what is this kefl"? The word has no corre
sponding word in our language; and the Italians, in translating it 
as 'far niente' (complete idleness), give but a very imperfect idea 
of its real significance. The kefl" is a reverie, happiness in repoee; 
it is a kind of beatitude in which the individual is plunged, and 
from which he woul<l wish never to be aroused. Tho Orientals 
rarely think; it is too fatiguing. During the kefl', the hours of 
which are regulated, and of which no motive would induce them 
voluntarily to deprive themselves, their imagination, capricious 
and wandering, is without end, and without object ; it loves to be 
lost in a world of fancy, and to feast on vain chimeras. In these 
ecstatic hours, the Orientals aro all poets, but egotists who produce 
nothing."t 

It is to this power of imagination that we owe those wonderful 
tales which are the charm of the Orientals. It is this which 
peoples the bowels of the earth with genii, magicians, and 
palaces filled with treasure, and fancies in every European, w~o 

* De1 ouvrage~ do GAnAral Daumaa (Article de M. Paul de MoU1ne1, 
JotlrnGl du DebaU, du 4 Mare, 1851). 

Vo7age en Egypt et en Nubie. 
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excave-tes ruins to find the remains of antiquity, a magician 
invoking the guardian genii of the treasures, in order to p088e88 
himself of them. 

The reverie, then, is eminently favorable to the production of· 
physiological hallucinations; and it is easy to deduce from theqce, 
how, with deep thinkers, it may be the cause of admirable chef• 
d'att&vru. 

Hence poets, painters, _sculptors, whom genius baa touched 
with his wing, ha:ve all perceived before them the form of the 
ideal of their dreams ; ,their biographies pr9ve that this form wu 
visible to the eyes of their minds (like the ghost of Banquo in 
Maobeth). and often even to their bodily eyes. Moreover, we do 
not believe that there are immortal creations without this mate
rialization of the ideal. It is the charaeteristio sign of the 
artists of antiquity, and of those of the Middle Ages; and if few 
can now equal them, it is because thai profound belief which 
elevated the soul to the highest degree of enthusiasm baa almoat 
entirely ceased amongst enlightened people, who, on the contrary, 
profess to believe nothing. 

Having reserved kaUucinatWrlt in relatitm to p'1fclwlogg for 
a special chapter, we will not enter on the examination of dreams, 
of certain states of infancy, of authentic phenomena of magnet-. 
ism and somnambulism, etc. ; our object here is simply to prove, 
that hallucination is consistent with reason. The two classes 
that we have established are distinguished one from the other, by 
the excess and the intensity of the phenomenon. In a reaaon&
ble state, the image may preserve ihe vividness of the original,. 
but it is in general recognized aa a creation of the imagination, 
and is of short duration; in the delirious state, on the contrary,· 
the brain paints its pictures with more force than they po88e88 in· 
reality ; these are detached from self, take an existence inde
pendent of the individual, and distlu'b the mental faculties. 

The psychological study of man, then, proves that hallucin&- _ 
tion can exist without· disordering the mind. We will describe 
several curious cases in support of this doctrine, and divide them 
into two sections : 1. Hallucinations corJ;'ected by the under~ 
standing; 2. Hallucinations not corrected by the understanding: . 
perfect sanity in both case&. 

The hallucinations of the first section may continue for a 
length of time. In certain cases, they are conjured up at will. 
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SUBBBCTION 1.-HaUucinatiMIB <'omi~Unt Ulitla reucm, etr
rected by the underrtanding. 

CABB I. "A painter who inherited much of the patronage of 
the celebrated Sir Joshua Reynolds, and believed himself to 
posse88 a talent superior to his, was so fully engaged, that he told 
me," said Wiga.n, "he had painted three hundred large and small 
portraits in one year. The fact appeared physically impoeaible; 
but the secret of his rapidity and his astonishing succeu wu 
this; he required but one sitting of his model. I watched him 
paint a portrait in miniature in eight hours, of a gentleman whom 
I well knew; it was carefully done, and the resemblance waa 
perfect. I begged him to detail to me his method of procedure, 
and he related what follows : 'When a sitter came, I looked atten
tively on him for halt" an hour, sketching from time to time on 
the canvas. I did not require a longer sitting. I removed the 
canvas, and pa88ed to another person. When I wished to con
tinue the first portrait, I recalled the man to my mind; I placed 
him on the chair, where I perceived him as distinctly as it he 
were really there; and I may add, in form and color more 
decided and brilliant. I looked from time to time at the imagi
nary figure, and went on painting; occasionally stopping to 
examine the posture exactly as though the original were before 
me; whenever I looked towards the chair, I saw the man. 

"'This method made me very popular, and as I always caught 
the resemblance, the sitters were delighted that I spared them 
the annoying sittings of other painters. In this way I laid by 
much money for myself and my children. 

" ' By degrees I began to lose all distinction between the imagi
nary and the real figure, and I sometimes insisted to my sitten 
that they had so.t the day before. Finally, I was persuaded that 
it was so, and then all became confusion. I recollect nothing 
more. I lost my reason, and remained for thirty years in an 
asylum. With the exception of the last six months of my con
finement, I recollect nothing; it however appears to me, that 
when I hear persons speak of their visit to the establishment, I 
have a faint recollection of them, but I will not dwell on this 
subject.' 

"What is most surprising is that when this artist reassumed 
his pencil, after the lapse of thirty years, he painted almost as 
well as when madne88 obliged him to renounce his art. His 
imagina.tion was still very vivid, as was proved by the portrait 
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which I saw him take, for which he only required two sittings of 
half an hour each, the last of which was to look at the dre88 and 
the eyebrows, which his memory had not retained. As it was 
feared that the excitement, consequent on this work, would be 
productive of unhappy results, he was persuaded to renounce 
the pr$Ctice of his art. He died shortly afterwards."* 

This power of invoking shadows, and peopling solitudes, may 
be carried so far as to transform individuals present into phan
toms. 

OABB II. Hyacinth Langlois, a celebrated artist of the city 
of Rouen, intimately acquainted with Talma, related that this 
great artist had confided to him the fact that, when he trod the 
stage, he could, by the force of his will, make all the brilliant 
dre88es of ·his numerous audience disappear, and substitute 
skeletons for the living characters. When his imagination had· 
thus filled the theatre with these singular spectators, his emo
tions were such as to give to his play a force which produced the 
most striking effects. 

Since hallucination can in such a case be invoked at will, it is 
easy to conceive that it may exhibit itself instantaneously. 

0ABB III. Bottex relates that a man employed in a brew
house in Strasburg, having gone to Saint Etienne, inhabited the 
latter town for about two months, when he one night heard 
something walk round his bed, and pass over the coverlet ; the 
next day, at the same hour, the same noise ; but then he dis
tinctly heard these words: "Ah! I have found you, then!" He 
recognized the voice of a. young person whom he had left at 
Strasburg. 

Thenceforward, the voice followed him everywhere ; asked for 
money, spoke of marriage, and menaced him with the devil if he 
did not comply with her wishes ; in fact, she so tormented him 
that he could neither work nor sleep, so he resolved tq enter a 
hospital at Dyons. 

He did not see the woman who spoke to him, but distinctly 
beard her voice ; and no hour passed that she did not talk to 
him. When requested to listen to her, he leaned his head to 
the left, and immediately heard her ; when he repeated word for 
word what she said. 

• A. L. Wigao, M.D., A New View of Insanity, the Doality of the Mind, 
p. 123, London, 1844. 
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This man was perfectly sane ; he knew perfectly well that the 
woman whose voice he heard was not near him. "She must," 
said he, laughing, " have made a ~mpact with the devil." He 
coul<l not explain what he experienced otherwise ; but he did 
not hold on to the idea, knowing it to be absurd. By degreee, 
tho voice addressed him more rarely; finally, he no longer heard 
her, and went out cured at the end of a month. 

CABB IV. A lady about sixty yean of age, of extremely ner
vous susceptibility, was from time to time affected with singular 
visions. Suddenly she would see a robber enter her chamber, 
and conceal himself under her bed ; she was instantly seised 
with violent palpitations of the heart, and universal trembling. 
She was, nevertheless, perfectly aware of the falsity of theH 
impressions, and her reason ·made great efforts to dissipate the 
fean which they awoke in her mind. 

Satisfied that no person could have entered her room, the lady 
resisted the impulse which led her to open the windows and call 
for assistance ; after a struggle of some minutes, reason finally 
triumphed, and she was restored to calmness ; she would then 
approach the bed, and examine it without fear and with grea' 
satisfaction.' "I frequently witnessed," says Mathey," the cour
ageous efforts of the lady to free herself from the fantastic ideu 
of all kinds that beset her." 

Hallucination, although understood and appreciated as such, 
by tho person under its influence, may, by its frequency and 
duration, produce so unhappy an effect on the mind as to caue 
death. · 

CABB V. "I knew," said Wigan, "a very intelligent and. 
amiable man, who had tho power of placing before him hia own 
image; he often laughed heartily at the sight of his resemblance, 
which also always appeared laughing. For a length of time 
this illusion was a subject of amusement and pleasantry; but the 
result was deplorable. By degrees he became persuaded that 
he was haunted by his double. This other disputed obstinately 
with him, and to his great mortification, occasionally confuted 
him, which was humiliating, inasmuch as he had a great opinion 
of his own judgment. This gentleman, although eccentric, waa 
never subjected to restraint or confinement. Finally, wearied 
out, he resolved not to enter on another year, paid all his debts, 
wrapped in separate papers the amount of the week's expenses, 
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and awaited, pistol in hand, the night of the Sbt of December. 
At the moment when the clock struck twelve, he blew out his 
·brains." 

CASB VI. We owe to a very eminent physician of acknowledged 
reputation, and intimate with Sir W.alter Scott, the recital of a • 
fact that occurred to a well-known personage, which is, without 
contradiction, one of the most curiooa examples that can be 
ofered in the history of hallucination. The physician was, by 
chance, oalled on to attend a man, now long deceased, who, 
during his life, filled an important office in a particular dep~ 
ment of joatice. His functions made him frequently an arbiter 
of the interests of others ; his conduct was therefore open to 
public obaervation, and for a series of years be enjoyed a repu
tation for uncommon firmneBS, good sense, and integrity. 

At the time when the physician visited him, he kept his room, 
sometimes his bed, and yet he continued now and then to engage 
in the duties of his office ; his mind displayed its oaual force 
and habitual energy in directing the business which devolved 
on him. A superficial observer would not have noticed anything 
indicative of weakneBS or oppreBSion of mind. The external 
symptoms announced no acute or alarming illneBS; but the slow
ness of his pulse, the failure of his appetite, a painful digestion, 
and an unceasing sadness, appeared to have their source in some 
cause which the invalid was resolved to conceal. 

The gloomy air of the unhappy man, the embarraBSment which 
he could not disguise, the constraint with which he replied briefly 
to the questions of the physician, induced the latter to apply to 
IUa family, who could not give him any satisfactory information. 

The physician then had recourse to arguments calculated to 
make a strong impreBSion on the mind of the patient. He 
pointed out the folly of devoting himself to a slow death rather 
~an communicate the secret of the grief which was dragging· 
him to the grave. Above all, he represented the injury he was 
inlioting on his own reputation, by creating a suspicion that the 
cause of his a1Biction, and the consequences resulting, were of too 
disgraceful and criminal a character to be owned ; and added, 
that he would bequeath to his family a 8D8pected and dishonored 
name, and leave a memory to which would be attached the idea 
of eome crime, which he dared not own, even in hia dying hoar. 
fbi~ latter argument made mQre Uhpreesion than any whioh had 
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been previously started, and he expreaeed a desire to unboeom 
himself frankly to the doctor. They were left together, the 
door of the sick man's room was carefully closed, and he begu 
his confeeeion in the following manner :-

" You cannot, my dear friend, be more convinced than myaelf 
of the death that threatens me; but you cannot comprehend the 
nature of the disease. nor the manner in which it aeta upon me; 
and even if you could, I doubt if either your zeal or your talent. 
could cure me." "It is p088ible," replied the physician, "that 
my ta'klnta would not be equal to the desire I have to be uaefal 
to yoa, but medical science has many resources, which only th01e 
who have studied, can appreciate. However, unleee you clearly d. 
scribe your symptoms, it is impossible to say whether it is in my 
power, or in that of medicine to relieve you." "I usure you," 
replied the patient, "that my situation is not unique, for there 
is a similar example ia the celebrated romance of Le Sage. 
Witho11t cioubt, you remember by what disease the Duke of 
Olivares died ? He was overcome by the idea that he was fol
lowed by &ll apparition, in whose existence he did not belieYe; 
and he died because the presence of this vision conquered hil 
strength, and broke his heart. Well, my dear doctor, mine ia a 
similar case ; and too vision that persecutes me is so painful and 
so frightful, that my reason. is quite inadequate to combat the 
efFects of a freDEied imagination, and I feel that I shall die, the 
victim of an imaginary malady." 

The physician attentively listened to the recital, and judi
ciously abstained from any contradiction ; he contented himself 
with asking for more circumstantial details of the nature of the 
apparition that persecuted him, and of the manner in which ao 
singular an afFection had seized on his imagination, which, it 
would appear, a very moderate exercise of understanding would 
have succeeded in destroying. The patient replied that the 
attaek had been gradual, and that, in the commencement, it wu 
neither terrible nor very unpleasant; and the progreee of his suf
ferings was as follows :-

"My visions," said he, "began two or three years ago. I wu 
then annoyed by the presence of a great cat, which came and 
disappeared I knew not how; but I did not continue long in 
doubt, for I perceived that this domestic animal was the reault 
of a vision produced by a d~ra~g.eiJlent.in the organa o£ light, or 
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of the imagination. However, I have not the. same antipathy to 
these animals as that brave mountain-chief, now dead, whose face 
turned all the colors of his plaid, if in a room with a cat, even 
though he did not see it. On the contrary, I rather like them, and 
I endured the presence of my imaginary companion with a degree 
of patience that almost amounted to indifference. But, at the end 
of a few months, the oat disappeared, and was succeeded by a 
phantom of a higher grade, and whose exterior was at least more 
imposing. It was no other than a gentleman-usher, dressed as 
though he were in the service of the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, 
.or of a great functionary of the church, or of any other person 
of rank or dignity. 

" This character, in a court-dress, with bag wig, a sword by his 
side, a vest worked in tambour, and a chapeau-bras, glided by 
my side like the shade of Beau Nash. Whether in my own house, 
or elsewhere, he mounted the stairs before me, as if to announce 
me. Sometimes he mixed in with the company, although it was 
evident that no one remarked his presence, and that I alone 
witnessed the chimerical honors he paid me. This caprice of 
imagination did not make a strong impression on me; but it 
raised a question as to the nature of the disease, aud I began 
to fear the effect it might have on my senses. This apparition 
also had its term. After a few months,.my gentleman-usher was no 
more seen, but was replaced by a phantom horrible to the sight, 
and distreBBing to the mind-a skeleton. Alone, or in society," 
added the unfortunate man, "this apparition never leavea me. 
It is in vain that I repeat to myself that it has no reality, that 
it is but an illusion caused by the derangement of my eight,' or a 
disordered imagination. Of what use are such reflections, when 
the presage and the emblem of death is constantly before my 
eyes ? when I see myself, although only in imagination, forever 
the companion of a phantom representing the gloomy inhabitant 
of the tomb, whilst I am still upon earth? Neither science, 
philosophy, nor even religion has a remedy for such a disease; 
and I too truly feel tha.t I shall die this cruel death, although I 
have no faith in the reality of the spectre that is always pre
sent." 

The physician was pained to see how deeply this vision was 
rooted in the mind of the invalid, who· was then in bed. He 
adroitly pressed him with questions as to the apparition; knowing 
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him to be a Bell8ible man, he hoped to make him fall into conU. 
dictions, which would put his judgment, to all appearance clear, 
in a state fitted to combat sucoeeefully the disordered imagiD
tion, which was producing such fatal eft'ecte. "It would appear, 
then," said he, "that this skeleton is ever before you ?" "It 
is my hapless d~tiny to see it always," replied the sick maD. 

"In this case," continued the doctor, "you see it now." "Yea." 
"In what part of the room doee it appear to you!" "At the 
foot of my bed; when the curtains are a little open, it plaael 
itself between them, and fills the opening." "You say that yoa 
understand it to be only an illusion ?-In dreams we are U. 
quently aware that the apparition which freesee 01 with fear il 
false,; bat we cannot, nevertheless, overcome the terror that op
preues u. Have you firmneee enough to be positively oon• 
vinced! Can you rise, and take the place which the specU'e 
app8for& to oocupy, in order to &SSure yourself that it is a real 
illusion!" The poor man sighed, and shook hie head. "Well, 
then," said the doctor, "we will try another plan." He quitted 
the chair on which he bad been seated at the bead of the bed, 
and, placing himself between the open curta.ine, in the ~pot 
pointed out as being occupied by the apparition, he inquired. if 
the skeleton was yet visible. "Much less, because you are be
tween it and me, but I see the skull over your shoulder." 

It is said that, in spite of his philosophy, the learned doctor 
shuddered at a reply so distinctly announcing that the ideal 
spectre was behind him. He had recourse to other experiment., 
and employed various methode of cure, but in vain. The .,... 
tient became more and more dejected,· and died a victim to the 
agony in which his latter years had been paBBed. 

Here is an unexceptionable proof of the power the imagina
tion has on the body, even when the fantastic terrors it occa
sions cannot destroy the judgment of the unfortunate being who 
suffers them. The patient, in this case, perished, the victim 
of a hallucination ; and the details of this singular history being 
kept secret, his death and disease did not injure the well-merited 
reputation for prudence and acateness which he had enjoyed 
during the whole course of his life.* 

In many cases, hallucination attaches itself to a weakly oon-

• Walter Soott, Biltoey of DemoDOloo and Wi&ohcraft. 
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atitution. Bonnet, and La Place in his E~~Gi Pm"lotoplaique sur 
lu Prolxlln1iU• (pp. 224-226), have mentioned a fact of this 
nature relating to a maternal grandfather of the former of these 
physicians.* 

One of the most interesting narratives of this character is 
that which was published a few year& since by the bookseller 
Nicolai, of Berlin:-

CABB VII. "During the latter six months of the year 1790," 
that academician relates, "I had endured griefs that most deeply 
afFected me. Dr. Selle, who was accustomed to bleed me twice 
a year, had deemed it advisable to do so but once. On the 24th 
of February, 1791, after a sharp altercation, I suddenly perceived, 
at the distance of ten paces, a dead body ; I inquired of my wife 
if she did not see it; my question alarmed her much, and she 
hastened to send for a doctor ; the apparition lasted eight min
utes. At four in the af'ternoon, the same vision reappeared ; I 
was then alone; much disturbed by it, I went to my wife's apart
ment ; the vision followed me. At six, I perceived several fig
ures that had no connection with the others. 

" When the first alarm had subsided, I watched the phantoms, 
taking them for what they really were, the results of an indispo
sition. Full of this idea, I carefully examined them, endeavor
ing to trace by what association of ideas these forms were pre
sented to my imagination; I could not, however, connect them 
with my occupations, my thoughts, or my works. On the 
following day, the figure of the corpse disappeared, but was 
replaced by a great many other figures representing sometimes 
friends, but more generally strangers. None of my intimate 
friends were amongst these apparitions, which were almost ex
clusively composed of individuals inhabiting places more or less 
distant. I attempted to produce at will persons of my acquaint
ance by an intense objectivity of their persons ; but although I 
could see two or three of them distinctly in my mind, I could 
not succeed in making exterior the interior perception, &lthough 
I had before seen them in that manner involuntarily, and though 
I saw them afresh when not thinking of them. The disposition 
of my mind prevented me from confounding those false appear
ances with reality. 

* Bonne\ Eaeai analytique Ar 1' A.me, ch. uiii. p. 426. 
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" These visions were as clear and distinct in solitude as in 
company, by day as by night, in the street as in the house ; they 
were only leBB frequent at the houses of others; when I cloeed 
my eyes, they sometimes disappeared, although there were casee 
in which they were visible; but so soon as I opened them, they 
reappeared immediately. In general, these figures, which were 
of both sexes, appeared to pay but little attention to each other, 
and walked about with a busy air, as though in a market; occa
sionally, however, they appeared to hold intercourse together. At 
ditrerent times, I saw men on horseback with dogs and horses. 
There was nothing remarkable either in their looks, shapes, or 
in their dreBS ; only they appeared rather paler than in a natu
ral state. 

"About four weeks afterwards, the number of these apparitions 
increased; I began to hear them speak; sometimes they conversed 
together, but more generally addressed their conversation to me, 
which was brief and agreeable. At different times, I considered 
them as tender friends who sough't to soften my griefs. 

" Although at this period I was well both in body and mind, 
and these spectres had become so familiar as not to cause me the 
slightest uneasiness, I nevertheless endeavored to dispel them by 
suitable remedies. It was resolved that an application of leeches 
should be made, which was accordingly done on the 20th of April, 
1791, at 11 A. M. The surgeon was alone with me ; during the 
operation, my chamber was filled with human figures of all kinds. 
This hallucination continued uninterruptedly until half after four, 
at which time digestion commenced. I then observed that the 
movement of these phantoms became slower. They shortly 
began to grow paler, and at seven o'clock had become perfectly 
white. Their movements were rather more rapid, although their 
forms were as distinct as before. By degrees they became more 
misty, and appeared to melt into air, although some wclle still 
apparent for a considerable length of time. By eight the room 
was entirely cleared of these fantastic visitors. Since then, I 
have several times thought that the visions were about to return, 
but they have not."* 

* John Ferriar, An Essay towards a Theory of Apparitiona, p. 40, 
London, 1813.-Memoir on the Appearance of Spectres or Phantoms ooca
aioned by Disease, with Psychological Remarks. Read by Nicolai to tbe 
Royal Sooiety of Berlin, on tbe 28th of February, 1799. Tbe tranalatioD 
of this paper is given in Niclwllon'• Journal, vol. vi. p. 161. 
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We cannot too strongly draw attention to the physiology of 
these hallucinations of sight and hearing, experienced by a man 
who perfectly analyzed his feelings, and who was careful to 
remark that this astonishing disorder of the mind could be alone 
explained by the influence of grief, and by a disturbance in the 
cerebral circulation consequent on it. 

CASB VIII. "On the 26th of December, 1880," says Sir D. 
Brewster,* "Mrs. A. was seated near the fire in her parlor, and 
was about going up stairs to dress, when she beard the voice of 
her husband, who called her by name, and said, ' Come here, come 
here!' Imagining that he was at the door, she desired some one 
to open it, when she was astonished to find no one there. On her 
return into the parlor, she heard the voice a second and a third 
time. It was plaintive, and slightly impatient. Mrs. A. answered 
aloud: 'Where are you? I do not know where you are.' Not 
receiving any reply, the lady went back to her room. 

"Mr. A. returned in about half an hour, when his wife, who 
was as yet undeceived, inquired why he had called her several 
times, and where he was. But she was much surprised to hear 
that he had not been in the house." 

Brewster adds that Mrs. A. had sufFered much for six weeks 
with a cold, that weakened her exceedingly. Her stomach was 
naturally delicate, and her nervous system very impreBBible ; 
during sleep she spoke rapidly, and recited long poems. This 
lady had many other hallucinations, which the English author has 
detailed; but, from their commencement, she perfectly under
stood their nature, and, together with her husband, studied them, 
in connection with the circumstances that accompanied them, and 
her particular state of health. 

CA.SB IX. "When I was at school," says Mr. H.," I formed a 
close intimacy with a youth, whom I shall call D. The miscon
duct of his father brought the family to ruin, and they fell into 
the depths of misery. For many years I lost sight of the poor 
fellow, who had been sent abroad in order to be more easily got 
rid of. At length I beard that he had returned in a deep decline, 
of which, in three months after, be died. I was called in to 
examine the body, and it may be easily imagined how many sad 
reflections such a sight awakened. This event bad the following 

* Brewster, op. cit., p. 39. 



efFect on my miad: I was one night engaged in reading the lire 
of Crichton, by' Tittler; my family had long retired, I had cloeed 
my book, and was preparing for rest, when I saw a note o£ inri
tation to a funeral on my table. This mournful letter naturally 
gave a sombre color to my thoughts. I put out the light, and p 
into bed. At the same moment I was conaciou that aome one 
took me by the arm, and presaed it strongly against my side. I 
struggled, and cried out: ' Let go my arm!' and diatinctly beard 
theae worda, spoken in a low tone: 'Do ttot be qfraid.' I replied: 
' Permit me to light the candle.' My arm was released. I wu 
alarmed, and thought I was about to loae my aenaes. I no
ceeded, however, in procuring a light, and, turning towt.rda the 
door, recognised the unfortunate D. His £eaturee were indil
tinct, as though a gause were drawn over them. 

"By an unaccountable impulse, I approached the apparition. 
It drew back, and descended the stairs, until it reached the door, 
when it stopped. I pUBed by to open the street door, but became 
10 giddy that I £ell into a chair. I do not know how long I 
remained in that state. On recovering my aenaes, I felt a violent 
pain over my brows, and with d.ifficulty diatinguished objects. I 
was feverish and restleea during the night, and sufrered much the 
next day. This vision appeared to preaent all the charaoteristi01 
of illusions produced by fever, and I never for an instant looked 
on it as real.''* 

CABB X. We can match this with a cue given by Bostock. 
" Oppressed," relates this English physiologist, " by a fever that 
had reduced me to a state of great weakness, I also suft'ered from 
a violent headache, which was confined to the right temple. After 
a sleepless night, I observed before me figures similar to thoae 
described by Nicolai. Being free from delirium, I made my 
remarks on them during the three days and three nights that 
they remained almoat uninterruptedly. Two circumstances ap
peared to me very remarkable, namely, that the apparitions 
always followed the movement of the eyes; and that the objects 
best formed, and which remained the longest, had never before 
appeared. I had constantly before me, for twenty-four hours, 
a human face, whoae features and headdress were as distinct as 
those of a living person, and whose whole appearance, after the 

• Patenoo, op. cit. 
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inte"&l of many yean, ia as vividly before me u it then W&s. 

I never knew any one having the slightest resemblance to this 
fantastic personage. 

"After the disappearance of this phantom, and during the 
, progress of my sickness, I had a particular and very amusing 
hallucination. I perceived a crowd of little human figures, which 
disappeared by degrees like a troop of p,uppets ; they were all 
of the same height, and apparently at the 8ame dia~noe. When 
one of these figUres had remained visible for a few minutes, i' 
melted away, and was replaced by another more diatinct. I do 
not recollect that these apparitions had any resemblance to 
persons or objects which I had previously seen, but they were 80 

many creations or new combinations, the originals of which I 
could not trace."* 

"If it be asked," adds Conolly, "how it was that Nicolai and 
the English physiologist did not lose their reason, the reply ia, 
that they never believed in the reality of these visions. But why 
did they not believe, since the deranged have full faith in them ! 
The evidence is alike in both cases, since it is closely linked with 
the evidence of the senses, than which nothing can be better. 
Did not Nicolai and Dr. Bostock dese"e the name of. madmen, 
for not believing their senses, rather than they who did ? The · 
explanation should be thus : The printer of Berlin and the 
London physician compared the objects that passed before their 
eyes, and concluded that the room could not contain 80 many 
persons. Noticing the tranquillity and the unemb81'1'8Yed looks 
of thoee around them, it was evident that these apparitions were 
invisible to them ; with the assistance of their other senses, they 
became convinced that the appearances were false, whatever 
madmen might make of them. 

"These examples lead to the suspicion, which is confirmed by 
many others, that madness consists in the loss or the weakening 
of one or more of the mental faculties, which no longer have the 
power of comparing."t 

A state of weakness, convalescence, syncope, and that condi
tion which precedes asphyxia, sometimes cause hallucinations. 

* Bot&ook, Syatem or Ph)'liology, vol. iii. p. 204. 
t Conolly, An Inquiry oonoerning the Indioa&iona or IDI&nity, p. 112, 

8vo., London, 1834. 
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Leuret relates a fact that occurred to himself:-
CASE XI. "I wae attacked," says this physician, "with the in

fluenza, and my brethren having decided that it wae neceuary to 
bleed me, they took from me three baeins of blood. A quarter 
of an hour after the operation, I fell into a swoon, without 
entirely losing consciousness, which luted during eight hoDI"L 
Whilst they were administering restoratives, I distinctly heard a 
vial placed on a table that wae near my bed, and immediately 
a crackling similar to that which occurs from the action of an 
acid on a carbonate. I thought they had spilled some acid on 
the marble table, and reproved those who were about me for 
their negligence. At first they considered that I was dreaming; 
then that I wae delirious; and they attempted to undeceive me 
by the assurance that there wae no vial on the table, and that 
no acid had been spilled. I then understood that I had a 
hallucination, and I gave credit to what I wae told, rather than 
to what I had heard. But the noise was so distinct that, had I 
not had experience in hallucinations, I should have been, like 
others, deceived by this unusual phenomenon."* 

M. Andral was himself the puppet of a similar illusion ; for 
several instants he thought that a corpse lay extended before 
him in the room where he slept, after an indisposition. This 
vision might be traced to the painful recollections which the 
sight of a dead body had occasioned the first time he entered a 
di88CCting-room. 

It frequently happens that, on raising the head after it baa 
been for some time held down, vertigo is experienced, and daz
zling aml sparkling lights are seen ; the ears also are annoyed 
with a fatiguing, buzzing sound. With some persons this appears 
to ha,·e caused hallucinations. 

CASE XII. A servant-girl was cleaning a staircase; raising her 
head, she perceived feet, and then limbs, of so large a size that, 
seized with dread, she fted without waiting the development of 
the apparition. The ignorance of this girl would not allow of 
her assuring herself of the falsity of the vision, which an enlight
ened person woul<l have done. t 

A man of superior intelligence was constantly haunted by a 

• Leuret, Fragmenta Psyebologiquee sur la Folie, p. 135, Paris, 1834. 
t Ferriar, op. cit. 
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spectre, that always appeared to him on lying down. When he 
sat up in bed, it vanished, but reappeared as soon as he assumed 
a horizontal position. (Dendy, op. cit., p. 280.) 

A great struggle of mind, great preoccupation, an association 
of ideas which cannot always be detected, may reproduce a fact 
already forgotten, and give it all the freshness of a living picture. 

CABB XIII. A middle-aged, well-dressed man, a stranger in 
Edinburgh, died suddenly in an omnibus. The corpse was ex
posed in the police-office until it was claimed by his friends. On 
the following day, a medical man was called in to report on the 
cause of his death. 

On entering the room where the body lay, the reporter was 
struck with the open, intelligent, and agreeable expression on the 
face of the dead. He had completely forgotten the matter, how
ever, when it was recalled in the following manner: After seve
ral days' close study of a medical subject, he perceived, on raising 
his eyes, the form of the stranger opposite to him, as distinctly 
as he had seen him the first time on the table in the police-office; 
with this difference only, that he had on his hat. For a while, he 
looked steadfastly on the surgeon, with the same amiable expres
sion the latter had before remarked, and in a few minutes dis
appeared. 

Mental exertion, in over-exciting the brain, often causes hallu
cinations. We have known several persons, amongst them a 
medical man, who distinctly heard voices calling them at night ; 
several of these individuals turned to reply, and went to the door 
under the impression that the bell rang. This state appears to be 
common among those who soliloquize, talk aloud, and hold con
versations as though another were present. 

CABB XIV. Ben Jonson, who had a tenacious memory, and 
a brilliant imagination, experienced occasionally these false im
pressions. He told Drummond that he had passed a whole night 
in watching his great arm-chair, around which he saw Tartars, 
Turks, and Roman Catholics, rise up and fight ; but he added 
that he knew these images to be the result of a heated imagina
tion. The vision he bad in the bouse of Sir Robert Cotton, in 
which. he appeared to see his son die of the plague in London, 
bad probably the same origin.* 

The nature of hallucinations not being always recognized, 

• Patenon, op. cil. 
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it ia sometimes neceeaary to examine, and to compare, in order 
not to fall into error. 

CABB XV. We read, in Abercrombie's work, of the oue of a 
man who has been all biB life beset with halluoinatioD& His 
tendency is such that, when he meets a friend in the street, he 
is uncertain whether he ia a real person or a phantom. With 
close obaervation he can perceive a dif'erence between them. The 
features of the real penon are more decided, more complete than 
those of the phantom, but he usually corrects biB viaual impree
Bions by touch, or by hearing their footsteps. He has the faoulty 
of recalling biB viaions at will, by powerfully fixing hie attention 
on the conceptions of hie mind. This hallucination may compriae 
a figure, a acene, or an imaginary creation; but, although he hu 
the power to produce the hallucination, he cannot dispel it ; nor, 
having produced it, can he tell how long it will last. Thia man 
is in the prime of life, of clear intellect, good health, and occupied 
in buaineBB. Another person of biB family has the I&IDe power, 
but in a leu degree.* 

SuBSBCTION II.-Hallucinatione comiltmt tDith rea~Ml, taOC 
corrected '6g t'M underltanding. 

Some years since, in a note addressed to an honorable member, 
M. Bernard d' Apt, who requested my opinion on supernatural
ism, I openly avowed my sympathy in that grand creed. A 
journalist, for whom it was intended, hid it in his portfolio, out 
of friendship to me. This question has been renewed by M. 
Guizot, with his accustomed noble-mindedness. t We think, with 
him, that the existence of society is bound up in it. It is in vain 
that modern reason, which, notwithstanding ita polititn.m, can
not explain the intimate cause of any phenomenon, rejects the 
supernatural ; it is universal, and at the root of all hearts. The 
most elevated minds are frequently ita most ardent disciples. 

Dr. Sigmond goes still further; he says, in his remarks on 
hallucinations, that it would be difficult to find a celebrated man 
who baa not, in his autobiography or his confessions, made allu
sion to some supernatural event of his life ; he adds that the 

* Abercrombie, Inquiries concerning the Intellectual Powere, 8't'o. p. 
380, el8't'enth edition, London, 1841. 

t See the Preface. 
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11101t sceptical have had, at one time or another, some extraordi
nary impression, presentiment, or vision. 

Thu it is that hallucinations are frequently accepted as reali
ties, howsoever strange they may appear to those who experience 
them ; but the judgment is not influenced. Men have witnessed 
some singular fact of which they give a more or le88 plauible 
explanation, but which, in secret, by a certain action of the mind, 
and a partiOillar tendency to superstition, ,or rather to the super
natural, they are induced to regard as the presage of some 
weighty event, some exalted destiny, an inspiration from heaven, 
a warning of Providence. Many great men have believed in the 
existence of a star, a protecting geniu; thu, marvellou appa
ritions have not always found them incredulous. The distitictive 
character of this kind of hallucination is1 that, despite of it, the 
general character receives no stain, and a high reputation for 
wisdom, and virtue, and ability may be attained. We believe it 
not unfrequently happens that it is a lively stimulant to the exe
cution of conceived projects. 

Instances of this kind may be cited, for the genuineness of 
which the station of the individual, . and the veracity of the 
witnesses, offer a sufficient guarantee. 

CASB XVI. In 1806, General Rapp, on his return from the 
siege of Dantzic, desiring to speak with the Emperor, entered 
the cabinet unannounced. He found him in so deep a reverie 
that his entrance was unperceived. The general, finding him 
remain immovable, intentionally made a noise. Napoleon then 
recovered, and, seisiug Rapp by the arm, said to him, pointing to 
the ceiling, "Look up there !" The general made no reply; 
but the question being repeated, he answered that he saw nothing. 
"What," aaid the Emperor, "you do not aee it? It is my star; 
it it before you, beaming;" and growing more animated, he con
tinued, "it has never deserted me ; I aee it on every great ooeur
renoe; it urges me onwa.rd, and is an unfailing omen of success." 
M. Pasay, who had this anecdote from Rapp himself, related it 
toM. Am~4Se Thierry, at the same time that he delivered hi8 
interesting communication relative to his investigation of the 
'vision of Constantine (Acad~mie au &iencu .Moralu et Polt
tique, Saturday, April4, 1846). I also heard it from him. 

CAS• xvn. About forty yean ago, the following cimua 
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stance happened to the Marquis of Londonderry, afterwards Lord 
Castlereagb. He went to visit a friend in one of those old caatlea, 
in the north of Ireland, that novelists choose for the theatre of 
apparitions. The room to which the marquis was shown corre-

. &ponded with the general character of the building. In fact, 
the rich sculptured wainscots blackened by time, the immeue 
arch of the chimney looking like the entrance to a sepulchre, 
the long range of ancestral portraits with their proud and W. 
dainfullooks, the ample draperies, dusty and heavy, which hung 
before the windows and surrounded the bed, were all well calcu
lated to give a melancholy turn to his thoughts. 

Lord Londonderry examined his room, and made acquaintance 
with ·the old lords of the castle, who, upright in their ivory 
frames, appeared to await his salute. Having dismissed hil 
valet, he went to bed. He had ·scarcely put out his lamp, when 
he became aware of a ray of light at the he&4 of his bed. Con
vinced that there was no fire in the grate, that the curtains were 
cloaed, and that a few minutes previously the room was in total 
darkneBS, he supposed that some person had entered. Quickly 
turning towards the point whence the light proceeded, he saw, to 
his great astonishment, the figure of a beautiful child surrounded 
with a halo, which stood at some distance from his bed. 

Convinced that he was perfectly in his senses, but suspecting 
a trick on the part of some of the numerous hosts of the castle, 
Lord Londonderry approached the apparition, which retired as he 
advanced, until, reaching the immense arch of the chimney, it 
vanished into the earth. His lordship returned to his bed ; but 
slept not that night, so disturbed was he by the extraordinary 
occurrence. Was it real, or must he look on it as the result of 
an excited imagination? The mystery was not easy to solve. 

He resolved to make no allusion to the affair until he had care
fully watched the countenances of all the inmates of the house, 
in order to discover if he had been made the victim of a trick. 
During breakfast, the marquis vainly endeavored to detect some 
of those covert smiles, looks of connivance, or sly winks, that 
generally betray the authors of a domestic conspiracy. The con
vel'B&tion flowed as usual; it was lively ; nothing bore the stamp 
of mystery ; all passed on as usual. At length, the hero of this 
adventure could no longer resist the desire he felt to relate what 
he had seen ; he entered into all the particulars of the appari-
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tion. The recital aroused great interest among the auditon, and 
gave rise to a variety of explanations. The master of the houae 
interrupted the divers comments, by observing that doubtless hia 
lordship's relation had appeared very extraordinary to those who 
had only recently inhabited the c&stle, and were unacquainted 
with the family legends. Then turning towards Lord London
derry : " You have seen the radiant child," said he ; " be satis-
fied ; it is the presage of high honors ; but I would rather that 
nothing had been said of the apparition." 

On another occasion, Lord Castlereagh saw the radiant child 
in the House of Commons. It is very probable that on the day 
of his suicide he had a similar apparition.* It is known that 
this lord, one of the chief members of the Harrowby Ministry, 
and the most inveterate persecutor of Napoleon in his misfor
tunes, severed his carotid artery on the 22d of August, 1823, 
and died instantly. . 

CABB XVIII. The following curious details may be found in 
the Biography of Oharlu John Bernadotte, published in a Pau 
journal, the town where the late King of Sweden was born. 

" • . • There exist singular mysteries in certain destinies. The 
SUrprising fortune of Bemadotte had, it is said, been predicted 
by a famous sorcereBB, who had also foretold that of Bonaparte, 
and who so entirely poBBeued the superstitious confidence of the 
Empreu Josephine. Destiny seemed never to tire in protecting 
Bemadotte; he continued to rise without ever experiencing the 
almost inevitable reverses that attend those ambitious spirits who 
overleap the abyBB that divides modest obscurity from the moat 
brilliant greatnesa. 

"Like all men, ·who feel a power in themselves that impels 
them on to fortune, or enables them to seize favorable circum
stances, Bemadotte believed in a special destiny, in a sort of 
tutelar divinity, who selected from the crowd certain individuals 
and became their protector. Probably, the marvellous old tn.
ditions, that surrounded his oradle, were the groundwork of the 
semi-pagan superstition that he never mistrusted. In an ancient 
family chronicle, it was related that a fairy, who was the wife of 
one of his an~tors, had predicted that a king should make her 
posterity illwitrious. Formerly, in our country-places, every 

* Jl'orbe• Win~low, Aur.t.omy or SGioide, 1 YOI. Svo. P• 242, London, 1840. 
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family had ita good genius, by which it wu guarded. Bernadotte 
never forgot the legend that had cradled his early yean, and it 
was probably not without its inftuenoe on .the glorious destiny of 
1his great man. . 

"We will relate a fact that proves what an ucendenoy the 
marvellous had on the mind of the King of Sweden. He wu 
desirous to settle, by the sword, the diffioultiea that Norway op
posed to him, and to send hia son Oscar at the head of an army 
to reduce the rebels, and bring them under hia away ; but he 
was violently oppoaed by the Council of State. One day, after 
a violent diaCU8Bion on the subject, he mounted his horse and 
galloped away from the capital. Mter a long ride, he reaohed 
the borders of a deep forest. Suddenly an old woman, strangely 
dreeaed, and with disordered hair, stood before him. 'What do 
you want?' roughly asked the king. The apparent soroere~~ 
replied, without being disconcerted: 'H Oscar fights in the war 
you meditate, he will not give the first blows, but will reoeive 
them.' Bernadotte, struck with this apparition and the~e worcll, 
returned to hia palaoe. On the following day, he entered the 
council, bearing on his countenance the traoea of a long and 
agitating vigil. 'I have changed my mind,' said he; 'we will 
negotiate peace, but it must be on honorable terms.' Did those 
who knew the weak point in the mind of this great man work 
upon it to serve the cause of justice, reason, and humanity? 
or, rather, is it not probable that the thoughts which preoccupied 
him, and lighted up the brain (as constantly happens in dreamt, 
and even in waking hours), appeared objectively before him, and 
that the mental operation was accepted as a real occurrence! 
This explanation appears to ua more admiBBible than that an old 
cheat should be found exactly on the spot where the caprice of 
the king conducted him."* 

CABB XIX. M. de Chateaubriand relates, in his Life of M. de 
Bancd, that, as that celebrated man was walking down the ave
nue of his chateau of V eretz, he thought he saw the buildings, in 
the lower court, on fire. Hastening towards them, the fire dimin
ished at his approach. At some distance, the fiames disappeared 
and changed into a lake of fire, in the midst of which aroee the 
body of a woman, partly consumed. Seized with fear, he ran, 

* Preue, May14, 1844. 
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and reached the house, where, in a fainting state, he sank on a 
bed. He was so bewildered that he was unable to utter a 
word.* 

To the foregoing anecdote we will add the following, on ac
count of the resemblance of ideas in the two persons. 

CASE XX. The Baron de G~ramb, returning from the Port to 
Cadiz, in company with some Spanish ladies, heard a voice call 
to him, in French, "Save me! help, help!" He paid but little 
attention to it at the time. On the following day, he saw on the 
shore a dead body, laid on a black plank, lighted by torches 
placed at each side, which he gave orders to have covered. A 
tempest h'aving arisen during the evening, a secret impulse at
tracted him towards the shore. Greatly to his surprise, he saw 
arise from the spot where the corpse lay, a shapeless phantom, 
shrouded in the large black garment that he had sent. The 
spectre began to take prodigious strides, taking a globular form,· 
and describing circles; it bounded off, and appeared at a distance 
in gigantic proportions. 

The baron followed it across the streets of Cadiz. The 
noise it made in its course resembled the shivering of antumn 
leaves. A door was violently opened; the phantom dashed like 
lightning into the house, and sank to the cellar. Heavy wailings 
·were heard. The baron descended, and found the corpse naked 
and livid, over which hung an aged man, heaving sighs of miser~ 
and despair. In an obscure comer of this cellar was thf 
phantom, whirling as in its course thither : it was presently 
changed into a bright cloud. This was again metamorphosed 
into the pallid form of a young man, imitating the undulatin~ 
movement of a 't&Ve. The Baron de ~ramb afterwards heard 
anthems chanted and prayers offered up for the dead ; and a 
bright young girl, dressed in white, entered and knelt by the 
side of the dead. t 

Antiquity has bequeathed us many of these hallucinations, 
which, owing to the current belief, excited no surprise either on 
the part of the witnesses, of the magistrates, or of the people. 
We will translate simply the following case :-

* Life of Rancll, by Chateaubriand, Paris, 1844. 
t Walter Cooper Dendy, The Philosophy of Mystery, p. 11, London, 

1841. 
5 
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CASE XXI. We read in a letter from Pliny, Consul of Sara, 
that there was a house in Athens haunted by a spirit, which 
dragged chains after it. Athenodorus, the philosopher, hired 
the house, determined to lay the spirit. At the approach of 
night, he ordered a bed to be prepared, and, having received a 
lamp, his pencil, and tablets, he sent away hie slaves. The 
early part of the night passed in the most perfect quiet, but at 
length the sound of chains was heard. Instead of raising his 
eyes and dropping his pencil, he continued his studies more in
tensely. The noise increased, until at length it sounded at hia 
nry door. 

Athenodorus looked up and beheld the spectre, such as it had 
been represented; it stood opposite to him, making signs with 
its finger. He begged it to wait awhile, and turned again to ,hia 
papers; but the phantom, again clanking its chains, renewed its 
'signals. Athenodorus arose, and taking the light followed it. 
The spectre advanced slowly, as if encumbered by its chaina, 
and arrived in the court-yard of the house, where it suddenly 
disappeared. The philosopher marked the spot with grass and 
leaves. On the following day he informed the magistrates of the 
event, and desired that tho place should be searched. Ilis advice 
was followed, and the skeleton of a man in chains was discovered. 
The bones were collected and publicly bur~ed, and the spirit 
from that time no longer haunted tho house. • 

Many examples might be cited in which illustrious men have 
had hallucinations of this nature, without their conduc't being at 
all influenced by the circumstance. 

Thus Malebranche declared that he distinctly heard the voice 
of God within him~ Descartes, after a long seclusion, was fol
lowed by an invisible person, who urged him to pursue his re
searches after truth. t 

Byron imagined himself to be sometimes visited by a spectre; 
but he said that it was owing to the over-excitability of his 
bra.in.t 

Tho celebrated Dr. Johnson clearly heard his mother call 
Samuel. She was then living in a town at a great distance. 

* Dendy, op. cit., p. 15. 
t Forbes Winslow, op. cit., p. 123. 
: Ibid., p. 126. 
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Pope, who suffered much in his intestines, one day inquired of 
his physician what arm that was that appeared to come out from 
the wall. 

Goethe asserts that he one day saw the counterpart of himself 
coming towards him. (Complete Works, t. xxii. p. 88.) The 
German psychologists give the name of Deuterucopie to this 
kind of illusion. 

CASE XXII. Oliver Cromwell was stretched fatigued and sleep
less on his bed. Suddenly the curtains opened, and a woman of 
gigantic size appeared, and told him that he would be the greatest 
man in England. The Puritan faith, and the ambition of Crom
well, might have suggested, during those troublous times of the 
kingdom, some still stronger idea; and who can say whether, had 
the phantom murmured these words in his ear, "Thou wilt one 
day be king!" t~e protector would have refused the crown, as 
did Caesar at the Lupercalian feasts ?* 

The silence and horror of a dungeon may explain certain hal
lucinations that have occurred to persons remarkable for their 
mind and talents. AB in the preceding cases, false impressions 
have been taken for realJties, without the reason being affected
a result which appears to belong to the ideas of the time, and 
to religious belief, inasmuch as those illusions in no wise interfered 
with the habits and sentiments of those who experienced them. 

CASE XXIII. Benvenuto Cellini, imprisoned in Rome by order 
of the Pope, was so overcome with ennui and suffering that he 
resolved on suicide. "One day," says he, "determined to put 
an end to myself, I suspended, with great effort, an enormous 
beam over my head; but I was arrested, and flung some paces 
from it in an invisible manner. I reflected on the cause that had 
prevented my destroying myself, and concluded that it was a 
divine interference. During the night, a young man of won
derful beauty appeared to me in a dream, and said, with a 
reproachful air: 'Thou knowest who gave thee life, and thou 
wouldst quit it before thy time.' I answered, it appears to me, 
that 'I acknowledged all the gifts of God.' 'Why, then,' replied 
he, ' wouldst thou cancel them ? Be resigned, and lose not thy 
hope in His divine goodneBI.' 

" The governor was cruel. The invisible youth that had pre-

* Dendr, op. cil., p. 41. 

.. 
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\'ented my committing suicide came to me, and, in a clear voice, 
said: ' My dear Benvenuto, come, come, pray eameetly to God!' 
'1\•rrifiell, I threw myself on my knees, and recited my usual ori
sons. Tho same voice said to me: 'Go to rest now, and fear not.' 

"I frequently asked the invisible spirit who gave me such good 
advice to let me see the sun, the object of all my dreams. On 
the 2d of October, 1589, I was still more earnest in my prayer. 
On the next morning, awaking an hour before daylight, and 
having dressed myself in an old coat that I had, for the weather 
was becoming cold, I began my orisons, and supplicated Jeeaa 
Christ to let me .lmow, by inspiration, if I was coneidered un
worthy to aee the sun-for what fault I was subjected to so he&VJ 
a penance. I had ecarcely finished, when I was carried, as if by 
a whirlwind, by my invisible spirit, into a ro01p where he appeared 
to me under the semblance of a handsome young man, but whoee 
whole appearance was austere. ' There,' said he, showing me a 
multitude of people, 'arc all the men who have lived and died. 
until now' (it will be remembered that Benvenuto was well versed 
in Dante). I prayed him to explain his motive for thus acting. 
• Come with me,' said he, ' and thou shalt see.' 

"I bad a short poniard in my band, and wore my coat of 
mail. As I walked on, I saw, in an immense hall, men moving 
in rro\\·ds in e\·ery direction. Then the 11pirit having conducted 
me through n. nurrow gallery, I was suddenly disarmed. Barc
he:ulcd, nnd •lreslled in a white robe, I wulked on his right. I 
waR in a state of admiration, mingled with Rurprise, for every 
pl:Lce that I entered was new to me. I rai11ed my eyes, and saw 
a wall on which the sun shone; but I saw not the sun himself. 
• My friend,' sahl I to my guide, 'how can I be sufficiently raised 
to !ICC the face of thut plnnet ?' He showed me a small ladder. 
• Go up there,' said he. I \\'ent J,ackwar«l:i up the ladder. By 
degrees I began to sec the sun, and, rilling still higher, sa.w hie 
l'nti•·c globe. The strength of his rays cnuRe•l me to lower my 
<'Y<'R; but I took courage, an1l, looking fix<'<lly at it, exclaimed: 
'Oh, sun! whom I have so longe•l to see, I will contemplate but 
thee, even if thy fires J,Jin,l me.' 

" I 11too•l, therefore, with a. firm aountcnancc; his rays soon 
l'prea•l to the right, nn<l presently co\·ered the whole globe, which 
caused me inexpressible admiration. 

"'What favor has God shown to me!' said I; 'what power exiata 
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in his virtue!' The sun appeared a circle of the purest gold; 
suddenly I saw it increase, and from it came a Christ on a. cross 
of the same material ; he had an expression of goodness and 
grace that no pencil can paint. Whilst I cried out, 'Oh miracle! 
oh miracle! with what happiness am I this morning filled!' 
Christ moved towards the side whence the rays had emerged, 
which parted as at first, and there issued a beautiful virgin, hold
ing her son in her arms, and bestowing upon me the sweetest 
smile. Two angels were by her side, and a pontiff knelt before 
her. All these wonderful objects were clearly and vividly dis
played, and I loudly and unceasingly praised God. When I had 
enjoyed this marvellous sight during half a quarter of an hour, 
I was suddenly retransported to my prison, where. I continued 
giving thanks to the Most High, saying, 'God has at length made 
me worthy to see what no mortal ever saw before.' .. _. 

With this we may compare the case of Sylvio Pellico, of which 
we shall speak hereafter; but in the latter, the cause of the 
vision was fully appreciated. 

The following instance we must trace to the influence of dark
ness and fear, strengthened by the belief of the age. 

Ferriar thinks that the first visions took place during sleep, 
and that the noises of the second night were but reminiscences. 

CASB XXIV. "In 1647," writes Bovet, "I was, together with 
several estimable persons, in the house of a gentleman in the 
west, which bad formerly been a convent for females. The serv
ants, and some of those who bad visited it, spoke much of noises 
and apparitions that disturbed the peace of the house; but 
just now, in consequence of the great influx of company, fear 
had greatly ceased. At the hour of rest, the steward of the 
host, who was named C--, accompanied me into a handsome 
room, called the ladies' room; having passed some time in read
ing, we retired to bed, after putting out the light. The moon 
shone so brightly that the steward could see to read manuscript. 
We had just been noticing the circumstance when (my face being 
turned towards the door) I saw five very pretty women enter; 
their elegant forms were richly clothed, but entirely covered with 
light veils that reached down to their feet. They made the tour 

* :&lemoira of Benvenuto Cellini, written by Himself, translated from 
Ule Italian by M. de St. Maroel, Paris, 1822, pp. 285, 290, a •eq. 
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of the room in file, when the first came to my bedside, and gave 
me a slight blow with her hand ; I do not recollect if it wu 
warm or cold. 

"I aeked, in the name of the Holy Trinity, what they wanted; 
but they made no reply. I then addressed Mr. C.: 'Do you see 
the beautiful ladies,' said I, 'who have come to visit you?' 

" Instantly they disappeared. 
"Mr. C. waa in an agony of terror; I wae obliged to press his 

breaet strongly to make him speak ; be said that he saw them, 
and heard me address them, but that he found it impossible to 
speak sooner, he had been so alarmed at the sight of a horrible 
monster, half lion, half bear, who wae attempting to get up on 
the foot of the bed. He owned that, although for several years 
he had often heard noises in his room, and others had complained 
of it, he had never been so alarmed. The next day, at dinner, 
he showed me the mark I had made on his breaet to oblige him 
to speak, very particularly related what had occurred, and de
clared he would not inhabit the room again. For my part, I re
solved to sleep there again, in order to penetrate the mystery. 

"The next night I took a Bible with me, intending to read 
and meditate. At one o'clock I lay down; I had scarcely done 
so, when I heard some one walking in the room ; the noise waelike 
the rustling of a silk dress on the floor, and it was distinct, but 
I saw nothing, although the moon was as bright as on the pre
ceding night. The apparition passed at the foot of the bed, 
opened the curtains, then directed its steps towards an inner 
room, which it entered, although it was locked ; it then appeared 
to sigh, pushed a chair with its foot, sat down, and turned the 
leaves of a. large folio. This lasted till daybreak. Since that 
time I have frequently occupied the room, but heard no recur
rence of the noise."* 

The apparition thus seen by two witnesses is naturally ex
plained by the fear which overpowered them, and the nightmare 
under which one of them labored. 

In the two following instances, the apparitions may, to a certain 
extent, receive their explanation in the tics of sympathy that ex
ist between members of a united family. It is a psychological 

* Ferriar, already quoted, p. 89.-Richard Bovet, Pandemonium, or the 
Devi1'11 Cloy11ter, 1684, eighth edition, p. 202.-Scott'll Demonology uul 
Witchcraft, London, 1830. 
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trait, that has often struck us, that the features, especially of 
man and wife, appear to grow into harmony, and that their 
thoughta frequently coincide by a sort of divination, without any 
verbal communication. 

CASE XXV. One day, in the year 1652, Philip, second Earl 
of Chesterfield, saw something white, like a spread sheet, about 
a yard from the head of his bed. 

He attempted to seize it, but it slid away to the foot, and 
disappeared. His thoughts immediately turned to his wife, 
who was at Networth with her father, the Earl of Northumber
land. On his arrival at Networth, a servant met him at the foot 
of the staircase, and gave him a letter from his wife, whom he 
found in company with Lady Essex, and her sister Mrs. Ramsey. 
They questioned him on the reason of his sudden r~turn, which he 
made known, and on reading the letter he found it was to hasten 
his return, as his wife had seen something white, and a black fig-

. ure, at her bedside. These apparitions were seen by the earl 
and countess at the same time, although the two were forty miles 
apart.* 

CASE XXVI. A young man of eighteen, quite free from 
enthusiastic, romantic, or superstitious tendencies, was at Rams
gate for his health. Walking one day in a neighboring village, 
he entered a church about the close of day, and was struck 
with terror to see a spectre of his mother, who had died, several 
months before, of a wasting and painful disease that had excited 
much pity in her attendants. The figure remained immovable 
for a considerable time, and stood between him and the wall. 
Almost fainting, he reached his lodging; the same apparition 
appearing for several successive nights in his room, he felt so ill 
that he hastened to return to Paris, where his father lived. At 
the same time he resolved not to mention the vision to him, 
fearing to add to his distress for the loss of an adored wife. 

Obliged to sleep in his father's room, he was surprised to find 
a night-lamp burning, which was contrary to their custom, and in 
direct opposition to their tastes. After several hours of restless
ness caused by the light, the son got out of bed to extinguish it. 
The father immediately woke in great agitation, and desired 
him to light it again, which he did, very much surprised at his 

* Dendy, op. cit., p. 27. 
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anger, and the fear betrayed on his features. His inquiries aa to 
the cause of his terror were vaguely answered, but with a promise 
some day to explain it. 

About a week from this time, the son, being unable to sleep on 
account of the light, ventured a second time to extinguish it; but 
his father sprang out of bed, trembling very much, reproached 
him for his disobedience, and relighted it ; when he owned that, 
whenever be was in the dark, the phantom of his wife appeared, 
stood immovable, nor vanished until the reintroduction of light. 
This recital deeply impressed the young man, and, fearing to 
augment the grief of his father by relating his Ramsgate 
adventure, he shortly after quitted Paris for a town in the 
interior about sixty miles off, to see a brother who was there at 
acbool, and to whom he had not confided what had happened to 
him, for fear of ridicule. 

He had scarcely exchanged courtesies with the inmates of the 
house, when the son of the schoolmaster said to him: "Has your . 
brother ever shown any symptoms of insanity? He came down 
stairs last night undressed, quite out of his mind, declaring that 
he had seen the ghost of his mother, and dared not return to his 
room, and he immediately fainted from fear." 

Wigan says, if the apparition had been seen by these several 
persons at the same time, it would favor the opinion of those who 
maintain that the dead revisit the earth. This argument does not 
appear to us so irresistible as to Wigan, because, in the ca.se of 
Lord Chesterfield, the vision appeared to tho carl and countess 
at tho same time. As to tho apparition appearing successively 
to three persons, it can be explained by the lively affection they 
all felt for tho deceased, by the distressing circumstances attend
ing her last illness, and by a tendency to reproduce her image 
on closing tho eyes.* 

CASE XXVII. The famous Bodin, in his book De la Dbrnmo
logie deB Sorciera, relates the following: "I have heard of a 
person, still living, who has a spirit constantly attending him, and 
with whom he wa.s becoming well acquainted, having had his com
pany for thirty-seven years. Every morning, at three or four 
o'clock, the spirit knocked at his door; sometimes he rose and 
opened it, but saw no one. His friend, the king's secretary, who 

* Wigan, op. ciJ., p. 167. 
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is still living, one day, being at dinner with him, bearing the spirit 
knock on a stool that stood near to him, began to grow red, and 
to fear ; but he said, 'Do not be afraid; it is nothing.' He as
sured me that it had accompanied him ever since, giving him a 
sensible sign, touching his right ear when he acted wrongly, 
and the left ear if he did well. If any one approached to sur
prise or deceive him, he suddenly felt the signal on the right 
ear; if, on the contrary, it was a rich man who came for his good, 
he felt the signal on the left ear. If he had a bad thought, and 
dwelt upon it, he felt the signal to desist; and if he had bad 
dreams, or unpleasant reveries-the result of indisposition or a 
troubled mind-the spirit would awaken him at two or three in 
the morning; he would sleep again, and have dreams as to what 
would happen, so that, he says, since that time, nothing has hap
pened of which he has not been apprised, nor has he doubted 
what he should believe, or what course to pursue. He was 
frequently warned to give alms, and the more charitable he has 
been the better have his affairs prospered. One day, his life 
being in great danger, having earnestly prayed to God that he 
might be preserved, he saw, at dawn, a young child lying on the 
bed, dressed in a white and purple changeable colored robe, and 
of marvellous beauty, which greatly comforted him."* 

This ease has especial interest, being one of those examples of 
hallucination to which M. Michea has given the name of d~
doulJMe, or occurring only on one side. Gay Patin (Pateniana, 
p. 3) has supposed that the above history is that of Bodin him
self. 

Let us pause awhile on the considerations suggested by this 
chapter, wherein we have purposely multiplied facts. Many 
portraits in this gal!ery belong to well-known characters; we 
chose them in preference, because it never entered into any one's 
mind to consider those who were the subjects of these hallucina
tions as madmen. In fact, some of these persons appreciated 
them at their value, as the tricks of imagination, the effects of 
an unhealthy condition of the body; while others, implicitly be
lieving in the supernatural, were induced, through self-confidence, 

* Bodin A.ugevin, De Ia D~monomanie des Soroiers grand, in 8vo. Paris, 
1587, p. 11, et &eq. At Rouen, there ia an edition in 8vo., which waa pub
lished tot A.nvers in 1593. 
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or by reason of the opinions of the time, or their superstitioua 
notions, secretly to explain them in a manner to suit them
selves; but neither their conversation nor their conduct gave any 
indications of a. disordered mind. Perhaps with some, hallucina
tions have been the source of noble actions! Frequently, how
ever, we can trace the transition from hallucinations in a state of 
sanity to those which exist in a state of madness, without always 
being able to lay hold of the distinctions that determine the sepa
ration, so difficult is it to point out the respective boundaries of 
the two conditions. 

In closing this chapter, we are happy to support our opinion 
by the authority of a critic, whose acquirements, talents, and in
genuousness every one acknowledges. "It is certain," says he, 
" that there is a vast difference to be established between atrec
tions of the brain that exclusively attack the sensations, and 
those that affect the understanding. There are individuals who, 
followed by voices or figures, are perfectly aware that they are 
dupes of their imagination. Ilow docs this happen ? A certain 
work is spontaneously formed in tho brain, a work which ordi
narily operates by the instigation of a material sensation. That 
is all. The rest of the brain continues to act normally. If 
delirium exists here, it is a partial delirium, ami docs not affect 
what is properly called mind. It h1 to this that may be gh·cn 
the name of delirium of tlte sensations. Other inclividuals again 
do not rectify their hallucinations; they believe in the reality of 
perceived sensations, but, at the same time, they explain them as 
supernatural causes, the interference of a higher power, etc. On 
other points, their conduct is perfectly sensible. In our opinion, 
there is no more madness with these than with the others. Their 
point of view being different, they form a different judgment of 
the impressions which they receive; they deduce different con
sequences ; but the derangement has not exceeded the sphere of 
the sensorial faculties. In order that madness be real, confirmed, 
that it be alienation, it is requisite, in order to be true to the 
etymology of the word, that the intellectual portion of conscious
ness, or that belonging to the affections, be injured-that the 
individual be master neither of his will nor of his judgment."* 

* A. de ChamM, Analysis of l\1. Stafkowski's work on Ila.llucinationa, 
in their Relations to Psychology, lliatory, and Medical Jurisprudence. 
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RECAPITULATION.-Optical and acoustic experience proves that 
hallucinations can be normally produced. 

But it is in psychological facts especially that hallucinations 
consistent with reason are observable. Among the states of the 
mind that are favorable to the production of this phenomenon, 
reverie occupies the first rank. 

An important distinction should be made between the reverie 
of thinkers and those of the weak-minded. Noble acts charac
terize the first; foolish enterprises the second. In this case, 
differences in climate and civilization should be considered, as 
among the Orientals reverie is universal, and insanity is rare. 

The belief in the supernatural is in the depths of the heart. 
Many noted men have faith in their star, and attribute the chief 
events of their lives to it. 

From an examination of the preceding psychological facts, 
and the observations which accompany them, we may conclude, 
without fear of being deceived, that there are hallucinations 
consistent with reason, whether regarded as deceptions, or ac
cepted as realities ; but in this case, actions do not depart 
from the common track; hallucination is an exceptional fact that 
has no grievous influence on the conduct. 

The coexistence of reason and hallucinations will permit us 
hereafter to explain, in a suitable manner, the words and acts of 
celebrated men who have been wrongly accused of insanity. 

These kinds of hallucination may be produced at will, either 
physically or intellectually. They sometimes appear without 
any obvious signs of disordered organization, but they also fre
quently arise from a derangement of the nervous and circulating 
systems. Some of these hallucinations establish the transition 
from reason to insanity. 

The continuance of hallucinations, although their character 
be understood, may occasion the saddest results, even death 
itself. 



CHAPTER III. 

HALLUCINATIONS OJ' INSANITY IN ITS BI:MPLE STATJ:. 

SKCTION I.-Simple j,olattd laaUueinatioru-Their action on the mind-Profound 
conviction of the hallucinated-Lose of the scoeea no obstacle to hallucina
tionii-Caeea-Of hallucination of hearing by donf personll-llallucin&tlOIIII, in
ternal and external, isolated or combined-JlaUudnation of tAe ngAt-ViBio
Viaionari-Belief in apparitions-These hallucinations n.ry like thoee ot 
hearing-Ha.IJucinatione in weakness or lose of sight-The hallucinated be
lieve thoy can eee in~ide their bodice, a power analogous to that poBBeAed 
by persona magneti•ed-IIallucinationa of sight and hearing combined-Hallal
eination of tAe toueh-Difficultiea of diagnosis--Certain tactile hallucinatioDII 
referable to hypochondriacal illuaion11-llaUueinatiom of mull and tute, u rare 
as the preceding-lla.llucinations rarely unconnectecl with one of the forms of 
insanity-Very common in madness and several other diseue11-Reoapitulatioa. 

8KCTION 11.-Geoeral hallucino.tionii-Recapitulation. 

SECT. 1.-Sll\ll'LE, ISOLATED HALLUCINATIONS. 

Rt:ASON, hitherto intact, is about to yield to the influence of 
insanity ; deserting the reins which she had so long helcl with a 
firm grasp, she is about to give way to error, whose caprices and 
decrees nre omnipotent. In proportion as the one acted with 
prudence and circumspection, so will the other be obstinate and 
impetuous. 

It must not, however, be supposed that this change always 
takes place without gradation. Sometimes the unhappy being, 
who is conscious for the first time of a hallucination, attempts to 
check it; and when he has long been tormented by it, and it still 
comes nearer and nearer, he uses every effort to conceal the 
struggle from those who surround him, keeps silence, and becomes 
sad and morose. Finally, when the evil hns attacked his body, 
he still strives against it, convinced that he is the sport of an 
illusion. It may even happen that none of his actions are influ
enced by the hallucination. But it is most frequently the case 
that it carries with it a strong conviction to which the sufferers 
slavishly bow, blindly following all its dictates. 
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Hallucinatiom of hearing.-Sometimes the hallucinated hears 
a voice that whispers in his ear the strangest words, and issues the 
most extravagant orders. These voices almost always occur in 
the silence of night, at twilight, dawn, and in gloom and dark
ness. Do we not see, in this fact, a physiological phenomenon 
common to mankind? Is it not at such hours that he experiences 
those shades of restless anxiety and fear against which reason 
does not always keep guard ? Hallucinations of hearing are the 
most common; they have been estimated as comprising two-thirds 
of the whol~. Dr. Baillarger attributes the presence of hallu
cinations, at such times, to diminished watchfulness. The case 
of Blake does not support this opinion. 

CABB XXVIII. M. N., fifty-five years of age, was, in 1812, 
prefect in a large German town that rebelled against the French 
army in its retreat. The confusion arising from these events 
disorders the brain of the prefect. He imagines himself accused 
of high treason, and consequently dishonored. In this state, he 
cuts his throat with a razor; on recovering his senses, he hears 
voices accusing him. Cured of his wound, the same voices fol
low him; he is persuaded that he is surrounded with spies, 
and denounced to his enemies. These voices repeat to him day 
and night that he has betrayed his duty, is dishonored, and that 
nothing is left but to kill himself; they speak successively in all 
the European languages, with which the sufferer is familiar; one 
voice alone is less clear than the others, for it uses the Russian, 
with which Mr. N. is less conversant. In the midst of these con-
1licting voices, he hears that of a lady, who frequently bids him 
take courage, and have faith. 

Frequently Mr. N. shuts himself up, that he may better bear 
and understand ; he questions, be replies, be bids defiance, he 
grows angry, in addressing those whom be imagines speak to 
him; he is convinced that his enemies, by various methods, can 
divine his most intimate thoughts, and convey to him reproaches, 
menaces, and overwhelm him with the most sinister advice. On 
other points, he reasons perfectly well, and all his intellectual 
faculties are perfectly sound. 

Returning to his country, Mr. N. passes the summer of 1812 
in his chateau, where he receives much company. When con
versation interests him, he hears no voices; if it languishes, he 
hears them imperfectly, and then withdraws, the better to listen 
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to these treacherous voices; he becomes more restless and IU· 

picious. The following autumn he comes to Paris; the same 
symptoms beset him during the journey, and provoke him on his 
arrival. The voices repeat: "Kill yourself; you cannot sUrvive 
your dishonor!" "No, no," replies the sufferer, "I will not die 
till I am justified ; I will not bequeath a dishonored memory to 
my daughter." He visits the minister of police (Real), who 
receives him very graciously, and endeavors to reaaaure him; but 
scarcely is he in the street before the voices again baraaa him. 

Confided to my care, the patient keeps his room, and does not 
betray his secret. After two months, he appears to wish that I 
shall prowng my visits. I take a notion to call these voices 
gabblerB; the word succeeds, and, in future, be makes use of it 
to expreBB their ho¢ble importunity. I venture to speak of hia 
disorder, and of the causes of its continuance ; he details to me 
what he has long endured, and yields a little more attention to 
my arguments; disputes my objections; refutes my opinion on 
the causes of the voices, and recalls to my memory an invisible 
woman in Paris, who, on being spoken to, gave answers from a 
distance. Physics, he said, had made such progre88 that, by aid 
of machinery, voices could be conveyed very far. "You travelled 
post one hundred leagues ; doubtless the noise of the carriage 
would prevent your gabblers from being heard?" "Certainly; 
but with their contrivances I heard them distinctly." The pre
sent state of politics, the approach of foreign armies to Paris, 
strike him as fables, invented to ensnare his opinions. Some 
time after, the siege of Paris takes place; the patient insists 
that it is not a battle, but a field-day; that the journals are 
printed for him. On the 15th of April, " Shall we go out?" 
he asks suddenly. We go instantly to the Jardin deB Plantu, 
where there are a number of soldiers wearing the uniform of all 
nations. We had scarcely gone a hundred paces, when Mr. N. 
seizes me by the arm: "You have not deceived me," says he; 
"let us return; I have seen enough; I was sick; I am cured." 

From that moment the gabblers arc quiet, or are only heard 
in the morning on rising. My convalescent can get rid of them 
by the briefest conversation, reading, or by walking. But then 
he looks on this symptom as I myself do; he considers it a 
nervous phenomenon, and expresses his astonishment that he wu 
so long duped by it. He agrees to the application of leeches, 

• 
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foot-baths, and purgative mineral water. In the month of May, 
be resided in the country, enjoying perfect health, notwithstand- ' 
ing he had bad the misfortune to lose his only daughter, and had 
other affiictions. Mr. N. returned to his country in 1815, where 
he was called to the ministry. 

This instance is the most simple case of hallucination of hear
ing that I have gathered. The hallucination characterized the 
cerebral aft'cction of the patient ; his inquietude, his mistrust, 
his fears, were only the results of the phenomenon, which lasted 
during two months, although he had perfectly recovered the exer
cise of his understanding. Was custom the cause of this perti.: 
nacity?• 

CASE XXIX. The patient who is the subject of this case had 
shown much talent in the public office to which he was attached; 
but, overpowered with his fixed idea, he ceased to acquit himself 
of his duties, became tiresome to his colleagues, and was obliged 
to resign. His mind was perfect when he spoke on subjects for
eign to his hallucination. On this subject he was immovable, and 
advanced very specious reasons in favor of his argument. We 
transcribe one of his letters, addressed to a person in authority, 
as a specimen of his frenzy :-

" Sir, I had the honor to write you last year on the subject of 
a robbery. From that moment, and even farther back, I have 
heard, both at my own house and at my office, the most deafening 
noises, which were quite insupportable. At the same time, I was 
offered, from a place that appeared near to my house, the grossest 
insults. Individuals and various objects were named to me inces
santly, night and day. I was fatigued with these infernal tricks. 
They have caused, and still do cause me, at certain hours, abstrao
tions that. all my presence of mind fails to combat. To put the 
climax to these stupid and annoying manreuvres, they have sent 
me to Dr. Boismont's madhouse, where they continue the same 
punishment. 

" I have just written to legal authorities, who, I am told, ought 
to know what are trespasses against individual liberty. · I hope 
they will interpose, in order that the law may have its full and 
plain effect, and that I may be removed from a situation so pre
judicial to my interests. I have begged them to write to or to 

.* Eequirol, Dee Maladiea Meu\alee, 1838, vol. i. p. 160 • 

• 
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see me as frequently as they judge it advisable, in order that 
t~ey may assure themselvee, in the absence of the physicians, 
not only that my reason is sound, but that it has never ceaaed to 
be in a normal state. I hope this will urge them to ta.ke meuurea 
against the guilty, and restore me to liberty. 

" Your friendly solicitude leads me to believe that yon will 
give a satisfactory issue to this affair, and that in a few days 
hence I shall be at liberty to return home, and to do what I con
sider right, taking only my own will for judge." 

Persons who have distressing hallucinations make every efFort 
to convince others of the reality of their sensations, and, per
suaded of their truth, overwhelm the authorities with complaints. 
Sometimes their pretended griefs are exhibited so artfully, that 
it rertuires an attentive and repeated examination to arrive at a 
knowledge of the truth. 

The loss of the senses is not an obstacle to hallucinations. 
This fact, which appears to 118 the clearest line of demarcation 
between hallucination and ill118ion, proves that sensations and 
images, once received in the brain, remain there for a length of 
time. 

CASE XXX. An ecclesiastic, deprived of hearing, composed 
Latin and French poems, discourses, letters, and sermons, in 
several languages. lie imagined he wrote from the dictation of 
the archangel Michael, asserting that of himself be was unable 
to pro!luce so many and such beautiful works.* 

Madame M., twenty-four years of age, almost entirely deaf, 
imagined that her husband, who had been dead for several years, 
was walking on the roof of the establishment. She called on 
him night and day, and conversed with him. "Ah, my God!" 
said she, "he says he is naked; quick, bring him clothes. He 
complains that he hll8 nothing to cat ; give him broth, a glass of 
wine." And she sighed, complained, wept, and tore her hair. 

Invisible voices may be external or internal; they come from 
heaven, from neighboring houses, from the angles of a room, 
from the chimney, from wardrobes, from mattresses; but they 
may also como from the bead, the stomach, or any other import
ant organ. "Sir," said a madman to 118 one day, pointing to his 
stomach, "strange things pass there; I constantly hear a voice 

* Calmiel, art. Hallucination, p. 519, Dictionnaire, in 30 Tola. 2d edition . 
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th$t speaks to me, addresses to me menaces and insulta;'1 md all 
the day he was leaning down to listen . 

. Should buzzing in the ears be ranked amongst hallucinations, 
as some medic.I men think? We think that this symptom, and 
others analogous to it, belong to illusions ; for in the greater 
number of cases there exists an arterial beating or some other 
organic modificatioa that the insane person transforms into real 
~tiona. 

llallucinations of hearing are oftentimes isolated; but they 
may be combined with those of sight or of the other senses. 

Hallucmatiom of Sight.,-I:D. all tUaes, these hallucinations 
have played an important part in the history of mankind, and 
to them haa been more particularly attached the name of ttiliom, 
whence the appellation of viNnarie• to. those who are thus 
afl"ected. Every·nation, and every celebrated man, has felt their 
iniluence. In the Middle Ages, the belief in visions was general. 
Spirits haunted castles and cemeteries; there was no one but 
had seen an apparition. 

At the present time, the north of Europe, and some of our 
provi.J)ces, manifest a belief in visions. Authors fill their pages 
with woQderful histories, which the ignorant skepticism of the 
eighteenth century had banished as old women's fables; the 
more enlightened science of these days explains them naturally, 
giving them a destiny aimilar to the recitals of Herodotus and 
Marco Polo, which were at first well received, then for a long 
periocl rejected as fabulous, and now again receive their just 
appreciation. 

Hallucinations of sight, by their number and their frequency, . 
hold the aeeond r.U among the singular aberrations of the 
~an miJld, 

CABJ. ~. M. N ., forty years of' age, was sufl"ering much 
domestic ~tion. Like ma.ny othen, he sought to drown his 
sorroW. in wine. Several UlOntha before his diseas.e, he became 
reetle88 and strange. On the 80th of April, 184-, without more 
exoese than common, he was taken with a febrile delirium, for 
which he "' bled. Thirty leeches were placed behind his eare; 
which bled for twenty-four hours. By means of this and other 
allitable remedies, he enjoyed a brief respite ; but the aymptoms 
of excitement recurred; he uttered menaces and cries of terror, 

6 
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and demanded his knife, to kill the intruders. In one of ~beae 
crises he was brought to my establishment. 

On his entrance, I was struck with the wildness of his counte
nance ; his looks expressed fear and rage ; he was violently 
agitated, uttered menaces and cries, convinced that persona were 
hidden in his room, and under his bed; every instant he ex
claimed, " Where are they?" The next day he was put in the 
bath, where, according to the plan Collowed for many yean in my 
establishment, he remained for eight hours, receiving the douche 
irrigation as in the treatment of fractures.* He inceuantly 
inquired what it all meant, calling on' the commissioner and the 
king's attorney, and demanding his liberty. 

Finding that the sight of the persons in attendance ezcited 
him greatly, I left him in complete solitude. During siz da11 
he was bathed, purged, vomited, and received but little nourish
ment. At the end o{ that time, he appeared calmer, and begged 
to sco me in private. 

On being brought before me, he thus expressed himself: "Sir, 
you did right in conducting me into your establishmen~; I wu 
then highly exasperated; I said and did the most foolish things; 
my language against my wife was entirely senseless. I acknow
ledge that her conduct is excellent, and that I have nothing to 
reproach her with ; but if my brain was turned, it is no less true 
that it was caused by the scene I witnessed, and which I will 
describe to you :-

"I was in the bath which was prescribed by the doctor, on 
account of my feverish excitement, when I saw, as plainly as I 
now see you, a man enter my apartment, entirely dressed in 
black. He looked attentively at me, then made brrimacea in 
order to provoke me. Indignant at such conduct, I showed him, 
by my countenance, how much displeased I was ; he then 
approached the stove-pipe, seized it, and springing up disap
peared by the opening. I was quite astounded at this singular 
scene, when I saw three men come from under the bed; they 
advanced towards me, making the same gestures and grimacea as 
the first. I was furious, and loudly called for my knife, to kill 

* De l'emploie des b&ins prolong6es et des inigations continue~ daule 
traitement des formes aigues de Ia Folie, et en particulier de Ia Manie, par 
A. Drierre de Boismont. ltl6moire de I'Acad6mie de M6deoine, L siii. 
1848. 
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them; they mounted the pipe in the same way, and disappeared 
through the hole. I had never seen them before, but their facee 
are so engraven on my mind that I should recognize them any
lt'here. Before they went, they filled my sheets and counter
pane with dirty vermin of all kinds.* I certainly was excited 
for a time, but I will stake my existence on the reality of theee 
facta." 

The calm and cool manner in which Mr .. N. recited this his
tory was at least as surprising as the circumstances. I made no 
obae"ation on it, because in the course of events his cure wu 
not far off, and I knew by experience that I should in vain have 
tried to disabnae him, and on the contrary might have irritated 
him. 

Some days afterwards, the conversation was renewed, and I 
thought it time to ·apeak candidly to him on his hallucination. 
" Well,'' said he, "admitting that it is but a notion, am I not well 
enough to be allowed to return home, where I am really wanted ?" 
For four days previously, I had given him ten centigrammes of 
opium in a dose; the only effect was to cause an abundant per
spiration. 

By the end of the month, Mr. M. was completely restored 
to reason. He acknowledged that he had been duped by an 
error, promising to avoid the causes that had led to his malady. 
H.e begged to remain another month, in order to go at once into 
the country. I saw him two years afterwards ; he was effeetually 
cured. 

Hallucinations of sight may be infinitely varied, for, being 
moat generally but a highly colored reflection of habitual 
thoughts, they take as many forms as there are individualities. 

C.ASJI XXXII. The amiable and learned Harrington, author of 
the Oceana, spoke very sensibly on every subject but that con
neeted with his malady. When on this subject, he related, 
with the most lively faith in the world, that his vital spirits 
escaped from all his pores, in the shape of birds, flies, bees, etc. 
His friends said that he often amused them with accounts of good 
and evil genii that caused him great alarm. He defended hie 
opinions so ably that his physician found it difficult to reply. 
He compared himself to Democritus, whose admirable discoveries 

* A. Brierre de Boiamont, Biblio~b~ue dea Praotioiena, ~ b:., Maladiea 
Mentales, t. ix., Folie dee brogues, p. 478. 
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in anatomy oauaed him to be looked on u • ma4man by bia 
countrymen, until Hippocrates diaabuaed them. • 

One of the moet powerful argumenu that hu been adV'&Iloed 
against the t~xistence of external images in hallucination, ill dae 
weakening or loes of sight. Baquirol and M. Ulati have gi'f81l 
10veral examples. It ia incontrovertible that, in the eue1 cited 
below, the hallucinations were in the brain. 

CABB XXXIIL An old man, who was moPe tlwa eipty y-.n 
of age when he died, never sat down to table, durins the latWr 
years of hia life, without eeeing • large party of gueM8 around 
him, dreeeed according to the style of half a century before. 
This old man oould only see very feebly with one eye; ll,e aleo 
wore a green shade. At dil'erent times he saw hia own figve 
before him, which aeemed to be reftected by the shade. 

Dr. Dewar, of Stirling, told Abercrombie of a very NDIU'kable 
example of thia kind of hallucination. The ~nbjee&, entirely 
blind, never went into the street without seeing • little old , 
woman in a red cloak, with a bill-headed cane. Thia apparition 
walked before her. The lady never saw it after havias etered 
the ho1118. t 

In tho establishment of the Faubourg St. Antoinet was a lady, 
eighty years of age, who had been blind for many years, and who 
every morning desired the windows and door of her room to be 

*British Biognpby, Tol. ,., p. 40~: Le Droit, 1860. 
t John Abercrombie, Inquiries concerning the Intellectual PoRn, p. 

379, eleventh edition, London, 1842. 
t It wu from thie bouee that General Mallet eiC&ped, at the time of the 

retreat from Moecow, who, for a abort time, porilled the power of Napoleon. 
Some time previously, the General bad made an attempt to eacape, but wu 
detected at the moment Notwithstanding the entreaties of hil famil7, Dr. 
Dubuisson, who knew the heavy responsibility that be incvnd, pve ill 
his report, which wu placed amonget the government papere. Imme
diately on the arrest of Mallet, Dubuisson wu seiaed. He wu taken 
before the Minieter of Police, who eaid angrily to him: "You have allowed 
the chief of the oonspiraton to eecape; you ban oonni•ed with him, aad 
mu1t be Hn' to a court-martial." "Sir," replied the Doctor, "it it the 
police who are in the wrong; I have done m7 duty. Summon the oflioer 
who baa the inepection of our housee, and uk him if he did no' reoei•e a 
oiroumstantial report of the firet attemp'-" The oflicer ia aent for. "The 
Kt~Dtleman is right," eaid be ; "we forgot that." "You are fortunate," 
added the minister, turning towards M. Dubuieson; "withou' this repori, 
JOU would haTe joinod the OOiltp~re oa the plaiD of Greulle." 
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openGd, to let out the number of penona who filled it, and whose 
dreaa aad manner she perfectly distinguished. 

CASB XXXIV. An ina&ne patient saw, on the righ'& hand, 
against the wall of hie cell, charming women, to whom he 
addreeaed by turns insults and compliments. This man wu 
blind. After his death, M. Calmeil found atrophy of the two 
optic nerves to emt. 

An aged apiaster, whose "Yiaiona greatly excited her, struggled 
against a swarm of flying spectres, whioh she likened to hum&ll 
figures, who formed a thick cloud around her. At night, in 
order not to see these cruel shadows, abe oonstaatly covered 
herself with a mattress.* 

We read in the history of the Inquisition, by Llorente, that 
the possessed perceived devils in their bodies, who concealed 
themselves under different forms. We have frequently heard 
insane penlons profeSB to see what was passing in their brain, 
their stomach, their intestines, and in their most delicate tissues; 
but if questions were pressed on them they gave only the 
strangest and most confused explanations, unleu those parts 
of the body were known to them. Does not this trait bear re
semblance to magnetism, which, in a great many cases, gives 
only reminiscences or revelations more or leu vague 1 

Hallucinations of hearing and sight are often united; we give 
an example taken from a collection of cases, whose authenticity 
was guaranteed to us by one of the physicians of Bethlem. 

CASH XXXV. Some years ago, there was in Bedlam (Beth
lem) a madman of the name of Blake, nicknamed The Seer ; he 
belieTed profoundly in the reality of hia visions ; he conversed 
with Michael Angelo, chatted with Moses, dined with Semiramis; 
there wu nothing of charlatanism in his manner ; he was con
vinced. The past opened to him its dark portals; the land of 
shado-. liTed for him. Whatever was grand, surprising, and 
celebrated came before Blake. 

This man had appointed himself painter to the spectres; hit 
paper and orayous were always before him to depict the faoee 
and attitudes of his heroes, whom he did not evoke, but who 

* C.tmeil, an. Ballv.oination, p. 526: Diotionnaire de M6deoine, 2d 
edition, voL ldv. 
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flocked to him for their portraits. Viliton could examine large 
volumes of these drawings, amongst which were portraits of 
tho •levil and his mother. "When I entered his cell," eaid the 
author of this relation, "he wu drawing a girl, whote spectre, 
he said, had jDAt appeared to him. 

" Edward III. waa one of his most uaiduoas Tiaiton. In 
acknowledgment of the condoece011ion of the monarch, he hid 
painted his portrait in oil in three sittings. I questioned him 
in a manner intended to puzzle him ; but his repliee were naive 
and unembarraaaed in manner. 

" 'Are these gentlemen announced ? Do they send you their 
cards?' 'No, but I know them aa soon u they appear. I did 
not expect Mark Antony last night, but I recognized the Roman 
u soon as he entered.' 

" 'At what hour do your illustrioue guests visit you?' 'At one; 
sometimes their visits are long, sometimes short. I eaw that 
poor Job the day before yesterday; be only stayed two minutee; 
I had scarcely time to make a sketch, which I afterwarda copied 
in aquafortie-But hush-here is Rich&rd III.' 'Where do you 
eeo him?' 'Opposite to you, on the other side of the table; it ia 
his first visit.' 'How do you know his name?' 'My spirit recog
nizes him; I do not know bow.' 'What countenance bas he?' 
'Harsh, but handsome; I only as yet see his profile. Now he is 
three quarters. Ah! now he turns towards me; he is terrible 
to look on.' 

" 'Can you question him?' 'Certainly; what do you wish to 
ask?' 'If be con justify the murders he committed during his life.' 
'Your question has already reached him; my soul holds converse 
with his by intuition and magnetism. We do not require words.' 
'What is tho reply of his majesty?' 'This; but in more words 
than ho conveyed it to me. You would not understand the 
spirit language. He says that what you call murder and car
nage is nothing ; that to slaughter fifteen or twenty thousand 
men docs them no harm ; that tho mortal part of their being is 
not only preserved, but passes into a better world; and that the 
murdered man who shoul<l reproach his assassin would be guilty 
of ingratitude, since the latter has only procured his entrance 
into a more perfect existence. But leave me; he stands in a 
good position now ; and if you say a word, he will go.' 

• 
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"Blake is a large man, pale, talks well and really eloquently, 
and has talent in engraving and designing."* 

Spinello, in painting the fa.ll of the bad angels, represented 
Lucifer under an aspect so horrible, that, frightened at his own 
work, he had, incessantly before his eyes the figure of the devil, 
who reproached him for the dreadful form he had given him in 
hie picture. t 

We may hdre refer to the case of Berbiguier de Terre 
Neuve du Thym, surnamed the Scourge of Hobgoblin., who pub
lished his hallucinations in three large volumes ;t we shall han 
occasion to speak of them soon in treating of other hallueina
tiona. 

CAsE XXXVI. A gentleman, aged thirty-five, active, and in 
good health, living near London, had for five weeks complained 
of a slight headache. He was rather feverish, and neglected hia 
avocations and his family. He had been cupped, and had taken 
some medicine, when he received a visit from Dr. Arnold, of 
Cambenrell, by whose advice he was placed in an asylum, where 
he passed two years ; his delirious fancies lessened by degrees, 
until he was restored to his family. 

The details which he has given of his malady are so interest
ing that we do not hesitate to repeat them almost verbatim. 
"One afternoon in the month of May," says this gentleman, 
"feeling unwell, and little disposed for business, I determined to 
take a walk in the city, to divert myself. Having reached St. 
Paul's churchyard, I stopped at the print-shop of Carrington 
and Bowles to look at some engravings of the Cathedral. I had 
been there but a short time, when an old gentleman, small, 
serious-looking, and dressed in brown, also stopped to examine 
them. Our eyes by chance meeting, he commenced a conversa
tion, admired the view from St. Paul's, related several anecdotes 
of the architect, Sir Christopher Wren, and asked if I had ever 
been in the dome. 

"On my replying in the ·negative, and finding that I had not 
dined, he proposed to repair to a neighboring tavern, and said 

* British Review, July, 1803, p. 184. 
t Tiasot, Serm. inaug. de litteratum valetudine, p. 20. 
l Lea Farfadote, ou toua lea D6mone ne sont pas de l'autre monde, par 

Berbiguier de Terre Neuve du Thym., 3 vola. in 8vo. Paris, 1821. 
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that, alter the repast, he would aooompanJ me to St. Paul's; 
the day, he added, was magnificent for the view, and, u he wu 
familiar with the place, he would point out all the objecta of 
interest. The politeness of the old gentleman induced me to 
accept his invitation, and we went to a tavern, in " dark alle7, 
the name of which I do not remember. 

"After a haaty dinner, we mounted to the ball which il placecl 
immediately under the erou, and we entered it alone. We 
bad been there some minutes admirilig the nperb panorama be
fore us, when the old gentleman drew from • side-pocket of hil 
coat an instrument that resembled a compaas, and on which 10188 

curious figures were engraved; he murmured some unintellisible 
words, and placed it in the oentre of tbe ball. 

"I was seised with a violent trembling and a kind of bolTOI', 
which greatly increaaed on his oft'er to show me, if I wished; • 
distant friend, and, also, what he was at that moment doing.
My father had long been ill, and I had not been to see him for 
some weeks; the sudden wish to see him overcame all my sora
plea. No sooner had I formed this wish than I saw my father 
in a mirror; he was reclining in a chair, taking his UIUal nap. 
As I had somewhat doubted the power of the old gentleman, I 
was frozen with terror, and feeling very ill, begged him instantl1 
to descend. He complied; and, on parting under the north por
tico, he said, 'Remember, that you are the slave of the man of 
the mirror.' I returned home, at night, unhappy, restleBB, and 
fearful, and full of thoughts of the stranger; for the last three 
months, I have never ceased to feel his power." 

Dr. Arnold asked tho patient in what manner the man of the 
mirror exercised his influence over him. Throwing a suspiciou 
glance on the doctor, he took him by the arm, led him through 
two or three rooms, and at length into the garden, when he ex
claimed : " It is useless; nothing can hide us from him, for every 
place is open to him; he sees and hears us now.'' 

"I requested him," continued Dr. Arnold, "to show me the 
mysterious individual who saw and heard us. He replied, with 
much agitation, 'Have I not told you that he lives in the ball 
under the cross of St. Paul's, that he only comes down to walk 
in the churchyard, and to go and dine in the dark alley? 
Since that fatal meeting with the necromancer, for I cannot 
call him by any other name, he constantly attracts me within hia 
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mirror, sees me th118 at all hours in the day, and reads my most 
secret thoaghte ; I have the terrible oonsciousnee8 that no act of 
my life escapes his knowledge, and that there is no spot in which 
I can be hidden from him.' To my observation that the darkness 
of night oaght to protect him against his machinationi, he replied, 
'I know what you would say; but you are wrong. I have only 
spoken 'to you of the mirror; but in a corner of the building 
the magician ahowed me a great clock, and I distinctly heard 
the SOWlds that came from it, and those that entered ; it was a 
confused medley of laughter, ~ries of angor, of despair, an~ u 
I listened in great terror, he said, "It is my organ of hearing." 
This great clock baa communication with all the clocks that are 
in the hieroglyphic circle. By this meanii I he&r the words of 
iJl thoee under my supervision.' · 

" As I gazed on the patient with surprise, he continued: 
• I have not told you all ; this necromancer practises his sorceries · 
by means of hieroglyphics on the walls and houses, and he spreads 
his rod of fire over those whom he has inclosed in his circle of 
hieroglyphics, and who are the objects of his con8tant hatred.' 
I begged him to explain to me these hieroglyphics, and how he 
BB'tr them. ' They are,' he answered, ' signS and symbols that 
you, in your ignorance of their real meaning, have read thus : 
Day and Martin, and Warren'• Blaclr:irtg [probably he.ndbills]. 
You are in error. Theae signs are the cabalistic characters that 
he traces to intimate the limits of his empire, and to prevent the 
eacape of his captives. What fatigues I have undergone ro 
withdraw myseif from his terrible in1luenc& I I once walked three 
days and three nights, until I fell, exhausted and breathless, 
against a wall, and slept. On waking, I BBW the fatal letters, 
and felt that I was completely in his power.'"* 

No ease of hallucination can be tnore ooherent and calculated 
to bring conviction to the minds of those uninitiated in this singu
lar phenomenon, than the one just stated by Prichard. Doubt
less, in the Middle Ages, this patient would have been supposed 
to be po118e8Sed, and have been subjected to the ceremonies of e~ .. 
orcism. I am persuaded that, in our days, auch a history would 
find many believers. Authentio facta &re related by persona of 

*A Treatiae on Insanity, and other Disorders aft'eoung the Mind, b7 
James Cowles Prichard, p. 455, London, 18M. 
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veracity, of apparitions that had revealed to them extraordinary 
things. The circumatantial details into which they entered, and 
the air of truth they assumed, dispelled all doubts. 

It is probable that this individual had visited St. Paul's; but, 
seized with insanity, certain recollections arose, were fantuti
cally grouped, highly colored, and imagined, until they appeared 
realities to the sight. 

M. Ljflut, in a paper on purely eeneorial madnu•, has pub
lished several facts, amongst which the following appears to bear 
on our subject :-

CABB XXXVII. R. was born of parents without fortune; 
his education was far from being religious. At fourteen, he might 
have obtained favors from a young girl, but denied himself on 
thinking of God. In fact, that thought seemed to have employed 
him from childhood. At eighteen, his understanding seemed to 
enlarge, and all the exterior phenomena of the world appeared 
unveiled to his sisht; he saw all creation, as it were, in a coup 
d' a?il. The sight of a corrupt world saddened him more and 
more ; that did not, however, prevent his learning the trade of 
a wheelwright, by which he afterwards gained a livelihood. His 
love for changing his location and acquaintances increased; he 
seemed invariably driven towards a result unknown to himself; 
he thought that God called him somewhere. 

In 1825, the jubilee took place. R. took part in it, fervently, 
and joined, in preaching, with the most eloquent missionaries. 
At that time his first revelations took place ; it appeared to him 
that, from the epigastrium, where he always felt a sensation of 
beat, words were very distinctly pronounced, not such as sound 
on the ear, but very easily distinguished from them. These 
words, which formed prophecies and parables, plunged R. into 
ecstasies. His appetite failed, sleep vanished, and he passed the 
nights in prayer. 

During one of these excited nights, R. suddenly saw a lu
minous disk as large, but not so bright, as the sun, appear in 
the clouds ; a voice proceeded from tho disk that said : "The 
children whom I bless, shall be blessed; but those whom I curse, 
shall be cursed to the third and fourth generation." R., who 
recognized the voice of God, entered into communication with 
the uncreated, addressing many questions which were not all 
replied to. The conversation lasted three-quarters of an hour. 
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R. began to understand what were God's intentions towards 
him; finally,-tbe Deity told him to go to rest. 

The words pronounced from the epigastrium were very different 
from those proceeding from the vision. In the latter, the words 
precisely resembled those which are orally beard, which was not 
the case with the words (epigastric) of the revelations. The 
vision decided the fate of R.; be was the Messiah, who should 
come, at the end of time, to draw all nations to the same belief, 
and to prepare the last judgment. It was in this quality that 
be commenced prophesying to his fellow-workmen, and that be 
requested audiences with the Abbti M., a priest of Charles the 
Tenth's court, and with the Archbishop of Paris. Being unable 
to ncceed in the latter point, be, one day during mass, scaled 
the grating of the metropolitan choir, in order, be ·said, to be 
arrested, that he might thus make known the plans he could not 
otherwise communicate. He had his wish. He was taken to 
the police-office. 

If we allow the reality of R.'s visions, then, indeed, he is no 
madman-but what he pretends to be, the Messiah. Prior to his 
vision-prior to his greatest revelations, he did not know the 
Scriptnres; it was only subsequently that he studied them, and 
very artfully applied them to his belief, even the Apocalypse, in 
which be found a clear meaning. "Jesus Christ," said be," is the 
Son of God; he came to prepare the way, but he is not the 
Meaeiab; that is nowhere written.'' When he spoke of the mis
ery reserved for the wicked at the end ~f time, his eyes over
Sowed with tears ; he sighed over their future torments, and 
then his countenance &BBumed an elevated expression, not a little 
extraordinary. 

He believed in the evil spirit, and spoke of him with pain; be 
Ud a singular theory of hell. " Thither," said he, "go all the 
sounds that are lost on earth, all the lights and fires that vanish 
in the air; but punishments will not be eternal, at least for those 
who were placed there before the last judgment." 

At the end of fourteen months, he was found so disposed to 
postpone, until a more favorable time, his projects of reform 
that, under a regular oertificate, he was restored to society.* 

• Obaern.tiona ear la Folie aenaoriale, par Ulut, p. 284. Du D6mon 
de Soora$8, 1 vol. in 8vo., 1834. 
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This caae may be placed amongst thoee cited to eatabliah the 
analogy which exists between hallucinated penona and the fo'lllldoo 
en of religion. However painful to humanity may be the opinion 
of those who repreeent it u touched with madn• relative to 
many questions of a soeial nature, and with reepec* to the reali
sation of thoughts which appear to u, and to Mhen, the oon~ 
tiona of geniua, we believe that this apparent parity ahould be 
opposed by more direct reuons. We do not discover in B. tha& 
atrong will, logical reasoning, and fiDty of purpoee that belong 
to those having a providential miseion. His wu a weak mind 
inflamed with religious ideas, which, like many of that temper, be 
exaggerated, until, finally, all his actions had reference thereto. 
Instead of marching at the head of his ideu, commanding thea 
in person, being their promoter, their standard, he eould neithet 
originate nor develop them; they drew him along, or, rather, 
they absorbed him. The man of genius controla and direota hil 
idea, and makes it fruitful. The madman baa no power OT81' 

hia; he follows it u its shadow, and obeys all ita oapricea. In 
short, one is the king of his idea, the other the alan. 

In the cue of R., there are multiplied proofs of madn•• 
It is God who tells him to go to bed; it is his stomach that 
speaks to him. Scaling the grating of the cathedral wu the 
act of a madman; had he been muter of himself, he would have 
known'that it would lead to the police-office and the madhouse. 
Thence he proved that he no longer looked sanely on thingi, 
and that several of his intellectual faculties were injured. 

Nevertheless, we have always observed, in the great number 
of cases of hallucination that have come under our notice 
during more than twenty years, that, by the side of a well
sustained reasoning, which appeared the result of an idea, was 
placed an incoherent word or a whimsical act-in a word, the 
seed of madness. 

Hallucinatiom of the Touch.-These have been considered 
very difficult to study, because they have been confounded with 
neuralgic and visceral affections ; but there are doubtleaa some 
hallucinated quite capable of describing their sensations, who 
apeak confidently of having been pinched and struck, and who 
had received electric shocks on various parts of the body. 
Latterly we examined, in company with Messrs. Foville, Mi
chon, and Seguin, a young man who declared that magnetizen 
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were uery molllent darting lll&gnetie tluid into his breast, his 
back, and loi'JDI, and that he sensibly felt the contact of that 
agenL He had no neuralgio aft'eetion. 

CAD XXXVIII. M&theWI, whoee curious cue Haslam baa 
deeeribed in a pamphlet, believed himl8lf the victim of a troop 
af wretches, living in an obscure place near London. These 
peraeouton, by their talenta in pneumatic chemistry, had the 
power to iniliet on him eeveral kinde of torture. At one time, 
they held ti«ht the fibres of his tongue; at another, they spread 
a veil over his brain, and thus intePcepted the communication 
between his heart and mind. By the aid of a magnetic ftuid, they 
bound him nearly to aufl'ocation, introduced gas into hia skull, 
atntched hia uain, diatended hia nerves, and threw all his 
~aghta into diaorder. In order to diacover by what means 
theee invisible tormentors made him thus nfrel) he invented a 
~ aaehiae, the design of which he e:drlbited. The auu
aina, u he oalled them, had similar machines in a number of 
difl'ereat places, which they UBed for the purpo1e of tormentiBg 
persons, or making them act as they chose.* 

M. Oalmeil reportl the cue of a nteran who felt himself 
every Right aailed in a coffin, and carried in men'e arms, by a 
aabt.erraoean road, from Charenton to Vincennes, where a 
faDen.l service wu ohaBted in the chapel of the chateau. The 
-.me invisible peraone brought him back, and placed him on hla 
hed. 

We &tteacled an Englishman who thought he was carried off at 
night, to ~nt countries-to the But, to Cairo, to London; he 
GOIIlpi&inei of tlae ill treatment he received from the agents who 
wer' oharsed with the miaaion. He declared that they bound 
hill &nDf and hia neok, and covered him wit~ ltruieee. The idea 
aaade him very unhappy. Madame D. frequently pointed out 
imaginary marb of blon, which were given her during the 
night by individuals who wished to do her violenoe. In by
gone daya, the devil would have been accused of the crime ; in 
this cue, we see only an exaggerated physical fact, which many 
can appreciate. Soroerere rode to their place of rendezvous on 
a broom-handle, on a he-goat, or a hairy man ; they were con-

• DluatraUona of Hadneaa, exhibiting a Singular Cue of Inaanity, by 
lohn Hulam, London, 1843. 
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acious of the movement. The 1enaation of Sying is rather com
mon. Frequently in dreams, we feel oUJ'Ielvee home along with 
the rapidity of an arrow; we aocompliJh great dist&u.cee, jut 
lightly touching the ground. We have noticed this fact in a 
literary man of our acquaintance, whom we ~enral timee f01111d 
with fixed eyes, and who aaid to us, "I am Sying; do not Hop 
me !" On retuming to himself, he described his aena&tioDJ; and 
it seemed to him that he really had ftown. This lena&tion wu 
experienced so far back aa the times of St. Jerome, who relates 
that frequently in his dreams, he felt himself ftying over moant
ains, seu, &c. • 

Madame D'Amim, Goethe's friend, in speaking of this fact, 
aays: "I wu certain that I ftew, and Soated in the air. B1 a 
simple elutio pressure of the point of the toe, I wu in the air. 
I ftoated silently and deliciously at two or three feet above the 
earth ; I alighted, mounted again; I ftew from side to side, and 
then returned. A few days after, I wu taken with fever; I 
went to bed and slept. It happened two weeks after I wu con
fined."t 

The strange tactile sensations noticed in many inaane penone • 
appear to us rather to belong to hypochondriacal illusion~. 

Amongst the remarkable cases of hallucination of touch, we 
must not omit Berbiguier, who thought that goblins were con
tinually moving over his body, and fatigued him so much that 
he was obliged to sit down. These invisible enemies travelled 
over him day and night, and their odor was so bad u nearly to 
suffocate him. To defend himself against their power, he fan
cied that he adroitly seized them under his linen, fixed them to 
his mattreBB with millions of pins, or put them into bottles.t 

Hallucination• of Smell.-It is stated that these may exhibit 
themselves at the commencement of all cases of insanity, and 
especially in partial delirium. It has been remarked that, 
while saints perfume, devils infect an apartment. Hallucinations 
of smell, like those of to.ste, very seldom exist alone ; they are 
combined with those of sight, hearing, and touch. They are 
le88 frequent than hallucinations of the other senses. 

• Saint J6rome, Pol6mique, o. Ruftn, liv. i. Po.nth6on litt6raire. 
t Correspondence de Goethe et de Bettina, tranalated by M. SebuL 

Albin, t. i. p. 68. 
l Berbiguier, op. cit. vol. i. p. 126, d Hi· 
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Deranged persons, who experience these hallucinations, com
plain of being pur8ued"by offensive eflluviu, or they believe they 
inhale the most delicious perfumes, whilst in truth there is no 
scent near them ; some, indeed, before their attack, are de
prived of smell. An insane woman declares that there exist 
under the Salp~triere (an insane hospital), vaults, in which a 
number of men and women are strangled ; every day she per
ceives a horrible smell arising from the decomposition of all 
these bodies buried under ground.* We have, in our establish
ment, a lady, who, after attempting to strangle herself, per
ceived everywhere the smell of coal ; she stopped up her nose, 
inhaled vinegar, etc. This scent followed her constantly. M. 
Esquirol reports a similar C88e. 

Hallucination• of Tutt.-Tbese are not more common than 
the· preceding. The patients, especially those who are in the 
first stage of madness with general paralysis, express delight 
at the good fare they have had; praise the flavor of the dishes, 
and the aroma of the wines, when really they have tasted nothing. 
A lady, who had been noted for her intelligence, passed days in 
tasting imaginary dishes. Sometimes the impressions are dis
tressing; they eat raw flesh, chew arsenic, or devour earth; sul
phur and flames play round their mouths. Others swallow 
nectar and ambrosia. t 

Hallucinatious, unaccompanied by one of these principal forms 
of m&dneu, are rare, and it may be said that, in this respect, 
they have numerous points of correspondence with pure mono
mania. Almost always, in fact, we notice some disorder of the 
intellect, of the affections, or of the propensities, &c. We will 
furnish three examples, presented by Esquirol, as cases of simple 
hallucination. One of these subjects expresses himself in suit
able and choice terms on religion and the miracles, but, during 
this serious conversation, depicts a host of strange objects. 
Another, who has only hallucinations of hearing, has a confused 
perception of the circumstances which surround him, but does 
not suitably appreciate persons, things, or events. A third, 
after having written several pages glowing with enthusiasm, and 
exceedingly well arranged, adds that " Jesus Christ is coming." 

• L6lat, op. cit. 
" t Eeqairol, Dee Maladies Ment. ' · i. p. 198, eto. 
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Experience hu proved, without question, that hallucinations 
may be manifested in those who have no delirium ; but they are 
one of the elements of delirium most frequently met with in 
~ntal alienation, in a certain number of nervous diseuel, in 
several inflammatory &l'ectiou, and in some sev.ere fevers. 

RxcAPI'l'ULA'l'ION.-In hallucinations coJDpatible with reuon, 
the error ie almost always acknowledged, or, if it escape atten
tion, it exercises no influence on the condu~. In halluciuatioDI 
which have the charaeteristio of insanity, the actione, ia an. 
immense majority of cues, are the consequences of morbid sen
l&tions, so convinced ie the madman of their reality. 

Of all hallucinations, those of heM"ing are the moat common, 
exceeding the others by about sixty..aix per cent. The weaken
ing, or the entire privation of the sense ie no obstacle to their 
production. Thie oharacterietic completely distinguishes them 
from illusions. 

Hallucinations of hearing UBUally come from without ; ba.t 
they sometimes are seated in the interior of the body ; they are 
often isolated ; they may be combined with balluoinatiou of 
sight, and less frequently with those of the other seDiel. 

Hallucine.tions of sight are thoee which have attracted moat 
&tt~ntion. With these are 8880ciated the curious phenomena of 
visions. In all times, visionaries have played an important part 
in history. These hallucinations, being only a colored reflection 
of the thoughts habitual to the individual, may be infinitely 
varied, and a88ume ·aa many forms as there are 'individuala. 
Their production does not depend on the integrity of th.e sense 
of sight, since the blind are thus afFected. The hallucinated be
lieve they can see within their bodies, which is the cue also with 
those who are magnetized, and with somnambulists. Hallucina
tions of hearing are often associated with those of sight ; and 
from their union the most singular phenomena arise. 

Hallucinations of the touch are le88 distinct than the preced
ing, because they are often confounded with neuralgic and vis
ceral illusions. Well-attested facts place this position beyond 
doubt. 

Hallucinations of smell and taste come after the preceding, 
with respect to frequency ; those of smell may be observed at 
the commencement of all kinds of insanity. These h&llueina-
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tiona are soarcely ever isolated ; they are &1180ciated with otheJ'8, 
and especially with illusions. 

Hallucinations without complication are rat'e; they are almost 
always linked with one of the forms of madness. 

SECT. H.-GENERAL HALLUCINATIONS. 

Hallucinatioos of all the senses combined appear rare. Hal
lucinations of hearing and of sight have often been confounded 
with the illusions of touch, of taste, and of smell. Analogy and 
reasoning, however, prove that they may exiat ; and observation 
leaves no doubt on the matter. 

It is also probable that, on closely questioning patients, hallu
cinations of all the senses may be proved to be more frequent 
than they are believed to be. 

From many curious facts of this nature, we select the follow
ing:-

CASB XXXIX. Mademoiselle --, forty years of ~ very 
nervous, and consequently very impressible, has always been 
extremely flighty. In her youth she could never apply herself 
to any serious study, so that the dootora recommeD.diod her pa
rents to direct her attention to gymnastic exercises.. Tais lady 
has not had any children. She is comfortably eitaated in life, 
her parents in good health, and of sound mind ; but she has a 
brother whose situation greatly resembles her OWil'. Her appear
ance indicates health ; her hair is of a chestnat color ; she has a 
good complexion, and is moderately stout. 

About ten years ago, she felt the first BJJaptoms of the malady 
which now aftlicts her. She saw the most fantastic personages. 
Her visual aberrations did not prevent her from attending to 
her occupations. Irregular menstruation, the other functions 
healthy. In six months, the hallneinations, which until then had 
been endurable, occurring, as they did, at prolonged intervals, 
iDcreased. Sight was no longer the only sense that was injured; 
all the other senses were, by turns, i.mpaired. The most palpable 
derangement was in the sense of hearing. She heard voicee 
every instant proceeding from her stomach. These voices greatly 
tormented her; they directed all her actions, and gave notice of 
what passed within her. They gave her information of her oom.,.. 

'1 
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plaints ; and she eould then prescribe the medicines that abo 
appeared to require. 

The voices gave her very clear information concerning the 
character and wishes of difFerent persona, of whom she could 
reveal very curious particulars. She would then express herself 
in much choicer language than was her wont; but, for power, 
facility, and richneaa of expression, she was indebted to the 
voices within her, for, when uninfluenced by them, abe spoke 
with much more simplicity. The voices frequently conversed 
on subjects of an elevated character; on geography, grammar, 
and rhetoric; and they corrected her when she ezpreaaed herself 
badly, pointing out the faults she had committed. 

The voices told her strange things. One day they made her 
believe that she was poBBessed, which was the more surprising 
because she was not brought up with superstitious notions. She 
thereupon sought a priest to exorcise her. Since that time, her 
ideas on eternity and future woes have been distreBBing, and 
throw her into the deepest despair. The voices once revealed to 

• her that she would become a queen, and play a great part on the 
theatre of the world. Jt'or several months she kept this revel .. 
tion to herself, expecting its realization ; but, aa this did not 
-occur, she perceived that the voices had been deceiving her. 

Most generally they hold the most singular, whimsical, and 
·abominable conversations; she cannot resist them, except when 
they alter their tone to tell her comical things that make her 
bugh. She hears them joke and laugh ; they then assail her 
more violently than ever, like harpies, spoiling all they touch. 
If she wishes to drink a glass of sugared-water, they tell her the 
wat-er is poisoned, and, for several hours, she is in great terror. 
They are constantly urging her to drown herself, but she feels 
an inward resistance to their promptings, and has a great dread 
of yit!ildiag to the temptation. 

If site is walking, the voices cry out to her, when a well
dressed woman is passing, that she smells of musk, of which she 
has a horror; or, if a gentleman passes her, she smells tobacco, 
although she is aware that the smells are only imaginary. 

She frequently baa strange visions; her room is filled with 
people ; figures of all kinds, and numerous processions, pus be
fore her; or she sees individuals who only have half a face, a 
profile, or an eye ; others, who are big, little, deformed, and 
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assume the most grotesque shapes. At other times she sees her 
eye, which baa been taken out, rolling on before her. 

The food she eats is infected ; everything baa lost its natural 
flavor; or she seems to swallow vinegar, and Gruy~re cheese, 
which she detests. If she touches a dish, the voices frequently 
give it one of those flavors, to prevent her partaking of it. 

When walking, she feels herself drenched with water ; the cold 
liquid pierces her through; she then wipes her wet clothes with 
her hands. 

This lady says she knows that these voices proceed from a 
nervous afFection ; but they are too powerful for her judgment ; 
they overpower and rule it. So great is their power, that they 
oblige her to go wherever they wish; they told her, some months 
since, to go to l?aris, and consult some celebrated physicians. 
She long resisted this prompting, because she believed such a 
course to be useless; finally, she came to Professor Fouqnier, 
who recommended blistering, and means which could only have 
an injurious efFect. She required warm and cold baths, and 
plenty of good Bordeaux wine. Yesterday, the voices told her 
to go to Bercy for some wine. Having traversed Paris to reach 
the place, the voices told her that the wine was good for nothing. 

The voices desired her to take a bath, promising to be quiet ; 
but, no sooner had she entered it, than they set up such a deafen
ing uproar that she was obliged instantly to leave it. 

They will no longer let her speak ; they confuse her ideas ; 
she finds it difficult to express herself. In fact, she stammers, 
repeats her words, and hesitates; but she knows her condition ; 
and, in order to counteract the influence of the voices, she fixes 
her eyes on those to whom she would speak, in order that they 
may read there what she cannot clearly express. 

She is often aware that the voices make her act unreasonably; 
she tries to oppose their wishes, but they persist, and force her 
obedience ; their power is irresistible. 

This lady, who was introduced to us by M. Fouquier, wished 
to enter our asylum, in order that the physicians should stu.dy 
her case, and open her body after death. 

However, "she knows that her body, as "Well as her brain, is 
full of air ; and, for fifteen years, her spinal marrow has been 
dried up and destroyed." After this information, she adds : " I 
know that my ease is one of real monomania; but the voices are 
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atronger than my will. I know that everything will terminate 
badly; but I wieh to be under treatment ; it ia impoeeible for me 
to remain quiet." 

What curious reflections are suggested by thia remarkable 
oaae ! Here the senses are first all disordered, then the mind ; 
there is a struggle between the intellect and the revolted aenaea; 
a momentary conscionsneu that all ia illusion ; then comes the 
triumph of these same senses over reason-overpowering the will, 
that vainly combats the impelling force. Is there, in fact, a sight 
more deserVing philosophical stndy than the case preeented by 
this woman, who, knowing that her senses mislead her, and tbu 
the is the sport of fancies, yet cannot escape their inftuence ! 

Constantly deceived, and certain that she always will be de
ceived, still, she is not letl8 obedient to the voioea that direct her; 
and goes wheresoever they command. 

This novel manifestation of the principle of duality, by 'rirtne 
of which this afllicted person, borne down by railleries, jokea, 
menaces, and horrible proposals, and ready to yield to despair, 
suddenly finds herself consoled by kind and encouraging words, ia 
a psychological fact, which deserves the attention of the faculty. 
It would seem as though a good and a bad spirit were each draw
ing her to itself. During ten years that she has been in this 
pathological condition, she has not ceased to attend to her affairs; 
abc directs the management of her property, attends to all the 
duties of social life ; and, although, for the space of six years, 
her fal!!e impressions have not left her a moment of peace, her 
habits are unchanged, though she appears to know intuitively 
that her reason is about to fail, and seeks consolation in the 
advice which she cannot follow. 

This lady's case is no less interesting as regards legal medi
cine and civil law. The hallucination that torments her, nntl 
the fnlsity of which Rhe almost always acknowledges, but to which 
she is obliged to yield, because its power is stronger than her 
will, leads her to actions which have no dl'finite aim. The voices 
tempt her to commit suicide, and inspire her with many other 
ideas, to which, being driven beyond resistance, she is forced to 
yield. This is quite o. new fact in the psychological history of 
man; it gives the key to a number of actions and oddities, which, 
from the known character and manners of the parties, are other
wise inexplicable. The greater our range of observation has ex-
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tended, the more have we become connnced that the world con
tains many madmen, who, from some -reason or another, have 
never sought medical relief, and whose derangement of mind baa 
never been noticed by those about them. Well, these individuals 
quarrel, provoke duels, insult, strike, &88a~~Sinate, or commit stJi.. 
eide, because they have obeyed voices, commands, and impulses, 
which they cannot resist. 

Among the numerous cases that I have collected, the followin& 
appears, for several reasons, to be interesting:-

CABB XL. A rich man lived alone in a large houae that be
longed to him. His style of living wa.s not at all suitable to the 
fortune that he was known to possess. He dreued almost in 
rags, and lived in the most parsimonious manner. No one was 
allowed to enter his house. However- strange his oonduct, he 
did nothing worthy of blame, and the world was left to ita con-· 
jectures. Information was at length obtained that his resources 
were exhausted, and that he owed heavy sums on his house. He 
was finally obliged to sell it. His ruin waa a mystery. Misan
thropical and taciturn, he shunned all questions. 

The circumstance was forgotten, when, one day, the poor 
wretch presented himself to the new proprietor; he was pale and 
agitated, but his eyes shone with a strange brilliancy. "Sir," 
Rid he, " I know where the gold that I po88e88ed is, and where 
the fortune is that I have lost. A voice revealed to me that a 
misfortune would take all from me, and reduce me to misery ; 
and that, to avoid this catastrophe, I most conceal my riches. I 
followed the advice. Income, furniture, bouse, all wa.s converted 
into gold, and buried in a place unknown to any one. Then I 
no longer beard the voice. My head became a chaos of ideaa; 
I had only a glimmering light now and then. This morning I 
heard the voice again : 'You are ignorant,' it said, ' where your 
gold is, but I will tell you. By my advice you threw it into the 
well.' Pray, sir, have search made ; all my riches are there.'' 
They attempted to console him; promised to do what he desired; 
but it would require time and workmen. They made him com
prehend that such an operation required preparations that could 
not be done in a hurry. He retired. In a few days he returned 
to inquire the result of the search. He wa.s told that they had 
found nothing!!! He sighed deeply, pronounced a. few inco-
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herent worda, and in a few daya unquettionable inaanity put an 
end to hia uaeleu regrets. 

It may be asked whether, in the state of mind in which the 
patient was whose hiatorywe ha.ve related, he was capable of 
making a will. · 

This is a very difficult question ; but ita solution ia not an im-=
posaibility. When the conduct of the individual doea not depart 
&om received usages, when b is not controlled by one of those 
falae ideas that make him hate his relatives and friends without 
any motive, and when he regulates his expenses prudently, we 
do not think that whimsical actions, or words, the resolta of an 
erroneous belief, but having no influence on the prominent acts 
of his life, should deprive a person of his civil liberties, and the 
power of making his will. We will return to this subject when 
we examine hallucinations in a medico-legal point of view. 

RBcA.PITULATION.-Halluoinations of all the eensee are more 
rare than hallucinations of one, two, or three of the sensee. 

Hallucinations sometimes occur alone, but, more generally, 
they are combined with illusions, or with some of the forms of 
madnesa. 

The charactedstics ·of madness, already appreciable in simply 
isolated hallucinations, are more marked in general hallucinations. 

In isolated and general hallucinations may be found the ex
planation of many incomprehensible actions. 

General hallucinations would be a powerful argument in favor 
of Berkeley's hypothesis, if a pathological state could serve to 
establish a physiological principle. 

Hallucinations of all the senses might appear to be more fre
quently exhibited, if they were not often mistaken for illusions 
of sight, of hearing, and of touch. 



·cHAPTER IV. 

ON HALLUCINATIONS AS CONNECTED WITH ILLUSIONS. 

Frequency of illusion11-0piniona relatin to the error11 of the senses-Chnrae
teristica b1 which illusions and hallucinations ue dietinguished--Oplniona of 
MM. C&lmeil, Aub&a.el, a.nd Dech&mbre; their concurrence-Peculiar charac
teristics of illuai.oDII-lnternal hallucinations allied with eoneations of hypo
chondriacll-lliuai.ons are observed both in a healthy and a morbid state
fllrui~JM of hearing and of right-Causeii-Diuslona of sight sometimes epi
demlo-Aerial UlusioDII-CaUBM of public illusion11-Diusiona of hearing
Motives for the chapter-lllusions may precede, accompan1, or sucoeed 
hallucination11-lliusions may be isolated or general-lliusionsvory capricious
TIIuaiona, like hallucinations, may induce the commiBBion of reprehensible acts
lliusiona of the touch, of the smell, of the taste-Their influence on the con
duct of madmen-illusions almost always accompany hallucination~~-R«a
pitul4/ilnt. 

NoTHING is more common with the insane, and especially with 
maniacs, than to mistake one person for another, and to take an 
object for what it is not. Such mistakes are frequent; so that 
the story of a windmill metamorphosed into a giant is a tale 
appropriate for all times. These errors of the senses are not 
confined to the deranged. They exist equally among men o£ 
the most healthy minds; but judgment and experience correct 
their false notions. In the eighteenth century, it was established 
in the schools of philosophy that our senses deceive us, and that 
we cannot place any reliance upon them. 

It requires, however, but little reflection to convince us that 
the senses faithfully report all that makes an impression on them. 
Their office is to tell us that there exists such and such a cause 
in the body, such or such a quality that produces in us such or 
such a sensation, but not to tell us the nature of that cause or 
that quality. Thus the only proper object of sight is the colored 
expanse •• In seeking to arrive at a knowledge of the form and 
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distance of objects, • we form a conjectural judgment. Thi8 
judgment, in itself, no more forms a part of the evidence of the 
sense of sight, than the judgments which we form relative to 
aounds that the ear hears, and in relation to the nature and dis
tance of sonorous bodies whence those sounds emanate, form a 
part of the testimony of the sense of hearing. Thus, to apeak 
correctly, our senses never deceive us; but we deceive onrselvee 
through the judgments we form concerning the testimony of our 
senses. 

When Esquirol published his M~moire1 mr lu Illtuion1, he 
pointed out wherein illusions dift'er from hallucinations. The 
characteristic, which appears to us the most decisive, is the ab
eence of an exterior body in hallucinations; whilst illusions re
quire a tangible basis. A man declares that you are a eat, or 
Napoleon, or a well-known orator; he sees fighting armies in the 
clouds-angels who blow the trumpet; thatrtnan is a visionary. 
But if, in the quiet of night, he hears voices addressing him ; if, 
in the most intense darkness, be sees persons that none but him
self can perceive, be is hallucinated. The privation of the 
sense of sight or hearing presents no impediment to balluoi
na.tion, whilst it is an obstacle to illusion. 

M. Dcchambre docs not consider that any argument has been 
adduced sufficiently conclusive to justify Esquirol's distinction 
between hallucinations and illusions. He says that the halluci
nist who hears a voice speaking to him, and the visionary who 
thinks the friend standing before him is an ox or a horned devil, 
belong to the same category. With the one, as with the other, 
the brain is diseased-not the organ of sight or hearing. t 

There is no doubt that the lesion that produces these two 
morbid phenomena exists in the brain ; but it may be said that 
their progress is inverse-for, whilst hallucination seems to start 
from the nerve to form an outward image, illusion folJows a di
rectly contrary course ; so that the one may be said to be sub
jective, the other objective. 

Observation, it is true, points out the fact that illusions fre
quently coexist with hallucinations; that the two become blended; 
and that it is often difficult to distinguish them ; but all these 

* <Euvree philoaopbiqne de P. Buflier, avec lea notea par M. l'raooisque 
Boullicr, introduction, p. 53, Paris, 1843: Coil. chnrpentier. 

t Gaz. llled., April 6, 1850: Analyze De l'ouvrage de M. Szafkoweki. 
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arguments have been produced against the present classification 
of the forms of madnesa; yet there is no author who does not 
acknowledge the necessity of describing them separately. In 
Tiew of these considerations, and especiaUy the existence of an 
object in illusions, we have persisted in considering the two 
phenomena as diatinct; notwithstanding the contrary opinion is 
held by very competent men, Messrs. Calmeil, Aubanel, and 
several others. Moreover, in the two cases, the psychological 
phenomena appear to us to differ ; and in regard both to their 
prognosis and treatment, we think, with M. MicMa, that hallu
cinations should be distinguished from illusions. For similar 
reasons, we connect with illusions all those false sensations 
which proceed from the disease of an internal organ, as the 
stomach, the intestines, &c., and all the sensations peculiar to 
hypochondriacs, whose hallucinations depend on some internal 
derangement. · 

Illusions occur frequently in a healthy condition ; they are 
easily corrected by reason. It is needlesa to repeat the examples 
so often cited in which a square tower appears round-in which 
the shore appears to recede. These facts have long been pro
perly appreciated : but there are illusions which the progreBB of 
science bas only lately developed; such as the giant of the 
Brocken, the fairy Morgana, and the Mirage. 

At certain times,. the giant was seen on the summit of the 
Brocken (one of the Hartz Mountains), to the great astonishment 
of the inhabitants and travellers. For many years, this prodigy 
had given occasion to the most wonderful tales, when Mr. Haue 
had the curiosity to examine into the cause, which he was for
tunate enough to discover. Whilst gazing on the giant, a violent 
gust of wind almost carried away his hat; he quickly raised his 
hand, and the giant likewise raised his band ; he bowed, and his 
bow was returned. Mr. Haue summoned the master of the inn 
at the Brocken to witness his discovery. The experiment was 
repeated with similar results. The wonder was then explained. 
It was nothing but the effect of light produced by an object 
highly illuminated and surrounded by light clouds, which object, 
being reflected at a greater or less distance, was extended l>y 
an optical illusion to the height of five or six hundred feet.* 

* Philosophical Magnzioe, vol. i. p. 232. 
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The interesting little work by Brewster, which we have already 
mentioned, may be consulted on this subject. A similar illusion. 
has been noticed in Westmoreland, and other mountainous coun
tries, where troops of cavaliers and armies appeared to be march
ing and countermarching, though they were, in fact, only the 
reflection of horses grazing on an opposite hill, or of peaceable 
travellers. 

Many circumstances may .give rise to illusions. Ignorance 
chiefly induces them. Certain countries, several provinces in 
France, and many estates, abound with traditions which have 
arisen from illusions of sight. 

A vivid impression, the recollection of an event that has caused 
great excitement, may, through an association of ideas, give rise 
to an illusion. 

"I was in Paris," says M. Wigan, "at a 1oirie ginn by M. 
Bellart, some days after the execution of the Prince of Moskow&. 
The usher, hearing the name of M . .Mar~chal ain~ (the elder), an
nounced M. le Mar~chal Ney. An electric shudder ran through 
tho assembly, and, for my pa.rt, I own that the resemblance to 
the prince was for a moment as perfect to my eyes as reality."* 

Fear, remorse, and obscurity arc Yery favorable to illusions. 
To these various causes may be traced apparitions linked with 
some ohjcct, such as tl1e folds of a drapery, or a curtain, or those 
occasioned by the situation of a piece of furniture, when combined 
with the effect of a pale or doubtful light. 

When the mind is thus prepared, the most familiar objects are 
transfo1·mcd into phantoms. Ellis relates an anecdote of this 
kind that happened to the captain of a vessel at Ncwcastle-on
Tyne, and which he heard from an eye-witness. 

CASE XLI. DUI·ing the voyage, the cook of the vessel died. 
Some days after his funeral, the second mate ran to the captain 
in a great fright, to tell him that the cook was walking ahead of 
the vessel, and all the crew were on the deck to look at him. 
The captain, annoyed at being disturbed on account of such a 
circumstance, gave orders to steer the ship towards Newcastle, 
that they might see which would first get into port; but, tor-

* Op. cit., p. 56. On this interesting subject, see Lcs R~eita de 1" Muse 
Pupulnire, de M. Em. Souvcstrc (Re,·ue des deus: 1\londes, p. ill, t. iv. 
1830); and lee L6gondee du Nord, by M. Mnrmior. 
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men ted again, he frankly owned that he had caught the infection. 
In looking towards the spot pointed out, he perceived a human 
form, whose gait was like that of his old friend, and who was 
dressed like him. The panic became general ; every one was 
motionless. Obliged to work the ship himself, he perceived that 
the cause of all their absurd terror was a fragment of the top of 
a mast, from some wreck, that floated on before them. Had he 
not approached the pretended ghost, the tale of the cook walking 
the water would long have circulated amongst the good folks of 
Newcastle, and excited their terror.* 

Many are the facts of this nature. We ·give several that 
explain a multitude of narratives in difFerent authors. 

Ajax was so enraged that the arms of Achilles were awarded 
to Ulysses that he went distracted. Seeing a herd of 15wine, he 
d'rew his sword and furiously assailed them, taking them for 
Greeks. He seized two of them, flogged them soundly, and 
loaded the~ with abuse, for he imagined that one was his judge, 
Agamemnon, and the other his enemy Ulysses. On recoYcring, 
he was so ashamed of his act that he stabbed himself. t 

King Theodoric, blinded by jealousy, and yielding to the per
fidious suggestions of his courtiers, put to death the senator Sym
macbus, one of the most virtuous men of his time. Scarcely was 
the cruel deed done than the king was overwhelmed with remorse, 
and incessantly reproached himself with his crime. One day a 
new kind of fish was brought on his table ; suddenly he uttered 
a cry of horror, for he saw in the head of the fish that of the 
unfortunate Symmachus. This vision threw him into a profound 
melancholy, from which he never recovered.t 

Bessus, surrounded with guests, and deeply absorbed in the 
pleasures of a banquet, suddenly becomes heedleBS of his flatter-' 
ers. He listens attentively to a discourse that no one hears ; 
then, transported with rage, springs up, seizes his sword, and 
rushing to a nest of swallows, strikes at the poor birds, and kills 
them. "Think," says he, "of the insolence of these birds; who 

* Hibbert, Sketches of the Philosophy of Apparitions, p. 16. 
t Trait6 de 1' Apparition des Espritll, pl\r T!lillepied, docteur en theo

logie, Rouen, 1609. This work is only a disguised translation of a work 
by Lan~r, entitled Lu.do,ico LaiXltm 1'h.eologia tzimii, De Spectril Lem• 
ribtu, ek. Lugdani Bat., ann. 1570, 2d edit., 1659. 

1 Procopiua, De bello Italico. 
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dare reproach me with the murder of my father!" The eourtitr1 
withdraw in astonishment, and soon afterwards they learn that 
Bessus is really guilty, and that his action was only the reeult 
of an appealing conscience. • 

Dlusions of sight and hearing have often &88umed the form of 
an epidemic. History records a number of facts of this eha~ 
ter. One of the chief is the transformation of clouds into armies, 
and all sorts of figures ; to which religious belief, optical pheno
mena, physical laws then unknown, high fevers of a pestilential 
character, and the derangement of the brain, all give a TerJ" 
natural explanation. 

Pausanias relates, in his Attica, that, four hundred years after 
the battle of Marathon, the neighing of horses and the shock of 
armies were nightly heard on the spot. All the curious did not 
bear the noise, while those who traversed the plain unpremedi
tatedly, heard it perfectly.t 

At tho battle of Platma, the air resounded with a fearful cry, 
which the Athenians attributed to the God Pan ; the Persians 
were so alarmed that they fled. It is said that this is the origin 
of the expression panic1ear. 

Pliny says that during the war of the Romans against the 
Cimbrians, they were, on several occasions, alarmed by the clang 
of arms nnd the sound of trumpets, which appeared to come from 
the sky. Appian speaks of the cries of men in terror, of the 
clash of arms, and the tread of horses. Plutarch, in his life of 
Coriolanus, states that, in the fight against Tarquin, Castor and 
Pollux were seen on white horses, valiantly fighting in front of 
the battle. They carried instantaneously to Rome the news of 
the victory. 

"Shortly before the feast of Easter, on the 27th of May, an 
event happened," says Flavius Josephus, "that I should fear to 
repeat, lest it might be considered fabulous, were it not that per
sons arc still living who witnessed it; and the misfortunes that 
followed confirmed its truth. Before sunrise, there appeared in 
the air, throughout the whole country, chariots full of armed 
men, traversing the clouds and spreading round the cities, as if 
to inclose them. On tho day of Pentecost, the priests, being at 

* Plutarchua, De Serl numinia Tindicta. 
t Paua~niu, in Attic.-Taillepied, op. cil. 
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night in the inner temple to celebrate di'fine service, heard a 
noise, and afterwards a voice that repeated several times, 'Let 
., go out jrrYm hence.'"* 

M. Calmeil, in his article in the Dictionary on " Hallucin .. 
tion," has cited similar facts drawn from Josephus and the his
tory of ~he Lower Empire. Antioch.ns was preparing to carry 
war the second time into Egypt; in the sky appeared men dreeeed 
in cloth of gold, armed with lances, galloping like squadrons 
about to charge ; even their casques, bucklers, naked swords, and 
lances could be distinguished. 

History abounds in similar tales. Thus, in the time of Charle
magne, phalanxes of sorcerers were seen fighting in the air; 
afterward they were fantastic beings, shouting in the temples; 
aublime, solitary voices, heard as in the first ages of the world. t 

In the reign of Charles the Sixth, battles appeared to be going 
on at dift'erent times in the clouds; armed knights encountered 
one another, and the sky was the color of blood.! 

An Italian author relates that the Florentines were for several 
hours daped by an illusion of this nature. Collected in the 
principal streets of the city, they w&tched attentively the figure 
of an angel floating in the air, and were expecting some miracle 
to be performed, when it was discovered that the illusion was 
caused by a cloud that covered the dome, and on which was re
fiected the figure of the golden angel that surmounted the edi
fice, completely lighted up by the sun's rays.§ 

The period of the Crusades was especially remarkable for a 
multitude of apparitions. 

At the battle of Antioch, in the thickest of the fight, the Cru
Mders saw St. George, St. Demetrius, and St. Theodosius come 
h their aid.ll We read, in M. Thierry's history, that in the at
tack on the Temple of Delphos by the Gauls, these barbarians 
were frightened by the apparition of three shrouded heroes in 
the environs of the cit.y. The Dclphians recognized, it is said, 

• War of the Jews against the Romans, liv. vi. chap. xxi. 
t Ferdinand Denis, Ia Monda enohante. 
l Chronique du ~ligieux de St. Denis, Collection des M6moiree r6latirs 

ll'histoire de France. 
I Ferrier, op. tit. 
D Michaud, Ilietoire des Croisadee, t. i. 
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the shades of Hyporocbus, of Laodocus, and of Pyrrhus, the IOU 

of Achilles.* 
When we consider hallucinations in an historical point of new, 

we will return to this subject. 
The popular imagination, dreaming only of battles, had seen 

in the air the appearances of war; nature had associated i~lf 
with the interests, the enthusiasm, and the passions of men. 
Everything harmonized with the universal sentiment; and, in 
order that the past sbonld, as it were, unite in the feeling of the 
times, the tomb had permitted the illustrious dead to mingle with 
the living. In these marvellous visions, we recognise all the 
sublimity of the epopee. 

The Christiana of this period persuaded themselves that the 
apparitions of the Old and of the New Testament were repro
duced for them ; and this belief was the more allowable and 
plausible, since the circumstances occurred in the country where 
all these prodigies were originally accomplished. t 

''A powerfnl belief," said Walter Scott, "has frequently per
formed on the battle-plain what had been seen in darkneea and 
solitude. Those who were on the borders of the spirit-world, or 
were engaged in sending their fellows into those regions of dark
ness, believed they saw the apparitions of those whom their reli
gion associated with such scenes. It is not surprising that, in 
the midst of a doubtful battle, of violence, of noise and confusion 
inseparable from such a situation, the warriors should think they 
behel!l gods and saints." 

It may, perhaps, be asked how a considerable number of men 
could be dupes of the same illusion. Independently of the rea
sons we have given, and amongst which ignorance, fear, super
stition, and disease play an important part, the contagious influ
ence of example must not be forgotten. One cry is enough to 
frighten a large assembly. One individual, who imagines he has 
seen supernatural appearances, '\\·ould hasten to impart his con
viction to those not more enlightened than himself. The anec
dote of the man who exclaimed, whilst gazing on a statue, that 
it bowed its head, bas· often been quoted. All those who were 
present affirmed that they saw it move. Another reason is the 
utility to which the leading men in the state turned these be-

.. 

* IliRtoire des Gauloi1, t. i. p. 174.-Pausanins, t. x. p. 430. 
t Michaud, llistoire des Croisados • 
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liefs; and it is unquestionable that in many instances they were 
the result of artifice. In traversing the ruins of Hadrian's Villa, 
in the environs of Tivoli, we noticed, in the temple of Canope, 
the remains of long tubes which served to give voice to the ora
cle. Eusebius Salverte bas demonstrated, in a work the doc
trines of which we in nowise share, that the ancients knew bow 
to raise spirits, and to produce phantasmagorical efFects.* 

illusions of hearing have created a thousand popular stories. 
One of the best known in Ireland is that of St. Patrick's Hole. 
The murmuring of the wind became the voices of complaining 
souls, who entreated the prayers of the living; tombs, grotto!!, 
and caverns were spots that served for the resort of spirits. In 
travening battle-fields, the sighs of wa.rriors were heard who 
fell in combat. 

We have somewhat dilated on illusions, in order to show the 
difFerence between them and hallucinations; but in admitting this 
line of division, we have thought that, by reason of the frequent 
union of the two, it wo.s necessary to give a general idea of them. 
Thus, when we shall speak of the etiology of hallucinations, we 
thall often be obliged to refer to that of illusions. 

One distinction, pointed out by several authors, must not be 
lost sight of; that is, we mu!!t not confound false inductions with 
illusions. A delirious conception is not, in fact, a sensorial illu
sion. "To have a sensorial illusion," says M. Michea, "is not to 
make a false judgment on a clear perception, but to perceive 
viciously a false impression." 

Sometimes illusion appears ~rat, and is secondarily replaced 
by hallucination. It may be united with, or may succeed it; it 
can also exist alone. 

CASB XLII. Dr. Martin, Superintendent of Antiquaille, com
municated the following fact to M. Bottex : A man, fifty-two 
years of age, of a plethoric constitution, after having experiencet\ 
a defect in the visual organs, so that objects were represented 
sometimes double, sometimes reversed, soon perceived symptoms 
of a congestion of the brain, which caused fear of apoplexy. 
Three copious bloodlettings in the arm, and an application of 
leeches to the anus relieved the congestion ; but he afterwards 
experienced a singular hallucination, accompanied by squinting. 

* Easebe Salverte, Dee aoiencee occultes, 2d edit. Paris, 1843, 1 vol. in 8vo. 
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IIi. eyelid. contra&4, and the glot.e or lUI ~- hlrDed frola 
right "'' left M irregular iatenab ; M which .U.. be itupaell 
be •• (,Ljecw or ~non• wbieh be appeared 1o foUcnr wida laia 
~n inliJ the dining-room ar kitchea; places natirely .epara&ei 
lr(ID) the cham'ber where he lay. Tid. puient, who co.preheod
ed tbat it wu • laiN perceptioD, died ader aoother attack of 
apoplexy. 

Tbw cue pointe owt tlae &rauitiOD from ill..ioo 1o ba11aeina. 

&ion. 
IJJ..ion, u weJJ u hallucination, may be recogoised u falae ; 

bat, u the malady progreua, it w cooaidered real. 
CAB& XLIII. Towards the cloee oC 1835, M.daJDe N., Jum. 

dreu, dwtreeeed by Yioleot rheumatic ,_ina, quitted her baain
and took to eewing. Little accuatomed to each work, abe fre. 
qoently pulled part of the night io proYiding for her wante; 
nnertheleae, abe fell into extreme poverty, and wu eeised with 
• eenre ophthalmia, which aoon became chronic. .Aa abe con
tinued to eew, abe PW four banda, four needlea, and four eeama; 
abe bad a double-double Yiaion, in coneeqoence of a alight diverg
ence in the viaual uiA. At first, :Madame N. accounted for thia 
phenomenon ; but, at the close of eome days, becoming atill 
poorer, and a powerful impreesion being made on her mind, abe 
believed that she rcully 11ewed four sean1s at once, and that God, 
in compassion to her misfortunes, had worked a miracle in her 
behalf.* 

CA!IR XLIV. Cartlnn, of whom we shall elsewhere relate seve
ral hallucinations, relates that, during his stay in Paris, looking 
caaually at his bands, he was much alarmed at seeing n. red spot 
on tho ring of the right forefinger. That e\·ening, he received 
a letter from his son-in-law, imforming him of the imprisonment 
of his son, and the ardent wish that he had to sec him at Milan, 
where he wa11 detained. The mark continued to spread during 
fifty-three dnys, until it reached the extremity of the finger ; it 
was as red us blood. After the execution of his son, the spot 
began to diminish; the day after his death, it had almost en~irely 
disappeared, and two day11 after no traces remained. t 

• llnft'bauer, 1\letlccine legale relu.tif nus alien6s et nux sourda maeta, 
tran~latl'd from the German by Chambeyron, with notes by MM. Eaquirol 
and ltard, 1 vol. in 8vo. Paris, 1807. 

t Caudamue, De Viti\ propria. 
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Every sense may b.e the t~eat of illusion, and all may be simul
taneously aft'ected. 

An irregular sensation may become the source, by its potency, 
of a melancholy affection. 

An Italian lady had a constant tingling in her left ear, which 
increased daily, and which she compared to the ringing of a bell. 
Becoming quite melancholy in consequence, abe went to a dentist 
in Florence, who happily thought of striking, one by one, all, 
her teeth with a small hammer. Aa the hammer, in striking the 
eye-tooth of the upper jaw, occasioned at every stroke a. tinkling 
sensation, he regarded that tooth as the seat of the evil, and 
therefore extracted it ; when the lady was at once relieved from 
the annoyance that had troubled her. On sawing the tooth 
longitudinally, a little osseous concretion was found in the cavity 
suspended to the nutritive artery, and resembling the clapper of 
a bell.* 

lllusions are infinitely varied. A commandant of artillery, 
who thought himself pursued by his enemies, imagined that the 
letters of books were of a particular nature, that they galloped 
one over the other, and were printed expressly for him. Nothing 
could drive from his mind the idea that the books in my library 
were composed for his purpose. This illusion may, in some sort, 
be likened to that described by Dendy,t which occurs in some 
cases where morphine had been employed, and which has rela
tion to language; for, in reading and listening, it seemed as if 
words and sentences had lost their true meaning. 

The transformation of figures and objects is a very usual form 
of illusion. Miss D-- imagined every one in the house to be 
Irish; all played a. part in this general travestie. This one was 
her enemy; that, the enemy of one of her relatives; each one 
had his character and position, and acted accordingly. This 
illusion lasted a long time. Mrs. M-- thought she saw her 
brother, who had been dead very many years, in the persons of 
several who were sick. Sauvages speaks of an error of hearing, 
under the name vertiginous tingling (tintoin tJertigineux), which 
consists in hearing on the right, wor~ addressed on the left, and 
t~ice t1eraa. 

8 

• Oba. Med. Napol., December 1, 1833. 
t Philoaoph:J of M:Jatery, p. 88. 
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nlusions of hearing are very common .with the insane. A 
kind word addressed to another person, a simple moTement of 
the lips, is converted into taunts, ofFensive words, and injoriee. 

Ra.vaillac, in chanting the Dixit Domintu of David, the 
Milerere and de Profundil, thought that the sound issuing from 
his larynx had the nature and efFect of a war-trumpet. • 

Dlusions, like ha~locinations, have often occuioned quarrell, 
duels, suicides, and murders. 

CABI XLV. M. C., after a mental aberration, from which he 
has not quite recovered, returns to his family. The day after 
his arrival, he goes down to the cellar, followed by his wife. As 
he does not return, his sister-in-law goes down likewise. The 
continued absence or these three persons alarms the servant; •he 
wishes to ascertain the cause, bot presently returns, ehriekiDg 
fearfolly, and rushee from the house. Her broken words and 
looks of terror intimate some dreadful event. The watchmen 
fly to the spot ; they descend. Two women lie on the ground, 
bathed in blood. C. is, at a little distance, seated on a ouk, 
with a bloody razor at his feet. To all their questions he replies, 
that he is defending himself against the devil. This man, proved 
insane, was placed at Charenton ; and in 1825 was transferred 
to the private establishment of Mme. Marcel Sainte Colombe, 
where I attended him for nearly a year. On being restored to 
reason, he demanded his liberty, and, against the advice of MM. 
Esquirol and Marc, obtained it. Some years after, he rushed on 
the woman who lived with him, taking her for a demon, who 
was reproaching him with his crimes ; she only escaped by throw
ing herself out of the window. Twelve days after, he died, in 
the madhouse of Dr. Prcssat, my predecessor, in transports of 
rage, believing himself to be surrounded with phantoms and 
devils.t 

CASE XL VI. Madame B., who has been in our establishment, 
is well educated; she converses agreeably, and expresses herself 
in good language. On two difFerent occasions, her illusions have 
led her to the commission of very dangerous acts. The first 

* Proclls, examen, &c., du m~chaot et edcrable parricide Franooia 
Ravailhw, sur Ia mort de Henri le Orand. An anonymous pamphlet, Paris, 
1611, p. 35. 

t A. Brierre de Boismont, obeervatiooa m6dico-16galee eur Ia monomaDie 
homicide, Paris, 1826. 
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time she seized her sister by the throat, and tried to strangle her, 
and throw her out of the window, taking her for a corpse. The 
second time, about midnight, she knocked gently at the chamber
door of her husband, telling him that she was taken ill. Sca.rcely 
had he opened the door than she dealt him five blows on the head 
with an iron bar. Staggering and covered with blood, he made 
a tremendous efFort, puahed her out, cloaed the door, and fainted; 
she believed him to be a devil. This lady bas since acknowledged 
her mistake ; but abe also persists in saying that she took him 
for a deviL 

. There are some crazy people who pick up sand and little peb
bles, convinced that they are precious stones; they fill their pock
ets with them. M. V. passes the whole day in examining these 
pretended jewels through a magnifying gl&BB, in order to select 
the finest. He goes to his room, bending under the weight of 
his riches. By illusions of the touch, pel'80ns think they are 
struck. Madame D. is subject to an eruption, which she thinks 
are marks put on her during the night by evil people. It 
is certain that rheumatic, neuralgic, and visceral pains become, 
to many deranged pel'80ns, the. source of illusions of the touch. 

Those of smell are very common. Madame L. scents the most 
disgusting objects, pretending that they exhale a delicious per
fume. 

M. D. asserts that her physicians cause the most infectious 
odors to arise from her food and drinks, by which means they 
desire to kill her. 

The major part· of these illusions are linked with the preoccu
.pations, ideas, habits, and passions of the patients. One young 
lady tells me that she cannot remain any longer, because every 
one around her is disguised; that it is a perpetual carnival. This 
illusion, like many others, remained long inexplicable, until I at 
length discovered that the event which caused her madneBB took 
place at a masked ball. 

Dlosions of taste are constantly occurring. We will cite the 
caae of the patient who, maintaining for years an obstinate silence,' 
passed his days in licking the walls of his room, for which no 
one could accout, when he one day said: "You do not know 
what I taste? These are delicious onmges." Nothing is more 
common, especially among melancholy monomaniacs, than to hear 
them eomplain of the poiaonou fiavor of their food. This idea 
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frequently leads them to commit 8tlicide through abstinence. 
We have frequently noticed horrible perversions of taste. A 
patient who remained eighteen months in our establishment 
every day devoured any filth she could find. Her breath became 
very offensive. When remonstrated with on this depraved taste, 
she flew into a paaaion, and said that it was excellent food. The 
contrast which the manners and language of this young woman 
presented to her conduct and appearance was painful to wit
neBS. Every day another young lady, perfectly well-educated, 
and full of wit and talent, came to see her, avowing that she was 
her sister, who bad really been dead for ten years. 

A number of the facts that we have reported, and of which 
we have only given a brief account, were cases of combined hal
lucinations of bearing, sight, etc. The following is only a more 
complete reproduction of them :-

CABB XL VII. Madame R., aged forty-nine, small in person, 
brown, lean, lymphatic, sanguine, leading a very regular life, 
and extremely parsimonious, lost, through a relative, a consider
able sum of money •. Up to that time, she had never shown any 
symptoms of insanity, although her mother bad been deranged. 
Almost immediately after this reYersc of fortune, she became rest
less and eccentric. Three or four days before she was brought to 
me, she began to talk incoherently; incessantly repeated that 
every one was robbing her, and taking her property. She showed 
an extreme fear of being arrested by a gendarme. This idea so 
possessed her that she said, rather than be subjected to it, she 
would commit suicide. 

llcsides this, Madame R. believed that she was surrounded by 
menacing figures, who uttered impertinences and insulting lan
guage. She sought for them behind the curtains, under tho bed, 
and in the wardrobes. These figures were equally distinct day 
and night, and during a conversation she maintained that they 
were actually present. 

Besides these imaginary creations, she insisted that the coun
tenances of strangers were those of persons intimately known to 
her. During eight days she abused my· wife, taking her for one 
of the intimate friends who had brought her to my establishment. 
It was in vain that my wife endeavored to undeceive her; her 
consolations were converted into insults, nonsense, or groBBneBS. 
·"How wicked you are I" she would say; "you only speak to 
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maltreat me." At this time, her breath was fetid and gastric, and 
she refused all nourishment, asserting either that her food was 
poisoned, or that it had so detestable a flavor that she could not 
touch it. 

This lady complained that she was beaten in the night, and 
that the attendants bruised her by their tortures. I was witness 
to the fact that it was only necesaary to touch her to make her 
say she was hurt. 

On two dift"erent occasions she attempted suicide. The last 
had, for the moment, a favorable result. She was much bruised 
by her fall, and during several days spoke rationally on her 
hallucinations and illusions. 

We have seen, in Bodin's case (CASB XXVII.), that hallucina
tions take place sometimes on the right, sometimes on the left 
side. This phenomenon, to which M. Michea has given the title 
of douhk hallucinations,* may equally be manifested in illusions. 

Bartholin speaks of an hysterical female who saw everything 
in nature shortened to half its size, and who saw only with the 
left eye.t 

Dlusions may be of -long continuance. Guislain relates the 
case of a poor woman who lost her reason on account of her son 
joining the army. An idiot being one day brought into the asy
lum where she was, she took him for this much regretted son, 
and for years lavished upon him the most tender careBBes. 

RBCAPITULATION.-Illusions, like hallucinations, may exist in 
a healthy state. They have formed one of the most powerful 
arguments against the veracity of the senses. This philosophical 
error has arisen from more being required of the senses than it 
is their mission to bestow. Illusions cannot be confounded with 
hallucinations, inasmuch as the former have a material object 
for their foundation, whilst the second are purely cerebral 
images. 

Neither their frequent complexity, nor their transformation 
into each other, nor their common origin, nor the difficulty of 
distinguishing them, can destroy this division. Dlusions, as well 
as hallucinations, have their seat in the brain. Illusions in sane 
persons are corrected by observation, experience, and judgment, 
and have besides no in6.uence on their general conduct. Igno-

• Hallucinations d~doubl6es. t De luce animal, p. 41. 
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ranee ia their most common caue; and they greatly diminish u 
instruction progreaea. Fear; darbeu, and a particular dispo
sition of mind are favorable to their emtence. The &810Ciation 
of ideas plays an important part in the production of illusions. 
To the united el'ecta of these circnmstancea moat be attributed 
the appearance of figaree walldng out from tapestry, statue.~ 
that move, sighs that oome from the tombe, e&c. eto. Dluaiona 
have often occurred in an epidemic form, which muat be attri
buted to certain beliefs, to ignorance of physics, to severe fevers, 
and to the power of example and imitation. With the iDI&De, 
illuiona may first appear, may be replaced by hallucinations, 
may unite with them, may succeed them, or they may exiat 
singly. Like hallucinations, illusions may show themselves one 
by one, two by two, or afFect all the sell8e8 together; like them, 
they may be the caOBe of singular, dangero01, and reprehensible 
acts. Habits, inclinations, pU8iona, and powerful emotiou ex
plain the greater number of ill01iou. 



CHAPTER V. 

JIA.LLUOINATIONS AIULANGBD IN TBB OBDBB OJ' T:U:BIB J'BJ:QUBNCY. 

The 'fU'ietiea of monomania with which they most generally unite-Obeenatlou 
on lypemani&-Hallncinatiou are a reflex ot the h&blta of the iuane-Obaer
'fMiou on demonology of the incubus-Nature of HJ:ual laallllcinatiou
Obeenatiolll on noe~bsenations on calentur&-1Uc4pituLitiOA. 

ALTHOUGH hallucination may exist by itself, independently· or 
all complication, it is no less certain that it is moat frequently 
united with the different kinds of insanity at present recognised. 
According to Esquirol, eighty out of one hundred insane per
eons have halluoinatione. From more ·recent inquiries, this ap
pears to be too great a proportion. It is especially noticed in 
monomania, either from its own peculiar nature, or from investi
gation in this form of mental derangement being easier to make. 
It is not always thus, since there are caeea of melancholy patients 
who maintain an obstinate silence for years, and whose secret, 
chance alone betrays. It may, however, be taken as a general 
position, that the more strange and unaccountable the actions of 
madmen, the greater is the probability that they are the result 
of hallucinations or illusions. 

CABB XL VIII. "I saw," says Marc, "in the madhouse or 
Dr. Pressat, an aged man, who had become melancholy from re
verse of fortune. He had not spoken for several years, and hie 
only occupation consisted in smelling and licking the walls of hie 
room, as well as the threshold of the door. No one could ex
plain the motives for an action as extravagant as painful, and 
the frequency" and duration of which had left deep and nume
rous impressions on the plaster walls of the place he inhabited. 
I had frequently interrogated him, but unsuccessfully, as to the 
reasons for such strange conduct, conduct that could only excite 
compassion and disgust, when one day, pretending not to notice 
him, I inquired of a keeper what caused all the spots and nume-
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rous dirty hollows that I noticed on the walls. To our great 
astonishment, the patient broke the silence he had so long main
tained, and said: 'You call those dirty spots and hollows, don't 
you? See, they are Japan oranges! What delicious fruit! what 
a color! what fragrance! what exquisite flavor!' And he re
commenced inhaling and licking with redoubled ardor. Thus, 
all was explained, and the poor hallucinist, whom I had pitied as 
one of the most unfortunate of men, was, on the contrary, very 
happy, since the most delightful hallucinations of sight, taate, 
and smell gave him continued enjoyment."* 

The frequency of hallucinations in madness induced many 
physicians to notice their number more precisely than had pre
viously been done. "In 145 patients under treatment in the 
Bic~tre division," says M. Baudry, "56 presented hallucinations. t 
Messrs. Aubanel and Thore, in their &atutique de Bicltre, said 
that, out of 87 cases of monomania which they attended in one 
year, 45 exhibited this epiphenomenon. In 66 cases without 
sadness, 85 had hallucinations, and in 21 cases of lypemania, it 
was noticed 11 times.t In 14 cases, the hallucinations were 
single, and constituted all of the malady. At other times, they 
were mingled with a partial disturbance of the faculties, and 
were combined with them. These hallucinations were as follows: 

Of hearing there were 
or sight there were 
Of taste there were 
Of touch there was 
Of the int~rnal organs there was 

19 cases. 
11 " 
8 " 
1 case. 
1 " 

As in mania, those of hearing were the most frequent, and 
next those of sight. Hallucinations of smell were not noticed. 
Many of the hallucinations existed simultaneously in the same 
individual; those of sight and hearing were most frequently 
associated. None of the patients exhibited hallucinations of 
all the senses. 

Of these 66 monomaniacs, 21 were affected with lypemania. 
Of this number, 11 showed symptoms of hallucinations, and 
were distributed as follows :-

* M11ro, De Ia folie dans sea rllpports avec les queetione mMico-judici
airee, 2 vola. in 8vo., Parie, t. i. p. 191, 1840. 

t Thllse, 1833, p. 14. t ThllH, p. 101. 
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Of sight there were 
Of hearing there were 
Of taste there were 

S cases. 

6 " 
2 " 

In a similar examination, in our establishment, we found that, 
out of 62 patients assembled there at the time, 

18 were monomaniacs ; 
7 " maniacs; 

21 " demented ; 
7 " paralytic ; 
9 " imbecile. 

Of this number, 38 bad hallucinations, and 24 showed no 
symptoms of them. With our 18 monomaniacs, hallucinations 

Of hearing and sight occurred 8 times. 
Of hearing and taste " 1 time. 
Of bearing 2 times. 
Of sight 1 time. 

In addition to which several had illusions. The form of 
lypemania prevailed in monomania ; in males, this was most 
characterized by fear of enemies. All those affected by it had 
hallucinations of hearing and sight, combined or separate. 

It appears, by this statement, that more than half the insane 
in the establishment had hallucinations; but this proportion is 
much increased if we deduct from the list the imbeciles and cer
tain paralytics. We must not lose sight of the fact that, what
ever attention we may pay to this phenomenon, there are some 
in whom it is impossible to discover it. Esquirol mentions a 
ease of a hypochondriac, who passed his days in perfect immo
bility, and seemed lost to everything around him. He was main
tained in this state by the terror occasioned by a voice, which 
threatened him with death if he made the slightest movement. 

Hallucinations seem to occur most frequently with lypemania, 
nostalgia, calentura, which is but a modification of it, delirium 
tremens, demonomania, and erotomania. The distressed sensa
tiona occurring in delirium tremens will be the subject of another 
chapter. Every close observer must have been struck with the 
number of lypemaniacs in establishments devoted to mental ma-
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ladies. A little reSection will readily explain this fact. Ia not 
grief, that sad attendant on humanity, the source of the greater 
number of alienations? In the world, the countenance ia com
posed, to meet the eye of indifference, envy, or curiosity; but, 
in the retirement of hom~, the mask falls off, and the real saf'er
ing is unveiled, with all its attendant symptoms. 

Alexander Morison bas remarked that, in panopbobia, indi
viduals are more exposed to hallucinations than in other forma of 
monomania, because they see objects, and bear unceuingly 
noises, which frighten them; and that they attribute to them
selves all kinds of crimes.* 

CASE XLIX. Madame L., whose misfortunes and heroic de
votion have made her name forever celebrated, became insane in 
consequence of very severe moral emotions. The commencement 
of her malady was characterized by extreme agitation, occasioned 
by fear of persecution that posseSBed her, and by the painful hallu
cinations of hearing, sight, and touch. This lady not only heard 
voices that held conversations painful to her, but also aaw the 
most hideous and threatening figures come out of the wall. 
Whenever she placed her feet on the ground, she thought that 
she received electric shocks, which made her throw off both shoes 
and stockings, and constantly change her place. t 

CASE L. On the 30th December, 1839, M. D. was received 
into my establishment. He came from Bic~tre, where he had been 
conveyed two months previously for an act of madness. Son to 
a rich merchant, and having tasted all the delights of luxury, he 
saw, by a continuous train of catastrophes, the whole of his for
tune perish. Obliged to give lessons, and frequently reduced to 
endure the greatest privations, hie mind became deeply sad
dened; irresolution, dejection, and despair were the unhappy con
sequences. From this stage to madness was but a step, which waa 
soon taken. 

When he came to me, I found him agitated, fearful, and trem
bling at the slightest question. He complained of general chilli
ness, a common symptom with lypemaniacs; but what tormented 
him more than anything else was, to hear the voices of his ene
mies, who spoke to him through the walls, and to be haraaaed by 

* Alex. Morison, Cues of Mental Diaeue, with Practical Obeenationa on 
their Medical Treatment. 

t Maro, op. cit. 
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individuals who had put objects of value into his pillow and his 
mattress, in order to dishonor him, and make him paee for ~ thief. 
This idea never left him a moment's peace. He paeeed his days 
in sighing, and complaining that he was about to suffer the most 
cruel torments. It was in vain to say to him: "For ten days 
you have repeated the sAme thing, and yet nothing has happened 
to you.,. It was in vain to surround him with cares and kind- -
De88ee; he was insensible to everything. I know of no sight 
more painful than that of melancholy which has reached this 
stage, and, having several times witnessed it, I can comprehend 
the contagiousness of example and suicide. 

In order to lessen his anguish, I had his pillow unsewn, which 
he imagined was filled by his malicious enemies with diamonds, 
although he could never tell us why they desired his ruin. After 
looking most attentively at its contents, he was tranquil for the 
rest of the day; but on the next day his notions returned, and, 
although we proposed to repeat the experiment, he told me, with 
a despairing tone, that the unseen persons took care to remove 
the diamonds. This poor creature was worse at night than dur
ing the day. He would then see a man who took his clothes, to 
fill them with precious stones. At other times, his persecutors, 
aeeembling in greater numbers, would pot him in the bath, mal
treat and beat him. In the morning, he declared his body broken 
down by the evil done to him. At other times, he was trans
ported to difFerent parts of France, to Africa, or to America. 
His descriptions of these places were confused; often he was 
satisfied with merely naming them. 

His plate, the wall, his curtains appeared filled with people 
and ships, coine to carry him off. When his food was brought, 
he would never take his own plate, but that of another, as he 
had conceived the idea that we ;wished to poison him. The 
drinks we provided were a terrible punishment, in consequence 
of the poisonous efiluvia he found in them; and be never emptied 
his glass, supposing that some of the poison would remain at the 
bottom. One of his great fears was to be left in a room where 
there was any silver plate, so much did he dread being accused 
of stealing it. 

This very man, whose false perceptions nothing could conquer, 
joined in conversation with remarkable appositeness whenever 
his attention could be unexpectedly fixed. 
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The despair which his constant dread of being accused of robbery 
occasioned, made us fear that he would commit suicide, so that 
he was constantly watched. It often happens with those patient&, 
who believe that we wish to poison them, that they diminish the 
quantity of their food daily. This progressive abstinence has 
the effect of determining dyspeptic symptoms, which increase so 
much as to make it very difficult to oblige them to take the 
quantity of food absolutely neceBBary. Many complain of vio
lent pains in the pharynx, in the resophagus, and in the stomach; 
and deglutition becomes very painful. 

M. D., who had for some time eaten but little, began to insist 
on it that copper and sponge were put into his throat and sto
mach. He did not conceal his impression that myself, my wife, 
and my children were plotting to poison him. He begged our 
pardon for the idea; understood that it mus~ appear very strange; 
and that any one else who should hold such -language might be 
looked on as a madman, but said, nevertheless, that what he as
serted was the truth. 

The life of man is a long train of contradictions and !alae
hoods ; with one turn of the dice, he moves from black to white, 
and does and says just the contrary to what he did and said just 
before. The acts of the insane are only an exaggeration of this 
singular contrariety. Here is an unhappy being, who, full of 
fear at being poisoned, condemns himself to all the horrors of 
famine, substitutes a real punishment to escape imaginary tor
ments, and who dreads death, but brings it on himself. It is in 
nin that he sees those with whom he dines eat of the same dishes 
and drink of the same wine ; nothing tranquillizes him ; he per
sists in believing that the head of the establishment, who bas the 
greatest interest in preserving his patients, is making every effort 
to kill them by poison, without being able to give any motive for 
the act. Is it true, as moralists assert, that anticipated ills are 
more terrible tlian those that are present ? 

Four months after his entrance, his extreme emaciation proved 
the effect of this regimen on his organization ; the pulse wu 
weak and slow ; the skin was sensibly cold, especially the ex
tremities, and the complexion was cadaverous. For some days 
he had a short, dry cough, and his breath was inexpressibly of
fensive. As the disorder progressed, his voice became hoarse, 
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and finally inaudible ; it was necessary to lean close to him to 
catch any of his words. 

N otwithatanding this wasting, and the certain signs of approach
ing death, the poor man no less persisted in his chimerical ideas; 
he was still convinced that they were putting sponges, keys, and 
other strange substances into his stomach. In order to prevent 
his food touching the plates, he endeavored to hold it suspended 
in the air. His distress, when it fell, was fearful. Even just 
before his death-agony, he repeated that he had been poisoned, 
and that his pillows were full of diamonds which he was accused 
of stealing. He expired with the assertion that the morsel he 
ate was poisoned. 

The hallucinations of lypemaniacs bear relation to the cause 
and nature of their malady, to the character of their general 
ideas, and to the germ of their passions ; and they will, therefore, 
be a more or less faithful reproduction of all these qualities. 
Those who have studied chemistry and physics, or who have heard 
these sciences made the subject of conversation, believe themselves 
to be pursued by philosophers, by electricity, and magnetism. 
Those who have been rich, who have been industrious, and have 
lost their money, imagine that they are being robbed, or that the 
gendarmes are coming for them. In a word, in the greater 
number of cases, hallucination is only an echo that supplies to us 
useful information. Some hypochondriacs, victims of hallucina
tions, are in a state of anxiety which it is impossible to describe; 
they conceive that whilst, apparently, every precaution is taken 
to prevent their killing themselves, the means are surreptitiously 
pointed out. These hypochondriacs look mournful and repel
lant; despair is painted on all their features ; their countenances 
are fixed, earthy, and yellowish; their eyes, deep sunk and down
cast, are of the same tint, or very much bloodshot. They have 
more or less of cephalalgia across the forehead, and particularly 
at the root of the nose. These patients feel much throbbing 
in the interior of the head; they are tormented with sleepless
ness, or, if they sleep, they are troubled by dreams and fantastic 
apparitions. 

Ascetic delirium has fatal results. When the miserable beings 
who are attacked by it are haunted by hallucinations, they yield 
entirely to the impulses of the devil, who is the spring of all their 
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actions.* The fear of the devil, and the dread of future punish
ments, had formerly an extraordinary influence on the human 
mind. Demonology, which baa greatly diminished ainoe the 18th 
century, reappears with the reaction of religious feeling, aa if 
evil must be the inevitable shadow of good. In the space of six 
years, we have noticed fifteen cases in our establishment. 

Dr. Macario has an idea that this form of madneu ia frequent 
in the provincial insane asylums, which he attributes to the fact 
that materialism has not become eo strongly rooted in the French 
soil as might be supposed. t He thinks that these insane penone 
have a crowd of hallucinations and illusions. The devil presents 
himself to them under the form of an animal-sometimes aa a 
man-dog, a hunchback, or a lightning flash. He enters into 
them; speaks by their mouths; engr088e8 all their faculties ; bites 
and burns them ; tears out their hearts, their brains, their intes
tines, and torments them in a thousand ways ; spreads an infec>
tious odor of sulphur, of a goat, &c. ; at other times, and this ie 
particularly remarked in females, the evil spirit makes unhallowed 
proposals. 

Some demonomaniacs are taken up into the air or transported 
to bell, where, full of terror, they watch the torments of the 
damned. Others believe themselves transformed into animals, 
tree!~, fruits, or reduced to cinders, and then, like the phrenix, 
beli<·,·c themselves resuscitated and regenerated; some arc sur
roundt'd with hideous reptiles and corpses ; somo again say they 
have sold their souls to the devil, and signed the compact with 
bloo•l; they believe themselves eternally damned. There are 
those who say that they will never die ; but, at the end of the 
worM, be alone on the earth. Some are happier; they are pro
tected hy the devil, who teaches them the secret of making gold, 
predicts to them the ·future, unveils the mysteries of hell, and 
gives them the power of performing miracles; at their voice, 
the lightnings flash, the thunder roars, ruin falls, the earth opens, 
and the dead come to life. 

CASK LI. Madame C., a foreigner, forty-eight years of age, 

* Falcot, Du Suicide et de l'llypochondrie, 1 vol. in Svo., 1822, p. 153, 
Ultq. 

t J.:tudee cliniquee eur Ia D~monologio, .Annalu Medico-P.yc}wlogiqvu, 
Mny, 1843, p. 440, et fflJ.· 

• 
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wu always lively and impreSBible. Educated amidst the most 
superstitious practices, and very ignorant, according to the usage 
of her country, she was subject, during six years, to an inter
mittent melancholy, which, after several attacks, presented a 
novel form. This lady, who for some time had given up all re
ligious exercises, became filled with scruples, and thought herself 
damned. Haunted by this idea, for several days she refused all 
nourishment, and when brought to my establishment, had several 
crises of fury. In our first interview, she pro~ounced the follow
ing words w~th great volubility: "I am in hell, damned-while 
you are in Paradise." Then, becoming tranquil, she commenced 
weeping, complained of seeing devils, and of being surrounded 
with flames. "I am damned; my children are damned ; save 
me!" Saying these words, she howled like a wild beast, beat 
her head against the walls, broke window-panes, and tore her 
clothes; asking incessantly for drink, as if devoured by an in
ternal fire. , 

For three days she was calm, then the same ideas returned; 
with dishevelled hair, haggard eyes, and prolonged howlings, 
she bore a striking resemblance to one posseSBed. An abundant 
mucus escaped from her mouth, which she sometimes spat at the 
&88istant8 ; the terror and despair imprinted on her countenance 
indicated but too clearly the effect of these frightful visions. 
When her strait waistcoat was removed, she bruised her bosom 
with blows ; and several times attempted to dash out her brains 
against the wall. 

In the last month of her disease, her cries became so incessant 
that we were obliged to place her in a lonely apartment. There 
-squatted down, her body blue with the blows she continued to 
give herself; her eyes fixed, sunk, and bloodshot; her skin cada
verous, yellowish, and wrinkled; with a menacing air, a voice 
hoarse with crying that she was lost, damned, and that the devil 
poSBesaed her, and tortured her, and prevented her from closing 
her eyes by his constant apparition-ehe presented a spectacle 
of the most frightful despair. At intervals, she would supplicate 
the keepers to save, and snatch her from her fate. 

This horrible phutumagoria would naturany affect all the 
functions. She soon refused all nourishment, and for three or 
four days together would not take any. During the last period 
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of her life, she remained for fifteen days without eating, and only 
drank occasionally a cup of coffee. Thia alao she frequently 
rejected, saying that it burnt her, and had an abominable taste, 
which proceeded from the fetidness of her breath, which wu 
really insupportable. 

At length her eyes and nostrils became filled with a purulent 
mucus that indicated the fatal termination. In the last days of 
her existence, she proved how much the maladies of the ne"ou 
system may change the organization. Reduced to the last de
gree of marasma, she had so interlocked her limbe, and knotted 
herself together, tb&t no efforts could replace her in a natural 
position. In this state of rigidity she expired, a prey to the 
same hallucinations, refnsing drink, and often repeating that she 
did not wish to die. 

We have treated of deranged persons who imagined tb&t the 
devil had entered into them, and that they were surrounded with 
flames ; of others at whom he made grimaces, and to whom he 
addressed menacing language. A young lady followed us inces
santly, to tell us that all mankind was damned, and tb&t we were 
all devils, for in these cases illnsions often coincide with halluci
nations. 

With women, the apparitions of tho foul fiend are associated 
with sexual approximation, which explains hysterical symptoms, 
erotomania, and nymphomania, so common to this sex. Facts 
of this kind are so numerous that we are perplexed in our at
tempt to make n selection. 

CASE LII. There was, at Nantes, an unhappy woman who 
was tormented with a certain devil full of effrontery; this demon 
had appeared to her under a very handsome figure. Concealing 
his vile intentions, and making use of winning language, he bad 
inspired her soul with favorable feelings towards him, and suc
ceeded in subduing her will in entire obedience to his desires. 

Her husband was a brave che\·alier, who was entirely ignorant 
of this execrable intercourRe, which continued for six years, at 
the end of which time, she became terrified, by the infamy of so 
much vileness, and by the fear of God, dreading at every moment 
lest his fearful judgments should fall upon her. Having made 
her way to the feet of a priest, and conresscd her sin, she inces
santly visited holy places, and asked assistance of the saints; bot 
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no confession, no prayer, no almsgiving could bring her relief. 
Daily, the demon pursued her with his furious passion. At length 
the crime became notorious. It reached the ears of the·husband, 
who looked on his wife with horror. In the mean while, St. Ber· 
nard and his suite arrived. The unhappy woman rushed to his 
feet, and amidst torrents of tears confessed her horrible sufferings, 
the reiterated insults of the demon to whom she was a prey, and 
the useleSIIness- of all she had done by the priest's order; she 
added that her oppress-or had warned her of the approach of the 
holy man, and had forbidden her, with the most dreadful menaces, 
to present herself before him; saying that it would serve no pur
pose, since the ab~, once gone, he, who had been her greatest 
friend, would become her most cruel persecutor. At this, the 
servant of God consoled her by words full of kindness, and pro
mised her the assistance of Heaven ; and, as night was then ap
proaching, he desired her to return to him on the following day, 
and to put her trust in the Lord. 

In the morning she returned, and communicated to the man 
of God the blasphemies and menaces which her incubus had 
addreBSed to her. "Have no fear," said St. Bernard, "of his 
menaces ; but take my staff, and lay it in your bed ; then let the 
demon touch you if he can." The woman did as she was de
sired, lay down in her bed fortified by making the sign of the 
crou, and placed the staff beside her. The incubus soon anived, 
dared not approach the bed, but furiously threatened the poor 
creature that her punishment should commence so soon as the 
saint departed. The Sabbath appr&ached; the man of God de
sired that all the community should be called to the church by 
the bishop's proclamation. Accordingly, on that day, a vast 
multitude asaembled in the church. St. Bernard, followed by 
two bishops, Geoffrey of Chartres, and Bricton of Nantes, 
mounted the gallery, and desired that all the attendants should 
hold lighted tapers in their hands. 'Himself, the bishops, and 
other clergy having so done, he publicly, exposed the unheard-of 
and audacious acts of the demon; then, aided by the prayers of 
all the faithful present, he publicly anathematized the unclean 
spirit, and forbade him, by the authority of Christ, ever to ap
proach either that or any other woman. All the sacred tapers 
being then extinguished, the P<>wer of the demon departed with 

9 
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their light. The unhappy woman communed after hamag COD• 

feeaed, and her enemy never dared reappear.* 
C.&BB LIII. Jeanne Harvilliers, a native of Verberie, near 

Compeigne, accused of homicide and witchcraft, waa brought be
fore the magistrate. She confessed that, at her birth, her mother 
had oft'ered her to Satan, and that, ainoe the age of twelw, the 
devil, in the form of a great black man, clothed in black eloth, 
booted and spurred, having an invisible horse a& the door, had 
visited her constantly. The peasantry loudly clamored for h• 
death ; bat the judges caused inquiry to be made a& V •berie, 
her birthplace, and at other Tillages where abe had li.,.ed. I~ 
appeared that, thirty yean before, abe had been whipped lor 
sorcery, and that her mother was burned for a witch. 

She admitted these facts, and owned to haTing invoked Satan 
to remove a spell which she had laid on an enemy, which he re
fUJed to do. She finished by asking mercy and forgiven-. 
The judges were much embarraased to know what punishment to 
award. Some were for burning; some for hanging. The for
mer prevailed. She was burnt alive on the last day of April, 
1578, on the prosecution of Claude d'Offai, lting'a counael at 
Ribemont. After her condemnation, she owned to having 11lled 
ointments that the devil had given her; said that abe had a
tended the witch's sabbath; and had been united to Beelzebub. 
She said the devil gave no money, and concluded by accusing a 
shepherd and a slater of Senlis of sorcery. t 

According to authors who have written on this subjeet, the 
object of Satan was to ca6so the commiBBion of the greateat 
crimes, for which he made himself either man or woman.t 

C<~!lius Aurclianus states, after Salimaque, the partisan of the 
doctrines of Hippocrates, that incubes appeared in Rome u a 
contagious disease, of which many died.§ 

* Vie de Saint Bernard, Collections dee Mfmoirea relatifi ' l'hietoire 
de France, translated by M. Ouisot. At that period, religion alone could 
remedy evils against which science wu powerlel8. 

t J. Oarrinet, Hietoire de Ia Magie en France, 1816, p. 133. 
t Ibid. 
i Cooliua Aurelianua, chronic morb. liv. 1, chap. iii. de Inoubone, Lyon, 

1567. Horst. Diimonomanie, oder Oeechicht~ des Olaubens an Zauberei 
und dilmoniache Wunder mit besonderer Berllcbichtigung dee Bexenpro
sesseeseit den Zeiten Innocentiie viii. Frankf. 1828. Friedreich Litteratar· 
geechichte de path. and Ther. de psych. Krank. p. 127. 
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In oar days, cohabitation with the devil is much rarer than 
it formerly was; amongst the many hundred insane who have 
come under onr notice, we have not had one authentic case 
of the kind. Hallucinations of this nature have had more 
•pecially for their objects, angela, men whose attractions were 
heightened by imagination, and often the heads of the establish
ment. M. Macario baa given eeveral examples. 

CABB LIV. Margu.Srite G. ia a tall woman, fifty.mne yeara of 
age, thin and withered, with a laughing countenance. She bas 
ever been devout and pious, p&88ing all her leisure time in the 
church or cb.wohyard, praying for the repose of linDen. She 
came to Kareville on the 7th of April, 1842. 

This poor woma.n, at the crisis of her life, became deranged. 
She imbibed a hatred for her parents, believing that they sought 
to poison her; but b&ppily, she said, for the prevention of their 
culpable design, three our~, as pure as the sun, came to reside 
Deal' her to keep guard over her. Whenever poisoned food was 
presented to her, they warned her not to eat it. These cares 
watched her ·by turns. Her pa.rents, perceiving that in conse
quence tlbey could not succeed with the poison, sought infernal 
aid, ud raised the demons against her, who, abe added, punned 
and tormented her night and day. 

But God dliets thoee only whora he loves. Four times in the 
day he inspired heJ' with hia grace-in the morning, at noon, at 
four in the .af~rnoon, and on going to rest. Thus, when the 
demons apP.red, .she raised her ·hand, uttering the benediction, 
which drove olf these a.Ugn spirits haatily; but immediately 
legions took their place to torment her. She repeated the bene
dictions, the demons fled ; and in the constant repetition of this 
-scene, -the night was spent, eo that she could not obtain any rest. 
At -times, they were not infernal spirits who ~ame to torment her; 
hideous oorpaes appeared in her" chamber, apoke to her in mourn
ful and eepulcbral voices, and stretched out their arms to atrike 
her ; but Marguerite would make a n.oiee, and then they disap
peared in smoke. They would soon, boweveJ', come back; she 
would recommence her noise, and so on 11Dtil dawn. 

Doring the day she was -more calm and tranquiL Doring the 
night she prayed for the appearance of the sun's rays. She then 
became drowsy, and in her sleep, God and the Blessed Virgin 
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appeared to her in dreams, exhorting her to patience and consol
ing her.* 

The cues which we have related, proYe that there are inane 
persons who believe they have sexual intercourse with the deril; 
but, in the greater number of inatances, the figures are clothed 
in the human form. t 

CASB LV. Madame B. is convinced that she is about to marry 
a noble and powerful man, who baa all her sympathies. Preoc
cupied with this idea, she thinks nothing of her real hu81tand. 
She tells me that she receiYes, nightly, mite from the angel 
Raphael, a handsome blonde, pale, and dressed in black, who 
speaks to her in the most gracious manner. The attendants 
quickly remove her mattress, as if to seek a man beneath. 

CASE LVI. Mademoiselle R. sees persona to whom abe apeab, 
and who address her. She is, moreover, constantly attended bJ 
her friend, whose love makes her the happiest of women. Ill
conditioned persons, whose aim ma1 be understood, are constantlJ 
engaged in spreading disagreeable smells around her, and give 
her detestable hot dishes, fit to poison her. They beat her and 
bruise her arms. She frequently sees the people of the bouse 
with the head of a dog, a wolf, or of a rhinoceros. The figures 
are incessantly changing, or growing indistinct. She has a kind 
of ecstasy in which she sees angels. Esquirol, who examined 
her, fifteen years since, in concert with Alibert and ourselves, 
decided that she had hallucinations of all the senses, and illusions. 

CASE LVII. Mademoiselle z., aged seventeen, was brought to 
our house in consequence of a. derangement caused by a love 
affair. Her symptoms appeared three days previously. Her 
countenance expresses the intoxication of happiness; her friend 
does not leave her; he follows her everywhere, and is prodigal 
of tender appellations; if be is about to depart she kneels, begs 
him to forgive her, and entreats him not to give her up to de
spair. She sees him in the clouds; he is crowned with roses, 
and smiles sweetly on her. 

One of the most interesting scenes is, when she sings to her 
lover the romance of Ia Folie. So great is the interest excited 
that old patients, who have been for ten years in the asylum, 

• Macario, op. cit. 
t Jules Garrinet, Hietoire de la Magie en France, p. 31. 
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group themselves around, and listen with evident pleasure. 
Never was the part of Nina played with more truth and talent. 
H is the only time for twenty years in which I have seen a case 
of amorous madness that would serve as a theatrical model. The 
symptoms which almost,always accompany this form of insanity 
render exact imitation almost impossible. 

In order to exhibit his tenderne88, her lover brings her bou
quets, and makes her inhale the most delicious perfumes. "See 
these roses!" she _cries; "the room is filled with their fragrance." 
Her discourse and looks have nothing wandering; they are all 
addreBSed to the same person. Indeed, she is quite an object 
for study. So entirely are her thoughts concentrated, that it is 
di1&cult to obtain any words from her. Her excitement subsid
ing, she again he~rs the voice of him whom she loves. But her 
reason soon returned, the hallucinations ceased, and, after eight 
days of retirement, all the symptoms disappeared. 

Ntntalgic monomania occurs very seldom in lunatic asylums; 
but numerous examples are given by writers. In their delirium, 
the unhappy beings see their country, their fireside, their pa
rents, and their friends; with smiling lips, and joy in their coun
tenances, they converse with invisible beings, to whom they ex
press all the pleasure they experience in seeing them.* 

We attended ·a paralytic madman whose words were almost 
unintelligible, and who, at home, had transports of fury. So 
soon as he was separated from his family, he refused all kinds of 
nourishment; would not allow any one to come near him; and 
attered horrible cries. For eight days he maintained a rigorous 
ablltinence. Convinced that a return home would alone save him, 
we wrote to his wife. As soon as he saw her, he consented to 
take some broth, and that man, who had just before appeared 
dying, had strengtlf enough to walk to the carriage, supported 
by only one person. 

Hallucinations and illusions almost always accompany calen
tura, a febrile malady peculiar to mariners. In fact, the irre
sistible desire that leads them to leap in to the sea is occasioned 

* See Castelnau's Consid6rations sur Ia Nostalgie, Paris, 1806.-An
dreue, Diasert. inaug. paychica-noatalgim, adumbratio pathologiea, Berol. 
Be•nchamp.-M6moire de la Soei6t6 M6dic. d'6mul. Paria, 1798.-Pelle
grini, De Noatalgia, in Orteechi, Diario Medico, t. iY. p. 372. 
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by the fact that that element appeal'l to them like a plain of 
green turf enamelled with flowers ; they are eager to tread the 
fertile, fresh, and lonly fields, in which their imagination painta 
the shade and perfume of the most deJiciou grone. Oa other 
occasions, it is to escape from painful ideas or fantutic appwi
tions that they try to quit the Teasel. 

The madnesa of drunkards is almost always united with 
hallucinations and illusiona; the interest which a&tacbee to thi8 
variety of insanity baa tempted 01 to give it a special chapter, 
the more so as it may take on many difFerent forms of madneu. 

Vampirism and lycanthropy, whieh, ~everal centuries ago, u
sumed the form of an epidemic, had also for their epiphenODieDII 
hallnoinationa and illuions. The other varieties of monomania 
may present this symptom ; but the species on which we have 
dwelt appear to be most frequent. We have said enough to pre
vent the necessity of entering more into detail. 

RBCAPITULATIO:tf.-Hallucinationa seem to prefer the form of 
monomania ; they are most easily detected in this kind of deli
rium. Hallucinations of hearing and of sight are most common; 
then follow those of touch, taste, and smell, which are much let1 
common. They rarely exist alone. 

Lypemania, demonology, erotomania, nostalgia, and calentura, 
frer1uently present the same combination. 

Hallucinations in monomania are in accordance with the cause, 
the nature of the evil, and the character of the ideas and the 
passions exhibited by the individual. 

Hallucinations of demonomania are common, and much more 
frequent than Esquirol believed; the incubus occur• in some 
cases of madness. 

Sexual hallucinations arise from exaggerated hysteric symp
toms, and, in a great many instances, are o~ioned by uterine 
derangement. 

Hallucinations have frequently put on the character of an 
epidemic in certain varieties of monomania. 

Illusions often accompany hallucinations in monomania. 
Hallucinations do not develop themselves with equal facility 

in all kinds of monomania. 



CHAPTER VI. 

ON HALLUCINATIONS IN STUPOR. 

The greater number of persons alf'ected with stupor have hallucinations and illu
elon.......Symptomatology-Arrangement of hallucinations and illlllions in some 
patien~uea of atupor-Remarke on thia malady-R~ 

THERE are some lunatics, who, like statues, appear to com
prehend nothing that is passing around them ; with fixed eyes 
and gapir!g mouth, they might be taken for idiots. Georget has 
given the name of stupor to this particular kind of madness, 
which Esquirol looked on as a variety of dementia (acute de
mentia) ; and M. Baillarger as the highest degree of a variety of 
hypochondria. 

M. Etoc, in an el:cellent dissertation which he published on 
this malady in·1833, * remarked that insane persons had hallu
cinations, but that they were confused and misty. M. Baillarger 
has given more circumstantial details relative to the errors of 
sensations observable in insane st-.ipor.t · According to this 
author, everything that surrounds them ia transformed. They 
are a prey to all kinds of hallucinations and illusions; among 
others that they are inhabitants of a desert; that they live in a 
house of ill fame; that they reside in a foreign country; that 
they are condemned to the galleys or to prison. Some mistake 
a bath-house for hell ; the baths for boats; a blister mark for the 
brand of a convict; lunatics for the dead revived, for prisoners, 
for prostitutes, for disguised soldiers, and women for men. 
Others see hideoua and menacing faces ; it seems to them that 
everybody is drunk. They perceive around them carriages laden 
with coffins, and their relations undergoing punishments ; they 

* De Ia StupiditA chez lea AlillnEs, in 4to. Paris, 1833. 
t De 1'6tat designl1 obez lea ali6nlla aoua le nom de stupidi~, Annalu 

Jlld. J'rrt:Aol., Nos. 1 and 2, Paris, 1843. 
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see shadows, craters, fathomless abysses, and subterranean pit
falls. 

Others, again, hear alarming words ; they are menaced with 
death, and with flames; they hear insults; their beds are filled 
with noises of bells and drums; guns are fired around them ; 
their friends struggle with enemies, and implore their aid. Some 
being interrogated on all the actions of their lives, reply that 
they hear the noise of a machine with which infants are tor
tured; their bodies are perforated with balls, and their blood 
flows on the earth ; some one is on their breast, smothering 
them. 

In this description, we must recognize the highest degree of 
melancholic monomania. 

In the nine cases which the paper of M. Baillarger contains, 
hallucinations and illusions are distributed in the following 
manner:-

Hallucinations of hearing and sight 
" " sight 
" " smell 
" 
" 

" 
" 

taste 
touch 

Illusions of hearing and sight 
" sig~t 
" taste 
" smell 

. 4 
2 
2 
1 
1 

. 4 
4 
2 
1 

The hallucinations were almost always mingled with illusion11. 
In two cases, there were illusions only ; in one, hallucinations 
occurred alone. None of these cases presented hallucinations 
and illusions of all the senses. In three out of six cases of 
stupor, Messrs. Aubanel and Thore have noticed hallucinations. 

A number of actions apparently automatic, or without con
nection with exterior objects, were explained afterwards as due 
to the influence of hallucinations and illusions-another argu
ment in favor of the opinion that the strangest acts performed 
by monomaniacs, and, above all, by maniacs, are always caused 
by a hallucination or an illuAion. 

CASE LVIII.-Mademoiselle R., aged tl1irty, a religious no
vice, entered the Salp~tri~re on the 12th of July, 18!2, under 
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the care of M. Mitivie. On his visit, he found the patient in 
the following state : She was standing, immovable; her counte
nance was sad and heavy; her eyes wide open and fixed: " I 
vainly endeavored," says the author, "to obtain a few words 
from her. It might be supposed that she either did not hear, or 
did not comprehend what I said. She refused food. Her eyes 
were often slowly and mechanically turned towards the door ; on 
placing her in bed, she recommenced the same action. She ap
peared to pay no attention to what was passing around her. 

"Towards the close of the month, a remarkable change took 
place; she spoke long, and with facility; her countenance be
came animated, and her ideas sparkling. There was no longer 
occasion to interrogate her; she took the lead in questioning. 
Yesterday she was visited by the Sisters of St. Antoine's Hos· 
pital, who, she said, bad been very useful in giving clearness to 
her ideas. From that time her cure was completed. 

" The treatment was baths, a douche, and occupation. The 
following is the account Mademoiselle R. gave me of her in· 
tellectual state during her malady :-

"She had no idea of being in a hospital; the women who 
surrounded her she imagined to be disguised soldiers (a very 
eommon illusion with women, and which is only a symptom of 
uterine excitability). When she was taken to the bath, in which 
were several other patients, she attempted to drown herself to 
escape the violence of the imaginary soldiers. All the faces she 
saw .were hideous and menacing; it seemed as if everybody was 
intoxicated. She thought that Paris was given up to fire and 
slaughter, and that all the nuns were strangled. Every instant 
she expected a similar fate. She thought the floor .concealed a 
vast trap, into which she feared to fall. The noise which was 
made in scrubbing the boards became to her that of a saw which 
they were using to raze the house ; she dreaded to see a vast 
fire burst out. Of all that she heard, she could only remember 
these words, ' We must kill her, we must burn her,' etc. She 
had a constant buzzing in her ears, which prevented her hearing 
what ·was said. A low voice asked her tbe particulars of her 
life, and she replied to it; she refused to eat, fearing she would 
be poisoned. 

" Mademoiselle R. had short lucid intervals; but she soon 
fell back into stupor; she seemed to have a bandage oYer her 
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eyea. She belieYed that her can wu t6et.ed bJ a eold water 
douche, which aetecl10 powerfally u to -.b laer cry -.. 

"She •ublequeatly ct.eribed tbe ~tate lrca wlaiela lhe had 
recoYered with couiderable foree of apr.Uoa. 'She eoald ~ 
compare it,' 1he Mid, 'to anything hut a t.d dreaaa.'" 

CA88 LIX.-M. B., twenty-6Ye yean of age, priaeif* ia a 
go,·ernment oftiee, wu brought to Chareoton on the 12th ol Au
gut, 1833. 

On two dift'erent oecuiou he had been attacked with paroz.
JIDl8 of mental alienation. The first IJDlptoms of the Jut 
attack appeared to be those of Yiolent frenzy. On entering, 
M. B. was pale ; hil eyes fixed; hil countenance had loet all 
expreuion, and denoted profound 1tapor. He remained the 
entire day in one place perfectly dumb, and appeared indifferent 
to all that 1urrounded him. Memory eeemed entirely gone. 
IIi• stupor was such that we were obliged to force him to eat; 
and he wu 10 unclean that we were forced to substitute a long 
linen blouse for hil clothes. 

A blister on the nape of the neck produced favorable reeulta ; 
and towards the end of December he wu completely cared. 

l'hc state in 11·hich M. B. remained, during three months, can 
be Lest described by comparing it to a long dream. He Baid 
that everything around him was transformed. He believed in a 
univcnml annihilation. The ground trembled and opened under 
hi11 feet; every moment he felt on the point of being engulfed in 
its ftLthomlcss abysses. When he held on to persons near to him, 
it was in order to prevent their falling down the precipices, that 
resem!Jicd tliC craters of volcanoes. M. B. took the bath-room 
for hell (for which rcl!.8on he resisted entering it), and the baths 
for IJOo.ts. He thought that all who were with him were drown
ing. It seemed to him that his blood had never ceased to flow 
on the ground since he was bled. The blister which was placed 
on hiK neck was the brand of a convict, and be thought himself 
disgraced forever by this mark of infamy. He could not under
stand who all tho strange people were by whom he was sur
round(•d, but finally concluded that they were resuscitated corpses. 
He saw his brother in tho midst of torments; and heard incee
santly tho cries of his parents who were being strangled, and 
who implored his aid. Above all was heard the voice of bia 
uncle, who was his benefactor. Every shriek wu a dagger to 
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hlm. Fire-arms were discharged all around :him; balta pierced 
him through without harming him, but killed other persona. b 
his mind all wu chaos, ooDfusiOD, deeiructiou. He no longer 
diatmguished day and night; montha seemed years; he aceaaed 
himself of all the evil that wu done, uad therefore attempted 
several times to destroy himself. 

The memoir of M. Baillarger contams a number of instances 
of stupor; but we fear that this physician has confounded the 
state of immobility, very frequent in hypochondriacs, with real 
stupor ; and that, with him, the appearance has, in some cases, 
been taken for the reality. In this case, he has only fol
lowed the example of many estimable men, who, in their worb 
on typhoid fever, rank with that grievous complamt certain mor
bid states that have only a delusive appearance of analogy to it. 
With this exception, M. Baillarger's work has thrown a new light 
on this form of mental . disease, and shown that this malady is 
principally characterized by numerous hallucinations and illu
sions, which form an imaginary world for the patient. 

Dr. Delasiauve* opposes the opinion of M. Baillarger, and 
considers stupor as a peculiar state. According to him, hallu
cinations are a consequence of stupor, the result of obtuseneBB of 
the intellect, and not the result of melancholic preoccupation. 

In the article" Stupor," contained in the Suppllment au Dic
tionnaire du Dictionnairu de Midecine, we have observed that 
the malady, like sleep, can have two difFerent states, tlie one cha
racterized by a complete suspension of the mind, and the other 
by the existence of dreams. 

RBCAPITULAfiON.-Stupor, successively considered as a new 
state, a variety of madness, and the highest degree of a variety 
of hypochondria, is almost always accompanied by hallucinations 
and illusions. 

In the cases cited, hallucinations and illusions were constantly 
observed ; most generally they were combmed. In three cases, 
one alone existed. 

The most usual form was that which occurred with derange
ment of the organs of sight and hearing. 

In almoet all the examples furnished, the conduct, actions, and 

• Da diaguoeuo dift'erenuelle de Ia Lypemanie, published in the Attnalu 
Jl~PqcAologiiJtlu, Juillet, 1851. 
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whimsicalities of the afBicted were explained by hallacinatioDI 
or illusion&. 

The errore of the eenses, eo numerous and of each varied 
character, to which these insane persona are subject, create for 
them a special and imaginary world. 



• 

CHAPTER VII. 

ON BALLUCilUTIONS IN JUNIA. 

On the frequency ot hallucinationa in mania-Why ?-Abstract ot hall~inatiou 
in mania-Cases-Obsenations on the inclination to steal-Progress ot hallu
cinations-Hallucinations may be symptomatic-Remarks on the influence of 
the aesual organs-Halluciuationa in puerperal mania-Eff'ecu ot halbaoiJia.. 
tiona and illuaiona on maniaos-RecapitvlGtion. 

THB rapidity with which thoughts, recollections, and object& 
succeed each other in the mind of the maniac ; the diiliculty he 
finds in making comparisons, and fixing his attention, must pow
erfully unite to favor the production of hallucinations and illu
sions. 

This combination is, therefore, very usual in mania. Mesara. 
Aubanel and Thore have computed that 54 out of 181 maniaca 
had hallucinations. In the cases they noticed, 

.Illusions of sight occurred 9 times. 
" hearing " 7 " 

Hallucinations of hearing " 28 " 
" sight " 21 " 
" taste " 5 " 
" touch " 2 " 
" smell " 1 time. 
" theinternals " 2 times. 

None of these were cases of hallucination of all the senses. 
These physicians truly remark that the number must be greater, 
since many hallucinations escape notice in the midst of maniacal 
excitement, and by consequence of the other disturbances in the 
midst of which they exist. 

Of the maniacs in our establishment at our last census, 
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2 had hallucinations of hearing and sight. 
3 " " hearing. 
2 " " sight, and illusions of the same eeue. 

It will be perceived that all our maniacs had either illuaioni 
or hallucinations. Although we cannot draw conclusions from 
so small a number, yet incessant observation authorises ua to 
believe that the proportion is considerable. 
• CASE LX.-M. P., aged thirty-nine, tall, fair-ekinned, with a 
highly developed muscular system, and a temperament lymphatic
sanguine, was remarkable for a large and high forehead, and in
telligent countenance. He spoke several languages. His apti
tude in bueineu gained him a well-merited reputation ; his only 
fault being an exoeuive oonfidenoe in his talent&, and a belief 
that he could do anything. 

For twenty years, he managed one of the first houses of buai
neBS in his native city with so much succeu that the principal 
retired on a large fortune, leaving him to direct the establish
ment. All thought that he had obtained the summit of his 
desires, wh~ it became evident that his conduct was no longer 
the same; he entered into commercial speculations which dit
fered greatly from those he carried on as an equal partner with 
his former principal, and employed in them considerable sums. 
These speculations, which put a stop to the chance of making a 
rapid fortune, were not conducted with the talent which he had 
heretofore exhibited. Warm discussions took place betll·een the 
two merchants, and they agreed finally that neither should act 
separately. Notwithstanding this solemn promise, Mr. P. con
tinued to act on his own account, alleging in his justification 
that he was sure of his game, and would return capital and 
interest. 

Here we may introduce a highly interesting observation. It 
frequently happens that a man noted for probity and integrity 
becomes dishonest, embezzles, and robs; then there is wonder 
and indignation ; and the reprehensible acts are punished. The 
unhappy being has undoubtedly expiated in a prison the fault of 
a disease. Facts of this nature have so often been presented to 
us, that we would call the special attention of magistrates to this 
form of derangement. A patient was recommended to ua by 
Dr. Ollivier d'Angers; it was necessary to ascertain whether he 
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was really insane, for, in ·examining rus accounts, there was 
found a defalcation of 10,000 francs. His family, much alarmed' 
haete~ to indemnify the plaintifFs. An examination of two 
months le.ft us no doubt on the subject ; it was a case of insanity, 
with paralysis. The embezzlements took place during the growth 
of the disease. C., during his employ in a banking-house, had 
a tremendous fall, and struck his bead; but he was able to re
aume his occupation. On proving the accounts, a deficit of 
several thousand francs was discovered ; on account of his capa
city and probity the prosecution was discontinued ; he was dis
mieaed. Sometime afterwards he was placed under my care. 
I observed a general paralysis, without other derangement of 
the faculties than a weakness of memory; his one fixed idea was 
.to return to his situation, where be said he was expected. As 
in the preceding cas~ all that occurred during the growth of the 
diaeaae had faded from his remembrance. The man is still 
moving about ; out his mind is irrevocably destroyed. 

Thus, when a man whose conduct has always been irreproach
able, changes his habits and commits eccentric and reprehensible 
acta, he should be carefully watched, never lost sight of; and 
often, at the end of a f&W months, more or less, a. mental derange
ment will .appear, which, in most caaes, exhibits itself in insanity 
accompanied by general paralysis. 

The merchant who patronized Mr. P. 'W88 much surprised at 
his conduct. But, u he wae under great ·obligations to him, 
and had taken 4ue precaution to ward otr •ny unfavorable re
sult, he contented himself with watching him. The mystery 
was soon explained; Mr. P. was seiaed with a violent attack of 
mania, that lasted fifteen days. His recovery was rapid, and 
apparently entire ; one only of his near kinsmen, who watched 
him closely, observed that his ideas were neither so clear nor 
forcible aa formerly, whilst his eelf'-esteem waa augmented. 

Mr. P. returned to hie business, without resigning his hazard
ous speculations. More than once they must have caused him 
bitter regret. Probably, he waa himself conscious of the change 
in hia intellectual powers, and was much sft'ected by the circum
stance, for a fresh and more Tiolent attack came on towards the 
close of September, the description of which, as given by his 
relauTe, will never be el'aced from my mind. 
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"I was/' said he, "alone in the country with Mr. P. and his 
wife, when the attack came on ; our bouse W'lls far from any 
habitation. For several hours he wandered about restlessly, 
opening and shutting doors violently ; every instant added to his 
fury. Suddenly, he exclaimed that he was God. 'Kneel down!' 
he continued, in a terrible voice, and with an inflamed counte
nance. 'I will, I obey, because I know it is God who com
mands.' 'That is well, get up. Now lie down on the bed, that 
I may operate on you.' He then passed his hands over my en
tire person, tickling the soles of my feet. If I moved, he said: 
'You have no patience; I must begin again.' I took care not 
to exhibit any signs of fear, and to all his commands, I replied: 
'I obey, since God ordains it.' 

" This frightful scene lasted for four hours. Flight was im
possible, for he had taken care to close all the doors ; be8idea 
which, he was too strong for me. At length the crisis arrived : 
'I must kill you!' he cried, in accents of fury which it is impoe
sible to describe. It was no longer time to temporize. I sprang 
up and grappled him. The struggle was terrible. He bit me 
till my blood flowed in torrents ; and roared out in his rage, 
calling me Satqn. My strength began to fail ; I was on the 
point of yielding to the power of a furious madman ; but an 
idea struck me as by inspiration. ' My friend,' said I, ' God 
commands me to obey you ; but let me place robes around you, 
in order to render you the homage that is your due.' 

" The words were hardly pronounced, when he unclasped his 
holcl, bt>cnme calm, and·assistt>d in the execution of the idea that 
had so happily occurred to me. I bound him with cords, nap
kins, and sheets, with the aid of his wife, whom also he would have 
sacrificed. Thus situated, he tried to rise; when, comprehend
ing that he was bound, his transports of fury were so violent, 
that, if several men had not run to our assistance, the results 
would have been dreadful." 

When Mr. P. wn.s brought to my establishment, he still bore 
the marks of tho struggle he had maintained. I had him put 
into a bath, where he remained for eight hours, receiving a con
stant flow of water on his head-a. method which I employ very 
successfully in such cases. Occasionally, he was calm; then he 
declared ho was God, Jesus Christ, or an emperor, and that we 
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were all devils. He saw before him heaps of gold and precious 
stones, which he lavished on all around him. 

During the night, he had a fit of frenzy, which was exhibited 
by howlings. With his feet and elbows, he demolished every
thing in his room. He was completely out of his mind. In his 
lucid intervals, be said that be bad fought with persons who were 
throwing shovelsfull of earth on his head. 

The words king, queen, and guillotine, occurred often in hi1 
ravings, without our being able to bring them into any connec
tion. 

Five days afterwards, he struck one of the keepers with an 
iron bar that he bad torn from the window-frame. He afterward& 
explained this act by saying that a voice bad revealed to him 
that he could raise the dead ; he bad, therefore, intended to kill 
the man, cut oft" his head, and then revive him. He constantly 
saw lions, leopards, and chameleons, of which he gave vivid de
criptions. 

As his malady increased, he ceased using the French tongue,. 
which he spoke without accent, and with as much purity as his
own. All his soliloquies were in English. It is a peculiarity, 
already pointed out, and which our experience has confirmed, 
that the insane, during their delirium, always return to the use 
of their native tongue, although it is sometimes less familiar 
to them than that of the country in which they reside. 

Mr. P. frequently imitated the sound of trumpets. At such 
times, he thought he was hunting lions and leopards. When he 
killed them, he uttered cries of joy. At other times, his walls 
were tapestried with gold, and covered with precious stones. 
The persons about him changed their identity, and he spoke to. 
them in accordance with his conception of their cho.racter. He 
addressed them with clearness, relative to events with which 
they were acquainted. At times, he imagined he was increas
ing in height, and in order to avoid reaching the ceiling, b 
doubled himself up to but half his size. 

These hallucinations and illusions continued uninterruptedly 
for two months. His appetite was good, his countenance un
derwent no alteration, his eye was always bright and intelligent. 
But he then began to show signs of failing, his limbs feD 
away; and it became evident that he would sink under the seve-

10 
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rity of the disease. In the third month of his residence in my 
establishment his speech became thick and embarrassed; every 
symptom of congestion of the brain was developed; and two 
days after, he expired in a state of coma. 

How could so J>Ower£ul an organization pay a fatal tribute to 
insanity! This question was at length solved. We learned that 
a marriage, contracted against the consent of his parents and 
friends, had been a fruitful source of disagreement and nxation. 
The cruel death of a near relative, who was massacred at Rome 
by an ignorant and furious mob, by whom he was accused, during 
a cholera epidemic, of poisoning children, had also been a sub
ject of much grief to him; for, with men of his temperament, 
the impossibility of revenge is a great torment. 

Hallucinations may, with maniacs, be exhibited at the com
mencement of the malady, may precede it, may coexist with and 
cease with it, or they may exist after it. 

Those of hearing and sight most frequently coexist with it. 
Sometimes the one replaces the other. 
Very frequently they are accompanied by illusions. 
It sometimes happens tha.t illusions are transformed into hal

lucinations, and vice versa. A maniac thinks that all the per
sons who approach him are frightful animals; then, by a proceu 
natural to man, he detaches the image from the idea, places it 
before his eyes, and, frightened at his own creation, howls, and 
engages in furious combats with the imaginary animal. At other 
times these maniacs, after thinking they recognize acquaintances 
in strangers, sec those persons before them, speak to them, and 
recci vc answers. These changes are observable in other forms 
·Of mental aberration. 

llallucinations, like mental diseases, may be symptomatic. 
A \\·oman was attacked with a violent complaint in the intes
tines; she became deranged, wept, sang, and talked incoherently. 
In the midst of her delirium, she thought she saw large fish in 
the yard, for which she angled. At times, she exhibited much 
fear, believing these fish were about to eat her. In proportion 
as the intestinal affection diminished, these ideas began to de
·crease, and when she quitted us, she was entirely cured. 

Hallucinations and illusions may occasion dissoluteness or an 
extraordinary character. 

CASE LXL Mademoiselle 0. had been remarkable for her 
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excellent judgment, so much so as to be constantly consulted by 
her friends. This fact, which was attested by a number of per
sons very capable of appreciating her mind, proved to me that, 
if the absence of judgment be one of the distinctive characteris
tics of insanity,_tbe rule is not without exception. Who does 
not remember the ease of a man, whose powerful mind assisted 
in maintaining the peace of the world, and yet, who fell a victim 
to insanity in the full vigor of manhood. 

The first symptoms of her disease were manifested by a kind 
of presentiment. She begged her friends to place her in a 
certain establishment, which she named, in case she went mad. 
The request surprised them much, for at this time she conversed 
rationally, and had exhibited no singularity of conduct. 

Mademoiselle 0. soon thought she beard voices insulting 
her. They threatened to cut her into four parte, to make mince
meat of her, and to devour her. These voices desired her to 
swallow everything. Obedient to this order, she successively 
introduced into her stomach, earrings, pins, mittens, and would 
have swallowed a set of dominoes, if, suspecting her intention, 
they had not been taken from her. This lady either laughed 
when she saw herself the object of our notice, or flew into a 
rage; she struck, and attempted to scratch us, and said we were 
all devils. Her incoherent discourse proved the disorder of her 
faculties. She was being sought for in order to be taken to 
China; devils maltreated her; we were Messieurs So and So; 
then we changed into bandits and villains. By a sudden and 
incomprehensible transition, these wild fancies disappenred as 
though blown away by the wind, and a sensible, instructive con
versation struck every one with astonishment, so incomprehen
sible was so rapid a change. 

This young lady also exhibited a perversion of cutaneous 
sensitivene88, which made her take pleasure in picking oft' her 
skin. This is a symptom we have often noticed with the insane, 
especially hypochondriacs. This mania was carried to such a 
length that we often counted as many as twelve large sores on 
different parts of her body. 

Hard work and fatigue, with certain changes in the physical 
functions which oce1ll' in middle life, appear to have caused the 
mental malady of this lady. 

There were times when she was convinced that she grew thin 
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and shrank visibly, although she was enormously stout. Once 
she entreated a lady to put her into her umbrella or her hat 
that she might be more easily moved. At other times, she fan
cied herself metamorphosed into a cat or a dog, and imitated, 
for hours together, the cries of the different animals. 

These illusions were replaced by another that luted some 
time. She complained that every one accused her of bemg a 
man. Though prior to her derangement she wu extremely 
chaste and correct in every particular, she became most revolt
ingly immodest. 

It has been said that the generative instinct hu its seat in 
the brain ; but how does it. happen that this organ should be 
aroused at the moment its functions are about to ceue? Ac
cording to a law of physiology, ought not long inaction to induce 
atrophy? Another reflection also arises: Why is it that females 
who have been well brought up, use gross words and commit 
immodest actions; whilst those of loose morals appear resened? 
The reply, it appears to us, may be found in the organisation. 
An instinct may be repressed by education and religion ; but 
never destroyed. 

She remained for an entire year in this state of mania; a 
prey to continual hallucinations and illusions. At one time she 
saw devils and heard voices ; then she wu visited by strangers 
and by friends ; poisoned food was served up for her; her 
apartment was filled with bad odors, or a dreadful noise was 
made to prevent her sleeping. Sometimes she pretended that 
we had beaten her, and showed the sores she had made in 
tearing off her skin. Sometimes she thought herself the 
Duchess de Berri, and that she had a little son. At such times, 
she would seek her child everywhere, and thought she saw him 
in every object which met her eye. 

After this period, we remarked that she became calmer, and 
had prolonged lucid intervals. She was permitted to descend 
to the garden. Soon her reason was entirely restored. It has 
been asserted that, after such prolonged attacks, the intellectual 
faculties are always somewhat impaired. Mademoiselle 0. 
was an exception to this rule ; for she passed entire days with 
us, either engaged in conversation, or in giving instruction to 
my children. The clearness of her explanations, the facility 
with which she selected examples, and the excellence of her 
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method, daily excited our surprise. Her memory was prodi
gious ; nothing had been forgotten during the long night of her 
malady. For ten entire days, this miraculous resurrection was 
BUStained; but by degrees her brain was again filled with absurd 
and singular ideas. She would stop in the midst of the most 
sensible conversation to tell us that she was not a Chinese, that 
abe had never been to Africa, and that she had not cut any 
one's throat. Her disorder recurred in all its intensity; and 
from this relapse until her death, which occurred four months 
afterwards, she bad intermitting periods of calm and madness. 
In her paroxysms, she would undress to show that her back had 
been changed ; that she was an animal, or that she was Made
moiselle B., one of the boarders, or rather to prove the con
trary, in a manner similar to those ancient rhetoricians, who 
maintained the pro and con of a given proposition. Another 
peculiarity of this derangement is, that Mademoiselle 0. 
frequently wrote letters in the midst of the most incoherent 
diaco1ll'Se, without introducing one word• that could betray the 
state of her mind, a circumstance which, on an inquest, would 
have been adduced as proof of the soundness of her judgment. 

There is a variety of mania. to which circumstances have 
giYen the name of puerperal mania, or the madness of women 
during childbed confinement. The strangest hallucinations of 
aright and hearing throw the patient into inexpressible agitation, 
and by turns they endure all the tortures of the fear of death, 
and of poisoning, and all the agonies of despair.* 

M. Esquirol, who baa published an excellent treatise on this 
subject, estimates the number of women who are attacked with 
this mania to be seven per cent. of all cases of derangement
an estimate which appears to us to require reconsideration. He 
has not directed attention to the phenomenon of hallucinations 
and illusions, which Mr. Morel, on the contrary, considers fre
quent. He, however, relates four cases in which there was a 
combination of these two symptoms. 

In an article published by us on the Insanity of Women 
in Childbed, t we have noticed hallucinations, and have shown 
&hose of hearing to be very common. The women hear voiees 

• Morel, M6moire aur Ia Mania du Femme• en couchee, Paris, 1842. 
t Biblioth~que des M~decina Praticiens, t. ix. p. 472. 
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ringing in their ears. In some unhappy cues, these voices 
impel them to commit suicide. Out of 111 cases of puerperal 
madness, collected in Bedlam, 82 had a tendency to suicide. 

Hallucinations and illusions in maniacs occasion resolutions 
and actions, which are incomprehensible at first sight, but to 
which a deeper knowledge of these two states almost always 
furnish a natural explanation. A madman looks fiercely at you; 
he is about to spring upon you and to beat you. He acta thns 
because an illusion has changed your appearance into that of an 
enemy ; or he thinks that you are making grimaces at him, or 
insulting him. Here is one who springs out of the window, 
because he thinks that the street is on a level with his room, or 
that he is stepping into a garden filled with fruita and flowers. 
Another throws his bread into the stream, or crushes it beneath 
his feet, to make it more tender, and to give it another flavor. 

Many maniacs refuse food on their entrance into a hospital, 
believing it to be poisoned. Some look extatically on the sky, 
because they conceive the clouds to be of gold, or to represent 
knights and palaces. One of onr patients turned continually 
on his heel ; we learned that he was an old engineer for many 
years in the establishment of Dr. Blanche, who, by means of 
rotary machinery, raised water to an immense height. 

There are others who see animals, insects, or brilliant colors, 
on their clothes, or in their straw. The slightest noises occasion 
a variety of impressions ; voices threaten, cannon are fired, or 
concerts are performed. These false sensations often occasion 
reprehensible or dangerous actions. Some maniacs kill, because 
they sec the devil before them; others die of hunger, burn or 
mutilate themselves, in obedience to a command. Facts of 
this kind are numerous. It is very difficult to trace them to 
their real causes, from the agitation and irascibility of the 
patient, and from the impossibility of obtaining an answer to 
any question. These eccentricities arise from hallucinations 
and illusions. 

RECAPITULATION.-Mania is a form of madness which is often 
combined with hallucinations and illusions. The union of these 
two symptoms has struck us as more common in mania than in 
other forms of insanity. 

False impressions may be exhibited at the commencement 
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of mania, during its progress, and at its close, or they may re· 
place it. · 

Hallucination and illusion may be the causes of mania, which 
takes their place, and of which it is then but the transforma
tion. 

or all hallucinations and illusions, those of hearing and sight 
are the most common; they are very frequently combined, may 
exist singly, or may replace each other. 

Illusions are sometimes transformed into hallucinations, and 
vice ver1a. 

Hallucinations, most usually primitive in mania, are sometimes 
symptomatic. 

Puerperal mania is frequently combined with hallucinations 
and illusions, which considerably augment the sickness. 

The hallucinations and illusions of maniacs occasion a mu1ti
tude of singu1ar resolutions, and lead to actions of an injurious 
and dangerous character. 

It is often difficult to prove the hallucinations and illusions of 
maniacs, especially in a large establishment, in consequence of 
their perturbation and the versatility of their ideas ; but pro
longed and attentive observation leaves no doubt on the mind 
that both of these morbid states are developed among the greater 
number of these aftlicted beings. 
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OJ' HALLUCINATIONS IN DEliiBI!lTIA. 
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SECT. I.-OF HALLUCIXATIO!'IS IS DE~IENTIA. 

IF tho meaning of the word dt'mentia were restricted to the 
definition at present generally accorded to it, it is certain that 
the insnne comprised in this category would rarely exhibit the 
phenomena of hallucinations and illusions. But from the stage 
nt which tho intellectual faculties begin to fail, to the period o£ 
their complete obliteration, the degrees are infinite. 

There are some deranged persons who have but a momentary 
wandering, and who resume conversation, as if no hiatus had 
occurred in their minds. With such, the signs of dementia only 
exhibit themselves at intervals more or less distant. Fre
quently-and this fact has more particularly engaged our atten
tion-we find in dementia the maniac and monomaniac types, so 
that we can establish the following classification; monomaniac 
dementia, maniac dementia, complete dementia, to which must be 
added senile dementia. This distinction appears to us of suffi
cient importance to be made hereafter the subject of a special 
work. 

In considering dementia under this new aspect, it will not 
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excite surprise, that our experience differs materially from that 
of Messrs. Aubanel &nd Thore. Thus, whilst these physicians 
encountered only one case of hallucinations, in 45 of dementia; 
we have observed 16 cases out of 21 in which hallucinations and 
illusions existed. The combination was as follows :-

Hallucinations of hearing and sight 8 times. 

" " of hearing and touch 8 " 
" " of hearing 8 " 

Dlusions of sight 2 " 
Neither hallucinations nor illusions 5 " 

CABB LXII. Mademoiselle C., seventy-two years of age, did 
not show any symptoms of derangement of mind until her 
seventy-first year. At that period, instead of leading a seden-. 
tary life, according to her usual habits, she travelled continu
ally. Her family, being unable to persuade her to remain quiet, 
brought her to my establishment. This lady then fancied that 
some treacherous person had secured her papers; that she was 
his victim; that, to wrong her, he had forged her signature ; and 
that his object was to obtain her property. In this accusation 
she included three other persons. Her discourse was rambling, 
nor did she recollect what she had said. Her memory was weak
ened, but she often spoke with clearness. This state lasted for 
entire days. 

On interrogating her, we found that, for several months past, 
she had seen in the evening, and particularly in the night, per
sons around her bed, who, besides making noises, held conver
sations that she did not understand. "When I was in the 
country," she would say, "I was followed or accompanied by 
men of consequence, who sometimes disappeared, sometimes 
rode in cabriolets. I very often met an officer from the castle, 
who appeared as soon as I got into the street; his mission was 
to protect me." She replied to all questions so rationally, that 
the examining magistrates would have been embarrassed if she 
had not returned to the subject of the traitors, amongst whom 
she accused several honorable persons. As soon as the magis
trates were gone, she assured us that it was a plot, stating that 
they were disguised, but thn.t she had recognized them. 

On some days, this lady, whose recollection of names and 
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persons was so good, and who replied 10 rationally to all the 
questions addressed to her, entirely lost her ,reason. She 
thought that the king paid her board; that I had created a 
double, and was not myself; but after a few minutes, she did 
not recollect what she had said. Amidst her greatest wander
ings, she always maintained the idea that she had been con
ducted to my house by am individual under a false name, and 
that this imprisonment had no other object than to deprive her 
of her property. 

Mademoiselle C. often spoke in the night to imaginary per
sons. Sometimes she replied in a friendly or respectful man
ner ; at others, she used insulting language. One morning abe 
assured me that one of the boarders, Madame D., had been to see 
her in the middle of the night (each one was locked in her o1t11 
'room) to tell her that she was the Goddess of Folly, which was 
acknowledged throughout the country. Then her ideas changing, 
she fancied that the portrait of Fate was being painted; that 
she was Madame Georges, that I ought to let her out to unmask 
the evil-doers. All this was pronounced in a low and confidential 
tone, in order to prevent the supposed persons from hearing her. 

For two years, the condition of .Mademoiselle C. did not alter; 
she continued to believe herself the victim of treachery, and 
said that several persons had committed faults for which she • 
was shut up. Almost daily she begged me to allow her to go to 
church, but her intention was to escape. Whenever she was 
asked details relative to her business or concerning her acquaint
ances, she replied correctly, and her memory, although weakened 
in many points, had great tenacity for the names and characters 
of those whom she had not seen for many years. This lady died 
at the age of· eighty, having the same hallucinations, without 
any augmentation of her insanity, and preserving great fit·mness 
of character. 

There arc some persons affected with dementia, who are very 
little influenced by external impressions; their intermediate ideas 
are gone; their memory is impaired; but they can, nevertheless, 
engage in nnd follow, for the moment, a conversation. A young 
lady in this condition, was attacked with hallucinations. She 
thought that her brother, who had been several years deceased, 
lived in one of the rooms of the establishment; she heard him 
sigh, nnd utter lamentations. Convinced that some persons were 
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beating and desirous of killing him, she became agitated, ran 
from right to left, called him, and uttered cries. At night, she 
saw people with whom she quarrelled, and who gave her blows; 
in order to defend herself, and prevent their coming in contact 
with her, she never undressed. This lady declared that bad 
smells were spread around her, and that her food was poisoned; · 
she then refused nourishment, ate dry bread, and drank only 
water. 

Very often, on questioning her, she would either not reply at 
all, or talk incoherently, without any regard to the questions 
asked. 

The monomaniac form of hallucination may continue to a very 
advanced stage of the disease. Madame M., aged eighty-one, 
has lost her memory; she no longer recognizes her children ; 
her past and present life is a blank. During the four years that · 
she has passed in the establishment, one hallucination has been 
her torment. Her husband, who died six years previously, is 
ever present with her; but he is not above one foot in height; 
he appears to her as a soul. He wanders on the walls, on the 
roof, in the street; he calls to her, and complains of cold, be
cause he is naked and hungry. She replies with sighs, shrieks, 
and howlings; desires to have brandy, soup, and clothes brought. 
Almost incapable of walking, she endeavors to get to the court
yard, where he tells her to come. Sometimes he shows himself 
as a head to which wings are attached. We have already spoken 
of this lady in another·chapter. 

Dementia often exhibits itself in a maniacal form; and it is 
sometimes very difficult to discover the shades of difference 
which separate the two states. A person may appear maniacal 
who has already advanced one step into dementia; another ap
pears demented, who, as yet, is only maniacal. As the malady 
progresses, the diagnosis does not long remain doubtful; but the 
atatu quo condition may last a considerable time, and the diffi-
culty is then very great. . 

CABB LXIII. M. B., a well-known artist, and one who hu 
acquired a well-merited celebrity, has for fifteen years been sub
ject to a maniacal delirium which has passed into dementia. 
Frequently set at liberty, his excitement becomes decided and 
even d~gerous, whenever any great public event occurs. The 
intellectual disorder is then manifested by hallucinations of smell 
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and taste; he imagines that he is obliged to inhale infectious 
odors ; that some one is trying to injure and poison him. He 
becomes very suspicious, and shuts himself up in his room. He 
goes the rounds with his sabre, searches in the wardrobes, and 
under the beds, and threatens to kill twelve or fifteen hundred 
persons. He also believes that he is followed by strangers, who 
cause all the evils he suffers. 

When tranquil, he speaks of his art, and it ia then a real 
pleasure to listen to him, for his conversation, full of interest, 
is interspersed with curious anecdotes. His letters on the sub
ject, although very long, exhibit no confusion of ideas. But 
when the paroxysm comes on, which occurs at indefinite periods, 
his conversation is incoherent. He is an elector, he must go 
and vote; be is a proprietor; they have no right to confine him. 
He is imprisoned because he quarrelled with a literary man, 
which he explained to the magistrates. Foreigners did all 
the harm; they were preferred to the French. He had written 
works which ought to insure tho gratitude of the country. He 
then talks of the King of Prussia, and on many other sub
jects having no connection with his present state. His memory 
ill weakened. During the paroxysm he sees individuals, and 
hears voices that threaten him ; objects are transformed ; he is 
terrified. By degrees these symptoms abate ; he becomes 
rational; draws, paints, plays the violin, and talks well. For 
eleven years this state hns continued. Latterly, he plays all 
night, nnd dances with the company. His hallucinations con
tinue. 

CASE LXIV.-Madame Z., aged fifty, deranged for ten years, 
believes herself invested with tho functions of inspector-general; 
her discourse is generally unconnected, especially when she 
talks long. This lady carries her head high, speaks senten
tiously, and in Italian. Sometimes she gets into a rage, be
cause the telegraphs act in a manner tending to degrade her, 
and send her fumigations that she wishes to avoid. She complains 
that she is beaten, which adds to her anger, when fresh attempts 
at violence recall the old ones. By means of acoustics, her 
ears arc assailed with filth and insults of all kinds. At times, 
Madame Z. dresses herself in a very absurd style; her manner 
is theatrical. She is intrusted with the highest functions; exerts 
an active surveillance; gives in reports of ~11 she observes. If 
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ahe sees anything blo.meworthy, she gets into a violent passion, 
and abuses and threatens ; her countenance expresses the ex
citement which transports her. 

During the ten years that she has been under my charge, her 
maniacal acts are always the same ; and she often explains them 
plausibly. In the middle of the night, and even in the day, 
her voice rings through the house ; in a dogmatic tone she 
addresses discourses to beings with whom she is in the country, 
and speaks with them on the sciences. They are professors and 
learned men who reply to her. 

One of her principal hallucinations is the belief that persons 
get into her chamber through the walls, the windows, and the 
doors, and talk and act obscenely. She insists that jugglers 
make use of physics and chemistry to torture her. She often 
entreats me to save her from the emmenagogues that the jug
glers make her take. This lady has also illusions of the sight ; 
figures and objects are transformed, or assume an unnatural 
aspect or color. The insanity has increased, but hallucinations 
and illusions still exist (October, 1851). 

Dubuisson reports, in his work, the case of a demented person 
who, during sixteen years, at the vernal and autumnal equinox, 
and during the summer and winter solstice, shrieked night and 
day, tore his bedclothes, his sheets, and his mattress, because 
he imagined he was covered with serpents and vipers. These 
paroxysms lasted from fifteen to twenty days.* 

In complete or entire dementia, when the memory is almost 
gone, when there remain no passions, no desires, and the patients 
obey their keepers like children, hallucinations are still pro
duced. 

CABB LXV.-M. C., sixty-three years of age, had always a 
weak intellect, but was often obstinate. His children were 
obliged to leave him. Having reached the last stage of demen
tia, no longer recognizing any one, he was brought to my esta
blishment, because every night, at bedtime, he was seized with 
an extreme terror at the sight of murderers coming to kill him. 
DOring the existence of this idea, he called out incessantly to 
the assassin, to the police, for help, and fought as though to 

* Dee Veeaniee, ou Maladiee Mentalee, p. 188, Paris, 1816. 
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defend himself. This lasted for several months, and some day1 
before his death, the same hallucination came to torment him. 

For ten years we had a lady under our care, with whom it 
was impossible to hold any communication because she fell into 
a rage whenever she was approached, and talked wildly ancl 
incessantly. Every night she held disputes with peraons who 
contradicted and insulted her; her quarrels were extremely 
violent, and lasted for hours. All the phases of the scene may 
be imagined. 

Senile dementia, which is only a variety of this kind, is alao 
sometimes accompanied by hallucinations. We knew an old l!idy, 
aged eighty-two, who, from time to time, was subject to a very 
singular false impreBBion. This lady, whose chamber looked on 
to a large white wall, told us how agreeably she was occupied in 
seeing several thousand persons coming down the wall to attend 
a fete. These persons wore ball-dreBSes ; they were men, wo
men, and children. She uttered exclamations of joy and aur
prise at their number, the variety of their costumes, and the 
rapidity with which they went down to the third story be
low. By degrees the promenaders diminished; she only saw a 
few scattered groups; and at length all disappeared. We have 
since noticed similar cases in very aged women. 

HECAPITULATION.-Dcmentia is frequently combined with hal
lucinations and illusions. 

Tho nature of dementia would appear at first sight to render 
this combination less frequent; but on studying more atten
tively this form of derangement, we are convill'Ced that it has 
different degrees of development, amongst which monomania and 
mania play an important part. The duration of these ha.lluci
nations may be prolonged for yea.rs, because there are varieties 
of dementia that remain stationary for a length of time. 

Hallucinations may be exhibited in dementia, as in other forma 
of derangement, under a continuous, remittent, intermittent, and 
periodical type. 

Tho existence of hallucinations in complete dementia excites 
no surprise, since the individual so attacked has lived out a 
common life, and we cannot ascertain whether all his recollec
tions are extinct. 
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SECT. n.-OF HALLUCINATIONS IN DEMENTIA, WITH GENERAL 
PARALYSIS. 

It may appear somewhat singular, at the first glance, that the 
most serious kind of lunacy may be combined with hallucina
tions and illusions. In fact, how can we believe that a stut
tering man, without memory or sight, with mouth half open, 
hanging lips, and shuflling and unsteady gait, can be awakened 
to interest in anything? Certainly, the objection is powerful, 
but experience proves that such is the fact. Moreover, that 
which we have advanced relative to the different degrees of 
dementia, may be applied to tho derangement of reason in para
lysis. .AB in the first of the forms, there is a monomaniacal, a 
maniacal, and a demential variety. 

We here speak only of paralytic lunacy, and not of that 
disease which was described a few years ago as general progru
•ive paralyau, without alienation. CII.Bes of this kind are but 
few, for Messrs. Aubanel and Thore have only found eight in 
one hundred and twenty instances, as follows :-

Of hallucinations of sight 
Of hearing • 
Internal hallucinations • 

4 cases. 
2 " 
2 " 

M. Calmeil, in his work on Paralysis, gives but few examples. 
M. Bayle does not speak at all of hallucinations in his de

scription of different degrees of chronic meningitis. M. Michea 
reports two in fifteen cases. 

It is nevertheless undeniable, that many paralytic, insane, 
and demented persons have hallucinations of sight and hearing. 
According to a modern author, some are also tormented by 
in cubes. 

Out of eight &sea of paralysis and dementia in our establish
ment, four bad hallucinations of hearing and sight. 

CASE LXVI. Madame --, aged sixty-five, is of a literary 
family; and bas been celebrated for her wit. Her eyes, and the 
expression of her countenance, still bear witness to the brilliancy 
of her mind. Now, her conversation is incoherent, her voice 
trembling, her memory gone; but amid this wreck of intellect, 
she has still an idea of writing poems. Every morning she ~ells 
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me, in an agitated voice, that she has received the visit of a 
white angel, who has conversed with her. "During the day," 
she says, "my angel spoke to me; he engaged me to go out, and 
see my daughter. The angel is young, handsome, and fair." It 
is a reminiscence of tho past. At times she believes herself at a 
feast, and details all the viands she has tasted. At table, the 
meats are excellent; she inhales the most delicious odors; the 
wines are of the most celebrated vintage. Excepting on the 
subject of her poetry and her works, she wanders incessantly. 

Sometimes the frenzy passes from one object to another; she 
grows enraged at the slightest opposition. Her iDBanity pre· 
sents one of the phases of mania. 

CASE LXVII.-M. N. devoted himself for many years to 
scientific works, more particularly to the natural sciences. Hia 
researches appear to have led him into skepticism. He turned 
everything into ridicule, and discovered a host of arcana, of 
which he was the first to make a jest. In talking with him, one 
could not but be struck with the confusion of his language. He 
liked to talk of his works, but forgot the names of all the aub
stances, although he remembered those of celebrated persons 
whom he had known-a fresh proof, which may be added to a 
thousand others, that it is only in its last gasp that the mind 
rclinc1uishcs tho recollection of what has powerfully affected it. 
lie could not rest satisfied with anything; was very positive; no 
one could dispute with him; he knew everything. As he broke 
and destroyed all things about him, we were obliged to put the 
strait waistcoat on him. lie would lead me aside, entreat me 
to take it off, and in a mysterious manner promise to be calm. 
Scarcely, however, was he free, than he recommenced his mis
chief. 

He was a prey to a singular hallucination; he constantly 
desired to mount tho wall, because the king and the commissary 
of police waited for him at the top. We were ~bliged to fasten 
him down in a chair, to prevent him from breaking his limbs. 
This hallucination lasted for six weeks, and did not cease until 
within a few days of his death. 

We will close our observations on general paralysis, by fur
nishing the cases of two demented persons who, having reached 
the last stage of the disease, roused from their torpid condition 
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and began to utter shrieks and howlings that no effort could 
check. 

CASE LXVIII.-M. B., paralytic and insane for four years, 
had apparently lost the power of speech. From time to time, 
he would utter hoarse cries and inarticulate sounds; then would 
keep silent for fifteen days or a month. At certain periods, be 
would recover his speech and pronounce several sentences, 
which proved him to be under the influence of some frightful 
hallucination. In fact, be saw a shark at his side ready to 
devour him. His efforts to scare and drive away the monster 
were terrible. He uttered yells, which resounded afar oft', and 
beat against the partition of his chamber. His features were 
distorted ; his eyes started from their sockets ; be was bathed in 
perspiration. Nothing could pacify him; we could only remain 
spectators of .a strife that painfully aft'ected all who witnessed i~. 

This hallucination was followed by very serious results. One 
day, believing that his sister, who was tenderly ministering to 
his wants, was the shark, he rushed upon her with a razor. 
Happily, she escaped the weapon, but a cousin who was present 
at this distressing scene, was so affected by it that she expired 
in five days. 

Lately, another paralytic subject, who could scarcely make 
himself intelligible, commenced shrieking aloud, calling for help 
against a murderer. He then broke all the panes of glass in 
the window, probably to escape by the lightest passage, which 
he took for the door. We came in all haste. He told us that 
assassins had come in, had moved his bed, and wanted to kill 
him. Nothing could soothe him. After this hallucination, be 
refused food and quickly sank. He died in a few days. 

RECAPITULATION.-Dementia, with general paralysis, may be 
combined with hallucinations. 

Presenting, as simple dementia does, some of the symptoms of 
monomania and mania, the existence of hallucinations is easily 
explained. 

It is more difficult to comprehend how hallucinations can btt 
produced when all the faculties are destroyed. 

It is probable that, in this state, some portion of the braiD 
remains uninjured ; so that when an influence, unknown to WI, 

is felt, the hallucination may occur for a few moments. 
11 
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At the commencement of general paralysis, the mind being 
only slightly afFected, numerous and varied hallucinationa ma1 
eaaily occur. 

SECT. IIL-OJ' HALLUCINATIONS VIBWED IN JlBLATION TO I'HBJI. 
CILITY, IDIOTISM, .AND CBBTD!fi8JI. 

It ia euential for the production of hallucinations that cer
tain faculties, amongst which imagination holds an important 
place, should be brought into play. But when these facultiee 
are entirely extinct, aa in the laat degree of madneu, or when 
they have never been developed, aa in idiotism and cretinism, 
theae errors of the senaes cannot take place. 

A difFerence ought to be recognized in the imbecile whose 
mind ia not totally deatroyed; who, for example, baa memo1'J, 
ia teachable, exhibits gratitude, evinces fear, ia 10metime1 re
nngeful, &c. It may eaaily be understood, that where theee 
faculties exist, in howsoenr limited a degree, hallucinations m&J 
occur. To ua there seema no doubt that many censurable, enn 
culpable acta, han been committed by imbeciles who haTe had 
hallucinations and illusions. Undoubtedly, the imbecile inaane 
are credulous, and this disposition of mind makes them docile 
instruments in the hands of adroit rogues ; but an examination 
or their faculties proves that they may be led away by halluci
nations. 

RECAPITULATION.-The imbecile who has the use or several 
faculties, may have hallucinations and illusions. The complete 
absence of mind in idiots and cretins makes the production of 
hallucinations impossible in their case. 



CHAPTER IX. 

Oll' BALLUOIIUTlONB IN DBLIBlUK TRBIIENS. 

ApproximatiTe etatiatice of cues of inll&llity, from the abU.. of into:.dcatinS 
drink-The WUiione and hallucinations to which inebrlatee are eubject
Caeea-Nature of the hallucinatio-Tbey may be attended with Tfll'1 eerioue 
reaulta-Delirium tremene includes different dl-Drunkeon-lta con· 
nection with dnmken allenation-Rj!!;apitvlotiofl. 

THE effect of alcoholic liquors upon man i8 too well known to 
be dwelt upon. We will simply enter into some details concem
ing the mental derangement which is frequently the result of 
their use. 

In the asylums for lunatics belonging to the middle classes of 
society, one-tenth, says M. Royer Collard,* become insane from 
uceaa of alcoholic or vinous drinks. The proportion of men to 
women is as four to one. 

Dr. Bayle attributes to thia cause one-third of the mental 
maladies to which he has directed his attention. t 

There is one important observation to be made, which is, that 
in some individuals the taste for drink does not exhibit itself 
until after the appearance of insanity, ju.at aa a critical age 
develops in very estimable women an inclination for drink. 

In the houses devoted to insane paupers, thia inJluence is still 
more remarkable. Out of 1679 lunatics, admitted into Bic@tre 
from 1~08 to 1818, adds Dr. Ramon, formerly physician of that 
hospital,. there were 126 insane from excess of drink. Out of 
264 women in the Salp@tri~re, the lunacy of 26 only, according 
to M. Esquirol, could be attributed to the abuse of wine. 

* De )'usage e\ de l'abue dee boieeona ferment6ee e\ diRillMa (Prise 
:Euay); Pan., 1888. 

t Bayle, Trait6 dea Maladies du Ce"eau, e\ de see Membi'Uiee, Paria, 
1826.-Lneill6, Folie dea I vrognee, 1830, 1 'fOL in 8fo,--&ndru, MaJ.. 
dies N e"eUHI. 
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The functional derangement produced in lunatics by ex.ceas of 
drinking, assumes diverse forms. We shall only treat here or 
the disturbance of the sensibilities which are manifested by 
illusions of the senses and hallucinations. The aftlicted see 
objects double ; everything reels around them ; ·they see sha
dows and spectres ; hear an uproar of voices, or unusual sounds ; 
they are convinced that their food tastes of poison; they inhale 
fetid odors. 

Roesch applies the term ibrieu~e to the hallucinations of deli
rium tremens. He says that the sufferer believes his room, hiJ 
bed, his clothes, to be full of flies, birds, mice, rats, or other ani
mals, which he uses all means to drive away.* 

M. Marcel, in his excellent pamphlet on this subject obsenes, 
that the great majority of these hallucinations have the efFect of 
producing a painful moral impression. Many of these lunatics 
are convinced that they are pursued ; they see people armed 
with knives and sticks ; they hear threatening voices. Some of 
the persons present are transformed into devils, or aasvme 
ather dreadful shapes. Hallucinations of sight and hearing 
combined are the most common. t 

M. Viardot, author of a translation of Nouvelle• Rm1e1, by 
M. Gogol, says that the Zapororogue Cossacks, who use alcoholic 
liquors immoderately, arc very subject to delirium tremenB. 
They arc then assailed by diabolical visions. He cites the case 
of an individual, who, seeing enormous scorpions stretching their 
claws out to seize him, died in convulsions on the third day, 
convinced that he was in their power.! 

These painful hallucinations have been noticed by physicians 
of all nations. We read, in the American Journal of Imanity, 
of animals of different kinds, which the sufferer imagines enter 
his chamber and glide into the bed or crawl on the coverlet, 
making menacing gestures or frightful grimaces.§ 

We have noticed the existence of these false sensations in the 
first edition of this book. 

* Ch. Roesch, De l'abus des boieeons spiritueueee, etc. (Annal. d' Hyg., 
:u. p. 337, et 1eq.) 

t l'tlarcel, De Ia Folie caus~e par l'abus des boissone alcoholiquee, thue, 
Paris, 1847. 

t Revue dee Deux Mondes. 
f Annal. Med.·Psych., Juillet, 1850, p. 466. 
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Amongst the numerous facts of this kind that are every year 
exhibited in my establishment, and which belong almost exclu
sively to the class of wine-venders, I will relate the following:-

C.&s.B LXIX.-M., twenty-seven years of age, short and 
stout, of a lymphatic temperam_ent, had contracted, under the 
influence of his trade, the habit of drinking a considerable 
quantity of brandy. Three days before he was received into 
my house, his parents perceived that he stammered and trembled 
all over. On the day of his entrance he was under great excite
ment ; the walls, he thought, were hung with skeletons, phan
toms, and devils, who climbed up and then disappeared. At 
times, this phenomenon occurred on a space no larger than a 
sheet of paper. The objects before him were transformed in 
the strangest manner. Thus he brought to his doctor a cup and 
a hat, which he said had taken the forms of extraordinary per
sonages. In his frenzy, he saw his wife committing the moat 
furious outrages. This illusion exasperated him ; he uttered 
deadly threats, which decided his medical attendant to transfer 
him to my establishment. When I interrogated him, he related, 
in a trembling voice, all the visions that distressed him; he said 
that his wife denied it, but that it ·was mere dissimulation on her 
par~. He pointed them out to me with his finger, saying: "Do 
you not see them ?" At night, he was constantly stooping 
down to seize every object, no matter of what kind, that came 
out from the floor. Now he uttered exclamations of terror at 
the aspect of frightful figures ; now he made sigus to other 
visions to approach, that he might talk with them. I have no
ticed elsewhere the frequency of this symptom, which is chiefly 
characterized b1 figures of animals, reptiles, and insects.* Two 
batha, of eight hours each, with cold water irrigation, cured 
this man, on whom twenty-five drops of opium had not taken 
effect. 

CABB LXX. "I was called," says Dr. Alderson, "sometime 
Iince, to M., who, at that time, kept a wine store. As I 
was in the habit of attending him, and knew him very-well, I 
was struck, on my entrance, at the ·strange expreBSion of his 

* Brierre de Boiamont, De l'hydropieie ches lea ali6n~e buveure, et de 
I& gu6riaon par l'uaage mod6ri du Yin et de l'eau de vie ( Gazei.U du 
mpuau. s Aotlt, 1844). 
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countenance. A. he went up stairs with me, I noticed that he 
staggered. On entering the room, he told me how much he 
dreaded being treated all a madman, and eent to the a~~ylum at 
York, whither I had shortly before eent one of hill drunken com
panions. 'Why do you fear?' aaid I; 'what ia the matter! 
Why do JOU look 110 terrified ?' He aat down, ud related the 
hiatory of hia malady a11 follow: 'Eight or ten days ago,' aaid 
be, ' I bad gone into the cellar to draw IIOIDe liquor for a girl, 
when I noticed a qUUltity of oyster-shells on the gro11Dd, which 
I presumed she had thrown there. I begged her to pick them 
up ; when, believing me to be drunk, abe laughed and went out. 
I stooped down in order to remove them, but, to my alltoniah
ment, there were .none. I wu preparing to le.ave the cellar, 
when I aaw a soldier, with a ver1 forbidmg ~untenuce, 
attempt to enter. I uked what he wanted, but, receiving no 
other &DBwer than a menacing look, I epr~g up to s~e the 
ra~~cal, when, to rny great eurpriee, it proved to be only a phan
tom. A oold sweat came over me, and I shuddered from head 
to foot. HaviDg eomewhat recovered, I determined to tr1and 
discover the nature of the being tbt.t tied before me into the 
darkneBB ; but he disappeared, and was replaced by other fan
tastic figures, some of which only appeared in the distance. I 
exhausted myself in vain e!'orte to approach them. Although 
I am very courageous, I own that I never bef<>re felt so terrified. 
During the whole night, I was tormented with apparitions of 
living friends, or of those who had long been dead ; I was con
tinually getting out of bed to a88ure myself of the truth or false
hood of these visions.' 

" Such a condition was followed by sad consequences. He 
could not distinguish his customers from phantoms, so that his 
conduct began to be talked about. At first, it was attributed to 
drunkenness ; but was at length discovered to proceed from some 
other cause." 

"When I was called in," continued Alderson, "his family 
were convinced that he was mad, although they acknowledged 
him to be perfectly rational on every other subject. 

" Having related his troubles, the patient was much relieved, 
and transported with joy when I told him that I should not send 
him to York, since I could cure him in his own house. Whilst 
I was writing a prescription, he jumped out of bed, and ran to 
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the door. 'What are you doing?' cried I. He appeared 
uhamed and oonfued. 

" The detaila we are about to give will aft"ord a clue to the origin 
of the disease. Before his attack, he had had a quarrel wi'h a 
drunken soldier, who wanted to enter the store at an unseuon
able hour. In the struggle, the soldier drew his bayonet, and 
struck him a blow on the temple, which divided the temporal 
artery. He lost much blood before the surgeon arrived. He had 
hardly recovered from this wound, when he engaged to accom
pany a friend, who had undertaken, for a wager, to walk a cer
tain distance in a given time ; he walked forty-two miles in nine 
hours. Delighted at the succeu of his friend, he passed the 
whole of the following day in drinking ; but for some time after 
felt so unwell, that he resolved not to repeat it. During the 
week that followed this abstinence, his disease commenced. It 
increased continually for several days, and did not allow him an 
instant of repose. 

" He could not rid himself of these visions day or night, 
although he frequently took long ·walks for the purpose, and 
went into society. He complained to me of being bruised b1 
blows given to him by a carter, who came every night to his bed
aide, but who disappeared as soon as he attempted to retum them. 
He was cured by leeches and active purgatives. The phantoms 
first ceased to appear by day ; once the carter showed himself 
in the intenal between sleeping and waking. _Since then, he 
has had no ~ore vi8iona, and knows what reliance to place upon 
ghosts."* 

Hallucinations are infinitely various. In fact, they are, as 
we have already remarked, a reflex of the characters and habits 
of tlie persons attacked. Sometimes, however, they are the 
result of an aBSociation of ideas arising from some fortuitous 
oireumatance. 

Hallucinations occasioned by wine may have very disastrous 
r.esults. M. R. had great domestic aftlictions, from which he 
could find no relief but in constant drunkenness. This con
tinued indulgence was shortly followed by derangement of intel
lect. He one day saw the figure of an extraordinary being, that 
beckoned to him to follow; he rose precipitatel1, followed it, 

• .JcliDbargh Medical and Surgical JoaJ'Dal, vol. vi. p. 288. 
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and fell into the street, having gone through the window. I 
found him bewildered by his fall; he still thought he ea.w the 
phantom, and only replied confusedly to my questions. Some 
days of quiet and abstinence restored him te reason. 

Authors, who have written on this disease, have described a 
number of cases of these disorders of the sensibilities. They con
ceive, in fact, that from hence may arise sn infinite combination 
of hallucinations. This may show itself at the beginning of the 
disease, a circumstance which it is highly important to remark, 
for, if one of our patients could throw himself from a window in 
pursuing a fantastic figure, it is easily understood that another 
could strike a person down whose figure may appear to him to 
be that of a monster, an enemy, etc. 

Dr. Delasiauve, who has published a good work on the Dif· 
ferential Diagnom of Delirium 2'1-enum, * recognises these 
hallucinations, but thinks that this fact baa been too much 
generalized. According to him, the terror which the greater 
part of the sutrerere feel, proceeds from the dangers and menaces 
from which they attempt to escape, and in consequence of which, 
finding no relief, they sink into a real stupor. 

It will doubtless be asked, why we have not combined hallu
cinations occasioned by fermented liquors with those which arise 
from poisonous substances? Our reply is this:-

The delirium of drunkards is a very common malady, which 
shows itself with the train of symptoms of insanity, and of 
which the original cause, the abuse of fermented liquors, may 
be itself the symptom of a mental malady. The hallucinations 
arising from poisonous substances •re transient; they are very 
rare in our country, and many of them require study. More
over, their action on the animal economy is quite different from 
that of fermented liquors; and their symptoms are not really 
those of insanity. We therefore think that these hallucinations 
ought to be comprised in a special chapter. 

RECAPITULATION.-The delirium of drunkards is almost always 
combined with hallucinations and illusions, which may exhibit 
themselves under the most singular forms, and give rise to some 
of the disturbances of sight described in the treatises ex proje11o. 

The hallucinations of delirium tremen1 merit a special chap-

• Revue MMicale et Annal. M6dic-peycho., Oct., 1851. 
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ter, for they are almost always of a distressing character, and 
give rise to a long train of singular, fantastic, reprehensible, and 
d&ngerous actions. 

We must not lose sight of the fact that hallucinations are not 
exclusively produced by delirium tremem, and that many mental 
afFections comprised under that name, but which difFer in their 
symptoms, although having the same origin, may also be com· 
bined with hallucinations. 



CHAPTER X. 

OJ' BALLUCINATIOliB IN NERVOUS DISEABBB. 

Ballucinatlona in catalepay, epilepsy, hysteria, hypochondria, chorea, rase, etc.
Retapitulatioft. 

WB have now considered hallucinations in the grand diviaiona 
of insanity. 

This section is the most important of all, and it might furniah 
materials for volumes; but our examination of it is necesnrily 
restricted to the limits appropriated to our subject, and to the 
size of our book. 

Hallucinations are not only exhibited in mental diae&ae~, but 
appear from time to time, and sometimes very frequently, in 
another series of nervous affections, which have some points of 
affinity with insanity. These diseases are catalepsy, epilepsy, 
hysteria, hypochondria, chorea, chlorosis, rage, etc. 

The febrile delirium, observable in lunatic asylums, will serve 
as a natural transition to acute or chronic, inflammatory or other 
diseases, which are combined with hallucinations. This last 
group will only comprise those affections that most frequently 
present this phenomenon, or in which they offer some remarkable 
peculiarities; otherwise, we should enlarge our list immoderately, 
and without benefit to science. 

1. Of Catalepsy in connection with Hallucination•.-The early 
authors, who have studied catalepsy, have described cases that 
would seem to prove it to be combined with hallucinations. We 
find the following sentence in Frederick Hoffman: "Narrant 
mira gaudia, aut phantasma tragica, visiones divinas consortium 
angelorum, quin ct futuro. prronuntiari videntur ae vatidicos se 
simulant." But, on reading the two cases stated by this author, 
we immediately perceive that they belong to ecstatic catalepsy. 

The difficulty of detecting the existence of hallucinations in 
catalepsy, rests on the alteration of the intellectual faculties in 
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thisaingular state. Tltey are, however, almost always more or 
less entirely auapended; or, as M. Bourdin expresses it, veiled.* 
In my article on Catalepsy, t I have likewise stated that, during 
the paroxysm, the senses are almost entirely suspended, and the 
mental faculties numbed. Nevertbeleu, we perceive, by the 
observations of BOme patients and the perusal of oases published 
by some authors, that there are eatalept.ioe who have dreams or 
Tisions, which bear relation to the objects which have so power
fnlly afFected them. In a case recorded iD the Memoirs of the 
.Acadlmu Boga.k du &Uncu, catalepsy wu oauaed by suspense 
consequent on an importaBt lawsuit, and, during the fit, the pa
tieBt gave an exact account of the busineu. Dr. Hamilton, in 
hie fragmentary memoirs,t has given the history of a young 
person who beard all that was said around her. 

Experience proves that this malady may precede Ol' succeed 
a fit of hysteria, of monomania, or eomnambulism, and unite so 
completely with these affections, u to make it almost impoBBible, 
in some cases, to distinguish the primary afFection from the 
acceuory phenomena. Thus, although we admit that halluci
nations are very rare in catalepsy, since the exercise of thought 
il destroyed, BUBpended, or singularly diminished, we yet think 
~hat they emt in some cases. 

2. OJ .Epilep'!J m connection with Hallucinatiou.-The fre
quent u:Dion of epilepsy and insanity leads to the belief that 
some epileptioe are subject to hallucinAtion. Arewe was the 
first who noticed this fact.§ In the examinations made at 
Salp@tri~re, Eequirol found that, out of three hundred epileptic 
patients, more than one-halfwere insane. The greater number, 
indeed, had dementia; but some were maniacs and monomaniacs. 
Now, we know that dementia is far from being an obstacle to 
~he production of hallucinations. The same facts have been 
reported at Bic8tre and Charenton. 

Many of these patients, before the BUBpension of all sensibility, 
have bad the most varied hallucinations; they think they see 
luminous bodies, which they fear will consume them. They see 
black figures that expand, become enormous, and threaten to 

* BoarcUn, Trait6 de Catalepaie, Paris, 1843. 
t EneyolopMie Catholiqae. t JUne Britanniqae. 
i De Cau. et Sign. de Morb. Dint., lib. i. o. 5. 
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envelop them in darkness; they bear noises resembling clapt 
of thunder, the rolling of drums, the clang of a.rms, the tumult 
of combat; they smell the most offensive odors, and they feel 
blows. All these hallucinations inspire them with the greatest 
terror. Perhaps it is this, adds Esquirol, that imprints on the 
countenance of most epileptics that character of fear or indig· 
nation common to them under the paroxysm. These facta had 
not escaped Hibbert and Paterson, who called apeoial attention 
to the hallucinations observable in epilepsy. 

Dr. Gregory speaks, in his lectures, of an indiridual subject to 
attacks of epilepsy, in whom the seizure waa always preceded bJ 
the apparition of an old woman in a red cloak, with an ill-natured 
countenance and a hideous figure, who advanced and atrnck him 
on the head with her cane. He had scarcelJ received the blow, 
when he fell to the ground in convulsions.* 

Amongst my patients were several in whom the attack wu 
preceded by an apparition, and others in whom the hallucination 
followed the fit. 

CASB LXXI. M. L. was attacked ten years since with a 
melancholy monomania, in which be believed himself exposed to 
the persecutions of bitter enemies. lie frequently hoard them 
make impure observations, and could not sleep on account of the 
conversations they held near to him. This patient had been sub
ject from infancy to epileptic fits at irregular intervals, preceded 
by a hallucination that came like a flash. In the instant th~t 
preceded the loss of consciousness, he saw a diabolical figure 
approach him like tho shade of a. phantasmagoria; he cried out: 
''Here is the devil!" and fell to the ground. 

Sometimes fantastic figures speak to the epileptic, abusing 
him, or commanding him to do something. It is almost certain 
that many crimes committed by these unfortunate beings, and 
for which they have been severely punished, have been the result 
simply of hallucinations of sight and hearing. 

CASE LXXII. "Jacques 1\lounin," says Berne, "was sub
ject to epileptic fits, after which he evinced great excitement. 
After one of these attacks, he rushed like a madman into the 
open country, and killed three men in succession. lie was fol
lowed by the inhabitants, seized, and bound, and, being interro-

* Patereon, op. cit. 
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gated, said he nry well recollected having killed three men, 
and especially a relative, whose loss he deeply regretted ; also, 
that, during his epileptic seizures, he saw ftames all around him, 
and that the color of blood gave him pleasure." * 

Several of our insane patients have described themselves as 
daaled by a large red light, that shone like lightning, before 
~e fit. In the greater number of cases that we have collected, 
~e hallucination took place prior to their fall. .M. Billodt has 
given the case of a young man who, two or three days before the 
attack, in a vision, saw and heard his mother and sister, with 
whom he convened. 

"The paroxysms of epilepsy," says Conolly, "are often pre
oeded by the appearance of phantoms and spectres. As a similar 
state of the brain, peculiar to this hallucination, may exist in 
other cases not followed by paroxysms, we can comprehend how 
a belief in supernatural visions may be the result. Amongst 
my patients is a gentleman who, on the point of losing con
sciousness, always saw the most beautiful landscapes. 

"Some yean ago, I received into my establishment a coun
tryman of athletic form, who caae to be treated for epileptic 
fits that attacked him every month. He told me that, in one of 
~e paroxysms he had before he came to my house, he was in the 
country harvesting ; he seized a scythe, and, driven on by a 
~oice, rushed through the fields, cutting right and left at every
~g in his path, until, exhausted with fatigue, he lay down 
JIDder a wall and slept. What would have prevented him from 
committing a crime?" 

M. Brachet, who has given a good description of epileptic 
aonvulsiona in children, notices, as the forerunner to the fits, 
~e frightful dreams which awaken the children with a start, 
give an e:xpreesion of terror to their countenances, and make 
them utter screams of fear. 

In the epileptic convulsions that occur towards the close of 
preguancy, during confinement, and after delivery, hallucina
tions and illuaions are Tery frequent. 

* Briene de Boilmont, Oble"atione M6di~l6galea 1111' la Monomanie 
Homicide, p. 24, Parie, 1827. 

t Coneid6ratione aur la Symptomatologie de l'Epilepaie, Annal. M6d.· 
Paych., Nov. 1843, p. 384. 
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8. Of HaUueinatiOM in Hyettri&-" When moral diaorden," 
says Cabanis, "are excited by ne"ous a.l'ections of the gene
rative organs, that is to say, by hysteric al'eotions, they are 
accompanied by eztraordinary phenomena, which appeared, ia 
times of iguorance, to be the intervention of some supernatoral 
being ; catalepsies, ecstasies, and all the p&I'OZ)'BIDI of ezcite
ment, which are characterised by ideas and an eloquence aboYe 
the education and the habits of the individual, arise moet fre. 
quently from spume in the organs of generation."* 

It is singular to hear Diderot exclaim, " No conditions are 
more closely correlated than ecstasies, visions, prophecies, reTe
lations, passionate poetry, and hyltericilm. "t 

In fact, there is no nervous state which presents a greater 
variety of phenomena than hysteria. A practitioner, M. Honorf, 
whose clinicals we have long had the honor to follow, obse"ed 
to us, in pointing out his female ward, "Almoet all the11 
patients have hysteria." 

In listening to the soliloquies of the hysteric patients, in the 
midst of incoherent phrases drawn forth by sp¥ms, we fre
quently hear them address or reply to beings whom they imagine 
they see, or who appear to converse with them, or we hear them 
complain of the fetid air they breathe, or the detestable taate 
they have in their mouths. 

The hallucinations of hysteria may be divided into two cate
gories, according to whether they are manifested in a state of 
sanity, or whether they are combined with mental alienation. 

CASE LXXIII. Madame C. has, for several years, been 
subject to attacks of hysteria; at their approach, she becomes 
timid, and fearful, until her terrors augment to such a degree 
that she continually calls for help. This exaggerated alarm is 
caused by atrocious-looking figures, which she thinks she sees 
during tho paroxysm, and which appear to make grimaces to 
abuse her, and to threaten to beat her. 

Hibbert, in his work on hallucinations, says that when, in 
hysteric females, the excitement has reached a high pitch, re
sults are produced analogous to those occasioned by deutoxide 
of azote, to which an extraordinary influence on the blood is 
attributed. 

• Influence dea Maladiea 1111' lea ldHI. t M6moiree, t. i. Paris, 1842. 
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This author mentions the cue of a woman, reported by Por
tius, who waa always warned of the approach of her fit, by the 
apparition of herself in the looking-glau. Sauvage llo88erts tha~ 
during their paroxysms, patients have seen frightful spectres. 

M. MicMa eaya, that hallucinations were very frequent in the 
hysteric epidemic that afFected the nUD8 of Saint Elizabeth at 
Louvien.• 

Hysteria may e:Dat with insanity, and these oases are even 
common; but we must inquire aa to which of the diseases hallu
cination belongs. Since it is developed at the commencement 
of the paroxysm, or during its progreu, and oeaaes with it, it 
may eurely be considered aa a complication of hysteria •. 

CABB LXXIV. Mademoiselle S., forty-six years of age, be
lieves that ahe is the author of all the evils in the world. God 
haa duerted her, and abandoned her to Satan. This insanity, 
which waa first exhibited in melancholy, is now characterized by 
aongs, recitations, and soliloquies, which, with her voice raised to 
a high pitch, she utters with extreme volubility. 

Mademoiselle S. feels conscious of this absurdity, and her 
liability to be taken for a mad woman ; but she obeys an irresisti
ble voice; nothing ou earth could prevent her giving utterance 
to her feelings. This state of excitement is succeeded by strong 
hyateriea, and she struggles in long-continued and violent con
vulsions. The seat of the spasm is in the uterus : when the band 
ia placed on that region, the movements of the patient become 
modified, and she tells of all that is paaaing in her abdomen. 
During these attacks, the figures of the attenda.nts are trans
formed. She tees the devil, and hideous phantoms ; she strongly 
believes she is possessed; utters- piercing cries, supplicates to 
be delivered from these apparitions, burets into shouts of 
laughter, and melts into tears; then, at the oloae of some hours, 
returns to her natural condition. 

With many insane hysteric women who have come under our 
notice, the hallucinations were of an amorous nature ; others, 
when under the inloenee of religious impressions, are visited by 
angels or demons, in which cue the hallucinations are inluenced 
by the laws which usually govern them. 

* Delire, Del SeU&tiou, p. 298, Paris, 1846. 
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M. Macario• presents u.e with several interesting ezamples:
Hysteria, in mental alienation, is frequently accompanied by 

erotomania and nymphomania. It is probable that education, 
in repressing these instincts, had only rendered them more vivid 
and strong, by reason of their prolonged suppreuion. 

It is usually in the commencement of hysteria that hallucina
tions are presented; they are also observed during the fit when 
the fa.culties are partially retained ; and they may be exhibited 
at the close of the seizure. Hallucinations of sight and hearing 
are the most common, but all the senses may be aft"ected; and 
this is also the cue with illusions. 

4. Of Hallucinatiom in Hypochondria.-The hypochondriac, 
by his moral condition, truly represents a lens, where nerything 
converges, and is nece88arily predisposed to hallucinationa and 
illusions. Thus inceBSant study, the fixedneSB of which nothing 
can disturb, is favorable to their production. It ia common for 
the patients to complain of detonations, hi88ings, musical aounda, 
and extraordinary voices which they hear in the brain. "Theae 
persons," says M. Dubois d' Amiens, "think that their brain ia 
efFervescing ; that it has dried up, or withered ; and they say 
they are about to lose their sight, their hearing, etc. "t 

Many think that a snake or a fish is moving over difFerent 
parts of their bodies. One lady, whose case M. Falret has de
scribed in his work, said her skin appeared to be covered with 
scales like those of a carp, but she recognized her mistake on 
touching it. Some complain of o. sensation of heat and cold 
simulta.neously, or successively, in different parts of their bodies. 

Hallucinations may accompany hypochondria without any real 
insanity; but, says Louyer-Villermay, "when we sec the fre
'luent union of melancholy and mental alienation with hypo
chondria, we can readily conceive that a sort of affinity exists 
between these diverse kinds of madness." 

Zimmerman becomes hypochondriac; and this celebrated phy-

* Paralysie hysterique {Annal. l't16dico-psycb., Janv. 1'844, pp. GS, 72, 
7i). 

t Ilistoire philosophique do l'IIypochondrio et de l'IIysterie, Paris, 
1837, 1 vol. in 8vo. See also the work by M. Brachot on Hypochondria, 
1 \'OI. Rvo. 1844; that of M. l'tiichen on the same sullject; & Treatise on 
Hypochondria and Suicide, by M. Falret; and a Practical Treatiee on 
Nervous Diseues, by l'tl. Sandru, 1851, tom. i. p. 514. 
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s1cum, author of two highly esteemed treatises, is incessantly 
complaining of his bad digestion. His work on "Solitude" 
constantly breathes a melancholy strain. The French Revolu
tion increases his mournful ideas; soon, he experiences wakeful
ness, optical illusions, and apparitions of phantoms during the 
night. With these symptoms are combined derangement of the 
functions of the stomach, tremblings, violent giddiness, espe
cially on the use of coffee ; syncope after the least exercise; 
vacillation, with a want of confidence, and obstinacy; a slight 
wandering and confusion in his ideas; and pusillanimity, which 
is quite at variance with his usual character. 

Among the many phenomena accompanying hypochondria, 
we perceive, in its early stage, an extreme desire for solitude, 
which increases, and, assuming the character of an exclusive 
delirium, excites a constant fear in the patient that an enemy 
will enter and devastate his house.* 

Georget, whose works may always be advantageously con
sulted, says that some of these patients finally lose their senses, 
but that this is a rare termination of the affection. Having had 
a longer practice than that celebrated physician, we dissent 
from his opinion ; and think that the link between hypochon
driasis and insanity is closer than that ph1sician imagined. 

CASE LXXV. M. deL. has been distressed, for twenty years, 
with the notion that he has an acute disease in the stomach and 
bowels, which, however, does not prevent him from eating of 
everything with a good appetite. He also feels, in the left hy
pochondriac region a tumor which experienced physicians can
not discover. About two years ago, he began to think he was 
surrounded by enemies; that everybody looked askance at him; 
and that grimaces were made at him. Frequently believing 
that he heard abuse and menaces, he attacked inoffensive per
sons, who had not even looked at him. 

M. A. De G., the author of several important works, and 
whose melancholy adventure was published in all the journals, 
believed at first that his digestive organs were diseased; then he 
was persuaded that some persons were seeking to poison him. 

* Louyer Villermay, Trait~ des Mn.lo.dies Ncrveuses, et en particulier de 
l'Hys~rie et de l'Hypoehondrie, t. i. p. 420. 
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lie saw individuals following him everywhere, taking aim at him, 
seeking to stab him, and endeavoring to enter his chamber. 

CASE LXXVI. Madame Ia Comtesse de M., at a critical 
period of life, imagined she had an enlargement of the matrix. 
Probably a few wrinkles, and some gray hairs, were the founda
tion of this unfortunate conception. I say unfortunate, since 
she found a surgeon who encouraged her in her belief. From 
this moment, therefore, the lady, naturally excitable, bad no 
rest. Her imaginary disease imposed on her a thousand priva
tions; and her whole conversation was of remedies. Mter 
passing several months in this perpetual panic, she began to 
complain of a noise in the left side of her head; she at times 
likened it to the puffing of a cigar; at others to the rushing of 
a river. This noise became sometimes so excessive as to agitate 
her extremely. 

M. ltard l1as described several similar cases.* 
CASE LXXVII. M. J., aged thirty years, a German profes

sor, had for several years been much troubled by paine in the 
intestines. The most striking symptom was a sort of embarraas
ment, a restraint, which he had vainly endeavored to overcome. 
This young man, who had received an education superior to his 
station, was checked by every obstacle that could obstruct the 
road to fortune. Physical and moral suffering was added to the 
derangement of his intellectual faculties; he was brought to my 
esta1lishment. On his arrival, he told me that his abdominal 
disease was doubtless tho cause of tho hypochondria by which 
he was often attacked; that it had increased until it ho.d in
fluenced his brain, given incoherency to his ideas, and made all 
his actions aimless. His fixed idea was that his friends injured 
him, placed him under magnetic influence, and that finally they 
had introduced a magnetizer into his abdomen. lie endeavored 
to explain to me how the magnetizer acted in the inside of his 
body. It was interesting, in listening to him, to follow out the 
train of ideas through which he had successively passed to com
pose what now entirely occupied his mind. Ilo held conver
sations with the magnetizer, whom he could not persuade to 
depart. 

* Trait.S des 1\Ialadics des Orcilles, 2d edition, revue par M. Boaaqaet, 
1842, 2 vols. 8vo. 
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Two blisters on the legs, nutritious food, and the judicious oc
cupation of his mind in the analysis of important works, wrought 
a rapid change, and we soon restored him cured, to his friends. 

5. Of Hallucinatiom in Ohorea.-Hallncination is now con
sidered very rare in chorea. Bouteille only mentions one case.* 
Dr. 86e, it is said, described several examples in his work, to 
which a prize was awarded by the Acaddmie de Mddecine. But 
it v.·as not thus in the epidemic chorea of the Middle Ages. 
"During their dance," says M. Hecker," the afBicted perceived 
apparitions; they neither saw nor heard what was passing around 
them; and their imaginations presented spirits whose names 
they pronounced, or rather shouted. Several of· them after
ward, insisted that they were plunged into streams of blood, 
which made them jump so high. Others, in their ecstasy, per
ceived the heavens open, with the Virgin and the Saviour 
enthroned, according to the different views which the belief of 
the age impressed on their imaginations."t 

M. Nivet has described two cases of false perception of the 
sight in individuals attacked with the dry colic.t M. Tanque
rel's work§ contains several examples. 

M. Valleixll cites facts relative to buzzings, hissings, and cold 
sensations. 

6. Rage.-" The delirium regarded as one of the symptoms of 
rage," says Trolliet, "and which belongs less to that disease 
than to frenzy, has occasioned more than one mistake. When 
it is exhibited, it is in an advanced stage of the affection." 

That author, however, cites several examples of hallucinations 
amongst the patients whom he attended in the hospital at Lyons. 
One of the two expired in giving violent blows to his bed, believ
ing he was :fighting an enraged wolf. Another, in struggling 
with a wild beast, died as he overcame him.,-

* Trait~ de Ia Danae de Saint Guy, p. 145, 1816. 
t Uecker, M6moire sur Ia Chorh de :Moyen Age, tradvit de 1' Allemand 

par M. Ferdinand Dubois (.Annal. d' Hyg. u ch .Medecim Ugau, 1834, t. xii. 
p. 314).-A. Brierre de BoiBJPOnt, De l'influe11ce de Ia civilisation sur led~ 
nloppement de Ia Folie (Annal. d' Hygihle, id. *· :ui. p. 183).-Sandrae, 
1\laladiea N erveuaes, t. i. p. 1M. 

! M~m. sur Ia colique saturnine, Gaz. Mld., No.2, p. 32, 1837. 
i I.e Trai~ des Maladies de Plomb, by ll. Tanquerel De~planquea. 
II Trai~ des Nevralgies, Paris, 1851, p. 58, 91. 532. 
1r Trolliet, Nouveau Trnite de la Rage, p. 201,205, aDd 206, Pnris, 1820. 
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Felix Plater speaks of a woman who was washing linen nndtr 
a bridge, and, being left by her companions, was seized with 
fear. She saw a light gleam from the arch of the bridge; the 
torrent increase, overflow, and rush impetuously along. On her 
return home, she showed every symptom of suffocation. • 

RECAPITULATION.-llallucinations are very rare in catalepsy, 
on account of the suspension of the intellectual faculties. Some 
patients, however, have dreams and visions, and can give an ac
count of their state. 

The frequent occurrence of epilepsy with insanity, explains 
why hallucinations are more common in this malady than in the 
preceding. 

Hallucinations in epilepsy being generally of a sad or alarm
ing character, it is possible, to a certain extent, to explain by 
this influence the nature of the fear, or the indignation wu
ally exhibited by these sufferers during the fit; and probably 
the reprehensible actions they frequently commit, may be ex
plained in the same way. 

Hysteria. is often combined with hallucinations. According 
to Cabanis, catalepsies, ecstasies, and a.ll the paroxysms of ex· 
citement which arc characterized by ideas, and by eloquence 
superior to the education ancl habits of the inrlividual, have their 
source most frequently in the organs of generation. 

The hallucinations of hysterical persons, may occur in a state 
of sanity, or they may be exhibited in mania., monomania, nnll 
dementia. 

When hallucinations exist with insane hysteric patients, it is 
necessary to nscertain to which of these diseases they arc related. 

Hallucinations in hysteria nrc generally obsen·e1l at the com
mencement of the affection; they may likewise be mnnifcstetl 
during the fit when the understanding is not destroyed, or at the 
close of the crisis. 

The fixedness of ideas in hypochondria is favorable to the 
production of hallucinations. As in other nervous affections, 
hallucinations of sight and hearing arc most common. 

Ilallucinntions may be exhibited in hypochondria, where reason 
docs not seem to be impaired; but, most generally, they nrc 
comlJined with insanity. 

* Op. cit., p. :10. 
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Hallucinations are now rare in chorea; they were frequent in 
epidemic chorea. 

The combinations of catalepsy, epilepsy, hysteria, and hypo
chondria with monomania and different forms of madness, their 
transition from one form to the other, and their reunion, by esta
blishing numerous connections between these various affections, 
give a reason why hallucinations are so often observable. 

(Jltlorosi8 is combined with hallucinations in a certain number 
of cases. This state of the system is explained by the excited 
condition of the nervous system at the time of the affP.ction. 

Hallucinations sometimes occur in rage, in dry colic, and in 
several nervous affections. 



CHAPTER XI. 

OF HALLUCINATIONS IN NIGHTllARE AND D!tEAMB. 

8&CTIOll I.-Hallucinations in nightmare-Its analogy to madness-Varieties or 
nlghtmiLre-Its coexiHtenee with reason and with inaanity. 

8EcTI<>ll 11.-IIallucinations in drenms-Analogy between dreams and hallucina
tions-Two diTi!ions: pl•y•iolr>gir.al dreams, and patl&ol~al drea~P~yeho
logicnl con<lition of dreams-Ditrerence between hlllluci1111tions in dream!!' and 
thoso of waking hoU1'8-IIypnngogical hallucinations-Physiological studiN 
-Coinci<lence of dreams with eventt!-l'reseutimen~Fncts in support there
of-l'er~istencc of the intelligent principle in dreams-l'nthological drcums
Influcnce of dominnnt ideas on drcnms-Importance of dreams in the insane 
-Xoctumnl epidemic lmllucinntions-l'eriodical hallucinatio01-They may 
become pennancnt-Ruapilulation. 

SECT. I.-OF IL\LLt:CISATIOSS IN .NIOHT)IARE. 

W IIOSOE\'ER has carefully studied nervous diseases, can have 
no (huLt as to the analogy of nightmare and madness; the 
curious facts that we have witnessed, leave no uncertainty on 
the tm!Jject. A distinguished writer believed that he flew in the 
air. We have seen him, under the influence of this hallucina
tic.n, uttcrin~ inarticulate sounds-his hair bristling, his counte
nance full of terror. At such times he woul(l exclaim: ''How 
surprising! I fly like the wind! I pass onr mountains and pre
cipices!" For se\•eral secon(ls after awaking, he still imagined 
himself floating in the air. 

One species of nightmare we have often noticed. Tho subject 
of it fl'els that he is skimming over the ground with extreme 
rapi•lity, pursued or threatened by dangers from which l1e is 
con~cious of an utter inability to escape. He awakes with a 
vague Rl'nse of uneasiness, and experiences the fatigue resulting 
from a long walk. 

In ner\·ous persons, nightmare is occasioned hy painful emo
tion'!. A young and delicate lady, very excitable, was ac
customed to avoid listening to the recital of tales of terror, 
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knowing from experience that disturbed slumber would result 
from the indulgence. A departure from her usual precaution 
would be followed by nightmare, with its attendant horrors. 
Towards midnight she would become restless ; sighs and broken 
sentences, accompanied with extreme agitation, would follow, 
and her body become bathed in perspira'tion. On being awakened 
by her husband, she would utter fearful cries, fancying she 
was surrounded by robbers and assassins ready to destroy her. 

In infancy and adolescence, the nightmare makes its ap
proaches in the following manner: The individual attacked by 
it imagines himself on the edge of the bed or of a precipice, 
and about to fall. He feels that nothing can save him from the 
danger ; and he looks with an eye of terror on the gulf below ; 
an irresistible force drives him on, and he awakes with the shock. 
Sometimes the images that affect children are of so gay a nature 
as to produce immoderate laughter. 

At other times, the paticn't imagines that robbers are break
ing into his house ; he hears them coming up the stairs; he 
tries to fly ; an irresistible power fixes him to the spot. He 
is exhausted with fruitless efforts ; he feels as though he 
were transformed into a block of stone, incapable of motion ; 
or, if he is standing, as though his feet had taken root in the 
soil. The individual who is a prey to this hallucination, ex
hibits extreme agitation ; he wishes to cry out, to call for help, 
but his voice fails him; he cannot utter a sound. The immi
nence of the danger, even the mortal blow, hastens the crisis; he 
awakes, filled with terror, bathed in perspiration, with a quick
ened pulse, and a sensation of oppression and uneasiness, which 
ceases, however, in a few seconds. 

Among the numerous varieties of nightmare, we must not pass 
over that which consists in believing one's self condemned to 
death. We see all the preparations for execution; we mount 
the scaifold ; the .head falls ; and yet we are still conscious, as 
if nothing had happened. A peculiarity that we have nowhere 
seen mentioned is, that a person who has suffered from an attack 
of nightmare may be tormented with it several days in succes
sion, at the same hour and under a similar form. A lady felt 
uneasy in her sleep; soon, there appeared an enemy, who pur
sued her in order to kill her. She awoke with a start; on the 
next day the same vision returned, and continued to return for 
several days in succession. As the hour of rest approached, 
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11he was oppresse•l by an inofefina.ble terror : her eleep wu 
troubled, and she yieloled to it, despite of herself. By degrees, 
this painful sensation dimini~hed and she became ealm. 

A young man told us that, for several sueeeuive nights, per
~ons placed them~eh·es at the foot of his bed and attempted to 
draw oW the sheets : a struggle occurred; they succeeded, and 
as soon as he was entirely uncovered, the fit subsided. 

In other eases. the hallucinations of nightmare, however pain
ful, exhibit no external signs of their presence. A physician 
who is accustomed to reading in his bed, baa been told by his 
wife, on her awaking. that she bali had a long and frightful 
nightmare; he had not pereeiveol in her the slightest agitation. 

It may sometimes happen that penons subject to this in
<lispasition are conseiol1.'5 of the non-reality of what is pusing; 
and re:uon with themselves as though they were awake, in order 
to proYe that these sen...~tions are fa)~. A young lady saw the 
wall opposite open. and a death's bead come out and fix itself 
on to a skeleton, which advanced towards her. Convinced tha& 
this apparition was an ill~ion, she talked al•lod to herself to 
gain courage; hut the un~iness always ended in awaking her. 
Some authors ha\"'e olt-'!!tribeol a \"'ariety of ni;;htmare, in which 
it app<>ars that a cat, or ;:.)me other animal. or a monster, places 
it;odf on the s:.-,ma('h. Great t:•ppr{·:<•!·~·n i~ felt in that re~ion; 
eHry effort is ma•lc tl) ::1·t ri·l r,f thi~ ima.:::nary Leing, whose 
weight stifle;., whil:<t it frec:z<:i! the hlr,r"l w:ch h•)rr.-•r. • 

In the differc11t ca~rs l•cre mclltirm{'•l. tht' hallucin:tti .. ms in 
nightmare have ccn,etl on waking. t,ut it may happen that they 
will continue in a waki11g state, wl:en tli(·y arc uhn for realities. 
The nightmare i:-~ then coml,inc•l with mental alienation. 

C.-\:'E LXXYIIJ. In a crmn·nt in .-\uvcrgne, an apothecary 
was sleeping with several pcrsonil; being attackt•l with night
marc, he chargccl his companir,ns with throwing thcm»eh·es on 
him, and attempting to strangle him. TIH•y all denied the 
assertion, telling him that he had pa::~scd the night without 
sleeping, and in a state of high excitement. In r,rder to con
vince him of the fnct, they prcvailctl on him to sleep alone in a 
room carefully closed; having previously given him a good sup
per, and even made him partake of food of a flatulent nature. 

* };ncyclop(•dic Catholique, liv. li. p. 48. 
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The paroxysm returned; but, on this occasion, he swore that it 
was the work of a demon, whose face and figure he perfectly 
described. 
. CASE LXXIX. An old soldier, aged fifty-two, afilicted with 
hemorrhoids, very weak-minded, and subject to fits of anger, 
became so much disturbed at having no children, that he lost his 
senses. After a month of treatment, during which paroxysms 
of anger would frequently occur, he was sent to Paris, where 
various means were employed to renew the hemorrhoidal flux. 
The treatment was very successful; but one night, during the 
summer, the patient started from a profound sleep, shouted out, 
dragged his heavy bed against the casement, barricaded the 
door, and called for help. Attendants arriving with a light, he 
was found to be very much alarmed; his countenance pale, his 
eye fixed, and his body covered with perspiration; by degrees, 
he was calmed down and induced to return to bed. 

On the following day, he explained the disturbances of the 
night, by saying, that four men had thrown theDUJelves on him 
when he was asleep, and had attempted to kill him; that, feeling 
himself almost stifled, he succeeded in throwing them off, and, 
seeing them escape through the window, he had carried his bed 
there, to pr~vent their returning by that opening. 

llere the nightmare seized an individual already suffering 
under another disease; nevertheless, it presented all its distinc
tive characteristics. The preceding combination is, however, 
frequent, and Esquirol, who mentioned the case to the author, 
assured him that he had frequently remarked it in insane persons 
under his care. • 

We may notice, amongst other forms of nightmare, that in 
which the subject of it imagines that he sees a monstrous horse, 
a deformed man, an old woman, an evil genius, and even apes, 
who jump on to the breast and sit or lie there. The vision of a 
cat is common with children. 

Nightmare is sometimes a precursory or concomitant symptom 
of epilepsy, hypochondria, mania, hysteria, and somnambulism. 
Sauvages has published a case which he borrowed from Fortis. 

CASE LXXX. "A man lately came to me saying: ' Sir, if 
you do not help me, I am lost ; I am sinking into marasmus; 

* Dubosquet, Diasertation sur le Cauchemar, p. 8, 1815. 
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see bow pale and thin I am. ~ who was always 10 stout and 
good-looking, am nothing but skin and bone.' 'What ails you!' 
I in,tuired ; 'to what cause do you attribute your malady!' 'I 
will tell yQU,' he replied ; ' and you will certainly be astonished. 
Almost every night, a woman, whose form is not unknown to m~ 
throws herself on my breast, and presses me so violently, that I 
can scarcely breathe; when I endeavor to cry out, she stiJles 
me, and the more I try to raise my voice, the more powerle11 
do I become. :Moreover, I can neither use my arms to defend 
myself, nor my feet to fly ; she holds me bound and strangled.' 

"'This is nothing surprising,' I remarked, immediately recog
nizing nightmare; 'it is nothing but a phantom, an eff'ect of the 
imagination.' 'A phantom!' cried he; 'an eff'ect of the ima
gination ! I tell you what I have seen with my eyes and touched 
with my hands. Frequently, when I am awake, she springe 
upon me; I endeavor to repulse her in vain; fear, anxiety, and 
her superior strength, throw me into a state of helplessness that 
makes me incapable of defence. I have run hither and thither, 
constantly seeking relief from my miserable state; but, do what 
I "·ilJ, neither by prayers nor menaces can I persuade her to 
ceaMe tormenting me.'-I attempted in vain to persuade this man 
of tlte al1surdity of his i(leas; however, after two or three con
vers:~tions, he began to be convinced of the nature of his malady, 
awl to entertain hopes of n cure.* 

'l'he hallueinations of nightmare have sometimes occurred in 
an epidemic form. 

CAH; LXXXI. "The first battalion of the regiment of Latour 
d'Auvergne, in wl1ich I wa11 first surgeon," says Dr. Parent, 
"when in garrison at Palmi, in Calabria, received orders to 
leave the place at miduight, and hasten to Tropea, in order to 
oppose the disembarkation of a flotilla. It was in the month of 
J uue; the troops had forty miles to march; they depa.rtetl at 
midnight, nwl (lid not reach their destination until seven o'clock 
at night, having rcste(l hut a short time, and suffered consider
ably from the heat of the sun. On arriving, the soldiers found 
their mess and lodging prepared for them. 

" As the battalion had come from the farthest point and was 
the last to arrive, the worst barrack was assigned to it; and 

* Jnson, De MorLis CcrcLri, etc., cnp. u:vi., ct Schoonkius, Obs. 253. 
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eight hundred men were placed in a spot, which ordinarily would 
not hold more than half the number. They were huddled to
gether on the floor, on straw, without coverings, and consequently 
could not undress. It was an old deserted abbey. The in
habitants informed us that the battalion could not rest in that 
place, because it was nightly haunted by ghosts, and that seve
ral regiments had already made the unfortunate attempt. We 
laugl1ed at their credulity; but what was our surprise, at mid
night, to hear the most alarming cries proceeding from every 
part of the barrack, and to see all the soldiers rush out in 
terror ! I interrogated them as to the cause of their fear, and 
they replied that the devil inhabited the abbey ; that he had 
entered through a bole in the door, under the form of a huge 
dog with long black hair, who rushed upon them, flew over their 
breasts with the rapidity of lightning, and disappeared by the 
door opposite to that at which he had entered. 

" We laughed at their fears, and endeavored to prove that 
this phenomenon arose from causes quite simple and. natural, 
and was only the effect of imagination. Neither by persuasion 
nor threats could we prevail on them to return to the barrack ; 
they passed the remainder of the night dispersed on the sea
shore, and in various parts of the town. The next day, I again 
interrogated the sub-officers and the oldest soldiers. They 
assured me that they were above all kinds of fear, that they 
believed neither in spirits nor ghosts, yet they appeared quite 
persuaded that the scene of the barrack was not an effect of 
imagination, but a reality. They insisted that they were not 
asleep when the dog came in, but that they had seen him, and 
were wellnigh smothered when he jumped on their breasts. 

"We remained all day at Tropea, and as the town was filled 
with troops, were obliged to return to the same lodging, but we 
could persuade the soldiers to lie down only by promising to 
pass the night with them. Accordingly, at half-past eleven, the 
commander of the battalion and myself entered; the other 
officers had, out of curiosity, dispersed themselves about the 
different rooms. We did not expect that the scene of the pre
ceding evening would be renewed ; the soldiers, encouraged by 
the presence of their officers, who watched, had gone to sleep, 
when, towards one in the morning, and in every room at the 
same instant, the cries were renewed, and the men who had seen 
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the dog lenp on their breasts, fearful of being smothered, rushed 
from the barrack, never to re-enter it. We were up, quite 
awake, and on the watch to see what woulll happen, and, as may 
be supposed, we saw nothing. 

"Tho enemy's fleet having dispersed, we returned the next 
day to Palmi. Since this event, we have traversed the kingdom 
of Naples in every way and at all seasons; our soldiers have fre
quently been packed in a similar manner, but we have never had 
a recurrence of this phenomenon."• 

'rho forced march which these soldiers had been obliged to 
make during a. very warm day, had, probQ.bly, by fatiguing the 
organs of re!!piration, weakened them, and predisposed them to 
the nightmare (incubus, ephialtcs). Doubtless, also, the exciting 
cause was the constrained position in which they were obliged 
to remuin with their clothes on, as well as the rarefaction of the 
air ; and, perhaps, the result was partially due to the influence 
of some noxious gas. 

SECT. 11.-JIALLt:CI~ATIONS I~ DREA~IS. 

Tho analogies which exist between 11nllucinations in dreams 
nnd in a waking condition, have induced writers who look on 
hallucination as o. pathological phenomenon, to place the two in 
the Mame category. An English writc1· who maintains this doc
trine, says that, in both caHcs, the horses draw the chariot with
out a gnitlc, with this difference, that the coachman is 1lrunk in 
iu~anity, anti asleep in 1lreams.t llere, in fact, lies the difference. 

?~lore recently, i\BL :\Iorcau and AI. ::\Iaury, have main
tainc<l a ~;imilar opinion. If this be admittcll, tlw result would 
be that nunc would escupe insanity, since those whom it would 
spare <luring the day would be attucketl in the night. The 
absolutism of this proposition is its best refutation. 1.'he ,]ream
ing state, in nn immense majority of ca~es, is n. purely physio
logical con1lition; it is merely a continuation of the uctiun of 
the intelligent principle ; and to establish the truth of this pro
position, it would be only necessary to bring forward any of the 
plans and actions which aro concei\'cd and executed during 

* Gmntl I>ictionnnirc des Sciences :'tll·Jicalcs, t. xniv. nrt. lncube; 
cn~c communicntcd by Dr. Pnrent. 

t The Antir1unry, vol. i. p. ll'IV. 
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sleep. We may, therefore, conveniently classify dreams into 
two divisions, according as they are physiological or pathological. 

The conditions o( sleep necessarily modify nocturnal halluci
nations. In fact, in dreams, man is no longer a volitional being; 
his senses cease to perform their functions ; identity is lost; he 
confounds time and space; the strangest persons and. events 
cause no astonishment; his attention is almost suspended; his 
imagination is unbounded, his memory surprising. All these 
psychological states are found in the hallucinations of dreams, 
and establish their difference from waking hallucinations. 

Voltaire dreamt the first canto of his Henriade differently from 
the plan which he had adopted in writing it. lie was struck 
with the singularity: "In my dream," says he, "I said what I 
should hardly have said awake; I therefore thought and re
flected involuntarily. I possessed no freedom of will, and yet I 
combined ideas with shrewdness, and. even with genius." 

The hallucinations of dreams are frequently exhibited in th~ 
intermediate state between sleeping and waking. M. AI. 
Maury gives them the name of hypnagogique ("r""Yo~, that 
which brings on, and uctrof, sleep).* It is with some reason that 
Purkinge and Grutheisen called them the elements of dreams. 
Cerebral congestion appears favorable to their production; but 
the generalization of this fact would be contrary to experience, 
for thousands. of persons dream without having hypnagogical 
hallucinations, headaches, or congestive symptoms. 

The object which is perceived in a dream may be the faithful 
representation, or almost the identical object itself which is per
ceived in an hallucination, as the object of an· hallucination may 
be the exact reproduction of the object of a dream. 

Abercrombie, whose work on the Intellectual Faculties has 
acquired an extraordinary reputation in England, and justly 
merits a translation into our language, is of opinion that dreams 
and hallucinations are closely related to each other. In support 
of this doctrine, he quotes the following fact: "A distinguished 
physician, harassed with fatigue, and worn out with anxiety in 
consequence of the illness of one of his children, slept in his 
chair, where he dreamed that he saw a gigantic baboon. He 
awoke much agitated, arose and went towards a table that was 
in the middle of the room. He was perfectly awake, and re-

* Ann. M6d. Psych.; t. ii. p. 26. 
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cognized the objects around him. At the end of the room, 
against the wall, he distinctly saw the baboon making the same 
grimaces as in his dream. This apparitio~ laated for half a 
minute."* • 

Sir Walter Scott says that the analogy between dreams and 
illusions_ is striking, as is shown in tlie following facts : "Thn_s, 
a dreamer hears a noise not sufficiently loud to awaken him en
tirely; at the same time something accidentally touches him. 
These impressions instantly form a part of his dreams, and adapt; 
themselves to the tenor of the ideas that occupy his mind, what
ever they may be. Nothing is more remarkable than the rapidity 
with which the imagination furnishes a complete explanation of 
this interruption to sleep, according to the manner in which ideas 
are presented by the dream, even without requiring a moment's 
respite for this operation. For example, if a duel is the subject 
of the dream, the noise that is really heard becomes the dis
c}large of the pistols of the combatants. 1£ an orator, in his 
dream, is making a speech, the noise becomes the plaudits of 
his supposed auditory. If the dreamer is transported in his 
dreams to the midst of ruins, tho noise appears that of the fall 
of some portion of tho walls. 

"In a word, an explanatory system is adopted, in which the 
rapi•lity of thought is so great that, if we suppose the noise 
hc:ml to be the first efforts of some one to awaken the sleeper, 
the explanation, although requiring a certain train of deductions, 
is u~ually fini8hell and complete before a seconll effort has per
fectly a wakened the sleeper. There exists in the succession of 
idea~ <luring sleep, an intuition so rapid that it recalls the Yision 
in w!.ich the prophet :Mohammed saw all the wonders of heaven 
an<l hell, although tho water contained in the jar, which was up
set when his ecstasy commenced, was not completely emptied 
when he recovered the usc of his ordinary faculties." 

Hallucinations in dreams arc sometimes the result of associa
tion of ideas, or reminiscences. Amongst tho curious cases of 
thi::l nature, those that we are about to relate have great inte
rest, and prove that dreams give rise to the most singular com
binations, and the strangest facts. 

* ALcrcromhie, Inquiries concerning tho Intellcctun.l Powers and the 
luvc~tig1~tion of Truth. London, 1841. • 
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CASE L.XXX.II. "A friend of mine," says Abercrombie, 
"employed as cashier in one of the principal banking-houses in 
Glasgow, was at his desk, when an individual entered, requiring 
the payment of six pounds sterling. Several persons were there 
awaiting their turn; but he was so impatient, 90 noisy, and, above 
all, stuttered so insupportably, that one of the clerks begged the 
cashier to pay him, in order to be. rid of him. The casltier 
assented with an impatient gesture, and without entering the 
sum on the books. At the close of the year, in eight or nine 
months afterwards, the books would not balance; there was an 
error of six pounds. My friend passed several days and nights 
vainly endeavoring to find the deficit; overcoJDe with fatigue, he 
returned home and went to bed, where he dreamed he was at his 
desk, that the stutterer came in, and pre'sently all the details of 
the affair were correctly re-enacted. He awoke, his mind fully 
occupied by his dream, and with the hope that he was about to 
discover what he had vainly sought. On exo.minin·g the books, he 
found that the aum had not been entered in the day-book, ·and 
that it corresponded exactly with the error."* 

CASE LXXXIII. M. R. de Bowland, land-owner in the Val
ley of Gala, was prosecuted for a considerable sum of money, 
being the accumulated arrears of a titlie, due, it was said, to a 
noble family. M. R. was entirely convinced that his father,· 
according to a peculiar custom in Scottish law, had purchased 
the tithes of the incumbent, and that consequently the demand 
was unjust. But after minute researches in the title-deeds in 
the public acts, and very long inquiry of those who bad had 
business transactions with his father, he failed in finding any 
proof in his favor. The fatal term was on tho point of ex
piring, and he was preparing his departure for Edinburgh, in 
order to arrange the matter in the most advantageous manner 
possible. He went to bed in this state of mind ; scarcely was 
he asleep when he had the following dream: His father, who 
bad been dead for many years, appeared, and inquired what it 
was that 90 troubled his mind. In dreams, apparitions do not 
excite any surprise. M. R. told him the cause, adding that the 
payment of so considerable a sum of money was the more dis
agreeable to him, inasmuch as he knew it was not due, although· 

* .Aberorqjlbia, ~·cit., p. 280. 
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he could not bring anything to prove his assertion. • "You are 
right, my son," replied the shadow; "I have paid these tithes 
for which you are prosecuted. The papers relating to these 
transactions are in the hands of M., attorney, who has retired 
from business and lives at Invercsk, near Edinburgh ; I applied 
to him in this case, although he never before transacted my 
business. It is possible that M. has forgotten this circumstance, 
which occurred so long ago; but you can recall it to him by 
saying that, when I went to settle his account, a difficulty arose 
about the value of a Portugal gold-piece, and that we agreed to 
drink out the difference at a tavern." 

M. R. awoke in the morning, his mint! dwelling upon his 
dream. He thought it advisable to turn out of his road and go 
to Inveresk instead of direct on to Edinburgh. Having reached 
the place, he found the person of whom his father had spoken ; 
he wus a very aged man. Without saying a word of his dream, 
M. H. inquired whether he recollected transacting any business 
for his late father. The old gentleman had no recollection of 
it, but the circumstance of the goltl-piece brought it to his 
memory; he sought for, and found the papers; so that ~I. R. 
returned to Ediulmrgh with tho necessary documents to defend 
his suit, which he was on the point of losing.* 

Undoubtedly, M. R. had formerly heard the circumstance 
meulioued by hiH father, but it had long been effaced from his 
memory. It i:~ remarkable that the fact should have recurred 
to hi8 min!l after so fatiguing a research. There arc authentic 
dreams which communict\te C\'ents passing at the moment, or 
shortly after. A Protestant minister having gone to Edinburgh 
from a neighboring village, stopped at an inn. lie was scarcely 
a~lecp, when he dreamt that his house was on fire, and one of 
his children in the midst of the flames. Awaking up instantly, 
he ha:;tily 11uittetl the inn to return home. Arri\'ing in sight of 
his house, he foutHl it in flames. lie rushed in in time to so.\'e 
one of his children, who had been abandoned in the midst of 
the alarm and confusion consequent on such an cvcnt.t 

'rJ,i:; fact may be explained naturally, without having recourse 
to the marvellous. It is possible that the minister had a scr\·ant 
who wns careless of fire; this was sufficient to inspire him with 

* Abercrombie, op. cit., p. 288. t ILid., p. 291. 
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a fear of having his house burned. To this may be added the 
fact that his absence would increase the neglect of his servant, 
that there was to be a fete in the neighborhood, and that his 
servant would probably be intoxicated. These circumstances, 
strongly acting upon an excited imagination, would of them
selves be sufficient to impress him with the idea that he beheld 
his house in flames, which a simple coincidence converted into 
a sad reality. 

CASE LXXXIV. We read, in a work by Ferriar, an anecdote 
borrowed from Ben Jonson, who had extracted it from a work 
by Drummond.* This author relates that when King James 
came to England, at the time of the plague, he went, accom
panied by Old Cambden, into the country, to visit Sir Robert 
Colton. There he dreamed that his eldest son, yet a child, who 
was in London, had a bloody cross on his forehead, as though 
he had been wounded by a sword. Alarmed at this apparition, 
he sought to allay his fears by prayer, and in the morning re
lated the occurrence of the night to Sir Cambden, who assured 
the monarch that it was only a dream, and begged him not 
to be disturbed. The same day the king received a letter, 
announcing the death of his son by the plague. When the 
child appeared to his father, be had the shape and proportions 
of a grown man. t 

CABB LXXXV. Antiquity has bequeathed to us a famous 
dream, which has since found place in many works. Two friends 
arrived at Megara, and lodged in different places. One of the 
two was scarcely asleep, when he dreamed that his companion 
announced to him, with a melancholy air, that his host bad 
formed a project to assassinate him, and entreated him. to come 
u quickly as possible to his succor. Upon this he awoke; but, 
convinced that it was only a dream, he went to sleep again. A 
second time his friend appeared, and conjured him to hurry, as 
the murderers were about to enter. 

Much disturbed, he was amazed at the recurrence of his dream, 
and prepared to go to his friend ; but reason and fatigue gained 
the ma.atery, and he returned to bed. His friend then appeared 
for the third time, pale, bleeding, disfigured. "Wretch," said he, · 

* Drummond's W orb, p. 224. 
t Ferriar, An Eua1 ou Apparition•, p. 58. 
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"you did not come at my entreaty ! It is now over; nevertheleea, 
revenge me. At daybreak, you will meet at the city gate a cart
load of dung; stop it, and have it unloaded; you will find my 
body concealed in the centre; inter me honorably, and punue 
my murderers." 

Such tenacity, such consistent details, allowed of no hesita
tion; the friend arose and repaired to the gate indicated, found 
the cart, stopped the driver, who was disconcerted, and, on 
searching, discovered the body of his friend.* 

Admitting the truth of the account, and presuming that time 
has not amplified or embellished it, it is easily explained by na
tural causes. Was not the separation of the two friends, in a 
strange city, after the fatigues of travelling, sufficient to awaken 
'mournful presentiments in the mind of one of them, who, in the 
silence of the night, was touched with the fear of &88&88ination ! 
This idea once indulged, imagination would do the rest. .Aa to 
the episode of the cart, which seems difficult of interpretation, 
it is probable that he had seen it in the courtyard. The prin· 
ciple of association of ideas was an element of the dream. 

Cicero, Plutarch, and other ancient authors have preserved 
the following anecdote: "Simoniues, having met with the dead 
body, on the highway, of a man who was a stranger to him, had 
it interred. As he was nbout to embark, he dreamed that the 
mnn whom l~e had buried, appeared to him, and informed him 
thnt, if he persisted in embarking on his ,·oyage, he would perish. 
This warning induced him to alter his mind, and it appeared 
subsequently that the vessel was wrecked."* 

"The opinion," says nn illustrious writer, "that truth is some
times presented to us during sleep, prevails among all nations. 
The· greatest men of. antiquity had faith in it, among others 
Alexander, Cesar, the Scipios, the two Catos, and Brutus, none 
of whom were weak-minded men. The Old and New Testaments 
furnish us with numerous examples of dreams that have been 
realized. For myself I need nothing beyond my own experi
ence, and I have more than once found that dreams may be 
warnings, giving us some information interesting to ourselves 

*Cicero, De Dh·in.lih. i. ~ :nvii. p. 7i. 
t Cicero, see Valerius )Ja:r.imus, liv. i. ch. i.; Plutarch, The Oracles or 

Pythiue, p.l54; Philostrntus, Life of .Apolloniue, liv. viii. ch. x. p. 562; 
and Onuthier, llietoire de Somnambuliem, 2 vole. in Bvo. 1842. 
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alone, and that it is not possible to combat or defend with rea
sonings things that. surpass human reason."* 

The famous Bossuet, in his funeral oration on Anne of Goo
sages, Princess Palatine, deduces his whole plan of conversion 
from a mysterious dream which she had. 

"It was," said he, "an admirable dream, such as God sends 
by his ministering angels, in which the images are so distinct 
and clear that they appear quite celestial. She thought that, 
walking alone in a forest, she met with a blind man in a little 
hut. She approached, and inquired whether he was born blind, 
or had become so by accident. He replied that he wa8 born 
blind. 'You do not then know,' said she, 'what is light, which 
is so beautiful and agreeable; nor the sun, which has so much 
brilliancy and beauty?' 'I have never,' replied he, 'enjoyed 
the sight of that beautiful object, nor can I form any idea of it; 
but I do not the less believe it to be of marvellous splendor.' 
The blind man then seemed to change both his voice and counte
nance, and, assuming an air of authority, said: 'My example 
should teach you that wonderful things, which escape our sight, 
are no less true nor desirable because we are unable to compre
hend them.' "t 

The following are the reflections of Le Maistre de Sacy on 
dreams: "The pagans, and men in general,'' said he, "have 
often made chimerical observations on dreams, full of supersti
tion and vanity. It has, nevertheless, pleased God, as it ap
pears in Holy Writ, to give very important counsel at times to 
saints, daring sleep. Saint Augustine reports that Saint Monica, 
his mother, comprehended, by certain pleasing sensations, the 
revolations which it pleased God to make to her during sleep, 
and which her imagination represented to her during her dreams 
of the night.''l 

Pruentimenu.-The study of dreams leads us to speak of pre
aentiments. The farther we advance in the consideration of the 
nervous system, the more we are compelled to admit, as M. Max 
(Simon) has well said," that if statistics are true when applied 
to sise and quantity, they are no longer so when relating to life 

* Bernardin St. Pierre·. Paul et Virginie. 
t Chefa-d'muvre de Bounet, Lefebvre's edition, Pari1, 1829, p. 449. 
l Le Maieue de St.oJ, Obi. on the 24th Ter•e of Levitioue, t. iii. p. 738. 
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and strength. Can truth, virtue, justice, health, lelllibility, ete., 
be computed? No-a thousand timea no; at least, not in noh 
a manner as to identify them with matter.''* 

Sensibility is, in fact, a key-board, of which it is impo11ible 
to seize and express all the tones, producing, as it doea, the molt 
astonishing and unexpected effects. I read lately of a young 
girl brought up in the country, at the foot of the mountains, who 
bad the faculty of distinguishing, amidst the confusion of noilel 
all around her, other sounds inaudible to all besides. It was now 
a hollow rumbling that she heard echoing between the nmmitl 
of tho Pyrenees, and the acuteness of her hearing wu verified 
by a storm which broke with fury during the night on the nl· 
ley. Then she would suddenly hear the measured tread of a 
horse afar off; and the people were surprised to see, some bonn 
afterwards, a traveller arrive seeking hospitality, thus beariDg 
witneSB that she bad not been deceived by the illusion of a HDH 

excited to so astonishing a degree. t 
Tho same phenomenon may be noticed with respect to the 

other senses ; thus, the delicacy of the sense of smell is some
times so great, that persons can detect substance& placed at a 
distance at which others arc unable to discern them. 

Some have denied atmospheric influence on certain organiza
tions. Facts, however, demonstrate that thoro are natures so 
impressible that they discern, long before others, the changes 
about to take place in the air. 

In the moral world, tho field of ohser\'ation is no less curious. 
All who have powerfully loved, know that there is a supernatu
ral vision in passion, which causes the woman loved or hated 
to be recognized by signs imperceptible to ordinary faculties; 
she is not seen, but wo say, "that is she." 

With presentiments arc associated antipatltieB and 8!Jmpatlr.iu. 
That individuals have experienced shuddering sensations at the 
approach of an enemy, or of an unknown danger, is established 
by incontrovertible evidence. Some years since we had the 
opportunity of seeing a lady who had this instinctive feeling 
the instant she came into close contact with a stranger. The 

* L'opinion Reine du Monde. Union M6dieale, 2 Aoftt, 1851. 
t Souvenirs d'une Aveugle n~e, recueilles et ~erits par elle-mOme; pub

li6e par M. Dufau, Directour dee Aveugle1, p. 45, Paria, 1851. 
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impression she received was always justified by the result. We 
wished to magnetize this lady, in order to study so singular a 
power, but she evinced so much uneasiness at the operation, that 
it was impossible tct test it. 

Much more might be said on pruentimentB, but we will not 
enter into any ample details on the subject. Cold and calm 
minds reject, but sensitive natures accept them. In the greater 
number of cases, they are not realized ; in such presentiments 
as are justified by the events which follow, they are but a remi
niscence, or a simple coincidence; all this we readily admit. It 
ia no less true, however, that an unexpected occurrence, a strong 
preoccupation, a lively uneasiness, a sudden change of habit, or 
any kind of fear, arouse instantly in the mind presentiments 
which it would often be wrong to reject with systematic incre
dulity. 

Thia explanation does not seem to us inconsistent with sound 
sense, and in order to give to skepticism the largest possible 
range, we will quote a letter, inserted in the Mercur~ Galant, 
of January, 1690:-

CASE LXXXVI. " The best proof, my friend, that I can give 
you of the vanity of dreams, is that I live after the apparition 
which I had on the 22d of September, 1679.-0n that morning 
I awoke at five o'clock, but slept again directly. I soon dreamed 
that I was in my bed, and that the covering was withdrawn (an 
accidental circumstance, but true). I saw one of my relations, 
who had been dead some years, enter my room; she who was 
formerly 110 lively, now looked very sad. She sat down on the 
foot of my bed, and looked compassionately on me. As in my 
dream I knew she was dead, I judged by her distressed look 
that she was about to announce to me some bad news, perhaps 
death. IndifFerent to that event, I said: 'Well, I must then 
die!'-' It is true.'-' When ?'-'To-day.'-1 own that the time 
seemed short, but without any fear, I questioned her anew: 
'How ?'-She murmured some words that I could not catch, and 
I awoke. 
. " The importance of so peculiar a dream caused me to ex

amine attentively my situation. I remarked that I was lying 
on the right side, my body straight out and my hands on my 
11tomach.-I arose to write down my dream, lest I should forget 
it, and finding that it contained all the circumstances peculiar 
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to divine and mysterions visions, I was no 800D81' dreaed than 
I went to tell my mother-in-lv.w, that if eerions dreams were in
fallible warnings, in twenty-four boors she would cease to haYe 
a son-in-law. I then related· to her what had happened ; I also 
repeated it to some of my friends, but without feeling the leu& 
alarm or changing my habits, yielding myself to the will of 
Providence. 

"Perhaps, had I been weak enough to believe in this visioD, 
I should really have died, and my fate would have resembled 
that of the men spoken of by the Greek historian Procopiu; 
I should have lost my life as a punishment for my belief in 
dreams, a superstition forbidden by God." 

Presentiments, then, may be explained in a number of cuea 
by natural causes; but may we not, without being taxed with a 
leaning towards the marvellous, affirm that there are event3 that 
seem to depart fr?m common laws, or that at least depend on 
connections, hardly umlerstood, between moral and physical 
laws, on over-excitability of the nervous system, or which are con
nected with the phenomena of magnetism and somnambulism? 

CAsE LXXXVII. :Mademoiselle U. was endowed with excel
lent judgment and was religious without bigotry. She lived, 
before her m:Lrriage, in the house of her uncle, a noted phy
sici:m, ancl member of the ln:;titute. She was thus separated 
from her mother, who wa~ seized, in the country, with a sc\·ere 
illm·l:!s. One night, this young person drcam<'d thut she !iii.W her 
mother, pale, ultered, and about to breathe her lust. She was 
bitterly expressing her grief that she was not surrounded by her 
chil«lren, one of whom, a curate ft·om one of the parishes in 
llaris, ho.d emigmte1l to Hpain, whilst the other was in raris. 
She soon heard her!!elf called by her baptismal name; in her 
dream site saw the JWrl:!oml who I!Ul"I'OUJHled her mother, imagin
ing that she called her graud,laughter, who bore the same 
name, seck for this girl in the neighbouring scpmrc; a sign from 
the sick woman gaYe them to UtHlcrstaml that it ·was not her 
grandclaughter, Lut her daughter, who was in Paris, that she de
sired to sec. Her mother'!! countcnauce expres8eu all the grief 
that she felt in her absence; su1l1lenly her features fell, nncl were 
covcrecl with the paleness of death; she fell lifeless on her bed. 

The next day, 1\Iauemoiscllc H. appco.rcJ very sad. 'l'o D., 
who inquired the cause of her grief, she ga\'c the details of the 
trouble that oppressed her. D., finding her so disturbed, pressed 
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her to his heart, and confessed that it was but too true, that· her 
mother had just died; but entered into no further explanations. 

Some months afterwards, Mademoiselle R., profiting by her 
uncle's absence to arrange his papers, found a letter, which he 
had thrust into a comer. What was her surprise on reading all 
the particulars of her dream, which D. had passed over in silence, 
being unwilling to excite too strong an emotion in a mind already 
10 vividly impressed I 

This account was given to us by the person herself, in whose 
Teracity we place the utmost confidence. We must, doubtless, 
here exercise a prudent reserve, and the explanation of the 
dream given by Abercrombie (p. 230) may strictly be used 
here; but we frankly acknowledge that such explanations are 
far from satisfying us, and that this subject, to which we have 
given deep attention, affects some of tho profoundest mysteries 
of our being. Were we to give the names of all the known 
characters holding a high position in science, with correct judg
ment and extensive knowledge, who have bad these warnings 
and presentiments, we should find ample matter for reflection. 

In support of these remarks, we will give the following anec
dote, recorded by Dr. Sigmond, who had it from the widow of 
M. Colmache, private secretary of M. de Talleyrand:-

CASII LXXXVIII. One day, in presence of the old minister, 
the conversation was directed to those instantaneous warnings 
which might be considered as communications from the invisible 
world with man; some one observed that it would be difficult to find 
uy celebrated man, who, either in his own person or that of an 
intimate friend, could not attest some supernatural event of his 
life. The prince remarked : "I can never forget that I was 
once gifted, for a moment, with an extraordinary and inexplicable 
prescience, which was the means of saving my life. Without 
that sudden and mysterious inspiration, I should not be here to 
recount these curious details. I was intimately connected with 
one of my countrymen, M. B. We had always lived on the best 
terms, and in those stormy times, something more than friend
ship was needed to unite persons, when the expression of friend
ship required almost a divine courage. I had no cause to doubt 
his affection. On the contrary, he had, on several occasions, 
given me the most devoted proofs of his attachment to my per
eon and interests. We had together quitted France to take 
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r-.:fc~e- in ~ew Y'>rk~ an-I had hilhe11o lind iD perfect laarmoay. 
Wi.~!1:r.~ tr .. incr~ 'Jil!' iittie capital, I had freighted a ebip, 
ha!f •h:nl:'!l •~th h;m, tr1 ;ry 1)111' (l)rtune in the Indies. W' e were 
r<.:a,Jy f.-.r • .. ru •le-panar~. hat wai~ (~;Jr a fal'orable wind with tile 
g:'':a:~t im(>atienee. Tbi.~ !tale 6( uneenaintyappearecl to IOU 

y, ·,r ll. tl) a mi"J!t estnv .. r<linary -Iegree. Incapable of rrmainins 
•tri<::, he r'4me-I the city •ith a fenruh actirity, whiell, for tile 
rr,,,rr;(;rat, exdte•l my ~uf'('ri!e, f• .. r he wa.s always remarkable 
f,,, l1i.~ ealmneu an•l placi•lity. One day he entered the room, 
f:1+l~:ntly an•ler great excitement, although be ased great el'ort. 
tfJ reurain himself. I •as mting letters to Europe. Leanins 
• .. v<.:r rny !!b~;Jaltler, be ~ai•l, with a (r,rced_ gayety, 'W'by do yaa 
lr~e time in mting the;;e letters? They will never reach their 
de!'ltinatir,n. f..:ome with me, and let us make the round of the 
},att'!ry. The wind may become favorable; perhaps we are 
near(;r tr, r,qr •leparture than we think :· The day wu magui
ficf:nt, ahhl)ugh the win-! was high; I allowed myself to be per
hUa•l(;•l. B., as I afterwar•J3 rec•.~llected, showed extraordin&rJ 
alacrity in closing rny •lesk, arranging my papers, and ofFeriDg 
my J.at an•l carae, which I attributed to the need of incell8&nt ac
ti\·ity "·ith which he laa•l appeared overwhelmed ner since oar 
f',rt:<:•l •lr·parture. We threa•lc·l the well-peopJe,l streets, and 
r•::a•·la1·•l the hattery. lle h:a•l ,,fft-re•l me his arm, and hurried 
,,,. a.i if ),<: w•:re in J,:a•te t•J reach it. \\"hen we were on the 
gr:111•l ~-~plana•le, B. ),a,t(;IJ(·d Hill mrJre. until we reached the 
f:•l;.!•·. Jl1: sp<,kt: )r,n•ll,y awl rapi•lly, awl a.Imiretl, in energetic 
t1:1 rr,;:, tht: l,r:autie!! ,,f the ~cene. :3ud•l<-nly, he stopped in the 
rui·L-t ,,f hi~ inct,laereiJt t:~lk. I ha•l ,)iseugaged my arm from 
hi•, :u,•l !'t,,r,r} firmly !.cf•,re him. I fixe•l my eye upon him. 
II•: IIJ'>\"f;l} a;;ill(', a:i if iutimi•latc•l ancl ashamed. 'n.; cricJ I, 
'yr,nr ir.t.,uti•m is t<J kill uw: you mean to throw me from this 
lH:i;d•t illt'• the sea! Veuy it, monster, if you dare!' 'fhe insane 
mau ),,,,h•l at me intl'utly with hi:,~ ha,!!gard eyes for a moment; 
but I wa;; carr:ful ll!•t t<J rl'mO\'C my Iouks from him, and his eyes 
f1:ll. He muttered Home incoherent worcl8, and cndca,·ored to 
pas~ nw, lmt I ~yn·ca•lmy arms and prevented him. Casting a 
wilcl l•,ok urour1•l, he threw himself on my neck, anti burst into 
tc:Lr~. 'It i~ true, it is true, my fricn<l! the thought has haunted 
mfl 1lay awl night like an infernal flame. It was for that I 
brought you here; sec, you arc not a foot from the precipice! 
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another instant, the deed would have been done!' The demon 
had abandoned him; his eyes were void of expression; a white 
foam covered his parched lips; the crisis had passed. I con
ducted him home. So~e days of rest, bleeding, and dieting 
entirely cured him, and, what is the most singular circumstance 
of all, we never referred to the occurrence.'' 

The prince was persuaded that, on that day, his destiny 
would have been decided, and he never spoke on the subject 
without the greatest emotion. 

This kind of momentary excitement, which never recurs, but 
leaves an ineffaceable impression on the imagination, is, says 
M. Sigmond, what is called janta11ia, and in France, preBBenti
mmt. Some curious examples are recorded in the Annaha 
Midico-p'!JchologiqueB, 2d eerie, t. ii. p. 315-817, translated 
from the P'!jchological Journal of M. Forbes Winslow. In the 
SouvenirB de Mme. de Orequi, we read the following ease:-

CASE LXXXIX.-The Prince de Radzwil had adopted an 
orphan niece. He inhabited a chateau in Galicia, in which was 
a very large room which separated the apartments of the prince 
from those occupied by the children, so that, in order to com
municate, it was necessary either to pass through this room or 
go through the court-yard. 

The little Agnes, five or six years old, uttered piercing 
shrieks whenever she was taken through the apartment. She 
pointed, with an expression of terror, to an enormous picture 
that bung over the door, representing the Cum~ean Sibyl. 
Many attempts were made to vanquish this repugnance, which 
was attributed to childish obstinacy; but the attempts led to 
such serious consequences, that the point was yielded, and for 
ten or twelve years the young girl preferred, during all weathers, 
traversing the vast court-yard, or the gardens, to passing 
through that door which gave her such painful impressions. 

Having arrived at marriageable age, the young countess was 
introduced at the chAteau. During the evening, the company, 
desiring some merry game, repaired to the large parlor, where, 
moreover, the wedding-ball was to take place. Animated by 
the cheerful scenes around her, Agnes did not hesitate to follow 
the guests. Scarcely had she reached the portal than she drew 
back, and acknowledged her fear. According to custom, she 
had led the way, and her bridegroom, her friends, and uncle, 
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laughing at her childishness, closed the door on her. But the 
poor girl resisted, and the door being violently shaken, the pio
ture that hung over it fell down. An angle of the enormou 
mass crushed her skull, and killed her on the spot.* 

There may, therefore, be manifested in certain cases a dispo
sition in the nervous system by which the individual so al'ected 
may have the sensation of an unexpected event, or some danger, 
or unusual occurrence. All travellers who have threaded the 
forests of the New World, and noticed the wild natives, apeak 
of the extraordinary movements of animals, and of the conduct 
of the savages on the approach of some great catastrophe, 

. whilst Europeans are yet inquiring the cause of these excite
menta. Without interfering with the action of mind upon 
matter, we are firmly convinced that imponderable agents, eleo
tricity in particular, have connections, yet unknown, with the 

. organization of man. 
Many of the cases that we have already mentioned prove that 

the operations of mind, which occur in dreams, consist principally 
in past remembrances and associations following each other, ac
cording to a law of succession over "hich the will has no power; 
in general, the impressions arc weakened, and escape the empire 
of that faculty. But things do not always pass thus, and the 
work of thought may be continuctl in that state. These are 
ps,11cltical dreams, the intuitive dreams of l\1. l\Iacario. M. Bail
largl·r, who has paid attention to this subject, says that, orcli
narily, in drenms, hallucination!! nrc psychical, or lea.\·e no 
sensorial impre~!!ion. '!'hey also r~late more especially to the 
sense of hearing. W c cannot u.clopt the same exclusive idea as 
to this sen:le. 

CA!;E X C. Examples of persons who ha. \"C composed in dreams, 
arc not of uncommon occurrence. One of the most remarkable 
cases of this n:tture, is that to which we owe the famous sonata. 
by 'l'artini, called tlte Dez•il' B Svnata. This celebrated composer 
was sleeping, after having vainly endeavored to finish a sonata; 
his preoccupation continuetl during sleep; he dreamed that he 
renewed his task, and was in despair nt composing with so little 
warmth and spirit, when the devil suddenly appeared and offered 

* J. Charpignon, Physiologic )fedccine ct }letapbysique du l\lagn6tism, 
Paris, li:!4t!, p. 352. 
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to finish his sonata, if he would sell his soul to him. Entirely 
under the influence of this hallucination, he accepted the proposi
tion, when he heard the devil execute the desired sonata on the 
violin with an inexpressible charm of execution. He then awoke, 
in a transport of delight, hastened to his desk, and wrote down 
the conclusion to which he had just listened. This is probably 
the most remarkable case of this species of "hallucination tha~ 
ever occurred.* 

Condorcet says, that he was frequently obliged to give up his 
di16calt calculations, in order to rest. Several times, in his 
dreams, the work was done for him, and the corollaries correctly 
presented to his mind. 

Franklin related to Cabanis that political combinations, which 
had often embarrassed him during the day, were frequently 
made clear to him in dreams. 

Hermas was asleep, when, it is said, a voice dictated to him 
the book, which he called the PtUteur. Some persons assert 
that the Divina OommAdia was the inspiration of a dreo.m. 

Galen owed his vocation of physician to a dream, in which 
Apollo appeared to him on two different occasions, and desired 
him in future to devote himself entirely to medicine. This 
celebrated physician dwelt with much complacency on this 
event. 

It is equally certain that some dreams take so strong a hold 
on the mind that, on awaking, evidence is needed to prove that 
they are only creations of the imagination. I have known 
dreams, very circumstantial, produced on several successive 
nights. "I remember," says M. Maury, in his Memoir (p. 31), 
"having dreamed eight times in one month of a certain person, 
whose identity, during that period, remained unchanged, but 
whom I did not know, and who, probably, only existed in my 
own imagination. And what is strange, he frequently continued 
actions in a dream that had been commenced in a former one." 

It often happens that real conversations are maintained in a 
dream. Who has not had his mind occupied, and even fatigued 
during sleep, by some discussion, the advantage of which he 
has not always retained? It would seem as though two distinct 
individuals held different opinions, one of whom came off vic-

* Moreau, de la Sarte, Melangea de LitUrat\are, 
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torious, and yet these seemingly two individuals were one and 
the same person. 

Saint Augustine relates the following fact :-
CABB XCI. A learned man, who was deeply engaged in read

ing Plato, said that one night, in his own house, and before 
going to sleep, he saw a philosopher, whom he knew intimately, 
come to him, and expound some Platonic propositions-a thing 
which he had always hitherto refused to do. On the following 
day, he was asked why he explained that in a strange houe 
which he refused to do in his own. "I did not do so," replied 
the philosopher, "but I dreamed that I did." 

" Thus," adds Saint Augustine, "the one sees and hears, when 
perfectly awake, by the force of imagination, what the other 
acted in a dream." 

"For ourselves," he adds, "had it been indifferently related 
to us by indifferent people, we should have scorned to place any 
faith in it; but we know that he who related the fact is inca
pable of imposition."* 

Tho hallucinations of dreams are almost always effaced on 
waking, or, if their imprcs11ion continues, they do not exert any 
Hcnsihlc influence on the conduct; but it is not so when they are 
the forerunners of a sickness, a mental alienation, or when they 
arc wanifcstcu in the sleep of the insane. They then present 
an extreme intensity, a very powerful tenacity, and remain 
deeply cngravcn on tho memory. 

Pathological dreams ha.\'e been noticed by all observers, and 
there is no doubt that they might afford useful indications. 
Galen 11pcaks of a !'ick person who dreamed that he had a 
stone leg; and says that, sometime afterwards, that leg was 
paralyzed. 

'1'hc learned Conrad Gessner dreamed one night that he was 
Litten in the left breast by a serpent, and a deep and severe 
lesion was soon manifested in that very spot; it was, in fact, a 
carbuncle, that terminated fatally at the end of five days. 

Nervous diseases, and especially mental alienation, are most 
frec1ucntly preceded by whim::~ic:Ll and extraordinary dreams. 

Odier, of Geneva, was consulted, in 1778, by a. lady of Ly
ons, who, the night before tho derangement of mind occurred, 

* St. Augustine, quoted from Dieu, liv. :niii. ch. xviii. 
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dreamed that her mother-in-law approached her with a poniard, 
in order to kill her. This strong impression, increasing in in
tensity during the following day, became hypochondria, and 
finally assumed all the characteristics of real insanity. 

In cases where the mind is disposed to mysticism, or to great 
preoccupation, we witness the same results. 

CABB XCII. "In 1610," says Van Helmont, "being much 
fatigued with deep thinking, during which I had endeavored to 
aoquire some knowledge of my soul, I slept. I was soon raised 
above the fetters of. reason; and it appeared to me that I was 
in a dark room ; on the left-hand side I saw a table, and on it 
a bottle containing a liquid, which thus addreBSed me : 'Dost 
thou wish for honors and riches?' I was stupefied at hear
ing these words. I paced up and down, endeavoring to under
stand what this could mean. On the right hand appeared a slit 
in the wall through which shone a light, the brightness of which 
made me forget the voice and the liquid, and changed the cur
rent of my thoughts, for I contemplated things surpassing the 
power of speech. This light lasted but an instant. In despair, 
I returned to the bottle, which I carried away with me. I wished 
to taste the liquid it contained. With great exertion, I uncorked 
it, but experienced a sensation of horror, and awoke. Still, my de

. sire to comprehend the nature of the soul continued. This desire 
luted for twenty-three years, that is to say, until1633, when I 
had a vision, during which my own soul was exhibited to my 
astonished sight. It was a perfectly homogeneous light, com
posed of a spiritual substance, crystalline, and brilliant. It was 
shut up like a pea in ita shell, and I heard a voice saying to me: 
'Here is what thou sa west through the chink in the wall!' It is 
in the soul that that vision operated; he, who sees his own soul 
with his earthly eyes, shall become blind."* 

According to M. Calmeil, when dreams exercised a universal 
empire over the mind, and the world was plunged in ignorance, 
the greater number of votaries who went into the temples of Isis, 
Esculapius, and Serapis, to implore aid, as well as many sectari
ans, and those whom religion had not enlightened, obeyed the 
hallucinations of sleep. 

* Van Belmont, Orta• Medicine Imago menU., etc., 'Yol. i. quario, 
p. ~ • .A.mnerodami, 1643. 
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In the times of soreerera, the magistrates uaerted that the 
bewitched had not quitted their prisons, notwithstanding they 
declared they had just arrived from the witches' sabbath, and 
ended by believing that the soul went there alone, or that the 
devil fascinated their eyes, and assumed the shape of the peraona 
accused. 

In the first ages of the church, only a few select peraona were 
instructed. The common people, who could neither read nor 
write, were only struck with the material view of Christianity. 
They, therefore, adhered to its forms, and accepted it in ita litenl 
sense. This was the era of dreams, which commanded the faith 
of many Platonists. It is not then surprising that individuala 
existed, who, impressed by a dream, ended by believing in itl 
reality, Rnd persuaded others that these visions had, independ
ently of their fancy, a real cause. Without doubt, many of the 
histories related in the Golden Legend had no other source. In 
fact, it is impossible to attribute a more rational origin to the 
singular narrations this book contains. 

CASE XCIII. The following details were communicated by a 
minister worthy of belief to the Editors of the Magain P.,. 
chologique. The lady, to whom they relate, reasoned well on 
every subject but that of her visions. We prefer quoting her 
own words: "When I was four years old, and playing like 
other children of my age, I had placed tho Bible under my 
feet, in order more conveniently to dress my doll, when I heard 
a voice whisper in my ear: 'Put that Bible in its place.' As I 
did not obey, thinking I was mistaken, the same order was re
peated. At seven years old, my sister and myself were fright
ened, by the sight, in tho room, of a. large, cieo.r flame, in the 
midst of which we saw a. child about six years of age. Our cries 
attracted our parents, who scolded us for our unfounded fears; 
but the event was engraven on our memories. 

"In 1770, my husband and myself quitted Strasbourg on ac
count of the dearness of provisions. During the voyage, the 
Lord appeared to me in a dream, and talked with me for half 
an hour. In the following year, after severe domestic troubles, 
I saw one morning, on waking, o. man about sixty years of age, 
of celestial countenance, dressed in o. robe of blue. His face 
was as clear as the purest crystal. He looked with tenderness 
on me, and said : 'l1ersevere, persevere, persevere!' I wu igno-

~~·,-·. 
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rant to what it alluded, when a young person, by his side, as 
beautiful as an angel, said to me: 'Persevere in prayer, in faith, 
in works.' · 

"While they were talking to me, a light shone into the cham
ber, and then disappeared. At the same moment, it seemed to 
me that they were dragging me about by the hair; the pain, how
ever, was endurable. The light reappeared, and the pain ceased; 
when darkness again succeeded, I thought they were pulling oft' 
my flesh with pincers. After several alternations of darkneH 
and violent pains, I saw the devil come out from behind the bed, 
with his back towards me. All that I could distinguish was his 
arm and his tail about two inches thick. I had no time to exa
mine further, for the angel shoved him out with his elbow. 

"The light again appear~ng, the two persons contemplated me 
with a melancholy air. The young man then said: 'Lord, that 
is enougQ ;' which he repeated three times. !looked attentively 
at him, and saw two large white wings on his shoulders, by 
which I knew him to be an angel. Darkness reappearing, peace 
again came to my heart; I arose, it was about five o'clock in 
the morning. The year following, I was again favored with the 
appearance of the Lord. 

"In 1773, having returned to my husband, my life became 
so unhappy that I thought only of death. One morning, on 
waking, I looked up to heaven, and saw a sea-dog sailing in 
the air. When he had passed, the clouds descended towards 
me, and my eyes contemplated the most varied objects. The 
house of God was in the midst, surrounded with a clear blue cloud, 
and resplendent with colors unknown upon the earth. In every 
color were thousands of men, whose robes were tinted with the 
same hue; all their faces were turned towards the habitation of 
the Most High.-A charming woman dressed in dazzling clothes, 
with a crown on her head, came out. She was accompanied by 
three angels, one on the right, the other on the left, and another 
stood behind her; they pointed to a crown, that reflected the 
moat brilliant colori. 

"The heavens closed, and opened again; but the woman and 
the angels had disappeared. Our Lord then came with a long 
train of attendants, and descended in his glory. They all 
smiled on me; they were robed in white, and surrounded by a 
halo. When near enough for 1De to touch his feet, I was seized 
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with fear, and awoke.* The greater number of theee visions 
occurred in sleep, or at the moment of waking." 

The recollection of dreams may be so entirely effaced, u to 
drive from the mind the sense of having slept. Probably some 
of the stories of second sight are only dreams of this nature. 
It is thus that Abercrombie explains the case of Ferriar, which 
we have already mention<-d, and which Ilibbert has criticised. 
The reasons which the former of the three physicians baa ad
vanced, appear to us very forcible and probable. 

Sleep with monomaniacs has always been a source of import
ant indications. Esquirol, convinced of this, hu often paned 
the night in listening to them, and, more than once, his patience 
has been rewarded by the patient exhibiting, in his sleep, the 
cause of his delirium. 

CABB XCIV. A foreign lady, aged forty, was several years 
ago brought to our establishment. All the information that we 
could gain relative to her, was limited to the fact that for twenty 
years she had been subject to intermittent attacks of insanity; 
but we could learn nothing of the circumstances that had pro
duced them. One morning, another person suffering under 
hysteric monomania entered my room, and said: "I want to tell 
you something! l\Iy neighbor is the celebrated Louisa. All 
night she hns been talking with a person of whom she implored 
pardon for having caused him to be taken before the tribunal, 
or else heaping abuse on him; her conversation was mingled 
with the wor•ls poniard, assa11Bin, deserted cldld, ltOBpl:tal, etc. 
I questioned her on her awaking, but failed to gain any ligllt 
on the subject." 

In order to understand this history, we must relate that, one 
year before, a merchant had brought his wife to our establish
ment to haYe her trcatecl for a mental affection. The lady, who 
was very proud, was attacked with a disputatious and wicked 
monomania, and had such a hatred of her husband, that she had 
made seYerul attempts on his life. After passing some time in 
my house, ~he confidc\l to the other boarders that her husband 
was a wretch who hail shamefully ill treated her. "I could de
stroy him, if I chose," !!aid she; "I need but relate his infamous 

* .Alexander Crichton, An Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of Men
tal Derangement, p. 45, London, 1798. 
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conduct towards a young person, whom, in a fit of jealousy, and 
perhaps to rid himself of, he stabbed, twenty years since. Al
though he was saved then by the devotedness of his victim, who 
declared to the magistrate that she had attempted her own life, 
he had the baseness to desert her, with her child. The poor 
creature was in despair; had she been removed into an insane 
hospital, she would probably have died." 

The Louise that we tell of was the heroine of one of those 
domestic dramas, much more fruitful in events than any that 
are represented in the theatre. 

Leuret, in his Fragmen8 P'!fchologiqut8, has remarked that 
there are some deranged persons who reason, during the day, 
according to the ideas and perceptions of the night. They are 
very capable of appreciating justly what they see during their 
waking hours, and, provided they do not mingle in their con
venation recollections of their dreaii\8, they are perfectly sane. 

The coincidence which sometimes exists between dreams and 
insanity has been sufficiently pointed out. Here is a case in 
support of this opinion: A maniac whom Dr. Gregory attended, 
and who was completely cured, had, in a week after his recovery, 
dreams, in which he was annoyed with the same hurried thoughts 
and violent passions which he had during his madness. 

Nocturnal hallucinations have sometimes exhibited themselves 
in an epidemic form. We have spoken of Hungarians, who saw 
in their dreams the shades of their relatives recently interred 
come to them, and felt that they sucked their blood. 

There are some hallucinations that commence in sleep, and, 
being reproduced during several consecutive nights, are finally 
accepted as realities. The widow Sehoul heard a voice for 
several nights, which said to her: "Kill your daughter!" At 
first she resisted, and drove away the thought on awaking; but 
the idea soon became fixed; it no longer disappeared with her 
·sleep, and, after some days, the unhappy woman destroyed her 
child. 

RBcA.PITULATION.-The nightmare, presenting a strong ana
logy to madness, it is not surprising that it is combined with 
hallucinations. 

The hallucinations of nightmare are observable in childhood. 
They are also noticed at ditl'erent stages of life. 

14 
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Hallucinations have often been obaened in nightmare under 
an intermittent form. 

In nightmare, as in madness, it sometimes happens that per
sons are conscious that the phenomena they experience are not 
real. 

The hallucinations produced by nightmare U811ally ceue on 
waking; but they may be continued during waking ho111'1, and 
be taken for realities. 

The hallucinations of nightmare are frequently obsened in 
insanity. 

The hallucinations of nightmare se"e as a natural transition 
to those of sleep, which only differ from waking hallucinations 
by their intensity and by certain psychological conditions. In
deed, it was long ago remarked that an hallucinated penon wu 
only a waking dreamer. 

During sleep the operations of the mind are no longer nb
jected to the control of the will, and all ideaa that are then 
formed, are received as so many realities. 

The hallucinations of dreams may be traced to bygone remi
niscences, or the association of ideas. 

Many authentic facts seem to prove that the hallucinations of 
dreams may communicate the knowledge of an event that is 
passing at a given time; in this case it is probable, however, 
that it is but a simple coincidence, or a reminiscence. 

Presentiments are often naturally explained; but there are 
cases in which they may be attributed to unknown physical or 
moral influences, or to the real phenomena of somnambulism or 
magnetism. 

If impressions arc generally weakened in dreams, there are 
cases which prove that the operations of the mind may take 
place, as in a waking state, and even be exercised with remark
able precision, rapidity, and power. 

In general, the hallucinations of dreams cease on waking; or, 
if they still retain a certain energy, they have no influence on 
the conduct. In insanity, on the contrary, they exhibit an ex
treme intensity, and great fixedness of character, and remain 
deeply engraven on the memory. 

Popular belief and religious opinions have concurred in im
parting great influence to the hallucinations of sleep. It is, 
thetefore, not surprising that some persons, extremely impreBBed 
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by their dreams, have succeeded in imparting their opinions to 
the mass of the people. It is also possible that in this case, the 
recollection of nocturnal hallucinations has been entirely lost, 
and the mind has accepted as reality that which was, in fact, 
but a dream. 

Some authors think that the cases of second sight are only 
hallucinations of sleep. , • 

Dreams in neuroses and insanity may furnish many valuable 
indications of the malady. 

Many insane persons reason during the day in conformity 
with the ideas and perceptions of the night. 

The disorders that have occurred during mental alienation 
may be reproduced during sleep, after a cure has been effected. 

Nocturnal hallucinations have sometimes exhibited themselves 
in an epidemic form. 

HalluciDations, after being repeated for several nights peri
odically, may become permanent during the day. 
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with fear, and awoke.* The greater number of these visions 
occurred in sleep, or at the moment of waking." 

The recollection of dreams may be so entirely effaced, as to 
drive from the mind the sense of having slept. Probably some 
of the stories of second sight are only dreams of this nature. 
It is thus that Abercrombie explains the cnse of Ferriar, which 
we have already mentioned, and which Hibbert has criticized. 
The reasons which the former of the three physicians has ad
vanced, appear to us very forcible and probable. 

Sleep with monomaniacs has always been a source of import
ant indications. Esquirol, convinced of this, bas often passed 
the night in listening to them, and, more than once, his patience 
has been rewarded by the patient exhibiting, in his sleep, the 
cause of his delirium. 

CASE XCIV. A foreign lady, aged forty, was several yean 
ago brought to our establishment. All the information that we 
could gain relative to her, was limited to the fact that for twenty 
years she had been subject to intermittent attacks of insanity; 
but we could learn nothing of the circumstances that had pro
duced them. One morning, another person sufFering under 
hysteric monomania. entered my room, and said : "I want to tell 
you something! My neighbor is the celebrated Louisa. All 
night she has been talking with a person of whom she implored 
pardon for having caused him to be taken before the tribunal, 
or else heaping abuse on him; her conversation was mingled 
with the words poniard, assassin, deserted child, hospital, etc. 
I questioned her on her awaking, but failed to gain any light 
on the subject." 

In order to understand this history, we must relate that, one 
year before, a merchant had brought his wife to our establish
ment to have her treated for a mental affection. The lady, who 
was very proud, was attacked with a disputatious and wicked 
monomania, and had such a hatred of her husband, that she had 
made several attempts on his life. After passing some time in 
my house, she confided to the other boarders that her husband 
was a wretch who had shamefully ill treated her. "I could de
stroy him, if I chose," said she; "I need but relate his infamous 

* Alexander Crichton, An Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of Men· 
tal Derangement, p. 45, London, 1798. 
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conduct towards a young person, whom, in a fit of jealousy, and 
perhaps to rid himself of, he stabbed, twenty years since. Al
though he was saved then by the devotedness of his victim, who 
declared to the magistrate that she had attempted her own life, 
he had the baseness to desert her, with her child. The poor 
creature was in despair ; had she been removed into an insane 
hospital, she would probably have died.'' 

The Louise that we tell of was the heroine of one of those 
domestic dramas, much more fruitful in events than any that 
are represented in the theatre. 

Leuret, in his Fragmem PB!Jckologique•, has remarked that 
there are some deranged persons who reason, during the day, 
according to the ideas and perceptions of the night. They are 
Tery capable of appreciating justly what they see during their 
waking hours, and, provided they do not mingle in their con
Tersation recollections of their dreaDUI, they are perfectly sane. 

The coincidence which sometimes exists between dreams and 
insanity has been sufficiently pointed out. Here is a case in 
support of this opinion: A maniac whom Dr. Gregory attended, 
and who was completely cured, had, in a week after his recovery, 
dreams, in which he was annoyed with the same hurried thoughts 
and violent passions which he had during his madness. 

Nocturnal hallucinations have sometimes exhibited themselves 
in an epidemic form. We have spoken of Hungarians, who saw 
in their dreams the shades of their relatives recently interred 
come to them, and felt that they sucked their blood. 

There are some hallucinations that commence in sleep, and, 
being reproduced during several consecutive nights, are finally 
accepted as realities. The widow Sehoul heard a voice for 
IOTeral nights, which said to her: "Kill your daughter!" At 
fint she resisted, and drove away the thought on awaking; but 
the idea soon became fixed; it no longer disappeared with her 
sleep, and, after some days, the unhappy woman destroyed her 
child. 

RBCAPITULATION.-The nightmare, presenting a strong ana
logy to madness, it is not surprising that it is combined with 
hallucinations. 

The hallucinations of nightmare are observable in childhood. 
They are also noticed at ditrerent stages of life. 

14 
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Hallucinations have often been observed in nightmare under 
an intermittent form. 

In nightmare, as in madness, it sometimes happens that per
sons are conscious that the phenomena they experience are not 
real. 

The hallucinations produced by nightmare usually cease on 
waking; but they may be continued during waking hoUI'8, and 
be taken for realities. 

The hallucinations of nightmare are frequently obsened in 
insanity. 

The hallucinations of nightmare serve as a natural transition 
to those of sleep, which only differ from waking hallucinations 
by their intensity and by certain psychological conditions. In
deed, it was long ago remarked that an hallucinated person was 
only a waking dreamer. 

During sleep tho operations of the mind are no longer sub
jected to the control of the will, and all ideas that are then 
formed, are received as so many realities. 

The hallucinations of dreams may be traced to bygone remi
niscences, or tho association of ideas. 

Many authentic facts seem to prove that the hallucinations of 
dreams may communicate the knowledge of an event that is 
passing at a given time; in this case it is probable, however, 
that it is but a simple coincidence, or a reminiscence. · 

Presentiments are often naturally explained; but there are 
cases in which they may be attributed to unknown physical or 
moral influences, or to the real phenomena of somnambulism or 
magnetism. 

If impressions are generally weakened in dreams, there are 
eases which prove that the operations of the mind may take 
place, as in a waking state, and even be exercised with remark
able precision, rapidity, and power. 

In general, the hallucinations of dreams cease on waking; or, 
if they still retain a certain energy, they have no influence on 
the conduct. In insanity, on the contrary, they exhibit an ex
treme intensity, and great fixedness of character, and remain 
deeply engraven on the memory. 

Popular belief and religious opinions have concurred in im
parting great influence to the hallucinations of sleep. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that some persons, extremely impressed 
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by their dreams, have succeeded in imparting their opinions to 
the mass of the people. It is also possible that in this case, the 
recollection of nocturnal hallucinations has been entirely lost, 
and the mind has accepted as reality that which was, in fact, 
but a dream. 

Some authors think that the cases of second sight are only 
hallucinations of sleep. , • 

Dreams in neuroses and insanity may furnish many valuable 
indications of the malady. 

Many insane persons reason during the day in conformity 
with the ideas and perceptions of the night. 

The disorders that have occurred during mental alienation 
may be reproduced during sleep, after a cure has been effected. 

Nocturnal hallucinations have sometimes exhibited themselves 
in an epidemic form. 

HalluciDations, after being repeated for several nights peri
odically, may become permanent during the day. 
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OF DALLUCINATION8 I~ ECSTASY, JIA.OlfBTISlll1 AND 

SOMNAJIIBULI8lll. 

SKCTJOll 1.-Ec~t&RT is Yft"J' fa•onble to halluoinati-Cue--Belisiou enta
llieH-Timcs and cirenmatonces favorable to ecatui-Phyliolosioaleeataq
Morbirl ecatal.'y-Tbia diYiaion alloww the connnlent clusitlcation of n1Ued8 
of eoatuy-}:Cstatic aubjec'-Ecataaiea noticed in cbUdren-Variou fOI'IIIII of 
ecataay ; t"ataleptic, l•yateric, mystic, maniac, monomamac, and epidemle
}!c:Ktatic ~lll4'p--Tbe IIC&rn!d maiden of the Tyrol-Ecatatic pheno- haft 
been exhibited in all agee-The preaching diaeue in Bweden-Ecatatic b.allll
cinationH of religious peraona. 

8BCTJOll 11.-0r foresight, second sight, magnetism, and somnambulism, in coa
nection with ballucinationa-Analogy between aomD&mbuliam and ~ 
or diurnn.l somnambulism-Of n1oral freedom in the hallucinationa of-
bulism.-lltcapitul«tioll. 

!'11-:CT. I.-OF JIAI.IXCI~ATIOXS I:S ECRTARY. 

An who have written on this subject are agreed on ono point, 
namely, that those only whose habitual feelings and iclcas are 
elevated al,ove the standarll of ordinary intellectual life, come 
under its influence. At the Ramc time, they are able to concen
trate their thoughts to a high degree, anll are consequently in a 
painful state of mind and holly. An exception must, however, 
be made with respect to religious habits and mental alienation. 
The influence which they exercise on the organization, occasions 
ecstatic cri~cs in persons of very ordinary intellect. The most 
cclchratcd subjects of ecstasy are iuflamcu with the love of 
religion, of morality, of poetry, of the fine arts, of the sciences, 
of philosophy; they arc devoted to the contemplation of the 
Divinity, and of nature. Such a state of mind is eminently 
favorable for the production of hallucinations, which arc very 
common among such persons. 

CASB XCV. The famous Count Emmanuel Swedenborg be· 
licved that he had the privilege of enjoying interviews with the 
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world of spirits. In his letters, he bas given descriptions of the 
places that he visited, and the conversations he heard. "The 
Lord himself,". he says, in a letter prefixed to his theological 
dissertations, " has deigned to show himself to his unworthy ser
vant; he has revealed to me the spiritual world, permitted me 
to converse with spiritual powers, which indulgence baa been 
continued to me unto this day."* 

* See A.mold, Oblerwtionl on tlle Nature, Kind~, Cauau, and .Prmmtitm 
of Iuanity, 2 vola. in 8vo., London, 1806; the Jlontllly Rer;iew for June, 
1770, vol. lxfi. p. 455, and for November, 1778, vol. lix. p. 365; and 
especially The Wonder• of Hea~Jen and Hell, by Emmanuel Swedenborg, 
tranelat.ed from the Latin, by A. J. P., 2 vola. in 8vo., p. 85, Berlin, 1782. 
We subjoin a note on the doctrine by this leAder of the Illuminati. 

"The transmission of the mysteries of ancient religions, and principally 
of the Kabbala, mixed with the dogmae of revealed religion, constitutes 
Illuminism. 

"Jacob Boohm, a poor German shoemaker, who lived in the seventeenth 
century, wu one of the moat ardent propagators of the illuminism of the 
three principles; bat to Sweden borg its developments are due. In Lon
don, in 1788, more than 6000 persons embraced the religious opinions of 
this theoaophiet." 

In hie treatise on Htar>en and Hell, he decll\ree that he saw the Lord, 
that he spoke with angels and spirits ae with men, during twenty~ight yeare. 
Hie flrat interview with God, u stated in hie letter to M. Roboam, wu in 
the year 1745. 

"God revealed to him that he should make known to the world the new 
church of which John speaks in the Apocnlypae, onder the name of the 
New Jeroaalem. He adds: 'It is probable I may not be believed; I can
not place othera where God hu placed me.'" 

In considering Sweden borg u an ecatatic, none can refuse him credit 
for an enthosiaem full of faith, and a great elevation of thought. 

It ie impossible here to give any idea of hie system; bot we may say, 
that he bases his moat exalted principles on Holy Writ and the G011pele. 
"It ie perhaps," says M. Ferd. Denis, "the moat poetical and religious 
transport that hu been manifested by a soul initiated into the mysteries 
of the Kabbala. A. proof of the intimate relatione which exist between 
bit eyetem and the ancient Kabbala, is, that the objec' to which he por
poeea to lead us, is the science of correspondences known to the ancients, 
which is no other than the connection of men with spirits. According to 
him, the book of Job is full of correspondences, the hieroglyphics of the 
Egyptians. The ancient fables are only a duguil«l expreuion of tbue oor
~.of tt~Aicla w Aa11e loll tlle key!' (See the article lllllmitliMM, 
by Ferdinand Denis, op. cit., p. 186, and Ze Liwe du MmJeillta dtt Ciel d dts 
r En fer, by Sweden borg.) We have related, in l' Union Nldicale, Septem
ber, 1851, a moat curious hallucination of Sweden borg relative to spiritu• 
aliem and materialiem. 
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CA.SB XCVI. The miona of Jean Engelbrecb~ bear a cl011 
resemblance to those of Swedenborg. After pueiug ID&DJ 
yean in a frightfol state of aul'ering and melancholy, which had 
frequently tempted him to suicide, this doctor at length ap
peared to die, and then returned to life. During the abort •1*'8 
of his apparent death, he imagined that he had Tiaited both 
heaven and hell. From this time, his melancholy left him, and 
was succeede(l by a religious exaltation. We subjoin the ~ 
cinct description, which he gives of hie experience during thia 
singular state:- • 

"On Thursday morning I felt that my death was near, and 
that it commenced in the inferior, and paued towards the npe
rior extremities. My body became stifF; I loet all sensibility in 
my feet, hands, and other parts. I coold neither see nor speak; 
my mouth was paralyzed ; my eyes no longer perceiTed light. 
I heard the attendants say: 'Feel his limbs; how cold and atif' 
they are! he will soon be dead.' I did not feel their touch, and 
hearing itself soon departed. I was then carried into BpM8 

with the swiftness of an arrow from a bow. During this voyage, 
I reached the gate of hell. A fearful darkness and thick clouds 
struck my sight; my olfactories were painfully afFected by a 
smoke, a vapor, an emanation of horrible effluvia. I heard 
howlings, and dreadful lamentations. 

"Thence I was transported, by the Holy Spirit, in a golden 
chariot, to the midst of the splendors of heaven, where I saw a 
choir of holy angels, prophets, nnd apostles, singing and play
ing around the throne of the Most High. The angels resembled 
flames of fire, and the redeemed souls appeared as bright sparks. 
The throne of God was dazzling. I then received a message 
from God, transmitted by an angel." 

'l'hc joy which Engelbrecht felt in this communication and 
spectacle was so great, that from that moment he was an en
thusiast, who could hardly find words to express what wo.s paaa
ing in his heart. 

"On returning to myself," he continues, "l felt my body re
animated from the head downwards, and I began to hear the 
prayers that were being offered in my room. Sight succeeded 
hearing. By degrees my strength returned. I arose, and felt 
more vigorous than I had e\·er felt before. Celestial joy had ao 
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strengthened me, that the people were extremely surprised to 
aee me recover in so sbori a time." 

From that period, during several years, Jean had visions and 
renlations during the day, whilst his eyes were open, and'with
out any symptoms of the malady that had preceded the first 
nsion. He passed sometimes eight, ten, thirteen days, and even 
three weeks, withou~ either eating or drinking. Once, he re
mained for nine months without closing his eyes. On another 
occasion, he beard, during a period of forty-one nights, angels 
sing and play celestial music; and could not help joining with 
them. The persons with him were so transported with joy, that 
they sang with him during a whole night.* 

The state of ecstasy being a phenomenon of extreme nervous 
excitability, it is clear that it must be manifested at all periods 
when the mind has been agitated by fanaticism, and by a belie£ 
which brings in its train either ardent hopes or strong fears. 
Hence it is evident that it bas been more prevalent in tim.es o£ 
ignorance, than at those periods in which a more advanced 
civilization bas enabled reason to triumph over imagination. 
This remark is undeniably true; and a very little erudition is 
~equired to acknowledge the existence of ecstasy in the pytho
nesses of antiquity, in those initiated into different mysteries, 
the famous sects of the Middle Ages, the posseBSed, the con
TUlsed, Shakers, Dluminati, et cetera. 

But if the psychological history of man proves that, whenever 
he is exposed to a permanent moral excitation, his organization 
becomes susceptible of experiencing the phenomenon of ecstasy, 
it is eBBontial to establish a distinction of tho highest importance 
between the ecstasy that I shall call phyiiological and a morbid 
ecstasy. In ·other words, we believe that ecstasy may have no 
iniluence on the reason, and is but a very exalted state of enthu
siasm, whilst it may also occasion reprehensible and unreason
able actions. It is often very difficult to distinguish the shades of 

*Arnold, op. cit., p. 219. See the singular work of S. Alph. Cahagnet, 
Aret111U de la "ie futur dtroilU, 2 vols., Paris, 1849. The statement pub
lilhed by M. le Dooteur Carri~re, in the Annalu NUioo-PBychologiquu du 
&mctuain du Spiritualinn, by the same author, is calculated to excite the 
curiosity and arrest the attention of the readers of the works of M. Ca
hagnet, which appear to us to have more than one point of resemblance to 
the worb of Sweden borg. 
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difFerence between them, and which, nevertheless, prove the infinite 
number of modifications of our being. There will alway• be an in
surmountable difficulty, when we attempt to separate the farthed 
limits' of reason from tho first approaches of insanity. M. Ulat, 
in his AnawgieB de la Bailon et de la Folie, and M. Moreau, in 
his Ohapitre ouhli~ de la PatAologie mentale, han made some 
attempts to clear up the question; but to those who have studied 
the subject, it is scarcely more than glanced at. 

This division ranks in one class prophets, Baints, phil01ophen, 
and many illustrious persons, who have fallen into a state of eo
stasy from profound meditation, a sudden illumination of their 
thoughts, or a supernatural intuition, and places in another 
class, beside the individuals already pointed out, the nuns of 
Loudon, the Shaken of Ccvennes, the convulsed of Saint M'
dard, and the sick who submitted to the exorcisms of Gumer, 
etc. This second category comprehends likewise the llluminati, 
the Martinists, the Begards, the Troglodytes,* the quietist. of 
Mount Athos, many of whom boasted of having seen God face 
to face. It will be remembered that Madame Guyon, whose 
opinions have excited eo much attention, said that, on reaching 
the highest degree of her condition, she saw God and his angels. 

It would seem as though ecstasy should be only induced in 
indivitluals in whom imagination has had time for development; 
but experience shows that this phenomenon exists even in a 
number of very young children. In the TMiitre Sacr~ du 
f..Nrennt•s (p. 20), we read that children of eight and six years, 
and even younger still, fell into ecstasies, a.nd preached and 
prophesicd with others. t 

In l.)lHi, :L number of children, brought up in the hospital of 
the city of A m!ltcrda.m, girls as well as boys, to the number of 
sixty or seventy, were attacked with an extraordinary disease; 
they clirnhecl like cats on the walls and roofs. Their aspect was 
alarming; they spoke foreign languages; said wonderful things, 
and even gave an account of all that was then passing in the 
municipal council. It happened that one of these children re
vealed to Catharine Gesardi, one of the nurses of the hospital, 
that l1er son, Jean Nicolai, was preparing his departure for La 

* The Troglodytes were pure Arinna. 
t Encyclop6die Cntholi!tue, p. 430. 
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Haye, and that his errand was for evil. This woman went im
mediately to the Basilica, which she reached just as the Council 
was about to rise. She found her son there, who was himself a 
member of the council, and asked him, if it was true that he 
was going to La Haye. Much confused, he confessed that he 
was ; and, on bearing that the child had revealed it, he returned 
and informed the council, who, finding their project was dis
covered, abandoned it. 

These children ran in groups, of' ten or twelve, through the 
public squares. TJiey went to the rector, and reproached him 
with his most secret actions. It is also asserted that they dis
covered several plots against the Protestants.* 

The faculty of proppesying, foretelling the future, and speak
ing foreign languages, which appeared really to exist in this 
epidemic, and in that of the Cevennes, was probably duo to an 
exalted state of the mind, favored by persecution, and the spirit 
of imitation. This state does not argue any other development 
of mind than that observable in· the preaching disease of 
Sweden, of which we shall shortly speak; and in carefully 
examining the individuals so attacked, we shall probably find 
that they were only verifying reminiscences of things, seen or 
heard, wrought out by cerebral excitation. 

Ecstasy lJlay be seen under several aspects, with which it 
is necessary to be acquainted. One of the most remarkable of 
these forms is catalepsy, which gave rise to an opinion amongst 
those who had not carefully studied this nervous afFection, that 
visions are not uncommonly produced in this state. 

The greater number of persons who have experienced cata
leptic ecstasies, have, when the fit is over, described. the inef
fable joy they felt, the dreadful phantoms they saw, the divine 
visions and the angelic assemblages which they witnessed. 
Many undertake to predict the future, and to imitate sooth
sayers. Many remarkable cases of this kind may be met with 
in the writings of the doctors. t 

*Van Dale, De l'Idolatrim, P111!f. pp. 18 and 19. 
t Conf. Paulinua, cent. iv. oba. 38; Marcellus Donatus, cap. i. p. 91, 

.eqq.; Augustinua, ck Oiuilate Dei, lib. xiv. cap. xxiii.; Act. .Medic. Berol. 
Dec. I. vol. ii. p. 62; A. N. C. Dec. III. anno 3, oba. 61, and Yol. i. oba. 
~~~ . 
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CASE XCVII. An uneducated woman in low life, aged twenty
four years, went sometimes to church, and always lietened with 
most attention to the Holy Word when it revealed our true COD· 

dition, and spoke of the horrors of ain. Absorbed in theM 
meditations, her mind was impressed with extreme anguish, and 
ller countenance exhibited all the grief with which abe was pe
netrated. One day, whilst attending service, she was auddenl7 
deprived almost entirely of motion and feeling, and at the eloee 
of her duties, was found motionless aa a statue, her eyes open, 
gazing upward, and completely insensible. • Without aid, her 
senses returned in the course of an hour. To the questions pu' 
to her, she replied that she had neither felt, nor heard anything, 
and that abe was quite well during this state, which she com· 
pared to a deep sleep; she had seen her Saviour, and felt de
lightful sensations. This fit was repeated more than one h11D
dred times in forty days. Sometimes it was lighter, and of 
shorter duration than at others ; but in no ease was the patien' 
affected by the strongest volatile essences applied to the eyea 
and nostrils; and she was equally insensible to frictions and 
punctures. 

During the fit, her pulse, her respiration nnd complexion 
were in a normal state; and immediately after it, she was able 
to resume her usual occupations. All her physical functions 
were healthy. During fourteen days she abstained from food 
and drink. It is a remarkable circumstance that the paroxysms 
always came on after she h:ul listened to singing, or to the 
preaching of the gospel, when she expressed an ardent love 
for Christ. This malady having resisted all other means, was 
cured by nir and exercise.* 

The case reported by Hoffmann docs not belor1g to catalepsy, 
but to ecstasy. In catalepsy, the mind nearly always remains 
in complete o.nd absolute repose. 

Ecstacy u often combined witlt Hysteria.-Zimmerman+ speaks 
of a lady, gifted with much tenderness anll sensibility, who, in 
her youth, had been subject to hysterics. Sometimes she would 
break off o. conversation, feeling herself in o. ui\"inc embrace. 
It has long been remarkell that hysterical females have visions 
o.nd hallucinations which resemble ecstasies. 

* Frederici Hoft'manni, Opera Medica, tom. iii. sect. i. cap. iv. p. 50. 
t Trait6 de l'Experience. 
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The following account, communicated by Doctor Sanderet, 
Professor in the Medical College of Besanc;on, shows the con
nection that exists between these two nervous conditions:-

CASE XCVIII. In the village of Voray (Haute Sa8ne), twelve 
or thirteen kilom~tres from Besan~ton, lived Alexandrine Lanois, 
a girl seventeen years of age, simple in manners and appear
ance, and who, until the occurrence of the circumstances which 
I am about to relate, had attracted no attention. She was the 
daughter of poor parents, lived by the labor of her hands, and 
uaisted her mother in household duties. In a word, as the curff 
expressed it, she was imignificant. 

In the month of February, 1850, this young girl had an at
tack of pleurisy in the left side. Treated and cured, she expe
rienced, towards the close of the same' month, a relapse, which 
called for fresh care. This was followed by an attack of fever ; 
firs* intermittent, then quotidian, then tertian; which yielded, 
after fifteen days, to sulphate of quinine. 

This sickness had entirely passed away, when, at the beginning 
of June, she had a nervous attack, with hysterical symptoms, 
crises which were repeated twenty or thirty times during the 
day, lasting only a few minutes. 

At the end of July, her ecstasies commenced. I will describe 
one of these, during which I watched her. I mention only the 
essential facts. Every paroxysm was regularly periodical; she 
slept for twelve hours, and then remained awake twenty-four. 
All the preventives prescribed by her medical attendant, such 
as motion, employment of the mind, muscular exertion, and 
repoae, were useless; they came on and ended at the regular 
periods. At length, she herself wonld announce their approach. 
"I am going ;" and, on coming to herself, she would say that 
she had been to paradise. She would then recite prayers, and 
sing psalms. 

Cold baths were employed, and in twelve days the paroxysms 
ceased. The preceding details were supplied to me by M. Jen
nin, Jr., a very intelligent physician, living in tho village of 
Voray, who had attended Alexandrine Lanois from the com
mencement. 

Si:r months afterwards, in the month of October, the attacks 
reappeared, but their order was inverted; the paroxysms lasted 
~wenty-four, the waking state only twelve hours. It was at this 
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Hallacinatiou haTe ot'teD beeD obeemld ill aiglatmare -.. 
u intermittent form. 

In nightmare, u ill madaeee, it 10metimel hapPen~ diM ,._ 
10n1 are ooDIOiou dW &be plaenomeu &beJ a:perieaoe an • 
real. 

The laallacinatiou proclnoed by nightmaN uaally ... • 
waking; but they may be ooatinued duillg wUiJaa hain, UMl 
be taken for reali&iel. 

The hallucina&iou of nightmare Ke freqUDdy ~ Ia 
insanity. 

The hallucina&iou of aighaaare ~ene u a u&an.l truwitiOD 
to thoee of aleep, whieh only dil'er from wakiug haUnaiMti
by &heir intenaity and by oertain peyohologi.aal aondiaGDI. Ja. 
deed, it wu long ago remarked that aa halluinated penoa :wu 
only a wakiDg dreamer. 

Daring lleep the operati001 of the mind are no loapr ..._ 
jectecl to the aontrol of the will, ud all icleu that are 6ea. 
formed, are received u 10 may realiti& 

The halluciDatiou of dreuu may be tnoed to bygcm.e ,.._ 
niecenoe~, or the IIIOOiation of ideu. 

Many authentic facta seem to prove that the h.Uucinatiou of 
dreams may communicate the knowledge of an event that is 
paaaing at a given time; in this caae it is probable, however, 
that it is but a simple coincidence, or a reminiscence. · 

Presentiments are often naturally explained; but there are 
cases in which they may be attributed to unknown physical or 
moral influences, or to the real phenomena of somnambuliam or 
magnetism. 

If impreBBions are generally weakened in dreams, there are 
cases which prove that the operations of the mind may take 
place, as in a waking state, and even be e:rercised with remark
able precision, rapidity, and power. 

In general, the hallucinations of dreams cease on waking; or, 
if they still retain a certain energy, they have no influence on 
the conduct. In insanity, on tbe contrary, they exhibit an e:r
treme intensity, and great fixedneu of character, and remain 
deeply engraven on the memory. 

Popular belief and religious opinions have concurred in im
parting great influence to the hallucinations of sleep. It is, 
thetefore, not surprising that some persou, e:rtremely impreued 
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by their dreams, have succeeded in imparting their opinions to 
the mass of the people. It is also possible that in this case, the 
recollection of nocturnal hallucinations has been entirely lost, 
and the mind has accepted as reality that which was, in fact, 
but a dream. 

Some authors think that the cases of second sight are only 
hallucinations of sleep. , • 

Dreams in neuroses and insanity may furnish many valuable 
indications of the malady. 

Many insane persons reason during the day in conformity 
with the ideas and perceptions of the night. 

The disorders that have occurred during mental alienation 
may be reproduced during sleep, after a cure has been effected. 

Nocturnal hallucinations have sometimes exhibited themselves 
in an epidemic form. 

HalluciDations, after being repeated for several nights peri
odically, may become permanent during the day. 
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nounecd it to her." And on the very day, at eight in the 
morning, the ecstasies recommenced. 

A more astounding fact than all, and which, as a faithful 
historian, I feel bound to relate, had renewed and increued a 
general belief in the miracle. Ita only interest to us conailta 
in the precieion with which the return of the paroxyims wu 
announced. · 

One day, then, during t~e week, Ale:z:andrine, sorrowtUlr ~b
atracted, and oppreued with a vague feeling of distreu, and a 
desire to weep, went for relief to one of her companions, who 
lived at the parsonage. She was walking with her head bent 
down, when she saw before her a lady habited in white, whom 
she at first supposed to be an inhabitant of this world ; but, OD. 

raising her eyes, she recognized her as the Virgin, by the cron 
on her brow. The Virgin held a prolonged connnation with 
her, announced the return of her ecstasies, which, abe said, 
would continue longer than on previous oceuions, and then, 
dropping a chaplet at her feet, slowly vanished. 

Alexandrine entered the minister's house in tean, and an ao
count of ber extraordinary adventure was extorted from her; in 
verification of which, the chaplet was found before the door--t. 
chaplet worth two sous. 

Thus the phenomena ha-re incrcasetl from the commencement, 
each circumstance becoming more difficult of comprehension un
til the ln:-~t, of which the reader will readily see the significance 
ancl l.learing, hy calling to mind the fact that our young girl 
is the ohject of a curiosity which bas, beyond measure, daily 
increased. 

On tho 5th of January, my worthy brotlter and friend, Dr. 
Druhcn, accompanied me to Vorlly. lie found the facts pre
cisely as I bad related them. In order to satisfy himself in 
relation to several phenomena by personal observation, he re
peated my experiments, and completccl them, by adding, for 
example, a vial of ammonia, which, placed carelessly to her 
nose, produced no effect. He even magnetized the patient, and 
questioned her, but in vain. The pulse was 112, the breathing 
22. The paroxysms, always perfectly periodical, lasted thirty-six 
hours, as the white lady had predicted, and the waking state 
twenty-four. While the ecstasy continued (and it was thus 
throughout), all the natural functions of the body were sus-
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pended. During the internls she enjoyed her usual excellent 
health, with appetite f.nd alimentation unimpaired. 

The regularity of the paroxysms required the medication to 
be anti-periodical, which plan we advised, to the exclusion of 
all others. 

I h~e simply given the case. The therapeutic point here 
ofFers only a secondary interest, and it is not as an example for 
practice that one can contemplate so exceptionable a case; but 
it is merely stated as a case. New phases may arise, and I may 
be enabled to complete my observations. 

P. S. This morning I received the following letter from my 
colleague at Voray :-

"I myself administered the sulphate of quinine to the girl 
Lanois. On the 6th of January, in the morning, 0. 75 centi
grammes divided into two doses, were injected; in the evening of 
the same day, at eight, the paroxysms came on, and lasted thirty
six hours, as before. At eight in the evening, befoce the anti
cipated return of another attack, I gave the sulphate, as before, 
in two doses. On the following morning, another paro:z:ysm and 
menstruation. Finally, on the 11th, at half-past seven, in the 
morning, I again administered 7.5 centigrammes, and, at eight, 
oar ecstatic subject departed for unknown worlds. Resultat 
0."* 

The ecstatic of the Voages, we saw in company with Messrs. 
Duchenne of Boulogne, Bonchut, and Brown-S~quard. The two 
Jut-mentioned physicians, who, by a powerful electric shock, 
proved insensibility, and, consequently, a diseased condition, 
have both presented particulars of their eonjectures relative to 
the paroxysms, and the phenomenon of hallucinations. During 
her attacks, we have heard her converse with angels, and the Vir
gin, as if in their presence. The harmonious tones of her voice, 

· the e:z:pression of her features, and the air of beatitude which ·her 
countenance displayed, were indescribable. Whether she e:z:
pressed herself in verse or in prose, her discourse was entirely • 
upon religious subjects. The account describes her as often
times transported to heaven, and, as having seen, in her ecsta
sies her father and her brother, who have been dead for many 
years. This young girl is aged twenty, and very pretty, and 

* AnDale• M6clico-payohologique., Avril, 1851. 
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there ill01iletlliq in her whole appeuuoe oaloalatecl to ..a. 
the linliett intenet in her. We maoh repet that oar pNpCIIil 
to reoeiYe henell ad her mother into oar lltahli"'""-t, 'ftl 

· rejeotecl. Both Truda aucl Saienoe wotdd haft proltecl ., 1M 
aaoeptanoe of OV ol'er. :· 

M,.V.o .-a.f ooean ohiefl7 in nbjeola of gnat ,..._, _. 
who are acldio&ed to futing ad pNJII'• It allo ooaan ill tM. 
aaoaatomed to clepriYe thllllltl,.. of lleep, aucl who lift • 
uoeao ad oontemplatin life. It il, ill a oertaia c1epM, ,_. 
a"ble, by oarryiDJ theM praodoel to a mranpat pito1l, iD 
bring on eaRuy· ' 

O.As• XOIX. Jeume de Boohet, a JCIUI lacly of tM .-t 
of Loail the J'oarteenth, who retired into lolitade, ill critir, 
through the mtiDI of ememe prifttioa, to reaoh perfeotloa, .. 
related, in a YOrk of three Y011llllll, dae hiatoi'J of ll• ... 
martyrdom. "I eat," lhe .. ,.., "bat ODot in the clay, ....t ... 
onl7 foar hoan. At the foot of the oraoih, I hear all diU ., 
Ba"rioar il pleuecl to oomanmiaate. M7 JHDtallabon (pn,.. 
ad ejaoalatiODa) oontinu 101Detimt1 for forty-eight Jao.i, 
dariDg which time I neither eat nor drink. The cl.8t'i tMa 
combats me in every way, and shows me horrible epectree. I 
have pa88ed whole months without oloaing my eyes. I killed m7 
body, in order to raise my spirit to God. For more than fifteen 
days I haTe wandered the forest like a mad person, withoat 
repeating a prayer." 

"On Palm-Sunday, whilst undergoing the discipline of fire, I 
saw a very hideous man, who appeared similarly engaged; aDd 
at every stroke that he gaTe, he uttered a piercing cry, aDd 
each time said : 'It is for such a sin.' 

" Occasionally I experienced great ravishment, but more fre. 
quently I was tempted by the devil." 

One of the moat extraordinary instancell of ecstasy that bu 
ever been witnessed, bas been related by writers worthy of ore
denoe, ProfeBBOrs Gmrres, Leon Bore, Edmund Cazalee, Chile, 
etc., known by the appellation of "The Scarred Maiden of 
Tyrol;''* 

• Lee Stigmati•• du Tyrol, ou l'Extatique de Kaldem, et Ia Patiate 
de Oapriana; hiatoriea translated from the Italian, German, and Bnglllh, 
b7 M. L6on lJon, P&ria, 1843; and reprocluoed, b7 Dr. ~rile, ill hil IJa. 
trocluotion to the new edition of S~me Pb71ique et .Morale de Ia l'em-. 
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CABE C. Marie de M12rl was born the 16th of October, 1812, 
of a noble but reduced family. In her infancy, she was subject 
to many severe nervous affections. At twenty, in 1832, her 
confeBBor noticed that sometimes she did nqt answer his ques
tions, and that she appeared abstracted. The attendants of the 
young girl informed him that she was always affected in this 
manner when she received the communion. He promised to 
watch her closely. On the day of the Fete Dieu, he carried the 
Boat to her early in the morning. She was instantly transported 
into an ecstasy. The next day, at three in the afternoon, he 
went to see her, and found her kneeling in the same spot where 
he had left her thirty-six hours previously. The persons about 
her, already accustomed to the sight, attested that she had re
mained in that position. The confessor undertook to prevent 
the recurrence of this state, which, he feared, might become ha
bitual. To this end he inculcated the virtue of an obedience, which 
the young girl had vowed on entering the third order of Saint 
Fran~is. The ecstasies recurred, however, accompanied with 
phenomena more or less extraordinary, until towards the middle 
of the year 1833. At this time, a crowd of the curious, attracted 
by the voice of rumor, visited the ecstatic. It is calculated that 
40,000 persons visited Kaldern, between the months of July and 
September. Marie remained all this time in an ecstasy. The 
visits were forbidden by the authorities. The Prince Bishop of 
Trente, desirous of knowing the truth, that he might communi
cate it to the government, came to the place. He declared that 
the malady of Marie did not in itself constitute a state of sanc
tity, but that her acknowledged piety was not a malady. The 
police, after this prudent declaration, interfered no more. In 
the autumn of the same year, her confessor perceived that the 
palms of the hands, where subsequently the marks of crucifixion 
appeared, sank in, as under the pressure of a body in half-relief. 
At the same time the part became pai.Dful, and frequently 
cramped. On the 2d of February, 1834, at the feast of the Puri
fication, he observed her wipe the middle of her hands with a 
towel, and exhibit a childlike alarm at the blood she perceived 

par Ro11811el. Paris, 1845. This learned doctor has prefb:ed and appended 
to &helt' curious cues, Interesting Rcll.ectione on the Influence of Emotivity 
in Women. 

15 
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there. These marks soon showed themaeh·es on her feet and Oil 

her heart. They were nearly round, spreading a little in length, 
three or four linea in diameter, and seeming to pue through both 
hands and both feet. On Thursday night and Friday, all theee 
wounds shed drops of blood, ordinarily clear. On other eveniage, 
they were covered with a crust of dried blood. Marie maintaiDed 
the most profound silence on these wonderful facts; but, in 1884, 
the day of the visitation, the ecstasy came on doring a proceeoo 
aion, and surprised her in the presence of witn8118es; ebe wu 
seen twice absorbed in the moat lively joy, her counteoanoe 
:flushed with a rose-like hue, and radiant with an angelic ezpr• 
aion. She scarcely touched the bed with the point of her feet; 
her arms were extended, and all the attendants marked the 
prints on her bands. From that period tbia wonderful peculiarilJ 
could no longer remain a secret. 

"The first time that I visited her," says the celebrated Dr. 
Goorres, "I found her in the position in which she remains 
during the greater part of the day, on her knees, at the foot of 
the bed, in ecstasy ; her hands were crossed on her breut, and 
showed the prints ; her face was turned a little upward, and 
towards the church; her eyes were raised to Leaven, expresaing 
the most profound abstraction, which nothing external could 
disturb. During whole hours, I was unable to detect any mo
tion in her body, excepting that protluced by an almost insen
sible respiration or a slight oscillation, nnd I can only com
pare her attitude to that in which angels are represented before 
the throne of God, absorbctl in the contemplation of his glory. 
It will readily be imagined that this spectacle most vividly 
impressed the minds of all who witnessed it. According to the 
report of the cur~, anti other directors of her conscience, abe 
has been in a constant ecstasy for four years. l\Iost generally, 
the subject of meditation in the ecstatic is the pas~:~ion of our 
Saviour, which produces on her the most profountl impression, 
and is exhibited externally. Every Friday in the year, the 
contemplation of this mystery is renewed, aJHl thus affords the 
opportunity of frequently watching its marvellous effects. The 
action commences on Friday morning. If the facts are followed 
up, it is observable that as certain persons speak their thoughts 
aloud, without being conscious of the words they are uttering, 
ao Marie de Moorl reproduces the passion by meditation without 
knowing what she does. At first, the movements are soft and 
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regular ; but in proportion aa the action becomes more distress
bag and powerful, the image which abe assumes takes a deeper 
and more distinct character. Finally, when the laat hour 
approaches, and her heart is lacerated by grief, death is 
imaged on every feature. She is there on her knees, her hands 
oroaaed on her breast. A mournful silence reigns around, 
scarcely disturbed by the breathing of the attendants. Pale aa 
her countenance may have appeared during this sorrowful drama, 
you observe her grow still paler ; the shudder of death occurs 
more frequently, and life is gradually departing. 

" Sighs, breathed with difficulty, announce that the oppression 
augments. Her eyes, more and more fi.J:ed and immovable, shed 
large drops of tears that fall slowly down her cheeks. Ne"ons 
~pa&ms occur; involuntarily abe opens her mouth; like a thunder
aloud presaging a storm, these spasms form larger and larger 
airclee, until her whole countenance is distorted, and they finally 
become ao Tiolent that, from time to time, they shake her whole 
frame. Respiration, already so difficult, is changed into painful 
and plaintive sighs ; a dull redne88 covers her cheeks ; the 
nollen tongue seems to cleave to the palate; the convulsions 
become quicker and stronger; the hands, hitherto crossed, give 
way, and fall rapidly; the nails &88ume a blue tinge, and the 
fingers are convulsively interlocked. 

"Presently, the rattle is heard in the throat. The breath 
oomes with more efFort from the breast, which seems bound with 
thongs of iron ; the features are so distorted u to be scarcely 
recognised ; the mouth is wide open, the nose shrunken, the 
•1ea are fixed, and seem ready to burst their orbits. At long 
inte"als, some sighs escape through the stifFening organa; 
ud it would seem that the last mnst soon be uttered. The 
head then bows with every sign of death; and the whole 
appearance is totally unlike herself. All remains thus for the 
space of about a minute and a half. Then the head is raised, 
Uae hands return io the breast, the countenance recovers ita 
form and calm expression ; she is on her knees, absorbed in 
ofFering her thanksgiving to God. And this scene is renewed 
weekly, always the same in its essential phases, but more par
ticularized in Holy Week, and each time showing the peculiar 
traits corresponding to the actual state of mind of the patient. 
I convinced myself of this by a careful examination on several 
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0 

speak, she looks to her confeuor, and, wit~ her eyes, begs him 
to answer for her. 

" Her black eyes expreu the joy and ingenuouaneu of child
hood. Her clear and expressive countenance at once forbida 
the idea that her heart can be the chamber of fraud or bJPo
crisy. 1'bere is no appearance of gloom or of exaltation ; no 
weak nor false sentimentality ; and still less of hypocriaJ ad 
pride. Her whole appearance conveys the impreaeion of a 
serene and joyous childhood preserved in innocence, euilJ 
yielding to playfulness, because the pure and delicate tact which 
she possesses rejects all that might be unseemly. When with 
her friends, she can, once restored to herself, remu.in ao for 10me 
time; but it is evident that it is with a great effort, for the 
ecstasy has become her second nature, and the life of otben 
is, to her, something artificial and unusual. 

"In the midst of a conversation, in which abe even appean 
to take pleuure, her eyes suddenly cloae, ad without a1 
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transition, she returns into her ecstasy. During my stay at Kal
dem, she was requested to be godmother to a new-born child, 
who was baptized in her chamber. She took it in her ann, 
and manifested the greatest interest in the who~ ceremony; but 
several tim.,s she fell back into ecstasy, and it was neceBBary to 
recall her to the reality of what was going on around her. 

" The beholder is astonished at seeing Marie de Moorl pass 
from common to ecstatic life; lying on her back, she seems to 
loat on the waves of a luminous tide, and to throw a joyous look 
on all around. Suddenly she plunges gently into the abyss; the 
waves play for an instant around her, they then cover her face, 
and you follow her with your eyes as she descends into the 
depths of the pellucid waters. From that moment, the lively 
child has disappeared, and when in the midst of her transfigured 
features, her dark eyes are opened to their full extent, and dart
ing their rays into vacancy, she looks a very sibyl, but full of 
nobleness and pathetic dignity. 

"It must not, however, be supposed that her contemplations 
and pious exercises prevent her attending to domestic duties. 
From her bed she directs the household, the cares of which she 
formerly shared with a sister, but whom death has removed. 
She has enjoyed for several years a pension obtained for her by 
charitable persons; and as her wants are few, she devotes it to 
the education of her brothers and sisters. Daily, about two in 
the afternoon, her confessor recalls her to ordinary life, in order 
that abe may attend to the affairs of the house. They then 
confer together on the aubject ; she thinks of everything, attends 
to the wants of those in whom she is interested, and, as she pos
le88eS good common sense, everything about her is well regu
lated." 

We will not give the recital, by M. Edmond Cazales on 
Dominica Lazzari, the Patiente de Oapriana, because the case, 
bowenr extraordinary, bears no direct relation to our subject. 

Great joy, like great grief, is equally favorable to ecstasy, by 
the elevated character it gives to thought. 

Ecstasy is not uncommon in insane asylums; but to shun error, 
it is necessary to notice whether the patient is not obeying some 
superior order, which tells him to remain motionless, or to take 
such or such a position. It may be exhibited under the forms 
ot mania and monomania. 
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Leuret has described the case of an hallucinated mad woman, 
who had ecstasies, in which she saw God. She knelt before tbe 
sun, and then experienced a great inward exaltation, and exceed
ing pleasure. God spoke to her; the pleasurable sensations were 
chiefly confined to her breast and stomach; but God, ahe laid, 
could excite these sensations in all thEI members. It waa not 
only when she looked at the sun that she beheld the Creator, 
but abe saw him in her dormitory and in her walks. To behold 
him, she bad but to pray. She saw him also during her sleep, 
and even before going to sleep. He appeared to her aa poeaeu
ing a physical form ; fair, and clothed in the habiliments of man; 
infinite goodneu and benevolence beamed upon his smiling face. 
In speaking of her sensations, she observed that bread and 
water, and that exaltation, was the highest pleasure that could 
be experienced; and if all could be satisfied of this truth, the7 
would require nothing more. 

Aa ecstasy can be produced whenever a high degree of moral 
exaltation exists, it will be understood that it did not cease ita 
manifestations with the Dark Agee, although these were favor
able to it. We find it existing in the eighteenth century, and 
daily produced before our eyes. Lately, the rapid spread of the 
religious ecstasy in Sweden in the form of an epidemic, and 
with which we will close this notice, proves the truth of the 
assertion. 

In the course of the year 1841 to 1842, there appeared, in 
the country about the central part of Sweden, a disease charac
terized by two striking anti remarkable symptoms: the one, 
physical, consisted of a spasmodic attack, involuntary contrac
tion!!, contortions, etc.; the other, psycldcal, was announced by 
nn ecstasy more or less involuntary, during which the patient be
lieved that he saw or heard things divine and supernatural, and 
was instigated to speak, or, as the people expressed it, to preach. 
(Many metlicnl men consider this disease as one form of the 
chorea of the Middle Ages.) 

During their ecstasies, the persons attacked were remarkable 
for an irresistible loquacity, a constant mania for preaching the 
Word of God, and for visions and prophesyings. In consequence 
of the peculiar tendency of this singular affection, it has been 
called tl1e preaclting-disease. Most of the faculty, who wit
nessed these paroxysms, have compared them to somnambulism, 
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or the magnetic sleep ; but no one has been able to say posi
tively that they belonged to either of these states. 

The sick persons frequently spoke of visions which they had 
had in heaven and hell, of angels, etc. They also predicted the 
end of the world, the last judgment, and the da.y of their own 
death, always with the assumption that their predictions were 
real and holy prophecies. It will be remembered that the greater 
number of the convulsed of St. Medard also predicted that the 
end of the world would occur on a day which they fixed; but, 
u with the Swedes and Millena.rians, their prophecies were not 
accomplished. 

These ecstatics, when the paroxysm was over, appeared as 
though they emerged from a dream. They averred that they 
had seen supernatural eights, and recited the prophecies; that 
they had seen the place of punishment for the condemned, and, 
also, the elect seated at the Lord's table. 

This state may be associated with mania, with hypochondria, 
ud with madness. The malady usually attacked persons from 
sixteen to thirty, frequently also children from six to sixteen, 
and even some aged persons. It is another point of resemblance 
to the Shakers of the C~vennes; and, in the TMatre sacr~ du 
Ohmnu (p. 30), is the following deposition by Guilliaume Bru
guier: "I saw at Aubersaque three or four children from the ages 
of three to six, seized with the spirit. When I was with a man 
named Jacques Boussige, one of his children, a.ged three years, 
was attacked, and fell to the ground; he was much agitated, and 
beat his breast violently, saying, it was for the sins of his mother 
he was suffering." Another witness assured me that he had 
teen a child of fifteen months in a similar conditien. 

The greater number of the persons so attacked were of the 
lower cl888. It was a psychical contagion,. brought on by imi~ 
tation. In one year several thousand persons had the epidemic. 

A development of the intellectual faculties was not remarked 
in this disease ; or, if it did exist, it was an exception; the 
greater number of the discourses a.nd sermons were paltry and 
void of ideas ; often consisting of pure nonsense, more frequently 
of exclamations repeated unto satiety, and continual repetition 
of the same trifles, uttered in a sententious tone. 

We would enforce this remark, because the ecstatic state is 
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often accompanied by a sense of exaltation which givos eloquence 
to ordinary minds. On this point, we could relate a cariou 
history of a person, who, in his inspired moments, exercised 
such an influence over the malefactors in the prison with him, 
that they obeyed all his commands. 

Fanaticism, ignorance, and the thousands of religious tracta 
distributed amongst the people, had, according to the opinion 
of the Swedish faculty, induced a state of preparation for this 
epidemic. The causes are clearly pointed out by the author, 
who says justly, that the origin of a mental disease has rarely 
been so distinctly shown.* 

The ecstatic state is frequently met with amongst primitive 
people, in whom the religious feeling is strongly developed. M. 
Ferdinand Denis relates that a friend of his, who baa resided 
fourteen yean in the East Indies, has frequently seen the Hin
doos voluntarily fall into ecstasy. The North and South 
Americans have traditional recollections that throw them into 
an ecstatic state, during which they believe they have communion 
with spirits. 

The phenomena of ecstasy are developed in the most remark
able manner, among the Kamschatdales, the Yakouls, and other 
people who inhabit the far north, where tho diviners wound 
themselves horribly, without either suffering or appearing to 
suffer. 

'fhe ecstatic state is also exhibited in Otaheite, in the Sand
wich Islands, and in Polynesia. Marinert relates that the son 
of King Finow often told him that he was inspired by the soul 
of Toogoo-Ahoo, the last king of the Tonga Isles; that he no 
longer felt his personal existence, and that his body seemed 
animated by a spirit not his own. Being interrogated as to the 
nature of the spirit. that moved him, and how it descended upon 
him, he replied: " What a foolish question! Can I tell you 
how I know it? I know it because I feel tho com·iction, and 
because I am warned by a voice." 

We could multiply facts of this nature ; but it will be suffi-

* Gazette 1\IMicale, No. 33, t. xi. 1R42, .Vemoire sur l' Exta11e relig~11e 
ephlh11ique that raged in Sweden in 1R4land 1842, hy M. Ie Docteur C. N. 
Souden, physician in the inAane hospital at Stockholm. 

t Voyage to Tonga-Tilboo. 
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cient to remind the reader that they are described in ancient 
and modern travels of all nations.* 

SECT. 11.-0F HALLUCINATIONS IN MAGNETISM AND SOM
NAl'tiBULISM. 

A very extraordinary nervous condition is acquired when man 
is deprived of the action of the senses, by isolating him com
pletely from the outer world, concentrating his mind on himself, 
whilst he submits unresistingly to the influence of the experi
menter who produces these surprising effects. But, howsoever 
curious may be the phenomena of magnetism, they are surpassed 
by those of somnambulism, in which the subject, at the command 
of the master, can display his most secret thoughts, and some
times even the nature of his complaints. These facts, of 
which the ancients had a glimpse, are now recognized. Ani
mal magnetism is practised by the aborigines of North and 
South America; and may be traced back to antiquity. Since 
the sixteenth century, Vanhelmont and Maxwell have described 
in their writings, their most important principles. 

The modern form has been revealed by Illuminism, for Swe
denborg said, in 1763 : "Man may be raised to celestial light, 
eve~ in this world, if his corporeal senses are wrapped in a 
lethargic sleep."t 

It is unfortunate that magnetism and somnambulism have 
been attempted by quacks and rogues-a circumstance which 
has driven intelligent men from studying the subject. The 
exaggerations also to which the partisans of this doctrine have 
given way have been no less prejudicial to the examination of 
the question. 

These remarks show that we cannot accept without reserva
tion the judgment of the illustrious Bailly; but, in recognizing 
the power of the imagination, we believe that there exist facts 
in magnetism 'and somnambulism from which both psychology 
and medicine will derive valuable results. 

The plan of this book will oblige us to examine these two 
states only in their connection with hallucination. We will, 

* Ferd. Denis, Tableau historique analytique et critique, dee Sciences 
occultee, p. 203, a uq. Paris, 1842. 

t Ferdinand Denia, op cit. p. 191. 
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therefore, commence our study by pren.iOft, which is re
late,} to magnetism and somnambulism by the common tie of 
ecsta!!y. 

Pret•inon, which has been attacked and defended with so much 
vehemence, is illustrated by such curious facta, and is supported 
by ao many respectable witnesses, that impartiality requires ua 
to notice some of them,_before we adopt any opinion on the sub
ject. One of the moat authentic cases of prevision is mentionecl 
by Josephus:-

C.&llB CI. Foqr years previous to the beginning of the •ar, 
when Jerusalem 11'ae enjoying p4;ace and abundance, Jesus, eon 
of An anus, a simple peasant, having come to the Feut of Taber
nacles, which was kept every year in the Temple, in honor of 
God, cried out: "A voice from the East-a voice from the W eat 
-a voice from tho four winds-a voice against Jel118alem and 
the Temple-a voice against the bride and the bridegroom-. 
voice against all the people !" And he ceased not night and da7 
to traverse the city, repeating the same thing. Some penona of 
rank, unwilling to allow such ominous words to be uttered, had 
him taken and beaten with rods. He offered no word of defence 
or complaint for such cruel treatment ; but still repeated the 
same words. 

Then the magistrate!', believing, as was the fact, that he was 
divinely inRpired, l1rought him hefore AlLin us, gl)vernor of Judea. 
lie had him flogged se\·erely, which did not extract a single prayer 
or tear; but, at every blow, he repeate1l, with a plaintive voice: 
"Woe, woo to Jerusalem!" An1l when Albin us asked him who 
he wall, an1l why he !!poke in that manner, he answered nothing. 
The governl)r then dismissed him as a madman, and from that 
time, until the war commenced, he spoke to no one. But he 
repented, unceasingly: "Woe, woe to Jerusalem!" without re
proaching those who beat him, or thanking those who fed him. 
All his word~ were confined to this sad presage, which he uttered 
in a louder voice on feast-days. He continued this conduct for 
Reven years and five months, without intermission, nnd his voice 
became neither weak nor hoarse. 

When Jerusalem was besieged, his predictions were '\'"erificd; 
and then, pacing the walls, he cried: "Woe to the city, woe to 
the people, woe to the temple !" and, while repeating the words, 
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"Woe to myeelt!" a stone, thrown from a machine, struck him 
to the earth, and he yielded up his spirit.* 

Saint Gregory of Tours, the best annalist of the fifth century, 
hu mentioned a ciroumstance, which was also witnessed by a 
number of persons:-

C.ASB CII. St. Ambrose was apprised of the death of Saint 
Martin at Tours (in the year A. D. 400), in the church at Milan, 
during the maaa. 

It was customary for the reader to present himself before the 
officiating priest with the book, and not to read the lesson until 
he wu told by him to do so. Now it happened that, on the 
Sunday in question, whilst he who was prepared to read the 
Epistle of St. Paul, was standing before the altar, St. Ambrose, 
who was celebrating the mass, fell asleep on the altar. 

Two or three hours passed, and no one dared to awake him. 
At length the bystanders ventured to tell him how long he had 
kept the people waiting: " Be not troubled," said he; "it has been 
a great blessing to me to sleep, since God has worked a great 
miracle; know that my brother St. Martin has just died. I 
ban uaisted at his obsequies, and, after the usual service, there 
only remained the capitulary to repeat, when you awoke me." 

The aseiatanta 'were much surprised. They noted the day and 
hour, and it was discovered that the happy confessor had died 
at the very instant when St. Ambrose described himself as u
aiating at his funeral. t 

Reason and science would explain these facta as an undue 
eJ:citement of the brain, and as a simple coincidence; but that is 
onl1 putting aside the difficulty. Thus, in the case related b1 
St. Gregor,., the death of St. Martin at Tours was known to 
St. Ambrose at the moment it• occurred, although a distance of 
more than two hundred leagues separated them. In speaking 
of presentiments in dreams, we have related the anecdote of 
Mise R., whose character and mind vouch for the accuracy of 
the details with which abe furnished me. In her case, also, the 
time of her mother's death exactly coincided with her dream. 
Our researches into the mechanism of mind are vain; how, 

*War of the Jewa againat the Romans, Book VI., cbl\p. 31, p. 77 J, edi
tion Pantb~n Litt6raire. 

t G~goire de Tours, De Miraculis St. Martini, lib. i. ob. 5. 
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iDteDipnoe haYe reoopi...t the tnadl of - fll Jftfi · , 
whilat they aobowledge ipon.noe of the --. :a.-..,.. 
that then are •aikiag uamplel of pnYiliaD of tile ......... 
clr--, in ea~tuiet, u.cl a& the appnaoh of~· · · .. · 

"I cannot pTe the reuoD," remarb M'eohiaftl, •w. i& II 
Ill au.t.ed r.- in all hil&orJ, both llleieni .............. 
no pea& millortaae ner happenecl to a oitJ• ...m- .... 
wu DOt pndioted by.,.. IOO&hlaJft, or &DDGaiMIIcl 1f7 ...,_ 
tiou, prodiP., or other celeltial aipa. It ia "'7 M '!k 
that die matter lhoald be ctiaoallecl by IUD IIUIMMlaa •• 'II• 
natarallllcl 1apei'D&&Irral, Ill acltaDtlp thM I do _. • a r 
Be that • it ma7, the fact ii11Ddeniable."t · 

K. le Kailtn o....,._ that the ipW of prop'-7. ia ••• 1' 
to oar kind, ucl will De1'11' oeue to be laeanl ill tile WII'IIL 
Man, by attempting at all timet, ucl in all p1aoel, te &. iMI 
the fabre, deolarel thM he il not tormecl for time; "f• -..II 
a forced thing, that onl7 cleliret to oome to an encJ,.. (p•IJ• 
cAoH de force qui"'~ qu'd jinir.) · 

Thence it is that in our dreams we take no note of time, and 
that a state of sleep was always judged favorable to divine com
munications.! 

We could relate a vast number of anecdotes in 1upport of the 
opinion of Machiavel; but a few will suffice. 

In the year 1488, Savonarola believed that he felt within 
him the secret and prophetic impulse which pointed him out u 
the reformer of the church, and called him to preach repentance 
to Christians, whilst he denounced to them the calamities with 
which Church and State were equally menaced. In 14:84, he 
commenced, at Brescia, his preaching on the Apocalypse, and an
nounced to his auditory that the walls would one day be bathed 
in torrents of blood. Two ye&I'B after the death of Suonarola, 
this menace appeared to be accomplished, when, in 1500, U.e 

*Bacon, De Ia Dignit6 de I' .Accroiaaement dee Sciencee, tom. ii. liv. ii. 
t Maebiavel, Diacoura aur Tite-Live, liv. i. p. 56. 
~ M. le Maiatre, Soirees de St. Petenboarg, lle entre&ien, p. W. 
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French, under the Duke de Nemours, seised upon Brescia, and 
devoted the inhabitants to a dreadful massacre.* 

"Savonarola," says Philippe de Comminu, "had always as- , 
serted the coming of the King, and that he was sent by God to 
chastise the tyrants of Italy, and that nothing could succeed 
against him; be had also said that he would enter Pisa, and that, 
on that day, the States of Florence would cease to exist; and so 
it happened, for Pierre de Medicis was on that day driven out. • 
And be predicted many occurrences which took place, such as 
the death of Laurentia de Medicis ; and he also publicly said, 
it was revealed to him that the state of the Church would be 
reformed by the sword. This prediction has been nearly, 
though not quite fulfilled."t 

The author of a summary of the life of Cattho, Archbishop of 
Vienna, printed with his Memoir•, relates that be first announced 
the death of Charles the Bold to Lonis the Eleventh. " At 
the instant," says the Summary, "that the said duke was killed, 
King Louis was bearing mass, in the church of Saint Martin at 
Tool'B, distant ten good days' journey, at least, from Nancy; 
and at the said mass, the Archbishop of Vienna acted as chap-:
lain, who, in oft'ering the salutation, said these words to him: 
'Sire, God grants you peace and repose; they are yours, if you 
desire it, quia comummatum est; your enemy the Duke of 
Burgundy is dead ; he has just now been killed, and his army 
diaeomfited.' The hour designated was subsequently found to be 
that in which the said Duke was killed. "t 

Thirteen years previously to the revolution of 1789, P~re 
Beauregard (a learned preacher) made the arches of N6tre 
Dame vibrate with these singular words : " Yea, thy temples, 
0 Lord, will be desecrated and destroyed, thy feasts abolished, 
thy name blasphemed, thy worship proscribed. But, what do I 
hear? Great God ! what do I see ? Lascivious and profane 
songs succeed the holy canticles, to which these arches have 
resounded in thy honor. And thou, infamous divinity of pagan
ism, wanton Venus I thou comest here audaciously to take the 

* Simond Siemondi, Hiet. !tal., tom. xii. p. 67; Vita di Savonarola, Iiv. 
i. ix. xv. p. 19. 

t M6moire de Philippe de Commines, lib. viii. ch. iii. p. 270, et ch. :ux-.i. 
P· 443. 

l Biogr. Uninr., tom. -.iii. p. 420-Sign~, W. S . 

... 



Jdaee ,A thot Jim~ G~ 10 lit OD the d.rone of the S.U.t or 
8air.t.a, ar.•i rl!:~n: th~ nlpd~Je iDceue of t.lay new adoren."• 

Tbe Jfff:"lieti'Jli ~.l.,;~ a~IJKhed by La Harpe, by Madame 
de l;enli!, llallame Ia Cf.nDtalle de Beubaraais, .tc., llhoald 
DCJ& Le puM"llJy in ~ilenee ; and, althoagh the relation caa ODly 
he receiYed helitatiagly, it d~ not the leM belong to hia&oiJ, 

• u mach c.»n account ,Jf the rank of the penooapa cooceroed 
u of the importance flf the ennta. 

"It a('pean Ill me hat yesterday," aays La Harpe, "and yet 
itwu early in 178~. We were dining with one ofthe memben 
of oar Academy, a man of rank and talenL The goesta were 
namerou and of all nnb; courtiers, lawyen, writers, academi
cian a, tc. ; u DBUl, they bad feutecl. At deuert, the winee of 
)falY(Iiaie and Constantia gue to the gayety of the companJ that 
1011 of Jicenee not always dUereet; they bad arri~ed a~ that 
piteb when anything wu allowable to raise a laugh. Chamfon 
bad read his insipid and libertine tales, and the great ladiee had 
listened without hanng recourse to their fans. Then aroee a 
deluge of jokes on religion. One quoted a tirade of La Puoelle; 
another recollected these philosophic venes by Diderot :-

• Et dP.a lJf1yanx do demier prftre 
Serrez le cou du dernier roi,'t 

and applaurled them. A third rose, and holding a brimming 
glass, said: ' SirR, I am as sure that there is no God, as I am 
that Homer is a fool;' and in fact he was as sure of the one aa 
of the other. 

"The conversation then became more serious ; they were full 
of admiration at the re\·olution effected by Y oltaire, and agreed 
that he had won the highest title to glory. He had given the 
ton to his age, and was equally read in the antechamber and 
the Raloon. One of the guests told us, with bursts of laughter, 
that hi~ hair-dresser had said to him: 'You sec, sir, although I 
am no more thu.n a poor apprentice, I have no more religion 
than others.' It Wlls agreed that the revolution would soon be 
completed ; tllllt superstition and fanaticism must absolutely 

* lliog. univ., t. iii. p. 421; nouv. Mit., article Deauregard, Sig. T. D. 

t And tho bowels of the last prieat 
Bound tl1o nock of ilie last king. 
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give way to philosophy; and they set about calculating the pro
bable time of its StJpremacy, and who among them would witneu 
the advent of tke age of reaa<m. The aged lamented the impro
bability of their beholding it, while the young rejoiced in the hope 
of seeing it reach ita meridian glory. The academy was above all 
congratulated on having prepared the great work, and on having 
been the principal promoters of liberty of thought. 

"One alone of the gneets had not taken part in the gayety of 
coDversation, and had even passed a few quiet jokes on our fine 
enthusiasm; it was Cazotte, an amiable and original man, but 
unfortunately infatuated with the reveries of the llluminista. He 
took up the conversation, and in a seriona tone, said: 'Gentle
men, be content ; yon wi11 a11 witneu this grand and sublime 
reTolution that you so much desire. You know I am somewhat 
of a prophet. I repeat, you will see it.' They reply by the 
well-known line, ' No need to be a sorcerer for that.' ' Be it 10 ; 

bat perhaps a little of the prophetic spirit is necessary to fore
see what remains for me to tell. Do you know what will be the 
result of this revolution-what will happen to you all ? Do you 
bow what will be the immediate practical effect, the recognised 
consequence ?' ' Ah ! tell us,' said Condoroet, with his deceitful 
and innocent look ; ' a philosopher is not sorry to encounter a 
prophet.' ' For you, Moll!ieur de Condoroet, you will die 
stretched on the floor of a dungeon ; you will die of the poiiOn 
that you will take in order to avoid the block; of the poiiOn 
which the happiness of that time will oblige you to carry about 
with you.' 

" At first, much surprise was exhibited, but they presently 
recollected that the good Cazotte was subject to waking dreams, 
ud they laughed heartily : 'Monsieur Cazotte, the tale that 
you have told is not so good as your Diable Amoureux.' 

" ' But what devil has put this dungeon, and poison, and 
ezecution into your head ? What can that have to do with philo
eoplty and the reign of reason?' ' That is exactly what I am 
&elling you; it is in the name of philosophy, of humanity, and 
liberty, and under the reign of reason, that you will meet with 
this fate; and well may it be called the reign of reason, for she 
will then occupy all the churches, and there will not then be in 
all France any other temples than those dedicated to the god
deea of Reaaon.' ' By my faith,' said Chamfort, with a I&I'CU. 
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tic laugh, 'you will not be a priest in those temples.' ' I hope 
not ; but you, Monsieur de Chamfort, who will be one, and a 
worthy one, will open your veins with twenty-two razor-cuts, 
and yet you will not die for some months.' They looked at each 
other, and laughed again. 'You, Monsieur Vicq d'Azyr, will 
not open your own veins, but you will have them opened m 
times in one day, in an attack of the gout, in order to be sure 
of your fate, and you will die in the night. You, Monsieur de 
Nicolai, will die on the scaffold; you, Monsieur Bailly, on the 
scaffold; you, Monsieur de Malesherbes, on the scaffold.' 'Ah! 
Heaven be thanked,' said Roucber, 'this gentleman, it seema, 
only wants the Academicians ; he has made a great slaughter. 
And myself, for mercy's sake?' 'You? you also will die on the 
scaffold.' ' Oh, he has made a bet ; he has sworn to exterminate 
all of us.' 'No, it is not I who have sworn.' 'But shall we 
then be conquered by Tartars and Turks?' 'No, not at all. 
I have already told you, you will be governed by philosophy and 
reason alone. Those who will thus treat you will all be philoso
phers ; will have at the time on their tongues the same phraaee 
that you have uttered during the last hour; will repeat all your 
maxims, and, like you, will recite the verses of Didcrot and La 
Puce He.' 

" Everybody was whispering: ' You see he is mad, for be 
was perfectly serious. It is easy to see that he is joking, and be 
always introduces the marvellous into his jests.' ' Yes,' replied 
Chamfort, 'but his marvellous is not gay; it savors too much 
of the gallows. But when is all this to happen?' ' Six years 
will not have passed before all that I say will be accomplished.' 
'You talk of miracles (and now it was I who spoke), and do I 
go for nothing?' ' You will then be a miracle no less wonder
ful, for you will be a Christian.' At this there were many ex
clamations of surprise. 'Ah !' said Chamfort; ' I am relieved; 
if we shall only perish when La Harpe becomes a Christian, we 
shall be immortal.' ' As for us,' then, said Madame Ia Due hesse 
de Gram mont, 'women are very happy, to rank for nothing in 
revolutions; when I say for nothing, I do not mean to say that 
we do not meddle a little; but our sex is exempt.' ' Your sex, 
:Madame, will not save you, this time ; meddle how you will, you 
will all be treated as men without the least difference.' 'But 
what do you mean, Monsieur Cazotte? You are preaching to 
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a, the end of the world.' ' I know nothing about that ; but 
what I do know, Duchess, is, that you will be taken to the 
IICd"old; you, and many other ladies with you, in the execu
tioner's cart, with your hands tied behind your back.' 'Ah! I 
hope that in that cue I shall at least have a carriage hung with 
black.' 'No, Madame; ladies of higher rank than yourself will, 
like you, go in a cart, with their hands bound behind them.' 
'Of higher rank! what ! princesses of the blood?' 'Of still 
higher rank.' At this the company began to be agitated, and 
the brow of the boat grew dark I All began to feel that the 
joke grew serious. In order to dispel the cloud, Madame de 
Gnmmont, instead of noticing this reply, said, in a lively tone, 
'You see, he will not even let me have a confeBBor.' 'No, M .. 
dame, neither you nor any oQe else will have one. The last of 
dae condemned who will have one, u a special favor, will be'
be hesitated. 'Well, who is the happy mortal that will enjoy 
this privilege?' 'It is the last that will remain to him; it will 
he the King of France.' 

" The muter of the house hurriedly arose, and all waa confu
aioo. Approaching M. Cazotte, he said to him impressively : 
'Hy dear Monsieur Cazotte, we have had enough of this mourn
ful farce. You carry it too far, and will not only compromise 
youraelf, but the whole company.' Cazotte made no reply, but 
prepared to depart ; when Madame de Grammont, who was 
alw&ys merry, turned towards him and said: 'Sir Prophet, you 
han told us all our good fortunes, but you have said nothing of 
7our own.' He mused for some time with his eyes cast down. 
'Madame, have you read The Siege of Jerusalem, by Josephus?' 
' Oh, certainly ; who has not? But tell me, as though I had not 
read it.' 'Well, Madame, during the siege, there wu a man, 
who, for seven days and nights, walked the ramparts inceBBantly 
iu the sight of besieged and besiegers, shouting out in a sad and 
load voice: 'Woe to Jerusalem!' and on the seventh day he 
cried, 'Woe to Jerusalem! Woe to myself!' at which moment 
a enormous stone, cut by the enemy's machines, struck him and 
crushed him to death.' 

" On saying this, Cazotte bowed and retired.'' 
The phenomena of second sight, the belief in which is so pre

nlent in Scotland and in some other countries, belongs to pre
TIIlon. It is true that philosophy and physiology agree in 

16 
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"The ..... o1olecl the book, - .trreatea - laCII& ..... , ia 
thele mdden orden, wlliala he aUribat.ecl to II8IODd lip&. a. 
lulli&ated, bat &u.117 owaed that the door had opeaed. ..a ... 
mittecl a little womaa without a head, whoee figure nllelllbllcl 
the two Jadiee to whom he had sent. He added that the appa
rition was a 1ign of the Iudden death of some per1on of hit 
acquaintance. 

"The servant returned aome bonn afterwards with the inform
ation that one of these ladie1 had died auddenl1 of apopluJ 
at the moment of the apparition. 

" On another occasion, during a stormy night, it happened that 
the gentleman was sick in bed, and the officer reading to him; 
the fishing-boat was out at sea. The old gentleman, after ez
hibiting several times much uneasineu for his people, cried oot: 
' The boat ia lost!' 'How do you kn~w it ?' inquired the Co
lonel. ' I aee,' said the invalid, ' two boatmen, who carry a 
third drowned; they atream with water, and now place him 
cloae beside your chair.' At night, the fishermen returned with 
the dead body of their comrade.''* 

Ferriar justly attributes this vision to hallucination& ; accord
ing to Abercrombie, it was the reminiscence of a forgotten 

• Ferriar, op. cit. p. 67. 
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dream. We think that it should be cl&88ed with the hallucina
tione experienced during ecetasy. We must alto class the ecsta
tic visions of cold countries with hallucinations, as also the cases 
of second sight common to the Laplanders, SamoiMes, Ostiab, 
and Kamtschatdales. Hibbert has given many curious cases. • 

All phenomena that depart from common laws should be sub
jected to severe examination, and rejected when· they do JlOt 
preeent evidencee of truth ; but when their occurrence is gua
ranteed by men of intelligence and integrity, whose morality is 
unquestioned, then skepticism is no longer possible; the difliculty 
liee only in their correct interpretation. There are doubtlei!IS a 
great number of cases of prevision which may be explained by 
the hallucinatio08 of ecstasy; but there are some, also, which 
appear to belong to a difl'erent order of things; such is the ac
count related by Josephus. There is, therefore, developed, in 
a manner unknown to us, a greater activity of the faculty of 
perception, just as we see, in certain diseases, the senaes acquire 
an extraordinary delicacy on the approach of death, when the 
lick person astonishes those about him by the elevation of his 
tho~hta, and the eudden lucidity of a mind which has been 
obeenred during many long years. t 

"Nothing is more nrprising," observe• Are~, "than the 
obeervations sometimes made by patients, in the midst of their 
paroxysms, the propositions they advance, and the objects they 
behold. Their ee08es are exalted ; their minds possess great 
anbtlety, and an extraordinary power of penetrating into futurity. 
At first, they commence by presaging their own death ; they 
then predict the future of those persons who may be present ; 
and then their spirits are released from the coarse covering of 
clay. This event fills all who witness it with admiration. "t 

The same author observes : "It is interesting to listen to the 
occasional sayings and soliloquies of patients on the approach 
of an attack of apoplexy. All their se08es seem healthy and 

* BI.tory of Laplr.ud, written by John Scheft'er, Profe11or of Law at 
UpuJ. in Sweden. Engliah Tranalation, publiahed A. D. 1704. 

t Brierre de Boiamont, Du R6tour de la Raiaon chez lea Alieda Mour
r.ute; M6moire in6dit. Guette dee HOpitauz, 1844 (.Annal. Jlld. Pqcl.), 
tom. ii. 2d a6rie, p. 531. • 

~ Are*'e de Cappadooe, De 1ipi1 et oaueil oculorum morborum, lib. 
li.oap.Y, 
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pelf-, ancl thq appe~r to llaft ....... tM JOIIII' fll ,.. 
pbtq. The 1m objea of ala* ........... il tM ,_ tiiM .... 
are aboU to leaYe tile wwld; t1aeJ tUa ...._ • .._. .. 
the ,pneent, aad, the nat Ptif1iag Ibm ,..Ua&ia-, · ...... 
looked upoa u nal proplleta. I W ODe &o p•ii•••• ·Ilia 
death liK d&J• before &he ft8U teok plaae."• 

We will ODI7 utnoi ou "NNf auno-,_.. . ._ 0nts ir ~ 
"l daiDk i& Ia .. ua•117.'' •11 diM pia,.-.., "te .... 
partinlulJ to thOle ··- ..,. -w;. ia ...... .. 
teUeaaal faaaltiea aaclcleDl7 ~ .. ,.,.. ...... .. 
prerioulJ uiated. It il a1lo o111erftcl, that ia ... .,_ 
medio aacl eaa&atio a•-. the ..... of - ••• ! 
R~G~ptoihle of ncei'fiD& impnaiou whiM ftl'8 -' ,. ••'itlli 
ia a aormal aWe, &Dc1 wbiah .,.1 IMl be uem .. llf ... • 
1llllla&anL I haft fnquadf Dllticecl tba 181A .... .... 
ariaiDg from tbia ~., ........ ..._ .... .... 
cloah&J.a haTe cliRiapilllecl daemlelY• M ...u..& ~ 
.-. ·. "' 

8Gaae of thele ..--- tU ................. ,.. 
the aakei qe; odaen 1M 10 ollarq ia tba dufr, M to .... ... 
perfect security. There are others, again, who follow peno.a ., 
their acent, like a dog, and can diatiaguiah aucla thiap u t.beJ 
han used or even only ~uched. 

"I have seen some whose tute hae acquired a peculiar 4ieli
cacy, and who would demand or choose aliment and enn reme
dies that would be really seniceable ~ them, with a ..patJ 
ordinarily observable only in animal&. Some have the power ol 
looking within the~n~elves during their parozyama, and UlllG'BOo 

ing the approach of certain criaea, the occnrrence of wbio~ 10e11a 

proves the justness of their senu.tioDI ; or they not.ioe otW 
organic modificatiou attested by the ata&e of t.he palM aad 
other atill more certain aigna. "t 

Ia it a weakneas to acknowledge that a namber of p)aeac.eaa 
paaa in the profoundness of thought, which will foreYer remain 
unexplained ? Had ,Dr. Charpignon read this paragrapll, u 
would not hue laid, in pagea 168 and 850, in hia Ply~ clll 

• Bordeu, Recberelle~ sur lea Maladiea obnmiq--. t. p.125, • Riv. 
Edit. de l'an. iz .. 

t Cabanil 7e Jlfmoire De I'IDiaeDCI deB JlaWiee Rrla J' ....... 
i46el d d• al:.otiou moniiL 
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M'agttitiftn, tJtat I explain all cases of second sight by halluci· 
ution. My opinions on presentiments, foresight, apparitions, 
aDd the boob of the u.ints, formally contradict this theory.* 

&mnamhlum.-The consideration of hallucination• in 
Mltaly and prevision, brings us naturally to speak of those 
obaenable in eomMmbulietn. Natnralaomnambuliam has many 
pointe of atinity with dreams, and really appears to differ from 
them only in the degree wherewith the bodily functions are 
d'eoted. The mind, as in dreams, is fixed upon oertain impres· 
liou, which it takes for so many real and actual external aenp.. 

tiou; but the organs are more obedient to the mandatee of the 
will, eo that the individual apeab and acts under the influence 
of these erroneous conceptions. 

"We must attribute," says Richard, "all that is inexplicable 
in somnambulism to the force of imagination, which presents 
images to the somnambulist with the same definiteness that they 
are presented in dreams. Undeniably, in dreams, we see objects 
u clearly as though it were bright day, because the light which 
hM connyed the illuminated objects to the brain, impre88es 
thea there. t 

Somnambulism, as in other nervous conditions of which we 
have treated, is favorable to the production of hallucinations. 

OASB OIV. A highly respectable man, who had long been in 
eommand of a large merchant ship, related the following to Sir 
Walter Scott, which· occurred whilst he was in the Tague. One 
ef his crew was assassinated by a Portuguese, and it was rumored 
that the ghost of the deceased haunted the ship. Sailors are 
proverbially superstitious ; and, in this iuatance, they exhibited 
much repugnance to staying on board. In fact, it seemed pro. 
'bable that they would desert rather than return to England with 
a ghost u pauenger. It became, therefore, neceSBary for CaP* 
tain S. to sift the matter ; he discovered that, although they all 
pretended to have seen lights, and to have heard noises, the 
whole story was founded on the statement of one of his lieuten
ants, an Irishman and a Catholic; but a cool, honest, and sensible 
man, and whom the captain had no reaaon to suspect of wilfully 
deceiving him. 

• J. Charpignon, Phyeiologie M~decine et Meta physique du 1\lagnetiame. 
1 vol in 8, Paril 1848. 

t Richard, Th6orie dee Songee, 1 voL in12, p. 104, Paria, 1754. 
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The lieuteD&Dt toleamlJ tolcl OaptaiD 8. tU$ 6e lpllft fl. 
the deceuecl appeared to him alaaCIR Jli&ladJ, obJipd P tiD_ 
abandon whateTer he,.. eJIPP'l iD, ucJ, u he ........ W.. 
telf, b11111t him bJ a llow &n. . 

He related. thil with eTtrq demODRn.&iall of Jwnoar, ..... 
the realit;y of hill clil&r.- uid hill fear. fte aaptaia, witMD 
p111'1Aling the nbject, retolftld to wa&all, dlll'iDI the .aipt, ... 
aotiou of thiiJDtoD. 

When the belli1011Dded micloight, the aleepll' ...tclal7 z-. 
wi&h a wilcl ud diaue.ed look, lighted. a audJ.t, Iliad ,.._._ .. 
the kitchen; he there 1M down, and, with q• wicle .,.., 19":. 
pearecl to be •taring at tome terrible objea&, fniiD wldell, how
eTer, he eould not remoYe hill gue. At the end of IOIIMI 110 .... 
he 1'018, took a pot, whioh he llW wida water, uul, ta1Jriaa to 
himMlf in a low tone, mized .It in it, and .,n.tJed it o.,. tlw 
kitohen. He then heand a deep ligh, lib a 1DUl reJie1'IMl t6. a 
hea1'J opprellion, ud, returning to hill lwn•ook, l1ep& ,...._ 
fal17. On the foUowinJmomiag he related. to the .,W• 1M 
euot hilltory of the apparition, addiDa that the shod w -
him to the kitohen ; but that, haTing forbmatelJ proGIII'8d, ... 
did not know how, some holy water, he had auooeeded in ridding 
himself of his visitor. 

The captain told him all that had actually passed in the night, 
adding details that proved him to have been the dupe of hill 
imagination. He acknowledged the justness of the captain'• 
reasonings, and, as often happens in cases where the i11118ion hu 
been pointed out, the dream returned no more.* 

In ordinary cases, the aft"ection occurs during the night ; but 
it is not very uncommon to observe, through the day, a state 
which bears some analogy to somnambulism, and in which il 
particularly remarked an indift"erence to external objecta. Under 
some circumstances, these attacks have occurred suddenl7; and, 
under others, they have been preceded by a noise or confuaion 
in the head. The individuals then become more or le11 abient; 
they have no longer any connection with exterior objecta, or 
have but a confused idea of them. They may'frequently con· 
verse in a continued and intelligible manner,- but the actual 
impress of the mind is refiected in their discourse. In aome 

* Walter Soot&, op. cit. p. 216. 
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oases they recite long poems, often with more correctness than 
they would do in their waking hours. They sometimes hold 
diacoune with imaginary beings, relate circumstances or conver
aations that happened long back, and which they might be sup
posed to have forgotten ; some have been heard to sing much 
better than in their natural state, and authentic examples are 
cited of persons in that state who have spoken correctly in a 
language which they knew but imperfectly. 

CA.SB CV. "Some years ago," says Abercrombie, "I at
tended a young lady subject to an affection of this character, 
which always took place during the day, and which lasted from 
ten minutes to one hour. Without any premonitory symptoms, 
her body became motionless, her eyes open, fixed, and she waa 
completely insensible, and quite unconscious of what was pass
ing around her. She was frequently attacked whilst playing on 
the piano; she continued to play with perfect correctness, but 
without getting beyond a certain point. She was, on one occa
sion attacked just as she was about to begin a new piece. Dur
ing the paroxysm, she repeated it perfectly five or six times ; 
but on recovering, could not play it without study."* 

This appears to us to have been a union of catalepsy, epilepsy, 
and ecstasy. 

The hallucinations of somnambulism may give rise to the most 
singular actions, and to resolutions involving the gravest respon
sibility, which might result in unhappy consequences to the ac
tors if these facts were not known. 

CA.BB CVI. Dom. Duhaget was of a good family in Gascony, 
and bad distinguished himself in service ; he had been a cap
tain in the infantry for twenty years; and was a chevalier of 
St. Louis. I never knew any one possessing more amiability or 
piety. 

" We had," he related, " a friar at , where I was prior 
before I came to Pierre Ch&tel, of a melancholy disposition and 
a gloomy character, who was known as a somnambulist. 

" Sometimes, during the paroxysms, he would leave his cell, 
and re-enter it alone; at others, he would lose himself, and have 
to be brought back. His case had been treated, and na the 
returns were very rare, it had ceased to attract attention. 

*Abercrombie, "P· cit. pp. 308 and 328. 
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" • 011 ' i '" continued the prior, " my ta or • 
during this torrib e apparition. I badd r d ith horror 

an r from ·hie 1 h d c , and 11 r t a my motion 
that I could not cloee an eye the whole night. 

"The next day, I summoned the somnambulist, and qaietly 
aaked him of what he had dreamed the preceding nigh&. A& 
this qq,estion he was agitated. ' Father,' replied he, ' I WIt 
strange a dream that I do not like to tell you of it; it ia, perh.,., 
the work of the evil one, and'- 'I command it,' replied I; '• 
dream is always involuntary, and is bat an illaaion.' 'Father,' 
said he, ' I was hardly asleep before I dreamed that yoa W 
killed my mother ; that her bleeding shade appeared and ._ 
manded vengeance ; at this sight, I was so enraged that I t.w 
like a madman to your apartment and stabbed you. Sooa aftea.. 
warda I awoke, bathed in penpiration. I hated myself for tU 
outrage, and then bleaaed God that so great a crime had _. 
been committed.' ' The deed waa nearer· consummation tha 
you are aware of,' said I to him, with a oalm and aeriou air. 

" I then related what had occurred, and showed him the e"ri
dence of the blows which he thought were dealt upon me. 

" Upon this, he threw himself at my feet in tean, ~ 
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over the misfortune which had so nearly happened, and im
ploring such penanoe as I thought fit to infiict upon him. 

"No, no," I cried; "I shall not punish you for an involun
tary act ; but henceforth I dispense with your services during 
the night, and advise you that I shall have your cell locked on 
the outside after the evening repast, and opened only in time for 
you to attend m&BB at daybreak." 

If, under these circumstances, the prior, who escaped by a 
miracle, had been killed, the sleep-walking friar would not have 
been punished, as it would have been an involuntary murder on 
his part.* 

The Neapolitan journals lately related a case in which a man, 
in a state of somnambulism, dreaming that his wife, then by his 
tide, was unfaithful, wounded her dangerously with a poniard, 
which he always carried about him. M. Maglietta, a barrister, 
published an opinion, in which he contended that blows and 
wounds in1licted by a man asleep, and in a state or somnambulism, 
were not punishable. t 

Lorry has described two very interesting cases which he wit
nessed. A woman, in a state resembling somnambulism, was in 
the habit or conversing loudly with absent persona whom she 

, thought she saw. She was so insensible to external impressions, 
that she could be pinched and pricked without manifesting the 
alightest pain. In this state she perceived distinctly the objecta 
with which she was in connection. Her arms and fingers pre
served their position, until an involuntary movement of the 
members gave them another direction. Mter the paroxysm, 
abe had no recollection of what had paBBed. . 

The other cue was that of a woman who was irregular. 
During the continuance of this state, she was in the habit of 
conversing with a person whom she appeared distinctly to see. 
Her discourse always dwelt on the thought that bad preoccupied 
her mind. In this state, abe was unconscious of the presence of 
any one. The mother of this woman having died suddenly, the 
daughter, during her paroxysms, continued to talk with her u 
though she were living. 

• Brillat Sanrin, Phyeiologle de go6.t, 2d edit. t. i. p. 6, Paril, 1828. 
t Union M6dioale, 16 December, 1851 • 

• 
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moat remarkable pcenli rity of these case is the pro. 
founa 1nsen ibility of the individu ls to outward impr·na1oua. 
excepting to tho e connected ith their ideas, thought , and 
sentiments ; they arc instances of striking an logy with animal 
omnambnliam. Another ch r ct ristio of this afFection · the 

iustantaneoUB chango which occurs in thought and oonaciOUBD 
Tho afFection is also char cterized by the ecstatic diap 'tion of 

. the mincl, by the total au pension of aetnal ideas, hicb ClOD

tinnes for an indefinite period, and in the equ Uy audd a 
remarkable return of the mind to the normal at te on the tenJai. 
mination of the paroxysm. 

I shall conclude this eries of obeervationa with a c se bor
ro ed from Dr. Dyce, of berdeen; it po eases much inte 

od reacmbl~s, in aomo re pects, that of egr tti, related bJ 
Iuratori, but appears deci ivo on the que tion bether or not 

somnambuli m carries with it the suapen ion of the e d 
their tran po ition to the nervous sy tern of phy ic 1 life. 

A E CYII. Dyco speaks of a young girl, who w of deli 
health until be attained womanhood. The fint ptom 
which appeared was great dro sines , soon foll wed by a ~ 
petual d ire to talk. ~h r pe ted wb t b&d pa ed (\uring 
tho day and ang both o.or d and profane melodies. Every 
night, in her sleep, she imagined herself going to Epsom Raoel, 
mounted a kitchen stool, and ran round the room, imitating die 
sounds used by a person riding. She replied without waking~ 
any questions that were asked her. The returns of tbia state 
were frequent, and at irregular intervals. She dteaaed the 
children in her sleep, and at one time abe set the table for 
breakfast, her eyes remaining closed. 

When taken to church, she understood the sermon, aud 
seemed much afFected when the preacher spoke of three yo'lllli 
persons who had been executed, and of their progreu in crime. 
On being questioned, when the paroxysm waa over, and ha'riug 
returned home, she denied having been to church ; but in the 
subsequent recurrence of the aomnambulic state, she repeatecl 
the text and the substance of the discourse • 

.Artificial SomnambuliBm.-The cases to which we have jut 
directed attention, lead us to those relating to artificialsomnam· 
bulism. We must not confound these two conditiou, \J.thoagh 
they present certain analogies ; thus, the fint usually ocean 

' . 
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without any perceptible cause, and is not under the influence of 
the will. The somnambulist appears to use but one sense,* and 
his attention is excited by only one order of facts, those with 
which his mind is occupied; his thoughts have but one tendency, 
and he is conscious of nothing that does not bear some relation 
to this peculiar direction of the mind. The second state suc
ceeds magnetism; it is determined by the will of the operator. 
Almost always, however, the thoughts and attention of the per
son are free. 

Artificial somnambnlism offers several curious phenomena. 
We have already spoken of some of them on the occasion of 
dreams and ecstasy; here, however, we will confine ourselves 
to the study of somnambulism in its relation to hallucination. 
Those who maintain that we explain this singular state by hallu
cination, are in error ; it is one thing to affirm that it is pt:o
duced in the magnetic sleep of hallucinations, and another to 
say that somnambulism is but a hallucination. It must not, 
however, be lost sight of, that this phenomenon may be physio
logical, and yet be manifested in reverie, dreams, and other 
dispositions of the mind which have never been seriously ranked 
with insanity. · 

Amongst the cases of artificial somnambulism, we will select 
those whose authenticity cannot be questioned. 

CABB CVIII. Madame Plantin, about 64 years of age, con
BUlted, in the month of June, 1828, a somnambulist, who was 
introduced to her by Dr. Chapelain, and by whom she was in
formed that a tumor would form in her right breast, and threaten 
to !>.come cancerous. The invalid passed the summer in the 
co1111try, but attended very carelessly to the regimen prescribed. , 
Towards the end of September she returned to see Dr. Chape
lain, and confessed that the tumor was considerably increased. 
He began to magnetize her on the 23d October following, and 

• In 10mnambuliem, hearing is frequently preeened, questions are 
heard and replied to ae in waking. Touch is also frequently perfect; and 
even in some cues aoquiree an extraordinary delicaoy. This is the eenae 
which presides, ae it were, over all the actions of somnambulists. Sauvage& 
of Montpellier hae described two sick persons in the hospital ae natural 
eomnambuliete, and also clairvoyants ; his account is found in the Ml
fiiOiru IU l' .AcacUmu du Scinacu (Szafkowalti, Recherches sur lea Halluci
nationa, 1849, p. 155 ). 
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the 1leep induced teveral days afterwarda ; ba~ ab.olate 
eomnambuli m wa never very perfect in h • T m D 

ploycd ret rded without curing the di.aeue. Finally, \be 
gathered, and the doctor thought that the onl ho 
it removed. M. Jules Cloqu t, a very skilfw aurgeoo, 
the same opinion; it rem ined to gain the content of the u' IYauu.. 

iD which Dr. Chapelain, by hie influence over her, IIICCHded. 
He u cd the bole power of hie will to produce iueuaibilit 
the part and, when he thought he ha.d succeeded, be p'IDCIMCI 
the end of the breast violently with hie n 'la without ~IIIII!« 
pain. Tho in &lid ignorant of tho d fi d for t 
tion; it w s the 12th of pril, 1 r. hapelain IDIIpttiliH 
her, and po erfully mllfPleti&ed the pMt o which ~ 1 
about to operate. Ile also magneti1ed the operator and hil 
assistant, bo doubted not th t adame PI ntin owd t 

at the first inci ion ; but their astonishment waa extreme t 
profound inacn ibility. "It appe red to me," aa.id r. CloquM, 
" that we were cutting a corpae." I will subjoin the re t 
this case, transmitted to the surgic 1 dep rtment of t.he ,U 
Academy of Medicine : -

" n the day fixed for the operation, M. loquet,_ on his am-,.;' _ ____, 
nJ at half-past 10, fonnd the innlid dreued and I8Med ~-
arm-chair in the attitude of a person in a quiet natural llleep. 
She had been about an hour before to maas, which 1he ha
bitually attended at that hour, and M. Chapelain magn.-.. 
her on her return. She spoke very calmly of the operatioa ... 
waa about to undergo. Everything being prepared, abe undniM 
and seated herself in a chair. • 

"Dr. Chapelain 1upported her right arm, the left was allcnre4-
to lie at her side. M. Pailloux, hoUBe-ltudent of the Ho.pitll 
of St. Louis, had the care of giving the in1tromenta and m.U. 
the ligatures. 

" A first incision, beginning near the hollow of the arm-pit, 
was directed above the tumor towards the inner faoe of ahe 
breast. · The second, commencing at the same spot, c'lit road 
beneath the tumor and joined the first ; the engorged slana 
were carefully dissected on account of their nearneu to the uil-

. * See the Arohite~ puralee de M6deoille, t. :u. p. 111, c ,.... K&J, 
1828. 
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1Ary artery, and the taaor was extracted. The operation luted 
from ten to tweln minute&. During all this time the patient 
oonv..-.ed tranquilly with the operator ; there was no change in 
~ poeition of the limbl or features, nor in the respiration or 
&I.e •oice; the pulaationa &leo were natural. She continued in 
&I.e IUile automatic state of ease and impassibility in which M. 
Oloqaet found her on hia arrival. There was no cause for re
ltniat; it was limply requisite to support her. A ligature 
wu applied to the thoracic lateral artery, dinded during the 
utraotion of the glands. It is worthy of remark that, when 
&I.e 81U'geon washed the akin in the neighborhood of the wound, 
with a sponge dipped in warm water, the patient. manifested 
.... tiona releDlbling tho&e produced by tickling, and laid 
qaickly, several times, '.Ah! stop; don't tickle me.' 

" The wouna being dre88ed with adhesive plaster, the patient 
wu put in bed, still in a state of somnambulism, in which she 
wu allowed to remain for forty-eight hours.* 

"Thielady had a daughter married toM. Lagandr~; unfor
tlmMely she was in the country, and could not be in Paria t'or 
101M daye after the operation. Madame Lagandr~ was a som• 
nambalist, anci euibited remarkable clearness of perception. 

"M. Cloquet proposed to Dr. Chapelain to magnetize Ma
dame LagandN. To this he aasented, &nd after placing her in 
tile magnetic state, he made many inquiries respecting Madame 
Platin. Her replies were u follows: ' My mother is very 
mach reduced ; she no longer lives but by magnetism, whioh 
sutains her artificially ; abe hu no life in her.' 'Do you think 
that your mother's life can be saved?' 'No; abe will die to
morrow morning early, without agony or suft"ering.' 'What are 
the diseased parts !' 'The left lung is shrunk, folded upon 
iteelf; it is surrounded by a akin-like membrane, and is floating 
ia water. But it is chiefly there,' said the somnambulist, point
ing to the inferior angle of the scapula, 'that my mother soft" en. 
The right lung no longer breathes ; it is dead ; the left lung 
ie healthy ; it is by that my mother lives. There ie a little 
water in the pericardium.' 'What is the condition of the 

• Hadame Plano died tifteen or sixteen days at'ter the operation, bat 
from oauaea unconnected with it; she waa opened, and the peouliaritiea o£ 
the aatope7 were round to be remarkable. 
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organa of the abdomen?' 'The stomach and inteatiaes are 
healthy ; the liv r i white and decolored on the surf: e.' 

' M. hapelain powerfully magnetized tb p ti nt eneral 
times during Monday, and hardly a cceeded in making ber 
sleep. When he returned on Tuesday morning, about eeven 
o'clock, she had ju t expired. Tho two physicians were deairoua 
of verifying the descriptions of the somnambuli t u to the 
int rior condition of the body; and obtained the conaent of the 
family to tr. post-mortem examination. M. Moreau eecre~ry of 
the surgic I department of the Academy of Medicine, nd r. 
Drouaart, were requc ted to be pre nt u witne es, and it u 
determined on for the nc t day. It wu conducted by • Clo
quet and M. Pailloux, his a istant, and Dr. hapelain. The 
latter put Madame Lagandr~ into the magnetic leep li"le 
before the hour fixed on. I will not describe the scene of n
derne and filial piety which took place, during hich the 
somnambulist bathed with te rs the inanimate body or h 
mother. 

"Dr. Cbo.pclain haatened to calm her. The phy icians ired 
to hear from her own lips what she had de cribed aa having 
within tho body of her mother, and the somnambuli t repeated 
iD a firm voice, and without hesitation, what she had a1Nd7 
related to MM. Cloquet and Chapelain. She wu thell led b7 
the latter into the room adjoining that in which the autop81 wu 
to take place, and the door waa carefully closed. Madame 
LagandrtS continued in a state of somnambulism, and notwidl-

. standing the barrier that separated her from those gentlemen, 
she followed the knife in the hands of the operator, and obeerTed 
to those near to her: ' Why do they make an incision iD the 
middle of the chest when the disease is on the right side?' 

"The indico.tione of the somnambulist were found correct, and 
the description of the autopsy was written· by Dr. Drouaan, u 
follows:-

."Description of the po1t-mortem examination of the body of 
Madame Plantin, on Tuesday, 29th April, 1829 :-

" .Ezterior.-Yellowish paleness over the body; very thin ; 
abdomen large. The wound three quarters healed ; the eurf'aoe 
granulated, and flesh healthy ; the edges sunken, and covered 
with a newly formed cicatrix. 

"Itttmor.-On opening the cheat, the oant;y of the right 
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pleura was discovered to be filled with a thick serosity, the 
quantity of which might be about two pints; the pulmonary and 
costal portions of that membrane are covered with soft layers 
of exudations, more abundant in the posterior portion of the 
cavity than in the anterior. The lung strongly drawn back on 
itself; the incisions made on the posterior edge, and principal
ly on the superior lobe, exhibit the presence of pneumonia, 
whence iBSues a sero-purulent liquid, whitish in some places, and 
grayish in others. Several points of the anteriQr edge and the 
inferior lobe are yet permeable to air, and crackling; the peri
cardium contains about three or four ounces of limpid serosity. 
The posterior face of the heart is. slightly red, and presents 
several small portions of a skinny exudation. Besides this, this 
organ has nothing remarkable • 

. "The liver is of ordinary size; the superior face is covered, 
towards the centre, with whitish spots which do not spread be
yond the surface of the organ; the biliary gall-bladder is with
ered, and of a whitish color; it is filled with biliary calculi, and 
contains no bile. 

"The other organs have not been examined." 
Here follow the signatures.* The witnesses are all living, 

and hold a high rank in the medical world. Their communica
tion has been interpreted in various ways, but no one has ever 
doubted their veracity. 

The two following caiea have been reported by M. Cbardel, 
Connsellor in the Court of Cassation, who received them from 
ocular witnesses, persons of respectability and integrity :-

CAsB CIX. A. magistrate, and connsellor in a royal court, 
related to me the following anecdote: His wife had an attendant 
who was in very delicate health. She magnetized her, and put 
her into a state of somnambulism. It was done privately, as 
her charitable intentions would not have secured her from ridi
cule. The lady was assisted by her husband. On one occasion 
when the magnetic treatment had been accompanied with severe 
pain, the somnambulist asked for some old wine; the husband 
took a light and went below for the purpose of obtaining it. He 
descended the first flight of .stairs without accident, but the 

• Cbardel, Paychologie phyaiologique, Paris, 1844, p. 260, a Nq., and 
PP· m, 278, • uq. 
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cellar was deep onder ground, and the atepa were 1110 • t; 1l 
slipped hair ay down, and fell back 1rithout being burt or even 
extingui bing the light. Having procured tb win , be &urnecl, 
when be found his wife acquaint d itb his fall and 11 ita de-
tails; the aomnambulitt had related them th 1 occvr d. 

OAsB OX. I kne1f the wife of a colonel in the canhy, ho, 
being magnetized by her husband, became a aomnambalia& j 
during the courae of treatment, an indiapoaition obliged him to 
call to his a i tanee an oftieer of hi regiment. ome time af\er, 
during a m gnetic sittiDg, the hu b nd, having p t bi wife into 
a tate of somD.ambuliam desired her to gi e him inform tion or 
tb t ofticer: ' h I the unhappy man I" cried abe ; I eee 
him ; be is at -- ; he is on the ~nt of illing himself; DOW 
he pointa the pistol; run quickly." The place indicat wu a 
league distant· a horseman moUDte in all b te, bat 1rben he 
arrived, the uicide as consummated. t 

We have confined ourselves to these three caae ; t 1 
aufticient to establish the fact that persons and objeota, in ooa
nection with the person magnetized c n be seen by him 
their real forms ; a phenomenon ia then produced similar to that 

e have a en in reverie, dream , ec ta i and in caaes of pre
vi ion and pr seotime t ; iu a word, in all ca ea of balluein .. 
tiona compatible with reuon. There are, doubtleu, other ,... 
liarities which seem to exceed natural bound&ri.ea ; bat we wool 
here be somewhat reserved in the expreuion of our opi.W. ; 
and whilst admitting the plausibility of what hu been writta bJ' 
many of our brethren on the power of the imagination, amoDI'* 
others by Demangeon, t we at the same time do not beeitate 
to e:rpreu a belief that there ia atillaomething beyond, and tbM 
the mind must neceua.rily exercise a conaiderable inftuenoe ea 
the body, for the very simple reason, that thia, iD ita tum, Gill 

develop extraordinary properties. Huygena speaks of a priloa 
9er at Anvers, who could read written characters at a diatu-, 
where they could be seen by no one else. At one of the llll 
sittings of the Academy o£ Inscriptions and Belles-Lettree, II. 

• Chardel, Paychologie phyeiologiqae, Paril, 1844, p. 290. 
t Chardel, op. cit. Parie, 1844, p. 292. 
t J. B. Demange6o, De l'Imagioatioo, 2d edition, p. 39, ob. n. 1 Y0L iD 

8vo., Paria. 1829. 
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Vincent communicated a paper1 full of interest respecting the 
son of Doctor Paludilhe, of Montpellier, a young child of seven 
years old, in whom the develop~ent of the musical faculty had 
reached such an extraordinary height, that he may be considered 
u a living sonometer ; moreover, he possesses the singular and 
rare faculty of distinguishing the melodious character of a 
spoken discourse, firstly, according to · ihe nature, more or less 
muaical, of the voices of the individuals; secondly, according to 
the character, more or less paesionate, of the discourse itself.* 

We may then consider authentic cues of clairvoyance, of pre
mion, and of second sight, recorded in works on magnetism, as 
belonging to the domain of hallucinations ; the thoughts, how
ever, are tinted, the ideas imaged, the mind, in a word, is 
clothed in its material envelop. The idea that, during life, the 
phenomenon of clairvoyance should be spread over the surface 
of the body, and above all, should have its seat in the epigas
trium, at the ends of the fingers, etc., is not supported by the 
laws· of physiology. The senses have ever possessed distinct 
functions; one can no more take the place of another, than it 
can be supplied by parts that have not the slightest affinity to 
it, either in form, structure, or functions; whilst we can compre
hend that, under peculiar circumstances, they may acquire quali
ties that fill us with astonishment. The phenomena of clair
yoyance, prevision, and second sight depend on a sudden. illumi
nation of the cerebral organ, which calls into activity sensations 
that have hitherto lain dormant. Here occu~:s what may be no
ticed in natural somnambulism, under the influence of an un
known cause. The individual distinctly eees in his brain, the 
stairs, the apartments, and the places through which he walks; 
he there reads the characters of the books which lie before him, 
and of letters which be writes. It is an ·internal mirror, on 
which all his impressions are received, and which liervea as a 
guide to his conduct ; but in this case, the action. is based on 
recollections and reminiscences; for should the individual get 
into a strange place, he totters and stumbles, even to injuring 
himself. In artificial somnambulism, the perceptions are clearer, 
better defined, indicate a more perfect isolation and a greater 
activity in the faculties. How does this happen ? We know 

• D6bata, lOth Aagast, 1851. 
17 
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second sight, magnetism, and somnambulism, are attached to ecs
tasy, of which they are only varieties, and have numerous points 
of affinity with hallucinations. 

We cannot, however, rank all cases of prevision with the 
hallucinations of ecstasy ; there are some which appear to 
spring from an enlarged faculty of perception, a supernatural 
intuition. 

The hallucinations of ecstatics of cold countries, which some 
have classed with cases of second sight, appear evidently due 
to the influence of temperature. The form observable in Lap
land depends on the combined effects of ecstasy, alienation, and 
temperature. 

The hallucinations of natural somnambulism present a striking 
analogy to those of dreams; they differ only in degree and ·in 
increased energy of the will. 

Imagination then presents images to the somnambulist with as 
much clearness as in dreams. 

The hallucinations of sleep, like those of natural somnambu
lism, may incite to acts involving serious responsibilities, and 
leave no doubt that man is then no longer master of his will. 

There is reason to believe that visual magnetic sensations 
are only hallucinations. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

Of DALLUCD ATIONS IN FEBRILE, llU'LAllMATORY1 .ACVT CHRO l , 

A.'D OTD R IULADJJ!I, 

AouTB DBLIBIUK, called by some acut. iuanity,* wu Joag 
confounded with cerebral inflammations. We, in accordance 
with M. Lelut, have separated it from this group of diseases,t 
and we are thus conducted, by a natural transition, from nerv
ous to inflammatory afFections. 

Maniacal excitement, which forms one of the characteristica 
of acute delirium, leads to the supposition that it awakeDI 
fantastic conceptions and sensorial illusions in the minds of the 
sufFerers, and our experience confirms the idea. 

• Le dblire aigu ; folie aigoe. 
t Lblut, Introduction sur Ia valeur dea alterations de l'enoopbale dau 

le dblire aigu et dana la folie, Paris, 1836.-Brierre de Boi1111on~ Du 
d6lire aigu qu'on observe dana lea btabliasementa d'alibn61 (pamphlet 
read in the Royal Academy of Medicine in 1842, inserted in the lhh voL 
of the Ntnwiru ck l' .Acadlmu, and honored with a gQld medal b1 the 
ln1titute ).-Art. Db lire aigu, bibliothllque des m'decinea pratioien1, Liz.
Art. Dblire, in the supplement of the Diotionnaire du Dictionnairee de 
MMecine, 1851, p. 188.-Sandraa, Maladies N erveuae1, 1851, L i. p. 5&9. 
On a form of diaease reaembling aome advanoed atap1 of mula ud 
fever, b1 Luther V, BeD, M.D., .A...ncca. JOI.If'ftGl of IJ11Mi9, OoL 1840. 

\ 
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Some individuals who are attacked with acute delirium, see 
persons hiding beneath the bed, in a wardrobe, etc. ; point out 
and desire to drive them away ; others think they are sur
rounded by frogs and serpents, who try to kill them. Doubt
less, the terror, the cries, the inclination to bite, to strike, or to 
throw themselves from a height, which are remarked in a num
ber of these persons, are caused by hallucinations of an alarm
ing character. This is also observed in maniacs, in whom it is 
not always easy to discover the delusion of the senses. 

The nature of hallucinations is often in affinity, in this deli
rium, with the habits, character, and passions of the individual. 
A very religious young lady cried continually, "I am surrounded 
with devils; begone, Satan; sweet Jesus, drive him away!" A 
young student persisted in entreating that the water which sur
rounded his bed sho'!lld be removed ; he saw it gradually mount
ing to his breast, and felt almost choked. A Protestant minister, 
who had suft"ered great reverses of fortune, was seized with acute 
intermittent delirium. During each attack, he saw sinister 
figures, who menaced him with hell, and insulted and tormented 
him. 

Dlusions are also equally common in acute delirium. The 
sick take those who surround them for other individuals of their 
acquaintance ; or rather it appears to them as if they were 
transformed: . Dlusions of taste and smell are also noticed in 
&eute delirium. The drinks which are offered to these patients 
are often rejected with horror, because they pretend that they 
smell of smoke, that they have a bad taste, or that they are 
poison. Others, again, we have seen to whom the drinks had 
the flavor of the most exquisite wines, and who went into a sort 
of ecstasy on tasting them. 

SECT. ll.-OF HALLUCINATIONS IN INFLAMMATORY DISEASES, AND 
IN SEVERAL OTHER AFFECTIONS. 

Works on internal pathology contain a multitude of cases 
which allow of no doubt of the existence of hallucinations in 
ephemeral and severe fevers, inflammations of the organs in 
various other diseases, convalescence, abstinence, etc. We have 
no intention to run through the list, bot will confine ourselves 
to several examples of hallucinations united with diseases. Con-



• Phlegm. Chron. t. ii. p. 421-422. 
t Hibbert, qp. cit. 
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as real prophets. I saw one who was prophesying his decease 
for six days."• 

Iniammation of the membrane• of the brain likewise occasions 
this phenomenon. Messrs. Martinet and Parent DuehAtelet have 
numbered 5 eases out of the 102 contained in their work (see 
cases 14, 24, 25). The treatise on Inflammation of i'!u Bf'ain 
by Mons. Bouillard (p. 8, 66, and 86), contains some curious 
cues of hallucinations of smell, and illusions of sight and touch. 

Morgagni mentions a man who, working at night in a ceee
pool attached to a hospital, had an hallucination in which he saw 
a spectre clothed in white. On hie death, which quickly super
nned, it was discovered that he had a venous congestion and a 
softening of the brain. 

In cerebro-spinal epidemic meningitis, t hallucinations are 
numerous. M. Tourdes, author of a history of this epidemic, 
has mentioned several curious examples.t 

Dr. Alderson, of Halle, has reported an interesting case of 
hallucinations joined to a violent cephalalgia and inflammation 
of the teguments. 

CASB CXII. "Some months ago," says the author, "I attended 
M. R., who had been attacked, during & voyage from America, 
with violent headache. He was relieved by the formation of &n 

abscess beneath the teguments of the skull ; his breathing was 
somewhat afFected by other tumors, which had formed in the 
throat. He complained of having fatiguing dreams, and even 
of dreaming when awake. A short time afterwards, he told 
me that, for the space of an hour or two, he thought he saw his 
wife and family, although convinced by his reason that they 
were in America. The impression on his mind was so strong, 
and the conversation be had held with his son eo circumstantial 
and important, that he could not resist telling it in all its details 
to his friends on the following day. He also desired to be in
formed if his wife and family had not arrived from America, 
and whether they were not in the same house. 

* Borden, R6cherchea th6o. sur. lea maladies ohroniques, p. 326, d .eq., 
edit. of the year IX. 

t See the article Meningite C6rebro-Spinale, by M. Boudin in the Sup
plementofthe Dictionnaire dee Dictionnaires de M6decine, 1851, pp. 427 to 
444. 

~ Hiatoire de l'Epid. de M6ning. Cere b. Spinale, Strubonrg, 1843. 
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"I wu .. , fqr a. cond time; he quickly perceived that he 
. Wll oouiderecl den ged ; wh n, turning tow rda m , he in

q11irecl if hil·diieiM could induce a beli •f in spectre , appari
&iou, and'ftgaiM.· ' ntil now,' ill ho, '1 bad no f: 'thin all 
the ltoriel Of ·tma ·a racter.' He kne that h wa ptrft 11 
u.ne, and ·u · al o acknowledged him to be eo, with 
a miDd ultroDi u:Jt had ever been. 

"HaYiag aplaiMd to him the natur nd au • r hit 
'riliaDI, ad told laim that they would cease with hia bodily euft'er
iap, hth he ucl his frienda grew co po ed. ut 'b p an• 
toml heouae aon nd mor importunate, until be could no' 
mab up hi11aiad ~ retire to r at, because he was immediately 
h&I'Uied bJ the ~18 or th <1 d, or visited by persons ~ 
apuable to·Jaia. · aving changed hi room, the v' ions c ed 
for IOIDe time; bU oon p rcch·cd his frienda of the ne 
world pioturecl oa a piece or poli bed metal. 

"DetiptcllJ ooiapying my lf with book, I detected him 
men&a111 OOJi.yeniDg' ith them, and at time evidently imagioiDg 
that I a1ao laW ·and eo.rd them. \V hen he looked a ay from 
the. polilhtcl bM-, he talk d ensibly on religion, medicine, od 
politioe. At length he chang d hi r idcnce, when h 1 urulent 
matter being discharged, his condition was ameliorated. He il 
now convaleseen·t; and entirely relieved of his phantoms."* 

Fever, by the sanguine cerebral afflux which it produces, or 
of which it is the result by the nervous diseases it occasions, 
plays.an important part in the production of hallucinations. It 
is most generally accompanied by wakefulneSB. When it hu 
lasted for some time, the patient, worn out, falls asleep,. but 'he 
is soon wakened up, with horrible dreams that .wear all the 
character of reality. The different effects of light and shadow, 
or the arrangement of:the draperies; all unite to·create in hil 
disturbed imagination apparent forms, which, at first, are scarcel1 
distinguishable; but which soon become to him realities, and are 
the preludes to an incoherent and continuous delirium. 

CASR CXIII. "I attended," says Abercrombie, "a very intelli
gent man, who had been sick for some time with a slight feYer. 
Although . his reason was unimpaired, he was subject to a fre
quent hallucination, which consisted in the appearance of an old 

*Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, 'YOI. n. P• 291. 
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gray-beaded man; with a countenance of great benevolence. The 
vision always occurred in the same manner. The phantom en
tered \he. room by a door on the left side of the bed, passed 
round the foot, and came and sat on a chair on the right-hand 
aide. He looked on the sick man with an air of interest and 
pity, but never spoke. Having remained thus for a few minutes, 
he vaniaked." 

CABB CXIV. "A lady," continues the same author, "also 
afFected slightly with fever, perceived a large party of men and 
women in her room, seated as at a soir~e, and a servant handing 
ref'reshments to them on a waiter. The hallucination lasted 
during several days, and was varied by the sight of castles and 
very beautiful churches, which appeared as if cut in crystal. 
From the commencement, the lady was aware that it was an 
illusion of sight, incident to the fever, and amused her friends 
by describing the diff'erent objects that passed before her." 

Conolly, who has very carefully studied the efFects of fever 
on the imagination, has adopted three degrees of impressions 
which result from it. 

In the first, the patient seems to see the bed surrounded with 
fiames, hears voices murmuring in his ear, inhales the odor of a 
feast ; his body feels the sensation of heavy weights moving 
over it. Fantastic figures incessantly pass before his eyes, 
which disappear as rapidly as they come. 

If patients of this character are questioned, some very calmly 
acknowledge that they do experience the symptoms stated ; 
others, on the contrary, seem confused, make a thousand excuses 
before acknowledging what they feel; it is evident that they are 
endeavoring to get rid of some importunate idea; others, again, 
believe in the reality of all these sensations. Of these three 
classes, the last is a prey to delirium, the second approximates 
to it ; the firttt alone has reason. What is the cause of these 
alight diff'erences? 

The first compare received sensations with surrounding objects, 
appealing to their senses whose integrity is preserved. They 
recognize their chamber, their family, their physician. As to 
the figures which glide about, they are conscious that they do 
not exist. They recollect that they have been ill for some days, 
and have had a fever. Comparing present objects and things 
which they recollect, with the succession of figures that appear 
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before them, or the sounds which they think they have beard, 
they become convinced that these sens&tiona are only creations 
of a disturbed mind. 

The next cl&BS approximates closer to delirium ; on awaking, 
the sight of their curtains in flames, terrifies them ; they seise 
bold of them and look anxiously around, but the sense of touch, 
and the tranquillity of their attendants, gives them reaaon to 
believe that this phenomenon is a symptom of the disease. If 
they are spoken to at the moment of awaking, the voice address
ing them is confounded with the images of the dream; but they 
open their eyes, look at you, take your band, and in comparing 
the sensation that present things awaken with those which they 
have seen in their troubled dreams, they quickly come to them
selves. 

This kind of disorder usually lasts some hours or days. U 
it augments, the objects &BSume a more decided and constan~ 
form, and delirium may supervene. 

A poor woman in nry feeble health, complained in the diJ.. 
pensary at Stratford, thM she constantly saw faces and figures 
cut in half. Sometimes these apparitions appeared in a crowd, 
resembling a number of beads eagerly looking in at the door or 
window. 

Patients of the third class are governed by the images that 
harass them; they cannot give their attention to the sensations 
which proceed from objects that are present; they continue to talk 
to persons whom they imagine near to them, and do not recog
nize the voices of their friends; their eyes are turned towards 
them, but they have apparently assumed other forms and faces; 
they look around the room, and think themselves in a strange 
place. In this state, it is impossible for them to compare the 
true sensations, which they are incapable of receiving, with the 
false ones which they alone recognize. They cannot compare 
what they see with what, in their febrile condition, they have 
forgotten, and the necessary consequence of this defect is deli
rium or active insanity. 

In the case of fever, says Conolly, I have several times seen 
these three states vary from one to the other, according as the 
disease progressed and the integrity of sensation was lost ; on 
the other hand, as the disease diminished, the patient recovered 
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his power over his senses, and it often required but very slight 
eforta to fix his attention.* 

Several times in the course of typhoid fever, we have con
cluded that the sick had visions. This did not escape the no
uce of Hibbert. Hallucinations have been seen in all stages of 
this fever and during convalescence. The author of L' Obaerua
teur Ohr~tien, quoted by Abercrombie, relates that a farmer, 
returning from market, was much struck by an uncommonly 
brilliant light, which appeared on the road, in the midst of 
which stood the Saviour. Seized with fear, he struck spurs into 
his horse, galloped home, and was much agitated during the 
whole evening. Symptoms of a typhoid fever that was raging 
in the neighborhood appeared, and he died in ten days. It was 
recollected that on the morning of the day on which he saw the 
.Won, he had complained of bad headache and great lassitude ; 
&here is no doubt that the hallucination was caused by the fever. 

In the eame author we read the account of a man, who on re
covering from the typhoid fever, imagined himself ten feet in 
height. His bed appeared to be raised seven or eight feet from 
the ground, so that he felt afraid to step out of it. ThQ aper
ture of the chimney, likewise, seemed to him as large as the 
arch of a bridge. By a singular contradiction, the persons 
about him appeared to retain their natural size. But the most 
curious cases are those furnished by illusions of the sight. 

The appearance of phantoms in severe fevers were observed 
by the ancients. How many deliriums, says Hippocrates, occur 
in ataxical and adynamic fevers, accompanied by frightful spec
tres, which announce ruin in the animal economy, and impending 
de1truction !t 

Moreau de la Sarthe relates, in the Encyclop~die M~thodique 
(art. Mid . .Mentale), his having attended a child of twelve or 
thirteen years of age, who, although scarcely acquainted with 
the first rudiment. of Latin, was suddenly capable, during a 
raging fever, of speaking it in the greatest purity. The same 
child expressed his gratitude to those who attended him, in lan
guage superior to his age and the supposed power of his intel
lect. He died some days afterwards. 

* Conolly, op. cit. 
t Abercrombie, op. cit. p. 63. 
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fr. Rayer epel\k of ho.ving ttcnd d on of o r mott illu
trious men, who as a.tta k d with typhoid. or eYen or eight 
day. he sa the figure of a man at the foot of hie bed, hom 
he endcnvored to drivl) awa . 'fhe phantom hAd no r pol · 
appearance· it only ann y d him by ite presence. n hiJ re
cov ry, it ntir ly disappeared. Dr. Marotte haa rcl t ID 

analo ous c e. 
In t o in tancc , we have noticed the fev r to be followed by 

insanity, but we did not ob erve tho hallucinations. . a£. 
kow ki not d, in 1 5, in the arrondi emont of ilan ( 
on), a. deadly epidemic of typhoid fever ith pr omin ce 

of ataxical symptom , accomp nied with h Uocinationa of aight 
and bearing. • 

Engli h auth rs who have written on the feve of C dis 
Mala a, say, that the sick person became insensible to e ternal 
g nci e hich were replac d y n w orld of id , or e 

m0 t t lTible de criptiOD. Hideo118 Bp CtJ'C 1 the forerunn Ot 
co nd d tb, appeared to th . n lucinations h vo of\ea 
been notiC(Hl in the typhus p ¢qli r to armi in t.il 
t v r o.nd in everal epidemics of tho fiddle gea, hich may 
be termed mixed typb , becau they appco.r to have becn.....,.,e,_. _._, 
veloped under the influence of human miasma and that ariliDc 
from marshy land. Thucydides, the historian of the plasae 
of Athens, speaks of the spectres which terrified the inhabie 
tants. This plague is classed by modern authors with the 
great typhus. Procopius speaks of men who, in the time of 
the plague perished, Yictims of this scourge, from ha'fiDa 
dreamed that the demons t9uched them, or had told them tha& 
they would shortly die. In the epidemic that unpeopled Neo 
Cesarea, the inhabitant. saw phantoms enter their houaea. Dur-
ing a pest that broke out in Egypt, in the time of the Em
peror Justinian, br&BS boate were seen on the sea, rowed by 
black men without heads. And in au epidemic which depopult.t.l 
Constantinople, the inhabitants saw with horror, demou, who, 
clad as priests, went from bouse to ho118e, carrying death where
soever they entered. 

Hildebrand published a valuable treatise on this malady; ita 
chief defect is, that it was not written at a period when the mady 

* Op. oil. p. 134. 
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of pathological anatomy was cultivated; he has given very 
important details respecting delirium in ague fits, which he calls 
typhomania; many observations leave no doubt that hallucina
tions and illusions exhibit themselves during this severe disease. 

A pupil of this celebrated physician was attacked with con
tagious typhus. During a delirium of seven days, he imagined 
that he had to play the part of viper-eater, a character which 
he bad seen a short time previously in an opera called the Miroir 
d' ..Arcadie. He fell into a terrible state of anguish and terror, 
difticult to be described, whenever he felt compelled to seize 
and swallow this dangerous reptile.* 

In more recent descriptions of the army typhus, hallucina
tions of sight are also noticed. This symptom was frequently 
combined with the typhus of Mayence. 

Hallucinations ban often been observed to accompany inter
mittent fevers, which disease bas been considered by modern 
authors sometimes to occasion insanity. t 

Nicolai, the famous librarian of Berlin, whose case has already 
been noticed in this work, was attacked, in 1778, with an inter
mittent fever, during which colored figures, or landscapes, ap
peared to him. If he closed hiR eyes, the imaginary objects 
nnisbed, but reappeared on opening them.t 

A derangement of the digestive organs, by reacting on the 
brain and ita membranes, bas often given rise to hallucinations. 
This is also the case with congestion, and inflammation of the 
organs. It is easily understood that the circumstances which 
produce this delirium in one person may, in another case, give 
rille to false sensations. 

In gastritis, gastro·enteritis, gastrology, and gastro-enterology, 
illuaions of taste and smell are frequent, and many persons 
thua affected· have very decided hallucinations. 

Doctor Hungerford Sealy has published a pamphlet on a 
bilious disease common to hot countries, which is characterized 
by great irritability, accompanied by mental excitement and 

* Hildebrand, Du typhua contagieux, tranalated from the German. 
t M. Baillarger, De Ia folie dana lea fievrea intermittentes, .Ann. Mid. 

fiyc:A., November, 1843. · 
l Th. ~bastien, Remarqnes anr Ia m6lancholie et Ia manie suite de 

ft~ne• intermittentee.-Joumal d' Httfeland, 1821 ; .Ann. Mid. Paych., So pt. 
1844, p. 211. 
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e traordinary muscular power; it ebieiiy attacb thoae who, 
b in be n in foreign eoantry for two or three yea gin 
to fe 1 tbe attac of n talgi The mind is eli t1D'bed by 
vi i n ; tb imagin!ltion is over-excited ; the judgment till pre-

r ea some power over the imagination, hieh hu, ho er, 
much di eulty in o ying it. 

mon t the exampl 11 bieh he gives we will choose ha.& or 
the English miniJJt r t 1 ma. hen Mr. Hungerford 1 
call d upon bim, be found him looking ild, with ey yellow, 
nd Rt&rting from their sockets · the akin was dry parched, d 

di lored; th tooguo dry nd rod on the edges, 'th a browza 
pot in the centre and at the b~k ; th pul e mall and aick • 

he had been in this at to for three wee s. r. Hung rf4 rd 
oaly gave him purgative , appli d leeches to the neck, moatard 

pl ter to th t t, nd hi symptom er r pidly eli 
uring the progre of tho disc e, the hallucina.tiona bore a 

triking unal gy t th el~&irvoyan • of g o · m; th y were 
. of frightful ehB.raot.er. lli prineip 1 id a. as to t r to pie 

h~tevor w ne r to him, to cry, to sing, nd to swear. He 
tl•ou ht h a hi lim part. fr m hi ely; he pe u eel 
of the luaion of hi v' ion~ nd ttributc it to a d' ~ u .,...~ _ __, 
agination. The hallucination, however, ha.d such an air of tratll 
that it was with the greatest difficulty he could persuade himlelf 
of its error. The sea.t of the disease was evidently in the bilillJ 
system and the mucous membra.ne of the intestines, which Wlli 
proved by the success of the treament. * 

In the fifteenth volume of WiZ.on'• Philo10pAictJl JOWI"Ul, · 
there is a. curious case of hallucinations, which occurred duriJis 
a.n attack of pneumonia. 

CAsB CXV. "About twelve years ago," says the nthar1 
"I had an attack of fever, brought on by a violent inftamma.tioa 
of the left lung, from a cold taken in the great thaw of 1195. 
The pulse beat 110 in a minute, and the complaint, which laetecl 
for several weeks, was accompanied during ita whole course by 
disordered perception. On the first night following the attack 
of fever, I had a fatiguing dream ; it seemed to me that I wu 

• Obeenation1 on a pec11liar N enoua Aft'ection incident to Traftllen ia 
Sicily and Southern Italy, by J. Hungerford BealJ, M. D.-~Olinro 
gicGZ llmew, JulJ, 1844. 
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in the midst of an immense system of mechanical combinations, 
every part of which turned round with great noise and extreme 
rapidity; at the same time, I had an idea that the object of all 
this bewildering operation was to cure my sickness. When my 
agitation had reached a certain point I awoke with a start, then 
fell ofF to sleep again, to have my dream renewed. These alter· 
natives ha'V'ing occurred several times, I thought that if I could 
deetroy the existing impresaion the form of the dream would 
change. It appeared to me that the best chance of succeBB would 
be to link some visible object with the idea of the core. My 
efForts were successful; for, in the next attack, a bottle, which I 
had fixed in my mind, preeented itself; the rotation ceased, and 
my dreams, although disturbed by incongruous ideas, were more 
varied and less painful. 

" The medical treatment consisted in applications of leeches 
to the aide affected,, bleeding, and saline mixtures. 

"The second night was one of great restleesness ; accompanied 
with drowsiness, and strange and inconsistent dreams, in which 
it waa difficult to distinguish sleeping from waking, but which 
did not leave the same inquietude of mind which had augmented 
the sufFerings of the preceding night. In the morning the sen· 
•tiona had undergone a notable change ; the real impresaions 
produced by surrounding objects took the place of the phantoms. 
Perfectly awake, calm, with the entire use of memory and rea
BOD, convening with my attendants, and distinguishing clearly 
exterior objects, I was charmed by a. succession of figures, which 
m1 will could neither prevent, retain, nor drive away. 

" Sometimes they appeared suddenly ; but most generally 
approached gradually, aa if emerging from a. cloud before show
ing themselves in all their splendor. Each figure was visible 
for the space of five or six seconds; it then vanished slowly, 
until there remained nothing but an opaque and dark vapor, in 
the midst of which another figure was almost immediately formed; 
they all interested me in the highest degree by the beauty of 
their forms and the variety ~f their expressions. 

"Their attention wae uniformly fixed upon me, although none 
of them spoke. I thought I could look into the souls that ani
mated these amiable and intelligent countenances. The admira
tion, the sentiment of joy and afFection which I experienced in 
contemplating them, and the regret that I felt when each one 
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vanished, entir ly riveted my attention; ILtld thi condition waa 
only interrupted hen I poke to the per on in my chamber. 

•• A particular medicine which I took caused these · io to 
cea e suddenly. I do not knuw for ho long a t.ime they c 
but they returned under the form of boob, parchment , 
printed papers. I seom to recollect that these ere ill gibl , or 
that they appeared and vanished inatantaneoualy." 

" These were all illusions of sight ; once, indeed, I be d mu· 
sieal sounds, and, ehortJy t.f'terwarda falling aaleep, an uUmal 
jumped opon my back, uttering uch shrill and piercing criee 

. that my sleep was ntirely broken."* 
Hallucinations ba b n attendant on a. auppr ·on of \he 

hemorrhoidal flux. Wo read the following in th .d.rclti dt 
MMecine:-

CASE C I. A gentleman of arlaruhe, in ile i 
years of age, sound in mind, of mature judgment, and 
free from superstition, enjoyed habitual good h 1 h, 
that he waa subject to the colio and hemorrhoid l6u ; a 
had formed in one eye and the ight of th other w much ell• 

fecb]ed. He was one day much alarmed by a fir which occurred ia 
a hou adjoining hi own. nth evening of that day, his 'fe 
remarked that he waa restlesa, and aaked strange queetioal. 
Towarda six o'clock, when the candlea were lighted, he Ter'f 
seriously told her that his mother had entered the room, and 
bad taken him by the hand, but retired when he was about riling 
to receive her. He farther said that abe was accompanied by 
her husband and three persons whom he did not know. He 
then went to supper in a room above the one in which he ueully 
eat, took his repast, and returned to the lower room, still acoom
panied by the vision. Covering his head with the bedclothe~, 
be slept quietly. On the following day, a novel illuaion took 
place ; the walls of his room were all over black and yhite 
squares like a chess-board, and so powerful waa the illuaion thai 
he spoiled several engravings that hung around his apartment. 
After continuing thus for two days, his sight returned to ita 
natural condition. He then complained a little of wealrneu 
and vertigo. His sleep, pulae, and appetite were good. Some 

• Pa&enou, op. cit. 
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laxatives, foot-baths, followed by tincture of quinia, brought a 
return of the hemorrhoids, and entirely cured him.* 

The most diverse afFections may, under circumstances impos
sible for us to appreciate, occasion hallucinations. From the 
following case, which we borrow from ;Dr. Alderston, it is evident 
that they may occur in gout. 

CASE CXVII. "I was called in," says that physician, " to 
Mrs. --, a lady eighty years of age, whom I had often 
attended for the gout. She complained of unusual deafness, 
with a great distension of the digestive organs, and was expect
ing an attack. Notwithstanding her great age, this lady enjoyed 
good health. She confided to me that for some time past she 
had been disturbed by visions. The first time that she noticed 
the occurrence, she believed that several uninvited friends 
visited her. Having recovered her first surprise, she evinced 
some regret at not being able to converse with them, and was 
about to give orders to have a card-table set. For this purpose 
she rang the bell. On the entrance of the servant, all the 
party disappeared. The lady expressed much surprise at their 
abrupt departure, and the servant had great difficulty in con
vincing her that no one had been in the room. 

"She felt so ashamed of the illusion that for several days 
and nights she sufFered, in silence, the appearance of a consider
able number of phantoms, some of which represented long lost 
friends, and revived thoughts almost entirely efFaced. The 
lady contented herself with ringing the bell, when the. entrance 
of the servant rid her of their presence. 

" It was some time before she could make up her mind to con-
14e her sufFerings to me. There was nothing either in her conver
sation or conduct to indicate a derangement of intellect, and 
she, as well as her friends, was convinced of her perfect sanity. 

" The afFection was relieved by plasters on the feet, and mild 
medicines, and was shortly afterwards entirely cured by a regular 
attack of gout. Since that time, both her reason and health 
have been good."t 

* Archives G~dralea de 1\IMecioe, 1824, t. xix. p. 262, llufcland's 
Journal, Sept. 1824, and Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, .April. 
1828. 

t Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. vi. p. 291. 
18 
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Oll IIALLUCINATIONB. 

All phJiioiaDa have no d the state of re tl n • inq 
tude, melaachol7, aDd terror, brou ht on by ili.ecaaea of tho heart. 
PeriODI th• ll"ected, ofte!Jwnke up i b n. t r , b in pu od 
bJ frightful apeotnl, ad liideoua ph ntoms. Thi di po itioD 
of mind often oeo'lll'l dariag t.h d y. ' v eoll ctccl nr 
ouee of halluoinatiou coincident with an organic 1 ion of th 
heart. 

)(. S.UoercKte bu pub~hed cveral similar cue ; moo 
othen, he mentiou &11M of ub Item officer, who being att.ac:ked 
with hypertroph7 of the ft ventricle, thou bt he sa bite 
phantom~, of ~e ad inde-finable forms hich tood befo1"8 
him in aeJ180ias atiimd•. A bamed of hi fears, ackn l 
ing himlelf tlt.e dape of h n ta m gori , and dreaitin the 
ridioale of hil brodler otl rs, he dart\d not own ith b t a 
atrr.np ll"tcUoa he wu torment d.* 

The pellasn, a oaa.eou ui ortl r obscrv d in mba.rdy, 
the Lud• of Bordeau, at1d i . tal ]) rt of tb uth of 
Prance, il .often aocoaa~ed by hallucin tiona and ilhui n . 
Some penou who are aUM tl li v the I to b nana or 
prieeta ; othm are oonYin d that a.tan i pur uin th m, nd 
that they see the flames of etern 1 punish c.nt. In y.., 
delirium is more especially of a religious character, and u the 

• disease inclines the patient to mournful ideas, the disorder is 
more particularly characterized by the sight of the devil, hell, 
etc.t 

It is probable that the continuance of such sighta createa the 
tendency to suicide so frequently observable amongst penona 
suffering with this malady; perhaps, also, the homicidal mono
mania, also spoken of, is no stranger to these hallucinatioDJ. 
The ideas taking a new direction, may substitute the forma of 
angels and paradise for those of demons, etc. 

Women, under the influence of chloroses, are often a prey to 

* Saucerotte, De I' influence des maladiee du CO!Ur eur lee fr.cult#Ja iDtel
lectuelloe et morale• de l'bomme.-Auual. MM. Psych., t. iv. Sept. 18-U, 
p.177. 

t Brierre de Boismont, De Ia pellagra et de Ia folie pellagreuee, Obeern· 
tiona made in the Grand Hospital at Mi)an, 2d edit:. Parie, 1832. Roa111l, 
De Ia pellagra, 1845, 2 vole. in 8vo. Durand Fardel, Art. Pellagra, ia 
the Supplement to the Dictionnaire dee Dictionnairea de M6deeine, 1851, 
p. 608. 

' 
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profound melancholy. They seek solitude, .shun activity, and 
delight in sombre ideas; many have symptoms of delirium ; 
they are surrounded by grotesque forms, and sec repulsive and 
hideous figures. If this state continues and increases, it may 
reBlllt in a fit of mental alienation, and make those objects per
manent, which a very slight effort of reason might dispel. 

Mura.tori reports a curious example of the state of visionary 
happiness which occurs in syncope, and ina semi-loss of conscious
ness. A young lady fell into a violent delirium at the close of 
a high fever. On the subsidence of the fever, she remained 
without motion or pulse ; the temperature of the body was so 
low that she was considered dead. Her body was about to be 
arranged for burial, when she heaved a sigh. She was immedi
ately rubbed with spirits, and warmed, when finally motion, 
consciousness, and speech returned, and she recovered entirely. 

But, far from thanking those who had taken so much pains to 
restore her to life, she complained bitterly that they had recalled 
her soul, which had attained to an inexpressible state of tran
quillity and happiness-a state not to be met with in this life, 
and compared to which its most refined and extreme pleasures 
were as nothing. She added that she had heard the lamenta
tions and regrets of her father, and the directions for her 
funeral, but that nothing had disturbed her repose ; that her 
soul was so profoundly steeped in the delights she enjoyed, that 
she had lost all idea of worldly things, and had even lost the 
wish to preserve her body.• 

It cannot be denied that, in certain diseases, an over-excited 
sensibility is developed, 1 which imparts a prodigious degree of 
delicacy and acuteness to the senses; some individuals, likewise, 
are sensible of odors, which come from considerable distances; 
others announce the arrival of persons, although no one else 
can detect any approaching sound. 

"In some ecstatic and spasmodic diseases," says Cabo.nis, 
"the organs of sensation become sensitive to impressions unfelt 
in the ordinary state, or even receive unnatural impressions. 
I have frequently observed, in women of nervous temperament, 
the most singular effects result from the changes of which I 
speak." 

* MuratOri, Della Fona della Fantasia, e. g. 
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It s probably for the me rea on th t we om time oba "c 
haJlu in tion during the 11criod of conval .c nee. 

O.A. E ~VIII. Li otenant· encra1 Thiebault, a man equally 
cliatiD •ui hcd for wit and military t Ients, w,., at the clo u of 
inflammatory fever that ho.d weakened hirn con!UJ •rnbly, 3iltd 
bJ vialions i the more etr ngo, bece.u c he w t th time in the 
full e ~oymcnt of his r on; none of hi cnse w r injur d, 
and .,. ·t th greW! que ol>j eta tbo.t hara ed him, ancl hicb he 
knew Jitl not oxi t, truck him o.a forcibly, nd wcro a y for 
him t o num r t tlnJ des ribo 1\8 the real object nrountl bizu. 

C.A 11 CXIX. Ia emoi lle . o. conval ing aft r very 
prolopg u fever, which had reduced bor to st t of extrome 
wealme s. All her family htlcl g ra to •hur •h "h 'n iol nt 
atorm aro o; ladomois lie nt to th l\ indo to atch it 
efeot ; tho jdo of h r father eudd nly tru • · her, and, under 
emtiug •ircum. t nee ' . he ~ It much WIC8 inc . Her im gi· 
nation oon porsu d d her that her fa.thor ha<l p ri bed. In 
order to on1lu •r h 't ~ •nr, h w nt into tho room in which he 
wu ac u tom d to ee hit scntc 1 in Li arm-chair. On cnt ring, 
shew u1uch urpri d ~t s in him in his 1 co nd in hia 
accustomed attitude. She immediately approached to inquire 
how he had come in, and, in addressing him, attempted to place 
her hand on his shoulder, but she encountered only spe.ce. Very 
much alarmed, she drew back, and, turning her head as she left 
the room, still saw him in the same attitude. 

More than half an hour elapsed from the time abe first saw 
the apparition, until its departure. During this time, Mise N., 
who was convinced that it was an illusion, entered the room 
several times, and ce.refully examined the arrangement of the 
objects, and especially of the che.ir. t 

Under some circumstances, atmospheric influences have ap
peared favorable to the formation of hallucinations. In the 
famous winter of 1829 to 1830, I had occasion, says Conolly, 
to notice this fact during the progress of several different 
diseasee.t 

* Eut~llbe Salverte, Des Sciences Occultee, p. 324. D. Thi6bault, Soun· 
nire d'un S~jour a Berlin, tom. v. 5th ed. 

t Paterson, Mem. cit. 
t Conolly, op. cit. 
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M. Prus, in his observations on a pamphlet by M. Baillarger, 
entitled Fragment• pour Bervir a l' histoire des hallucinations, 
says, that extreme cold may produce hallucinations, and that he 
himself felt its influence in 1814, when he quitted the corps of 
the army to which he was attached, in order to visit his family, 
a distance of two leagues. "I had scarcely," says he, "pro
ceeded one league through the most extreme cold, when I per
ceived that I was not in my normal condition. I walked 
mechanically instead of by the force of will ; and my body 
seemed exceedingly light. Being aware of the cause, and .also 
of the danger of this state, I tried, but in vain, to hurry on ·; 
and what distressed me much was, that .I could not prevent my 
eyes from closing every instant. I then had delightful visions; 
I thought myself transported into delicious gardens, where I 
saw trees, meadows, and streams." 

During the Russian campaign, the military were equally 
assailed by hallucinations, sometimes of a gay, sometimes of a 
melancholy character. 

In 1845, we noticed a marked predominance of nervous symp
toms. We owe to the courtesy of Drs. Descuret and Salone, 
the communication of a number of ordinary diseases, combined 
with hallucinations. M. Descuret has mentioned seven cases of 
this character, in persons attacked with the influenza, one of 
which is sufficiently curious to arrest our attention. 

The subject was an ecclesiastic, who imagined himself to be 
triple. In every position, he saw himself thrice repeated. 
When he turned in bed, the two other persons turned with 
him, and placed themselves upon him. 

In all the cases the hallucinations ceased with the disease. 
Hallucinations sometimes precede diseases. 
Plutarch says that Cornelius Scylla was warned of the fever 

that suddenly attacked him, by the sight of a phantom that 
called him by name. Persuaded that his death was at hand, 
he prepared for the event, which occurred on the following 
night.* 

In order to explain this death, there is no need to resort to 
the marvellous. It is probable that Scylla had reached the 
last stage of an organic disease, which was augmented by the 

• Plutarch's Lives of llluatrioue Men. 
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e8'ect of the apparition. Perhaps it hastened his end· but 
wu evidently not a lip of it. It · to such c u e , to the 
power of religious belief, to ignor nee of scientific fact , a cl t.o 
~he influence of imagination, tb t the predictions of death, of 
which there are 10 IUDJ eompl s among the ancient , ust bo 
attributed. 

The uoltema• of the D rvous system, anu its extreme im
prellibility, may, acler n circum tanc , occn ion de tb. 

Ou• OXX. "A_ lady," y ercromLi , " hom I att nded 
IODie yeart Iince for 811 -• ammation of the lung , wok h r 
husband one Diaht, a& the rcomtn nc m t of h r di case, an 
begged him to :rile ~tly be told him that she bad di 
tinct)yi88D a mu eater the ro rn, pa s th ~ o~ r th 
go into.tbe boudoir on the o po ito side. h quite a a , 
and 10 ntiafted of the reality of the upp rition, t t altbou b 
the room wu tlaoroashlytearchetl, it wa impo iblo to co ince 
her of her error." A numb r of i i1ar facts arc related. 

CAB:I CXXI. A celebrated pby ici n communicated to me a 
fact analogou to this, bat still more triking. It occ rrcd 
to a near relative of his own, abo t fifty year of g . 
ing one evening from a visit, she went into a dark room to hang 
up some clothing ; she had scarcely entered before she saw a 
skeleton, with its arm raised, and a poniard in its hand. The 
spectre darted its arm toward her, and plunged the poniard in 
her left side. On the same night she was attacked with fever, 
with a pain in the left side, and inflammatory symptoms. Her 
illness was severe. The impression produced on her mind waa 
so strong, that long after her recovery she could not croBB the_ 
threshold of the door where the apparition had appeared with
out agitation, and the observation that it was there her illness 
was contracted.* 

Many authors, amongst whom Hibbert must be mentioned, 
have proved, that in the laBt BtageB of hectic diBeaBel, and many 
other chronic affectionB, it is not unusual for patients to have 
hallucinations of an agreeable nature. By this tendency of the 
organization are explained the numerous communications which 
pious persons on their death-beds believe they hold with spirit
ual beings. Perhaps this disposition may be attributed to the 

*Abercrombie, p. 361. 
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happiness the sick persons, especially consumptives, experience, 
at the moment of death, which makes them conceive the most 
varied and beautiful projects. It must not be lost sight of, that 
in speaking of hallucinations consistent with reason, we have 
noted swoonings, syncope, and asphyxia, as favorable to the pro
duction of this symptom. 

"Nothing is more surprising," says Ar6t6e, "than the reflec
tions sometimes made by sick persons in the crisiB of their disease, 
the projects they form, and the sights they witness. Amidst the 
facts of hallucination noticed in the last stage of sickness, is one 
which will forever be engraven on my memory. 

CASB CXXII. "On the 1st of June, 1842, I received from the 
President of the School of Medicine in Rouen, the sad intelli
gence that my mother, who had for many years kept her bed, 
from a disease of the uterus, had two days before had epileptiform 
attacks, with Joss of consciousness, of so violent a character that 
her life was despaired of, and it was feared that if in her enfeebled 
state she had another fit, she would die before I could reach 
home. My friend added that these violent crises had, for the 
time, ceased, and were replaced by a tranquil delirium, in which 
she saw shadows and figures of all kinds, spoke of various ob
jects entirely unconnected with her position, no longer recog
nized those who surrounded her, but imagined herself ill-treated 
by them, and endeavored to drive them away; even to my sister, 
who had never quitted her bedside, she became entirely indif
ferent. In the midst of her incoherent words, one idea seemed 
predominant ; that she should never see me again. She called 
for me unceasingly. That night found me by her side. Pene
trating into the apartment of my much-loved mother, towards one 
in the morning, a prey to anguish in which all can sympathize, 
I found her sitting up, with fixed eyes, pronouncing, in a low 
voice, those words of delirium that have so long rung sadly in 
my ears. She desired that the persons who had come into the 
room might be sent away, especially the wicked woman who so 
much tormented her. With her hand, even, she tried to drive 
them off: 'Pray send them away,' she repeated; • do you not 
hear what a noise they make?' Then followed a mournful si
lence. ' They hinder me from seeing my son. My poor son! 
he will not come ; when he does come, I shall be dead.' This 
delirium lasted for twenty-four hours. 
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* Durand Fardel, Traite dn Ramollissement dn Ce"ean; a work to 
which a prize wae awarded by the Ruyal Academy of MediciDe, 1843, 1 
vol. Svo., pp. 235, 249, 328. 
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The special character of hallucinations in the last stage of 
hectic diseases, is probably linked to a sense of happiness which 
makes this class of sick persons form a multitude of projects. 

The combination of hallucinations with nervous diseases, has 
been sufficiently established. 

Convalescence, abstinence, and loBB of consciousness, may 
cause hallucinations. They have also been occasioned by atmo
spheric influences. 

It is probable that the production of hallucinations in disease 
is the result of a morbid action of the nervous and circulatory 
cerebral systems ; but how they are produced remains undis
covered. 

Hallucinations are then manifested like delirium ; hitherto 
cerebral modification has escaped all our researches. 
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OAUSB8 Ol' BALL OI TIONB. • 

ltlolOIJ or halluGlaatl0111 ..SilluloM-U, lonut.l he toll Itt in th y 1.1 a 
ool'pCIIWl elem•tl of -. ..S aboft I iu i•llll , in h llnci.nat.lon ot looa 
atu.diDg, lingle aud OOII(p.ttblt with ...J:,n. 

Pmft Dmato •• -..., _..,; their ~lll~ll' on h Uu n.tion-StAti tic-Epl· 
demio hali'IIOblatiOIII-IJahenoe ot CIOIWtlnuut i•l 11 U tnonology, fn!I'T· 
JDAilo, lJOUtrop]IJ, apparUlou, ~ •o, Jnlluen or diffenat 
ol'riliAtlou-ID!aeaot of the paulou, 11f li iol •a , ot pr89Ccupati0111 
the mlncl, loDd or bocUl7 oooapatiou. 

8JIOon Dmato•.-PArftocl' _,.,,-The• nuly l, 
1. The ld~ ot IDhtrituoe, ot the 
ot meobanloaJ oauea, ot flrm•tld Jlqao 
atanoN 8. Theld111D08 ot Dlllltal dllee~ • 
euee other than iuuJtJ--6. The ldae!ta 
euee-R~. 

nd Jl''. DOWI ftb
• Th lnlhll'n or D rvo ill 

ut 1 chrorur, ami other W.. 

BEFORE we trace the accessible sources of hallucinations, 
that is to say, the secondary causes, t we must remember that 
ideas are composed of two distinct elements-a sensible sign 
and a pure conception. Mysteriously united, like the soul and 
the body, they form a perfect emblem of the nature of man. 
Hallucination, that outward garment, that daguerreotype of an 
idea, being then only the corporeal portion, whilst pure concep
tion is its psychical part, it is evident that in these two elements 
we must seek the cause of this singular phenomenon. 

The observations we have made on fever doubtless prove 
that this state is favorable to the production of errors of the 

*The study of the causes of hallucinations baa so many point. of anion 
with that of illusions; or rather, the ties which unite them are 10 intimate, 
that we have judged it right not to separate them. 

t The primary cause of this phenomenon will always remain bidden, 
like that of all facts which surround us. It is the difference which aepa
rates the finite from the infinite, towards which we are constantly tending, 
often against our will, and which our most ardent desire to know will nner 
alter in this world. 
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senses ; but it must not be considered as exclusive, because fever 
· may exist for a long time without either delirium or hallucina

tion. There are, besides, cases of hallucination occurring in 
persons in good health, gifted with remarkable sense and under 
no morbid influence, which can only be explained by a peculiar 
modification of the nervous system. Such is the following 
cue:-

CAsE CXXill. Madame Ia VicomteBSe d' A., wife to the cele· 
brated author of that name, whom I attended for many years, 
was conversing with me one day on the apparitions of Holy 
Writ, of which her piety never permitted her to entertain the 
least doubt. "I will relate," said she, " an event that oc
curred to me twelve years ago, and which is a fresh proof of the 
reality of those visions to which your science gives the name of 
hallucinations. I had received a letter from my son-in-law, 
Count d'O., informing me that my daughter, from whom I was 
separated several hundred leagues, was very ill, but the letter 
did not contain any expression which led me to fear a fatal 
termination to her sickness. On returning to my room (it was 
then nine in the morning), preoccupied with the idea of my 
child's suffering, I heard a heart-piercmg voice pronounce these 
words : ' Lovest thou me ?' I felt no surprise, and instantly 
replied, in aloud voice: ' Lord, thou know est that I have placed 
all my trust in thee, and that I love thee with all my sonl.' 
The voice added : ' Wilt thou yield her to me ?' A shudder of 
fear ran through me, but recovering myself, I again replied : 
' Howsoever painfnl the sacrifice, thy holy will be done!' and I 
then fell into an arm-chair in a fainting state. On the following 
day, a second letter brought me intelligence of the death of my 
dear child." 

All who were acquainted with the Viscountess, knew her as a 
sensible, well-informed, and strong-minded woman. Tried by 
severe moral aftlictions, which spare neither rank nor age, reli
gious principle had sustained her. The more misfortunes 
assailed her, the more she implored consolation from God. In 
a word, she was a fervent Catholic, without bigotry or fanati
cism; one of those privileged natures formed to administer to the 
happiness of their fellow-creatures, and who, on quitting the 
world, give an example of those glorious, unostentatious deaths 
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J-d1.101drutecl by Coaa~ de Ja tic 
ftatecl to him bJ J6nbea... 

W • thall make oaJya few brit r 
of Kad~me d' A. :n took place · s b 
whea her health wu aoelleD~; a 
wu eonceDtrated Oil. the iDDetl ,,f h r tl h r. 
in the Ohrittian faith, from whi h ho haJ o v r 

. hamg alwa11 had reooane to p 
rienced no astonilhment at the 
heard. TwelYe yean had elapfl' . ben Ia(l 
~he aaecdote to me; bU her heli<'f in it r 11li y ll 

'on the day of itt occa,reace. hie ex mplo i to 
convincing proof of the manner in wbiclt tb ppnriti n 
Middle Agel may he explained, And or th f I it uf h t • 

tem ~t WOald alwa11 OOnTeft hallacio tion into a l m ( 
iDianity. 

In a medical point of Yiew, th r~ i n Joubt tlmt tls n rvou 
ad taDpine elemnta _play a con irlor ble p rt in llallucina
tiou; bat how do they act! i'h r in li< tis clifficuh y. We 
are entirely ignorant of their motl s of a tion in th normal com. 
binations of thought. Pathological anatomy might perhapa 
inform us that certain cerebral changes are more suited to their 
manifestation, which is, however, far from being proved. We 
only know that several stimulants contribute to give more 
vivacity and animation to ideas, which after all signifies that 
a greater affiuenco of blood reaches the brain. It may then be 
given, as a general rule, that a greater excitation of the nen
ous system, and a greater amux of blood, contribute to the 
development of hallucinations. But what is the agent of these 
excitations ? how does it modify these elements? where does 
it make itself felt ? These are questions, the solution of which 
is not more easy than a thousand others of the same nature 

* Correspondance entre le Comte de Mira beau et le Comte de Ia Mark, 
recuei116o ot publi6e par M. de Bacourt, t. i. pp. 258, 259. 1\lirabeau, et 
Ia cour de Louis XVI. par l\1. St. Marc Girardin, Revue des Deux Mondea, 
ht Oot. 1851. Some time nfter that con¥ersation, the Comte de Ia. Mark 
went to aee l\lirabenu, who was seriously ill in bed; he, desirous of giving 
a proof of the impression which his words had made on his mind, bade 
him approach, and pressing hia hand, said, "My dear connoiaaeur in glo
rious death•, are you 1atiafied f" 
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which have remained unanswered. Must we not admit a pre
disposition, that unknown something which we everywhere 
encounter ? Without this assumption, how can we explain 
apoplexy in some cases, cerebral inflammation in others ; in 
one, softening of the brain, in another, mania; in one, stupor, 
and in another the absence of any morbid phenomena? 

Thus, in fine, under the influence of a moral or physical force, 
a stronger stimulation of the nervous and sanguineous systems 
may produce an hallucination, without the possibility of esta
blishing an intimate relation between these two orders of facts. 

Having thus touched on the organic element, we will return 
to the world of ideas, in which we must necessarily seek the 
causes of the singular phenomena of hallucinations. Such a 
study, by its immensity, would offer almost insurmountable 
difficulties if we did not establish some fixed points to serve as 
guides in the work. Thus, in a first chapter, we will consider 
the action of social and individual influences, and of moral and 
physical causes, on the production of hallucinations; and in a 
second chapter, we will endeavor to penetrate more deeply into 
their mode of formation, by examining them psychologically, 
historically, morally, and religiously. 

The study of the causes of hallucinations offers great diffi
culties. This disorder of the senses having always been looked 
upon as an epiphenomenon of insanity, authors in general have 
agreed not to consider it as a special subject, or to class its 
etiology with that of mental diseases. Ferriar and Hibbert! 
who have published special works on hallucinations, anterior to 
those of Esquirol, have pursued this erroneous course. 

It is worthy of notice that the greater number of insane per
sons have hallucinations, but it is no less certain that they may 
be manifested singly. Even in their complicated state, it is not 
always difficult to recognize their origin. Finally, we may draw 
ueful information from those which are compatible with reason, 
or which accompany disease. 

DIVISION I.-MORAL CAUSES. 

Hallucinations appearing with mental diseases, of which they 
are signs, the complication, development, termination, epiphe-
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dae idatDOe of eclaC~rtional and soci 1 ideas, by tb fc)rc of 
eDIDple, bJ aa aotaa1 mor 1 conta ion, absolutely in tb same 
way that thOIIUlcll ol en ru b to b ttl t tho voice of a cele
brated chief, or that u mber. ma a, re a defcncele one, rgod 
on by the eaerpdo appe l of so o infuriate madma.n. 

The double .._ of th mor 1 over the physic 1 proves tha.t 
· ballucinatioda ......- c p the mmon law, but h at of 
· their actitn ad their n atur etokon the predominance of OJle 

of then influeDcee ; tllus, from the commoncem nt of our ~ 
1earohe1, we haft maintained that pr found preoccupation and 
prolODpd eoaoea~n of thou ht on a aingl object aro 
eainemly faYorable to the production of h llucin tion • x
ampl• gi1'81l ot p1W01opher , poe , and founders of r ligion , 
decide the point ; but we . h ve in is ted on th diffcrenc of 
these hallucinations from those observable in insanity. 

Men who, by an ill-directed education, are in a state of con
stant excitement, whose organization has become very imprea
sible, and who have given unbounded license to their imagina
tions, are subject to hallucinations. Certain imaginations, says 
a modem author, are necessarily superstitious; they are usnally 
among the rich and high-born; they are less willing to admit 
truth than fable; nature is too vulgar for them, attracted aa 
they are, by their instincts, towards the impossible, or, at least, 
towards the ideal. It is therefore that they take delight in a 
rich dark wood, because its gloomy arches may be peopled with 
phantoms and genii. The ancients, who were such great poets, 
dreamed of these things by day. Their heated imaginatiooa 
were to them as the sun, a focus of intense light, inspiring them 
with images of larvre and phantoms, laughing dryads, etc. 
Thus it is with those who allow their minds to dwell incessantly 
on chimerical projects and fanciful creations. 

The general desire to be fed with chimeras, which has giYen 
birth to the just observation : Man is ice for wisdom, and fire 
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for falsehood-appears to us a fruitful source of hallucinations. 
Having passed ten, fifteen, or twenty years in dreaming, it 
requires but a slight addition of color to deepen the tint, when 
the panorama stops at the favorite subject, and that which has 
caused the deepest impression. Sufficient attention has not 
been bestowed on this misty phantasmagoria in which we live. 
Those undecided forms, which approach and retire unceasingly, 
with a thousand tantalizing smiles, and after which we run with so 
mucq ardor, travel through our brains, emerge from their clouds, 
and become clearer and clearer ; then the moral or physical 
point is reached ; thought revived, colored, and represented, 
suddenly appears in a material form, and is transformed into an 
hallucination. 

Wonderful and frightful stories, and menaces, so long the 
accompaniments of childhood, would naturally dispose impres
sible minds to collect all the fantastic creations of the age. In 
these days, it may be argued, the system is completely changed; 
children are taught to ridicule the old-fashioned credulity. 
This argument would be unanswerable, if schools and colleges 
only were in question ; but what shall be said of the mercena
ries to whom the earliest infancy of children is confided ? This 
is the nursery of folly, terror, and dreadful tales, in the belief 
of which they grow up. I will content myself with the ex
ample of one of the greatest poets of England, Robert Burns. 
"I owed much in my infancy," says he, "to an old woman who 
lived near to us, and who was unusually ignorant, credulous, 
and superstitious. No one in the whole country had so great a 
collection of stories and songs of devils, fairies, spirits, sorcerers, 
magicians, will-o'-the-wisps, hobgoblins, phantoms, apparitions, 
charms, giants, dragons, etc. Not only did these recitals culti
vate in me the germs of poetry, but they had such an effect on 
my imagination that even now, in my nocturnal rambles, I often, 
in despite of myself, keep my eye upon certain suspicious places; 
and although no one can be more skeptical in such matters, it 
nevertheless, sometimes, requires an effort of philosophy to chase 
away these vain terrors."* 

Darkness, gloom, the silence of night, and solitude, contribute 

* Poosiea complllte do Robert Bums, translated from the English, by 
• :UOn de Wailly. Notice aur Burna. Pa.ria, 1843, edit. Charpentier. 
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powtri'allJ.to develop the HDQm nt of terror, so unh ppily in
ltiUecl'into.the minde of ohilcken. 'I !a y e sil imagine frightful 
objeow.whioh look at them. men cio~ly; they s e a &ina, 
rob~ra, del'ill, and monlten of • kind . 

Thia:el'eot.of obacarit7il 'ftry en ibly xhibited in the fren· 
lied. At the firat, their mooheren c and wanderings onl.Y occur 
when they are in a dark room, or when they clo o their ey ; 
they then . lee . a multitde of hol ible .figure , which appro ch 
them with menaoee and grim~ o soon as ~hey open their 
eyea, or light ia admitted into. the room, the phantoms nisb. 

Complete eolitade . or long impri o mcnt, i each a fruitful 
oauae of hallaoiDatiou. . 

The wife o£ ·a oondemned politician, bo e hub nd 
madman in Biol&re, told Ill that the pri oner who wcr 
tenoed with him; and llad been for ruruay y r irnpri ou 
tormented. by ~ou. 

M. Leon Faucher epeab of a tnisoncr ho told .> Ill. ® 
Beaumont et Tooque'fiUe, that, d rin the fir t months of b' 
eolitude, he wu often 'fiaited b7 tr nge vi ions ; for veral 
auooeeding Dightl, he laW an eag perchctl on the foot of hi 
bed. In 1840, in the penitentiary in hilo.del hin,_ th r 
ten out of twelve cases of hallucinations, and from 1887 to 1841, 
eighty-six prisoners went mad. What commentator would not 
grow pale at the simple enumeration of these facts?* 

M. Gosse also says that several persons in a penitentiary in 
Switzerland, having no predisposition to' insanity before their 
incarceration, almost all became hallucinated under the influence 
of solitary confinement. 

We have already related an anecdote of Benvenuto Cellini; 
and Silvio Pellico, who was incarcerated at Spielburg, thua de
scribes the effect of solitude upon himself:-

"During these horrible nights, my imagination was so highly 
excited, that, although quite awake, it appeared to me that I 
heard sometimes sighs, sometimes stifled laughter. In childhood, 
I had never believed in magicians and sorcerers, but now 
these sighs and laughter filled me with terror. I could not 
explain it, and was obliged to ask myself if I was not the aport 
of some mysterious and evil power. 

• De la R6forme dee Priaone. Revue dee Deux Mondea F6vrier, 1841. 
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· "I several times took my lamp, with a trembling hand, to 
examine if some person was not hidden beneath my bed. At 
table, it seemed as if some one pulled my coat, or drew away 
the book, which I saw fall to the earth, or came behind me to 
blow out my light. I would then start up, look around, stride 
defiantly up and down, and ask myself if I was or was not 
mad. 

"In the morning these phantoms vanished, and whilst day
light remained, my heart felt so courageous that it seemed 
impossible that I could again be assailed by such terrors. But 
at sunset, my fears recommenced, and each night brought but a 
repetition of the fearful visions of the preceding one. 

"These nocturnal apparitions, which by day I called foolish 
illusions, became at night terrible realities."* 

Some of Silvio Pellico's companions in misfortune endured 
similar sensations. The greatest anxiety of Gonfalonieri, at 
Spielberg, was the fear of losing his reason, which, to use his own 
expression, appeared always on the point of taking flight. 

The AbM Lang let Dufresnay remarks, that apparitions seldom 
appear excepting in deserts, solitudes, monasteries, or other 
secluded situations. 

We will make no comment on cellular imprisonment, excepting 
that we believe, if carried out in all its rigor, it would have a 
decided influence on the volatile and impressible organization of 
the French. 

When the mind is thus prepared to receive these illusions, 
any accidental circumstance, such as an unusual sound, a parti
cular disposition of the light, a shadow, or a certain arrange
ment of the draperies in the room are sufficient to produce all 
the effects of reality; and hence have origin'ated a number of 
curious facts. Sir Walter Scott, whose mind was powerfully ' 
excited by the account of the death of the illustrious Byron, 
saw, on entering his dining-room, the image of his friend before 
him. Struck with the minute accuracy with which his imagina
tion had reproduced every peculiarity of dress, with the manner 
of the great poet, he stood still' a few moments; then advancing, 

* Silvio Pellico, Mea prisons, traduction de M. Antoine Latour, p. 127, 
d letJ·• 1840.-Alex. Andryano, M6moires d'un Priaonier d'Etat, 2 vola. in 
8vo. Paris, 1840. 
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my friend retired to r 
h m by bi id • In lti 

)• •p h lu tl n. fri •htful i ion alit!, aking half d • d ith f, r 
he found himself seated on the aide of the bed, pistol in band. 
Caating a look around him, he saw, by the light of the mopo, a 
corpse in a winding-sheet, standing up against the wall, close to 
the window. He resolved, after much hesitation, to approach 
this hideous object, which was clearly defined. He paaaed hia 
hand over it, and, feeling nothing, rushed back to hia bed. 
Again, after a long struggle with his terror, he recommenced 
his investigation, and found that the object of hia alarm waa 
produced by the rays of the moon, forming a long illuminated 
image, which his imagination, frightened by his dre&Dll, had 
metamorphosed into a corpse prepared for burial.* 

These remarks have already sufficiently proved the influence 
of moral causes in the production of hallucinations. The de
tails on which we are about to enter will leave no doubt on 
this point. In 115 out of 190 cases, collected by others or our
selves, the causes which have induced the development of hallu-

• Feniar, op. cit. p. 24. We have alread1 dwelt on the characteriKica 
which aeparate illuaioa from balluomation; the distinction ahoald DO' be 
lost eight of. 
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cinations have been meditations carried to ecstasy, the dominant 
religious, philosophic, political, and superstitious ideas of the 
period.* Inventions of fancy, concentration of thought, strug
gles of mind, exclusive paBBions, preoccupation, inquietude, re
morse, grief, excess of study, love, hope, jealousy, and anger. 

These causes exhibited themselves in the following order:-t 

Ecstatic meditations, day or night ecstasy 33 
Dominant ideas, religious and social 24 
Educational ideas, terrors 11 
Concentrations of thought, exclusive passions 7 
Remorse 6 
Grief 5 
Love 5 
Occupations, habits of mind and body 4 
Fanciful compositions 3 
Excess of study 3 
Solitary imprisonment • 3 
Jealousy 2 
Anger, resentment 2 
Misery • 2 
Conversations, reading prolonged far into the night 2 
Hope 1 
Ambition 1 
Hallucinations combined with madnesst • 53 
Hallucinations combined with disease 23 

190 

All these causes are far from being equally important ; we 
prefer dwelling on those that have been most prominent, and 
amongst which we would first place education, belief, the domi
nant ideas of the times, Giiferent states of society, etc. 

* In a work, published by the .Annalu Jledico-P,Yclwlogiquu, entitled 
"Du Suicide dana 1' Antiquit6, dana le Moyen lge; et dane lee tempe mo
dernea," we have called attention to the intluence of philosophic and reli
gious ideaa aa connected with suicide. Hallucinatiollll are submitted to 
eimilar latre. 

t This table is but a.n extract from the obee"ations reeulting from our 
reaearchee. 

t The number of insane in whom hallucinations are obee"ed ie much 
more oollliderable ; but we only refer to the caaee contained iD our work. 



We are not of thM aohool who think a hiltor)' of a people 
cua be written by dleir folliet; vada u the rale, error &he n:
ceptioa. A free eseroile of reuoa u the nOI'IIlalltue of na&ioD.; 
ita diatnrbanae u a tnnaitllt efFect, which Jields to moral or 
physical remediet. It may aertainiJ happen that the hamaa 
mind be led utray bJ 100ial and ednoatioaal iniUDOII; ud 
thea thoee lariou torudoea ariae, which draw whole JDUIII of 
mea into their vortes. Error and folly appear to pvena the 
world; but theN uurpatiODB han but a time, and in &heir Tflf1 
midat, energetic protettatioaa make theiiiHlvea heard; 10 that 
it u muoh more jut to My that theae great diaord...- ue aria
cal epochs, and if theJ are admitted into history, it ia onl1 tO& 
no part of the piotnre may be omitted. 

Siaoe the publication of thu puaap, imporiult eveatl baTe 
occurred. We will only here notice them u oonneated with the 
nature of halluoinatioDB. In the two ett&blilhmtlltl of whieh 
we have been director and physician, two forma of thU phenome
non in particular have oome under our notice. In the one cue, 
the iadividaala, chieiJ beloagiDg to the old· noblelle, terriled 
at the BaDguiaary reoollectioaa of the revolution of '98, Uelllb
ling for the safety of their families and fortunes, were gen
erally a prey to hypochondria, with a tendency to suicide; 
they imagined themselves surrounded with assassins and execu
tioners ; heard the booming of cannon, and uttered shrieks of 
terror. In the second form, which attacked more particularly 
those in whom the new order of things had awakened great hopes, 
the insanity took quite a contrary character. They thought 
themselves representatives, presidents of the Republic, or re
formers called upon to bring happiness, fortune, health, and long 
life to the human race ; some even dreamed of an indefinite 
existence. The hallucinations of this class were of a lively cha
racter. They heard voices which spo\e agreeable words, and made 
great promises to them. There were, however, some of this lat
ter class, whose insanity consisted in violent exasperation against 
their enemies, for whose death they loudly clamored ; the guillo
tine and other instruments of death were present to them, and 
threatening voices were inceBSantly addressing them. Of course, 
we are understood to speak only of those who came under our 
immediate care, who were by no means the greater number. 
The prevailing dise&H of the period having attacked the m01t pow-
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erful minds, no importance was attached to those exaggerations 
which at another time would have attracted attention.* Besides, 
a vast number of these dcmouiacs fell in combat in the streets, 
or were lost sight of in prisons, hospitals, and exile. It may be 
well to repeat a remark already made, which is, that although 
perhaps the number of insane in private establishments has not 
been increased, the disease has no less left its traces, the proof 
of which will one day be exhibited in those who were conceived 
during the impression of these deplorable times. 

Education, whose all-powerful action in the production of op
preSBive ideas we have already mentioned as being a fruitful 
source of physical and moral disease, may, says M. Ceria~, im
part single but false notions; in which case there will be error, 
ignorance, and prejudice, but no morbid condition. Thus the 
idea of a female head, associated with the sensorial impression 
produced by the moon, or that of the tomb of a giant associated 
with the sensorial impression occasioned by a mountain, consti
tuted beliefs of a greater or less poetical character, without 
danger to those who admitted them. It is otherwise when the 
association of the idea with the sensation is united with sensual 
and sentimental emotions; when, for example, the idea of a 
frightful spectre is, from infancy, coupled with that of a certain 
atone or a birch tree, as is the case in some of our country places. t 
These false ideas are, to those who entertain them, the causes of 
uneaaineSB, fears, and torments. 

"False ideas," continues the same author, "associated with 
sensual and sentimental emotions, are those which exert the 
most deplorable influence on hallucinations of all periods. Let 
ua first mention those superstitious beliefs, the relics of former 
religions, which have traced such deep furrows in popular tradi
tion. When we recollect the long course of ages which have by 
turns witnessed the reigns of magic, astrology, sorcery, divina
tion, presages, invocations, augilrs, auspices, necromancy, the 
cabala, oracles, the interpretation of dreams, pythonesses, sybils, 
manes, lares, talismans, the presence of demons in corporeal 
form, incubes, succubes, familiars, vampirism, possession, 
lycantrophy, ghosts, shadows, spectres, phantoms, hobgoblins, 

* Gruddt~ck, De Ia Maladio d6mooratique. 
t Ceriae, dea Fonctione et dee Maladiea Neneusee, Puis, 1842, 1 vol. 

th·o., p. 463. 
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he perceived that this vi ion w ' in to th accid at ar-
rangement of a piel'e of drapery on a screen. 

R C.· 'IV. Ferria.r gives tl• c of gentleman bo 
lo ing hi& a.y whit t travelling in •otland, d •~J~audod bo pit.lity 
in a. little olit ry c ttage. 'l'hc hos~L' remarked, 'tb ID 

tcriuu kincl of repugnance on c nducting him to bia room, tb t 
he · ould not find the indow very s cure. On mramin tiou, h 
perceived that a portion of the all h d bC!cn broken, in order to 
enlarge the opening. be tolcl hiu1, in r ply to hie inqoiriea, 
th t. o. colporteur, who bad lodged om time b<:fore in tbi room, 
h d ommitt •d euicitl in it, 11od found in th momio 11 
p •n1le1l b bind tho door. The corpse, according to tb u tom 
of the country, not being allow d to p through the door, it 
h• <1 l1Ct.'rl 11eee ary to break a y a portion of tb all ia or r 
to take the body through tho indow. The ho teu add that 
the room had vcr inc b n haunt d by tho ghost o( the poor 
man . 

• ome hat disturbed by the 11tory, my friend retired to t, 
having lo II cl his orm , and pl" tl them b hie id . la b11 
1 (.1 ho ba<l a. fri htful i ion and, waking half dead itb f, r, 

ha found bims lf sc t d on th aid of th b d, pi tol in h n . 
Casting a look around him, he saw, by the light of the mopn, a 
corpse in a winding-sheet, standing up against the wall, close to 
the window. He resolved, after much hesitation, to approach 
this hideous object, which was clearly defined. He puaed his 
hand over it, and, feeling nothing, rushed back to his bed. 
Again, after a long struggle with his terror, he recommenoed 
his investigation, and found that the object of his alarm waa 
produced by the rays of the moon, forming a long illumioated 
image, which hie imagination, frightened by hie dreama, Jaad 
metamorphosed into a corpse prepared for burial.* 

These remarks have already sufficiently proved the influence 
o( moral causes in the production of hallucinations. The de
tails on which we are about to enter will leave no doubt on 
this point. In 115 out of 190 cases, collected by others or oar
selves, the causes which have induced the development of halla-

• Ferrir.r, op. cit. p. 24. We han already dwelt on the chancteriMica 
which eeparate illueion from hallucination; the diltinotion altoald IMM be 
lost eight of. 
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cinations have been meditations carried to ecstasy, the dominant 
religious, philosophic, political, and superstitious ideas of the 
period.* Inventions of fancy, concentration of thought, strug
gles of mind, exclusive paSBions, preoccupation, inquietude, re
morse, grief, excess of study, love, hope, jealousy, and anger. 

These causes exhibited themselves in the following order:-t 

Ecstatic meditations, day or night ecstasy 83 
Dominant ideas, religious and social 24 
Educational ideas, terrors 11 
Concentrations of thought, exclusive passions 7 
Remorse 6 
Grief 5 
Love 5 
Occupations, habits of mind and body 4 
Fanciful compositions 3 
Excess of study 3 
Solitary imprisonment 3 
Jealousy 2 
Anger, resentment 2 
Misery • 2 
Conversations, reading prolonged far into the night 2 
llope 1 
Ambition 1 
llallucinations combined with madnesst 53 
Hallucinations combined with disease 23 

190 

AU these causes are far from being equally important ; we 
prefer dwelling on those that have been most prominent, and 
amongst which we would first place education, belief, the domi
uant ideas of the times, QUFerent states of society, etc. 

* In a work, published by the .Annalu MEdico-Piycl!ologiqvu, entitled 
"Du Suicide dane 1' Antiquit6, dans lo Moyen lge, et dans lee tempe mo
demee," we have called attention to the intluence of philoeophio and reli
gioae ideae u connected with euioide. Hallaoinatione are eabmitted to 
similar la1n1. 

t This table is bat an eJ:tract from the obeenatioaa resulting from our 
research ea. 

: The number of insane in whom halluoina&iona are obeened is mach 
more oollliderable ; but we only refer to the ouee contained in oar work. 
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GaD be written by their folliet; tratb il the ra1e, eiror &be a
ception. A free exercile of nuon il the normalata&e of nalioal; 
ita disturbance il a trauient elect, which Jielda to moral or 
physical remediee. It may certainly happen that the h .... 
mind be led utray byiOOial and educational iniUDOII; IDCl 
then thoae fariou tomadoea ariae, which draw wllole ..-of 
men into their vortex. Error and folly appear to pYenl the 
world ; but these unrpationa ban but a time, ud in datU "f"'1 
midat, energetic proteetationa make thellllelvet heard; • tU& 
it ia much more jut to aay that these great ~ an .m
cal epocba, and if they are admitted into biator;r, it ia 0D1J tUt 
no part of the picture may be omitted. 

Since the publication of tbia puaage, important enat. llan 
occurred. We will only here notice them u oonneoted willa die 
nature of halluoinationa. In the two ett&blilbment. of wUtla 
we have been director and physician, two forma ol tbia ~ 
non in particular have come under our notice. In the ou --, 
the individuala, chiefly belonging to the old · nobte.e, terrilei 
at the B&Dguinary recollections of the revolution of '98, tnmb
ling for the safety of their families and fortunes, were gen
erally a prey to hypochondria, with a tendency to suicide; 
they imagined themselves surrounded with assassins and execu
tioners ; heard the booming of cannon, and uttered shrieks of 
terror. In the second form, which attacked more particularly 
those in whom the new order of things had awakened great hopes, 
the insanity took quite a contrary character. They thought 
themselves representatives, presidents of the Republic, or re
formers called upon to bring happiness, fortune, health, aud long 
life to the human race; some even dreamed of an indefinite 
existence. The hallucinations of this class were of a lively cha
racter. They heard voices which spoke agreeable words, and made 
great promises to them. There were, however, some of thia lat
ter class, whose insanity consisted in violent exasperation againat 
their enemies, for whose death they loudly clamored; the guillo
tine and other instruments of death were present to them, and 
threatening voices were incessantly addressing them. Of courae, 
we are understood to speak only of those who came under our 
immediate care, who were by no means the greater number. 
Tho prevailing disease of the period having attacked the mOlt pow-
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erful minds, no importance was attached to those exaggerations 
which at another time would have attracted attention.* Besides, 
a vast number of these demouiacs fell in combat in the streets, 
or were lost sight of in prisons, hospitals, and exile. It may be 
well to repeat a remark already made, which ia, that although 
perhaps the number of insane in private establishments baa not 
been increased, the disease baa no leas left its traces, the proof 
of which will one day be exhibited in those who were conceived 
during the impresaion of these deplorable times. 

Education, whose all-powerful action in the production of op
presaive ideas we have already mentioned as being a fruitful 
source of physical and moral disease, may, says M. Ceria~, im
part single but false notions; in which case there will be error, 
ignorance, and prejudice, but no morbid condition. Thus the 
idea of a female head, associated with the sensorial impression 
produced by the moon, or that of the tomb of a giant associated 
with the sensorial impression occasioned by a mountain, consti
wted beliefs of a greater or less poetical character, without 
danger to those who admitted them. It is otherwise when the 
aaaociation of the idea with the sensation is united with sensual 
and sentimental emotions; when, for example, the idea of a 
frightful spectre ia, from infancy, coupled with that of a certain 
atone or a birch tree, as is the case in some of our country places. t 
These false ideas are, to those who entertain them, the causes of 
uneasinesa, fears, and torments. 

"False ideas," continues the same author, "associated with 
sensual and sentimental emotions, are those which exert the 
most deplorable influence on hallucinations of all periods. Let 
111 first mention those superstitious beliefs, the relics of former 
religions, which have traced such deep furrows in popular tradi
tion. When we recollect the long course of ages which have by 
toms witnesaed the reigns of magic, astrology, sorcery, divina
tion, presages, invocations, auglirs, auspices, necromancy, the 
cabala, oracles, the interpretation of dreams, pythonesses, sybils, 
manes, lares, talismans, the presence of demons in corporeal 
form, incubea, auccubea, familiars, vampirism, poBSession, 
lycantrophy, ghosts, shadows, spectres, phantoms, hobgoblins, 

• Grodd110k, De Ia Maladio d6mocrauque. 
t Ceriae, dea Fooctiooa et dee Maladies N eneusee, Paris, 1842, 1 vol. 

8vo., p. 463. 



.. 
sylph , fllirie , urchin , will-o' -the-wisp , evil eye, enchantmen , 
etc., c n we help igbing t the f cility with hieb man r c ivee 
rror, nd lmo t fancying that ,, uro d tin d t liv in th mi ~ 

of orld Jf illu ions, unl o tr ce it to tb ad con eqoences 
of a f l e educ tioo, and of a forgetful of mor lity and 
r ligio 1'' 

l'o dwell upon all tho11e cause would p the limits of t.his 
work; we r trict oureelv , therefore, to tb con idor tion of 
aorn which tun pr va&il •d the mo t in EurQpean oci ty, ueh 
as th b lief in the power and m teri lity f d mona, in sor
e ry, in p agic, lye n~rophy, gh vampir · pi• 
rit , tc. 

The religion of tbe ancients, which peopl d all nature with 
di\'ini i nd g nii (compreh nclcd urul r th gcncr 1 n me r 
demot1 ) ouhl naturally I d to a beli f in th po r and 
mat riality of pirit . The in ucnco "l1ich tb tloctrin or 
Ph&to rr wed probt1bly fr ro th c of :1. r ~t r, e rei 1 
und r tbi point of vie , immen e. n t dyin" t id a 

nd u n r of rcci n ocicty, thut th philo ophy or 
Pll\t 'tL tla gr • t I w f tho cho Is of AI x:mdria. They 
were above all else Platonists, nor did they cease to be so, on 
becomini Christiana. On the contrary, they attempted to re
concile the genius of Plato with the severe and rigorous philo
sophy of Christianity. Thence arose so many metaphysical and 
abstruse discussions, and thence were derived the errors and 
heresies of so many celebrated men. Saint Justin, Saint Cle
ment of Alexandria, Origen, blind Didymus, and many others, 
belonged to the platonic school. But this was confined to elegant 
and polished ~society. Learned men disputed for and against, 
and gained a reputation in the schools or in churches ; the minds 
of the ignorant, the lower order of the people, and the peasantry, 
took another direction, and as they could neither read nor write, 
they were only affected by the material part of Christianity. 
They stopped, as it were, on the threshold. Unable to distinguish 
themselves in disputation, in controversiell with pagans, or in 
the instruction of neophytes, they only adopted that part of 
Christianity which was material, but they adopted it rigorously 
and to the letter, in its most absolute sense; thus they soon 
invested it with terrors, abnost always borrowed from the archi
tecture or literature of the times. In those days, the balluoi-
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nated were pursued by black devils, with horns, cloven feet, 
and a long tail, as, in other times, Orestes was tormented by 
Eumenides, and terrified by the hissing of serpents. 

The history of demons, propagated by ignorance the love of 
the marvellous, and fear, that queen of the world; and received 
by credulity, placed the human mind under the yoke of a. terror 
which everything concurred to augment; the devil was univer
sally believed to have been seen, heard, or touched. Moreover, 
how could they do otherwise than attribute to this sinister inftu. 
ence those frightful calamities, so eloquently described in the 
correspondence of Saint Jerome,* which overwhelmed the 
Roman world? Was not the belief general that the Huns 
were infernal spirits? 

Such was the origin of the hallucinations which universally 
reigned during several centuries, which still reign in many 
countries, especially in Lapland, and of which there are also 
frequent examples in France, as Esquirol, M. Macario, ~rod our
selves can certify. The most celebrated men paid tribute to the 
doctrines of the period, but their hallucinations had no influence 
on their reason, conduct, or actions ; what they did was the 
result of education, and did not bear the impress of insanity. 

To believe that demons existed in corporeal forms, was to admit 
the possibility of forming compacts and relations with them, and 
to acknowledge their power over men; in other words, to believe 
in sorcery, possession, and lycantrophy. The belief that demons 
interfered in the actions of life was the source of immense dis
orders, which massacres and scaffolds only served to increase. 
Men, women, and children persuaded themselves that they had 
assisted at the Witch's sabbath, had interviews with the devil, 
and had seen persons sign a horrible compact with him. Judges 
and ecclesiastics, giving faith to such declarations, condemned 
thousands of victims to death. 

"In order to comprehend any particular epoch," says the 
author of an able article in the Britilh Review, "it is necessary 
to have an exact picture of the opinions and manners of the 
time.t'' "Certainly, our brains are no longer," as Hutchinson 

* Saint Jerome et son si~cle, introduction au PantMon lit~raire, pp. 
277,286,517,607,612,620,621,655. 

t British Review, July, 1830; Parchappe, Du Maillet dee Sorcil}rea; 
Boat Zauber-Bibliotek, oder von Zauberei; Theurgei und Mantik, Zau· 



~ ed, in speaking of Boudin, "ball-rooms for de il to d nee 
~" bUt fear bas taken other forms; and is manifested in dread 
of the police, of enemies, etc." 

. It a , nevertheless, an exalted and praiseworthy principle, 
whioh gave birth to these superstitious beliefs of our ancestor 
laoweoeter absurd and sanguinary th y may appear to us. 
. The desire to overstep the limit of the vi ibl orld nd t 
~municate with beings to whom a more exalted nnk in crea
tloD was attributed, would appear, at first sight, loulat to 
..eroise only as lntnry influence on the mind. They consid red 

· tbele privileged beings as a kind of Jacob's ladder, by which 
.. ,. ultl establish a communication between heaven and earth, 
.aad JYCCive dir ct divine influences. nbappily, the suppo ·• 
1ioD of these direct corre pondences ith angelic nature gave 
dM to a belief in the possibility of an equal communication with 
nil apirits. 

Thif direct intervention of the devil in human affairs being 
GDGe r ecognized, and gener lly admitted, ould, by inevitable 
ooaeequence, lead to all sorts of follies and extravagance 
Bnry one speculated on the subject accordin to his eculiar 
turn of mind; and in a abort time the (ooliah faneiea of mindl, 
weakened by sickness or misfortune, were, by constant repetition, 
formed into a kind of oode or system of belief, which, being in
stilled with the first rudiments of instruction, reduced the moat 
powerful minds beneath its influence; those even of Luther, 
Calvin, Zuingle, Ecolampadius, Melancthon, and Knox, men so 
prompt in detecting error, and so intrepid in exposing it, par
took of the belief of their times. At a later period, the cele
brated Sir Matthew Hale pronounced sentence of death against 
poor women accused of sorcery; even Sir Thomas Browne, who 
had torn the veil from vulgar errors, and who spoke in this suit, 
declared "that the convulsions of the accused, although arising, 
from natural causes, were greatly augmented by the co-oper .. 
tion of the devil, who interposed on the solicitations of the 
sorceresses.'' 

SpineJlo, predecessor of Milton, was the first, who, in thoee 
barbarous times, imparted somewhat of a terrible beauty to 

beren llexen, und Hexen Proceuen, D!emonen, 081pentem und Gelate!'
eroheinungen, Mayence, 1828; Friedrich, Syatematiache IJteratar der 
llntlichen und geriotlichen Peycholope, p. 260, It "!•• BerliD, 1883. 
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Lucifer; this innovation of genius did not prevent his remaining 
faithful to the ideas of his age; his reason gave way soon after 
he had completed his picture of the fall of the angels ; he be
lieved himself pursued by the devils which he had represented, 
and died in the midst of his terrors. 

It was not until1484 that Magic began to play an important 
part in history. The bull of Innocent the Eighth roused the 
smouldering fires. 

With what terror, in the sixteenth, or the commencement of 
the seventeenth century, would the recital of the visions of the 
unhappy Bachzko, of Koonigsberg, be listened to, which tormented 
him during his political labors in 1806; that hideous negro 
seated opposite to him; that monstrous owl's head watching him 
every night between the curtains ; those serpents twisting around 
his knees, as he sat, inditing his sentences, were well calcu
lated to inspire sentiments of horror.* 

In 1651, we find the Englishman Pordage relating as actual 
facts, similar visions produced by an over-excitement of the 
brain. He and his disciples, Jane Leade, Thomas Bromley, 
Hooker, Sabberton, and others, saw a vision on their first day of 
assembling, of incomparable magnificence. The powers of hell 
passed in review before them; seated in chariots drawn by 
lions, bears, dragons, and tigers, in the midst of portentous 
plouds. Next in succession followed the inferior spirits, with 
ears of cats and griffins, and distorted and twisted limbs. These 
visions were equally distinct, whether the disciples opened or 
closed their eyes, " for," said their master, "we see with the 
eyes of the mind, not of the body." 

At the close of the sixteenth century, Dr. Dee asserted, with 
apparent sincerity, that ho was on terms of intimacy with the 
greater number of the angels; his partner, Dr. Richard Napier, 
father of the illustrious inventor of logarithms, believed tbut he 
received the greater number of his medical prescriptions from 
the angel Raphael. At this period, there were few practition
ers· who thought they could complete a cure without the aid of 
some supernatural power. In England, certain causes peculiar 
to that nation contributed to induce a disposition to melancholy, 
and to produce an undefinable dread unknown at other periods 

* British Review, July, 1830, p. 35. 
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...... . ·tory. IIi tori ns de cribe the gloomy char t r or the 
• Pwit ns of that tim , the chan e which occurr d in noble 
-...utiee, who e e t t s had been confi catcd for the profit of th 
~g ect and the tales spread abroad by tb ir form r 
proprietor , s cular or religious. 
:~.[Several pnge following, it h been thought un ary to 
tl'II.Dilate The ob cenitie of the pretended itch ' sabb tb, 
and other horrors enacted under the influence of uppo ed poe· 
itelilion or witchcraft, o.re trac d to the action of o er- cit •1l 
-gina~on on ignorant or ill-regulated mintl , and to the uae 
tf eertU 1 n rcoti pomades or ointm ts, ith hich the or· 
·.-.. u ointed th m lv , t r y pr ducing orribl ond scn
..U 3m · The app arance and ndorlltion of the buck the 
W; and l1at which i of r1. u 1 importance in sorcery, th. o k y, 
.. foUD nmong t the diviniti of nncicnt 'gypt, and cur 
frequ&ndy n E •ypti n to num nt .-'l'a.] 
-·We rtcog11iz b t lJom, in tho demonomaniac of th pre-
tlllt day, tla ob. c itic w i h rk d that period. 
*e reuon he, that eroti itl o. \\Cru then more generall pread, 
tD consequence of th r d minnn e of the 'n ti ov r 1 
intellectual faculties ? 

The origin of lycantrophy is traced to the most ancient epooba 
of paganism. In this illusion, the unhappy demented person 
believed himself transformed into a man-wolf. Sometimes the 
pretended transformation was caused by beverages, and poison
ous ointments. The companions of Ulysses, who were meta
morphosed into swine, are the most ancient examples. Herodo
tus, in his work, describes this transformation as occurring rather 
frequently. Saint Augustin asserts that certain women in Italy 
changed themselves into horses, by the use of a sort of poison. 
But it was principally in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 
that this singular illusion spread through Europe. Cynanthro
pes and lycanthropes abandoned their dwellings to plunge into 
forests, allowing their nails, hair, and beard to grow, mutilating, 
and even sometimes killing and devouring unfortunate children. 

Wierus relates the singular trial which occured at Besanc;on, 
in 1521. It is a case of lycantrophy, which leaves no doubt of 
the madness of the accused and the ignorance of the judges. 
The inquisitor conducted the afFair, and summoned the three 
driminals, Pierre Burgot, Michel Verdun, and le gros Pierre. 
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All three confessed they had given themselves to the devil. 
Burgot o1med that he had killed a young boy with his wolf's 
claws and teeth, and would have eaten him, if the peasants 
had not chased him. Michel Verdun said that he had killed 
a young girl who was gathering peas in a garden, and that 
he and Burgot had killed and eaten four other girls. He pointed 
out the time, the place, and the ages of four other children whom 
they had devoured. He added, that he and his companions 
used a powder which destroyed life. 

These three wehr wolves were condemned to be burned 
alive.* 

CABB CXXV. In the autumn of the year XII., a man, by 
trade a mason, fell into a state of melancholy, without any 
apparent cause. One night he had strange l'isions, and before 
morning had escaped iuto the desert. On the second day of 
his attack, he refused all nourishment ; but two days aft~r, he 
devoured the food that was offered to him with extreme voracity; 
he howled like a wolf, and became several times enraged, show
ing a disposition to bite. On the fourteenth day, at the approach 
of night, he again escaped into the fields, where he uttered 
fearful cries, which were checked by atrusions of cold water. 
This singular disease terminated on the eighteenth day in a 
violent attack of fever, which lasted nearly twenty-four hours. 
His complete cure appeared finally to result from natural 
causes.t 

Sel'eral writers think that great obtuseness of feeling may 
occasion hallucinations, which chiefly present themselves under 
the form of errors of personality in a physical sense. It is 
probable that this morbid disposition existed in a certain number 
of lycantrophes, in whom a perversion of ideas were associated 
with this symptom, and occasioned their singular illusions. 

It is curious to find amongst the Abyssinian&, in our own 
times, a superstition very nearly resembling that of the people 
of Europe in the Middle Ages. Like them, they believe in a 
Zoomorphism, which is a striking image of lycantrophy. Thus 
the class of pewterers and blacksmiths are generally regarded 

* Bottiger'a ii.lteete Sparen der W olforwnth in der Griechischen Mitho
logie, nebst Zusii.tzen von Sprengol in dcssen Beitriigen zur GeHch. dcr 
med. Friedreich'a Liturtugeach. pp. 23, Z7. 

t MMhe1, NouYellea reoherohea anr lea Maladiea de l'o11prit, 1816, p. 96. 



188 . 
powerr,.ny.to.dev lop the sentiment of terror, o unhappily in~ 
~tilled' into the mind of children. Thoy en ily imagine frjghtfnl 
o'bjtO~ ··'Which look at them men cingly · they e i 
ro'bQera, d~Yill, aud mon ters of all Jci d • 

Tbia :efFect of obscurity i very sen ibly c hibited in tho fr n
~ed. At the fini t their incoherence an anderinga only occur 
when they are in a d~rk room, or whon they clo o th ·ir y~:a; 
they then . lee . a multitude of Lorribl ligur hi h approach 
them with. me~ nd rimnce . o oon as they open their 
eyee, or light il d itt !l i to tho r om, tho pltantow v n · h. 

Complete soli uue or 1 ng iwpri nm ut1 ca h fruitful 
oaue of hallaoin tiona. 

The wife of a condemned politi i•ut, '1\ h ltu b n'l 
madman in.. B~tro told us that the pri ou r ho r n
tenoed:with him, and had been for m ny y rs impri oned were 
tomieated. by ~ion . 

M. Leon Faucher p ks of pri. on r ho told [ I. de 
Beaumont ~ Toe u •viii ·, th t, during t 
.Olitade,. he wu ft n vi itctl hy tr ng i ion ; for ver 1 
aaooeeding Bights, lt w an o:1glu perch d on the foot of his 
bed. In 1840, in tlle penitentiary in Philaaelpbfa, there "-w=e=re~___, 
ten out of twelve cases of hallucinations, and from 1887 to 1841, 
eighty-six prisoners went mad. What commentator would not 
grow pale at the simple enumeration of these facts?* 

M. Gosse also says that several persons in a penitentiary in 
Switzerland, having no predisposition to· insanity before their 
incarceration, almost all became hallucinated under the influence 
of solitary confinement. 

We have already related an anecdote of Benvenuto Cellini; 
and Silvio Pellico, who was incarcerated at Spielburg, thus de
scribes the effect of solitude upon himself:-

"During these horrible nights, my imagination was so highly 
excited, that, although quite awake, it appeared to me that I 
heard sometimes sighs, sometimes stifled laughter. In childhood, 
I bad never believed in magicians and sorcerers, bu~ now 
these sighs and laughter filled me with terror. I could not 
explain it, and was obliged to ask myself if I was not the sport 
of some mysterious and evil power. 

* De la R6forme dee Prisons. Revue des Deus: Mondee F6vrier, 1841. 
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· "I several times took my lamp, with a trembling hand, to 
examine if some person wn.s not hidden beneath my bed. At 
table, it seemed as if some one pulled my coat, or drew away 
the book, which I saw fall to the earth, or came behind me to 
blow out my light. I would then start up, look around, stride 
defiantly up and down, and ask myself if I was or was not 
mad. 

" In the morning these phantoms vanished, and whilst day
light remained, my heart felt so courageous that it seemed 
impo88ible that I could again be assailed by such terrors. But 
at sunset, my fears recommenced, and each night brought but a 
repetition of the fearful visions of the preceding one. 

"These nocturnal apparitions, which by day I called foolish 
illusions, became at night terrible realities."* 

Some of Silvio Pellico's companions in misfortune endured 
similar sensations. The greatest anxiety of Gonfalonieri, at 
Spielberg, was the fear of losing his reason, which, to use his own 
expre88ion, appeared always on the point of taking flight. 

The AbM Lang let Dufresnay remarks, that apparitions seldom 
appear excepting in deserts, solitudes, monasteries, or other 
secluded situations. 

We will make no comment on cellular imprisonment, excepting 
that we believe, if carried out in all its rigor, it would have a 
decided influence on the volatile and impressible organization of 
the French. 

When the mind is thus prepared to receive these illusions, 
any accidental circumstance, such as an unusual sound, a parti
cular disposition of the light, a shadow, or a certain arrange
ment of the draperies in the room are sufficient to produce all 
the effects of reality; and hence have origin'ated a number of 
curious facts. Sir Walter Scott, whose mind was powerfully ' 
excited by the account of the death of the illustrious Byron, 
saw, on entering his dining-room, the image of his friend before 
him. Struck with the minute accuracy with which his imagina
tion had reproduced every peculiarity of dress, with the manner 
of tho great poet, he stood still' a few moments; then advancing, 

• Silvio Pellico, Mea prisons, traduction de M. Antoine Latour, p. 127, 
d .eq., 1840.-Alex. Andryane, M6moirea d'un Priaonier d'Etat, 2 vola. in 
8To. Paria, 1840. 

19 
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Tlu~ let er aa IM!D t 'ir ·a 
of W wick; but h s gri ' d at tho diatr in 
that h tiicl not rrive until aft r th fu er I. II b d t od1 

hum a and plac d by th i 1 of h. ife, at druonton .. 
cordiJ1g tQ til• r ((U' t f his d U bter, 

'l'hi. a o appears to us to b very r !lily pi ined ; im i
nation, in n impr • ibl young girl, would be much o er-excited 
aa the fntal hour appro ched. Tbo ~-It tion of th n r o 
y t m, in an organiaation pr babl d licate, i to o 

high pit ·h th t ital force wa b t d. J to the r v Ja
tion, iblo min•l will' but furtunate eoineid nee, tboat 

hi h, the bit~tory ould ne er probably h \'e found record r. 
lu th mountains of cotl nd, and in me parta f 

a bcli f !!till c i in th r ality of a wonderfw apparition 
wbi l1 npp ar 1 it· aid, a tho presag of an appro chin b. 
Th p r. on under tho hallucin tion • e notla r elf, a 6 ur 

\'ery rc p ct 8inlila&r in form t at ro, action, and dre • 
b ve lllr acly mentioned this p nom t~on, hicb tb 
all D~ut~ro1copie. t 

In ,. ry clcv r recent publication wo find an anecdote rela
tive to the famous Huckingl1 m. '1 hr tim c}itl ir , r • 
Villier fi tb r of tho duk , p r to n offic r of tlae · 
robe, to warn him of the fate that threatened his son. But thil 
officer was too low in rank to acquit himself conveniently of hil 
mission, and neglected to make the warning known until tbt 
third appearance; he then applied to a gentleman with whom be 
was on intimate terms, Sir Ralph Freeman, Master of the Be· 
quests, and persuaded him to demand an audience of his Grace, 
in which, if granted, he promised to reveal matters of the high
est importance. The officer entered into the minutest details, 
which bad been communicated by the spirit, to prove to the 
duke that be was no impostor; and it was noticed that he (the 
duke) was very melancholy after the interview. But of what 
use was the warning ? To create a vague uneasineBS about a dan
ger, against which it was impoBSible to guard, since the waraing 
was too mysterious to enable the duke to take suitable precau
tiona.t 

• Hibbert, op. cil. 
t Walter Soott. A Legend of Montrote, cb. xvii. note WraithL 
l George Brodie, Beq., BietorJ of the Bridab Empire, '901:' zi. 
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CABB CXXVII. M. Bezuel, a young student, fifteen years of 
age, contracted an intimacy with another young man, named 
Desfontaines. Having talked over the compacts entered into 
between persons who promised that the one who first died should 
revisit the survivor, they entered into a similar agreement, which 
they signed with their blood (1696). Shortly after this, they 
parted, and Desfontaines went to Caen. 

In July, 1697, M. Bezuel was amusing himself with haymak
ing, near to the house of a. friend, when he became suddenly 
faint, which was followed by a bad night's rest. Notwithstand
ing this indisposition, he returned to the field, and again ha.d a 
similar attack. On the third day, the fit was more serious. "I 
lost all consciousness,'' said he. " Persons came to my assist
ance, but my mind was much more disturbed than it had pre
viously been. · Those who raised me up asserted that, on being 
questioned as to where I felt pain, I replied: 'I have seen what 
I never expected to see.' I recollect neither the question nor 
answer; it agrees, however, with my remembrance of the appa
rition of a man who was only half of the ordinary height, but 
whose person I did not recognize. A few minutes afterwards, 
on mounting a ladder, I saw my cl8.88mate, Desfontaines, at its 
foot. At this sight, I turned giddy, my head fell between two 
of the rounds, and I fainted. They took me down, and placed 
me on a piece of wood, which served as a seat in the great 
square of the Capuchins. As soon as I was seated, I no longer 
perceived M. de Sorteville, the master of the house, nor hisser
nnts ; but only Desfontaines, who signed for me to come to him. 
I drew back, as though I would make way for him. Those who 
were present, but whom I did not see, remarked the movement. 
As he stood still, I arose to meet him ; he took my left arm with 
his right hand, and led me about thirty paces off, to an alley, 
holding me very tightly. 

" The senants, believing that I had entirely recovered, went 
about their business, excepting a little groom, who told M. de 
Sorteville that I was talking to myself. He believed that I was 
intoxicated, and approaching, heard me ask questions and make 
replies, which he afterwards repeated. 

"My conversation with Desfontaines lasted three quarters of 
an hour. 'I agreed with you,' said he, 'that if I died first, I 
would come and tell you so; I was drowned yesterday, at this 



--~. 
• ....... ia the iver at Caen, in company itb e ch and eucb per

.... It was very warm, and I took a notion to b the but -ted OD e tering the water. The Abb6 lcnilj n, m com• 
J*Uon, pla ed in to anve me; I seiz d him by the foot, but 
nether~ fear, or a means of remounting to the rfact', 
Jae pTe me violent kick on the breast, which drove mo 11 ain 
to the ~ of the river, which a very deep in this pot.' 
"~ines," continue M. Bezuel, "was larger than in 

life. I ODIJ~perceived the half of h' body; be was naked, with
oat a hat, with hi beautiful light hair, ancl a white pap r on hill 
forehead, t1\istcd in his hair, with writing upon it, but which 
I eoald not.decipher." 

Tbia 9perition and convcr a.tion were repeated ever.! times. 
X. ia a ~ubt d ~ ct, tb t the d th of th young m n soon 
lMolme bO"fn. Tlt celebrated bb6 de t. Pierr , ho pub. 
liiJaed the u ecdote, and vouches for its authenticity, ccounts 
for it .bJ aatural causes. It i probable thu.t th fainting of 
JleAel Wu &he cause of the apparitio s. " I kno , '' says r
dar, "tro. y own xpcrience and that of othert, that syncope 
WIODletimel preceded by illu iona and visions, hi h are only 
remiDiecence of known objects. ne fact m t bo tic d 
which is, that the morbid impression often lasta long after the 
restoration of health. A man imagined, during a paroxysm of 
derangement, that a considerable property had been left to him ; 
the idea did not quit him on his recovery, and it was with diffi
culty that he was undeceived.* 

The remembrance of the voice and figure of an intimate friend 
may cause an hallucination. Such appears to have been the cele
brated apparition of Ficinus to Michel Mercatus, which is re
lated by Baronius. 

These illustrious friends, after a long conversation on the na
ture of the soul, agreed that whichever of the two died the first, 
should, if possible, appear to the survivor, and inform him of 
the nature of the other world. 

"Some time afterwards," says Baroni us, "it happened that, 
whilst Michel Morcatua was studying philosophy, early iD the 
morning, he suddenly heard the sound as of a horse galloping, 
which stopped at his door, and the voice of his friend Ficmus, 

• Journal de TriYaU:Jt, t. Yili. p. 1724. Ferriar, op. ciL 
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who cried : " 0 Michel, Michel! all those things are true ! '' 
Surprised at these words, Mercatus rose, and went to the win
dow. He saw his friend, with his back towards him, mounted 
on a white horse. 

Mercatus called to him and followed him with his eyes, until 
he disappeared. He soon received the news that Fioinus had 
died at Florence at the time of the apparition. The distance 
that separated them was considerable. 

This apparition, which aroused so much attention in conse
quence of the exalted station of the parties, may be explained 
by the following circumstances: The study of Plato and the 
idea of his friend caused an hallucination favored by the silence 
of the morning. Baronius adds that Mercatus abandoned his 
profane studies and devoted himself to theology.* 

Should circumstances, which appear to have occasioned sud
den conversions in unbelievers, be always referred to the influ
ence of mysticism, or to hallucinations of eight and hearing? 
In a religious point of view, we cannot subscribe to this opinion; 
we are convinced that God may make use of supernatural means 
to call wandering men to himself; to believe otherwise, would 
be to reject the authority of Holy Writ.t 

CA.SB CXXVIII. Colonel Gardiner had passed the evening 
amongst hie gay companions. He had made an appointment 
precisely at midnight with a married woman. The company sepa
ratec'i at eleven, and he, not wishing to go to his appointment be
fore the hour, went up to his room to amuse himself with a book. 
By chance, he took up a religious book, which his grandmother, or 
his aunt, had slipped into his portmanteau, entitled The Ohmtian 
Soldier, or HeatJen taken by .A11ault. Judging, by its title, 
that he would be entertained by the use of profeSBional phrases, 
applied in a spiritual sense, he resolved to read it carefully. 
Notwithstanding this determination, be could not fix his atten-

*De Apparitionibas Mortuorum, vivis et pacto factis, Lips.l709.-Baro
nii Annalea. Baronial had thi1 hiatory from the grandson of Mercatus, 
prothonotary of tho Church, a man of the groateet probity and learning. 

t There is, however, an important distinction to be made relative to 
myaticism. Talton in general, it is not a disease of the mind; it reate upon 
actual facta, and supplies a real want. Myeticism is grand and bel\uti
ful; but it must be regulated. Without this check, we are liable to fo.ll 
into es:aggeration and errore of sentiment. 

20 
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tion on it. Whilst he held tho book in hi h&nd, God vouch red 
him a vision, which bore the happie t and most important reo 
sult.. Ilo perceived an extraordinary light fall on hia book, 

hich he at first attributed to the lamp, but, rai ing hi yea, 
he saw, to his great astonishment, our Lord J 118 Chri t u &b 
Cro encircled ith a glory. At the same timo a voice uttered 
these words: "0, sinner! see to hat a condition th.v crim 
have reduced me!" This apparition produced such a profound 
effect upon the colonel that he renounced bia style of lif, , and 

ecame a very religious character.* 
To this example which baa been cited aa a favorable interpo-

ition of the Divinity, another baa been oppo d, which bapp ned 
in the seventeenth c ntury to one or the mo t po rful en mi 
of bri tianity, and which re ulted in an encour g mcnt to pub
. h a ork containing hie very dangeroua opini na. 

A B C • . "My book, De Wf'it4tl prout diatinguilur ca 
ev lati<nle veritimile po.-ibili et a falto," relates Lord H rbert, 

" hicb I had commenced in England, aa nearly fini bed· all tb 
ours which I could steal from visita and n goti tiona were devoted 
o it com letion; tbi at len th b in achieved, I h ten 1 to 

show it to Tilenua and to Hugo Grotiua, an illustrious savant, 
who, having eeoaped from Holland, had taken refuge in France. 
They praised it much, and exhorted me to publish it. 

"I felt the approval of two such learned men as a great encou
ragement, but, on the other hand, the opposition which I foree&w 
it would encounter made me hesitate. One fine day, about 
noon, my windows being open, I took my book, knelt down, and 
pronounced aloud these words :-

"' 0, eternal God, Creator of the light which illuminates me, 
thou who enlightenest souls when thou wouldst, tell me by a 
celestial sign if I should publish or suppress my work-' I had 
hardly uttered these words, than a loud, but agreeable -sound, 
proceeded from heaven, which impressed me with such great 
joy, that I felt convinced that my request was granted. 

"Howsoever strange this may appear, I proteet, before God, 
not only that I heard the sound, but saw, in the clearest sky on 
which I ever gazed, the spot whence it came. In consequence 

* Hibbert, Sketches of the Philoeoph1 of Apparitione, 2d edition, Edin
burgh, 1825, p. 824. 
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of this sign, I published my book, and spread it throughout all 
Christian lands, amongst all the learned capable of reading and 
appreciating it.'' 

Dr. Leland, in his Eaay on Demical Writera, does not ques
tion the truth of the recital of the noble lord.* One cannot 
but be struck, on reading this case, with the inconsistency of 
the human mind. Here is a man preparing to launch forth a 
work against revelation, who supplicates the Deity for a special 
revelation. In good logic, it appears to us impossible to esta
blish the slightest resemblance between this case and that of 
Colonel Gardiner. 

When men are influenced by superstition and terror, no ideas 
are too strange to appear to them realities. One of the most 
singular follies of this character is that known as vampirism, 
traces of which are found in the stryges of the Talmud. This 
kind of epidemic reigned in ·the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, in several parts of Hungary, ¥oravia, Silesia, and 
Lorraine. The peasantry who were attacked by it believed that 
the souls of their enemies could appear to them after death, 
under different forms. Some dreamed that these malicious 
spectres took them by the throat, and, having strangled them, 
sucked their blood. Others believed that they actually say; 

these cruel monsters. 
Mystic ideas in an expansive form, by exalting the imagina

tion, produced those numerous instances of ecstasies of which · 
we have already spoken, and whose characteristics were of a 
nature quite celestial. To this influence, must be assigned the 
apparitions and auditions of the imaginary chorus of Paracelsus, 
of the convulsionists and Shakers, the ecstatics of the Cevennes, 
the possessed of Loudun, the convulsionists of Cornouailles, and 
of the Shetland Isles, etc. 

In noting the ideas which contribute still more to the produc
tion of hallucinations, we have invited attention to some of the 
beliefs of the Middle Ages ; but in order to appreciate the 
influence of this era of strange deceptions, numerous errors, 
beautiful dreams, magnificent fancies, and immortal fictions, it 
appears indispensable to cast a glance on the grotesque, terrible, 
or benevolent beings, with which it was formerly peopled. t 

* Autobiography of Lord Herbert, of Oherbury, v. llibberc, p. 2ZT. 
t Ferdinud Denis, Le monde enchant6, ooemographie ou hiltoire natu· 
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fte buhriaDt cJld Dot oal7 brlllg wit1a tJata ... MktiDit ... 
a.th; ,tJa.,- inoaloMecl their nUglou ...., ... IIJ ..._. 
The BomaD people heard' for the 1m time· of mnwa~-. ..... 
oe1eetial ait,- whole ODli-.-.. W..· lt)'dae ..........r; of *ra, 
• IDltterrueaD world, vaftliecl 1t1 ,-._·llili ;-.r• 
wolf :reu~a, no wunro..,.-.. to ...... .., ...... ;..,. 
1trptDt YormODplar, ~ folcll eaeiNlecl' a· ...... · 111 
Gnnkair, whoM hWi•p ,... terrible; .... ot·tk· ·1Jt' 1 I 
Blbhinir, the 1t110t wkh tile ...... left,,.._._;.._ 
pl'imitiTe fOODtaiD from wJDoh an .._..,... · · · 

The Buu, bona of demoDiao mteronne, ..a.w ,_., .... 
to deTOV 1DeD, f!" rile to tile fable of • ~ · _ 

lA = ouch recitals, men to hom nti~uity bad be-
queathed , minotaur , satyr , faun , pan , and gyp n , 
ad who i · d they till m t ith th o beings in solitary 
plaoel, ooalcl :;l p o on eo promiaing a ro d ; I?arvelloua cr -
tiou,.. th r con t ntly u g tc to tbe1r minds. Th 
oblODI ool'er ot o mao di ided into t o omp rtmen~, i no 
theleut nriou mon et them. 

There 1fll RdcleDI,- a .peat lileDee. Tlatlt ---..... 
stitiona had merged into the paradise and hell of the Chriman; 
and the breath of Mohammed blew all wonderful fables to an
other part of the world. 

But the latter years of the ninth century were thrown into a 
state of violent perturbation by the erroneous interpretation of 
the dogmas contained in Holy Writ. All men, in the general 
consternation, looked for the end of the world. In order to form 
a just idea of the terror which brooded over Europe, the formid
able pictures of the eleventh and twelfth centuries must be 
studied. 

Christian belief, developed in the midst of these depressing 
feelings, and the anguish inspired by the anticipation of the 
destruction of the world, were extremely favorable to the pro
duction of demoniac ideas, whose rapid propagation is explained 
by the causes we have related. 

Nat ural history also contributed its share to enlarge the er
rors of imagination, by extending the field of fiction. The 

relle et fantastique du moyen lge, Paria, 1843. Bekker, Le monde en
ohant6, 4 vole. 18mo. Ameterdam, 1694. 

* Letronue, Revue dee Deu Moudu. Dauuou, Hi1~. Litt. de Ia France. 
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existence of the phamix, the roc, and the winged serpent, were 
all sincerely believed. The bones of the mastodon were looked 
on as those of giants. The air was filled with horrible dragons, 
basilisks, and winged serpents. The caverns were inhabited by 
monsters with eyes that darted flames. The seas were the abode 
of the kraken, of the sea-monk, and of the sea-bishop . 

. The Talmud improved upon these strange conceptions, by 
affirming the existence of liliths, a kind of cherubim, lamias, ser
pentiform spectres, and stryges, a sort of vampire, who greedily 
sucked the breasts of children. 

The discovery of America gave a new direction to the human 
mind. Adventurers roamed through a thousand perils in search 
of the El Dorado, the terrestrial paradise, and the Fountain 
of Youth. The vast forests of Malabar were said to be peopled 
with singular creatures, uniting in their fantastic forms the re
ligious reveries of India with those of Europe. Feijoo, the 
Voltaire of Spain, says, "Lies are like s~rpents, endlessly mul-
1iiplied." 

The traditions of the Middle Ages, driven out before the 
science of the sixteenth century, sought a last asylum in the 
New World, where they wellnigh recovered all their vigor. 

This sketch, too short for some, for others perhaps too long, 
appeared r.eedful, in order to show how t~is union of the mar
vellous and the terrible, of faith and of ignorance, which dur
ing a lengthened period of the Middle Ages was the code of 
mankind, gave rise to a multitude of false ideas, the real causes 
of those hallucinations, traces of which are found on every page 
of history. But it must also be understood why they are not 
considered a symptom of insanity. Those who experienced 
them, yielded to the opinions of the times; but they were no 
less capable of fulfilling the duties of social life. ~heir imagi
nations, strongly excited by recitals, beliefs, and the absence 
of all doubt, saw what others believed they had seen. The im
pulse, once given, was rapidly communicated; but there was no 
incongruity in their words or their actions. The error was that 
of society, not of the individual. 

In order to complete this portion of our work, it was necessary 
to seek out the causes of the hallucinations which occurred under 
different conditions of society. What has been already said, 
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bibita the cot18 qucncea attendant on beliefs, passions, prejudg
ment , and manu r . Thus, in reading the hi tory of ap arition 
d scrih tl by tb r ek11 nd omans, they will be found to v ry 
according to the different doctrine professed by the learned on 
this ubjcct, which, in course of time, b gan to prevail amon t 
the multitucl . In alm t all ancient nation , they re of a 
r ligioua character. The importance a arded to dreams .,i 
Egypt 'rc c , antl amongst the Roman , will account for the 
multitud of app itions, warnings, and communications with 
which tho bi tory of this p pie abounds. This form of hal· 
lu in tiona showed itself with equal fr quency in the Lower 

mpire. One of the monarchs most noted for hi p ilo ophic 
knowledge, Juli n, aw the ni of the cmpir , ith all th 
insigni of mourning, a few days before his battle with the Per
ian. 

In the ninth century, a C tber, inconeol ble for the 1 s of hia 
n, the Emperor Ua il, of l"cedonia h d recoune to the 

pr y rs of a celebr ted pontiff,* and a that beloved ton, 
mngnificently dre ed nnd mounted on a superb horse. The 
pha.nt m ran to ards him, thr w him elf into his a~ and 
vanished.t 

Almost all the Eastern apparitions represented good or evil 
genii, guarding treasures or palaces, angels sent by Mohammed to 
console believers or to warn the wicked of punishments reserved 
for them. In India, where life is a long act of religious observ
ance, the least infraction of which is punished in the severest 
manner, we find religious hallucinations, modified by ita climate 
and its dogmas. 

It only remains, in reference to the action of moral ca118e8 on 
the production of hallucinations, to speak of some particular 
influences, the study of which ofFers more than a general in
terest. 

Fear has always the same foundation, but its forms nry with 
difFerent epochs. This sensation has created, especially since 
the revolution of 1789, a great variety of hallucinated persons, 
who believe themselves to be pursued by enemies, police ofticen, 

* Theodore Santabaren, AbM, Archbiahop of the Zachaitea. 
t Euaebiua Salverte, op. cit. V. Glye&~, Annal. partie iv. p. 296. Leo 

Orammat, in vita Buil, imp. 20. 
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and even by public executioners. This form is, without doubt, 
frequently combined with melancholy monomania, but observa
tion has proved that the hallucination may exist alone. 

CASB CXXX. A clerk in a house of business discovered that 
the warehouse had been robbed; he fell into a state of deep 
despair, then exclaimed that he was sought for ; he saw the 
gmdarme• surround the house ; the scaffold · waa prepared, 
the executioner ready to immolate him. It was in vain to 
attempt to prove to him that all this existed but in his imagina
tion ; he could see only the scaffold and the gendarme•. To 
escape this imaginary death, he committed suicide. This fact, 
which we noticed at the commencement of our professional 
career, put us on our guard against this class of diseases ; it 
was well that we did so; for all patients presenting this class of 
hallucinations, have attempted to destroy themselves. 

CABB CXXXI. Clergeaud being condemned to death by the 
assize court of P~rigueux, on a charge of peisoning, was seized 
with a sort of vertigo on his entrance into prison. He 'recog
ni•ed no one. An hallucination painted one of the jailers to his 
mind as the executioner, whom he thought every instant about 
to put him to death. 

Towards evening, Clergeaud became calm, his senses returned 
and hope re-entered his heart.* 

Madness is, more frequently than is believed, the result of 
remorse. This remark often applies to hallucinations. Semi
ramus saw constantly the pallid countenance of Ninus. The 
account of the death of Surgeon Manoury presents a positive 
proof of the fact, besides which it explains the hallucinations of 
several criminals. 

CASE CXXXII. Manoury, the enemy of Urbain Grandier, 
was chosen on the 26th April, 1634, to examine if, as the prioress 
asserted, some part of his body was insensible. This task he 
performed with so much barbarity, that one cannot think of the 
sufferings of the unfortunate victim without shuddering with 
horror.t He repented of his cruelty; for one night about ten 
o'clock, as he was returning from a distant part of the town, 

* Gazette des Tribuneux, 2d May, 1844. 
t See the admirable episode or the torture or Urbain Grandier, in the 

Cinq-Man of M. de Vigny. 
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been to vi it a patient in comp ny ith h" 
~mother man, be suddenly e claim d, with a tart'! 

! there i Grandi r ! •h t o ou nt itb ru ?" and 
diately fell into a tremblin and a frenzy, fro bich tb y 

.1<1 not recover him. Tb y took him bo e r ving of r&D
r who ccmed to b l y ll for him, nd put hi bed 

th the amc trembling ncl horror. Durin tb f; ur daya 
long r that he su"ived, his condition did not chan e. 11 died, 
till believing that randier was before him, and end avored to 

r pul e hitn, whil t he talked in a terribl manner. 
~ ully report th t th lon ly hours of barle I ~. cam 

dr a<lful by a repetiti n of th cri and hrieks bich be be rd 
during the mas acr of t. rtholomew. ''King Cb rl , .. 
ay that illustriou min' t r, "he ring, on the evE>nio 

d y Aml <luring all the following day, accounts of the slaughter 
of old men, wom n, and children, took ide lattre mboi e 
Part', his principal surgeon, whom be much loved, ruthough be 

1\. ofl the ne religion and said to him: ' mbois , I do not 
know wb t h s happened to me for the 1 t two or three d ys, 
but I am deeply troubled, both in b dy a.nd mind ; I am al ay 
in t rror ; for at all tim whether a lee or aw kc I cern to 
see those murdered bodies,• covered with blood, and making 
hideous faces at me. I wish the old people and children had 
been spared.' "t 

When the mind is oppressed by a great crime, monomania is 
at hand, and accusing voices frequently terrify the culprit so 
greatly as to drive him mad. In this manner can be explained 
the terrors of people in a neighborhood where great ma.ssacree 
have taken place. 

CASE CXXXIII. In 1623 or 1624, a man named Fletcher, a 
considerable land-owner, of Rascal, a town in Yorkshire, mar
ried a young woman who had formerly been on terms of inti· 
macy with Ralph Raynal, an innkeeper, living on the York road, 
about half' a mile from Rascal, and whose sister lived with him. 
The connection being continued after the young woman had 

* Saud, Eaaai MMioo-bistorique sur lea poaa6d6s de Loudon, p. 45. 
Paris, 1839. 

t Collection des M6moires relatifa a l'Hiatoire de France, 2 aerie, t. i. 
p. 245. 
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married, she, not finding herself sufficiently free, projected, to
gether with a person named Marth Dunn, the death of her 
husband. In May, the deed was committed by Raynal and 
Dunn, by drowning Fletcher, on his return from the town of 
Herby. The woman, who was apprised of the murder, gave 
them a sack, in which they placed the body. It was buried be
hind Raynal's house, in a spot from whence they had torn the 
roots of an old oak and had planted it with mustard-seed, in order 
the better to conceal the crime. The neighbors were much sur
prised at Fletcher's absence, but his wife said that he had ab
sconded, to be out of the way of a writ. Things went on thus 
until the 7th of July, when Raynal, whilst saddling his horse, 
to go to Topclift'e Fair, saw the ghost of Fletcher suddenly start 
up before him. "0, Ralph!" it said, "repent, repent, for my 
vengeance is at hand." From that time until his imprisonment, 
the spirit never left him, which made him melancholy and sleep
leas. His sister, hearing from another person, this confession, 
and alarmed on her own account, revealed it to Sir Wiftiam 
Sheffield, a magistrate, who lived at Rascal. 

They were all three arrested and put in York prison ; they 
were condemned, and executed on the spot where Fletcher was 
buried.* 

The punishment of Beaufort, the assassin of the Duke of 
Gloucester, was accompanied by terrible circumstances. A prey 
to all the agonies of despair, he offered immense riches to the 
dead, if he would grant him a respite of a few days. A few 
minutes before his death, he appeared to suffer the torment of 
the damned. With both hands spread out before him, he ex
claimed: " Begone ! begone ! why dost thou look at me thus·?'' 
an evident proof that some horrible spectre was before him, no 
doubt that of his victim. 

M. L' AbM Guillon, in his .Entretien• aur le Suicide, has re
lated the remarkable case of a duellist who had killed seventeen 
persons in single combat, and who was everywhere pursued by 
the phantoms of his victims. 

The following relation is a convincing proof of the influence 
of remorse on hallucinations:-

CABB CXXXIV. Jarvis Matcham was pay-sergeant of a regi-

* W eblwr on Witchcraft, p. 296. W ebater had attended the trial. 
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..U,. aad wu cateemed a correct and wcll-behllvcd man. rofit
iDc b7·dail re~utation, be found it c y to ab tract a conaid rc.'* portion of the money placed in his Uncle for the purpo of 
,_yiag the m n, engaging recruit , and other matters in h' 
clepuimat. llo was r call d to his regiment from town 
where he hlld cen ro.ising recruits · perhaps there were some 
IUpioiou . nst him. Matcham aw tbt the di covery at 
baad, uul woa d havo desertt>d, but for the pr ence of little 
dnaamer-bo7t :who had been ent on alone to recall him. In 
•e deapair ialpired by hi crime, he re olved to assaa inate the 
poor child, n d to escape with tho money that till remain d in 
hie handa. B the more readily determined on thi course, aa 
lle looked on o boy as a spy. Tin. ing committed the crime, 
he ohalap4 ld8 dress, cro sed Lhe fields, and reached an inn D 

die. PoaliniOilth road ; there be stopped, and desired to be 
uoaee4 when he first stage pas d. Tbo boy to hom b g o 
the order did a be was de ire · nod, long nfter ard11, r collected 
dad' wha he sh ok Match by tho bould r, in ord r to 
awaken him, e first ords that he uttered, ere: '' lly od I 
I did not kill him." 

Matcham arrived at Portsmouth by the stage, and immediatt11 
engaged himself as a marine. His sobriety and faithfulnees 
to his duty made him equally esteemed by his superiors in this 
service as be had been in the army. He passed several years 
at sea, and was noticed for his good conduct on several occasions. 
Finally, his vessel entered Plymouth harbor; the crew were paid 
off, and several marines dismissed as too old for service. Jar
vis Matcham was of the number. He resolved, with another 
marino, to visit the city, and took the road to Salisbury. A' 
the distance of two or three miles from that celebrated city, 
they were overtaken by a storm, accompanied with lightning and 
such terrible claps of thunder that the conscience of tho aged 
sinner began to be awakened. He exhibited an excess of terror 
very unnatural in a man familiarized with the war of the ele
ments, and began to look so wild, and talk so incoherently, that 
his companion easily saw he was agitated by some extraordinary 
excitement. 

Finally, Matcham complained that tho stones left the road to 
run after him, and begged his comrade to walk on the other side 
of the way, to see if the stones would follow him when alone. 
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The marine complied, and Matcham insisted that they still fol
lowed him, but not his companion. "But there is something 
still wone," said he, coming close up, and speaking in a mys
terious undertone. "Who is that little drummer ? What does 
he mean by following us so closely?"-" I do not see any one," 
replied his comrade, struck with the contagion of superstitious 
terror evinced by his companion. "How ? You do not see that 
child with bloodstained tr~wsers?" cried the murderer, in a tone 
which so terrified his comrade, that he conjured him, if anything 
was weighing on his conscience, to relieve his mind as much as 
possible by making a confession. 

The criminal heaved a profound sigh and declared that it was 
impoasible for him any longer to endure the agonies he had suf
fered for several years past; he then acknowledged the murder, 
and added that, as a considerable reward had been offered for 
his apprehension, he desired that his companion would give him 
up to the authorities in Salisbury, being desirous that an old 
comrade should profit by his unhappy fate, which now seemed 
inevitable. 

Having overcome the objections made by his friend to this 
proceeding, he was taken before a magistrate in Salisbury, where 
he made a complete confession. Before his trial, however, the 
love of life prevailing, he retracted his avowal, and declared him
self innocent. But proofs had been obtained, which left no 
doubt of his guilt; witnesses from his own regiment proved his 
identity with the deserter and assassin; the boy in the inn, 
where he had slept, recollected the remarkable words he had 
uttered on awaking. Jarvis Matcham was condemned. When 
all hope of life was over, he confirmed his first confession, and, 
to the last, persisted in the reality of the vision he had seen on 
Salisbury Plain. 

"Many similar cases," says Sir Walter Scott, "might be re
lated, proving that, by the will of God, the influence of a su
pentitiou terror may be a means used by Providence to excite 
repentance in the heart of a criminal for the salvation of his 
soul, and to insure his punishment for the benefit of society." 

Physicians to the insane have all remarked that hallucinations 
are often manifested in subjects powerfully preoccupied by an 
idea, or a passion. The celebrated Esquirol says, in his work, 
that they generally bear relation to the occupations of mind 
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orol. W1 of per on affected, or that they are linked ith 
tlat DMQre of •• cau e th t hM produced the overthrow of rea
IOD. "Hall~ tiona, •' h ud1l , "may 1 o be the fli c of 

. Yolon_,. or lo d rep tition of the me action of the brain." • 
.When reoolleotion nod reminisc nc acq ir the vi 'ty of 

ant imp~ or when the arne ensation r prolonged, it 
beoomet iaa~le to make the distinction. Tbia happens, when 
b braiD, ~ occupied ince ontly ith ono object, i o r
uoited. Thoalbt becom 811 palpable to tho aen a of i ht 
&Dd hearing, u if the image and sounds came from without, 
and reuou wander , deceived by fallacious sensation • 

0.&~• OXXXV. In October 1 33, a woman, aged t enty· 
eight, born ill P iedmont, went to a village-ball; she danced 
duriua tUM ·46Ys in a sort of frenzy, and after ards heard, 
without ae•adoa, the melowc which h d charmed her. They 
were, Mootferrmcs, and tach gave place succeasiv ly to tb 
oth•.. Tbia hO.llncina.tion ffectctl the vital function , and 
termiDatediaaervous con umption. Dr. Dro serio ob rvod tb t 
the muiaaliOUD~ increased ith the clisea e, nd did not b te, 
aD.til .,,. aMie'Cl in death. t 

CABB CXXXVI. T , who e p s ion for tho rince 
d'Este was the origin of all his misfortunes, finally belieTed that 
there was a familiar genius who delighted to converse with him; 
he pretended to have learned things from it, which he had nei
ther read nor heard, and which none had known before him. 
J. B. Manso, his friend, said that, being one day at Bisaccio, 
near Naples, he endeavored to convince him that he labored 
under an illusion; when the poet replied: " Since nothing that 
I can say will satisfy you, you shall be convinced by expe
rience, and you shall see, with your own eyes, that spirit of 
which I speak."-" I accept the offer," said Manso, and on 
the following day the friends, being seated near to the fire, he 
turned his eyes towards a window, on whic~ be fixed them so 
attentively that he ceased replying to my remarks, and, in all 
probability, no longer heard them. 

"At length, he said: 'There is my familiar spirit, who .ia so 
polite as to come and converse with me ; look at him, and wit-

* Eequirol, Des Maladies Mentales, 2 vola. Svo. fig. 1838. 
t Journal de P&ris, 23d Aug. 1831. 
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ness the truth of what I told you.' I turned my eyes towards 
the spot pointed out, but saw nothing but the rays of the sun 
streaming into the room. Whilst I gazed all around, and could 
not discover anything unusual, I perceived that Tasso was en
gaged in a deep conversation; for, although I only saw and 
heard him, his discourse was arranged ae though two persons 
were conversing ; be alternately interrogated and replied. The 
subjects of his conversation were so exalted, the style so sublime 
and so extraordinary, that surprise set me beside myself. I 
neither dared speak to him, nor inquire where the spirit was 
with which he had spoken. 

"Astounded at that which passed beneath my eyes, I remained 
for a length of time entranced ; doubtless, until the departure of 
the spirit. Tasso aroused me by inquiring : ' Have you at 
length dismissed your doubts?' 'Far from it,' I replied; 'they 
are but strengthened; I have heard wonderful things; but I 
have not seen what you led me to expect.'"* 

Causes apparently slight may favor the development of hal
lucinations. Those which we will now mention, have been 
pointed out by different authors. Reading and conversation, at 
night, on very striking subjects, prolonged unreasonably, have 
frequently occasioned in impressible persons, r~stlessness, ter
rors, and even visions. ConolJy speaks of children, who, under 
these circumstances, have wakened up from fearful dreams, and 
with whom false impressions of surrounding objects have con
tinued for some time. We attended a very enlightened man, 
who, for several years subsequent to a severe fever, was attacked 
every night with inexpressible agonies of terror, momentarily 
expecting to see apparitions. He recognized this state as a 
consequence of his illness, but as soon as darkness came on all 
his firmness vanished. 

SECOND DIVISION.-PHYSICAL CAUSES. 

The enumeration of the moral causes which occasion halluci
nations bas sufficiently proved that exclusive ideas, strong pas
sions, and great preoccupations, may lead to this result. To 

• Vie de Tuse, par Manso. La Tb~orie de1 Son gee, par L' Abb6 Rieh
~rd, 1766, p. 234. Hoole's Life of Tuto, p. 48. The Friend, by S. T. 
Coleridge, Tol. xi. p. 236. Beil's Fieberlebre, Halle, 1802. 
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ecoru other cases would be a. need]c s repetition. e ill pr~ 
ecd to cnmine the phy ieal cause which havo mo t frerta ntly 
iven ri e to hallucination . They may be cl e<l in five C· 

ioue. To the first belong hallucinations derived from tho inSu
cnce of particular physique , such as inheritance, the ~ e 
climate etc. · to tho second, tho e occ ioncd by moe nicil 
au e ·, by alcoholic tlrin ntl narc tic substances; to th third, 

tho e in connection with insanity ; to the fourth, tboee which 
combine with ncrvou cli11 os (alienation :xceptcd}; and 1 tJy, 
to tho fifth, blluciuations produced by aoute or chronic i fl 

a.tory or other dlse ses. ovoral of thoae pointa ha ing been 
alre y treat d on in this work, e co tent our lv ith • 

n •r 1 cl oription. 
lH T ECTIO .-In thi catalogue, we shall have to seek for 

he influenee exerci d on th pr du tion of h Uucinatiolll by 
inheritance, tho se es, age, t mperament, prot iora phy i lo· 
gical co.u c , oason , clim te, and ituatio ; bu~ of the caueee 
thero re oxne hieh afl'or1l one and others but light j • 

formn.tion. e must not lose eight of the fact tha.t. halhacin 
· ion i fret1uently but a complic tion, a ymptom; in bich 
its isolnteu study pr cnt extreme difli ultics. W c nn t ta.
blish, by statistics, the power of inheritance on halluoinatiou, 
because they almost always exist with insanity. Inheritance 
but slightly affected the epidemic hallucinations and illusions of 
the Middle Agee. M. Soudan bas not described the action of tbie 
cause on the epidemic ecstasy which he had observed in Sweden. 

In order to understand this influence fully, it should be studied 
in individuals who have but simple hallucinations, and in those 
monomaniac ballucinists who have a very decided form of insa
nity. It is undeniable that they often occur in the sons of thoee 
who have experienced this double condition, but as, in this case, 
they o.re usually but a symptom of a principal disease, this 
knowledge is but of slight importance. 

We have had the opportunity of noticing two eases of heredi
tary hallucination, and it may easily be understood that this 
nervous disease may like others be transmitted. 

The father of Jerome Carden was subject to see apparitions; 
hie son equally so.* 

* De Ia SubtilitA!, traduction de le Blanc, 1441, liv. xix. p. 462, d ~· 
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Catherine de .Medicis had an hallucination respecting Pierre de 
l'Estoile; and her son, Ch~rles IX., had one on the very night 
of Saint Bartholomew. ' 

We have not noticed anything special in hallucinations, as 
regards sexes; out of 136 individuals admitted into our esta
blishment, 63 were males, 73 females. 

It is not so, when we examine the sexes relatively to the 
nature of hallucinations. On glancing through history, we 
shall recognize at every page the predominance of erotic ideas 
in women. 

lncubes, those infernal beings, sometimes visible, sometimes 
invisible, whose amorous assaults have been so vividly described 
by Bodin, Boquet, and Delroi, are everywhere established. 
Among the Jews, they were named Asmodeus, Haza, and Lilith; 
with the Greeks, syrens, nymphs, orcades, dryads, nereids, 
1atyrs, and sylvane. Since the discovery of America, . there 
was a much-dreaded incubus, the god Cocota. Bodin relates 
that in the space of one year at Rome 82 persons were possessed 
by the incubes. * 

Coolius Aurelianus relates, after Silimachus, the partisan of 
the doctrines of Hippocrates, that the incubes prevailed in so con
~us a form at Rome, that many persons died of it. t M. Ma
caire has shown that this hallucination was not uncommon in the 
provinces and religious districts, and that the neglect of modern 
authors on this point arose from the fact of their own observa
tions being chiefly made in large cities. 

Hallucinations induced by erotic ideas still exist, but they are 
connected with the style of education, with ideas and situation. 
Their greater rarity amongst men is owing to the greater facili
ties they possess for gratifying their passions . 

.Age.-Hallucinations being most frequently produced by 
moral causes, and being often combined with alienation, they 
appear in accordance with the mode in which that affection is 
developed; and also exhibit themselves at that period. of life 
which it affects. There are numerous exceptions to this rule, 
since science points out many examples of hallucinations occur
ring in very young children. 

* Bodin, Angevin, 1 vol. large 8vp. Paris, 1587, liv. ii. chap. 7. 
t <keli11a Aurelianu, chron. morb. liv. i. chap. iii., de incubone, Lyon, 

1667. 
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CXXXVII. About twelve year ago we w, in h 
City A ylum, n. young lady of seven year of ag~. whose mother 
un 1 grandmother were in ane, an'd had hallucination . This 
ehild ball a most intelligent e:xpres ion of counteMn , ith a 
high forehead and parkling eyes. Tier convenation, very supe
ri r to that of chihlren of her ge, a tonisbed all who beard 
her. There wn.s in her ob erntions, que tion., and replie a 

rt of intuition of futurity ; she se med to dh·ine things, and 
a ubject of wonder to every one. 

, he wa ingularly re tle , and always wishing to move froru 
pl to plac • If recalled, she became angry, and ery de
str ctiv . he w occa ionally subject to tt ck , hleh c me 
on in the folio ing manner : Her vi acity and restl ne in
cr a od ; her ·words were abrupt antl jerked out ; eb then fell 
into 1\ sort r ecsta y; her eyes became fixed up ants, and 
n. happy smile animat d her f, ature ; she then spoke with 
n earn t ton.: " you s e," she ould say, "tho e angel 

in h v •n; th ·y oro crowned with flowers; they come toward 
me; they fetch 1 ." Frijllll ntly he would keep silence, as if 
plung u in a sort of abstr ction ; she would then point to heaven 
with her finger, calling to the angels. Tn two or three hours, the 
vision would vanish. During the attack, this young girl waa u 
white as wax, her skin cold, and her pulse scarcely senaible; 
when it passed off, she slept. On awaking, her agitation re
turned and lasted for several days. Her conversation was some
what incoherent; she did not seem to understand clearly what 
was said to her, and gave singular replies. All went on u 
usual until another attack, which shortly occurred. 

With infants, hallucinations may be occasioned by fear, or 
chastisement; they occur when awake; they also appear during 
sleep, and continue for some time after awaking. 

CAsE CXXXVIII. A girl of nine or ten years old had pa.ased 
her birthday with several young companions, in all kinds of 
childish amusements. Her parents, who were very ignorant 
people, persisted in telling her stories of the devil, bell, and 
eternal damnation. At night, on going to her room, the devil 
appeared and threatened to devour her. She uttered a violent 
shriek, flew to her parents, and fell, as if dead, at their feet. 
Several hours elapsed before she could be recovered. This child 
afterwards related what had happened, saying that she waa cer-
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tain of being damned. The circumstance was the prelude to a 
long and serious nervous disorder.* 

CA.SB CXXXIX. A young child, between nine and ten years 
of age-delicate, lymphatic, sanguine, and very impressible
having been severely reprimanded for a childish fault, ·went to 
bed with a heavy heart. Towards the middle of the night, his 
parents were suddenly awakened by sobs. They ran to his bed
side, and found him weeping and struggling, and making efForts 
to rise. On being questioned, his words were at first confused ; 
with staring eyes he replied that he was much tormented ; that 
there were merchants there, who frightened him very much, and 
he entreated that they might be sent a~ay. "My dear child," 
laid his parents, "do you not sE.'e that your father and mother 
are beside you?" " Yes ; but the men are there ; make them 
go away!" " Look about ; you are in your bed, in your own 
room, which is lighted.'' "Yes, I know that, but still the mer
chants will not go." " Well, you must get up, and we will have 
tea together." "Yes, I would rather get up." His tears and 
terror continued for a short time, and then all was over. 

In Hibbert's work there is a very interesting case of halluci· 
nation. The French author, from whom be extracted it, thus 
relates it in the Mercure Galant of 1G90 :-

CA.SB CXL. " When very young, I was sent to a town seven 
leagues distant from my native place. My father's object was 
to wean me from home, and to have me taught to write. Five 
or six moqths afterwards, I was taken to the house of a. rela
tive, where my father, who had just returned from the army, 
aent for me to join him. He examined my copy-books, and find
ing them very well done, expressed some doubts as to their 
authenticity. As he was about to pass the afternoon out in 
company with the mistress of the house, he desired me to write 
ten or twelve lines in his absence, to relieve his suspicions. Im
mediAtely after the departure of my father, I went up to the 
room which was prepared for me ; and having 'all my materials, 
I sat down before an arm-chair, on which I placed my paper 
and ink. 

" Whilst I was engaged in writing, I thought I heard persons 
on the staircase carrying corn into the loft; I quitted my seat, 

·~ 

* Peycholopoal Haguine, vul. iv. part i. p. 70. V. Crichton. 
21 
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and, ra1 mg one corner of the tape try, I aw a little open 
room, and tber wn my fo.thcr engaged in conv r ation ith the 
Zlli tress of tho bou c. Having seen th m get. into th carriag , 

nd leave the chat au, I very much urprise to eee them 
tht•r •. Terror wa addeu to my o. toni bment; I I t tb • t 
try f'all, and, le ving the ro m, ran r pidly down at3irs. 

' The housekeeper, whom I m t, noticing my alter d look 
inquiretl the cau c. I related all th t had 1111 ed. ~ be told me 
that I bnd b en dreaming, ~ r th t tho larchion and my 
f: thcr would not yet be buck for an hour. I r main •d n r the 
r rn-d or, until I s the • The i •ht of them contributed not 
a littl to increu my di tre. ; bo c\·cr, I id nothing to my 
l1 tber; after upper, he de ir d to encl me to bed before him, but 
I h 1l only com·ago to Jenve the room, nnu wait out ide until I 
could go up tu.ir with him. lie wa much a toni b d to find 

there an 1 inquired th au . Aft r om frivolou cu 
{ wa obliged to cont s that had en pirit iu th room. lie 
ridi ul d m , and a kcll wh rc b lc r cd such t le • I re
i t •u my adventur · n 11oon r lu&<l ho b r it tb n, in order 
to unrlccci\"e me, he took m into the 11ft. 1 a11 then con
vin d th t it wn n t int ntl u for corn; th t th ro n ither w 
any in it nor had there ever been. 

"My father then took me back to the chamber, and desired 
me to point out where I had raised the tapestry and seen the 
room; I searched for it in vain; nor could I find any other door 
to our room than that which opened on to the staircase. Such 
very different arrangements to what I had imagined alarmed 
me still more, and I concluded, from what I had heard of goblins, 
that it was they who had thus deceived me. My father used 
every endeavor to persuade me that all that was said of those 
beings was purely fabulous, and that the fact was I had gone to 
sleep over my work. 'You dreamed,' said he, 'all that you thought 
you saw and heard; the influence of surprise and fear on your 
imagination produced the effect of reality. I bad much difficulty 
in acknowledging this reasoning, but was finally obliged to con
fess that it was just. I frankly own that the impression of this 
dream was so strong that, had not the falsity of the. apparition 
been demonstrated by all the circumstances I have litlated, I 
should still believe it to have been reality." 

There is no doubt that this was not a dream, but an ballucina-
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tion. I could mention several similar cases, which have been 
produced by vivid preocupation, by terror, by the fear of reproof, 
and alarm caused by darkness and the silence of night. 

Hallucinations have often been observed, in children, in epi
demic ecstasies. Authors, who have written the history of the 
Shakers of the C~vennes and the preachers of Sweden, agree 
in saying that very young children, of five, six, and seven years 
had visions, saw angels, and heard celestial voices. May not 
this morbid disposition be a consequence of the natural excita
bility of that age, augmented by a Protestant religious educa
tion, and favored by external impressions? 

Since the publication of these remarks Ooncerning the hallu
cinations of childhood, Dr. Sharp, the younger, has published 
observations upon the hallucinations of children only eighteen 
months old. 

We have not sufficient information to enable us to judge how 
much temperament has to do with actual hallucinations; but on 
consulting the biography of celebrated men, who have exhibited 
this remarkable phenomenon, we have observed that, in the 
majority of ca&Ses, the bilious temperament was the prevail
ing type. The ancients considered the melancholic tempera
ment to be one of the attributes of genius. Aristotle enume
rates among melancholic temperaments, Hercules, Bellerophon, 
Ajax, Empedocles, Socrates, and Plato himself,* which, in our 
opinion, implies that great men of this temperament, by the 
tension of their minds, and the fixedness and tenacity of their 
ideas, are disposed to have their thoughts highly colored and to 
take them for realities; to them, they are the luminous cloud, 
which guided the Israelites in the desert. "Everything," says 
M. Lelut, " in the intellectual acta of the melancholic, is pic
tured out and takes a distinct form. Sentiments and ideas are 
transformed into real external sensations, as distinct as the ob
jects themselves; thought appears to be materialized, pictured, 
made a representative sign, a sound, an odor, a taste, a tangible 
sensation." 

The profeBiiom do not oft'er anything very precise. .A. priori, 
those which the most develop imagination appear the most fa-

* See the tr11nslation of the <Euvres compl~tes de Platon, by M. Cousin. 
Tbie ie the fioeet monument that bas been raised to the glory of thia phi· 
lo10pher. 



r r 
elliute oa die -.p-tioa clid 110& ~ St.. C,Jpl'iaa, no -
that the CbrJ.ti.ut who ld'ered IIIU"tppOaa iD .Airiea were _., 
•ubj.:et tn eeleetial Yi.iou than thoee who uadenrent il ill otlaer 
oou.,triH o( the Roman Empire. t 

TbJ. l{u.ettion, on which we do not, boweYer, pa.eu atd&eieat 
in((,rmati.oo, A. worthy or notice; hereafter, it may be Radied 
out mtJre completely. 

llallucinatioDJ, viewed in regard to littuJtUnl, present very 
remarkable diferences ; the ballucioatioos of cities are often 
dJ.tinguillhed from th01e of the oonotry by very sensible shades. 
ThUI, whilJit tho personality of pUBioca, the absence of belief, 
and doubt, will be re6ected on the first, on the second a charac
ter of ignorance and superstition will be imprinted. The fan. 
ta1tic tradition• of the Middle Ages are far from being eft'aced 
in Europe. Tho mo1t civilized countries, France, England, and 

• The northern oountri11 hue long been regarded .as the dwelling·plaoo 
or demOQI and masioianl. Broo. Euai IUr lei Raou Bumainu, conlid&
r6tl 1001 lu R&pport.l J.natomiqlle '' Phil010pbique, 1836, 1 Yol. 8Yo. 

t lA .Aotb Mart pam, p. 87. 
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Germany, could produce volumes. On this subject travellers 
may be consulted, who have amused themselves with collecting 
popular traditions ; one of them relates the following as a belief 
of Franche Comt~: " On the platform of Haute-Pierre, another 
Melusina is sometimes seen to pass, a being half woman and 
half serpent ; it is the Vouivre. She has no eyes, but' a large 
carbuncle in her forehead guides her like a brilliant orb, day 
and night. On bathing in the rivers, she is obliged to lay the 

... carbuncle on the ground, and if she could then be secured, the 
whole race of genii could be commanded, and all the treasures 
brought forth from the mountains; but it is an adventure too 
dangerous to be attempted; for at the least noise, the Vouivre 
darts from the river, and woe to him whom she encounters."* 

The English sailor, a stranger to all other fear, owns the 
dread with which Old Nick (the devil) inspires him; be looks on 
him as the author of almost all the various calamities to which 
his precarious life so constantly exposes him. 

The Bar Guest, or Bhar Ghiest, a name under which this 
spirit is generally known in several districts of England, parti
cularly in Yorkshire, is also called Dobie ; it is a local spectre 
haunting a particular spot, under difFerent shapes, and is, as its 
name indicates, a divinity of Teutonic origin. t 

Solitude is an influence that attaches itself to places. In fact, 
it seldom fails to produce a sort of hallucination or ecstasy, 
especially in very imaginative perso.ns. The recitals made in 
the Eastern deserts, and the faith of the individuals who traverse 
them, reveal the supremacy of this cause ; but it is evident from 
observation that they vary according to situation, and that the 
hallucinations of the steppes of the North, are not those of the 
burning plains of the South. 

In pointing out hallucinations causM by physical excitement, 
we would remind our readers of those which can be produced at 

• XaTier Marmier, Sou venin de Voyages et Traditions Populairee, p. 73. 
t On this interesting subject may be consulted Lea r6cits de la muse 

populaire, par M. Emile Souvestre, Revue dee Deux Mondee, t. iii. 850, p. 
243, etc. Lea visions de Ia nuit dana les campagnes, par Georges Sand, 
who baa highly commended our work. Illustration, 13th December, 1851. 
Erreun et prejug~s des Paysana, par .M.J. Laprade. Illutration, No. 453, 
454, 455, and 460, 1851. 
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La. Gazette de MonB has published, in relation to a balloon 
ascension by Mr. Green, s'ome extracts from a report that Dr. 
B. addressed to the Society of Natural Sciences in London:-

"A curious effect of light," says that physician, "was then 
presented to us ; the air was suddenly illuminated with such a 
dazz.ling light, and our eyes acquired such a singular aberration 
of vision, that all objects lately microscopic acquired colossal 
proportions, and forms so capricious, that we should have consi
dered ourselves under the influence of a dream if the pheno-

* Abercrombie, ~· cit. p. 65. 
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menon had not been described by the faculty, under the term 
diachromatopsia.. 

"In like manner the race of miners, usually so swarthy on ac· 
count of the dust of the coal they constantly absorb, appeared to 
us of a dazzling whiteness; women dressed in black were white 
as vestal virgins. In the midst of these transformations of color, 
there glided monstrous forms of goats, mastodons, and rhinoce
roses, looking with eyes of wonder on all these pretty women; and 
there were even turkeys, who flew proudly amongst ~hem. My 
friend M. believed himself under the influence of hallucination; 
but Mr. Green told us he had already witnessed a similar spec
tacle, which appeared to him so extraordinary that he had not 
dared to speak of it, for fear of being taken for an illuminist. 
I explained to him that the phenomenon, howsoever wonderful, 
had already been described by men of acknowledged veracity. 

" In ten or twelve minutes, the light diminished, the picture 
darkened, and was finally extinguished."* 

SBCOND SECTION.-This second division of physical camu, 
which may give rise to hallucinations, comprises mechanical 
causes, alcoholic drinks, certain gases, some kinds of plants, and 
narcotic and venomous substances. Amongst mechanical causes 
which favor the presence of hallucinations, must be noticed pres
sure exercised on the organs of sense, their irritation from 
foreign bodies, concussion of the brain, hanging, abstinence, and 
starvation. 

A miner was buried for twelve days in a gallery, with no 
nutriment but water, which fell, drop by drop, into his hand. 
During all this time, he was not depressed; for, whenever he 
thought of the distress of his wife aud children, he heard celes
tial voices, which calmed his anguish. t 

M. Savigny was wrecked in the Mednsre frigate. When on 
the raft, a prey to all the horrors of famine, he appeared to see 
earth around him, covered with fine plantations, and was in com
pany with beings most agreeable to his senses. He reasoned on 
his condition, and felt that the exercise of .strong resolution alone 
could extricate him from this species of deception. Some of his 
companions in misfortune believed themselves on board the Me-

*Debates of the 4th of November, 1850. 
t Medical and Physical Journal, by William Hutchinson, Febrnary, 

1820, vol. :dill. No. 262. 
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do ~e, surrounded by all accustomed object ; othel'll sa ships, and 
invoked the aiu of those on board, or a raft, on which tood a 
sup rb city. • f. Correlll'd believed him elf to be travelling o r 
th beautiful country of Italy.* M. a.vigny remark , tbQt it 
wa duriug the ni ht that be and his compunions ere attack 

ith clcmcntiB. n the return of day, th were much e lm r, 
but darkne brought confu ion agAin into th ir w nkencd n 
"I noti d in any own case "he adcl , "tlallt my imaginati n 
much more excited in the i1ence of the night i then, verything 
pp ar 11 \HUJI&tuml aml fnnta lie." t 

Ab. tinence must ha e b en a po eriul ai to the hallucina
tions of the monks and hermit of th Th b ide. 

'J'be influence of alcolwli li<pwrM hB. h • 11 snfficiently demon-
trated in what we have sni«l on Delirium Tremcn · e will not 

r turn to thi subj ct b y nd making a imple remark. It ia 
not unn ual for p r on lao ha been ddicted to drinking, 
ond) v it off suduenly, to bccomo ul~ject to hallucinations: 
wher 1 if th y eli. co11tiuu d the procticc by d~gre s, tb y 

ould not cxp ri nee any sufl' ring. 
The ar.tiun of d utoridr nf tz:ote on the system merit parti-

ular ott ntion. n ntion ncl idcn r imult&neo Jy a -
mented to a very high degree ; the mind gradually loses aU or 
the greater portion of its actual impressions, more especialJy 
those which are painful or disagreeable; these are replaced by 
gay nnt.l pleasing images. Sir Humphrey Davy relates that, in 
an experiment of this kind, he no longer felt any connection 
with external objects ; a series of visible and animated images 
passed rapit.lly through his mind, united with words, in such a 
manner as to produce entirely novel perceptions. " I existed," 
said he, "in an unknown world C'f affinities and ideas. On com
ing to myself, I exclaimed, ' Nothing exists but thoughts; the 
universe is composed of impressions, ideas, pleasures, and 
pains.' " The visionary world into which the English savant 
was introduced was only the personification and vivification of 
his ideas.t 

*Account of the wreck of the Medusm, 4th edition, 1821, pp. 121, 122. 
t Essl\y read in 1818, to the Faculty of Paris, by M. Savigny, Surgeon 

on board the .Medusm frigl\te, 
t To these substances muttt be added preparations of lead, carbonic acid 

gu, the white oxide of arsenic, belladonna, hyoeoyamae, etc. 
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or all substances which act on the organization, in causing 
illusions and hallucinations, none are more remarkable than 
opium and haschisch. In a worlc, entitled T'M EngliBh Opium
Eater, we find a well-written account of the sensations experi
enced by the author after a prolonged use of this drug. 

CA.sB CXLI. "The first thing which caused me to remark a 
notable change in myself, was the return of those visions to 
which childhood alone, or a high state of irritability, is subject. 
At night, when awake in my bed, long proceSBions in mournful 
pomp passed before me. I listened to interminable stories, sad
der and more solemn than those told to Priam or <Edipus. At 
the same time I observed a change in my dreams; a theatre 
seemed suddenly to have opened in TfJY brain, and presented 
me with spectacles of more than human splendor. The four 
following facts may be mentioned as remarkable. At the moment 
when the creations of the faculty of sight seemed to augment, 
a kind of sympathy was established between my real state and 
my dream state. Every object which I happened to call up and 
voluntarily retrace in darkness, was immediately transformed into 
an apparition. I dreaded to exercise this formidable power ; for 
as soon as anything presented itself to my eyes, I had only to 
think of it in the dark, when it rose up like a phantom, and, by 
a consequence apparently inevitable, being once thus traced in 
imaginary colors, it acquired, like a word written in sympathetic 
ink, an insupportable effulgence, which overwhelmed me. 

"This, like all the other changes, was accompanied by inquie
tude and deep melimcholy, impossible to describe. Every night 
I appeared to descend, not metaphorically, but literally into 
fathomless abysses, from whence I had no hope of emerging. 
EYen on awaking, I did not believe that I bad risen. • 

"The feeling of space, and subsequently that of time, were 
both excessively augmented. Buildings and mountains towered 
in proportions too vast for sight to measure. The plain spread, 
and was lost in immensity. This, however, alarmed me less 
than the prolongation of time ; I sometimes thought that I had 
lind eighty or one hundred years in a single night ; I even bad 
one dream of thousands of years, and others which passed the 
bounds of all that man could calculate. 

"The most minute circumstances of childhood, and forgotten 
scenes of my earliest years, were often revived in my dreams; 
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a cy vcr witn 
eh let of 1\ter uc e<l <I my l'r l1it ctur 1 1lr m • For two 
month , I ufr r d h rri l po.ins in my he <L The 11 ra 
chang d their ch ract r · b y w r now oas nd o e n . in, 
a worse change took place, which threatened distressing conse
quences, and which, in fact, did not leave me, until my diaeue 
was cured. Hitherto, the human countenance had mingled in 
my dreams, but without exciting any alarm; but now, what I 
shall call the tyranny of the human countenance began to be 
developed. It was on the restless waves of the ocean that it 
first appeared; the sea was as it were paved with innumerable 
faces, all turned upward, weeping, distracted, enraged, rising by 
thousands, by myriads, by generations, by ages. My imagina
tion was boundless, my soul flowed on with the waves. 

" Having, in my youth, seen a dead body laid on a table for 
dissection, this old impression go.ve rise to a dream which re
curred very frequently. It appeared· to me that I was in bed, 
and bad awakened. In leaning on my hand, in order to adjust 
my piUow, something soft seemed to give way beneath it. It 

* Thil idea l1 expressed in all language•, u is proved bJ the Arabian 
proverb, cited bJ General Daumu. 
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was a corpse stretched by my side. I was, however, neither 
alarmed nor astonished. I took it in my arms, and carried it 
into an adjoining room, saying to myself: 'I wilJ lay it there on 
the floor; it is impossible that it can come in again, if I take the 
key out of the door.' 

"Upon that, I slept again, and was again aroused. It was 
by the noise of an opening door ; and this idea filled me with 
a horrible sensation. Then I saw the same dead body come in 
which I had carried away. Its action was singular; it was that 
of a man whose bones had been taken out, and who, in his en
deavors to support himself by his pliant and flexible muscles, 
was ready to fall at each step. However, it succeeded in reach
ing me, and stretched itself upon me. It then became a horri
ble nightmare, inexpressibly disgusting; for, besides the weight 
of the formless mass, a pestilential odor arose from the kisses 
with which it covered me. At other times it would Jean over 
my shoulder, and read the book which I held in my hand. I 
felt its disgusting beard serape my throat and my cheek. 

"The terror inspired by such a vision may be imagined; I would 
remain immovable in my seat, not daring to turn the page, with 
my eyes fixed on the terrible apparition which I saw in the glass 
opposite. A cold sweat poured from my whole body ; then the 
door would open, and I saw (still in the mirror) a long frightful 
procession of horrible skeletons enter, each carrying its head in 
one hand, and in the other a long taper, which shed a red and 
qniTering flame, and spread a dull and bluish light like the rays 
of the moon. They moved around the chamber, which, from 
being warm before, now became chill ; some came and seated 
themselves on the dim and black hearth, and holding out their 
long and livid hands to warm, turned towards me, saying : 'It 
ia cold.' " 

We have already noticed an apparition of this nature, which 
happened to a celebrated professor. (The dose taken by the 
opium-eater varied from 50 to 60 grains a day, and sometimes 
reached 150. )* 

*The Engliah Opium-Eater, 1 voJ. 12mo. Thia descrip,ion, which we 
read with the liveliest interest, and which ia very minute, presenie seveml 
pointe of resemblance with hallucination and nightmare, of which i' &:s:hi
bite many of the phenomena. Many of the symptom& alao occur in the 
use of the huchiach. See an Essay on the Use of Opium, Paris, 1834, b7 
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Dr. Botta, formerly our echoolm~te, now consul in Jeru1alem, to whom the 
diloovery of Nineveh it due. See aleo a Treatise by Mr. Lee. 
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he replied, " I am a confirmed opium-eater ; it is by degrees 
~hat I have fallen into this deplorable excess. Three parts of 
~he day I pau in the state of stupor in which you saw me. In
capable of moving or speaking, I am, nevertheless, conscious, 
aJ;~.d the time pa.BBes in delightful visions ; but I should never 
awake, had I not sealous and affectionate attendants, who watch 
oYer me with a religious care. So soon as they find, by the state 
of my pulse, that the pulsation of my heart is about to cease, 
they make me swallow opium, and revive me in the manner you 
witneBSed~ For the last four hours I have swallowed several 
ounces; and in a little time I shall fall into my habitual torpor."* 

The effects of opium on the brain have been noticed in par
ticular cases, sometimes even on the first dose. 

CABB CXLIII. "I attended," says Abercrombie, "a sick 
person affected with a severe local disease, which required the 
uae of powerful opiates. The remedy did not always t~ucceed 
in procuring repose to the patient. During one restless night, 
he was astonished to sec a long procession of personages pass in 
review before him, whose appearance and costume were in accord
ance with an event which had, a short time before, been the 
theme of converaation throughout Edinburgh. The figures suc
ceeded each other with all the animation and regularity of a 
scene in a theatre ; be heard their conversations, and the long 
discourses which they held relative to the circumstances, some 
of which were in rhyme. On the following day, he repeated 
considerable passages of these poetical compositions. He was 
completely awake, and knew that what he saw was an illusion. 
He remarked that the vision all vanished when he opened his 
eyes, but returned as soon as be closed them."t 

Some years since, attention was drawn to a substance, of 
which great use is made in the East, called H<Uchisch. This 
compoeition, which is a distillation of the pistils of the hemp, 
and on which M. Aubert Roche published an interesting paper, 
appears, according to the researches of Messrs. Lengles, Mi
chaud, and De Sacy, to have played a very important part in 
the Middle Ages. In fact, it is almost certain that the Old l\Ian 

* Poeqoeville, Voyage en Morea. Bibliothl!que Unh·erselle de Oenhe, 
1841. Neof Ann6es A Conetantinople, par Brayer, 1836, 2 vole. 8vo. 

t Abercrombie, op. cit. p. 389. 
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loun in made use of thi pr parati n to plunge b' id 
into eo. of delight. • 

b11 n tion , m cle of n e~ both in ~ypt nd in Fr nee, 
up port thi pi11i n. In 1 4 I att ndt•cl, in on· unction i 
vcr 1 oth r phy ician , e th r lt of bich ere r 

~ rr cl tc1 tit ( az tt MUicalt. We hacl no doubt th t h chi b 
form d tl1 chief 1 mcnt of tho 1i uid giv n to the xperiment

rM, v n if it . not ba chi h lou •, without ny o.dmi turc. 
I will su!Jjoin my notice of the c ting. 

bout tv.- y r inc , 1 publi h ·d, in a number o the Jot~.l'· 
nal dt•a D~bata, ow detail on the co po ition of h Iii h, a 
dru of gcocr 1 UjC in tho t, ncl which h J produc d such 

rk bl ft' eta on thrco young morcbunt of cill . 
o.t~ 1 ·hich cited much cmrio ity at the tim , 

muny other11, forgotten, when I received from .1. A. de ., bo 
is w 11 known Ul! th tran 1 tor of Pliny, in tho fino clition of 
Luti111 (/htM ;,.II Ly M. Panckouck , an invit tion to be pre nt 
at m xp riment produced by tho taking of a sob tance, 
which occ ionccl, it w said, similar phenomena to th08e hie 
h 1l b n Mti(! 1l in tho adepts of the Old Man of the Mountain. 

n my rrjvnl, tb meetin con i ted of about thirty per on , 
mo t l om I will n me Me r . • quirol, F rru , ott re u, 

Bussy, Professor of the School of Pharmacy, General ~mond, 
and M. Destourbet. The remainder of tho party were literary 
men, savants, and artists; consequently, we bad assembled every 
element for close observation, and there was every certainty 
that the experiment would be strictly carried out. 

CASB CXLIV. At eleven o'clock three persons had taken the 
liquid, namely, Messrs. A. K., a celebrated novelist, of a very 
powerful organization, D., an advocate, one of the best scholars 
of the University, and B., a painter and musician. On the ex
piration of two hours, no sensible effect being produced, another 
dose was administered. The following are the phenomena which 
occurred in two of the gentlemen in the course of another half
hour. Mr. A. K. resisted the action of the substance, and, as 

• The article Haechiscb, in the Supplement of the Dictionnaire des Dic
tionnairea de MMecine, 1851, p. 325, edited by Dr. Foy, our colleague in 
the mission for the study of Cholera in Poland, 1831. M6moire sur le 
Ilaechisch, p11r M. Gaetinel, pharmacien au Caire, et publi6e dane le ~per· 
tuire de Pharmacie, 1849, t. vi. p. 129. 
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he said, only experienced a slight oppression of the head and 
epigastrium; perhaps, also, the second repast which he took, all 
these gentlemen having already breakfasted, may have entirely 
neutralized the substance. An examination of the state of the 
p~lse was neglected at the beginning of the experiment; its ac
celeration subsequently, and the state of the pupil, sufficiently 
demonstrated the effect of the substance. 

Mr. B., on whom the medicine first took effect, experienced a 
dryne88 of the throat and twitching of the limbs ; the pulse was 
96 in the minute, the face flushed. Mr. B. soon closed his eyes 
in order to collect himself; his ideas appeared to develop 
with extreme rapidity. At one moment he offered the singular 
phenomenon of· a double man, already described in other expe
riments; he said he heard music on one side, and conversation 
on the other; but this symptom did not continue. The music, 
which was performed by M. C., principal performer of the Con
servatoire, did not appear to act in any particular manner on the 
subject of experiment. At this time the pupils were much dilated. 
Interrogated as to his sensations, M. B. said that they were very 
voluptuous. He felt particularly gay and happy; he wished to 
be alone in a quiet place; he had great repugnance \O speak or 
to move; all countenances appear to him ridiculous. 

Until now M. B. had conversed; he moved about, and some
times laughed violently, but all his actions resembled those of a 
person excited by alcoholic liquor. Suddenly, he flung himself on 
a couch, refused to answer any more questions, and begged to be 
left alone, and not be disturbed in the delicious sensations he 
experienced; he had spo.smodic movements in his members, and 
in the diaphragm ; he sighed, moaned, laughed, and wept by 
turns ; the pulse 120 a minute, the face much flushed. The 
persons present began to feel uneasy; but were reaBSured, on 
hearing Mr. B. repeat several times that he was happy and did 
not suffer. Dr. Cottereau watched the symptoms with the 
greatest minuteness. Mr. B. appeared the whole time to have 
the most agreeable sensations proceeding from the epigastrium • 
.All the phenomena presented were those of ecstasy; his fea
tures bespoke the greatest happiness; he could not find language 
to express his feelings ; be would not wish to leave his present 
condition ; ho is so happy ! "How much I thank those who 
gave me that delicious drink!"-" Tell me what you feel," eai<l 
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one of tbc pnrty.-" I <mnnot e pre it." Tb in8u nc f Ir. 
B.'s temperament was remarked throughout this experiment; h 
i po ell of gl'C&t sen ihility. In peaking of gay ubj ct , 
and p inting o t lively nn gre ble object , hi id hurno
nizeu in. tautly; he sboutetl with 1 ugltter1 and vine d tl1e at· 

t gayety. It wns evhl nt, in thi ca e, that h und r the 
influence of the per on who poke to him, who could dir ct hi 
itl 11s as he cho e. Mr. B.·~~ en c of hearing had b omo U• 

t.remely acute ; be very tli tinctly h ard hat a aiJ Ji r oiJ 
o.nd in o. low "oic . In the mid t of hi ec tasy, h ncith r lo t 
on ciou ne of persons nor thin . He repli d correctly t 

o.ll qu ti1 ns lldr u to him, nnd n vr tho e ho urrounded 
}aim· hut it wa c icl ntly painful to him to p ale; he set>med to wi h 
to njoy hi ec ta y undi turbctl. At h11lf after four, the pulte 
i 90; hi ·tlltic r ·" •ri continu ; he i •on cious of any thin 
t lntiug to arth; hi mind i p rfectly free, llli y t h ba deli· 
ciou en tion • lr. . do • propo e t gi e him n antidote 
cmd briug him back to }a is nnturAl tntc j h ay that t h . en 
tion of happiness ill lu t ror a da r t • All wh m I hav 
· t rrogat tl, 1¥ ho ba\'0 tri ll th 
tho.t tb pave not felt ny di tr on th following d y 
on the contrary, a great sensation of happiness. 

M. D., the second subject, came to the meeting with the con· 
viction that the substance would not produce any effect upon 
him, and with the firm intention to resist ita action. No symp
tom occurred for two hours and a half. The physiognomy of 
M. D. is grave. His character is serious; he rat·ely laughs, and 
devotes himself to his metaphysical studies. 

Towards two o'clock, his pulse rose to 100; his heart beat fre· 
quently; several persons felt its pulsations. M. D., who until 
now had been very calm, and conversed with the company on 
different subjects, exclaimed that he was delirious ; he began to 
sing, took out his pencil, and endeavored to write down what he 
felt. Here are some fragments of his notes : " It is droll ; my 
feelings are very vivid; the idea of being useful without fear, 
made me decide on taking this excellent drink; I am singular. 
They are laughing at me; I will not write any more." He threw 
away his paper; his delirium increased. The features of M. D. 
become very flexible ; he laughs sardonically; the expression of 
hia eye ia animated, his face red, his pulae 120, t~ pupil dilated. 
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Like Mr. B., he looks extremely happy; laughs, sings, gesticu
lates, and speaks with extreme volubility. His ideas follow each 
other with rapidity; it is the derangement of gay mania. But. 
in the midst of this abundance, mobility, and variableness of ideas, 
those which form the basis of his studies predominate. These 
serious subjects are intermixed with pleasantries, bonmots, and 
puns. His tongue is dry ; he spits frequently; his inferior ex
tremities are slightly convulsed. He remarks on this himself, 
and says: "This is a very singular delirium." Like Mr. B., 
his hearing and sight are very acute. He has no notion of time 
and space, but recognizes every one present, and replies cor
rectly to questions put to him. He draws out his watch, and 
aays, with the greatest calmness: "It is such an hour.'' A 
multitude of ideas seem to fill his head, which he cannot express ; 
.he says: "You might take an ear, or an eye, if you could give 

· me another tongue to ·make known what I feel." 
The pulse lowers ; it is softer, and beats but 90 in the minute. 

The delirium continues ; water is given to him ; he exclaims: 
"That will m~ke the frogs come, who will drink up the liquor." 
Incoherent sentences follow with inconceivable rapidity. 

The character of his delirium changes. He seats himself in 
a corner, closes his eyes, and talks to himself; he looks inspired. 
We surround him ; he speaks of sciences, and gives definitions ; 
then, like a man trying his powers, he pronounces a few broken 
words, -and immediately recites some twenty very harmonious 
verses. Being under the impression that they were well-known 
stanzas, we omitted to note them down ; but on some one pre
sently asking him if they were not by Victor Hugo, he replied, 
"No." "They are, then, your own?" He gave a sign of assent. 
His countenance expressed gayety and satisfaction ; his skin be
came very pallid; his pulse 100; his eyes closed, which he 
opened on the request of his brother ; the pupil less dilated. 

He left off improvising to speak of foreign countries. We had 
been told that in these experiments the phenomenon of second 
sight would be developed. M. D. described countries and cities, 
which he had visited, with as much correctness as though they 
were then before him ; he perfectly recollected the peculiarities 
which he had noticed in his travels ; in like manner, he told us 
that he saw the stones of the Pantheon, at Naples, raised, and 
drew a very poetical picture of the scenes which had struck him. 

22 
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bat they moat be thoee with wbiell the iDdiridal wu ~; 
for, when interrogated on unknown thinga, be replied tlaa& Jae 
could not ~peak of what be had not seen; or, if he attempted a 
de.cription, it waa obeeure. .A. in dreams, there wu a 10M of 
all idea of time and apace. In one of the nbjecta the excite
ment waa raiaed to a pitch which ga•e a much greater intenae
neu to hie Cacultiea, and enabled him to improYiae eome poetr)' ; 
howeYer, there ie no proof that be had not before thought of iL 
What, boweYer, ie certain, ie, that Mr. D. eaid he made the ex
periment with the idea of increasing hie intellectaal reeourcee, 
but that it had not added anything to hie knowledge. 

In the midst of thia tangled web of ideaa, of thia state which 
the subjects of it called a singular folly, the sentiment of person
ality wae preserved. Thua, nothing could be more carious than 
the contrast of their rational replies to the questions addreued 

• Brierre de Boi.mon*, Guette .Midicale, 2d .Mai, 1840. 
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to them, with the wandering of their ideas, when nothing recalled 
diem to actual life. 

In the one case, a faot was noticed having some analogy with 
tke principle of the duality of mind-& fact which Dr. Wigan 
wished to establish. The individual heard conversation with one 
ear and music with the other. Those who tested the experi
ments had voluptuous sensations, and exhibited a considerable 
development of the sense of hearing. Delirious conceptions, 
fixed ideas, a disturbance of the affections, and irreaiatible im
pulaes were equally remarked in them. 

It is curious to perceive in this work, the eight phenomena which 
Me Moreau has described in his work on Haschisch, published 
five years after our researches; but we do not coincide more now 
than we formerly did, in the opinion of our honorable brother 
on the primordial fact of the delirium which he calls maniacal 
excitement, and on the ah•olute identity of the physiological na
ture of delirium with the dream state. Without confounding all 
our ideas of the value of words, it is difficult to give the name 
of maniacal excitement to the condition of a man who, having a 
false idea or sensation, appreciates them at their just value, and 
yet is unable to escape their infiuence, any more than it is pos
sible to conceive a dream to be physiologically and psychologi
oally identical with a delirium. 

M. Th~ophile Gautier has published, in La Preue, an a.rticle 
on the effects of haschisch on himself:-

"We had long heard," says this writer, "without giving much 
faidl to it, of the wonderful effects produced by this substance. 
We were already acquainted with the hallucinations caused by 
81Doking opium, but hasohisch was only known to us by name. 

"One of our companions, Dr.--, who had travelled much in 
the East, and was a determined opium-eater, was the first to yield 
to iti infiuence, having taken a much larger dose than the 
others; he saw the stare in his plate, and the firmament in the 
soap dish; then turning his face to the wall, talked to himself, and 
burst into fits of laughter with eyes fiashing and in the highest 
state of glee. I felt perfectly calm until dinner was over, al
though the pupils of the eyes of my other friend began to 
sparkle strangely and acquire a most singular turquoise blue 
tint. The table being cleared, I (still having my senses) ar
ranged myself comfortably with cushions on a divan to await 
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"The first stage dr.ew towards its termination. After some 
minutes I recovered my calmness, without headache, or any of 
the symptoms which accompany the use of wine, and feeling very 
much astonished at what bad passed. Another half hour had 
scarcely elapsed, when I again fell under the inilucnce of the 
haschisch. The vision this time was more complicated and extraor· 
dinary. Millions of butterftiea, whose wings rustled like fans, flew 
about in the midst of a confused kind of light. Gigantic flowers 
with crystal calyces, enormous hollyhocks, gold and silver lilies 
arose, and burst into flowers around me with a crackling sound 
like that of bouquets of fireworks. My hearing was prodigiously 
developed; I heard the sound of color-green, red, blue, and 
yellow sounds struck me with perfect distinctness. A glass up
set, the creaking of a chair, or a word spoken, howsoever low, 
vibrated and resounded like the rolling of thunder; my own 
voice appeared so loud that I dared not speak for fear of throw
ing down the walls, or bursting like a bomb; more than five 
hundred clocks chimed the hour with their flutelike voices. Every 
object gave forth a note of the harmonica or lEolian harp. I 
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swam in an ocean of sound, wherein some passages of the Lucia 
and Barbiere floated, like little islets of light. Never before 
had I bathed in such beatitude; I was so encircled by its waves, 
so transported from all things earthly, so lost to self-that odious, 
ever-present witness-that I comprehended for the first time 
what might be the existence of elementary spirits, and angels, 
and souls released from this mortal coil. I was as a sponge in the 
midst of the sea; every instant waves of happiness washed over 
me, entering and departing through the pores; for I had become 
permeable, and, even to the smallest capillary vessel, my whole 
being was filled with the color of the fantastic medium in which 
I was plunged. Sounds, perfumes, and light reached me by 
multitudes of beams, delicate as hair, through which I heard the 
magnetic current pass. 

"According to my calculation, this state must have lasted for 
tlree Aundred year•, for the sensations succeeded each other so 
numerously and powerfully, that the real appreciation of time was 
impossible. When the attack was over, I perceived that it had 
lasted a quarter of an hour.* 

" What is very curious in the intoxicating effect of the hasch
isch is, that it is not continuous; it comes and goes soddenly
raises you to heaven, and places you again on earth, without any 
gradual t~ansition; like madness, too, it has its lucid intervals. 
A third attack, the last and strangest, terminated my oriental 
aoir~e. In this, my sight was doubled. Two images of each 
object were reflected on my retina, and produced a complete 
symmetry ; but soon, the magic paste being entirely digested, 
aoted with more power on my brain, and I became completely 
mad for the space of an hour. All kinds of Pantagruelic dreams 
passed through my fancy ; goat-suckers, storks, striped geese, 
unicorns, griffins, nightmares, all the menagerie of monstrous 
dreams, trotted, jumped, flew, or glided through the room. 
There were horns terminating in foliage, webbed hands; whim
sical beings, with the feet of the arm-chair for legs, and dial
plates for eyeballs ; enormous noses, dancing the Cachucha, 
mounted on chickens' legs. For myself, I imagined I was the 

* Many of these phenomena, and amongst othel'll that of the duration 
ot time, are mentioned in the picturesque descriptions given in the Opium
Eater. 
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*La. Preeee, lOth July, 1843. Every one will recognize in this deecrip
tion, a perfect similitude with Cases CXLII. and CXLV. For more ample 
details, examine the work of l\1. Aubert Roche, entitled De Ia peste e~ du 
Typhus de L'Orient, 1843, 1 vol. 8vo., and above all, the work of Dr. 
Moreau, on Haaohiech. 

t Annuaire de Therapeutique de M. Bouohardet, pour 1845, p. 32. 
l Brierre de Boismont, lnftuenoe de la oiviliaation sur le dheloppemen~ 

de la folie. 
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haschisch. * It is not long since we read the following account 
in a public journal :~ 

" A frightful scene occurred on the 80th of May, on board the 
Empress, a packet-ship of the Austrian Lloyd, on the run from 
Trebizond to Constantinople. The number of passengers was 
above two hundred, two-thirds of whom were Turks and Persians. 
Amongst them were two Mghan dervishes of Candahar. At 
three in the afternoon, their prayers being concluded, the derv
ishes were seized with a paroxysm of frenzy, the consequences 
of which were terrible. In an instant, they had shot a young 
Greek, stabbed an Armenian, and Lloyd's agent from Trebi
sond. Six other passengers were more or less dangerously 
wounded. Finally, by order of the captain, the sailors killed 
the dervishes with the bayonet. These furious madmen were 
from forty to forty-five years of age, and of the sect of the 
Schittes. They commenced the carnage without provocation. 
From the report of several passengers, it appears certain that 
they had become intoxicated with haschisch. For a time, the 
Tnrks and Persians on board appeared inclined to take part with 
them, but the energy of the captain happily prevented this."t 

Indeed, a prolonged indulgence in this drug must necessarily 
have a fatal etrect on the health. The momentary loss of reason, 
although it be intentional, presents but a melancholy spectacle. 

There is a poisonous substance, which has also the power of 
producing hallucinations, called stramonium (datura stramonium), 
thorn-apple, which has been latterly recognized as their antidote, 
in imitation of that weapon of the olden time, which is said to 
have cured the wounds it made. 

CABB CXLV. Some years since, a musical composer, under 
the distress occasioned by domestic griefs, attempted suicide. 
For this purpose, he took a strong dose of datura. The etrect 
of this poison was exhibited in giddiness and all the symptoms 
of intoxication. He saw troops of men whirling in a circle be
fore him, who endeavored to drag him into their vortex. All 
the characters in the ballet of Gtu~tavtu~, in which he had been 
engaged during the evening, appeared to him making grimaces, 
and harassing him in every way. He fell to the ground, sense-

*De l'abua de Haschisch, .A.nnalJIM. Pay., Jan. 1851. 
t La Pretu, 22d Jane, 1845; 
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!e , and was taken to th guarllhou , "h re he g ve wa to 
the greatest violence, imagining him elf to be surr unu d by 
. sa in , robber , and wretches, who sought to injure him. 
Tbese figures were countle sin number , of gigantic at ture, and 
hid ou , in ppcarance. He was taken to the II6t 1 I>ieu, and 
pi Bred under tb charg of .I. flusson, who treated him for furiolli 
tlclirium. n the following day, when he was brought to my 
establi bment, his citcment b~ gr tly diminished. Tb 
pupils of the eyes re still ila.ted, and xtraordin ry figur 
. till visible. This ph noroenon soon ce ed, and in t o or thrre 
J y be wa11 cured. 

)n tho 21 t of • ovemb .r, 1 4a, three young children ate a 
ttnantity of the sec of th d tura. ymptom were oon 
nifeRt d imilar to those cau ed by the inge tion of th t sub-
tanc ; numeroll8 hallucinations of sight were unit d to these 

p nomena, in two f th 11iok childr m. n tho folio ing day 
the ymptoms ero con idera ly diminish d in all tbr e, but the 
young t ~ It a gre t e 88 in the limb • Tho d y ft r 11 
un inc s harl uisapp red a if by enchantment. 

'e,·cral patients, nnd r the in6uence of datura, hich bad been 
pplicd accordina to r. x or u's method, s w nim 1 in tb 

middle of their bed . The yj ion occurred chiefly in the night. 
H llu i tiona and illu ions are uu.lly excited by the rri 

of belladonna. An account is given in the great Dictionnaire 
des Sciences M~dicales of a company of soldiers, who, having 
inadvertently eaten of this fruit, experienced numerous illusions. 
M. Baillarger, in his clinical lectures in the Saltp~triere, has 
described several cases of this character; a maid-servant, hav
ing taken an infusion of belladonna on the approach of her 
periods, had an attack of delirium ; she was surrounded by little 
animals running on the ground, of various colors and sizes. She 
attempted to seize one, but, instead of an animal, caught only a 
leaf, as is related in the Stories of the Thousand and OneNightt, 
and in the legends of Trecuuru •old by the Devil. t 

* Examinat. Med., 15th of May, 1843. 
t The use of narcotic beverages, and poisonous substances, for the pur

pose of causing transformations, of preparing for initiation, etc., is traced 
far into antiquity. M. Eust!be Salverte has collected many examples in 
his work on the Occult Soienc~ 

Proaper Alpin relates that, in his time, the Egyptians ueed a number or 
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The third section comprises hallucinations combined with mental 
alienation. It should be observed that, in many circumstances, 

intoxicating drinks, which made them act like madmen. Whenever they 
wished to excuse a bad action, they said they had partaken of herbs. He 
describes the principal ones under the names of "aflion, anis, bora, ber
nari, and bus," and enters into some details of their composition (Prosper 
Alpin, De .Medicini .£g!JPtiantm, lib. iv. cap. v. p. 118-122). 

Kempfer speaks of a medicine of this character, the effects of which ap
peared similar to those of nepenthe, which we believe to be Indian hemp. 
Having, with his companions, partaken of an electuary given to him during 
a repas' by the Indians, they felt so happy that they could only express 
their joy by laughter, cries, and reciprocal caresses. At night, when they 
mounted their horses to return home, they thought themselves carried by 
Pegasus through the clouds, aurrounded by rainbows; and, on recovering 
from this effect, they were ravenously hungry, and ate with avidity what
ever was offered to them. On the following day their health of mind and 
body was excellent.-Sauvages, Noaol . .Meth., cli\Ss viii. genor. xvii. lim. 
iii. par. i. p. 371. Fried reich, Algemeine Diagnoctik der pB!JcmcMn Krank
eilen, Wurzburg, 1830. 

The muchamore is a mushroom, common in Kamtschatka and Sil)eria. 
Bencowski relates that a Siberian schuman whom he consulted, used an 
infusion of muchamore; this drink first plunged him into delirium, then into 
a deep aleep. If eaten either dry or infused, it somotimea produce.a death, 
always strong delirium, sometimes of a gay character, at others full of 
eadness and terror. Those who partake of it believe themse'lves to be un
der the irresistible power of the spirit that lives in the poisonous mush
room. In one of these paroxysms, a Cossack imagined that the spirit 
desired him to confess his sins ; and eo, in fact, he did, before all his com
rades.-Krakenniniltof, Deacriptwn du Kamt1chatka, part i. chap. iv. 

Porta and Cardan give two receipts for witches' ointment; nightshade 
formed the bi\Sis of the one, henbane and opium of the other. The wise 
Gasaendi, in order to enlighten those poor wretches who believed them
eelves witches, endeavored to discover their secret, and to imitate it. With 
an ointment in which be introduced opium (probably belladonna), be 
anointed the peasantry, and persuaded them that by that means they would 
go to the sabbath. After a long sleep, they awakened, convinced that 
the magical proceeding had taken effect; gnve a detailed account of 
what they bad eeen, and the plei\Sures they bad enjoyed; and related in 
what respect the action of opium was ruarked by voluptuous seneations.
Eu~be Salverte, op. cit. p. 294. 

A witch was found, in 1545, in possession of an ointment composed of 
etupefying drugs. Andr6 Laguna, physician to Pope Julius III., used it 
to anoint a woman who was attacked with frenzy and restlessness. She 
slept for thirty-aix hours, and when they succeeded in waking her, com
plained that they had taken her from the arms of a handsome young man.
Llorente, Hut. de L' Inq., t. iii. p. 428. 

Thia hallucination may be compared with thoae experienced by women 
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th y pr c d da dovolopment or inaanity' 80 that they may 
be con idered a cau •a ; but in a great number of ca pp 
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during the mental malady, when they are but an effect, a symp
tom, a result. Here, several questions present themselves: Does 
hallucination depend on organic derangement brought on by 
disease? Is it united to the psycho-cerebral excitation which has 
caused insanity-in a word, is it physical or moral? The dis
tinction is often very difficult; nevertheless, the nature of the 
hallucination, and its direct connection with the cause of the in
unity, is authority for believing that it is often owing to moral 
excitement. With these reservations, we think that the action 
of mental diseases, although not sufficiently understood, shoultl 

· none the less be claBBed amongst physical causes. 
In treating of hallucinations as combined with insanity, we 

ha't'e shown that they are very common; so also are illusions in 
monomania, stupidity, and mania. We have equally observed 
&hem in puerperal mania, dementia, and even general paralysis 
with dementia. We conclude, from analogy, that they may pos
sibly exist in some degrees of imbecility. For farther informa
tion, we refer to the different chapters on alienation. 

Those hallucinations which show themselves with nervous 
diaeaaes other than madness, are classed under the fourth sec
tion-such as catalepsy, epilepsy, hysteria, hypochondria, and 
frenzy.• To this section belong certain nervous conditions which, 
without being completely morbid, have more than one root in 
pathology; such are nightmare and ecstasy. We will here re
peat the remark made in the preceding chapter; it is not always 
euy to separate the two inftuences (moral and physical) ; for 
example, ecstasy is very often due to the first of these causes, 
and hypochondria, as has been proved by M. Dubois of Amiens, 
in his work, submits equally to its action. We must not, how
ever, attach more importance to classifications than they merit; 
they are artificial aSBistants to the mind, and incessantly present 
exceptions to the rule. In collecting facts of hallucinations as de
"feloped in nervous diseases (madness excepted) into a single group, 
w:e know very well that many of these states were determined 
by moral causes; but our object was to make a single section of 

Indue, and the gelatophellis near Bactria. Infusions of these two plants, 
made into a drink, cauae delirium ; the one caoaes extraordinary viaions, 
the other excites continual laughter." 

* Sandru, Trai~ pratique des maladies nerveuses, 1851, p. 360. 
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these maladies, and to exhibit th ir morbid in8.uenco on th 
production of hllllueinationa. A to the de elopment wb1ch 
ompri the subject of thi fourth divi~ion, they ill be found 

auffici ntly illustr ted elsewhere. 
'l'h jijt/1 tltul latt eeetion comprche d hallucinations hich 

occur in inbmm tory, cute, and chronic di en es, and in se c
r"l ther affection . cttl. lirium, to which subj et o invited 
a.ttenti n in a. paper read to the I oyal cademy of dieine, 
b appeared to to e tnbli h a natural tran ition b t n the 
pr eding di,•i ion., ancl this one, by reason of it double ele
ment, nervous and infl mmatory. * The febrile tato · that 
·hich presents the mo t hallucination . The arc equally noticed 

in om conge tiona and inflammation of the organ • They are 
not unu ual in typhoid and intormitt nt fcv rs. om aotltora 
tu~v related r marbhlo in tanc of th ir occurrence in the 

out. ertain di po ition f the body, such 8.11 tho Jut g 
f I ctic diseases, ab tinence, and con vale cone , . yncope, and 
rolo ged atching, ar all fa orable to their prod ction. 
ocker r Jato that thirty-two shipwrecked marin re, ft r 

I n rtheneJ watch, believed tbllt they sa sloop , and fi bennen 
ryin their n t ith Moor and Dutchmen of their acqu int

o. cc ho e clotbin they per~ otly di tinguished. t • in lly, 
they have been observed in some constitutions subject to peculiar 
atmospheric influence. 

We have endeavored, to the best of our power, to explain the 
causes of hallucinations. We do not flatter ourselves with hav
ing brought them all into notice ; but we believe that our work 
will provide useful materials for the etiology of this affection. 
It now remains to draw up a. succinct summary. 

RECAPITULATION.-The etiology of hallucinations and illu
sions bas never been the subject of a special work, because all 
authors have looked upon them as an adjunct of madness. 

Former hallucinations, those compatible with reason-isolated 
hallucinations, and those which are united with diseases, may 
furnish useful instructionB on their etiology. 

Hallucinations appearing with mental diseases, their division 

* Brierre de Boismont, Du D6lire aigu obaerv6 dana iea 6tabliseementl 
d'ali6n6s. Ouvrage couronn6 par l'lnstitut de Fmnce, 1845, 4to. 

t Le Monde EnchanUJ, t. iv. pp. 55, 56. 
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into moral and physical causes may also apply to them. The 
mode in which hallucinations are developed in epidemic illusions 
eTidently applies to moral influence. 

Education, credulity, the dominant ideas of the epoch, and 
difFerent states of society, should be the objects of special study 
in the research. for causes. 

Amongst the .moral causes which have exercised a great influ
ence on hallucinations, may be placed the belief in the power 
and co-operation of spirits, demons, sorcery, magic, lycantrophy, 
visions of souls in punishment asking for prayers, of spirits who 
make revelations, announce an approaching death, return to 
fulfil a compact, vampirism, ecstasies, etc. 

All passions, fixed ideas, and great preoccupation, may be a. 
source of hallucinations. Remorse must especially be noted. 

A great number of hallucinations are occasioned by physical 
causes. 

The principal physical causes which influence the development 
of hallucinations may be classed under five heads :-

To the first belong inheritance, the sexes, the times, tempera
ment, profeBBions, physiological causes, seasons, climate, and 
places. 

The second comprehends mechanical causes, fermented liquors, 
alcoholic beverages, certain gaseous and narcotic substances; 
poisons, such as opium, ha.schisch, datura stramonium, bella
donna., and several others. 

The third head embraces hallucinations attendant on mental 
alienations; whether preceding them, occurring during their 
course, or succeeding them. 

Under the fourth head may be ranked hallucinations which 
show themselves with catalepsy, hysteria, hypochondria, rage, 
nightmare, sleep, and ecstasy. These difFerent states present 
distinctions; thus, sleep, a. physiological phenomenon, is only 
placed in the catalogue on account of nightmare, and because 
the hallucinations observable in it are often the commencement 
of disease, or at least of an abnormal disposition. Ecstasy, we 
have only brought into the group on account of the pathological 
state which it may determine; but we have elsewhere observed 
that the hallucinations which it occasions are often due to moral 
causes. 

Finally, around the fifth and last bead, are grouped halluci-
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n tiona remarked in a~ute, ehroni~, nd other his 
ection, we have placed those occurring in acute d lirium, th 

,lj ea e of the brain, fever, congestions, inft mmations of the 
organa, typhoid and intermittent fevers, gout, peJl chlor i 
tb last stage of chronic di e e abstinence, syncope, oonva· 
le ecnce, and some conatitutions und r atmotph ric inOu D • 

It is probable that hallucinations have been seen in other 
~ rms of dise e ; but in order t ppr i t tb ir of 
action, it i sufficient for na to otice tho e in hi h they are 
mo t frequently e bibited. 



CHAPTER XV. 

Ol!f HALLUCINATIONS CONSIDERED IN A PSYCHOLOGIOAL1 HISTORI· 

CAL, AND RELIGIOUS POINT OF VIEW. 

l>nnauc• of the psychology of hallucinations, as dependent on soundneaa of 
mind or inB&Dity-Incitemen~ to madnes11-Introduction of physiology into his
tory-The philosophy of hiatory contrary to this doctrine-Development of sen
IOI'ial imprellions in the brain ; the change which they undergo-Hallucinations 
di8'er aocording to the character of individuals--A few words on the nature· and 
-t or hallucinations--Influence of the nenous ud sanguine systeme-()f the 
nature of ideas--Division of . ideas into spiritual and sensual-The aecond 
alone furnish materials for hallucinations--Influence of attention, comparison, 
imagination, memory, and &IIIIOOiation, on the mechanism of hallucination-Cor
poreity of spiritual ideas caused by the abuse of abst.raotion-Apparitione of 
Cuaius. Brutua, and Julian-Hallucinations do not alone borrow their mate
rials from actual ideas ; they are also reminisoences of old and erroneone 
impressions--The origin of false ideas may be found in a forgetfulness or the 
knowledge of God and of self-In many cases, h&lluoination is almost a normal 
atate, which explains why so many celebrated men have been attacked by it, 
without becoming insane-Historical hallucinations show themselves fint in 
persons collectively; eeoondly individually-Examples of Loyola, Luther, Joan 
of Arc, and G. Fox;_Each of these characters may be looked on as the per
~oation of an epoch, a useful id-Their hallucinations· do not, in general, 
otrer any analogy to those of the preeent time, which are more or lese com
bined with madnes11-ln every celebrated man there Is a spiritual character 
(history), and a mortal character (biogrsphy)-Many hallucinations are those 
of the age, not of the individual-A line or division ought to be established 
between the apparitions of Holy Writ and the hallucinations of profane 
hiatory, aad even those of many Christians-Recapitulation. 

A PRBLmiNARY study has initiated us into a knowledge of the 
moral and physical, social and individual causes, which concur 
in favoring the development of hallucinations; but it is neces
sary to penetrate deeper into the nature of this phenomenon; to 
analyze, as much as possible, its mode of formation, and its con
stituent elements, and to indicate its general and particular 
characteristics; such will be the object of this secondary study, 
which we will call p'!fchological. 
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The contest which we have maintained to establi h the co
i tence of hallucinations ith reason will meet. ith tron r 

and more ob tinate opposition on tbi new ground. In fi ct, the 
xplanation of this phenomenon must nece arily offer ery d" 

tinct dilfer nces, according to whether it is viewed in the light 
of madness or of sound reason. In the first case, ballucinationa 
"·ill be the con equenco of d ranged health; in the seeond, it 

ill be a physiological state, re ulting from a higher degree of 
attention ami enthu ia.sm; tho auxiliary, and not the provocati e 
f' the idea. 
In order tho.t the suit now brought before science may be 

pr perly judged, we hould first point. out the reasons adv&Dced 
by our advcrsarie , and afterwards d velop our principles and 
the facts on hich they re t; by this method, the b le m t~r 
will be under observation, and jud ment can bo pronounced 
when the case ha8 been heard. 

The celebrated :M. Lelut, he ma ju tly be con idered 
hc:~.d of the school which has introduced physiology into 

hi tory, has explained hi doctrin in th foJio ing orde: 
"Let us look at ocrates, who not only imagines that he receive 
influenc nd divine in pir tion , but who bcli ,·oa that, by vir
tue of thi privilege, he pos e e o. similar influence over his 
friends and disciples, and almost over strangers, even when at 
a distance from them, and to whom, in the exercise of this fa
culty, stone-walls olfer no impediment. One cannot, in f'act, 
see or hear anything more extravagant or more characteristic of 
insanity; and ballucinists, who, to my knowledge, pretend to 
impart or to receive physical influences from a distance by aid 
of magnetism and free-masonry, express themselves in like 
manner with Socrates, and are not, in this view, greater madmen 
than he was. In modern times, the insanity of Tasso, Pasca~ 
Rousseau, Swammerdam, Vanhelmont, and Swedenborg, are now 
almost universally acknowledged by men who blended the study 
of morbid psychology with that of history and philosophy."* 

Leuret, in his Fragmena P~chologiquea, and M. Calmeil, in 

* L6lut, Du D6mon de Socrate, specimen of the application of psycho
logical science to that of history, enlarged from M6moires sur lea Hallaci· 

• nations et Ia Folie, 1836, p. 121. 

r 'L 
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his work, • have upheld the same doctrine, which is likewise that 
of M. Baillarger. 

M. AI. Maury, who bas supported the opinions of M. Ulut, 
by his deep researches and vast erudition, also observes that 
notice must be taken of the effect which the temperament and 
health of individuals has on civil society. 

According to this scholar, events are almost always accom
plished by isolated or single willa and individual acta, and con· 
aequently, historical facta may often fall under the empire of 
physiological laws. t 

The philosophy of history is entirely at variance with this 
proposition. It shows, in fact, that individuals never lead their 
epoch; the proof of which is, that if the ideas which they defend 
have not attained maturity, or if the7 precede their age, the 
orfginatora almost always perish on the scaffold, in torture, in 
misery, or in obscurity; they are fortunate if they are not stigma
tied with the ban of madness. As to those fo.vorites of fortune and 
renown, who are happy enough to live at the right time, sticcess 
attends them so long as they respond to the general need; but if, 
daszled by their triumphs, they attempt to substitute their own 
willa for those of others, and tum the current of ideas to their 
own profit, they are almost invariably precipitated from the 
exalted station in which circumstances have placed them. Man, 
notwithstanding his pride, is but an instrument in the hands of 
Providence, and Bossuet has well said : " Man moves, but it is 
God who leads him." 

Amongst other objections which have been addressed to me, 
it baa been said: " You have not decided whether hallucination 
is or is not a disease. A phenomenon either is or is not normal. 
There is in hallucination something more than a mental error, 
there is a fact." 

• De Ia Folie, coneider6e eor le point de vue patbologique, philoeophique, 
bietorique, etjudioiaire, 2 vole. Paris, 1~. 

t AI. Maury, De l'hallucination enviaag6e au point de vue philoeophique 
et bietorique, ou E:a:amen critique de I' opinion emiee par M. Brierre de 
Boiemonttoucbant lee oarac~res aus:quelles on doit reoonnaitre l'halluoi~ 
ti.uD. cbes certains penon&!N o6l~bree de l'hietoire.-.AnftCJl. JlltJ. ~. 
L •· p. 317, 1~. . 

Calmeil, De Ia Folie oonsider6e sur Ia point de YO& patbologique, philo
eophiqoe, bie&orique, etj adioiaire, anal. par J.l. Haory.-.AMGZ. JlltJ, Pqcl. 
L rii. p. 110, 1846. · 

28 
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on reverie 

tion , ell ll insnu on 8; bu~ tla r i 
ootne almost impo ibl to eparato th ence 
m y di tingui h the differences. Without doubt, there mt1y be 
hallucination in a fact ; but the mirage, the square tower which 
appears round, the stick which, when plunged into water appean 
broken, are also facts, and yet would any one dAre to call those 
who see and believe in these phenomena, madmen ? 

Another observation need only be mentioned to be appreciated. 
Some say it is not surprising that the insane and monomaniaca 
perform great acta; the7 recognize no obstacles ; they have 
neither doubt nor uncertainty ; and follow unreaiatingly the real
ization of their thoughts, whilst men in their senses weigh all 
the difficulties of their position, and trust nothing to chance. 
In this view, Alexander, Christopher Columbus, and a hoet of 
others would be madmen. All the heroic traits with which hilt
tory abounds, all those sublime actions which electrify u, all 
those aacrifioea which move us to tears, would be but acta of folly, 
for there was no cold calculation in them ; they were the result 
of enthusiasm, honor, and impulse. AMuredly, prudence often 
decides on human actions ; but are not the highest of these ac-

-
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tions frequently owing to extreme exaltation of mind, -to an irre· 
aietible and unpremeditated transport? 

The question ably snatained by the two writers whom we have 
named, is, after all, but the reproduction, under another form, 
of the old medical doctrine of prepotence (prepotenza) of the 
organa, a doctrine which has latterly been renewed by ingeniona 
researches on the subject of hereditary qualities. 

Before we touched on this subject, many eminent writers 
bad shown, bow completely this systematical idea was opposed to 
facta and history; and, to give but one example, several illustri
ous reclnaea of Port Royal enjoyed the finest health, whilst they 
at the same time profe88ed doctrines exactly similar to those of 
the immortal author of the Pemie1. The supremacy of mind 
oYer matter has been noticed in a number of cases. A renowned 
Asiatic conqueror was informed, in his dying hour, that his army 
was on the point Qf being vanquished; be gave orders to be placed 
in bia palanquin, with the curtains hermetically closed, to be 
borne to the most exposed parte of the field, and his death not 
revealed until the enemy was vanquished. At sight of the im
perial palanquin, the courage of the soldiers revived; the enemy 
was defeated, and fled; but on opening the curtains of the palan
quin, it was discovered that the emperor bad ceased to exist for 
several hours. Sir Thomas More, weakened by illne88, and a mark 
for moral penecntion of every kind, laid hia head conrageouly 
on the block in witness to his religious faith. Moli~re, so great . 
in mind, so profound in observation, was sickly and melancholy, 
yet no dramatist will ever equal the richness, truth, and bold
neu of the comic sallies in his immortal works. Does Scarron, 
twisted by rheumatism into the form of a Z, exhibit in his works 
any trace of his physical state? Fetter not then the mind-that 
active agent which rather governs our organization than ia gov
erned by it-by the humiliating yoke of organs and their mor
bid cOnditions. Finally, has not the illustrious Pascal himself, 
whose mft"erings may be considered the moving spring of his 
actions, given the most convincing proof of the superiority of 
mind over the organs, in the following fact mentioned by M. 
IAlut: "This great man had a severe toothache, the commence
ment of the second stage of those infirmities, which were des
tined soon to bear him to the grave. His friend and admirer, 
tbe·Dnke of Roannez, left him one night snft'ering greatly from 
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th t neuralgic affection; on th followin day, finding him 
cured, be inquired how it had efti cted. 1 1 told him, 

itbout appearing to attach ny imp rtance to it, and, u 
though he bad us d n ordiu r r m ely, tb t he h ol¥ 
the problems of the cycloid curve or b el, and that, dllring 
hie J bor, tb pain h d eli pp ar cl." Wi~bout reearring to 
such elevated examples, there are ~ w ho have not ito d 
a. complete cessation of su~ ring under tbe in8uence of atud11 

di traction, and conversation. ~ e d ily, fi r r mo ed from 
the yes of the world, virtuous minds e bibiting the stro · 1e or 
mind with sutf< ring, wbil t the former r main uninjure . Thoee 

ho have watched the J t hour or real Christiana cannot for. 
get their elevation or thought and serenity of soul. Ind d, 
the eakest bodies frequently poese the mo t unconqu rable 
minds. 

We have n ver attempted to deny the action hich 
condition of the or n exert over the ill; and, on thi ubjeet, 

think with I. ~ri e, that they may be influ need by th of 
the pleen, or a. disordered tomacb. Doe it. folio that th e t o 
circumstances should intcrpo e, like superior el men in tb phi· 
lo ophy of hi tory? 11 I bould ima ioe" ays th auth t<tU d 
"th t c ro would be t k n to d cribe the infiu nc of the char C· 

ter, or, in other words, the temperament of certain men on their 
actions in the aggregate; but that has been done by the greater 
number of historians and biographers, and I do not think that 
the least scientific revolution remains to be made, in that re
spect, which will benefit the philosophy of history. It ia for 
the science of the harmony of physics and moral Jaw to furnish 
the elements of a deeper appreciation, and it is this ecienoe 
which should be enlarged an~l perfected. To enter into a 
detailed account of individual infirmities, in order to throw 
light upon the course of human afFaire, the rise and fall of , 
nations, and to hail, under this pretext, the introduction of pAy· 
liologg (under the name or pathology) into hietorg, would be to 
mutilate that great and noble study, and lower it from the emi· 
nence, on which it has ever stood, to a most degraded position.* 

The action attributed to disease on the determinations of the 
will has been made, by M. Carri~re, the subject of the follow· 

* .bal1Me par M. 8. C6riae (.Atu~CIZ. M6t!. • .P.gc.\.), t. n. 1846. De Ia 
premi~re editioll de cet o~auap. 
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ing reOections : " Let a man depart ever eo little from the com
mon road, he will be called diseased; let him have a rich imagi
nation, which strives to bring before his mental vision the scenes 
of an unknown world, he will be called visionary and mad. No
thing will be perfect but vulgarity, nor any·one be considered 
in health but vulgar men. 
• "Such a conclusion as this will, before long, be mistrusted by 
aound medical sense, and will soon be rejected."* 

Tbns, to attempt to make doctrines, belief, and convictions, 
depend on the sickly state of the body, is to advance a propo
sition which may be true of the character and disposition, but 
is entirely false as it relates to the phenomena of consciousneBB 
which passes in the mind. Psychological facts do not act like 
those of physiology ; but, like them, they have their own laws. 
If they are mysteriously united by certain points of affinity, 
they difFer completely in their nature; the one being impalpable, 
the other tangible. 

The decided influence, then, of a morbid organic state in the 
production of hallucinations is, in substance, the doctrine of 
those who desire the introduction of physiology into history; 
whilst, on the contrary, the integrity of reason in the hallucina
tions of many celebrated characters, the secondary influence of 
the organs in limited cases, is our philosophical point of view ; 
and to the elucidation of which we consecrate the following 
pages. 

In the chapter of hallucinations 88 compatible with reason, 
we collected cases suitable to form a foundation for this part of 
our work; it now remains for us to interpret their signification, 
and describe their results. 

Sensorial impressions are incessantly reaching the brain 
through the nerves, which act 88 conductors; they there accu
mulate in numbers, surpassing all possible calculation. At the 
mament when these sensations touch the organ, and cause per
ception, a change occurs in their nature ; they are absorbed by 
the cerebral substance, and appear to lose their sensible signs. 
The mind may evoke them from the first . moment of their ap
pearance until the latest period of life, and reproduce them 

• Ulut, de 1' Amulqtte de Pascal, analy. par M. E. Carribre. Gazette 
M~dioale, 1847, p. 269. 
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with the greatest fid lit , by meana of phonetic ancl pbic 
ai.gn ; but the eye will not perceive tb m itb th brilli t 
colors and lively char ters hioh t.h y at firat. exhibited. 

There are, howe er, e ceptiona to tbia rule. o em n b 
t.lt capacity of extr cting nimat n tion from tb 
and of seeing thing& if th~y ere really before them. 
tal phyaiological or pathologicol condition r v ri a, dr 
eonecntr tion of thought, prolonged medit.ations, the inwme
di t tim b t.we n waking and aleepin , fever, or in nity, 1 
1e ivify aonaationa, and giv to th 1:11 tb force of r lity. 

The silent transformation of' eena tiona as too eaaential for 
ua not to prea a eonaidor tion of tb 8ubj ct. ill no 
eouunence the psychological tucly of the eaoata, which at timee 
may give to aena&tiona the appearance of re lity. 

If \be principal f ct, tb producti b of tbu im ge r tb 
sibl sign, be every her the a&me, its mode muat ne arily 
nry in individuals, and o.ccording to eircur tancee. We can• 
not con ider as identical, the hallucination of the madman and 
tb child, the dreamer, the poet, the thinker, the mao pow • 
fully preoccupied or 11gr cl, h ho r eogni1ee their falsity, 
an doe not o.llo them to influ nee hi conduct, or be ·ho 
yields to them as to the prevalent belief of the age, aa the action 
of certain substances, etc. etc. No man who believes in that 
1eligion which has performed such wonders, rendered such im
portant services, • given birth to so many prodigies, and which ia 
daily a thousand times more useful than all the united efForts of 
philanthropy, but will reject the opinion that prophets, apostlee, 
and saints were hallucinated madmen. There is no philosopher 
or partisan of those beautiful doctrines, often marked, it is true, 
with error, but which have no lees proved of what the human 
intellect is capable, who consents to rank the greatest minda of 
antiquity with mad hallucinists. 

The material part of an idea, its image, is very early JD&Di. 
feeted in man. It is a fact that many children, perhaps all, 
have the faculty of imagining phantoms in the dark. With some 
this power is simply passive, but others have the will, or semi
will to call up or excite these singular efFects. " A child whom 

* Rnue dee Deux Monde1. Da Moavement Catholique, par M. Loaan· 
dre, No'f. et Dec. 1843. 
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I questioned on the subject," says one writer, "replied: 'I can 
tell them to come, and they come ; but they come sometimes 
when I do not call them.' " 

When imagination, sparkling with youth, lavishes its trea
sures, visiods in the shape of chimeras and golden dreams take 
possession of the mind ; whole hours are devoted to fanciful pro
jects; bnt, whatever may be their fascination, a simple etrort of 
reason suflices to sweep away all this vapory phantasmagoria, 
like clouds or columns of smoke dispersed by the wind. From 
the heights of our fanciful transformations, from being rich, 
powerful, authors, or kings, we once again become "GrosJean.'' 
Doubtless, a powerful moral or physical emotion may transform 
these undecided forms into hallucinations; but it is no less cer
tain that we are always masters of ourselves when we can dis
miu them at will. 

One fact is decided by a research into psychological phenomena, 
which is painful to contemplate, namely, that delirious conceptions 
are forever flitting around man, similar to those insects that are 
seen whirling around by thousands on a fine summer evening. 
Dim, confused, and unimportant whilst reason is on the watch, 
they are the constituent elements of those castles in the air to 
which we all pay tribute. In dreams their power increases, and 
their physiognomy is more decided; then it is, says Conolly, 
that they show themselves to us in the shape of landscapes, seas, 
rivers, and countries. Now they arise as vast cities, impenetra
ble forests, objects infinitely varied, fantasti~ costumes, and 
grotesque architecture ; now they are persons of ditrerent classes, 
variously occupied; figures grotesque, deformed, or threatening; 
the beginning, middle, or end of thoughts; voices which whisper 
and reveal all that is bidden in the depths of the heart ; in o. 
word, the pictured forms of those thousand combinations which 
compose thought. 

In the midst of these dreams, wild and delirious ideas may be 
seen inundating the brain through all its senses, and sometimes 
even with a consciousness of 'the fact. In fever, this series of 
imperfect ideas, which buzzed around harmlessly whilst reason 
was sound, occupy its place, drive away those which belong 
to attention and comparison, and reign there as sovereigns. We 
insist on this psychological fact, which appears to us a power-
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ful argument in favor of the predominance of moral over phyai· 
cal causes in the production of ment 1 cl" ee. 

Men who are powerfully preoccupied ith one ide may by 
a prolonged concentration of it, see, by their mental eyee, that 
idea materialized. In proportion the xcit mt'nt dimin · 
tho though La return to their natlll'al cour c. Th image baa beeu 
the culminating point of their meditation. They b liev that 
they han seen, perhaps they 1tav~ seen, that which w the 
bject of their interests ; nothing unu ual, nothing abnormal, 

ba& marked this phenomenon, and bat di ipatea all th ir 
doubt is, that the resolves and actions which are the CODI8• 

qucnce of this uclusive thought, hich has, it D• 

grossed their whole being, ill prove perfect in their r ults, 
attest tho power of tho most noble faculties of tho mind. 

Thus we believe that hallucination exi ts in mi.Lltitud of 
different ease . If it constitutes the phenomenon of an ov r
oxcitement of the brain, it is far from being a conat t mp
t()m of derangement. In a great portion of mankind it ia 
almo t a normal condition ; but these con ideration ho 110e er 
int resting, can give us but a very confnsed and in COQf te ide 
of it. We must endeavor to ound its d pth , evclop its 
eecr ts, n.nd, bovo o.ll, seek to di cover what has b en it real 
inftuence on so many illustrions men, who have been in conao
quenco the subjects of bitter censure. 

We have never attempted to separate mind from matter, 
although these two substances are entirely distinct, and the intlu
ence of the one appears to us very superior to that of the other. 
That they are bound together by a mysterionslink is undeniable, 
but facta in the domain of psychology ho.ve a mode of being 
completely different from those in the physical domain. We, 
therefore, willingly allow that hallucinations are of a nervous 
nature, and have their seat in the brain; remarking only on the 
possibility that other parts, especially the ganglionic system, 
concur in the production of certain impressions; but in order 
that they may adopt the form of an idea, they must be sub
mitted to the action of the nervons centre ; there is no intel
lectual operation without its concurrence. 

In speaking of the secondary causes of hallucinations, we 
have described, in the medical portion of the work, the inftuence 
of nervous and sanguine elements in the production of halluci-
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nations, without being always cognizant of their mode of action, 
that being the material limit to which we cannot attain. 

The uneasineu caused by sleeplessneu, doubtless contributes 
to augment the stt.te of erythismus, favorable to hallucinations; 
and this is a very common.phenomenon. The dread of darkness 
still more augments this disposition. In this case, it is really 
an exceu of sensibility; but the conditions appear to us difFerent 
when the diseased person is going to sleep, or when he is on the 
point of awaking. In the first case, there exists fatigue pro
duced by the exertions of the day ; in the second, the repose 
consequent on sleep, or at least a difFerent state from waking. 
The mode of circulation and the nervous condition, cannot be the 
same in these three cases. The production of hallucinations 
would then have much analogy with the delirium produced by 
cerebral inflammation and abstinence ; with convulsions, caused 
by congestion of the blood, and also by a great loss of blood; 
that is to say, that the same phenomenon may be produced 
under exactly opposite organic circumstances. As to hallucina
tions which occur by day, they are also influenced by a greater 
activity in the circulation of the blood, and of the ner\'ous sys· 
tem, owing to the concentration of the mind on one fixed idea ; 
but, again, these causes are secondary; something more is needed 
to produce hallucinations. 

In order fully to understand hallucinations in a psychological 
point of liew, let us pause a few moments to consider the nature 
of the ideas which we have studied, in the chapter on causes, 
and on civil, social, and individual influences. They may be 
referred to two sources; those based on the senses (sensual 
ideas, secoAdary), and those which have their origin in the mind 
and in God (spiritua.lideas, primary). 

The part which the .senses are called upon to act should be 
exactly understood·; their function is to transmit to the brain 
the image of external objects; to give it notice of their presence 
by a particular ~ovement; but they uo not impart to it the idea. 
Thus, a man who cannot read, sees written characters, his eye 
distinguishes, but his mind does not comprehend them. 

"Idea," says M. I' Abbe Forrichon, "is the notion, which 
pasaes from one indivi~ual to another, from generation to gene
ration; whereas the image is only communicated by the object. 
~he idea is understood, the image is pictured. The idea rests 
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in the thought, the impre ion on the enaea. Thus, e en in 
taking sen ations for the point of compari it nn 
rigorously aid, N&Ail t in intelkctu, quod ntm pritu f.arit ita 
• nau. 

" ld as, fumi bed by the en es, are the first bich m lli· 
fe ted in tho order of evolution; this does not, in any r 
me n that they pre-exi t ment 1 i e ; however, tb epitltet 
econdar , hieh we b ve applied to them, uftlei lly poi 

out our meaning. It coul not be other i e, ithout our beiDJ 
other than e ar , and occupying a di~ rent r nk i reati 
such are the ideo or a child. ut the i idn or aenaatiou 
ot thi Age, th ir rBpidity, n mb r, nd obility, would natar.llJ 
predi pose it to int 11 ctual disorders, hich · just hat hu 
been observed. If the imprea ion which it receives or a bod1 
in oont ct with th e o o b too pow rrul, 01" th or an too 

ale to sustain the emotion, the re ult ill be trouble and COil• 

fusion in toad or a di tinct perception or senaible ttriba 
Tbu too bright a light prod cea darkne . In ord t th L t.be 
impre ion be clear and the notion correct, it i n c~aaary that 
the object imprc sed and tho sen itive organ preae"e between 
tb m 1ve suit ble corr pondencc , which continue the eondi
~iou of a. ormal n tion. 

The brain, which may be considered an immense reae"oir, in 
which are deposited the millions of images brought by the 
senses, enjoys the faculty, by aid of certain conventional signa, 
of reflecting them on the instant, or reproducing them at a 
greater or less subsequent period, .in the absence of the external 
stimulus; in the same way that a man feels pain in an ampu
tated 1imb. This faculty is brought into play by attentiou, 
comparison, imagination, memory, and association. By virtue 
of one of these influences, the mind may evoke events and 
scenes which have just happened or which occurred long since; 
it can also select, from actual impressions, those which &re moat 
pleasing, in order to form new combinations, which represent 
imaginary scenes and events. These operations become more 
easy in proportion as the reveries are indulged in. 

For a certain time, the mind can accept these pictures u 
realities, but, on the least recall of attention, the vision vanishes, 
and this change Is owing to reason, which compares these fanci
ful creations with the actual condition of the external world. 
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Auociation of ideas, which Browne calls timple •uggution, 
bears BO pertinent a part in intellectual operations, that it ia 
important to consider ita moat striking traits. Abercrombie 
divides it into three sections ; philosophic or natural association, 
local or accidental association, and arbitrary or fictitious associa
tion. The first takes place when anything on which the attention 
ia fixed is found, by an operation of the mind, to be associated 
with a foreseen fact to which it connects itself, or to a subject 
on which it ia destined to throw light ; the second ia only formed 
by fortuitous connection; thus an accident occurring to a certain 
person, or in a certain place, is only recalled at the sight of the 
person or place. Thia principle of association may be very 
advantageously applied aa a moral remedy, in many distreuing 
maladies. 

Dr. Rush has mentioned a circumstance in his work, which, 
without bearing directly on our subject, is very interesting on 
more than one account. 

CABB CXLVI. "When I was at school," says Dr. Rush," in 
Cecil County, Maryland, I often went, on holidays, with my 
companions, to visit an eagle's nest, which was placed on the 
nmmit of a dead tree. The daughter of the farmer in whose 
field the tree grew, and with "hom I became acquainted, mar
ried and settled forty years ago. From time to time, we met 
and talked o£ our childhood's play, of the country pleasures o£ 
that period, and amongst other things, of the eagle's nest. 

" Some years since, I was called in to attend this woman, 
who waa in the laat stage o£ typhoid fever. On my arrival, I 
attracted her eye, and said to her, in a pleaaant and cheerful 
voice: 'The eagle's nest.' She seized my hand, could not pro
nounce a word, but her countenance ezpressed powerful emotion. 
From that moment, she began to mend. She is now well, and 
never fails, when we meet, to salute me with the words: 'The 
eagle's nest.' "* 

The third and last kind o£ association, called arbitrary or 
fictitious, is-generally produced by a voluntary effort of the 
mind ; the facts have no other connection than those which arise 
from this eifort ; for example, a piece of paper put into a snuff-

• Benjamin Rueh, Medical Inquirie1 and Obee"at.ione on the Dieouee 
of Uae Mind, 5t.h ed. Philadelphia, 1835. Yuu Abercrombie, op. cit • 

.. 
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box, u a reminder of something to be recollected. There il a 
variety of this third pecies hieh il produce without tla 
1 a t u being pparent. Circumstances entirely f'orgotta 
soddenly tart up, we know not bow, and cause infinite couabi· 
nation • 

We have seen that theN! are two sources or id 
those which proco d from objec hich strike the 
tho e which are term d g ncr J, such as tho ideas or exiataaee, 
qu11lity, • u 111it , oonne tion or analog , time, order, law, good, 
quit , Btc. hose are the attributes of mind, aa aeuible quaJi. 

tie aro tho 0 or the body, c. 
Thi diviMion or idea -borrow d from the pirituar or 

\\·hom we are proud to be a di ciple, which yet does not premal 
ur pll\cing IL Jlroper nlue on tl•o u. ea of th organs-i 'ftr} 

important in the subj ct which occupies ua; for pe uadecl, 11 

w r 1 tb t primitiv id u c nnot b impaire-d, and that their 
es en , their type, experience no touch of in ai'Jity thiak, 
on th • ·ontrary, tl111t n u 1 id u-the moat numerous, it il 
true-c ntu.in the exclu i o materiu.lR of d r ng ment of mi11d · 
and if a up rfici I ob erva.ti n of facta would aeem to show tha& 
the fir ' t nr sometimes dra.wn into tho f: t 1 circle, a more U n· 
tive exumino.tion prove that only the en ible form, ' bich tit 
imperfection of our nature obliges us to give to immaterial thinp, 
is affected. 

We can form no conception of spiritual things without endow
ing them with a face and a form. We comprehend, it ia true, 
that this mode is defective, e\·en false; that these things have a 
mode of being which does not fall within the range of the 
senses; it is one of those primary truths which has only to be 
stated to be believed; but our finite nature, encompaued by 
matter, to which it is bound by innumerable ties, falls back 
incessantly into the same errors. As it receives ita first appren· 
ticeship from the senses, and its primitive ideas are only 
developed by language, education, and tradi1ion; constantly 
obliged to abstract itself; being, in the greater number of cuee, 
only struck with the material origin of this operation, it only, 
by consequence, sees, in its abstractions, the qualities of the 
bodies to which it naturally connects itself. Thus, in saying 
that a stick is white, long, and pointed, each of these qualities 
is joined to the image of the stick; in like manner, when we 
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aflirm a man to be good, amiable, and just, these divers attri
butes ueociate themselves with the human figure. Such is the 
cue, we believe, in the spiritual world ; we attach a certain form 
to ideaa which emanate from it, and their attributes become 
materialized in our brain. A closer examination proves that 
thia proceea of mind is purely artificial, and that sensible signa 
attached tO spiritual ideaa do not develop them more clearly to 
our eenses. Besides, independence of mind is as distinct and 
u entire beneath illuaory sensations, as in those which are regu
lated and conformed to the external world. " In fact," says M. 
1' AbW Forrichon, " the diseased person who thinks he sees ser
pents, acta exactly as we should do under the reality. But 
although he may bold incoherent discourses, these discourses 
must not be confounded with his sensations, and considered as 
the work of the brain which produces the latter, because the 
oouequencea drawn therefrom argue another origin, and prove 
that they are not, like his sensations, a physiological production 
of the encephalon. It is probably not the brain which alarms 
iteelf with ita own strange creations ; ita pathological state is 
only a certain mode of being as indifFerent to itself as any other 
condition would be, in relation to matter."* 

It would be much more astonishing if the sick man, with sen
sations 10 difFerent from those which men in health around him 
experience, should receive the same impressions with them ; 
then, indeed, reason would be perverted and extravagant. Let 
u beware of concluding that because the brain may occasion 
the delirium, it is therefore the brain that thinks and reasons ; 
u well might we say that the eye expatiates on colors, because 
it makes us distinguish them with more or leas of' truth. 

This being decided, it now remains to inquire how impressions 
derived from the senses may· be reproduced, without their con
currence, with all the characters of reality. It is, in fact, evi
dent that hallucinations, in psychological language, cannot be 
conaidered as an error of the senses, since nothing strikes them 
from without. Doubtless they are formed in blindness and 
in sleep, or images placed in the brain, formerly brought there 
by the senses, and which appear to be outwardly manifested, 

*If. 1' Abb6 Forrichoa, Le Materialiem et Ia Phrenologie combaUues 
daneltun fondemena, pp. 240, 243, Paria, 1840. 
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under influence bicb rna t be ppr cia 
that th motion formetl within from I'D 1 
in an iuv . o en e. I lebranche says that th D~ 
may be cted in two ay ; eith r by th portion h t · · b· 
out tb brain, or by tb&t within the brain. If' the little 6 
r mo,·ed ithin tb hrain by orne c e, tbe mind copiaee 

aomotbiog xtcm 1. b rl Bonn an•l otb r logic' n 
ba in laid do n as 11 principle that the latter part of eTef1 
aen tion i connect d i b • p cial ond etaal mo1ecul r t 
f t brllin, r pe ts, that the same en tion boul be pro

duced £'ach time that the me m terial combination ie repro
duced in the encepb lie m cb i a) o the exp1 &len 
giv n by leyer, profe or at the nive ity or n 11 , i 
E tl!J on Apparitio111. • 

When external and internal ensations r ch t o b in in a 
normal t te e are unconsciou of their arri 1 ; bat if oar 
attention be trongly excited, the material form, the se ible 
eign m y immedi t.ely show it elf, hich lea vee no do bt of \b ir 
presence in the organ. Thus, when we ha'fe an inten desire 
to r pr nt an object we close our eyet~, and it iJ prob bl that 
it will ooo pp ar, confusedly it may be, but yet ith uffiei nt 
di tine ne for us to form nn ide of it. A more po er(uJ 
concentration of thought might allow of our seeing it in day. 
light, and with open eyes. The image, at first feeble, pale, aad 
indistinct in outline, seems as though it would vanish every 
moment; but by degrees the outline strengthens, the colon be
come more vivid, and the perception of the object is complete. 
Finally, with a still higher degree of meditation, a more eutire 
detachment from the external world, the image which baa ptr
formed these different evolutions in the brain comes forth, 111d 
places itself in a material form before the eyes. 

These psychological facts are almost always noticed in indi'fi.. 
duals devoted to works requiring deep meditation ; they are, 
above aU, very common with novelists and poets, who, in their 
transitions from the real to the ideal world, are often led to take 
the conceptions of' their minds and the products of their imagi· 
nations for realities. 

* Eesay on Apparitions. Attributed to M. Meyer, Profeeeor at t.he Uni
'flreity of Halle, A. D. 1748. 
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In proportion as their creations are renewed and repeated in 
the brain, they acquire a degree of vivacity which ends by over- · 
powering all external sensations ; and as clearness is the prin
cipal qu11lity of a mental conception which makes us believe in 
the reality of the object represented, it is not surprising that 
men of deep thought, who concentrate their whole attention on 
one point, making it a focus of light, should bo more exposed 
than others to similar illusions. 

In like circumstances, the mind acquires a more or 1088 power
ful excitement in order to produce these illusions; but there are 
conditions in which they are produced every instant in a much 
more sensible manner ; we would speak of reverie, of the inter
mediate state between sleeping and waking, and of dreams. It 
often happens, for example, in dreams, that when an object has 
been strongly impreased on the mind when awake, i~ reappears 
clearly and distinctly during sleep. 

It bas been asked why the causes of theso illusions do not 
entirely destroy the normal action of the brain. Crichton had 
replied to this query before Gall wrote : "It is becaUse sensorial 
impressions, the association of ideas, and the operations of the 
min!!, not all having their seat in that portion of the brain 
which receives the morbid impression, must continue to exist 
normally; whence it results that the individual must think and 
act &8 a rational man, excepting on the subjects which relate to 
hie illusion." We view the subject in a dift'erent manner from 
the English historian ; but, as an historic record, we do not feel 
at liberty to suppress his explanation. 

Prolonged meditation, a great preoccupation of mind, or a 
powerful or violent emotion may induce similar results. 

Observation, in fact, proves, that persona on the point of per
iahing, have seen tho detailed map of their whole lives unrolled 
before them, thus verifying the passage of Scripture: At the 
~y of judgment, every act will be retraced in the twinkling of 
aD eye. "The last minute of the combatant," says the Arabian 
p~overb, "is the mirror of his lif&; all that ia dear to him is 
then present to his thoughts." 

After intense occupation, where all tho faculties have been 
directed to one point, material forma may remain visible for a . 
length of time, although the subject ceases to engag,e the mind. 
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The celebrat d artist, ir J boa Reynolds, on quittin hi 
&tully, where he had been many houra engaged in painting, took 
the street lamps for tree , and men and women f'or buabee agi· 
tated by tho breeze. • 

Tluorg of .Attmtion.-In the psychological analy is of tho 
faculties hich exert mor or le marked in8uence on th 
production of hallucinations, e have placed attention in the 
foreground. 

It i important, before proceeding f: rther, that e thorou hly 
explain the value of the theory to which this faculty senea 
as a foundation. Viewing it in J tion to the in lleotuaJ 
and moral world, we do not believe in tbe omnipotence of the 
system which reduce all to one law. The history of pbilosoph1 
has proved, a. thou and time , that if a certain number of facta 
are in perfoot accordance ith the new y tem, anoth r certain 
number are in direct oppo ition to it. This, accordi g to ov 
vie , i one of the con equences of our finite nature. 

e Ar not, tla n, surpri d tb t aill rg r b declar , 
in an interesting p mphlet, entitled Hallucin41itnl ; tltir 
OaiUu, arul tla De'• tUef wlaic4 tl&.ey Oharact riu, th t tho pro
du tion of hallucinations is particularly favored by the invo
luntary exerci e of memory and imagination, the u pen ion of 
extern 1 impte ion , and the internal excitation of sensori l 
organs; or, in other terms, by the weakening, relaxation, and 
real slackening of attention. 

It is evident that the cases cited by this medical obsener 
support his opinion. We will remark that hallucinations pro
duced by reveries, dreams, and the intermediate state between 
sleeping and waking, have another origin than those attributed 
by us to intense application of mind. It appears to us equally 
positive that the visions of the famous painter, Sir Joshua Re1· 
nolds, were caused by a fatigued brain. 

This point settled, we will now show, by conclusive facta, that, 
in a great many cases, attention exerts a real influence on the 
state of hallucination, and pt~rfectly explains the visions and 
apparitions of many renowned personages. 

The power of reproducing hallucinations by an eft"ort of the 
will has been described by numerous observers. 

* Conolly, p. 119, op. cil. 
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On this subject, J~rome Cardan thus expresses himself: 
-"Video qure volo, oculis, non vi mentis."* 

One of the most curious cases of this nature is that of the 
painter mentioned in the early part of this work. He only 
needed to seek in his brain for the image of the model which he 
wished to see, than it was reproduced in the arm-chair, with all 
the vividneBB of life. Blake, the Seer, conversed tranquilly 
with the various dead who came to visit him, and described to 
the surprised witnesses their costume, physiognomy, and con
?ersation. Talma, by the force of his will, metamorphosed the 
apectators of his immense talent into skeletons. 

M. MicMa writes as follows: "A monomaniac of a cultivated 
and ardent mind instantaneously converted all the ideas which 
passed through his mind into false visual perceptions. He had only 
to imagine a thing or a person, when it immediately assumed a 
material form. One day," said M. Mich~a, "we found him 
with eyes fixed, a smiling mouth, and in the act of clapping his 
hands in sign of applause. He did not hear us open the door 
of his room. To our question : ' What does this mean 1 What 
are you doing ?' 'I am,' he replied, ' like the fool that Horace 
speaks of: I am seeing an imaginary play. I was wearied by 
my fireside; I am fond of the beauties of the opera, and have 
been playing to myself the ballet of The Sylphide; and when 
you touched me on the shoulder, I was applauding Taglioni, 
with whose graceful and noble dancing I had neorer before been 
10 much charmed." t 

A young man, said M. Baudry, was much engaged in pro
jects of canal constructing. One day, after having deeply con
centrated his attention on this subject, he marked on a map the 
line of a canal which was to pass through his country. Sud
denly he saw a pamphlet, in a yellow covering, with this inscrip
tion : Project for opening a Oanal through the Plain of Bologna 
(when proofs thus are read, it is evident what is passing in the 
mind) ; for some minutes, he read in it ideas which confirmed 

* De Rerum varietate, Lugd. t. viii. de 43, p. 410. See also Maisonneun 
(R6cherchea et Obsenationa aur l'Epilepaie, p. 295). This author apeab 
of a young epileptic, who sometimes amused himself by wishing to aee 
10me grotesque object, and scarcely did hia imagination form it than it wu 
faithfully pictured to hie eyes. 

t Du d6lire dee Seneat.iou, p. 94. Parie, 1846. 
24 
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hi o n · tb fanciful p mpblet then disappear ~ od h re
aumca his work. 

f. • 1 re u, of Toure bu gi tn in the GaMtu d • H6pttau, 
the a e of on of bi p tient bo could in t&otan o J b · 
hallu •ination of ight; to eff, t w ich bad only t ineliae 
hia h ad a little for rcl. v ry learned physician, who · a 
fr 11h x mpl to u11 f the truth of tho proverb: ' 11 i luck, or 
ill luck in thi oriel ' r lat tb t, b iog a prey to a nervoua 
affection, bieh b ver left him the free ex rc' o of hi fl 
ti , h bee e ubject to occ i n 1 bAllucin ti n of eight; 
but. he pcrcciv •d tb t. tb y c me hen his mind dwelt on tb m. 

urioU& to tudy thi ingular phenomenon, b v ti 
dagu rreotypect, u it were, tb 1 m ntAt of b' thoughts. The1 

bibited tlt 12u1 I to him in all the colore of ro lit,., d 
r ut in d -.n indefinite time. Having r m rkod tb L th OD-

tlt.nt repetition of tb ee b llucin tion c u him real uneaai-
no tt, b tbr tb m off by an energetic eft'ort of ro&alutioo. 

I>r. f. .I., bose iotellig nc nd J in n n u di pa 
in r f, rrin to c nnouni ation on hallucination , made known 
to h Medi al oci ty of the twelfth rrondi m nt ( t m ~ 
ing of the 6th F bruo.ry, 1 47) that he could in oke h lluci a
tiona at will. At fint the object was confuaed, like a cloud; b1 
degrees it became more decided, and terminated in a very dit
tinct apparition. In his lectures to hia pupils, he could never 
so well describe the parts under observation as when, by a oon· 
centration of thought, he could give them the form of reality, 
and make them subjective, and his descriptions have much leu 
lucidity when they are not thus naturally placed before him. 
He can easily dispel these colored impressions. 

To these different facts we may add the hallucinations of 
ecstatics, of men who have concentrated their tboughta with 
great intenseness on one object; they are then evidently medi
tation perfected ; and to suppose, as baa been done, that in 
this caae they succeed also the loss of attention, is certainly &o 
be drawn into an error by a systematic idea. The opinion of 
Meister on the intermediate state between waking and sleep, 
establishes, however, a very important distinction, namely, that 
this state may be the occasion of deeds of the greatest conse-

* Baudry, Esaai sur le. HaUaoiutioua, Th~ae, Paris, 1833, p.l7. 
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quenee. Let us add, that a great number of hallucinations take 
place as well in the day as during the night. After all, if the 
weakening of attention be favorable to hallucinations, this ex
planation cannot apply to all cases, and in particular to halluci
nations compatible with reason. 

Tension of mind may, in a sphere much less elevated, and 
ezercised under certain conditions, such as darkness, the silence 
or night, and complete solitude, create fantastic figures, and 
give a frightful aspect to trifles. We have already called atten
tion to this fact. In nervous and impressible persons, whom 
education has not preserved from fearful and superstitious ideas, 
the brain is assailed with painful conceptions, which occasion 
them a sentiment of fear, sometimes even of terror. If, in this 
at&te, the eye be bed on indecisive forms, instantly the phan
wms of their imagination assume a bodily shape, and are trans
formed into real apparitions, which strike them 11·ith terror. 
How often, in the flickering light of a. fire nearly extinguished, 
have we seen affinities to well-known forms, the resemblance to 
which have become more perfect in proportion as we have con
centrated attention upon them! There is no doubt that the 
apparitions of persons long deceased are owing to this disposition 
of mind. The great doctors of divinity have rejected the reality 
of these visions, which are thus explained by hallucinations. 

St. Atha.nasius maintains that when souls are disincumbered 
of their tenement of clay, they have DO more COmmunication with 
mortals. St. Augustine has remarked that if the souls of the 
dead could visit their friends, he was convinced that his mother, 
who had followed him by land and by sea, would appear to tell 
him what she had learned in the other world, and to give him 
good counsel. 

It is easy to believe that when the brain is in this condition, 
imagination exerts ita influence. Hallucination adopts, in most 
individuals, the impre88 of their habitual ideas, and also rarely 
has for its object sensations entirely unknown to those who ex
perience them. "Imagination," says Bernardin," usually gives 
to them forms of which the person had already acquired a first 
idea, either by reading, tradition, or some other means. In som·e 
eases hallucinations are the exaggeration of the faculty which cer
tain men posse88 of representing by thought images seen at an 
anterior period, or of clothing those images with new attributes. 
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Uow often, in fact, do we think we are hearing a melody hich 
h imprt> sed ua agre 1tbly . • 

1 his opinion J pb ld by M. Eu bo 
tion," says he, "co1111Jin 'I! t i ed impr ' ion , ut r t • non • 
lu the phant m of !ilcep, nod the delirium of w kin •, ool.htng 

re entad which hn not been se •n, or felt, or h •ard. Terror, 
line s, inc1ui tude, and preoccllpation, a ily produce that in· 

termediat state betw en leeping and WRking, in lai ·h dr 
c we real \'i ion . Cas ius l'armen i11, pr scribed by th 

t ium ir , ti 11 a 1 ep, a prey to fears wh.icb w •ro but too well 
ju tifi ·\1 by hi po it ion. A man of frightful up ·ct app r tl to 
him, t lling him that h ·as his e il geniu • Acco tomed to 
b licve in superhum n being , iu doubted not th r li y of 
th • 1pparition. To super titious miud , such a vi ion i tbe 
pr . a of a violent dcu.th, which a bani bed man could not long 

p ·ct to voi1l. 
n ataal gou rutut 

on th Hl of the 
l,lutarcb rt•l t '8 thi I br t d apparition as follows:-
'A~K 0 ·1 II. 1 rutus was about to move ith his who} 

. rmy. u d rk ni bt, h vin only a. small lamp in hi nt 
which gave but a feeble light, his whole army being wrapped in 
silence and sleep, be was plunged in deep meditation, a thousand· 
different thoughts revolving in his brain, when suddenly he 
heard some one enter his tent. Looking towards the aperture, 
he saw a monstrous figure with a horrible countenance, which 
approached him, and stood by his bedside, without speaking. 

"In a firm voice he inquired: 'Who art thou? Art thou a 
man? Art thou a god? Wherefore dost thou come into my 
tent, and what wilt thou?' The phantom replied: 'Brutus, I 
am thy evil genius, and thou wilt soon sec me on the plains of 
Philippi.'-' Well,' replied Brutus, unmoved, 'then we shall 
meet again there;' after which the phantom vanished. Brutus 
then called his attendants, who said that they had neither seen 
nor heard anything. · 

"When the day broke, he sought Cassius, to whom he related 
the vision. Then Cassius, who was a disciple of the doctrinee 

* Renaudin, Considerations sur lea formea de 1' A.li6nation Mentale ob
ecn6ea a Stepbanefeld, 1841. 
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of Epicurus, replied that the senses were deceitful, and that 
imagination created a thousand strange and hideous phantoms. 
'Besides,' said he, 'your body, exhausted and heated by exer
tion, also heats, subtilizes, and perverts your imagination. It is 
not possible that demons and genii can exist; but even if there 
were such beings, it is absurd to suppose that they would assume 
the appearance and the voice of man.' "* 

This hallucination, whatever explanation may be given of it, 
bad no influence on the conduct of Brutus; his acts were those 
of a superior man, and no one can accuse him of madness. 

In the same catalogue we would place the dream of the Em
peror Julian: "On the night before his death,'' says Ammianus 
Marcellinus, "a genius appeared to fly from him in consternation; 
it was the genius of the empire; the imago, which everywhere 
met his sight on his coin, on his standard, and probably also 
in his tent; Disquieted by the scarcity which distressed his 
troops, aware that a religious faith contrary to his own existed 
in the heart of his army, and incited numerous enemies against 
him, and on the eve of a decisive battle, is it surprising that the 
sleep which overpowered him should be disturbed by sinister 
dreams? Is it surprising that the enthusiastic disciple of Theur
gic philosophers, whose doctrine ascribed so much importance 
and power to genii, should see in a dream the p;enius of the 
empire mourning, and ready to abandon him, and should believe 
in its reality? 

Hallucinations do not alone consist in the reproduction of 
ideas habitual to individuals, they are also frequently remini
scences, recollections of sensations long since deposited in the 
brain, and recalled by the well-known law of association, to 
which a physical or moral cause communicates all the vivacity 
of actual sensations. There is no doubt that the material forms 
given by painters and sculptors to the spirits mentioned in the 

•· Dacier, Vie des hommes illustres de Plutarque, pp. 610 to 612, t. vii. 
Paris, 1731. In a note, Dacier says: "This discourae of Cassius is both 
true and false, for undoubtedly there are spirits; but it is with the appear
ance of spirits as with dreams, there are both false and true ones ; some 
created by imagination, some sent by God." At the distance of a century, 
M. :Ulut writes, in his Amulet~ de Pascal (p. 15): "It were well to distin
gaieh, as that great my1tio Geraon recommends, between the inspirations 
of heaven and those of imagination." 
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sacred boob-forma o generally spre d abro in or iu 
t ligious edifices picture , and p rtraita-ba e bee the origin of 

int , ang I , and d mona a en in a ho t of app ri io • 
It · therefore not urpri ing that hen, by certain orgaoio 
d' po ition, uperatitious O!' unenli htened persons are exposed 
to hallucination , these form hould be their ubjecte. 

Amongst cases which prove the influence or ociatioo in the 
ph nomcnon of hallucination , we will relate the following:-

'.A XL VIII. A young lady, t enty-three years or age, of 
ultivat d mind, an agreeable countenance, and apparently of 

a g od constitutlon, ou6cl ·d to 1 1 o ci y, ith uch gTier d 
an iety, that he was po s ed by a jM"glltfu.l impul ~. hicb 
he was fearful she ould not re i t. being int rrog t d 

to tl•e origin of tbi impulse, he said, that when se n ear& old 
sh had been much terrifi d by witne ing p non in an epilep
tic fit; that at se,·enteen, she heard a noi e hich, rec lling the fit 
to her mind, nl o brought back the f ar with which abe had then 
been iz d, and the t rror w accomp nied by ome by teric 
symptoms; that twenty d y befor c n ulting us, a imilar noise 

urring in the street he look d out and aw a mun truck with 
pi] p y; that v r ince, the h llucina.tion wa mon1 ntarily pro

tluced, even when she wa alon in her chamber· th t thi im ge 
had pursued her for several days, notwithstanding the efforts of 
her reason, still sound, but sustained with difficulty. Hysteric 
symptoms accompanied this position, and, under these influences, 
the frightful impulse arose, against which she wished to defend 
herself, and from which she is now entirely released.* 

Struck with the play of mind in these hallucinations, some 
psychologists have attributed them to memory, some to imagina
tion. Reid bas protested strongly against both these opinions. 
"Imagination,'' says he, "brings no belief in its train ; it does not 
contain any idea of existence or non-existence. The sensation 
which I experience obliges me to believe in its actual existence; 
the recollection of that sensation produces a belief in ite past 
existence. Such is the nature of these operations; they are 
simple and primitive actions. Now, hallucination differs from 
both, because it brings with it the idea of the presence of an 

* C6rise, Dea Fonotiona et dea Maladies Ne"euaet, p. 489, 1 Yol. 81'0. 
Parle, 1842. 
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object which does not exist. It is certain that hallucination can
not be made an exclusive phenomenon of the imagination, be
cause that faculty is only destined to receive or reproduce images, 
nor can it be a unique phenomenon of memory, because there is 
something beside reminiscence in hallucination. But if opinions 
dDFer as to the employment of the faculties interested, it is no 
lees certain that imagination and memory are the principal actors 
in hallucinations. 

Some have wished to refer dreams and somnambulism in noc
turnal hallucinations exclusively to the action of the brain. 
There are no longer, say they, external or internal impressions 
1rhich excite or provoke it. How, then, does it act? Evidently 
by a kind of spontaneity. It is impossible for us to admit that 
theae intellectual operations are executed by the brain alone. 
That its co·operation is indispensable none will deny, but it must 
be aided by the mind. 

The influence of ideas on the production of hallucinations, 
which has been proved by observation, demands a few words on 
the creation and succession of false ideas. 

It is admitted as a· principle that man came pure and free from 
the hands of his Creator. Had truth been ever his guide, use
ful and indispensable knowledge would alone have been imparted; 
but free to choose, led away by his passions, he forgot his origin 
and design, and thus, in the abuse of liberty, lost the knowledge 
of God and of himself. 

His origin and end no longer appearing but in a confused 
man~er to his mind, imagination, which had broken the chains 
that bound it to reason, plunged him into a world of fables, ab
surd beliefs, singular illusions, and strange dreams. One epoch 
alone, that of the Middle Ages, affords proof with what facility 
these fantastic creations and marvellous tales were multiplied. 
The earth, sky, and waters were then made the habitations of 
invisible beings, with whom every one considered himself in con-
nection. · 

These erroneous persuasions, once 888erted by a few enthu
siasts, were quickly imbibed by those around, over whom they 
exercised a guiding power. Then disseminated by that multi
tude, eager for the marvellous, who love better to believe than 
to examine, they were repeated, systematized, and introduced 
into the mind with the first rudiments of education. These 
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d 

rials 
&rd 

Wo.n•l riu • r n on, lle crtin th p th of ouJld phil ophv, 
to im gin tion, hich delight in par o e ~ 

dreams, and chimeras. She, mistress of the ground, brought 
forth those numerous false conceptions which served as food for 
fresh generations, and were the first elements of those strange 
mental aberrations of which we now treat. 

This connection between social errors, false opinions, imagi
nary creations, and hallucinations, is susceptible of a great 
deve{opment ; but we must be content to glance at it. Etiology 
has, however, established it on indubitable proofs. t 

W c have endeavored, as much as possible, to estimate the 

*George Sand, Lea Visions de Ia Nuit dansles Campagnes, Illustration, 
13 Decembre, 1851, p. 371. 

t The inftuence of false icleas on hallucinations in particular, and inaan· 
ity in genern.l, bas long fixed our attention. Wt> have made it the subject 
of a special paragraph in the ninth volume of the Biblwth~que du Mtd«i111 
praticien8 (Maladiu mentalu, caruu mm·alu). This slight &ketch, the ori· 
gina! idea of which m11y be found in our Mlmoiru de l'injl~ dt la cioil
uatw1~ 1mr le Develuppemen.t dt ce wj~. will be the subject for a more com· 
plete work. 
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psychological phenomena which unite to produce hallucination. 
If this study has made the same impression on the mind of the 
reader as it has on our own, he will have arrived at this conclu
aion; that, in many cases, hallucination is nothing extraordinary, 
and may be considered almost as a normal "phenomenon ; that 
it is consistent with reason; whence it is easy to conceive how 
many celebrated men may have been hallucinists, under the 
iDiluences described, without being at all insane. 

In order thoroughly to understand the coexistence of halluci
nations with reason, we will review two orders of facts, the one 
relating to assemblages of persons, the other peculiar to cele
brated characters, both drawn from history. The materials are 
80 numerous that we shall find it difficult to make a selection. 
In order to avoid multiplying quotations, we will confine our
selves to one period-that of the Crusades. Few episodes oft"er 
80 much interest in connection with the subject that engages us ; 
it may be called a perpetual mirage. Kings, generals, and sol
diers, were the daily witnesses of apparitions. 

FIRST 0RDBR.-Hi8torical hallucination• relating to a multi
tude of per•om.-Peter the Hermit, the glorious deliverer of Je
rusalem, disgusted with men and the world, withdrew from them, 
to dwell amidst the most austere Cenobites. Fastings, prayer, 
and meditation excited his imagination. With the fervor of an 
apostle, and the courage of a martyr, his zeal acknowledged no 
obstacle, and all that he desired seemed easy. Nothing could 
resist the force of his eloquence, nor the fascination of his exam
ple. Such was the extraordinary man who gave the signal for 
the crusades; and who, without fortune or fame, succeeded, by 
the sole ascendancy of his tears and prayers, in arousing the 
whole of the West, that it might precipitate itself on the East. 
With such dispositions of mind, full of his project, in the midst 
of the religious atmosphere in which he lived, is it surprising 
that his ~houghts became imaged, that he maintained an habitual 
intercourse with heaven, and believed himself the instrument of 
its designs, and the depository of its will? 

"In fact, Christianity," as Michaud remarks, "was mixed 
up, in the Middle Ages, with all civil law, recalled man to a 
sense of the duty he owed his country, and was blended in 
all the principles of aocial order. In the midst of the growing 
civilization of Europe, the Christian religion was united with all 
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of the people ; it was in m me or th foa da-
iety · it soci ty itaelf. It is not, therefore, ur-

prt 10 that m n grew p sionatoly inter ted in ita d ft noe. 
Tb b nels of niv r 1 bur h long contribu d thus po er-
folly to cntcrt in nd fa or enthusiasm, and the pro of be 

ly w r • h t vcr c u may h ve origina d \h • d 
it is c ~rt in thr&t they never could have been undP.rtak n 
out that union of religious t cling which doubled the tr 
of Chri tianity. Tho people, by tho accord n e of their D&i 

tncnt ~n•d po ion , show d to the world hat could be accom· 
p1i bed by z a.l and nthu i m, which incr a witb c mmui· 
c tioo by a belief which ttr ct d bu dr d differ nt n tioDI 
to ard the arne obj .ct u.ncl who f~&itb could, as it. is 
expre ed in tho g pel, m Ye mountains. 

Everything then concurr •d to ~ vor tb pr du ti n of halluci
nation ; roli rious entitn nt, love of the marvell u i 
an rchy, antl tb fear o r cently nt rtaiued th t th 
near t it lo e. ! Ion were anticipating some gr at 
w ro r y to welcome it with the more ardor b c u 

t to of tl• ir mind . The oic • f I wr th H rmit pro
du d an lectrifyin n a.tion · the d li el'1ln e r th Iloly 
Land b cnmo the univ r al bj ct. Th very word E t p • 
ess d mngio which inflamed all imagination ; it a the 1 nd 

where all the prodigies of the Old Testament were performed, 
the miracles of the N cw, and from whence still issued a thousand 
fabulous histories. 

The signal for the first crusade was hardly given, before 
apparitions commenced ; every one related his visions, the 
words he had heard, the commands he had receh·ed. To the 
eyes of the people and soldiery, the air was filled with signs. 
But it was principally when the crusaders had penetrated into 
Asia that prodigies were multiplied. 

At the battle of Dorylmum, Saint George and Saint Demetriu 
were Reen fighting in the ranks.* In the midst of the mille at 
Antioch, a celestial troop, armed and led by the martyrs, Saint 
George, Saint Demetrius, and Saint Theodore, descended to 
earth.t 

* Michaud, Hiatoire des Croi1adea, 6th edition, vol. i. p. liS. 
t Ibid. vol. i. p. 27G. 
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During the hottest of the fight, at the siege of Jerusalem, 
Godfrey and Raymond perceived a knight waving a buckler on 
the Mount of Olives, and giving a signal to the Christian army 
to enter the town. They cried out that Saint George had come 
to the succor of the Christians. Meanwhile, it was noised 
abroad in the army that Pope Adhemar and several other cru
saders, who had fallen during the siege, had appeared at the 
head of the assailants and planted the standard of the Cross on 
the towers of Jerusalem. Tancred and the two Roberts, en
couraged by this account, made renewed efForts and forced an 
entrance into the place.* 

"On the day on which Saladin entered the holy city," says 
Rigord, " the monks of Argenteuil had seen the moon descend 
to the earth, and return again into heaven. In several churches 
the crucifix and images of saints had been observed to shed 
tears of blood in presence of the faithful. A Christian knight 
had, in a dream, seen an eagle holding seven javelins in his ta
lons, and soaring over Jerusalem uttering in a piercing accent, 
'Woe to Jerusalem I'" 

During the siege of Damietta, the Egyptian captives being 
eoaducted before the assembled princes and chiefs, related pro
digies of Christian bravery, and desired to see the men clothed 
in white, with white armor, whom they had seen fighting before 
the tower was taken. The warriors who bad vanquished them 
were pointed out ; but they did not recognize in them that ter- · 
rible aspect and celestial strength, the remembrance of which 
filled them with terror. It was then, said an eye-witness, "the 
pilgrims understood that our Lord Jesus Christ had sent his 
angels to attack the tower."t 

These quotations, selected from many others by the same 
author, prove, in the most positive manner, that hallucinations 
may attack a great number of persons without their being sus
pected of insanity. This phenomenon is explained by a combi
nation of circumstances on which we have already dwelt. 

We will proceed to exhibit this fact equally in the particular 
cases, which will serve us in the study of the hallucinations or 
celebrated men. 

• Michaud, Hietoire de1 Croisadee, vol. i. pp. 33J-340. 
t Michaud, op. ciJ. vol. iii. p. 318. 
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BCO, D BD fl.- Hi torical U.ditlidual lallucinatiom. -
Loyola being d ngerously 'founded t the iege of Pampeluna, 

ncl obliged t remain inactive, turned his though toward. 
reli ion, which he had al ays held in veneration. Di tant re
'P rt of th revolt of urt mberg reached him in hi retreat; 
liia ind i t otly comp ed all the consequence which would 
rc ult nd }IC then was inspired ith the projcc~ of that in ti· 
tution which to render such eminent service to religion. 
Full of an illo , the realization of which w to t blialh tb 
pGfl 1 thron , no so shaken, at1d tholici m, so vigoronsl1 
att ck d, he prep red for battle. In contempt tioo of th t ,im· 

trug 1 1 all the difficulties of hich he for a , hi mioci 
ould naturally quir tl1 highest degree of energy and t.n· 

sion, the mo t fa.vorable state for the tnfl8formation of ideu 
into sen ible sign or images. Moreover, let it not b forgotten, 
th t it w in th beginning of the eixteenth ntury, nd i11 

p in, wl1 re nothing more Wloe.l than lonel citation, the 
concentration of all tho facultioe on one emglo point, of U the 
for es of the mind on on th ught. 

It w a.t this period of his life, ~cording to hi torians, that 
h xp ri nc d vi ion! n c t y. s w t 1r m bo 
en ur ~red his project and the mi ion w~ch he propo od; and 
he heard celestial voices. These hallucinations, admitting them 
scientifically to be such, were only the highest expression of his 
meditations, the result of profound convictions which formed the 
distinctive trait of the period. The thought which entirel1 
occupied him, took a material and living form, and, as Shak
speare beautifully says, he saw it "in his mind's eye," but there 
was no touch of madness. 

In this case, the leading idea, instead of being intercerebral, 
became external ; it placed itself before him palpably, and pre. 
ceded him in all his enterprises. But with him, as with many 
celebrated personages, hallucination was but the auxiliary of a 
primary conception. 

In making a critical examination of any illustrious character, 
the age in which he lived must always be taken into considera· 
tion. If we place ourselves, for a moment, in the sixteenth 
century, in the midst of the citizens and populace of Spain, ar
dent, credulous, deeply animated with enthusiasm and a gloom1 
faith ; then visions, spectres, oracles, and all supernatural things 
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are true, simple, and of daily occurrence. A phantom l!een in 
the graveyard, or a saint in the street, would excite :qo surprise. 

The privations to which Loyola subjected himself, gave rise 
to other hallucinations. Thus he relates that a fi!Jry serpent 
appeared afar oft', came nearer and nearer, fascinated him with 
its eyes, then left him plunged in darkness. But this vision, 
brought on by fasting, continual prayer, and loss of sleep, belongs 
to those induced by sickness, and does not indicate insanity. It 
was one of the thousand trials through which the faithful m~st 
pass. Perhaps it was also a warning, to guard him against 
attempting sacrifices too great for human nature ! Thus a 
prolonged series of scruples, temptations, and discouragements 
conducted Loyola to the portals of the tomb. "He desired," 
says the Protestant author of the article in the Brituh RevieUJ, 
from whom we have borrowed part of these details," to die of 
hunger ; his ecstasies increased. The idea of suicide germinates, 
develops, and strengthens in his thoughts, and finally quite 
absorbs him. Thus," continues the same author, "that being 
would have bad a miserable end, whose fame was destined to 
resound through the world, if the voice of a confessor had not 
rescued him from his sufFerings, and made this voluntary death 
a case of conscience. When his debilitated body was, as it were, 
resuscitated, a revolution occurred within him. A sudden luci
dity succeeded the state of dejection, concentration, and weak
ness in which he had been plunged; then he saw, in all its 
bearings, the plan of the boldest structure that man ever con
ceived." 

There is something striking in contemplating the founder of 
so famous an order, and a saint canonized by the Church, on 
the very brink of suicide ; but those who have severely cen
sured the fact, have forgotten the double nature of man, that 
duality against which so many fine minds have vainly striven,* 
and which is now more active than in the days of Plato. 
Read the lives of celebrated men, penetrate the secrets of those 
mysterious years, when the terrible struggle commenced in 
which the greater number found misery and death, and but few 
fortune and glo!'l, and what do you see? long alternations of joy 

;'P .. 

* A. Brierre de Boiemont, De Ia Dualiti! humaine (Union Midicale). 
1851. 
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and gn f. of hope and dis ppointment, and, above all, th & 

mel ncholy time hen suicid , fr u ntly conjur d p, 1 dt 
fi ee to r,, ith future l'enon, waitin only one final 'gnal to 

the victi into the r of fi rg tfu)o 
mny &ffirtn, ithoot r~ar of being mi taken, th t th re . 

o m~n f g nius bo baa not experi need this tempt tion. I& 
is beeau th r xista in every illu trious p r on, m ern 
writ r h .11 aaid, a history and a biography ; hit hi to!1 
xhibits hia spiritual part- li t ho po of grandeur and 

pow r, t\ fr~ • r1 ture, a life useful, nd b longing to 11· in hit 
bio raphy, be i an like the rest of the orld; be de c nd 
to iofirmiti , h require repo • moo t tho mo t tori 
nam f hi t ry, the heroes and gr t r pr nt ti of the 
p t, do know one, who could stand the test of a s \ 
chronic} WliQ did not sometime tremble in tlic d ptb f hit 
oul ; h did not fi 11 in th e momenta, hen human nature 
i ke wl1 n th tnoat robu t and th ron t f: int? o ri&e 

bi graphy only, is to decei or to b d c i ed ; to utilate 
the ma t rpiec 'th a sure blow, nd r duee it to nothing. 

Tho l1 llucin11tions of Loyola, th ·n, r th of hi age; 
h" uft rin ' v them more int n ity · but lik tho o f man 
other celebrated persons, they did not influence his reuon. 
What places this fact beyond doubt, is the evidence of that cool~ 
ness of judgment in one of such ascetic habits, that extreme 
talent which exhibits itself in his plans and writings. When 
we see that sublime intellect seating himself, at forty yean or 
age, on the benches of the Montague College in Paris, to learn 
Latin, we cannot fail to admire his strength of mind and 
unfailing moral energy. 

Is it possible to believe that the creation of that order which 
gave a counterpoise to Protestantism, of that secret militia 
which mingled in all classes, associated with all professions, at 
once religious and lay, and less occupied with devotional ri~ 
than with works really useful to Catholicism, should have em,. 
nated from a diseased brain ? Does it not, on the contrary, 
prove that it originated from the very attack of the Augustine 
monk ? History contains more than one example of this antag
onism of one power against another, of a will which devotes itself 

• See oar paper on" Ennui," (AMell • .P~vcA.) Oo$. 1850. 
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~ conquer another will. Amongst cases of this nature, none 
pouess more interest than that of Joan of Arc. When evil 
appears on the earth under a new form, we may feel assured 
&bat good will react with still greater strength. It is then impos
lible for us to admit that the cell of a visionary soldier was the 
focus of this wonder. Such an explanation, although supported 
by science, appears to us contrary to the dignity of man. To 
~nsform philosophers, reformers, founders of religion, and crea
uve spirits into so many hallucinated madmen, is to ofFer the 

~moat cruel insult to human nature. All who work on with strong 
reaolution, all inventors, all creative minds may be looked upon 
u centres of light; the brilliant results must give birth to the 
moat varied phenomena ; but reason no less continues her opera
tions; and what appears to depart from the normal type is 
bat the gangue, the reftex, the sparkle of the work of produc
tion. 

It ia not for us to examine Luther in a religious point of view ; 
&bat task has been gloriously performed by others. But we 
cannot bot recognize in him one of the most vigorous natures 
that ever existed. What force of will, what power of argument, 
bow closely are all parts of his work united! With what per
~everance he pursues the plan he has traced out ! . How he 
repulses the attacks of his enemies ! 

Always in the breach, be dies after having seen the doctrine 
of free discUISion triumphant. And yet, the father of Reform, 
be whoae name is still pronounced with veneration by thousands, 
mut be ruthleBBly ranked amongst madmen, since he bad 
numerous interviews with the devil. It is in vain that the 
preacher Claude denies it--in vain that a modern author pre
tends that the devil is subtlety or the evil will, pride, or indi
viduality; the facts are authentic, and Luther shall bear witness 
for himself. 

(Jon.fermce wit!& tl&e DevJ1 in 1521.-" It once happened,'' 
Mid he, "that I suddenly awoke at midnight, and Satan com
menced disputing with me." The conference turned entirely 
on the mass, which the devil reproached him with having only 
aaid for himself alone. It ia but a reproduction of the argu• 
menta of Luther against that sacrament, and there is no doubt 
but that the Reformer, whose days and nights were employed 
in the accomplishment of his work, saw on this occaaion his 
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thoughts image•l; like all, who, being trongly preo copied 'ell 
a ubj ct p rccivo it di tinctly before them and tak it f11r 
rc lit , until the e elusive tension of mind ce and th y 
enter th actual world. The r plio of Luther to the devil are 
g u rttlly f, chle; and it appear to M. Autljn, i po iblo th t 

Luther could have been awake when the J.evil pp ar d to hi111. 
It i a curiou hi t rical fa t1 that it was before this ision 

th t the ocrificc of the rna s ~ II; and that tb Prot 
ridicule of the ceremony, have ince referred our pri 
testimony of Satan. 

be crnmcnt rians, 1i e P rcu , bring forward this appari· 
tion to convince the uthor n an lvin' 1 that, if the devil 
8 ed hims If to the Reform r in order to r v 1 t him the 
idolatry concellled in the celebration of the mass, an an el 1 o 
appearetl to Zuingl , to teach him th real e n o of tb ord 

d in the Lord's upper. Luther ridiculed thi i ion, to th 
great cnnd of the Zuingliao 1 who did not deny their faith in 
his colloquy with ttt . 

"Do you know "inquired Luther, "why the acramentariane, 
Zuinglc1 Due r 1 and CEcolamp dins, h ve never under tood the 
a.orcd writing ? B c e th y ha e not had tb de it for 

adversary; for we 11\'e but poor theologians if we have not the' 
devil tied round our necks.'' 

A writer, M. Claude, who often bad the honor ~o dispute with 
Bossuet, sees nothing in this conference but a parable, a kind of 
myth imagined by Luther; who was fed, he says, on the writings 
of the monks, in which the tempter so often appears in a mate
rial form. Satan, instead of being a reality, would only per· 
sonify a philosophic abstraction representing the clamor of ern 
passions. 

Luther himself has given a denial to Claude; for, in his 
treatise on JJJissd Privatd, in which the vision is described, after 
having exalted the power of Satan, ·who will never allow long 
conferences, he says: "This explains, why men are sometimes 
found dead in their beds ; they are strangled by Satan. Emser1 

<Ecola.mpadius, and others, who fell into the clutches of the evil 
spirit, died as suddenly." Hospinian believes that Emser actu
ally died the diabolic death stated by Luther; but he cannot 
give up <Ecolampa.dius · to the fiend, "an evangelist of so holy 
and pure a life, who, according to Beze, after a gentle death 
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went to rejoin his brother, Zningle, the pastor of Eisendeln, 
who said that Luther was not only possessed by one bad 
spirit, but, like a stronghold, was occupied by a whole legion of 
devils."* 

Why should we speak of the bag of nuts removed by the 
devil, his transformation into a fly, how he hung on the neck of 
the monk, the frequent visits he paid to him, when in bed, where 
he lay closer to the Reformer than even his Catherine? 

Certainly, viewing the matter in a scientific light, Luther is 
accused and convicted of hallucinations ; but was he insane? 
We must answer in the negative •. At the period of the Reform
ation, Satan had immense power; he figured in creeds, books, 
pictures, sculptures, conversations, vigils. All evil was attri
buted to him. He drew in his train an innumerable company 
of magicians and sorcerers. t He trafficked publicly in souls ; and 
reports were abroad, from one end of Europe to the other, of 
the removal and violent deaths of those who made compacts with 
this terrible master. The ideas of Luther; exalted by continual 
controversy, by the danger of his position, and by the thunders 
of the Church, and unceasingly revolving in a religious circle, 
would naturally feel the influence of the demon, who seemed to 
pervade all things; to whom he attributed every obstacle which 

• A.udin, llistoire de Ia vie, des OUTI'&geS et des doctrines de Luther. 
Paris, 1842, p. 132 to 145. 

t .M. Ozanam, Professor in the Sorbonne, in a very remarkable lecture, 
developed the idea that paganism was in full force when Christianity 
appeared. He remarked that if', towards the commencement of' the tif'th 
oentnry, it ceased to exist as the religion of the State, the traces of the 
lpirit with which it was animated were found in the Middle Agee, and 
even up to our own timee. He seee the traces, and the persisting life, 
of paganiam under Charlee Martel, when the peasantry strove to replace 
the idole; notes it in the teachings of a false philosophy ; in those, for 
e:nmple, of Bco~Eri~ne, who, in the tenth century, revived the ideas of 
Plotin; or something approaching to them; in the grotesque and immoral 
{euta of the Middle .Ages ; in the heresies of the A.lbigeneee ; in the 
occult sciences, whose origin, he eays, as well as the manner, frequently 
terrible, of their suppression, must not be traced to the darkness of the 
Middle .Agee, bat to the old superstitions of pagan antiquity. If in the 
Middle Ages, sorcerers and magicians were burned alive, the cruelty must 
not be attributed to the Christian Church, but to the remains of' paganism, 
which still burrowed in the heart of society. 

25 
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* See alao our Analysis of La Malaclie D~mooratique, Annal. M6clic. 
Psycho. 1850. 

t Buobon, Analy&e raiaonn~e de• Dooumentl sur Ia Pncelle, p. 196 
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Who; then, was the Maid of Orleans ? A young peasant, 
eighteen or nineteen years of age, tall and of a noble figure, a 
countenance mild, but proud, a character remarkable for ita 
union of candor and strength, modesty ~nd authority, and finally 
of a conduct which was the admiration of all who knew her. 
From the earliest stage of her warlike career, she became the 
perfect model of a Christian knight. Intrepid, indefatigable, 
sober, pions, modest; skilful in subduing horses, and versed in 
all parts of the science of arms, everything in her life points , 
her out as a being highly inspired, and bears the stamp of 
divine authority.* At the early age of eighteen, her mission 
was fulfilled ; and nothing remained for her bot the crown of 
martyrdom. 

Thns, on the one hand, irreproachable conduct, exemplary 
goodness, and sound reason; bot on the other, as was the case 
with many renowned personages, visions and revelations. We 
will first state the facts, and then proceed to their examination. 

At the age of twelve, her first apparition occurred as follows: 
Being in the field with her companions, she saw a young man 
beside her, who said: "Joan, run home, for your mother wants 
you." Joan flew to her mother, who declared she had not asked 
for her. The young girl was about to return to her friends, but 
suddenly a clear and brilliant cloud appeared, and from the 
midst of the cloud a voice, which said: "Joan, thou art born to 
pursue another career, and to do marvellous things; for it is 
thou whom the King of heaven 'baa chosen to re-establish the 
kingdom of France, and .to be the aid and support of King 
Charles, despoiled of-his empire. Clothed as a man, thou wilt 
~e arms ; thou wilt be a chief in the army, and all will obey 
thy counsels." 

Day and night similar apparitions appeared to Joan; she con
tinued for five years in this unquiet state. Finally, in a last 
vision, she received this answer : " The King of heaven com
mands and wills it ; in future, ask not how this can be ; for if 
auoh be the will of God in heaven, such it will be on earth. Go, 
then, to the neighboring place called V anconleura, which alone 

to 198, Paris, 1843. Friedreich, Algemeine Diagnomk der peychiaohen 
Krankeiten, p. 291,. Wllrtlbarg, 1832. 

• Charles Nodier. 
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in all tho chnmp11ign countrie. ha pr "ed its Ue 
tb King. U · bo ommande tb ro ill conduct t 
diffi uhy hith~r OC\' r thou would t. "• 

n ing int •rr go ted by hf'r nemi , thia ill-fi te 
tb t , t. ()1 th rin an t. A rgllf t pp r to h 
ag of thirt · •n 1nad t ught her If-government. 
voic , hit>h he hearu was that of t. icbacl, whom b 
h " a c mpani u y ng 1 ; all r corpor Ill form . ho 
d cl r <l thut h cmbrac d the two saints, that they had a 

• t•t. otlor and th t h h d t uchcd t m. t 
.li l11 inlltions of nearly all the senses re hero ovid nt. u 

tl1i. uffi i~·nt to make the beroi Jo n of rc m d om ? 
'' pr tc t t\g in t the idea. Rc d tho int r gatories, 10 

t1unp tl itb mal volence craft, and hate, and you ill be 
tru k itb the implc, ingenuou , cl con i t nt r 1li or the 

m itlc•n. h • t J ever uperior to her ju e b ffiin their 
pr·rfidy by b r c ndor, th ir cowardic by ·r cou , th ir 
£, lly y h ·r trong int llect, their narro bigotry by h r exalted 
pi ty. 

•r lif th' c aminlltion prO\' s, 
purity. " hen th irr lariti rm ol i ry truck 
£ r into her comp nion , ·he, tru ting in her purity, led their 
flocks safely through dangerous places. 

She attained the age of thirteen, a period in which her vigor
ous nature might be expected to manifest the full development 
of all the physical functions, since her moral and intellectual 
faculties were prematurely developed. A~ this time, all the 
inhabitants of the country lived in constant dread of the English 
and Burgundians ; all hearts were bowed down by the deepest 
dejection. The country seemed irrevocably lost. The young 
imagination of Joan was inflamed at the sight of the distre88e8 
of her country, of her hamlet, of her family. Adolescence, 
which should now have succeeded childhood, caused an extra
ordinary llgitation in her blood and her brain. In this kind of 
crisis, she turned her eyes towards the windows of the church, 
on which the brilliant rays of the sun were reflected. She wu 

• Buchon, op. cit. Panth6on litteraire, Lettrc du Sieur Perceval de 
Boulourmack, 521 et 522. 

t Interrogatoire du 17 Mara, p. 492. 
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dazsled, and remained plunged in a kind of ecstasy. Then it 
was, continues M. Buchon, whose account we borrow, that those 
visions commenced which related to her mission. 

This great moment of hallucination passed, Joan returned to 
herself, and doubted the reality of what she had seen. For 
several weeks her blood, become cooler, did not convey to her 
brain either warlike fervor, marvellous visions, or prophetic 
inspirations ; but at the close of every few weeks, when the 
symptoms of a great constitutional revolution were manifested, 
which appear neve,. to have been del/eloped, the same ha.llucin~~:
tions were reproduced to her dazzled eyes; St. Michael became 
visible, and she fell into ecstatic reveries in her mystic conversa
tions with him, with the angel Gabriel, St. Catherine, and St. 
Margaret, who all wore rich and precious crowns. It was in 
vain that she opposed reason to these visions ; each recurrence 
of the same phenomena gave them more power; and as the 
voices which appealed to her pure and noble heart murmured 
only thoughts of honor and devotedneBB, she at length no longer 
mistrusted them, but hailed them with more eagerneBB than she 
bad at first dreaded them. She had already lived for seven 
years in this intimate communion with the most exalted thoughts, 
which found an echo in herself. Her eighteenth year was at
tained, in all the vigor of her fine organization. She was ready 
to complete her sacrifice. She presented herself to the Governor 
of V ancouleurs, who, touched with so much courage and perse
verance, yielded at length to her prayers, and sent her armed 
to Chinon.• 

This appreciation of the conduct of Joan of Are by a man of 
incontestable merit, appeared to us so conformable with scientific 
views, that we thought it right to give the entire passage. But 
now the objections present themselves which we have elsewhere 
made. If irregularity in a phenomenon important to woman 
must be looked on as the cause of the hallucinations. of Joan, 
how is it that we do not find any analogy in those which occur 
in our day under similar circumstances? If the monthly period 
exercises an action on the brain, it results in disorders more or 
less decided, of feeling, motion, or intellect, in symptoms of in-

• Buobon, Analyse raisonbe des document. eur la Paoello, p. 196-198. 
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sanity, in abort in a state of sufeTin . * othing of this cha. 
ract r occurr d with Joan· her health sound, her judgment 
l•ar; for th e hallucinations, reflections of the beli f of th 

time , w re the oonaequcnces of th ide that bor m' ·o w 
of divine origin. 

The violent manner in which our doctrine of the coe ietenoe 
of hallucination with reason h been attacked m ke it bat 
fair on our part to quote such author aa view the matter in the 
same light with ourselves. 

We have never profe ed to think that persons ha ing hallu 
cination were in a u u&l. tate. We,have sought for n e laoa
tio of the e phenomenon, formerly so frequent, nd n till 
of ec ional occurrence, in enthnsia m, the oft"sprin of trong 
bell r, and favored by tho e peculiar circum tance in tho midat 
of hicb they were produced. 

• o hall see that this explanation which agrees with that of 
a di tingui bed rit r, I. h. Louandr , i as ing nio ncb 

or probable, and b an a philosophic and hi tori eight ry 
111u h dift'ering from that bich imputes them to disease of the 
or tan • 

L t us return to the ca e so thrilling in inter t, of the 
heroic Joan of Arc, of which M. Quicherat has published im
portant documents, and on which M. Michelct bas delivered a 
remarkable verdict. 

In the Middle Ages, it was a Christian belief, in other words, 
a traditional dogma, that God honored France with special pro
tection, and that he had selected it for his kingdom on earth. 
This creed appears startlingly prominent in the interpretation 
of historic facts, and is reduced into many marvellous legends. 
God sends the oil for the coronation, to the cathedral at Rheims, 
by the dove, which conveys celestial messages. But whatever 
may be the fact of the St. Ampoule, t there is no doubt that 
this legend exercised a powerful influence on the destinies of 
French royalty, and, through that source, on the destinies of 
the country. The coronation of our kings is not a vain cere-

* A. Brierre de Boismont, R6cherches bibliographiques et cliniqoes sur 
Ia menstruation. Annal. 1\led·psychol. Oct. 1851. 

t The phial containing the sacred oil used at the coronation of the 
kings of France. 
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mony. It is a mystic solemnity in which God confers especial 
grace, the spirit of justice and the gift of miracles. Here then 
ia a source which, ever since its origin, has presented an inex
haustible number of marvellous facts in the ages of faith. 

Without doubt, the belief in divine interposition and tradi
tions, everywhere spread abroad, had reached Joan, and, when 
we look back into former times, we can comprehend how, in 
questioning her courage and her faith, in listening to those 
mysterious voices which spoke to her during her ecstasy, she 
recognized in herself the angel announced for the salvation of 
France. 

In order to overcome all obstacles, it sufficed this noble 
girl to have a glimpse of her sacred mission; it sufficed her that 
she had placed her foot on that mystic ladder which leads, by 
"riaions, to the threshold of eternity. 

Joan of Arc is of the same family with Hildegarde and Saint 
Catherine of Sienna. Like these two saints, she obeyed that 
superior faculty of enthusiasm, illuminism, and ecstasy which, 
beyond the bounds of all analysis, approaches the most pro
found mysteries of being, but which is no less an actual fact, 
permanent in history, and inherent in human nature. 

In this internal disturbance of ecstasy, the mind, powerfully 
over-excited, demands of imagination the realization of the phan
toma of its dreams; and imagination, despite of the resistance of 
reason, endues them with form and substance. The mind embraces 
new horizons; the external world is no longer seen under ordi
ury circumstances; it no longer succumbs to probability, and 
the mirage rises on all sides with features and authority so 
grand that mystics have established the superiority of the in
ternal over the external sense. "This internal sight, this ubiqui
tous vision," as Hugues said to Saint Victor, " sees God and all 
that is in God ; when enlightened by faith, the appearance of 
intangibility is attained, and, through faith, that is seen which 
would escape the senses in the world of matter. 

Hallucinations are not confined to individuals; they exist also 
in communities; visions become contagious. 

Besides, Joan and her contemporaries would discover in Christ
ian tradition the logic of these hallucinations. Angels appeared 
to Abraham, Moses, and Joshua. The ecclesiastical writers of 
the early ages said, that when two nations went to war, the 
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eele rial spirits, stationed on tbc limits of tb two kin om 
waged a t rribl arfare, 1rhich explain the prop ity of m n 
in the Iiddle ge , to see armi engaging in battle in the 
cloud . Th sp •ctator , who witne sed the e ecution of tb 
b r io Jo n of Arc related that they a the saered name of 
Je us, the last which he pronounced, written in the flames. 

The real explanation of the glorious de tiny of J of rc, 
D"Y be called patrioti m and military genius, exalted by fai~h 
to the higbc t limits of in piration. Tbi i all that mod rn 
r on can admit. 

(. ficbelet, who h dived deeply into the b lief of the 
iddle Ages, reeognizes religious in piration u doing hom go 

to the s ntiments which form heroe and mart , nam ly, a 
sincere f ith and trong p triotism; he show towering bo 
human acts the mysterious influence of Providcnc on 
v n , and the divine ray which pr cced from th Infinite on 

that lected sonl, in order to rou e in it the ilent poetry of 
sontiment.• 

Tho lea.rned Dr. Ideler, physician to a lunatic bospiLal in 
rlin, after havin quot d many passa es of my orlc, h111 

xpre cs himself: ' Tho imp rtnnce of these co id r tio 
hich m y crve s a. criterion by hicl tQ distingn· h re 1 

insanity from the separate phenomena of genius and moral 
exaltation, and which should guide us through our researches, 
is still more evident in the application which the French physi
cian makes of the higher principles exhibited by celebrated 
personages. I borrow the beautiful picture which he draws 
of the Maid of Orleans."t 

If facts were not already too numerous, we would repeat here 
the account of St. Genevieve, to whose vision may be attributed 
the salvation of Paris. We should read the account of that 
saint, in the interesting paper by M. Thierry on Attila, in order 
to entertain no doubt of the exalted state of her mind.! 

The more we multiply cases drawn from history, the more we 
are forced to recognize the fact that celebrated men, above all 

* M. Ch. Loun.ndrc, Revue dee Deux Mondee, 1e Juillet, p. 106. 
t K. W. Ideler, Vereuch einer Theorie d9e rcligiiisen W ahnsinnee, p. 30, 

1 vol. 8vo. Hn.llc, 1848. 
t Attila, Revue des Deux Mondee, Mara, 1852. 
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those who have striven to ameliorate the condition of their kind, 
would find a niche in the pandemonium of lunacy, if morbid hal
lucination alone would justify their admission. 

Every one has heard of the sect of Friends, or Quakers ; 
their probity has become proverbial ; but with existing medical 
doctrines, George Fox, the founder of the Society, would be but 
a lunatic. I do not know how that great man has escaped 
modern iconoclasts, since he possessed all the necessary quali\ies 
to be crushed by them. 

In order to give himself up to a work of regeneration, George 
Fox, early in life, abandoned his family, and during a long series 
of years dressed in skin from head to foot. Now concealed in. 
his chamber, now hidden in the cleft of a large tree, fasting, 
praying, and meditating on the Holy Scriptures, be was assailed 
by a variety of temptations and discouragements. About this 
period, he had many revelations which struck him with astonish
ment; it was disclosed to him that all Ohriatiam, whether Pro
tutanu or Papista, were believer• and aona of God. Alarmed 
and distressed at finding no support on any side, he was finally 
consoled by a voice which said to him : "There is one who can 
console and. aid you, even Christ himself." As was the case 
with St. Francis, of Assise, it was during a vision that he re
oeived. the consecration of the spirit. For fourteen days, he 
remained in a kind of lethargy, and whilst his body lay to all 
appearance dead, his mind plunged into eternity, and he wit
nessed what no language could describe. "I saw," said he, 
"'the greatness, the infinity, and the love of God." One Sunday, 
in 1649, he felt himself drawn to enter Nottingham Cathedral 
in order to bear witness. It is, therefore, undeniable that the 
founder of the Society of Quakers had visions and revelations. 
These psychological phenomena were also manifested in the first 
disciples who responded to his voice. Like him, all were deeply 
convinced of their infallibility, all looked on themselvJ)S as saints 
delivered from all sin, and endowed with the gift of prophecy; 
but all were likewise endowed with a kind of heroism, a con
tempt of danger, and a passion for plainness.* 

Let us now return to those four characters drawn from differ-

* Lea Quakers, George Fox et lea premier Prophhtea, Revue dea Deuz 
:Mondee, 2 vol, 1850, p. 94, et WI·• pnr !1. J . Milaand. 
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ent eountrie , who increase in vandeur in proportion u we ,; 
them from a. di tanee, and towards whom posterity is b "nnmg 
to show ju tice. Will they emerge with le brilli a nd 
purity for being submitted to the test of human science ? The 
account already given ana ers thi que tion; what w r boat 
to t.dd will leave no doubt on the subject. A princip 1 a 
decisive fact is, that each o£ these personnge is the repreeenta
tive, the per onification of ono of those ideas which x n 10 

gr • tan influence in the orld. Their miA ion i providential; 
their act re impelled by a uperior power ; they are for to 
do as they do. The kingdom of France ia ne rly de troyed ; 

. scarcely single town remains to the Dauphin ; at tbi poin~ 

(this is a main fact in our hi tory), a simple, innocent nd vir
tuous young girl come fi rth from the field , ccomplisboa &bat 

bich the greatest warriors ba e fi iled in doing and the king of 
Fr nco re iv the oro n from her hand . 

Tb r li i us curb imposed for several ages on the human 
mind h b come too wei hty ; serious mistakes have made it 
sti m r diflicult to be borne· low groanings, precuraors of tb 
t mt>e t, ar be rd muttering round ; human rea on reclai 
her rights ; the cohor re ready; tb y wait but a 1 a r · t 
length he crosses the threshold of his cloister, and gives to the 
world the right of investigation. But the violence of his attacb, 
the ruin which he deprecates, and the destruction with which 
he threatens the Cntholic Church, produces a reaction ; an 
obscure soldier rises from the midst of the camp, who, with an 
eagle glnnce, scans the plan of the Reformer, seizes its vulnerable 
parts, arranges his own, and reconstructs the tottering edifice 
with such success, that all the efforts of Protestantism fall shat
tered at its feet. 

Without attaining the level of those three illustrious men, the 
founder of Qunkerism supplied a need of his time. He came, 
as M. J. Milsand remarks, at a period wl1en old customs were 
about to yield. An infinitude of unsatisfied wants were crowded 
together in his nature, whence a future was to be formed ; an 
infinitude of instincts were developed, but were not yet defined 
or classed. He experienced to the highest degree an invincible 
repugnance to the worldly vanity and morose dogmatism of the 
bigots who surrounded him. The language of the doctors had 
incensed him, and he felt an irresistible desire to reply to them. 
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This feeling he ~ok for a revelation. He did as others then 
did. , 

In fact, in 1648, these convictions, instead ot being ascribed 
to the evidence of truth, and to indisputable principles, as was 
the case in later times, were attributed to a revelation. " Re
ligion was the fashion of the day," said one of the most religious 
writers (Daniel Neal, the historian of the Puritans). Officers 
preached, women mounted the pulpit, children received for their 
Christian names, " Praise God," or " Serve the Lord." Every 
one interpreted for himself the will of the Most High, as if he 
alone held the register of the divine law. Fox, far from being 
an anomaly, was a popular prophet, or rather, an exaggeration 
of his time ; his course was guided by the age, and ignorance 
had raised his fixed ideas to exaltation, causing him to mistake 
his desires for actual facts. 

At the sight of such works, and such great results, obtained 
by such superior minds, who will persist in comparing their hal
lucinations with those of the individuals who come under our 
daily notice? 

We have already said that pure hallucinations, without the 
complication of any one of the forms of insanity, appear to us 
to be as rare as real monomania. For our part, we have never 
met with any one sufFering from hallucination, whose error was 
1!10 circumscribed that, in giving way to their idea, we have found 
them rational on all other points. All whom we have known, 
and all of whom we have read in the works of modem authors, 
have given tokens denoting a confusion in their ideas, howso
ever they might endeavor to conceal the state of their minds 
from others. Alternately unsteady, strange, eccentric, gloomy, 
misanthropical, apathetic, frivolous, incapable of carrying out 
the least project, holding extraordinary conversations, or com
mitting inexplicable actions, they have vainly endeavored, by 
acta and words really rational, to escape the watchful eye of 
the investigator. The wound was always perceived, like that 
indelible stain of blood which the experienced eye can detect 
notwithstanding all attempts to obliterate it. Some very rare 
instances may be cited of individuals who, with a false ~dea, 
have, nevertheless, fulfilled very important functions. We do 
not dispute it ; but those in this state have been more or less 
conscious of t~eir infirmity; they watched themselves, redoubled 



05 

their pree ution , and did nothing to b tray th train of their 
id a. Their general conduct resembled th t of otb r ; and tb 1 
rather drew along the idea th n How them I to be tD· 

sl ved by it. Let us alto obser e th t these b llucin d pcnolll 
re not the expres ion of any ne d the repr entativ of ny 

ide , or the promotel'8 of any objeet u eful to tla ir kind. 
greater number, wrapped up in themselve , belie d they 1fere 
called on to reform mankind, by means either ridiculou or d' 
proportioned to the end. It wa in vain that they dev loped 
their projects with addreaa ; tb y only ucceeded in hibiting 
their own weakne ; a d ho oo-ver artfully th may hav 
dr pod them I e , pride v nity, and folly re een through 
tho r nt in tho m ntle. In tho v ry pre one of th difti r· 

t1 e , ho n any n tablit1h p r 11 1 b t n the power-
ful, creativ , an animated or aniz tiona of the former and the 
weak, ickJ.t nature of tb 1 tter? W do not deny that both 
these clas e of persona ere hallucinated; but the h llacina
tions of tho former conaequ nt on the times, were c patible 
with rea on, 'Whilst tho e of the latter were I ay in greater 
or leas degree combined ith in anity. 

If the ob crvntiona th t w ba\' made one1u. i o.nd th 
reasonings that we have deduced therefrom be just, then the 

....... opinion ought to be rejected, which has made of Socrates, Plato, 
Numa, Pythagoras,• Pascal, and many other illustrious person
ages, so many hallucinated madmen. These conclusions are so 
natural that a learned physician and philosopher, whose charac
ter and talents have won for him universal esteem, after having 
converted all these celebrated persona into visionaries, who would 
now be confined, adds the following words, which will excite 
much criticism : "In order to act on the multitude, to seise 
on the people, to overturn or change beliefs, and to imprint a 
furrow on the face of nature that ages will fail to efFace, it ia 
necessary to think, apeak, be deceived and grow frenzied with 
the masses; to believe with them, and beyond them; to be their 
meBBenger and their prophet, in order that they may think you 
the prophet of God, and yield a belief that you possess his 

*Consult a very eurioua work, entitled Apowgi4 pour lu fPantL. Taot...lu 
•ounoniiU de Jlagit, par M. Naud6, Parisien, Ameterdam, 1722, 1 voL 
12mo. p. 136, 
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polter." And he terminates the p888age thns: "They were not 
madmen, but they were hallucinists; such as neither do nor can 
exist again; hallucinists whose visions were visions of reason."* 

The objections which we have offered in the name of science 
and literature, so unhappily tarnished by the stigma of madneBB, 
had already fallen under the notice of others than ourselves; it 
bad been said, the visionaries of old must not be classed with 
madmen; they were deceived, but it was with the ideas of their 
age; and it would be absurd to tax all the generations which 
have preceded ns, with madne88. It was, if you will, an error 
of the human mind, but not a disease. 

Leuret, in his Fragment P'!jchologique• mr la folie, a work 
equally interesting, and well written, but whose doctrines cannot 
be embraced by those holding religions convictions, has endea
vored to refute these objections. "We mnst here draw a dis
tinction," he says, " between those who had visions and those 
who had faith in them. For the latter, they were in error, and 
in error only, I readily admit it. As for those who had visions, 
they were deceived like the others, but they were also deranged, 
·because they had within themselves an invincible cause of error; 
they experienced unnsual phenomena, which made them distinct 
intelligences, exempt from ordinary rules ; or rather without 
rules, living in a world of fancy, out of which no reasoning could 
entice them. Amongst our ancestors, no doubt, the condition 
of the human mind powerfully concurred in the frequent pro
duction of visions ; but it does not cease to be a disease becanse 
it is dependent on a general cause ; and, as there is no eBBen
tial difference between the visionaries of our own day and those 
of former times, both should be placed in the ranks of lunatics." 

Without pausing on the difference of opinion between the two 
authors as to the psychological state of these individuals, whom 
the first looks on as such hallucinists as will no more be seen, 
whose sensorial errors were compatible with the most perfect 
exercise of reason ; and the second views in the light of insane 

-persons resembling those "of the present time; whom the one 
proclaims to be messengers, the expression of the people ; and 
the other, on the contrary, regards as diseased persons, impos
ing their visions on the multitude ; we will reply that the hallu-

* Amule* de Pucal, p. 14.5. 
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cinatioDS o£ those diatant timee were not a disease, but a beli 
DO doubt erroneous, like many oth n io pbyaica, chemietry, 
astronomy, etc., which did not hinder men from p rly ruUW. 
ing their duti s. to tboae superior 2Dinds, to hom th impu· 
tation of ins nity baa been mor partieul rl.r dr the 
condition in hich they were, being that of the four peraonag 
of hom h v spoken, we will not r produce the ar umeo 
on which we have lai stress, to prove that th y re ot. i 

In prcsencQ of thi doctrine, eo humiliating nd eo d' u Dl 
to humanity, have we not reason to k, in the words of alate 
writer: '' Whl\t, then, ie that sorrowful ide of the mind hicla 
delighta in the denial of immemorial ion hlch red 
to nothing the most sacred legitimacie , which caua 1 wb ' Wll 

adored to be despie , hich converta fucte nd cb ng coun 
anc if by eneha tme t? hould the chol duce ry-

thing to hi clusification 1 an he make no allo ance for 
p cbs and beliefa ? And in thus eeing him trampl on ~~ &b 
e orabipped, have we not a right to say: Ha.ve 11 and • 

stood those great undertakings that you have bl ck n , cliJ. 
p ged, and weakened; thoae great men ho little 
and wenk point you have c:livulgcd; whom you vo brou bt into 
di repute by falsehood or i noranoo of their motive ? Ha e 
you not been led into error by the microscope, through which 
you have examined them ? Every epoch has in itself the 
reason for its being, in ita actions and ita thoughta; and those 
men, to whom you impute madness, are, perhaps, but the natural 
result of the times in which they lived!" 

A member of the Royal Academy of Medicine, Dr. Renaul
din, in a. well-written treatise on Mohammed, viewed u a mad
man, thus expresses himself:-

" No, he was no madman, who succeeded, by so many sacri
fices and self-denials, in producing such a revolution in the 
religious system and in the morals of an entire nation. He wu 
no madman, who overthrew superstition and idolatry to sub
stitute the worship of one only God; and who, by this means, 
extricated his country from the darkne88 of barbarism, made 
the Arab name so long feared and respected, and opened to his 
succe880rll the road to so many glorious conquests. He was no 
madman, who endowed his country with a code of laws, of which 
they were before entirely devoid-a code, whlch, after twelve 
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hundred years, is still recognized in the countries profeseing 
Ialamism. 

" Doubtless, in the outset of his wonderful enterprise, he was 
not exempt from imprudence, audacity, and temerity, whose 
consequences, more than once, compromised the success of his 
mission; but, taught by experience and by his profound know
ledge of mankind, trusting in God and in his fortune, pursuing 
the work of his life through a thousand obstacles, and a thou
eand dangers, Mohammed never gave way; on the contrary, he 
uhibited a genius full of ingenuity, 'firmness, and courage--a 
genius, fertile in resources, superior to all reverses, and remark
able for its expansion, flexibility, and perseverance. 

".Aa to his visions, they may have been imaginary; but, why 
ehould they not receive the same explanation as that we have 
given to those of the great philosophers of antiquity, and of 
men powerfully preoccupied with one idea in an epoch of pro
found convictions and mysterious faith, and placed in circum
stances which must react upon themselves?" 

To the four examples just given, we could add that of Socrates, 
the greatest man of antiquity. But if our arguments, which but 
feebly express our conviction, have found favor with our readers, 
they will themselves make the application to the Grecian pbilo-
10pher, who, notwithstanding medical theories, will no less be 
an eternal honor to human reason, and the master of Plato. 
Common sense could never look on a man whose conduct was so 
wise, so pure, and in some sort so providential, as a madman. 
Hia familiar spirit waa only a personification of self, the mate
rial form of which belonged to the age. His belief in dreams 
be held in common with all antiquity; as to the influence which 
be is reproached with exercising at a distance, on his pupils, we 
only see in it the admiration which his talents excited in them, 
their devotion to his person, and the high reverence with which 
they viewed his mission. Besides, what matters it, if Socrates 
bad hallucinations? The truths which be taught did not result 
from them; they existed no less before than after him. Finally, 

· oan we, aa we have elsewhere remarked, employ thi11 word in 
connection with pure conceptions, and ideas properly expressed? 

Thus, in our opinion, the celebrated men whom we have 
""!lamed, and many others, may have bad hallucinations, without 
their designs, acts, or conduct being in any degree influenced 
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ithout th for 

There is no nation without a religion. Ancient or modern, 
great or little, powerful or weak, all have leaned on that found
ation.* 

Their duration has been in proportion to the depth of convic
tion. But if religion be intimately connected with the history 
of a people, its influence must above all depend on the purity 
of its origin and the sanctity of its mission ; this twofold cha
racter, all must admit the Christian religion to possess. 

Let us recollect the state of the world on the advent of Jesus 
Christ. Paganism was universal. Mankind, penned up like 
wild flocks, existed only by the will of their masters. Familiee 
were not constituted; the distinctive character of ancient society 
WII.S the multiplicity of gods, slavery, and the little value placed 
on women and children. In proclaiming equality, the founder 

* If England, America, and Russia have accomplished such great things, 
if they have been called to such exalted destinies, they owe it to their re
spect for religion. 
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of Christianity destroyed this threefold error.* At that voice 
man burst his chains, awoke from his long torpor, and hailed 
the dawn of his resurrection. When we contemplate the feeble 
means by which this religion was established, what advenaries 
it had to encounter, what obstacles to surmount, and in how few 
yea.rs it triumphed, no one can deny its divine origin, which is 
sufficiently testified by Scripture. Observe what a wonderful 
multitude of superior intellects have, since the earliest times, 
brought to its shrine the weight of their talents; number all those 
great minds which, during so many ages, have ranged themselves 
under its banner; look at what is passing in our day, and say 
if a religion which has reckoned, and still reckons, in its ranks 
ao many great men, whose only enemy has been pride, whose 
steps are all strewn with mercies, whose faults have been those 
of man, never of its doctrines, ought to be regarded as the work 
of hallucinated madmen. 

We are not the first who, persuaded of the divine origin of 
Christianity, have pointed out the line which separates the 
apparitions of the Scriptures from those of profane history. 
The English faculty, who have chiefly entered on the subject, 
have already put forth a similar opinion. Thus Arnold writes: 
"A rational Christian admits of no inspiration but that exhibited 
in Christ and his apostles. As to the gift of prophecy in 
paganism and amongst modern Christians, it is only claimed by 
madmen, dupes, and impostors. The motives of those deceivers 
could be traced to private views of ambition or fame and interest, 
or zeal for the public good." 

"It has been asked," says Hibbert, "if all the authenticated 
facts of apparitions seen and voices heard should be looked upon 
as pathological cases. A distinction must be made in those that 
apply to Holy Writ. It would in fact be very unseemly to com
ment on the manner in which God, to answer certain purposes, 
has communicated directly with man ; but this distinction once 
established, it is necessary to remark that no facts of the kind 
are proved to _have occurred since the apostolic times; we, 
therefore, believe that all cases of like character, since that 

- * Guisot, Hiatoire de la Civilisation en Europe, t. i. 1842. Guisot, Euai 
1ar l'bistoire de France, 5th edit. Collection Charpentier, 1841. 

26 
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• Ilibbert, op. cit. A very well-written estimate will be found in a 
work by tho Abb6 Lenglot.-Dufresnoy (viewed religiously), of apparition• 
and visions which have occurred einco the apostolic age, particularly in 
the Middle Ages. 'frait6 Ilistorique et Dogmatique sur lea Apparitions, 
lee Visions et lee R6v61atione particuli~res, 2 vole. in 12. Avignon et Paril, 
1751, vol. i. p. 97. 

t Aberorombie, op. cit.; John Cheyne's Essays on Partial Derange
ment of the Mind in supposed connection with Religion, 1 vol. Dublin, 
1843. 
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attacked us as an eclectic, who adopted some and rejected 
others. In acting thus, we did not pretend to more orthodoxy 
than the Fathers of the Church, and those learned theologians, 
who, like ourselves, were rationalists in regard to the hallucina
tions- of several holy personages ; which assertion will be proved 
by the following quotations. 

Saint Bonaventura says decidedly, that certain persons who 
imagine they see Jesus Christ, or the Virgin, and from their 
mouths receive consolation, are exposed to errors; the publica
tion of which would be in itself blasphemous.* The famous Dr. 
Gerson has written a work entirely in the same spirit. Besides, 
the Church, according to Cardinal Lambertini, grants very little 
authority to particular visions. Some she tolerates, but rejects 
the mass. She shows no respect to them in acts of canonization, 
unless they are accompanied by sublime virtues. Even when 
visions are recognized by the Holy See, they do not constitute 
an object of general faith. Any opinion whatever, even the 
least favorable to miracles of all kinds, may be entertained as to 
their causes, without exceeding, on that account, the bounds 
of orthodoxy.t 

Thus, if we have been at one period believing, and at others 
skeptical, we have only imitated the great doctors of orthodoxy. 
We must not, however, lose sight of the fact, that the visions of 
the prophets have signs quite distinct from these particular hal
lucinations; they present a train of consecutive revelations, 
earried on through many centuries, with features perfectly iden
tieal, all announcing the regeneration of the world, and the 
birth of a Saviour; -in a word, a complete system. 

One more remark on this subject. It never occurred to us to 
make ourselves a defender of the Catholic religion; we have 
neither learning nor presumption enough to undertake such a 
task. We merely desired to protest against those principles 
which would overthrow the Biblt!, the gospels, dogmas, and 
revelation ; in short, that religion which M. Emile Laisset, in 
his remarkable article, in the Revue du Deux Monde1, on the 
Ifltroduction P~ilolophique du Ohriltia'llinn, by Monseigneur, 

* De Profectu, relig. lib. 7, a. 8. 
t De Ca~~ouia, f 3, lib. 3, o. 52 ; M. MicbN, Do Delire dee Seusaiiooe, 

P· Z'l. 
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In making the conduct to depend ori a state of health or dis· 
ease, historic facts are brought beneath the empire of physio
logical laws, which is quite contrary to the philosophy of history. 

A celebrated man, living in his age, is never the ruler of o.n 
epoch-be is bot its incarnation ; and be almost invariably falls, 
if be desires to substitute his own will for that of others, or to 
turn the course of popular ideas to his own profit. 

To pretend that the great actions often performed are those 
of monomaniacs, because the realization of a. thought is irresisti
bly pursued and carried out, is to undervalue genius and the 
sublime transports of the heart. The absolute doctrine of the 
influence of the organs on moral actions is contradicted by daily 
observation, which shows mind to rise superior to bodily decay. 

A sickly condition may influence temperament, humor, cha
racter, bot bas no action on the phenomena of consciousness. 

Sensorial impressions appear, on reaching the brain, to be 
deprived of their sensible sign. Some persons, however, preserve 
the faculty of reproducing sensations in a lifelike form. Certain 
normal and abnormal states have similar results. 

The mode of producing hallucination differs in the child, the 
dreamer, the poet, the thinker, the religious man; he who recog
nizes its deceptive character; he who does not allow it to influ
ence his actions ; the man who yields to it from the influence of 
his age, and the deranged man. 

In the theory of hallucinations, it should not be forgotten 
that the ·nervous and sanguine systems should be taken into 
consideration, although they are only secondary causes, and 
their action unknown. Hallucinations cannot be so well under
stood as when the nature of the thought is studied; they may 
be classed in two sections-spiritual and sensual. 

Ideas, which originate in the senses, are the first and most 
numerous, which docs not at all imply their pre-existence. 
Having reached the brain, their images, their sensible signs may 
be instantly reflected, or reproduced long afterwards, or serve to 
form new combinations. Attention, comparison, imagination, 
memory, and association, have the greatt>st influence on these 
divers operations. 

There are few men who do not frequently embody the 
thoughts which please them, and, for a few moments, consider 
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ral pathological states, where two opposite conditions occasion 
symptoms apparently similar. 

Nothing is more usual with nervous and impressible subjects, 
unenlightened by education, than to see preoccupation of mind 
become extreme at the approach of night, and during darkness, 
and give birth to the most strange and alarming creations. 

Imagination exercises its influence in hallucinations ; it is 
nlso remarked that they are often a painted reflex, the pictures 
of the thoughts and of the habitual occupations of the individual. 

Memory is not less active in the formation of hallucinations, 
for they are often reminiscences, recollections of long past sen
sations placed in the brain, recalled by the well-known law 
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of association, and to which a physical or moral cause gives all 
the vivacity of actual sensation. -

Erroneous beliefs, which may be called the hallucinations of 
reason, should be studied in their formation, because they exert 
a great influence on the production of social and individual 
hallucinations. 

False ideas play a considerable part in the production of 
hallucinations. They are no less important in the . creation of 
insanity. This argument appears to decide the predominance 
of moral over physical causes. 

Their origin must be referred to forgetfulnea of the two great 
laws of mankind, the knowledge of God and of self; whence 
arises the desire for the unknown, the wish to believe, the love 
of the marvellous, the thirst of emotion, and the ardor for 
knowledge ; all so many sources of hallucinations. 

In many cases, hallucination is nothing extraordinary ; it is 
almost a normal state consistent with reason, and it is easy to 
perceive, how so many celebrated men have exhibited this 
symptom, without being insane. 

When the actions of an illustrious man are under review, we 
must never lose sight of the period in which he lived. The 
world of Cosmao was very different from that of Galileo, and 
yet reason was the same in both epochs. 

In all philosophical study of man, his duality must be recog
nized ; without this consideration, it will be impossible to under
stand either his history or his biography; that is to say, either 
his spiritual or his mortal existence. 

The hallucinations of many celebrated men belong to their 
age and not to the individual ; a proof of which is, that their 
actions are distinguished by the highest wisdom ; their enter
prises exhibit superior faculties, admirable judgment, great 
expansion of mind, and love of their fellow-creatures. 

The hallucinations of these personages cannot be compared 
with those of madmen ; they were the representatives of an 
epoch, a need, an idea ; they must of necessity have done as 
they did ; their mission was a providence. 

Real hallucinations are never without a mixture of insanity. 
The examples of hallucinated persons, who have, with a false 
idea, fulfilled important functions, are very rare, and have refer-
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ence to i.ndivi1lu 1 , ho, being eonscio o£ their atat.e, ept a 
strict ateh over thcmBe)ve • 

o one of the balluein t d per on b 
lik JJ!Ilnner t tho e of whom e peak. o one b 
ex res ion of • u f 1 thought. o parallel can b 
b tween the powerful, creati e, and anim ted org imti n of 
tho former; and the weak, plagiaristic and ickly nature of th 
t cond. Individuals of both the e ections have had b llncina
tion ; but in the one c e they were the re ult of tb tim , and 
e rei ed no influence on relll!lon; whilat in the oth r, tb 1 have 
ever been more r le a complicated itb in nity. 

Every hi torical poch, having its own peculiar characteri ies 
in actions, and in thoughts, i summed up in one m n, who i the 
natural expr ssion of it. 

A well-defined lin of d m rcation ought to 
between the apparition of ripturo and the halluoio tiona or 
profane hi tory, and v n of ny hristi n • Tb (, r, e 
ar oon inc d, ar only xplairaable by di in int rpo itioo, 

hll t many of the econd are referable to the belief or the 
tim s, c rtain p ychologioal condition , and to th morbid t to 
or tho r in. 

--



CHAPTER XVI. 

PHYSIOLOGY AND SY::\IPTOMATOLOGY OF HALLUCINATIONS 

AND ILLUSIONS. 

Ot psychical and psycho-sensorial hallucinations-The interposition of the 
eensea-Intellectual and eensorial phenomena of hallucinations of sight and 
hearing-Statistics-Double-sighted hallucination-Phenomena of hallucin.
tiona of smell, taste, touch, and genera.! sensitiveness-~I1111ner of the associa· 
tions of hallucinations-Periods favorable to the production of hallucinations
Hallucinations in dreams-Symptoms of illusions_;,_Scxuo.l hallucinations-In
tellectual mechanism of hallucinations-Circumstances favorable to the pro
duction of hallucinations-Of the hallucinatory state-Rtcapitulation. 

THB habit of considering hallucination as on ins£>paroble 
symptom of insanity, has hitherto diverted attention from the 
physiology of this curious phenomenon. The numerous facts 
which we have gathered, the works of our brethren, and above 
all those of M. Baillarger, enable us now to fill up the hiatus. 

But, before entering on this examination, a preliminary ques
tion suggests itself: is hallucination psychical or psycho-senso
rial? In other words, is it purely intellectunl, or does it require 
the intervention of the senses ? 

Monsieur Baillarger, who has ably sustained this double nature 
of hallucinations says, that in lunatics, hallu.cinations appear 
rather as purely psychical, whilst, in sane persons, the action of 
sensorial organs must be acknowledged. Thus, he considers that 
there exist two kinds of false perception; the one complete, com
posed of the two elements which result from the double action of. 
imagination and the organs of the senses; . these are psycho-sen
•orial hallucinations; the others incomplete, resulting only from 
the involuntary exercise of memory and imagination ; these are 
pB!Jchical hallucinations. Howsoever strong a partisan this 
physician may be for the intervention of the senses in psycho
sensorial hallucinations, he allowet that tho participation of the 
senses cannot be explained, but mny, to a certain point, be 
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proved. We subjoin the arguments on which his opinion is 
founded:-

Burdacb says, in speaking of hallucinatory images, "We 
really see them ; the eye has the same sensation as if an exter
nal object was placed before the living and open eye."* 

Muller adds, having attentively watched his own ease, "We 
are soon convinced that they are not simple ideas, but really 
sensations." . "Those who have been cured of hallucinations," 
continues Monsieur Baillarger, say, "I saw, I heard, as distinctly 
as I see and hear you;" their hallucinations are to them actual 
sensations.'' t 

1\fr. Bayle has published a remarkable case in the Medical 
Review, of an hallucinated young lady, who believed herself' 
surrounded by demons, which she saw, heard, and touched. We 
transcribe the replies she made to those who endeavored to point 
out her error : " How are objects understood? Because they 
are seen and touched. So I see, hear, and touch the demons 
who come out of me, and I most distinctly feel those which are 
within me. Why do you desire me to repudiate the testimony 
of my senses, to which all refer as the source of knowledge?" 
If arguments were sometimes advanced to her on the errors of 
the senses, which she could observe in other patients, she rebut
ted this comparison: ";)ly eye sees,'' she would reply; "my ear 
hears, and my hand touches. The patients, of whom you speak, 
are decei,·e(l; one of their senses is contradicted by another. 
For myself, on the contrary, I have the evidence of all." 

Gruthuisen, quotctl by Hurclach, reports cases which he wit
nc~sed, in which the sensorial organs retained, on awaking, the 
sensation of the impression of a dt·cam; tim:-~, having dreamed 
of the discharge of a gun, his car still rang with the sound on 
awaking! 

l\L D:tillarger chiefly finds the most satisfactory details in sup
port of his opinions in observations on false visual perceptions. 

The English physiologist Bostock, whose curious hallucina
tions I ha1•c related, remarked that the images followed the 

* llurdach, Tmitc de Physiologic, trad. par Jourdan, t. v. p. 20G, Paris, 
IS:ln. 

t :\liillcr, ~Ianucl de Phy8iolt,gie, trad. par Jourdan, t. ii. p. GOG, Paris, 
18~-5. . 

t Op. cit. t. v. p. 202. 

' 
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direction of the eyes. Gruthuisen bas seen cases in which these, 
images concealed external objects. Amongst other facts, he 
relates that, agreeably to ordinary optical laws, a very brilliant 
fantastic image left in its place a figure similar in appearance, 
but dim and shadowy. 

The decreasing progression in the brilliancy of images, and 
above all, the persistence of certain portions, should be recol
lected in demonstrating the action of the organs of the senses. 

The case of the English doctor, M. H., which I have given, 
is, according to M. Baillarger, a most important one to prove 
that phenomena truly sensorial exist in hallucinated persons. 
Thus, when this physician turnea around, after having gazed on 
a brilliant object, he continued to see it for a considerable time. 
Wishing to verify the experience of Dr. Brewster, on the dis
tinction of real or fanciful objects, he pressed the globe of one of 
his eyes, and saw the figure before him double and of its natural 
size.* 

The argument of M. Baillarger, which we give as faithfully as 
possible, does not carry conviction to our minds, and we do not 
find in it any proof which places beyond doubt the intervention 
of the senses in hallucination, and the production of the image 
in the eye. As to the motives alleged by Burdach and Muller, 
to prove that the perception is the same as that experienced by 
a clear and open eye, we reply, that a man whose leg bas been 
amputated, complains, long afterwards, · of a pain in his foot; 
the sensation is as real to him as if the member had not been 
removed. 

We purposed making several important objections to this. 
theory ; but the critical investigation to which M. de Chambre 
bas subjected the question appearing to us to sum up the prin
cipal ones, we confine ourselves to a quotation. 

"We have never been able to discover clearly, notwithstand
ing the great authority of Miiller an<l Burdach, the alleged in
tervention of the senses in hallucinations. According to the 
former, viBionB are actually condition• of the 1en1e of Bigl1t, and 
according to the latter, we then perceive in the eye, when the 

* Baillargcr, Des Ilallueinntions, des Causes qui les produisent, et des 
Maladies qu'elles enrnet~risent (in the .llcmoires del' Academia Royale de 
.MMecine, t. 12, p. 369). 
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thought occur , the same sen ation a if an e ternal obj ct waa 
pine •tl b for th r n y . E p rim nt lly, if it be th , if 
th f11'{/ntl tif 8etl81' be a ftmr.tiott., and en ati n i in tA fW• 

gan, it nece rily follo~· tb t h llucination would bo impo i
bl if thn.t. orrrnn w r cle tro~ .d. 'l'lau th blind o ld h ve 
no . ion8, tho de r would he r no voices. ow, 11"0 Q " hat 
tb controry i oft n the c11 e. The reply to thi bj t.iuo i 
tl111t if tho orgnn it elf be ineapable of sen ation, that part of the 
Lrnin t which tho en ation b long is tb at of tho ph no1:11 • 
n n. But "lu\t cloes thi mean? lin the br in on d ellin 
for th en tion of ight, anoth r for the n ation of h rin , 

hir•l for thn~ of t te '( ncl cv n if i\ bnrJ, ho ill it affect 
tho. ho deny the intervention of the n e in b llucin tion? 
If tbi plienomcnon occurs ol ly in on part of th br in it h 
nollting ttl tic) ith the eu ori 1 or an of the ye or the ar, 
and that i all th y maintain. Deyond th e t rm.s, li nothing 

t tl lll'kn h or ticolly, tho 'ntcrv tion r th en • 
it i ht•rc• uncl r tnocl, sppt!JSrs to u use) or impo ibl • 
or nthcr of tlH! e two things mu t be s id: either f: 1 
ti n fot• e1l in th y , i convey cl to h hr in, or th r i , 
by l1 1 ti 11 of faiR lll u •ht orCI\ n ution o th e . 
Now, an image cannot be formed in the eye without an external 
object; for an image existing only in the sensorial organ, and 
before the intervention of the brain, is not and cannot be any
thing but a certain arrangement of luminous rays. So much for 
the first sense. In regard to the second, may not the unregu· 
luted exercise of thought be, as Burcla.ch asserts, the occalion of 
a false sensation in the eye? It will be conceded that the idea 
is far from being lucid. How can a cerebral or a psychical con
ception engender the sensation of an image in the eye ? In any 
casC', of what use is this hypothesis? Is not a delirious concep
tion wrought in the brain ? When, for instance, it has imagined 
a legion of devils in action, the phenomenon is complete. Why 
say that it cannot occur without the intervention of the eye? 
If the devils really exist, it is not the eye, but the brain that sees 
thC'm. In hallucination, the brain imagines, creates, and 
perfects them, and that is precisely the fundamental character 
of the phenomenon. All this does not prevent n. distinction be
tween intellectual hallucinations and those which arc charac
terized by a sensible sign, a phenomenon of tho sensori11l order, 
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and, in this respect, the works of some modern~t, M~I. Daillarger 
and :Michea in particular, have been of eBSential service. It is 
true that certain hallucinated persons, like certain mystics, 
hear what they call internal voices, a sort of inarticulated wo.>rds, 
a mute communication, audible only in. the mind ; that others, 
on the contrary, very distinctly hear voices who call them, and 
reply to tht>m, and with whom they hold long conversations. 
Let them give to the first kind of hallucination the name of 
psychical, and to the second that of psycho-sensorial, nothing 
can be better. Let them strictly uphold that both the one and 
the other are engendered in the different portions of the brain, 
some physiologists may agree to this. But they are nowise 
authorized to admit, in the last, the intervention of the senses."* 

But whilst rejecting the intervention of the senses, M. de 
Chambre no less recognizes their division into psycho-sensorial 
and psychical, as useful to assist in the study of hallucinations. 
We also think the distinction good, and adopt it, with the re
mark that we consider it applies only to the greater or less 
intensity of the phenomenon. If the perception be weak, the 

- hallucination is noiseleBS-if more powerful, a sound is per
ceptible. We have ourselves noticed these mental conversations 
without the emission of any sound ; but these conversations 
would be impossible if the word spoken had not accompanied the 
word thought; that is, if the conventional sign had not been 
attached to the idea. If, therefore, we do not admit the inter-

- vention of the senses in the production of hallucinations, we are 
no less convinced that the two constituent elements of human 
nature are found in the hallucinatory reminiscence, and, in this 
point of view, we have also adopted the division of the pheno
mena of hallucinations into intellectual and sensorial. 

In studying the hallucinations of sane persons, it is allowed, 
u we have already remarked, that those of sight are the most 
common, whilst, in the insane, those of hearing are the most 
frequent and most complex. According to Marc, hallucinations 
of hearing occur in at least two-thirds of the patients. Amongst 
the most simple and the least intellectual hallucinations of hear
ing, M. Baillarger ranks those of lunatics who hear different 

*A. De Cbambre, Analyse de l'oavrage da Dootear Stafltowaki aar lea 
Ballacinationa, Ouotte M~dicalo, 1850, p. 27 4. 
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n.4t oJ wo~Mt, ncb aa the riagiug of beDa, ftriag of gau, eteo 
Thea follow tboee which OODiiat in Jhe ~ oJ d. ,_, 
tiNIP'dl. 'lbie · pheaomeaoa- il eqaaDy aodoed in penou in a 
healthy cbaditioa ; dna, the prcmouacing of a name, or nea 
a word, obatiaately dwella in the miDd, hara~~e~ it awhile, ud 
nddenly disappean. · 

Hallucinations in a higher degree rqwod.,., li.W • •lo, dl 
Witw4l prBHcvpatitna of eM p4Matl, t.Wr iMt, dar .CVCU., 
- tMir tiHif'dl. 

We may here aotioe the nalogy of a m_eatal habit with I01IIld 
reuon, in which mny peraODI detect themaelvee talkiag to ud 
replyiag to themilelvee. This biu of the miad often oocuioa 
a curious phenomenoa. A man who reeda a book or aorreota • 
proof, fall of the thought which eagroeeee him, reads it aooorcl
iag to the text, although there is no aimilitude between &bt 
words writtea and the words thought. 

Halluciaations appear sometimes to aft'ect strange forma; ht 
oa careful examination, their elemeate are found to ha•e beea 
imbibed from books, pictures, traditioa.a, etc. Thue, in the. Middle • 
Ages, the figure of the devil wu borrowed from the preY&iliag 
architecture of the time, whose fantastic compositions formed 
extraordinary ornaments in their Catholic churches; witness the 
Abbey of St. Martin de Boscherville, near Rouen. 

Hallucinations may be derived from objects long since observed 
and subjects long since forgotten, recalled to the memory by 
some unconscious cause, often by the association of ideas; thus 
it is true that, in the great majority of cases, hallucinatio.ns are 
only reminiscences or creations of known•objects. Sometimet, 
however, it is impossible to discover any connection between 
these false sensations, and occupations thoughts and wow. 
Nicolai and Bostock declare that they could not trace any 
foundation for their visions. Cardan says that he several times 
had visions of suits of armor, although it was an object entirely 
unltnown to him. 

Hallucinations have not always the character of a fixed idea, 
or a dominant passion ; they are sometimes only the reproduc
tion of recollections and of objects which had impressed the 
senses. The delirium then assumes a remarkable versatility, 
both in conversation and action. This is also noticed in some 
kinda of mania and in febrile delirium. · In other circumstances, 
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.after having commenced under a simple form, or having only 
uaumed the hallucinations at the close of a certain time, or 
gradually, they become general, irregular, and attached at the 
same time to several delirious conceptions. 

It may happen that the deranged persons imagine the voices 
which they bear to come from without, and :M. Baillarger observes 
this to be most commonly the case. Very often, too, the interlocu
tors are designated by the pronouns he, •he, them, and the par· 
ticle they. When the patients are questioned as to whom these 
ngue denominations apply to, they cannot give any definite an
Bwer. When illusions are added to these errors, the patients usu
ally attribute them to those persons who are about them. Far 
from considering the words addressed to them as a product of their 
own minds, they attribute them to others; thus they are spoken 
to in the 1econd per1on. Their minds embrace as it were two 
kinds of thought, the one which they know belongs to them
selves, the other which they attribute to strangers; this is the 
fact of intellectual duality noticed in the inspired. These voices 
may express themselves in the third per1on, and reveal to them 
plots contrived against them. 

Hallucinations of hearing sustain the for and agaimt, and 
f'ejlect the •trifu of comcience ; there are two voices, the one 
urging to good, the other to evil. , 

This internal combat occurs also in a state of sanity. In 
fact, it is not unusual to be harassed between two opposite inft.u. 

· ences, one of which counsels the adoption of a certain course, 
and the other opposes it. 

"Some hypochondriacs," says Mons. Falret, "suffer inde- -
scribable anxiety ; they conceive that all manner of pr~cautions 
are taken to prevent them from committing suicide, whilst 
secretly the means for effecting it are pointed out. These pa
tients look repulsive and gloomy ; despair is painted in all 
their features ; their skin is cadaverous; their deeply-sunk eyes 
are yellow and bloodshot. Cephalalgia exists more or less, qsu
ally confined to the forehead, and particularly to the root of the 
nose. They have a sense of beating within the head ; are wake
ful, or, if they sleep, have troubled dreams and see fantastic 
apparitions." 

This psychological characteristic demands the attention of the 
student. It would appear that the same individual has two 
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characters. Under these circumstances, the persou al'ected 
often speak in two different voices. 

Hallucinations are seldom under the control of the will; they 
are manifested without consciousness on the part of the indi
vi.lua1. They surprise him by day and by night, and follow 
him et"erprhcre. We speak chiefly of morbid hallucinatioD8. 
In ~me c:t~C$, howet"er, they can be conjured up at will. Thia 
fact, admitted by lions. Baillarger, is a powerful argument 
against his theory of the weakening of attention. Abercrombie's 
patient could instantly et"oke the figures he desired. So also did 
the celebrated ~iebubr. In the former example, the halluci
nation~ once produced, remained a considerable time. Many 
estimable men, subject to this state of the brain, have remarked 
that it is very diflicuh to reproduce, by a powerful concentration 
of thought, the object of the hallucination. although it appeared 
but a few moments pret"iou.sly, of iL~lf, and without the slight
est effort. 

When hallac:iutiooa of heariug take place in thoee who speak 
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several languages, the voices are more distinct in those with 
which they are most familiar; and become more confused if the 
foreign language ia only slightly understood. Thus the prefect 
quoted by Esquirol, heard the Russian dialect less distinctly, 
because he was less acquainted with that language. 

Possibly, the intellectual faculties receive a greater develop
ment in hallucination. This fact, which has been disputed, is 
evident in inspired persons and ecstatics. A lady one day ob
served to us: "Voices suggest expressions to me with which I 
am not familiar; they give me words much superior to those I 
have been in the habit of using, or which my education justifies. 
Their conversation often runs on geography, polities, and on 
domestic economy, questions to which I am a stranger, but 
which I perfectly comprehend when the voices suggest them." 
It is to this exaltation of mind, to enthusiasm, to the choice of 
words, eloquence, and the nature of the organization, that we 
must refer the great influence some hallucinated persons have 
exercised over their fellow-creatures. 

To this cause, Mohammed, doubtless, owed his immense in
fluence over a large portion of mankind. No, certainly, this 
man was neither mad, nor an impostor! The thought of reform, 
which engrossed his imagination, had the same effect on him, as 
the transformation into corporeity of some of Luther's habitual 
ideas. Persuaded of the truth of his mission, but inhabiting a 
country delighting in the belief of the wonderful, be finally 
believed that he held intercourse with a celestial messenger ; 
whilst Luther, harassed, pursued, excommunicated, surrounded 
by adversaries, replying to them only in transports of rage, 
living in the North, in the midst of all the beliefs of the Middle 
Ages, saw his ruling idea take the form of the devil. But the 
reason of neither was overturned, and their actions were ever 
worthy of their respective missions. 

We might, also, here repeat the hallucinations of Tasso : 
"The subjects on which he conversed," says Manso, "were so 
elevated, the style was so sublime and extraordinary, that sur
prise, in some measure, put me beside myself." In the library 
of Ferrara, we have seen poems by this great master, which 
prove that the hallucinations, of which Manso speaks, had not 
weakened his intelJect. 

27 
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gain, 1uJllucination• may &e the rqwoductiora of J(/f'fMI" li<Nl9 
1na1ationl. 

l\1. Baillarger has publi bed an interesting ase of a ~ mal~ 
ho, having een h r hu bclnd trnck by h 11 in the mic t of a 

riot, a~~, during nb quont insanity, tormented by the firing of 
guns, and noi e imil r to the breaking of indo by b 11 etc. 

~ rnaorial ph 7tomena, I) c lied, in hallucinations of hearing, 
con i t, ccordi g to our vie , in a greater degree of in ity. 
Thu~.o~, cl rRnged p r ons ometime bear solemn nd on ro 

oi •e . Dr. Bland mention a young lady, who auddenly heard, 
whil t llt work in her parlor, a d ep anll ol n oi which 
r p atedly called to her. The same hallucin tion ooeurnd thr 
ditr rent time in the same month, and never f'ter ard • "• 

Ilallncination of h aring om tim c n i in n i bieh 
the patient think they bear, such as th striking of cloc , the 
trottin of horse , 8 in th c 1 br ted app ritiou of Ticinu to 
M rcatua. The young m n, who heard the sound or the av 
of tho a , ntreated tho bout him to rescue him from the 
waters that ro e around him. 

W mu t also refer to hallucination of bearin those nn· 
r tiS t ri f pl in ivc igb h ve by th victim o£ a 

gr t orim , of pirit from tho other orld come to give coun
sel, to announce an important event, or to recall the memory of 
a bad action, the rustling of garments, footsteps treading the 
room in the silence of midnight, doors opening, sighs, lamenta
tions, etc. 

In gt'neral, voices are either murmuring or whispering. The 
sound may suddenly entirely cease. 'l'he conversation of the 
hallucinated with the creations of their brain, appear to them
selves so rapid, and so silent, that they explain it by a kind of 
intuition, an electric shock, a magnetic action, an intelligence 
of two beings, a conversation in thoughts. Blake, the celebrated 
seer of Bedlam, said to one who interrogated him on his commu
nications with invisible beings:" We speak mind to mind.'' These 
are facts highly important to psychology, because they present 
numerous points of resemblance with the phenomena observed 
in the state described by mystic authors, and with those of 
magnetism, somnambulism, etc. 

* Medical Review, May, 1842. 
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Sometimes the Toices are close at hand, sometimes far off, 
and in different directions. They may be concealed above the 
head, nnder the floor, may come from a neighboring bouse, from 
the chimney, from a bedpost, a bureau, a bed, or anything. 
Madame D-- hears voices far off in the fields ; they are hid
den under a tree; and she replies to them aa if she had a speak
ing-trumpet. Voices may proceed from heaven. Lord Herbert, 
the greatest deist of the age, heard a sound from heaven, which 
decided him to publish his work against Christianity. 

Sometimes the voices are only heard by one ear. The pa
tient of whom Bodin speaks, and who, according to Guy Patin, 
must have been Bodin himself, heard sometimes with the right, 
JIOmetimes with the left ear. M. Calmeil, in his article Hallu
einatiom of the Dictionnaire de MAdecine, in 25 vols., thus ex
presses himself: " Some subjects affirm that the sounds which 
they believe they hear, penetrate at times into the left, at others 
into the right ear." In the Traite des Apparitione et des Vam
pire•, by Don Calmet (t. ii. p. 371), we read the case of a young 
man who, in his left ear, heard distinctly a voice proceeding 
from the comer of the cabinet, which seemed about a foot above 
his head, and which spoke very correctly to him for half a 
minute, desiring him to perform a certain action, on which it 
recommended secresy. 

Mons. Mich~a baa given to this phenomenon the title of 
double h~lucination (hallucination dedoubUe). It is not easily 
discovered but in the senses of touch, sight, and hearing. We 
will relate some instances mentioned by this author. 

John Lairy waa attacked with a high fever. On the tenth 
day of his sickness a very remarkable hallucination took place. 
He believed that a man was attached to his right side, who was 
equally ill with himself. It was his dominant idea. He spoke 
only of the companion who partook in his sufferings. He waa 
nry angry that no attention waa paid to this companion, par
ticularly that nothing waa given him to drink, whilst all the 
care and nourishment waa bestowed upon him. He frequently 
conversed with him; and, when the fever had abated, it ap
peared to him that the individual had risen, but was not far off. 
On every other subject the patient was perfectly sane. To the 
endeavor to persuade him that all he believed himself to see and 
he~ was only the result of an irritability of the brain, he re-
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* l'tf. Bounat, Observat. d'Halluc. (Encyclopt\ph. !liM., Feb. 1845), p. 
327. lliat. MM. Mirabil. Francf. 1513, lib. ii. cnp. i, 
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perfectly sane, is well known; which caused us to say, in our 
first edition, that they were more numerous than those of hear
ing. A glance at the annals of the Middle Ages will satisfy us 
on this point. 

Amongst intellectual phenomena of this sense, we must place 
the reproduction of a Bingle object, aluJa!fB the same, during an 
indefinite period. One of our brethren, Dr. W. saw constantly 
before him a black cow, and became so worn out with the per
sistency of this false sensation that he destroyed himself. No 
one who has read the Demonology of Sir Walter Scott, can 
forget the spectre of the physician. The ancestor of Sir 
Charles Bonnet, who, wide awake, saw before him the figures 
of men and women, birds, ships, etc., is an interesting example. 
It is important to notice that he did not, like visionaries, take 
these visions for realities. He was able to judge sanely of all 
these apparitions, and correct his first impressions. 

M. Lclorgne de Savigny, of the Institute, who was for twenty 
years distressed by a malady in which hallucinations of sight 
formed one of the chief symptoms, relates, as amongst the 
most common of his visions, "the scene of a spacious vault 
built up of innumerable human countenances, all equally ex
pressive, but yet," he adds, "all having a kind of inflexibility, 
and fixing on me malicious looks."* 

Religious madmen and ecstatics present the most complex 
examples of hallucinations of the sight. One of these mono
maniacs, several times under treatment at Bic@tre, experi
enced the most varied visions; he saw future generations pails 
before his eyes, and spread out before him like the most magni
ficent pictures. t 

Visi,ons often bear an intimate relation to the actual preoccu
pation of mind of the patient. Thus, we see in our dreams the 
image of the person who has engaged our thoughts during the 
day. At other times they are the reproduction of vivid exter
nal sensations. M. Baillarger gives the following example, 
taken from Pariset's lectures: "A general, whose fame is known 
throughout the world, was one day unadvisedly drawn, during a. 

• Annales Medico-Psycho., t. iv. p. 34. 
t Histoire d'un Fou gu6ri deux fois malgro les MMecins et une fui~ 

sans eux. 
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battle, into the midst of his enemies. Separated from his on 
troops, and surrounded by adversaries, he looked for immediate 
death. He however escaped, but the impression which his 
danger left on his mind was profound and lasting. Since then, 
this general has filled a throne, but he has occasionally expe
rienced a singular hallucination. Suddenly, in the midst of the 
silence of the palace, he has been heard to utter violent excla
mations, and has been found as in the act of defending himself. 
It has lasted but a few moments, but it was the scene of the 
combat re-enacted to his sight. Pariset adds, that this false 
sensation decreased with the advance of age. 

All ideas and preoccupations may be transformed into hallu
cinations; and, consequently, be as various as the individuals; 
we will restrict ourselves to a few examples of lesions of this 
function of most common recurrence. There are some halluci
nists who see the police-officers seeking for them. One, to 
escape them, jumps, almost naked, from the window. Others 
tremble at the sight of the scaffold, the executioner, and gen
darmes. Melancholy monomaniacs, who imagine that they are 
pursued, see none but enemies around them. Women frequently 
have visions of angels and devils. Spectres, phantoms, and 
menacing countenances appear very frequently in some kinds 
of insanity. Cats, dogs, serpents, etc., arc also of frequent 
occurrence. Cardinal de Brienne asserted that his bed was 
filled with scorpions, which attempted to devour him. 

In erotic ideas, the apparitions of angels, men, an•l beautiful 
women, are frequent. l\Iadame C-- sees four men enter her 
room every night, who allow her no rest. Another thinks that 
the young men who enter her door deserve all the punishments 
undct· heaven. In educated minds, hallucinations may be com
posed of subjects of study. Blake, of Bedlam, received visits 
from every great historical character. The poet Harrington 
saw bees, flies, and birds constantly exuding from his skin. 
Hallucinists frequently have no recollection of persons or things 
which they sec. A man told us that he saw three strange men, 
who, after making grimaces nt him, climbed up the stove-pipe 
and rlisappcarcd. Under some circumstances long processions 
and figures of all kinds pass in review. An old lady of eighty, 
expressed the great pleasure she dcri,·cd at the sigl1t of the 
large company assembled. The thousands who composed it, in 
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f'ull dress, passed and repassed with their wives and children, 
partaking of the amusements of the fite. Another lady received 
company, who. played, took tea, and conducted themselves like 
characters in real life. 

Visions are. frequently the. painted reflex of the occupations 
of the hallucinated. A student in theology insists that the devil 
enters him and takes up his abode in his brain. A learned 
Englishman, Ben Jonson, passed a whole night in watching an
cient nations engaged in battle around his arm-chair. Luther 
is surrounded with flaming torches, and fights against the devil, 
who wears the black gown of a proctor. Zimmerman sees enemies 
everywhere. Cardan, whose son is implicated in a plot which 
will lead to his death, is struck by the sight of a bloody mark 
on his finger, which increases during fifteen days. Ravaillac 
relates that he saw victims flying before him, and found on a 
statue the head of a Moor whom he had seen in the studio of an 
artist. 

Many criminals have been pursued by the spectres of those 
whom they have assassinated; some are horrified at seeing the 
ghost o£ a father, mother, or child, notwithstanding the fact 
that these beings are living and present with them. 

Hallucinations of sight, which reproduce the objects that are 
the most interesting to, and make the greatest impression on the 
multitude, have excited general attention in a very high degree; 
they are also discussed in a number of works under the name of 
fliliona. 

This belief in visions was formerly so universal, that there 
was neither castle, churchyard, house, secluded spot, or street 
which was not haunted by one. Everybody was the hero of an 
apparition; and hallucinations, heretofore occurring singly, ap
peared as an epidemic; thus, during the plague in Neocesarea, 
spectres were seen to enter the houses ; likewise in Egypt, in 
the time of the Emperor Justinian, black men, without heads, 
were seen to row on the sea in boats of brass. During an epi
demic which depopulated Constantinople, demons were seen 
running from house to house, and striking the inhabitants with 
death. • 

In the consideration of 177 eases of hallucination, we found 
the proportion as follows :-
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According to thi abatract, bn.llucin tiona of sight will be 

found to occupy the foreroo t r nk, tho c of sight o.nd be ring 
tb ccond, and th c of bearing the third. • 

Tho en ori 1 phonomenn. of hullucina ion of sight are more 
interesting than those of hearing; because the images co.n be 
followed out in detail and described with clearness and preci
sion. In the hallucination of the medical student mentioned by 
Chardel, the figures were bright as silver, the eyes had a sinister 
expression, the robes were of grayish white; the ecclesiastic 
who subsequently appeared with a book in his left hand, was 
pale, and full of dignity, etc. Burdach, speaking of the fan
tastic images which precede sleep, describes them as " some
times simple outlines, sometimes shadowy figures ; now the 
images are luminous and colored, and now appear light on a 
dark background." Instead of being thus clear, apparitions 
are indefinite, confused, o.s if seen through o. gauze veil ; of a 
whitish vapory appearance, the shadows of a shade ; hence. evi
dently, the forms ascribed to spectres. phantoms, and spirits; 
and the reason of this is, because the ideas being incompletely 

* The statistics which we give rl'late principally to persons of sane 
minds. 
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formed in the brain, are consequently but imperfectly clothed 
in their material forms. 

To this cause must be added the influence of darkness and 
silence; occasionally, figures and objects are only half formed. 
Hallucinists see only a portion of a body-the head, or the 
limbs; sometimes they see it reversed, or divided in half. 
Moreover, an apparition may only consist of an arm, a band, 
or an eye. A woman told us, long since, that she constantly saw 
a bead in profile, the eye of which was always looking at her. 
This variety explains the stories told of heads which haunt 
criminals, and of a vengeful eye ever gazing on a. culprit. 
We have given the case of an hallucinated female, who saw her 
eye leave its socket and roll on before her. • 

Visual creations undergo motiom, change1 of dimenBion, and 
tf'amformationa of form. Thus objects which appear fixed, 
begin to move and increase indefinitely, until they vanish into 
distance. Some, on the contrary, gradually shrink until they 
appear to sink into the earth. 

Mr. Bayle mentions an old custom-house officer, who wns 
daily tormented, at a certain hour, by a very singular vision; 
all at once he would perceive a spider suspended from the mid
dle of the ceiling. He would see it increase in size, until it 
completely filled the room, which he was obliged to leave, in 
order to avoid 1leing stifled by this horrible and gigantic animal. 
He recognized an optical delusion, but could not surmount the 
horror with which it inspired him. 

Hallucination, most usually, appear8 suddenly; it may dis
appear in like manner or persist for a certain time. "A lady," 
says Mathey, "on returning home one evening, saw a man in 
her room, who fled and disappeared through a closed door." The 
case of Nicolai, already described, contains curious details of 
the gradual disappearance of the images. The figures began to 
move more slowly, they then became paler, then vapory, and, 
finally, dissolved into air. The spectre seen by Spinosa, in his 
retreat at Rhinbourg, disappeared thus gradually, its colors 
growing weaker around the head of the philosopher. t The 

* Theologians have termed apparition a false perception of an object 
"faguely known; and vision tbnt in which the object is clearly manifested. 
-Le Cardinal Bonn, Du Discernement des Esprits. trad. Franc., p. 675. 

t Opera Pvstbuma, epist. uz., Petro Balling, pp. 471-472. 
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tions alwayB follow the movement of the eyeB. Many cases seem 
to prove that the intervention of an opaque body may conceal 
the fancied image. The celebrated English artist, Martin, saw, 
it is said, beforehand, and by a real hallucination, the pictures 
whose plan and composition he had not yet even contemplated. 

Science offers many analogous cases ; but it is more usual to 
find fnntastic images conceal external objects from the sight of 
the diseased person. The German physiologist, Gruthuisen, 
says he is perfectly sure that floating images entirely hid the 
furniture of the room from his sight. 

llnllucinations of sight occur less frequently with the blind 
than do those of hearing with the deaf. Nevertheless, science 
is in possession of several examples, and in our own, practice we 
have noticed three. We have mentioned that of the celebrated 
Niebuhr, who described to his friends all the various scenes 
which he had formerly seen in his travels ; whilst he spoke, 
they rose up before him in nil the coloring, animation, and 
splendor of nature. An old lady, of eighty-two years, saw a 
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considerable number of persons enter her room daily ; she had 
the door and window opened in order that they might pass out. 
In the private hospital of my 'daughter, Madame Rivet, is a 
person blind, deaf, and dumb, who both sees and hears. 

Ballucination1 of smell, taBte, and touch are nmpler than 
thole which we have ju1t examined. They are only the repro
duction of a sensorial impression. It is very difficult to dis
tinguish them from illusions. 

Some individuals who experience hallucinations of smell, think 
they inhale the most exquisite perfumes; others, again, com
plain that they are poisoned by mephitic and pestilential odors. 
The appearance of holy personages fills the room with the most 
delicious scents, whilst that of demons leaves sulphuric and 
noisome exhalations. A madman, who had sinned against good 
morals, complained that the devil had enveloped him in a cloud 
of sulphur. M. Baillarger knew a lady who was continually 
distressed by an infectious odor which she believed to emanate 
from herself. One day that Esquirol invited her to walk in the 
garden, she refused, fearing, as she said, that all the plants 
would be killed by the scent from her person. 

To these hallucinations, and this species of delirium, may be 
referred what Don Calmet relates of certain men, "who damaged 
all they looked upon, even to the breasts of the nurses, whose 
milk they dried up; the plants, flowers, and leaves of the trees, 
which fell ofF and died on their approach ; so that they dared not 
enter any place without first giving notice, in order that children, 
nurses, young animals, and everything which their looks could 
infect, should be removed."* In proportion as we progress in the 
study of this singular afFection,· do we account for a host of 
historical documents, which the ignorant skepticism of the 
eighteenth century has ranked amongst fables. 

Hallucinations of taste are likewise rare ; they are generally 
observed at the commencement of insanity, and during its most 
active period. Cases in which they exist alone, in a chronic 
state are very unusual. Such persons believe they are partaking 
of excellent viands and drinking delicious wines, although they 
have really nothing. Others complain of having detestable 
food, tasting of verdigris. lllusions of taste are more frequent: 

* Trait6 ear lea Apparition&, t. i. p. 463. 
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Tho insane lick tho wall , believing them to be u r ; tb y eat 
grflvel, e rth, and dirt and maintain that they are of 
fiavor. Tho difficulty of di tinguisbing tb ae lesion of n ·• 
bility, l•ov 11 in mania, e plain th re on hy th y hue 
hith rto be n eli btly noticed. It · also frequently diflieult to 
d' tingn' bt\lluoinstions of toucl from ill ion . no of th 
mo t common forma is that caused by imaginary electric, galv ic, 
anu ncum tic mn.cbin s, and by phy ice and chemistry. The 
p ti nts c mplain of being e perimented on, pr f, in u t 
they ha.vo received electric di charges, have been pierc d, 
pine eel, be t n nd whipped. 

Ia.tlle , m nti nod by 11 lam, profe d to e und r tho 
c ntrol of a !' t of wretches, ho, by means of an ingenio ma
cllin ' r hich h ~:,rav d cription and drtl. ing. put him 0 

inauft ra.bl torture. ome feel them tv s Jlicro d ith il 
d 1 ccrn.t d; otherS ffirm that they ar being su.ft'oeated, tb 

p r onR ancl auimal are walking o r them, th t th y ar tbro u 
down and h lf kill d ith blows. This peculiarity hould be 

u mil kn wn, such an rtion on tb p rt of tb p 
ha frequently irnpo ed on their r latives. 

Th impr ion of touch i very fr qu nt in fcmal . ne 
young lady affirm that she i ni htly fto e until bloo fto"' . 
Another, somewhat advanced, complains to us, with great indig· 
nation, that she is very ill treated. 

Sorcerers affirm that they were often struck by the devil, who 
thrashed them soundly ; they ate and drank at very splendid 
feasts. Many remarked that these repasts did not nourish them, 
for they felt as hungry as before. One of my patients, a de· 
ranged paralytic, complained to me that every night his feet 
were burned. Two others were continually moving from place 
to place, to escape the wind that was blowing on their legs ; and 
Ravaillac felt a figure jumping on his body. 

The sensation of being detained by invisible hands, and in 
females, of being sucked, should also be mentioned. Some of 
the insane complain that, during the night, all their blood is 
pumped out by frightful figures, who suck them. 

It cannot be disputed that these different cases of hallucina· 
tion, above all those affecting the senses generally, may be iden· 
tificd so closely with illusions that it is almost impossible to 
separate them ; but in other cases, it is acknowledged that the 
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sensations of hypochondriacs appear evidently to arise in the 
brain, and may, by concentration of thought, act on its organs, 
and cause nervous disorders. Some insane persons think their 
heads so light that they must be empty, or so heavy that they 
seem filled with lead. 

From close observation, it seems to be decided that halluci
nations are rarely confined to one sense ; in recognizing the 
truth of this fact, on which M. Foville particularly insists, we 
may add that, in general, hallucinations of one sense prevail 
greatly over the others. It is chiefly in acute diseases that the 
union of several hallucinations takes place. 

Hallucinations of the different senses often occur in conjunc· 
tions of two or three. Dr. Pressat remarked that false senso
rial sensations succeeded each other in the same patient in the 
following order : Hallucinations of sight or hearing, of smell, 
then of taste and touch, "so that," said he, "the last have 
always brought in their train those of the preceding sense; thus 
hallucination of smell is also that of sight and hearing ; general 
hallucination of touch is also that of sight, hearing, smell, and 
taste, at the same time. 

When hallucinations of several senses exist, they are ordi
narily intimately connected ; as may be remarked in the ease of 
the patient who licked the walls because they appeared to him 
to be covered with delicious oranges, at the same time that he 
inhaled their odor and tasted the fruit. 

Hallucinations of several senses sometimes reproduce vivid 
anterior sensations, which had occurred simultaneously. On 
this point, M. Baillarger mentions a woman on whose head a 
flower-pot fell, and who directly afterwards heard the noise it 
made in being shattered on the pavement. Subsequently, 
twenty times a day, she felt the same blow, and heard the same 
sound. 

Association of ideas explains, in an infinity of cases, the 
simultaneous existence of hallucinations of several senses. 

The p'!JcAical Aallucinatiom of M. Baillarger, of which we 
are about to point out the principal characteristics, have been 
severely criticized by M. Miebea, who has termed them false 
Aallucinatiom. "It ·is," he says, "a strange error, to make the 
study of dreams a basis on which to build two kinds of halluci
nations. All fantastic perceptions occurring to a man in sleep, 
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r aliti s. To admit of h lloeioationa 

* MicMa, op. cit. p. 102, d ~eq. 
t Peycho-seneurilll hallucination. 
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Leuret relates, in his Fragmem PB!JchologiqueB BUr la Folie, 
.that Friar Gilles, disciple of Saint Fran~ois, and Saint Louis 
the King, conversed a long time with extreme consolation of 
mind, and without the aid of words, which, says Friar Gilles, 
would more have impeded than assisted us, by reason of the 
sweet peace which our souls experienced. 

Patients of this class pretend that there are invisible interro
.gators within them, who speak with them, in thought, mind to 
mind, by intuition, magnetism, and idea; they hear internal 
voices. On this subject, the very curious case of Noel, detailed 
by Cazauvielh, may be consulted.* 

An insane woman, in the Saltp6triere, always replied to the 
questions addreBSed to her by Dr. Leuret; when the physician 
ceased speaking, she continued the conversation, and gave an
swers to fresh questions which she imagined were addressed to 
her, but which bad no connection with each other. "To whom • 
are you talking?" inquired Leuret; "I am not speaking to 
you."-" I hear," she replied, "your thoughts, and I do not 
know why." A reply exactly similar to that of the seer, Blake. 

The cases in which the hallucinated hear voices in the epigas
trium, and receive communications by a sixth sense, still appear 
to belong to the same class. Sometimes it is not in the epigas
trium alone that a part of their thoughts seem to dwell ; it 
appears to them that their entire minds are exercised on the 
point. Van Belmont experienced this under the influence of 
the poisonous action of aconite. 

Finally, it is necessary to remark that patients sometimes use 
-the word voice, for want of another expression, to convey their 
feelings. 

Independently of the phenomena peculiar to each sense, 
there exist others common to the whole group. 

General 8ymptom1.-In the study of hallucinations, a fact is 
revealed which appears specially to belong to insanity. The 
man who perceives the first dawnings of hallucination has often 
the power to conceal it; so that it is only when the evil has 
burst forth that he is constrained to acknowledge it. Psycho
logical researches of the highest interest might be made of the 
method in which a false idea, at first slight and fugitive, tra-

* Du Suicide et de 1' Alienation men tale dana lea Co.mpagoes, p. lGG. 
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ver11 the brain like lightning, to r 11ppear at aom moment when 
Jczu; t c pectcd. It ould be very curious to e min how th.ia 
impalpt\Ll • itl u, ·ho e c 'stcnce i only indicated by th 
ciati n. bicb it calls forth, · c lor d, pictur , and, finally 
s um ·~ b~,~d , hich place it elf before ite ictim, nd pur
Ut 1 im rywhere like his h dow. When th hallucinatiou 

occur in tbi t nnn r, bcfor in anity i di&cov r d by par ota 
or fri •ndtt "ho pcrceivo no di order eith r in or or action 
th n, mo t fr 'tU ntly, n. change i b rved in the conduc and 
uff,' ti u f the party attacked. Hallucinations m y have no 
infiu nc on th conduct, ith •r b<·cau e the · dividu 1 i con ciou 
of thn morbid ])hcnomcno. hich he e perience , or th t be d 
not all w his actions to bo inlluonccd by them. T i s te JS 

som time gr utly rr long tl an•l is in incomp tible 
ith tlw fr o e orcis of reasor1. 
' h n tho suit r r ha once yielded to the power of the bal

JucinBtion, his conviction in its reality is profound; nothing eaa 
p r und him that it is a en orial rror. ome c se , indeed, 
are quoted in contradiction of this doctrine; but, hilst e ad
mit u h wo look on them as exc ptions. It is to tho &rm 
per u ion which the ball cinatcd b v< of the exi tenco of their 
vision , that the heroic p tience with bich orcerer upported 
the tortures imposed by their ignorant judges must be attri
buted. The gift once accepted, it was to them what the philo
sophic idea was to Savanarole, Campanella, Vanini, and so 
many others who died in its defence on the scaffold. Perhaps, 
also, this deep conviction may be attributed to the remark they 
would naturally make, that they could judge of real objects as 
correctly as other men. This rule is not without exception, for 
there are some hallucinated persons who are conscious that they 
are delirious, and arc aware that their sensations are false, and 
this conviction is even mingled in the hallucinations of their 
dreams. 

The hallucination which, under some circumstances, has shown 
itself as a predominant symptom, may be marked or enfeebled 
by other forms of mental alienation, or may reappear, and exiat 
after the termination of the malady. 

One of the most decisive symptoms is to see a patient in the 
midst of a walk, or an animated conversation, suddenly stop, 
listen, even move aside to reply to the voice which questions 
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him, to look at the object presented, to inhale odors, taste food, 
or become irritated by blows. Whilst I am writing, I observe 
one who bas kept silence for two years, but whose pantomime is 
moat expressive; be questions, replies, accuses, defends himself, 
and addresses reproaches. His conversation with imaginary 
beings are very frequent. Esquirol suggested that these symp
toms may be noticed in all insane persons ; but, be adds, that 
individuals who, prior to the malady, were ruled by passion or 
exposed to powerful struggles of mind, are more liable to them 
than others, above all if they have applied to abstruse and 
speculative studies. We see patients daily who gesticulate, talk 
with imaginary beings, and appear very much absorbed in lis
tening to them, so that this disposition appears to us rather 
applicable to the major part of the hallucinated, than to a par
ticular section. 

The different forms of alienation impress their character on 
hallucinations. In lypemania, the apparitions, voices, odors, 
etc., are most usually those of wretched-looking figures, mon
aters, menacing words, which excite to evil, and mephitic ema
nations. If the insanity leans particularly towards religious 
subjects, then the patients see devils or angels. In erotomania, 
they are handsome youths or beautiful girls. When suicidal 
and homicidal monomania prevail, they then hear voices exciting 
them either to kill themselves or others. In general, the hallu
cinations of monomania vary but little, and are observed long 
after the outbreak of the malady. In the melancholy form, the 
cerebral disorder sometimes commences with an hallucination, 
but most frequently the monomania is developed by a p888ion, 
an exclusive idea to which hallucination unites itself; and results 
in a personification of that idea which augments still more the 
conviction of the alienated. In stupidity, hallucination is pre
monitorJ, and frequently accompanied by mental alienation. 

Hallucinations are also of frequent occurrence in mania; but 
they are not so fixed as in the preceding kind. They vary with 
the ideas of the maniac, or if they appear beneath the torrent 
of ideas and of sensations which his brain continually creates, 
they are weakened, or at least in a great degree masked. " Hal
lucinations," says M. Aubanel, "sometimes announce the com
mencement of mania; they are fugitive, numerous, and capri
oiou; much more frequently, maniacal delirium gives rise to 

28 
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hallucin tions hich in m ni r om tim 
l'he patient ia calm n rational, yet he h 

ay c ntinue for s veral day in intli idual 
t'lltir I r tore • ll llucin tion re 1 common wit m iaca 
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llallucin ti n may xi t itb acute d menti ut h y art 
rar 11ncl 1i ht. Dcm nti app •n less f: or ble to their e · 
i t n and d uratiftn tb n the t o preceding forms. ln ti it 

m th t hallucination , being occ ioned by n x lt.ation of 
th t: culti , em nly b tran itory in the dement d. Thi 
th · ry i11 not entirely supported by observ tion. l ha e alread1 
r war ked that many h Uucinat.ion in this kind of madn haft 
be n de ribcd, th 1l •gr •c of hicb are infinite and p nt, 
mor · ' ·r, t. o important varietie -monomaniac n m nt c cle
m nti • In p r lytic d mcnti , the e false sen. ation are rare; 
a 11 nut.hors ha a erted that they never occur but in b fi 

eriod C th t disc e. ' ~ever" i a word no truer in me icine 
th n in p litic . For t el e months I attended a p lytic 
p ticnt who hardly spoke, could c rcely walk, nd t ho fre· 
quently a.w o. h rk r dy to d our him. Wbt>n Li t r r 
reached ita climax, his tongue was loosened, he uttered terrible 
shrieks whilst speaking of the shark, threw himself back, and 
would have leaped out of bed, if his strength had permitted it. 

Esquirol says that hallucinations are usually the lot of weak 
minds. Certainly, errors of sensation are remarked in indi
viduals of very ordinary intellect, but they are equally observed 
in men of highly cultivated minds. Amongst the hundreds of 
insane who have come under our notice since we first attended 
to this branch of pathology, these two classes have been pretty 
equal in number; and it has long since been remarked that men 
the most celebrated for capacity, depth of reasoning, and 
strength of mind were not exempt from this symptom. The 
Live• of Plutarch, in which he speaks of the phantoms oC Bru
tus, Dion, Cassius, etc., refute this opinion. 

There is one symptom of hallucination of high interest, on 
account of the serious consequences that may result from it. 
Apparitions and voices often act only negatively on the insane; 
but they are also frequently the origin, by their couneela, 
menaces, and the terror they inspire, of strange actions, and 

-- -
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singular and sudden resolutions. Thus the aftlicted of this 
cl118s prostrate themselves on the ground, or throw their arms 
around the neck of some person because God has commanded 
them to embrace him, offer insults, utter sharp words, challenge, 
strike, and wound, or fixedly look on the sky, the sun, etc. 
These acts may have dangerous consequences, and lead to sui
cide, theft, murder, or arson. 

These hallucinists give no truce to those whom the creations 
of their brain have once marked out for destruction. A man de
stroyed his child, because he continually heard an angel com
manding him to repeat the sacrifice of Abraham. "An insane 
person of our establishment," says M. Guislain, "asserts t!Iat 
invisible persons speak to him; some accuse him of murder, and 
announce the death of his mother, whilst others defend him. 
Happily, the patient is perfectly aware of his condition, and 

' speaks of the strangeness of his ideas, for which he cannot 
account.'' 

A deranged man hears a voice, which he obeys, ordering him 
to mutilate himself; and a girl obeys a voice which commands 
her to murder her child. 

We cannot too much insist on the frequency of hallucinations 
which make the alienated believe that they are abused, mocked, 
and threatened. "They are incessantly calling ·me thief, assas
sin," said an hallucinated person to me one day. "Who calla 
you so?" " They." But, like the greater number of those 
belonging to this class, he could not point out any one. Some 
hear agreeable words, conformable to their wishes ; others hear 
menacing language. A young English lady converses every 
day with several of her countrywomen. Madame C. has long 
conversations with the angel Raphael. Noma talked with the 
nymph Egeria, Mohammed with the angel Gabriel, Luther with 
the devil, Charles IX. heard in the night the shrieks . of the 
victims of St. Bartholomew. An old musician was constantly 
surrounded by the harmony of instruments. 

The circulating and digestive functions, sleep, and secretions, 
present changes which should be noticed. Messrs. Leuret and 
Mitiviti have described, in their pamphlet on The Rapid Pul1e 
of the Alienated, that under this form of delirium the greatest 
disorder in the circulation was observable. In fifty cases, they 
have reckoned ninety-five pulsations in the minute. Does this 
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quickn of the pulse belong to diae e1 of the bean, which 
are, according to rs. a e and Fol'ille, ery common "\h 
the li n ted? fight it not alao be tbe r ult of leqlellll 
eo usual a symptom, or to th agitation caused by · ioDI and 
voices, coo tant incitement to anger, rage, vocilerationa, or otb 
kinds of emotion ? 

t first the dig tive organs may be deruged, hen ceph.
lalgia and fever "st; but the ar hi fty o If< ct d hen the 
id a of th hallucinated person ia of a mournful ch · ter baa 
he fear the a cots of public juaticf, and g~ il 
colllltnntly be et by con tables, or when be refuaee food; &he 
r eult of these prolongetl faatings ia manifeeted by eeriou dia
orJ ra in the stomach and inteatio . Constipation exiata iza 
mnclne • The fo r of po' on acta equally in i pairing the diges
tive or ,ans. 

The Jeep of the hallucinated is generally short, and almoa 
alway di turbed. Uneasine a nd thu di tress which many 
p r ons feel in the dark, are greatly incroaaecl by apparitions. 
When the are of a terrible charocter, &Dd the oicea are 
threat ning, the sufferers cannot njoy a ruoment of repoee; 
they hri k :fight and e hibit vi nc of fe:~.rful conflict. 
When the cries of an insane person are heard in the silence o£ 
the night, it is" certain that they are visited by hallucinatiooa. 

Disordered secretions offer nothing particular ; occurring as 
they do in mental maladies, without being combined with hallu· 
cinations, they may be referred to those kinds of diseases. 

Inquiries have latterly been instituted as to the time most 
favorable for the existence of hallucinations. Observation proves 
them to be most common in the evening, at night, and on going 
to rest, and that t}:ley obey a natural law, by which mournful 
ideas, uneasiness, fear, and terror are increased by solitude and 
darkness. But, although the greater number of hallucinations 
take place at night, many likewise occur dunng the day. We 
subjoin our observations on 144 cases. 

62 times hallucinations occurred at night, 
50 " " " during the day, 
32 " " " by day and night. 

The nature of the hallucinations does not appear especially to 
influence the period of their appearing. 
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It has, however, been noticed that some kinds of hallucina
tions appear indifferently day and night, asleep or awake, whilst 
others only come in the night. 

M. Baillarger, in a memoir presented to the Royal Academy 
of Medicine,* entered into more circumstantial details, which 
we proceed to quote. Many of his deductions are verified by 
cases contained in this work. 

1. The transition from sleep to waking, and from waking to 
sleep, exerts a positive influence on the production of hallucina
tions on subjects predisposed to insanity, previous to, in the 
commencement of, and during the progress of this malady. t 

2. The mere act of lowering the eyelids is sufficient with some 
subjects, and even during their waking hours, to produce hallu-
cinations of eight. ' 

8. Hallucinati'ons occurring in the intermediate state between 
waking and sleeping, howsoever short of duration, become most 
usually continued, and excite delirium. 

4. Madness, in subjects already attacked by hallucinations 
at the moment of sleep, is quickly, and from its commencement, 
characterized by hallucinations.-

6. Hallucinations occurring whilst awake, frequently become 
stronger at the moments of falling asleep and of awaking. 

6. A fit of mania may follow immediately, and from the first 
access, hallucinations produced at the moment of falling asleep 
and of awaking. 

7. Hallucinations of one sense occurring during waking hours, 
those of another sense may. be produced at the' moment of fall· 
ing asleep. 

8. The transition from waking to sleeping has much greater 
influence on the production of hallucinations, than the transition 
from sleeping to waking. 

9. It is frequently after the suppression of a hemorrhage 
which has produced symptoms of congestion towards the head, 
that hallucinations have been produced at the moment of sleep. 

10. The influence of the transition from waking to sleeping 
in the production of hallucinations, proves that at least in cer-

* 86anoe du 24 Mai,l842. M6moires de 1' Acad6mie Royale de M6decine, 
t. :~:ii. p. 476. 

t This faot hu already been noticed by Meister, in his Lettre sur l'Ima· 
gination. · 
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tain cas8B, it is a phenomenon parely physic 1, and deman 
pur ly pby ic 1 tr atment. 

11. Hallucinations occurring in tb int nn i t t t 
tween wa ing and sleeping, above all in ubj ct predi po 
in!lllnity, or ho have already been derang , aro oft 
indications or imp nding delirium. 

12. Hallucma.tions which precede sleep, and f'rom their 6 
appearance continue during ver I hour r cau f' tran· 
si nt madne s; and may xcu e act c mmitted durin tb night 
by a ubj ct who on the following day will bo of' perfectly oUll 

n .. 
Hallucination• in Dreams.-All the symptom which we ha 

ourn rated may bo reproduced in clr m ; but l•.Y rc n of the 
n. turo of the imprc sion , they ar often le ivid. 

nsations do not alw cease imm di t ly on a king in sa 
iutlividual , only they tli appear in a longer or aborter tim 
wb· t wit dor ngcd per on they cootin • 

1he aotion of thought may be pur n •c.l in dreams, and event 
long pa sed be reproduced ork may be completed, and new 
coml.lin tions t ke place. The ball ci tio of o. dream po e 
11t time a moro astoni bin character sine it appear to n· 
nounce an event which is passing at the moment ; the b8Bt 
explanation which can be given of this phenomenon is, that the 
prcoccupations'of the day have not been interrupted by sleep. 

Hallucinations in dreams are often characterized by the pre· 
sence of an incubus. This phenomenon was formerly very com
mon in nocturnal hallucinations. 

The hallucinations of sorcerers, in the Middle Ages, were very 
often universal; they saw, beard, felt, smelt, and tasted in com
mon. This symptom also belongs to deranged and even sane 
persons, but is much less frequent. A more common event is 
to hear madmen reason during the day in accordance with their 
nightly hallucinations. 

Finally, there are cases or somnambulism which present hal
lucinations similar to those of dreams. Many observations in 
these two classes prove that the will of man may be perverted, 
and be may be led into actions involving serious responsibility. 

Symptoms of Illusions.-The symptomatology of illusions is 

* Baillarger, op. cit. t. 12, p. 47G. 
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so closely allied to that of hallucinations, as to need only a sum
mary notice. The aeries of phenomena (called sensorial and in
tellectual) of hallucinations will bear the same explanation. The 
essential characteristic is the transformation which external 
objects, or those which exist out of the brain, undergo. A 
stranger may be transformed into a. friend, a. relative, a. hus
band; or, a woman may become a man. The persons of their 
fellow-patients are altered to those of other individuals. One 
person, on looking at himself in a mirror, was so strongly agi
tated that he rushed on his keeper and stabbed him with a knife. 
A descendant of the great Reformer, whom we attended, uttered 
a cry of horror; she had just seen her son in the glass, fright
fully altered ; this illusion was caused by the sight of herself. 
King Theodd'ric experienced the most bitter remorse at the 
sight of a fish that was served at table, which appeared to him 
to be the head of the Senator Symmachus, whom he had con
demned to death. 

The greatest variety of symptoms are produced by illusions; 
thus, some persons believe they have the head of a bird or a. 
horse, or an extremely long nose, or one which keeps constantly 
lengthening, or a body made of wax; others are persuaded that 
they increase or shrink, or fly through air. Many declare 
themaelves changed into dogs, cats, wolves, and devils. The 
Brituh Review mentions the case of a man who believed he was 
changed into a teapot. Van Beerle, convinced that he was made 
of butter, refused to approach the fire, lest he should melt, and 
~he idea caused him to throw himself into a. well. 

A stone, a. tree, a piece of tapestry are metamorphosed into 
. frightful apparitions. The forest-trees people the country with 
phantoms; clouds often become armies engaged in battle, or 
angels, who come to console mortals. Spectres wander at night 
amongst the tombs. 

Illusions of hearing are no less frequent. The whistling of 
the winds become sighs or menacing voices. The dash of the 
waves bear with them the last cries of the shipwrecked mariners. 
Bessus seized his sword and killed the swallows that made a nest 
in his room. "See these birds," said he, angrily, "they accuse 
me of having killed my father!" of which crime, history informs 
us, he was subsequently convicted. 

Illusions of touch are no Ieee remarkable than those of the 
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other 1enaee. o i p nona, wboee kin doet ot pr~ 
p rly performs ita functions, affirm, on the alight t too b tha' 
they r b ten, and being murdered; others b~ ing eotan a 
di e , ~ 1 in cots and spiders running over tb uir l 
m ntion n officer who frequently uttered loud cri , an p
I' nr d tQ driv oft' menacing object.&· it u di cov r d that bo 
took ach blad of stro. for the beaks of bird or prey, hich 

r wounding him. 
ometimes tho ymptoma are conn tod ith the internal 

org n ; tho sufferers ~ el in ecta moving in ditre ent part.& of 
th brain, nak gnawing the stomach a d frogs nd tOads 
lla vin • in th b1lomen. ne you g 1 y u rtAin that 

orm wo. d vouring her skull. hypochondriac, under the 
nr of Ion • Ray r, felt a 1 rge nd a emall o lt rnat.ely 

ruo ing up arul down the oo ophagu and stomach. trophy 
of th pinal marro b longs to the same cl It h 

rted tb t ballucin tion11 relating to vi o ral nsation , 
r ery oft n combined ith lesion of the or ana, hil t dli.s 

morbid tli position ry r r in illusions; th di tinction 
llpp(lars to u of minor importance. A eneral, bo "' ub
.i · to rb umati m in th kne , eized the affect d p rt ith oo 
h nd, hi! t with tho oth r he dealt hea.vy blow on it, r pent
ing: "Ah, rascal, you will not go, then!" He imagined bia 
knee to be a thief. 

Esquirol ranks nll the phenomena of sexual interconrse 
amongst illusions of touch. But hallucination must also have 
existed, since the diseased person was conscious of a. corporeal 
presence. 

The history of incubes and succubes leaves this point unques
tionable. The history of the Middle Ages gives proof of the 
number of unfortunates, who, under the influence of this variety 
of demonomania (hallucinations of the organs of generation), 
confessed themselves to have bad, during a series of years, com
merce with the devil, etc. 

It is very common for insane females to imagine themselves 
outraged by the other sex; we rarely meet with examples of 
this class of symptoms in men. 

In common with the other senses, that of smell is a cause of 
error to the insane ; many find a bad taste in their food because 
their digestive functions are deranged, and the mucus of the 
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mouth is dry and arid, and they reject nourishment under the 
impression that they are going to be poisoned. 

We have now analyzed, with the greatest possible care, the 
physiological phenomena of hallucination ; it remains to glance 
on its intellectual mechanism, and on the conditions most favor
able for its production. 

Esquirol, swayed by the sensual philosophy in the midst of 
which he was educated, saw in hallucinations only recollection•, 
ueociated by the force of imagination. Ideas p&BSing through ' 
the senses, the brain could not imagine any sensible form the 
model of which had not been previously recognized. 

"It would take too long a time," said M. de Chambre, "to 
deduce here the theoretic motives or experiences which do not 
permit us to recognize the limits imposed on the evolutions of 
thought, even in delirium. We will content ourselves with one 
reservation, convinced as we are that the imagination of the 
hallucinated frequently oversteps the circlet of memory to act 
on its own account." 

M. Baillarger, who has carefully studied the conditions favor
able to the production of hallucinations (psycho-sensorial), has 
placed them under three principal heads :-

·lat. The involuntary exercise of memory and imagination; 
2d. Suspension of external impressions ; 
3d. Internal excitation of the sensorial orgaQs. 

As we have discussed in another chapter the value of the 
opinion of this author on the slackening of atte~tion as very 
much adapted to the production of hallucinations, we will not 
repeat it. It is sufficient to recollect that if in reverie, aliena
tion, the intermediate state between waking and sleeping, and the 
state of melancholy with stupor, many facts lean to support this 
theory, yet there are others, equally conclusive, which place be
yond doubt the influence of will and attention in the development · 
of hallucinations. Thus we persist in saying that this pheno
menon may occur in the highest degree of meditation, when it 
is, so to speak, the perfection of a fixed idea. This point ap
pears to us undeniable, as instanced in many celebrated persons, 
who could reproduce hallucinations at will. It is also the opin
ion of Burdach, who says : "Visions may occur during the day, 
when the mind is concentrated on one idea and detached from 
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ternal world ; nor does speaking to them suspend the hallucina
tio~. The scholar, mentioned by lf. Baillarger, appears to us 
a powerful example against the su...~nsion of external impres
sions. We cannot then say that this is a general disposition of 
mind. If, however, the relaxation of attention be favorable to the 
production of hallucinations, how is it that when this faculty is 
strongly excited by the contemplation of the vision, it still con
tinues, and even for a considerable time, although with a con· 
scioosness of its falsity, as the eases of Nicolai and Bostock 
evince? 

A last condition necessary to the production of hallucination, 
consists in an excitation extended to one or several of the sen
sorial organa, at least in their intra-cerebral portions. As a 
proof in support of this, we may observe that persons in the 
habit of using a microscope, often see soddenly the object which 
they have been examining at intervals, for several hours after 
they have ceased their observations. 

In bringing to a close tlw which relates to the physiology of 
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hallucinations, we must draw attention to a disposition of mind 
to which the name of hallucinatory condition has been given, and 
which, independently of hallucinations, is characterized : let. 
By loss of conaciousnesa of time, place, and surrounding objects; 
2d. By an entirely involuntary exercise of memory and imagin~ 
tion. This is the aparte of Esquirol, which is likewise observed 
in the most rational men who are absorbed by some deep medi
tation. • The involuntary exercise of the faculties does not only 
accompany hallucinations, it often precedes them; forming, as it 
were, their precursor. The state of hallucination is of variable 
duration ; it may last for several hours, or only for a few 
seconds. 

RBCAPITULATION.-The physiology of hallucinations offers 
great difficulties, for which reason they have been considered 
inseparable from insanity. Hallucination has been described by 
several authors as composed of two elements, psychical and sen
sorial; the fact appears unfavorable to the theory of the interven
tion of the senses. The sensorial action appealed to by Burdach 
and Muller, is no more real than is the cerebral pain belonging 
to a long amputated member. If sensation exists in the organ, 
how can hallucination of the blind and deaf be explained ? If 
even the phenomenon passes solely in a certain portion of the 
brain, it cannot, for that reason, have any need of the sensorial 
organ. < 

But even if we reject the intervention of the senses, the divi
sion of hallucinations into pB!Jcho-aenaorial and pB!Jchical is no 
lesa useful in the classification of the phenomena. The degree 
of intensity appears to us the best illustration of this classi
fication. 

This decomposition of the elements of hallucination naturally 
leads to the study of the intellectual and sensorial phenomena. 
Amongst the intellectual phenomena of hallucinations of bear
ing, the frequency of which places them in the foremost rank, 
we must range different kinds of noises, the repetition of some 
particular word or words, the reproduction of the habitual pre
occupation of mind in the individual. Even when hallucinations 
present some extraordinary feature, they may be traced to read
ing, conversation, and recollections. There are, however, a 

* Des Maladies Mentalea, Paris, 1838. 



eertain -- of mODI whioh Uft llO OOilMI&i-. wida 00111-
pMione, thought., or habitaal worb. 

HalluciD&tioua may come froiD withou; thq are -...e fre. 
qaently ucribed to iana"ble beings, who speak in dut leCGDd or 
third penon, or to indeterminate penoDB, u fM,, d.& The 
number of interlooaton may be OODiiderable. 

An iu&erelting phenomenon in refereaee to Jll10holcJg1, ia 
that which excit4M a belief' ia the esiltence of two indiftdaall, 
or two principles in the same penon; dut one inoiq to em, 
the other vging to good. 

In general, hallucinatioua are DOt 11Dder the OODVol of the 
will. Sometimes, "howenr, they are 10 ; which ia a powerfal 
argument agaiuat the relaxation of attention; theJ disappear or 
eontinue, notwithstanding a desire to the contrar;J. The 111011' 
powerful concentration of thought oannot aomemnee reproduee 
an haDucination which, a few momenta prerioaly, hu appeued. 
uncalled for. 

When hallncinatioua of hearing are emibited m IMWenl Jaa
pagel 1poken by the penon atrected, the leut diatiact are 
those of the language with which he ia the leut familiar. 

The intellectual faculties may receive a greater development 
in haJlucinations; this symptom particularly has been already 
proved; it accounts for the extraordinary influence which certain 
men ~ve exercised on their fellow-creatures, with the reserva
tion, however, that these hallucinations are compatible with 
reason. 

Intellectual hallucinations of hearing may be the reproduction 
of vivid anterior sensations. 

The sensorial phenomena of hallucinations of hearing are 
characterized by sounds more or less solemn. They most usu
ally resemble mormurings and whisperings. The sounds may 
soddenly cease and conversations take place mentally. 

Extraordinary noises, and revelations from the other world, 
belong to hallucinations of hearing. 

The voices may be very near, or heard at a distance, and in 
different directions, or they may consist of noises of various 
kinds. 

Hallucinations sometimes occur .only on one side. The halha
cinated hear with but one ear, or see with bot one eye ; these 

• 
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are the double hallucinations (laallucinatiom tUdoubUu) of Mr • 
.MicMa. 

Hallucinations of hearing, instead of being external, become 
internal. 

The loBB of the senses is no obstacle to the manifestation of 
hallucinations. 

Hallucinations of sight are very usual with persons of sound 
mind, whilst those of hearing are much more common with the 
deranged. 

Amongst the intellectual phenomena of hallucinations of 
sight, may be noticed the reproduction for a greater or leBB time 
of an object always the same, which afterwards assumes a great 
variety of changes. 

Hallucinations of sight have often an intimate relation with 
actual preoccupation of mind ; at other times, they are the re
production of vivid anterior sensations. 

Hallucinations of sight are generally formed by the most 
habitual ideas and occupations. In general, the image is entire, 
but sometimes a part only is developed ; for example, half of 
a body, a head, or an eye. It is probable that this difference 
in the representative sign depends on the mode of conception. 
Thus, when an idea has caused a deep impression, the image is 
reproduced entire, whilst the individual sees it imperfectly, or 
mistily, when the impression has been weak. Perhaps to this 
canse may be attributed the manner in which a number ef the 
deranged speak of their hallucinations ; they Juwe Baid, tl&eg 
laave imulted me, and no other explanation can be obtained. 

The sensorial phenomena of hallucinations of sight form a 
more interesting study than those of hearing. From their 
commencement, they have emotion, and varieties of size, and 
form. 

Hallucinations, in general, appear suddenly ; they may dis
appear in like manner, remain a certain time, or decrease gra
dually. In some cases, hallucinations are developed at the same 
time with derangement, and cease with it. 

Hallucinations occur gener&lly in the night, or, at least, han 
more intensity at that period. They are also frequently noticed 
during the day, and in numerous cases continue both night and 
day. Closing the eyes often causes hallucinations to disappear; 
in some circumstances, the contrary effect is produced. 
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All men may have hallucinations, the most exalted as well as 
the feeblest minds. 

The influence of hallucinations may lead to very serious 
results. 

Circulatory and digestive functions, sleep and the secretions, 
evince alterations. 

Certain periods are more favorable to the production of hal
lucinations ; such as the transition f~om sleep to waking, and 
from waking to sleep, evening, and night. Many hallucinations 
occur indifferently, however, by night or day. 

In the hallucinations of dreams, all the false sensations may 
be felt which are observed in waking. 

The labor of thought may be continued in dreams, which 
explains many curious cases which have been described. 

The accounts given by sorcerers of the mysteries of the Sab
bath, were only hallucinations occurring in dreams. 

One peculiarity noticed in some deranged persons is, that 
their conduct during the day is guided by the false sensorial 
impressions of the night. 
· The halluci,nations of somnambulism offer a great resemblance 

to those of dreams ; they may also occasion very reprehensible 
acts. 

Dlusions may exhibit all the sensorial and intellectual pheno
mena of hallucinations, which they frequently accompany; their 
essential characteristic is the transformation of external bodies, 
into fanciful conceptions. Deranged persons may also believe 
themselves to be the metamorphosed object. 

To hallucinations of touch may be ascribed the false sexual 
impressions of many of the insane, incubes and succubes, and 
all cases of this character with which the history of the Middle 
Ages teems. 

The intellectual mechanism of hallucinations may not be 
restricted to recollections associated by imagination; nothing, 
in fact, proves that this last faculty does not often overstep the 
circlet of memory to act on its own foundation. 

Three conditions appear to exert a great influence on the 
production of hallucinations; the involuntary exercise of me
mory and imagination, the suspension of external impressions, 
and the internal excitation of the sensorial organs. Relaxation 
of the mind, without doubt, favors the production of hallucina-
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tions, but it is no less certain that this phenomenon may tal: 
pl ce in the highest degree of meditation; then occurs what h 
Le n noticed in certain tates of the body, where two extre e 
occasion symptoma apparently identicGl. The same objection 
may be made to the suspension of external impression&; if 
in many cases they exist, in many others they are wanting. 

Finally, there is an h llucina.tot state, hich, independent)·· 
of ballucinatiOl\81 is characterized by a Joss of the COil cion e 
of time, of place, o.nd of surrounding objec , by the involun rr 
cxerci e of memory and imaginu.tion. This aparle is also o 
ser able in men absorbed by some profound meditation. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

PATHOLOGICAL ANATOKY • 

.d priori, the production ot hallucination not eaeily explained by an anatomical 
lesion-How account, by pathological anatomy, tor the hallucinatione ot the 
child, the thinker, an4 the poet !-Intermittence another objection-Autopsy 
without characteristic anatomical disorder•-The greater number ot phyeiciane 
do not belien, in the present state ot science, in any special !mown alteration 
-The relation ot lesions to hallucinations olf'en nothing poeitiTe-The brain 
is doubtless modified; but its mode ot change ie entirely unlmown-Rec:apilv
kltioft. 

A priori, it seems difficult to connect hallucinations with ana
tomical lesion. The transformation of an idea into an image, 
or rather its division (dAdoulJlement), doubtless presents differ
ent appearances in the child, the rational man, the deranged 
person, the hysteric, and he who is a prey to fever, but it ia no 
less the fundamental fact of hallucination. By what lesions 
can the false sensations of the child be explained, whose fear 
makes him see demons, assassins, and robbers-or those of the 
rational man, who sees before him villages, cities, and groups of 
men, without, however, being duped by these fantastic forms? 
Must this psychological phenomenon be attributed to a few drops 
more or less of blood, to a nervous erethismus ? The same 
explanation is always given to a multitude of different diseases: 
"Doubtless it is a cerebral modification;" but it is contrary to 
the simplest good sense to give a uniform explanation to symp
toms so varied and so numerous. 

Are solitary hallucinations identical in the alienated, the epi
leptic, the hypochondriac, and the furious madman? And how 
can we suppose them connected with an anatomical derangement, 
when we see them disappear suddenly, return at indefinite pe
riods, in the morning, the day, the evening, or the night? The 
cerebral fibre is evidently affected to a certain degree in the 
formation of the idea; but who has ever comprehended the 

29 



ON BALLUCU TJO • 

h t it appears to 

man of g nius o concentrated 11 h · faculti 
ne fu orit thou •ht that it tak 
this mar'l'cl • e~ cted? ,.o more than 

m cb n · m of thought. Thu , by r 
t11 conclu ion tb:~t there cannot be appr 
r gcment in the caao of hallucinations. 

Let us now see if of aoatomic l th logy resoll"e tbe 
qu tion differently • 

• ~tL . n t e fir t f Augu t, 1 39, a man waa re-
o iv d i the ho pital of the ll8tel-Di a cd tbirty·nin , 
printer by de, of ord" ry bei ht, a ood nd troog eon ti· 
tution, bc~~ord nnd hair bl ek. H r 1 t tl th t, v nt n d ys 
pr iously, h bad been attacked in the street b ut t o in tb 
ruornin , by ov r 1 n, and thrown dolfll ; nd tb t in fallin , 
be g t ound on the upp r part of the occipital region. Tbit 
a cid nt alarm d him gr tly, o on the fo11owing night he 
opClncd l1i8 door und r th irupre ion that ome one knocked. 

oou fterwarde, some arm d men entered the room, who aeiztd 
and ill-trc t d him. in the d h DCJuil b hiJ 
balJucioation waa reacted every night. This Tiaion, however, 
was not the first that be bad experienced ; for seven yeo.rs he 
had been visited at times by similar ones, all occurring at night. 

On the day after his arrival, his countenance expressed nothing 
remarkable ; his mind was perfectly clear ; no heat in the skin, 
no fever ; all the functions acted well. On the posterior and 
superior portion of the head was a wound, which had injured 
the scalp, 15 lines long by 13 broad. 

Sweetened barley-water, castor-oil, 30 grammes. Diet. 
About eight at night the delirium returned, the patient arose, 

and we were obliged to put on him the strait waistcoat. He 
manifested much fear, spoke of the men who had come to seise 
him, and endeavored to take refuge behind the beds of the other 
patients, uttering cries of terror. At three in the morning, he 
had recovered his mind, replied to the questions addressed to 
him, and was aware that he was the sport of an illusion. (Bleed
ing in the foot, soluble tartar, 15 grammes, lemonade, diet.) 

All the symptoms of hallucination were reproduced in the 
night; in the morning, be was more calm, and replied aeDSibly 
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to the questions asked ; but there was a wildness in his look, 
and he soon endeavored to get free. (Sulphate of quinia.) No 
febrile symptoms. 

On the 5th, the violent delirium ceased ; but he still saw 
visions; from this time he sank, his features fell, be became 
pale and thin, and refused to eat. On the 11 tb be had vomit
ings, which nothing could check; neither draughts, nor a blister 
on the epigastrium. On the 16th, the patient expired, at four 
in the morning • 

.Av,top~y on the l7tA, 30 lwurs after deatA.-Head. The me
ninges, and particularly the pia mater, are injected, but are 
easily separated ; they have not contracted any adherence to 
the cortical substance. This, carefully examined, presents 
neither injection nor change of texture ; the convolutions are 
in a normal state. There is no serosity in the ventricles. The 
cerebellum has its natural consistence 'and color. The olfactory 
JP,Dd auditory nerves require no notice. No serosity in the base. 
The snrface of the stomach on a grayish base presents a very 
slight injection; it is universally mammillated, with the exception 
of the great eu.Z.de-aac. 

A slight arborescent injection is observable in the duodenum. 
The liver very large. The wound on the head healed; the bone 
uninjnred. 

This case of hallucination, as simple as possible, does not pre
sent any anatomical lesion which can account for the disorder 
of the sensations, unless, indeed, we consider the injection of 
the meninges as a cause. It is, however, worthy of note that, 
for seven years, the patient had been subject to these visions, 
and that during this lapse of time an alteration could easily 
have been developed. 

This is not the only autopsy of the hallucinated which we 
have made; in some cases we have discovered nothing ; in 
others, we have noticed injections, several times alterations in 
the meninges and the cerebral substance ; but, even in these 
cases, it has been impoBSible for us to discern the connection 
between the lesion and the disordered sensations experienced 
dUJ"ing life. 

This opinion is that of the immense majority of physicians 
who have devoted years to the study of autopsical researches. 
M. Lelut does not admit of any anatomical lesion in hallucina-
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tion1. :M. Oalmeil agrees iu tbil view of the nbjeet. ' Learet 
has formally protested against those who 1111ign aD appreciable 
material lesion to hallucinations. It may be genenlly Ulerte4 
that the brain of an hallucinated penon doea not reeemble, point 
for point, that of one ezempt from hallucinationa, but we eaaao& 
indicate wherein it dift'era. 

M. Aubanel, whose treatiae prol'el him to han been a c1 ... 
obaener, aaya: "In three aubjecta of whom he made pM-tUrt• 
ezaminationa, two of whom had hallaoinationa of ligh" the 
other of hearing, he oould not detect the alighteat chaage of 
tezture or. color in the optic or auditory nenee." :Fmber -, 
he atatea: "I have made nry n'IDDerona autopaiee of tbe alieD
ated in Bi~ue. I have encountered multiplied altera&iODit 
but I han never eetabtiahed their connection with tlae phe ... · 
mana that engage oar attention, whether by nuon of their 
nature, of their inconatanoy and vart.ty, or of the dil"ereat 
rJI"eotions which han eziated. Theee alterationa, moreoYer, 
did not always eJ:iaL There was notbing to prove that theJ 
were not old lesions." 

The treatise of M. Dupeyre on aome points relative to UB. 
ritcm treme111, contains nothing peculiar to hallucinations in the 
autopsies which are there described; they are known lesions. 

Some localizer& have attributed hallucinations to the irritation 
of a portion of the encephalus, but up to the present time, they 
cannot show either the situation or character of this lesion. 

A physician of note has found in hallucinations the nervou 
cords hard, yellowish, and withered; and, proceeding higher, 
has found the cerebral portion, to which the nene is attached, 
to exhibit more or less serious alterations ; be has especially 
noticed adherences of the fibres. When these facts shall hue 
been published in all their details, they will attract the attention 
of men who are cultivating our science. But I fear that it ia 
only a ttimple coincidence ; and it would require much more 
decided proofs to destroy the arguments which we have employed 
in the opening of this chapter, or to etrect any alteration ia 
the present state of science. We have frequently found tbe 
optic and acoustic nerves wasted and altered in their texture, 
without the individuals huing hallucinations. ~~s to lesions of 
the cenbellum, mentioned by the same author, it would appnr 
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that he has himself observed them in deranged persons who 
were not hallucinated. · 

REOAPITULATION.-Even if a particular lesion existed in 
hallucination, it still remains to discover its mode of action in 
converting an idea into an image, or rather in rendering visible 
its sensible sign. 

The same objection exists in describing the lesion which 
peoples the solitude of the child with phantoms, and that of the 
rational man with all kinds of images. 

Hallucinations vary according to cases, and the same lesion 
cannot apply to all. 

To explain hallucinations as caused by the presence of a little 
more or a little less blood, woultl be to remain still in the circle 
in which all cerebral diseases are at present clustered. 

The researches of pathological anatomy have not, up to the · 
present time, furnished any positive data on the mode of lt~sion 
peculiar to hallucinations; it is, nevertheless, that which reason
ing might conject.ure. 

The facts collected by Mr. Foville are neither sufficiently 
numerous nor sufficiently well known to modify general opinion; 
we must, therefore, be content to wait until this gentleman has 
published his anatomico-pathological researches. 



C II A P T E R • ~ V IJ I. 

pitulation. 

liALLUCI~ATIONS do not, in general, progress steadily; they 
return at irregular intervals, as well in the day as at night, and 
present very marked remissions. These remissions happen 
particularly in the day, and their variable return appears to us 
a powerful argument against the existence of a durable lesion 
in the organ attached to the phenomenon. This rule is not, 
however, without exception; in melancholy alienation, when the 
patient thinks be has been arrested, menaced, or is alarmed by 
some frightful vision, and pursued by enemies, the remission is 
not always appreciable. The hallucinations lasts for an indefi
nite period. 

Hours of repose, distractions, and intellectual or manual 
occupations are sufficient to make hallucinations less sensible, 
and even sometimes to put an entire stop to them. 

In a certain number of cases, the transition from waking to 
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sleep, and t?ice verta, baa an influence on the production of 
hallucinations. 

Evening, darkness, and night favor the return of hallucina
tions, or augment their intensity. It is, in general, at night 
that the hallucinated are agitated, speak, sing, dispute, and 
ahrielt. 

The form of insanity exercises an influence on the progress 
of hallucinations. Their type present& differences, according 
to which they exist with certain varieties of monomania, with 
mania and dementia. Sometimes even the type may disappear, 
masked by the alienation. 

Intermittence has often· been observed in hallucinations, and 
their suspension characterized by considerable lucid intervals. 

The seasons have not offered any efl"ect worthy of note. 
Hallucinations having been constant, may become remittent 

or intermittent. Thus, it happens that an insane person is 
tormented night and day by a vision or a voice. · After awhile 
these phenomena cease by day, and only occur at night. With 
many, the exacerbation is more powerful night and morning. 
At other times, hallucinations, having been intermittent and 
remittent, become constant. 

Periodical returns have been proved in some cases, without 
more explanation being possible than is given to fevers. 

The duration of hallucinations presents great variety; we 
have seen some disappear in a few hours, and others last for 
years. Their duration is often long when attached to chronic 
insanity. 

When hallucination is manifested suddenly with insanity, it 
may quickly cease. A young lady became suddenly deranged 
in consequence of a disappointment in love; she thought her 
lover was near to her, and spoke to him constantly. In three 
days she became aware of her mistake. A man habituated to 
drinking was seized with furious delirium, and endeavored to 
kill two men who were on the top of the wall menacing him. Ten 
days afterwards he acknowledged that he had been crazy, but 
coolly affirmed his conviction that the two men had been in 
his room. . In a month afterwards, he allowed that he had 
been strangely deceived. Hallucination may last but a few 
hours. A young man, seized with one of those sudden frenzies 
which a shock or change of place suffices to cure, said, on en-
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tering my establishment: "Who is that woman dressed in white, 
that walks before me?" He asked the same question everal 
times, but in two hours spoke no more of it. 

In mania and acute delirium, hallucinations may be very 
fugitive . 

In gloomy monomania, on the contrary, and in demonom ni 
their per i tency is great. In general, their existence ia but 
fleetin in advanced and senile dementia, and, in general par -
ysis with dementia. 

When hallucinations have exi ted for several months, and still 
more, for several years, in monomania, mania, and dementia in 
its first stage, they may be prolonged for a length of time. I 
have seen deranged persons who have bad hallucination for 
ten, fifteen, and twenty years. Examples have occurred, here 
they have existed almost a lifetime. 

The diagnosis of hallucinations appears, at the first gl nee to 
present no difficulty. It seems, in f&et, impossible to misappre
hend the acts of a man who sees figure invisible to all other , 
and hears voices no one else can bear. But such is not always 
the case ; sometimes the hallucin ted is cQnscious that hia._..,~
sations are false ; he therefore carefully conceals them. This 
state may last for a long time, without any indication of its ex
istence. At other times, a man acts irrationally; but be says 
nothing of' it ; the greatest mystery seems to pervade his con
duct; and years may pass without the enigma being solved. 
Dr. Marc has related a curious case, and he judiciously observes, 
that in this instance the more unique and eccentric the actions 
appear, the more they may be presumed to be caused by hallu· 
cinations. 

It is necessary, on being consulted in a case of medical juris
prudence, for the purpose of' ascertaining if hallucination ezists, 
to take account of antecedents, to examine actual symptoms, 
and, above all, to take into consideration the physiognomy of the 
person under examination. The observations required are of 
three orders : discourse, actions, and writings. If' the person 
speaks of angels, devils, and animals which he has seen, and 
these visions are connected with ·his habitual ideas ; if' they occur 
at irregular hours of the day and night, suddenly; if the voices 
have uttered nonsense, abuse, or menace, and these relations are 
made incoherently, it is almost certain that the individual has 
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hallucinations of sight and hearing. This opinion presents 
greater force when the person stops, is angry and furious because 
the voices insult him, or is constantly moving about to avoid 
their menaces. The refusal of food under pretext that it is 
poisoned, the fear of entering a room because men are concealed 
there, the action of looking under beds, up the chimney, and 
disarranging all the bedclothes to seek for them, are so many 
proofs of disease. Finally, letters, memoranda, and notes dis
pel all doubts; for, howsoever plausible the reasons alleged may 
be in his favor, insanity will soon betray itself in these. This 
examination is no less useful in medico-legal estimates, when the 
individual is suspected of simulating madness. 

We have endeavored, in the course of this work, to prove that 
dreams, somnambulism, and ecstasy had numerous points of 
resemblance with hallucinations, but we have never professed 
that they were identical; this distinction is important, and we 
invite attention to it. Their different .characteristics have been 
described. Thus, nocturnal hallucinations could not be con· 
founded with dreams, inasmuch as they make a deep impression 
on the mind, and remain clearly engraven on the memory. 
"With the dreamer," says Esquirol, "waking ideas are con
tinued during sleep, whilst the hallucinist completes (I should 
prefer to say continues) his dream when almost entirely awake. 
Hallucinists differ from somnambulists in this respect, that in 
the greater number of cases they retain a faithful remembrance 
of their sensations, whilst somnambulists recollect nothing. This 
is, however, not so constant a fact as has been stated; we have 
mentioned proofs to the contrary. 

The nature of ecstasy is not that of hallucination, but they 
follow each other as the shadow follows the substance. In 
ecstasy, the nervous influence is concentrated on a single point; 
and all the functions, excepting imagination, are suspended. 
In the hallucinated, on the contrary, all the functions are accom
plishe4; the augmented action of the centre of sensibility is 
sufficient:* These differences do not strike us to be so decided 
as some pretend ; for it appears to us that the hallucinated per
son is under the influence of strong preoccupation, and that his 
imagination is also in action. 

* Monneretand Fleury, Compendium de MMecine Pratique, art. Folie. 



Illwiott, eeparated by IOIDe writer~ froa WlaeiaMion, IIIMi 
1111ited to it by othen, althoagh hams • - onve IIIMl 
aameroaa poiDtl of contao&, should not, i& appeu'l to u, 'be 
eoofounded. Friedreich, II. Aubuel, and odlen, who woU:l 
reduce them to one clue, ~ay, io auppol't of thil \lpioi-, t.ha& 
hailacinauone and illasiooa oripaate in the -. ipOt, tbe 1nia; 
that they are •nstantly changing from the -one to the other 1 
Rd that ballaoinati001 of touch, taste, Rd •ell ooald ao&, ia 
moet cuee, be diaungaiahed from illaaiona ·or the .... ......._ 
Theee statementl are much more epecioa. tha •; "-
hypochoodria aod h,.teria haft eaoh their origiD. iD the hniD. 
does it follow that they are alike, u even eeteemed aathon han 
maintained! M. Daboit, of Amiaa, iu his eseelhmt -..k, hu 
clearly resolved the qaeltioo. Their Vullforma&ioa mto -
other ia oo more a reuoo for coolouncling them, thaD tile ,.... 
sage from mooomaaia to maaia, and IIOIDetim• from delaenl:ia 
(although mach more rarely), into theee two forma, ia n&cieat 
to caaae these three kinds &o be deacribed ad•r the generio 
aame 'Of inanity. The difticalty of dia&iogaiahing them in die 
three aenaee deeigoated ia real, bat .- in111ft1l011Dtable ; for iD 
this case even, the dift'erence may be established. Thus, in the 
case we are about to relate, the characters of hallucination are 
distinct, and it would be difficult to confound it with illusion. 

CAsE CL. liadame D., daughter of a celebrated physician, 
well educated, gifted with a sound judgment, a very good musi
cian, and ne'\"er hat'ing had any disease in the ear, has, for 
many years, had an hallucination of hearing, which consists in 
the repetition of a musical phrase for se'\"eral consecutive hours. 
This lady has frequently noted these musical airs, but has never 
found them worth the trouble of presening. They are at times 
t(>gular melodies, but presenting nothing original, and yet no
thing popularly known; at other times th(>y are only incoherent 
notes. 

This lady is conscious that she is the sport of an hallucination; 
she is no way influenced by it, but yet cannot rid herSelf of it. 
The musical airs huing continued for a time, cease, to return 
at intenals. 

M. ~I(>niere, to whom we are indebted for this case, bas on 
se'\"eral occasions examined the lady; he has not found any 
defect in the ear. In a word, the characteristic remains decided 
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and pathognomonic, which, to our minds, irrevocably settles the 
question of the inutility of an external impression in hallacin ... 
tion; whilst in illusion it is indispensable. There can be no 
illusion, without an image; whilst the blind and deaf have hal· 
lucinations. We might add that the conduct of the hallucinated 
may be consistent with reason, and that the false sensation may 
long exist unperceived, whilst illusion will not escape notice, 
and will finally place any one exhibiting its symptoms amongst 
the insane. 

The form of alienation may render its diagnosis uncertain. 
Thus, with maniacs, it is sometimes impossible to recognize the 
kind of hallucination, or to distinguish it from illusion, because 
the sensations of the patient are all internal. His actions can 
alone guide the judgment of the physician. 

Progno.U.-Hallucinations are regarded as a very anfavor· 
able sign in insanity; those which are material and simple 
offer, it is said, a less chance of care than those which arise as 
a symptom of another form of delirium. These general princi
ples require some development. Solitary hallucinations, -which 
appear soddenly in individuals who have no sign of insanity, 
are quickly cared; so it is with those consequent on the abuse 
of strong drink; they cease with the cause. Hallucinations 
dependent on a febrile state without mental alienation, pass 
away with the disease. Hallucinations occasioned by narcotic 
substances, are dispelled when the action of the substance 
oeases. 

The prognosis differs with mental diseases. In active and 
recent monomania, the hallucinations have but slight influence; 
it is not so in melancholy monomania, especially if characterized 
by the idea of a bad action, the fear of damnation, or any cause 
of alarm; they add to the evil, and often provoke to suicide. 

The hallucinations of mania may be rendered dangerous by 
the resolutions which they induce, often driving the alienated to 
inconsiderate acts; so that a maniac, hearing a voice calling to 
him from the street, may throw himself out of the window. 
There is no doubt that suicide, in this kind of madness, has 
often been caused by hallucinations; and when combined with 
illusion, as is often the case, the madman may become a homicide. 
At other times, he gives way to transports of blind rage; tears, 
destroys, and knocks down any one who opposes him; because he 



inoeuantly bean em and t&aliting Yoioet. . The daratioa of 
Wacinationa is generally abort and fagitiq in acute mauia; 
and often, in chronic mania, they are u Yenalile u the ideu of 
the maniac. 

Puerperal mania may be combined with hallacinatiou ; but 
tbia speciea of madneu being, in general, rapidly oared, the 
symptom is very unimportant. 

The hallacinationa of acute dementia. are rare and of 1i6 
consequence. 

Hallucinations in dementia have bat a relative inlaence ; 
they become weaker and disappear with the progreeeion of the 
disease. It is, however, not anaaaal for hallacinationa in ma.niae 
an4 monomaniac dementia to last for several yean ; we haft 
noticed them in cases of this character for liz or seven yean· 
after their fint appearance. Their importance in this form of 

· alienation dependa on the recradesoencea, which give more inten
sity to hallucinations and aggravate the condition of the patient. 
They are aometimes a . bad symptom when connected with
mournful ideas, becaO&e they agitate the patient, disturb hie 
repose, and deprive him of sleep. The hallucinations remarked 
in some cases of general paralysis with dementia, adds but little 
to the severity of the alienation, but they contribute to distreSB 
the sufFerer, by giving fresh impetus to his deadened impres
sions. 

When hallucinations have existed for a great length of time, 
the prognostic becomes more serious, and the difficulty of eradi
cating them is increased. Whatever may have been their origin, 
they must necessarily have produced a modification in the cere
bral texture, a faulty direction of that organ ; and it is more 
difficult to discover a remedy, because the modification itself is 
entirely unknown to us. We do not dispute that hallucinations 
of long standing have been cured ; but these cases belong to 
the catalogue of chronic diseases, the cures of which are 
reported, but from which it is not possible to form a doctrine. 
We have read of more than twenty cases of persons who have 
been insane for seven, eight, ten, and fifteen years, who have 
been suddenly cured by a wound, a fall, or a sudden immersion. 
These are exceptional cases, which cannot serve as rules for con
duct. Their authenticity, however, prevents a too absolute 
assertion of the incurability of hallucinations of long existence. 
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The prolonged duration of hallucinations produces besides a 
psychological phenomenon which accounts for the difficulty of 
their cure. In fact, hallucinations having been fixed and die
tinct for years, tends, by the constant repetition of the same 
act, to become confused and volatile, and to transform itself into 
another, or even to pass into a state of general hallucination. 

A simple hallucination is more readily cured than when it is 
combined with others. If an hallucination of all the senses 
occurs from the commencement, the prognosis is serious, because 
it announces a deep and intense cerebral disorder. 

When the hallucinated are conscious of the falsity of their 
impreMions, the prognosis is unimportant; the remark applies 
equally to those who, in giving credence to their hallucinations, 
do not act under their influence; but when hallucinations are 
prolonged, and above all exist in individuals predisposed to 
madness, or of weak, superstitious, and ignorant minds, they are 
frequently of extreme tenacity. 

Hallucinations observable in hypochondria and epilepsy in
crease the severity of those diseases ; they are often dangerous 
in epilepsy, by the actions to which they excite the patlent. 
Hallucinations combined with illusions of taste, touch, and 
smell are often very obstinate, particularly when the patients 
think that their food is poisoned, and that their death is being 
compaBSed by pestilential odors, etc. 

RBCAPITULATION.-ProgreBI and duration. Hallucinations 
may be remittent, irregular, diurnal, nocturnal, intermittent, or 
periodical. They are more rarely constant. 

DifFerent causes may diminish the intensity of hallucinations, 
or even suspend them. 

The progress of hallucinations vary, according to the form or 
character of the madneBS. The same occurs with the type. 

The duration of hallucinations is very variable; some last 
only a few hours-others during a whole lifetime. 

The forms of insanity influence their duration. 
Diagnoau.-The difficulty of the diagnosis exists when the 

individuals keep silence. 
In a doubtful case, the conversations, actions, and writings 

must be examined. 
The characteristics of nocturnal hallucinations, somnambu

lism and ecstasy, dift'er from hallucinations. 
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llallucinationa are di tingui bed fro ill ed r c rta'n 
relation . 

llalludnations ar someLim e itlicult of di co ry f m the 
dift'cr ot form hich in nit m . 

l 1ruuno ·,,- · ngl b llucinatioUJ whic 
tb combip d itb in anit ; the h llaei tion f d lirium 
tr •tJ , and. of febrile delirium, are, in gener 1, ery e ily 
cured. 

Th • h llucin tions oaused by narcotic aubat nces dl8appear eo 
soon a the sub taoco c to act on tb yat m. 

ono ni of a liv ly eb r r, an of r o nt. occurr nee, 
i only lightly influenced by hallucinations ; it i ot er 
that of a. mournful h ractcr, which frcqu ntly r cci 
them tb mo t unfortun t impul 

11s t•r o . re aried according to the form of insanity. 
n llucio tion ml\.)' b d ngcroua in mania by th hicb 
tb y in it . 

The hallucinations of puerperal mania of acute dementi , nd 
of dcm nti , po only a r 1 tive inftueoce, c pting in ale 
r r u~pl . lt ia the aame in d m ntia ith general paraly · 

llallucin tions of loo iatenc dd to tho riou11n of t 
progno i . Tb fact thu.t ome very prolon ed hallucin tion 
have been cured cannot alter the rule. 

The nature of hallucinations is modified by their prolonged 
duration. 

The prognosis of simple hallucinations is more favorable than 
those of general hallucination. 

The prognosis of hallucinations compatible with reason is of 
slight consequence, especially when they last but a short time. 

Hallucinations of nervous diseases other than insanity, such as 
hypochondria and epilepsy, augment the serious nature of these 
affections. In acute inflammatory, chronic, and other diseases, 
hallucinations are in general transient, but they should not be 
the less carefully watched. It is often difficult to eradicate hal
lucinations which are combined with certain illusions. 



CHAPTER XIX. 

TREATMENT OP HALLUCINATIONS,* 

Opinions or MM. Esquirol, LQut, and CalmeU-Oplnion or Leuret-Sequestration 
-Two divisions: let. Phyllioal t.natment.-U se or datura stramonium-Halluei
nationasometimeesuddenly cured-Electrioity-2d. Morr.l treatment-Author's 
method-Leuret'a method-Objeotione-Treatment of hallucinationa in the 
diseases which they characterise-Recapitulation. 

IT is only of late that the treatment of hallucinations in France 
has attracted much of the attention of practitioners. This was 
the nat~ral result of an opinion, universally admitted, that they 
were only a symptom of insanity.t The subject had, however, 
been the substance of several works; and we are surprised at 
not finding any chapter relative to their treatment in the im
portant works of Ferriar, Hibbert, Esquirol, and Jacobi.! The 
French author declares that they do not require any particular 
treatment ; he nevertheless adds that they should be espe
cially considered in the intellectual and moral management of 
the alienated, and in the therapeutic views that might be pro
posed. The two English physicians have not been more explicit, 
and the German philosopher, although the cases be relates are 
interesting, does not propose any new plan for their treatment. 

M. L~ut reports several cases of sensorial insanity treated 
by physical agency, where rea1oninga and moral impreaBion~ 

*It must not be lost eight of, that hallucination being generally united 
to some one of the forme of alienation, what we may eay of the treatment 
will frequently apply to both maladies ; the diatinotion will be particularly 
recognized in the means employed against false ideas (ideufaussu). 

t We regret that we have not been able to procure the lectures of Gall, 
on hallucinations. They were published in the Gazette de France, in 
1807, 1808, or 1809. 

tJacobi, Bemerkungen Uber daa studinm der mit irraeyn Verbundenen 
Krankheiten, in seinem beobachtungen Uber die pathol. und therap. der 
mit irrseyn Yerbundenen Krankheiten, 1 Bd. pp. 1-2-4, Elberfeld, 1830. 
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the use that must be made of a multitude of remedies from 
which an enthusiastic mind presages much success. 

Such was the state of science, when a man of ingenious 
mind and remarkable sagacity, sweeping away all that had 
been previously efFected, announced that hallucinations, hitherto 
abandoned to the sole efForts of nature, were susceptible of 
treatment and cure, and that this desirable end could be ac· 
complished by attacking them boldly, harassing them ineee
eantly, and forcing them to acknowledge themselves beaten. 
This scientific opinion met with much opposition. But when the 
excitement was somewhat calmed, L~ut'e book was acknow· 
!edged to exhibit a powerful will, numberless mental resources, 
and happy applications of a new method of therapeutics. 

Experience has verified the worth of this method. It wu 
proved to be not of such universal application as its author 
imagined, who had experimented on the hospital patients. It 
was manifest that in private establishments, especially destined 
for those in whom education and the position or fortune had 
developed the exercise of the will, and, by consequence, the 
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passion of pride, the origin of much insanity, it was needful 
that the treatment of the physician of Bic@tre should be con
siderably modified. 

· With this reservation, we are amongst the first to say that 
this method is destined to be of signal service, and that we shall 
have recourse to it whenever we consider it available. 

In studying the causes of hallucinations, it was easy to per
ceive that they demanded more attention, and more active 
means, than had hitherto been applied. 

The treatment of the symptom must not be disdained, and 
there are few diseases in which it is not often the sole resource 
of the practitioner. 

The treatment of hallucinations is not, however, so entirely 
negative as Leuret bas endeavored to maintain in his work. 
Certainly, there exist neither rules, systems, nor doctrine; but, 
in carefully looking over works on mental alienation, we find 
many cases of hallucinations to have been cured by physical 
and moral means.· These facts, confirmed by practice, the study 
of causes and of symptoms, lead us, without farther preamble, 
to propose two divisions of treatment, the first comprising 
physical, the second moral means. 

Before we enter on the developments belonging to the sub
ject, we must speak of the place in which the treatment should 
be pursued. Must the hallucinated be isolated? Can they be 
treated at their own homes? By Leuret's method sequestration 
is evidently necessary. In order to oblige a t>atient to acknow
ledge himself wrong, it is indispensable for him to understand 
that some one bas authority over him, and that he is not master 
of his will; without these conditions, obedience is impossible. 
The species of hallucination, its long standing, and its compli
cations also establish important differences. Is the necessity of 
isolation always indicated ? This is the first question, to which 
we will reply by examples. • 

CASE CLI. An English navy officer having devoted himself 
ardently to telescopic observations, imagined he had made 
remarkable discoveries in the sun. Amongst other strange 
assertions, he solemnly declared that, at the time of Napoleon's 
abdication, in 1814, he had seen the figure of the Emperor in 
that planet; that on the following day be bad again seen it, but 
transformed into a skeleton. On the third day, the figure was 

80 
• 
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op rntio of hi mind in the ordinary b in 
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1unolly, from hom ha o borro d thi :u , adds that 
intlivi u ls ought not to bo confi •l bee u o tb y b ld particuJ 
or vc cc ntric idt~ 11, on c •rt11in ubj e , oth r i. n 

•)11 would be open for arbitrary me ure . A m n m y be 
account d ain ul r, O\' n in n , for b licvin iu th i i nee 
of t rhl the n invi ibl , the other v' ibl ; that tb r i 
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although many great men have believed in tho reality of such 
things ; bo is, in fact, under tho influence of hallucination ; he 
has allowed his thoughts to assume a bodily form ; comparison 
and judgment are disordered. But, although unreasonable on 
this point, if his conduct be correct, and his actions irreproach
able, no one bas a right to interfere in his affairs, to call him to 
account for his opinions, and still less to confine him. 

Thus, whenever hallucination is inoffensive, isolation is unne
cessary ; but this is no longer the case if it be prejudicial to 
himself or to others ; sequestration is then indispensable . 
..Examples of mutilation, suicide, homicide, theft, and incendia
rism arc so common among the hallucinated, that it is needless 
to insist on them. 

· In regard to treatment, does not hallucination, even if in
offensive, require isolation when it has resisted the usual means 
employed in such cases? 

It is not thus, when hallucination, howsoever traasitory, may 
result in serious cons~quenccs. 
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CASB CLII. We were consulted some years since by a young 
lady artist, whose husband had very short epileptic attacks, 
which were immediately followed by mental alienation. He 
believed himself surrounded by menacing figures, and flames, 
and said that he saw spirits. In one of these paroxysms, he 
aeized his wife by the throat and would have strangled her, but 
abe escaped. At another time, he asked for a poniard to 
destroy the enemies whom he believed surrounded him. 

It is easy to conceive the alarm which these two attacks occa
sioned the young wife. "I can no longer endure," she said, "such 
a state of life. My sleep is disturbed by frightful dreams; every 
instant I seem to feel the shocks which precede those paroxysms. 
I study his slightest movements; it occupies my whole attention; 
my powers are paralyzed, my voice is weakened, I can no longer 
follow my profession. Come, sir, to my aid! do not abandon 
me in so cruel a position ; in the name of Heaven, have pity on 
my fate !" The agitation of the lady, the tone of her voice, 
and the expression of her eyes, spoke more than words could 
do. · 

On the other hand, the husband, having recovered himself, 
exhibited no sign of derangement in his faculties; his conversa
tion was sensible ; he knew that he had been deceived by illu
sions. '"When I suffer thus," he added, "it appears as if my 
ideas are confused; my head becomes a chaos in which I can 
distinguish nothing." 

Young, fond of his wife, and not considering his indisposition 
dangerous, he was placed in a difficult situation, and his medical 
adviser Ilo less so. · 

It was evident that the kind of disease with which this young 
man was afHicted was most serious, for experience has but too 
often proved what cataatrophes have arisen from mad and hal
lucinated epileptics. The moral condition of the woman required 
consideration ; in fact, a few degrees farther would bring snicida 
or madness. Isolation, then, was indispensable ; I advised it; 
but taking into consideration the brevity of his attacks, and his 
rapid return to reason, I did not think it necessary to recom
mend a private retreat. I engaged his friends to point out to 
him the necessity of a separation of some months from his wife, 
and to take an oath to that effect, which plan was carried out. 

With our laws, sequestration ~as, in this case, impossible; 
and y~t what reliance could be placed on the word of a man 
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whose disease might at any moment aerange his reason, and who 
was, moreover, much enamored of his wife? 

' 
SECTION FIRST.-P!tyrical Treatment.-The intimate con-

nection which unites the two constituent principles of man suf
fices to show that each in its turn may be influenced, and that 
thence it is necessary to have recourse to therapeutic means ap· 
plicable to both. Let us take a few examples: A female yields 
to the immoderate use of fermented liquors; she has hallucina
tions; simple isolation is sometimes sufficient to effect a cure ; but 
often we must resort to opium, bleeding, baths, etc. Another 
thinks she sees the devil; reasoning, raillery, and the douche 
may eradicate the false sensation. In general, it is necessary 
to use both methods, in consequence of thb reciprocal action of 
the two principles. An individual suffers violent grief, which 
he attributes to one of his enemies ; soon this particular person, 
or some other fantastic form takes entire possession of him ; he 
no longer sleeps, his blood becoming heated, to· use a common 
expression, secretions and excretions are deranged. In this 
case, should not physical remedies precede moral means? What 
reason teaches, experience demonstrates. 

The academician, Nicolai, subject to sanguine congestions, 
which required the use of bleeding, neglected this precimtion; 
phantoms of all kinds unceasingly beset him. He was bled, and 
restored to peace and quietness. 

CASE CLIII. A lodging-house keeper, of a powerful consti
tution, 3 sanguine temperament, who, from time to time, in
dulged in excesses, was taken twenty-four years ago to the 
private mad-house of :\Iadame :\Iarccl de Saint Colombe, where 
I was visiting physician. He was much flushed, his eye was 
wild and brilliant. He explained, under great agitation, that 
his aunt had let a part of his house to the keepers of 3 mena
gerie (an error), whieh had exceedingly annoyed him. "One 
of them," he nd(lcd, "has, at three (litrerent times. insulted my 
wife; this conduct incensed me ; I rushed on the Yillain; but 
although he changed himself into a horse, and diminished in 
size, it did not pren•nt me from killing him." 

This patient had, besitles, hallucinations of sight; he mis
named us all, and ~aw mon!'ters ami stran<Te shapes in the air. 

" Perhaps he metamorphosed the clouds into his conception:;. 
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His excitement was so great that we were obliged to put on him 
the strait waistcoat. I had his head shaved, put thirty leeches 
on the sagittal suture, and on the following day he was placed 
in the bath. In two days his symptoms were much ameliorated. 
To these means were added purgatives, alternately with baths. 
In eight days from his admission to the house, he had entirely 
recovered the use of his intellectual faculties. 

In the article Hypochondria, we have stated the case of a 
German professor, who imagiDed himself to be under magnetic 
influence, and believed that a magnetizer was lodged within him. 
To divert his ideas, and at the,same ti~e to relieve the pains of 
which he complained in the abdomen and stomach, I placed two 
large blisters on his legs. His countenance, which had been 
very sad, soon assumed a more cheerful expression ; he ceased 
to speak of his false sensations ; and the distraction caused by 
inte~lectual employment completed his cure. 

One of our patients was persuaded that several men had en
tered his room with evil intentions towards him. Full of rage 
at this idea, he endeavored to provoke them, and applied to 
them the most disgraceful epithets; as they continued to jeer at 
him, he called loudly for a knife to kill his persecutors. The 
treatment consisted in purgatives and baths; and in one month 
from his entrance he was restored in health to his family. 

Mademoiselle C. lost her senses owing to a disappointment 
in love ; she fancied her lover was constantly by her side; per
ceived him in heaven, in the clouds, called him by the tenderest 
names; she addressed him and he replied to her. This young 
lady was taken daily to the bath, where she remained four, five, 
and six hours, receivipg the water on her bead by means of con
tinued irrigation; on the fourth day the hallucinations ceased, 
and in one week she was perfectly cured. 

Sanguine emissions are at times useful, but must not be used 
too prodigally; without referring to the serious results men
tioned by Pinel, and the truth of which can be attested by all 
physicians of the insane, experience proves that a patient may 
be bled even to syncope, withoui any change being effected in. 
the ideas. 

CASE CLIV. A medico.! doctor had hallucinations of sight 
and hearing. He entreated Esquirol to bleed him. The physi
cian of Charenton long resisted, but vanquished finally by hia 
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importunities, complied with hia wishes. 8carcel1 had the 
usiatant retired than be tore oft' the buidagee, and filled several 
"t'eBBela with blood, when, feeling much we-akened, be lay doWD 
on the bed, still bleeding profusely. On the return of the attend
ant, the patient was fonnd in a state of exbauation. He waa, 
at length recovered, but remained quite blind. Notwithstand
ing the 1088 of blood, and the priva.tion of sight, there wu DO 

modification in the delirium. The hallucinatiODI preaened their 
energy, continuity, and character. We are acquainted with the 
aister of an esteemed artist, who, after too copioua a ble'eding, 
wu confined to her bed for eighteen months, with a gradaal 
diminution of sight; the same phenomenon wu manifeated iD 
the mosonlar system, and the fine power of execution which lhe 
had prerioual1 had on the piano, was, bJ thia meau, great11 
weakened. 

Hallucinations have sometimes been cured bJ riolent methocla 
repulsive to humanity, but of which many examples are extant. 

CASB CLV. A carpenter, of Anvera, imagined during the 
night that he saw honible spectres; the terror which he expe
rienced was so gr-eat that he went mad. He wu sent to the 
tomb of Saint Dympna, a virgin, who had the reputation of 
curing the bewitched. There he remained for one year, during 
which time he was subjected to all the treatment usually given 
to maniacs. But, as his board was no longer paid, be was sent 
home bound, in a cart. During the journey, having succeeded 
in breaking loose, he jumped out into a deep pond, which was 
by the roadside. The drivers succeeded, after awhile, in drag
ging him out, and replaced him half dead on the cart. He 
nevertheless recovered, and lived for eighteen years completely 
cured of his insanity.* 

The case is interesting in connection with the spot, for Saint 
Dympna was revered in the village of Gheel, in Belgium, where 
there is still a large establishment for the insane, of some cele
brity; it proves, besides, that, under some circumstances, an 
abrupt emotion, or energetic therapeutic method, has sufficed 
to restore reason suddenly. t 

* Yanhclmont, Jlcmens Idea, 49, opcr. p. liS. 
t Brierre de Boismont, Remarques sur quelques ~tablissements d'alienh 

de Ia Belgique, de Ia llollo.nde, et do 1' .Angleterre, 1847, pp. 8 e~ 20. 
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An emetic, or a purgative, may sometimes cause the cessa
tion of hallucinations. The use of baths, or of tho douche, 
deserves special mention. Under Leuret's practice, the douche 
has more than once obliged the patient to recognize the fallacy 
of his ideas. Other practitioners have not been so fortunate. 
Sometimes even the patients have acknowledged all that was 

• required of them, in order to escape what they called the 
punishment of the douche. , 

This means offers, however, useful resources, but it must be 
carefully regulated. If the hallucination be recent, and the 
character of the patient timid and fearful, the impression caused 
by a column of water may instantly change the current of his 
ideas. When persuasion, kindness, and raillery have failed in 
effecting this in a patient, whose position in life has accustomed 
him to the exercise of his own will, the douche, prescribed and 
executed with a great show of preparation, has, in some cases, 
succeeded. The probabilities would be fewer with a person of 
strong will and energy, especially if the hallucinations were of 
long standing. It would be the same in a case complicated with 
insanity, particularly if the monomania were of a gloomy charac
ter with a tendency to suicide. The hallucinations of mania, 
dementia, and general paralysis will rarely be alleviated by the 
douche. In one class of cases, the douche, far from ameliorat
ing, woul.d aggravate the symptoms. 

For the douche, we have substituted continued irrigation. 
The water falls for hours together in a thin streamlet, or through 
small perforations, on to the head of the patient in the bath. 
The effect produced by this continual aspersion is, first, to keep 
up a constantly fresh temperament on the congested organ, 
without occasioning the symptoms caused by ice. And, secondly, 
it harasses the patient, who often asks to be released. 

We have observed the same effects from continued irrigation 
that others have noticed from the douche. After some hottrs of 
this treatment, these patients have entreated to be taken from 
the bath, admitting that they had talked nonsense before, but 
were now entirely cured. 

CASE CL VI. A lady, hallucinated after her confinement, 
imagined that she saw a large figure in white which accompanied 
her everywhere. Her medical attendant recommended the 
application of leeches on the neck and the use of baths. But 



the patient became more violent, and it wu feared would throw 
herself from the window. . 

Her physician then recommended her being placed in my 
eet&bliehment. I had her immediately plaoed in the bath. For 
two hours the water ftowed on her head. On my enteriug, 
"Sir f" ehe exclaimed, "pray let me out of' this place ; · the 
water that falla on my head is ineoft'erable ; I know it ia done • 
because·! waa mad; but; thank God, I am so no longer; do DM 
leave me here." 

Before yielding to her wishes, I asked what had beoome of 
the great white figure. "I see it no more ; it was an illuaion."' 

This lady having given rational repliea to all my queatiou, 
was conducted to her room ; and in eight days returned ~ her 
family quite cur~ 

Such, however, are not always the happy results; we have 
frequently seen the false ideu return after having momentarily 
ceased. In other circumetanoea, again, the falae aenaation hu 
disappeared, but insanity has remained. 

We have found ao much benefit in irrigation, that we have 
employed it in all cues in which it has appeared to ua pn.oti
cable, and the cures that we have effected by associating it with 
prolonged baths, have been so numerous and so rapid, that we 
believe we have rendered essential service to the therapeutics of 
mental maladies in pointing out the circumstances under which 
these means ought to he employed. 

The cases which we have described can leave no doubt of the 
efficacy of physical agents. How do they act? In the greater 
number of cases, in calming the symptoms of excitation. It is 
because sufficient attention has not been paid to this period of 
the malady, that coiltrary opinions have been held. When the 
excitement is relieved, either by the remedies used, or from the 
effect of time, great advantages may be obtained by moral 
treatment. 

But before entering on this part of the subject, it will be well 
to say a few words on the medication proposed some years since 
by Dr. Moreau, of Tours, physician to the insane in Bicetre. 
This modo of treatment, which has some affinity to homooopathy, 
since it is founded on the property which the datura possesses 
to cause hallucinations and illusions, was employed on those, 
who, if they could not be declared incurable, were yet in condi-
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tiona more or less deplorable. Seven were cured, three expe
rienced only a transient amelioration. The cures were obtained 
in four, seven days, and one month, with moderate doses of 
extract of clarified sugar of stramonium, one decigramme night 
and morning ; for five, eight, or fifteen days, by increased doses, 
8 decigrammes in a potion, taking a spoonful every hour ; in 
twenty-four hours, for very powerful doses, 1 decigramme of 
extract, administered hourly, until physiological effects were 
observed. 

According to the author, they generally appear after the 
administration of 3 decigrammes. The use of datura in a 
large dose requires extreme caution. The patient must not be 
lost sight .of for a moment, in order that the effect of the remedy 
may be watched and the symptoms combated, if they threaten 
to overpass normal limits.* 

From the precautions required, it is evident that such a 
medicament cannot be used without great circumspection. 
There is, moreover, a serious objection to it, which is, that it 
has not realized the same fortunate results in the practice of 
other physicians which it did in that of M. Moreau. In this 
case, the suspension of hallucinations appears to us to depend 
also on the action of the medicament. In experiencing the 
more or less varied symptoms which it causes on the economy, 
the hallucinated person feels himself drawn into another train 
of ideas ; the tingling in the ears, the buzzings, the nausea, the 
vertigoes and faintings, occasioned by the datura, surprise, 
astonish, and oblige him to reflect, and for a moment the false 
sensation is forgotten. 

The selection of cases which we make is of no minor im
portance ; for if, in the example we are about to give, the medi
cament had been hastily administered, a cure would have been 
attributed to it, due only to the efforts of nature. 

CASE CLVII. A. lost his wife, who died a victim to his ill
usage. He became sombre and morose; and suddenly in the 
night experienced hallucinations. He saw moving corpses and 
hideous phantoms, who came down in procession from the ceil
ing, and, one after the other, pulled him by the feet ; at other 
times he was transported to the borders of the sea, heard the 

* Journal des Connaiaaancea M6dicalea Pratique&, Fev., 1842, p. 134, 
Analyse de M. BouobardaL 
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moaning of the 'W&Vet, and u.w the steamboatl rapidlJ plough
lug the main; then the acene auddenlJ changed, and enoruiou 
eerpenta spraug on him, entwiuing him in their vast folda, and 
1tinging him in the abdomen. On the followiug night, hil vi
lione were of hol'8el, who made the roof crack with their ltamp
ing. As soon u be closed his eJu, hoping to shut out these 
frightful visione, the fantastic panorama unrolled iteelf before 
him with still greater strength and rapiditJ. 

With the day, peace returned, and A. aeemed to revive, feel· 
ing, u he aaid, relieved in a manner which it wu impoll!;ible to 
describe. The approaob or night plunged him into the greatel' 
anxiety, and his alarm became such that he made his little girl 
of ten yeara old sleep by him, who had vainly tried tQ persuade 
him of the falseneae of these apparitiona. She obeened naiYelJ 
to me, says the phylician : " I might well stare, for I could eee · 
neither boats nor serpents." · · 

On the 18th of November, in the night, A. wu found doubled 
up in a corner of his room, his hands joined in a suppliant poe
tore ; he wu immovable ; his look wu &zed, and exprealive of 
terror; he praJed the demon to have pity on him, and not per
secute him so severely. On the following morning, at day
break, he left home in a. state of great exasperation; his clothes 
were in disorder, his looks haggard; weeping, he told his child 
he was going to confess all the faults he had committed, for he 
saw the good God required it. 

On the 15th, he was conducted by the police to the asylum. 
On the first days of his sojourn, the hallucinations persecuted 
him. This state did not last long ; a remarkable change took 
place in his mental condition; at night, he ~lept uninterruptedly; 
be saw nothing, and no more heard a voice crying from the 
depths of his heart, that he should kill himself. (The treatment 
consisted in baths, and water for drink.) 

On the 23d, fresh hallucinations of sight assailed him during 
the night; he saw a black machine, which turned rapidly around, 
and trees which danced like puppets. Early in the month of 
December, 1\I. Aubanel carefully interrogated him; he found 
him very rational, excepting that be could not comprehend that 
all the abnormal phenomena which he bad experienced were 
caused by aberration of the senses. He said be had seen, and 
truly seen them, for his eyes were open, and he was awake. On 
t~e 31st of the same month, he quitted the asylum cured. 
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The hallucinations of A. were primary and complicated, with 
a very slight intellectual disturbance; in a word, the case was 
one in which the datura Btramonium would do wonders. This 
remedy was about to be tested, when M. Aubanel, in his dis
tl'U8t of the specific, put off the administration of the first doses 
for a few days ; in the interval,· it happened that the organism 
brought its own grand resources into play, and the cure was 
effected in a very short time without the intervention of any 
therapeutic agent. Do we not see the same thing occur in 
many analogous cases?* 

Some years since, M. Mettevi~ conceived the notion of attack
ing hallucinations by electricity. He effected two or three cures 
by inserting needles in the membrane of the tympanum. This 
very painful. method was, however, so difficult that he discon
tinued his attempts. 

M. Baillarger also experimented on electricity; he made the 
first essay on himself, and saw a number of bluish flashes pass 
before his eyes; the sensation affected him very painfully. As 
the puncturing of the membrane of the tympanum might occa
sion serious mischief, he invented a little apparatus, intended 
only to rest on the membrane. M. Baillarger believes that this 
means acts, by producing a diversion of ideas, more or less 
powerful, and that it is only in this manner that it can be useful. 

Medicaments occasionally succeed in the cure of hallucina
tions, not by their therapeutic effects, but by breaking the chain 
of ideas in the patient. 

CASE CL VIII. A student of Berlin having always enjoyed 
good health, returned home one night in great alarm, and, with 
pallid countenance and bewildered looks, announced that he was 
to die in thirty-six hours. He went to b~d, sent for a minister, 
and wrote his will. Symptoms, apparently so serious, alarmed 
his comrades; Hufeland was called in; his reasonings were una
vailing. This celebrated physician prescribed a powerful dose of 
opium, which threw the youth into a profound sleep, lasting far 
beyond the fatal term. On awaking, the date of the day and 
hour being proved to the student, he found that he had been the 
dupe of his imagination; his mind became calmed, his fears 
dissipated, and he returned to his usual gayety. The young 

* M. Estre, Obaenationsrecueill6es dansle service de M. Aubanel, Jour-
nall'Esculape, 1842. 
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' .... .then related. to hil friend& tha~ Jaa.riag. Wllkti - ill .. 
twilight, he saw •·death'• head, ahCI.Jaeud a 'YOiOe •J·to flilll: 
"Thou shalt die ·iil thirty...U:hoara."* · · 

The prmcipal phyaioalagenta employed .in the. treatmeat fll. 
Wbaeinati.OJis, ·are suagume emiaioDI. made at atatecl. ~ 
prolonged· batU,:eitber ~ne ~.with the donohe; irrijatiOD,; ... 
parp..tives; ·under aome cirOumltancee emetioa, nr.roDtia, ... 
antiapasmodicl, ad, fiD.ally, enenaal:renalsives, aaoh. u bliMIP
iDgs, moxa, and letona. Many other ·remediea haft hem a• 

.tolled; we think it unnecesaary to give &he·Jiat. · One, hoWeYeri' 
tJi.e hot--water treatment, aht.ll. be mentioned on 80009D* eL. itil 
author's name. t Manual labor .is often a powerl'al aaxiJiari-

1 It sometimes happena that patients are brought . into. the h.,.;. 
pitala; whose i~ty appears to prooeed from . an- inaaflicieaq 
of food. If hallucinations arise from &his ~ good noerilla.. 
ment should be preacribed. And, JUtly' we re®DlDlend • care-. 
f1ll notification of the ooncliticln of tJl the · orgau, and • 
manner in which the factions act. 

. SBCTriOlf SBOOND.-J£oral .2\oeatmMt.-Wheu the ezcitelaeM 
is calmed, moral means, which essentially consist in producing 
novel impressions, in rousing the affections, and fixing the atten
tion on foreign objects, may be of the greatest service. The 
choice of these must necessarily vary according to the educa
tion, menta~ acquirement, and the character of the delirium of 
the hallucinated. The means that would be successful with a 
distinguished man, would have no effect on one of mediocrity. 
The artisan would not understand ~he language of the savant. 
A woman would be accessible to consolations that could not be 
lavished on the other sex. The use of moral means requires 
sagacity, a knowledge of men, pliability of temper, and great 
perseverance. In this, as in everything, we agree in the maxim 
of La Fontaine:-

"Patience et longueur du temps 
Font plus que force ni que rage,"t 

as conducting to the most certain results. 

* Darwin, Zoonomia, t. i. p. 289. 
t Du Traitement des Ilalluoinations par l'eau chaude. Broussais, 

Annal. de Med.-Physiol. Janvier, 1828. 
Time and patience do more than force or anger. 
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If we take into consideration the immense part that ideas 
occupy in the production of hallucinations, we shall readily 
understand that to them we must have recourse for the cure of 
the false sensation which is the torment of the hallucinated. 
• Shall we be contented to give diet, drinks, purgatives, and 

medicaments to this man, who imagines himself a ,teapot; or to 
that other one, who thinks ·his head has been turned round? 
Could we conquer by a bath, or a sanguine emission, the con
viction of that hallucinated man, who asserts, in gloomy despair, 
that he is everywhere followed by his Double, who plays him 
the most treacherous tricks, ruins, dishonors, and will infallibly 
lead him to the tomb? What remedy would be sufficiently 
energetic to chase away the phantom which an unhappy be
ing has ever before him, especially if the hallucination is caused 
by remorse of conscience? Will the douche always succeed in 
conquering the obstinacy of that melancholy man, who would die 
of hunger, rather than eat the food he fancies to be poisoned, 
or who is destroyed by pestilential odors? 

Facts exist to show that if, in some cases, the remedy dis
perses these strange ideas, it more generally only combats the 
symptoms of excitation, and leaves the chimeras in all their 
force. 

A lady whom we attended, endeavored to destroy herself in 
order to escape the pursuit of an imaginary enemy, who q~itted 
her neither night nor day. We conjectured that the periods 
were irregular, and bled her in the foot. On the following 
morning, she was quite an altered being ; all the distressing 
symptoms had ceased ; and she spoke of the falsity of the 
sensations she bad experienced. In a few days she was restored 
to her family. 

But by the side of this case we must place that of the phy
sician mentioned by Esquirol, and, unfortunately, such are the 
most numerous. After a judicious therapeutic medication, calm 
is re-established, and the patient conforms to the customs of the 
bouse ; the hallucination has not changed, but he speaks less 
of it. It is then that the physician must use ·all the resources 
of his mind to attack the idea, to weaken and eradicate it, now 
by direct, now by indirect methods, but always by a happy 
mixture of kindness and firmness. 
· These precepts we will now apply to particular cases. 
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CASE CLIX. Mademoiselle Claire, forty years of age, tall, 
brown, spare, and sinewy, had always enjoyed good health. 
This lady, religiously brought up, of sound judgment, very 
placid disposition, managing her affairs with excellent sense, 

· and beloved by all who knew her, had never evinced any symp
toms of insanity until about eight months ago, when it became 
perceptible that her ideas were less lucid. Two years previoosly 
she had suffered a violent uterine hemorrhage, the result of pro
longed fatigue. Her mind, hitherto powerful, had become 
restless and timid; the slightest thing disturbed her. This 
condition, which was not much noticed at first, made rapid pro
gress ; she lost her sleep, and uttered such violent and piercing 
shrieks that her neighbors were alarmed. No one could rest 
near to her. This situation demanded instant attention, and 
Mademoiselle Claire was transferred to my establishment. 

To my interrogations, she replied, that she had committed all 
imaginable crimes. " I am," said she, "the beast spoken o£ 
in the Apocalypse, which was to appear in 1840; God has 
abandoned me; Satan has entered into me; he is going to chase 
me through Paris." There was no evil in tho world of which 
she was not the author. 

To whatever was said to her, she replied that she was lost. 
When an attempt was made to persuade her that she could not 
be so guilty as she pretended, she replied that if she had not 
already committed these crimes, she would do so. Her appetite 
was good ; all the functions acted well; but her countenance 
was drawn, haggard, and of a yellqwish cast; her breath was 
offensive, and her tongue white; her sleep was short, and inter
rupted by sharp cries, which rang through the house. These 
shrieks were occasioned by the sight of hell and the devil, by 
the menaces which the bad spirits addressed to her, and by her 
drcall of damnation. At times, also, during the day, she uttered 
yells. It would seem that there existed some internal crisis 
whose violence suddenly found vent in this manner. 

This irresistible desire to cry out exists frequently with 
females. Sometimes it consists in barking, howling, groaning, 
or mewing ; at others, in shrieks that succeed each other with 
the rapidity of lightning. You may be in tranquil conversation 
with the patients; nothing intimates the approach of a crisis; 
when, in the midst of the most rational discourse, you arc sur-
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prised by the violence and suddenness of the maniac howlings. 
I have known several ladies who were no sooner under the 
influence of this singular affection, than they commenced running 
with all speed, to take refuge in some lonely spot, where they 
would not be noticed. They have afterwards told me that they 
obeyed an irresistible impulse, and felt no relief until they had 
uttered their shrieks.* There is evidently a. choraic influence 
in this symptom. 

:Madlle. Claire shunned me, because, whilst I evinced mach 
interest in her, I likewise rallied her on her singular ideas: 
"How is it possible," I would say, "that a lady of your good 
sense can imagine she sees the devil, and th'at in the nine
teenth century?" "You are, then, an unbeliever?" "0 no! I 
believe; but not in your idea." I would then leave her, after 
having endeavored to e-xcite some doubts in her mind. 

At other times I would content myself with saying : " All my 
arguments are useless, I cannot convince you; but doctors who 
attend the insane have long known, that to try and convince a 
madman, is to be as mad as he." " But I am not mad." She 
would then follow-me to prove the reality of her sensations. I 
would laugh, but say nothing more. • Sometimes I exclaimed 
against her pretence of having committed so many crimes. "It 
is either pride, or madness.'' She then made attempts to per
suade me that she was in her right mind. I listened or took no 
notice of her, according to the mood in which she might be. 

To counteract her physical excitement, I gave her baths and 
refreshing drinks. The hallucinations tormented her unceas
ingly, although she forbore to speak to me of them for fear of 
my ridicule. One evening she was with my little daughter, ten 
years of ago : "Do you not see the flames that come out of my 
mouth?" she exclaimed; "they surround me, I am lost!" My 
child having laughingly replied: "What you say is very fool
ish;" she laughed also; and from that time spoke no more of 
flames. 

:Madlle. Claire had some moments of relief', but the hallucina
tions would seem to return with increased force, particularly in 
the night, when she would cry out:" I am lost; I am damned." 

* A Brierre de Boismont, De !'Imitation du Cri des Ammaux dana 
plusieurs ntfections nerveueee. Gas. MM. 8 Sept., 1849. 
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'"either exhortation, advice, nor reprimand bad the lea t efr. t 

upon her; only, when most hara ed by ucb attemp be be-
e me lc s confidential. 

A .:f dUe. Clair w at a critical period of life. and the ttc
tion was irregular, I propo ed a bli ter on the arm, to which 
willingly accede . Am ng t her deliriou fancie , wa tb to 
fe ing to any per on with whom sl1e might be in company · 
it wn then curiou to hear thi lady, of .ucb sound judg 
accm~e her elf of a multitude of childi ,h follies and hi oliti 
which imbittered her life, tran form d a they wer into cri 

y her perverted intellect. How could ucb a ban e lun·e oc
eurred in a mind until now so he ltby? ll r f, rtune 

---.:.wieat; ao puaionctidir~Miil Hi' Jiten; ~-...-=~~;.-:._ 

, -u eauee,· whioh I :ccmeider 10. ,OWerftd, w ., . ...., ... a · 
dais cue; . it ooulcl ba& be the hdl:unoi of ~hal .....act,.·~ 
J'iDc. perioclical aotioa oOmalqa· ~ 'W01IMD. I aaaeJJttcl the iiea 
te my patient, who, ~&hoUgh ae denied thM ........... . 
acbo:wtedged h~ te be saft'erbag, ~d llllll'tld · tlaa& • 

· Wuld. aever be :cuecl. . The idea of beiag at a· eridial tiM f/6 
lEe, aeemecl to impre. her, and I hqaentlJ nealkd it to Mr 
nptice.* 

I showed her much kindness ; praised her sense, her judgment, 
at the same time I expressed my astonishment that one so hap
pily organized could entertain such fancies. Occasionally, I 
gently rallied her on her devils. "You may laugh," she would say, 
"but they do exist;" and she would then laugh herself at my ban
terings. The conversations pleased her; I called her self-love 
as much as possible into play, interested her mind, and appealed 
to her good sense. This plan, perseveringly carried out, at 
length produced a useful diversion in her ideas. When her symp
toms were decidedly ameliorated, I permitted her to go out and 
visit her friends. Sometimes these walks were matters of grief 
to her ; slle looked on all whom she met as lost ; the luxury ex
hibited in the public gardens, and the brilliant toilets, espe-

* Brierre de Boiemont, De la Menstruation oonsideree dans - rapports 
pbyeiologiquee et patbologiques, 1 vol. Svo. pp. 55, 100, 423, 436, 531. 
Recherches bibliograpbiquee et cliniquee sur la Folie puerperale, p~~ 
d'un aper~u Bur les Rapports de Ia Menstruation et de 1' .A.li6nation men
tale. (Annal. de :'tfedico-Psychol, ann6e 1851, t. iii. p. 57 4.) 
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cially excited her lamentations ; she saw a modern Babylon, 
with all its iniquities. By degrees her ideas became more cheer
ful, she went out more frequently, and occupied herself with 
worldly affairs. 

These results were not obtained without many alterations ; 
from being very lively she would suddenly become sad, and 
refuse to go out. Her recovery was characterized by her great 
desire for occupation ; she would work several hours in the day; 
her cries became less frequent; she no longer' fled society, and 
even talked much. Desirous, on one occasion, of profiting by 
this improvement, I invited her to write to her friends, but she 
refused., saying that she was too sick at heart. In the morning, 
she was calm, and said that she was like other people ; and she 
also laughed when rallied on her notion of being the beast men
tioned in the Apocalypse. 

In two months after her entrance into the establishment, she 
had a relapse; she was continually bursting into tears, sighing, 
and crying out that the devil was carrying her off to hell be
cause she had communed under the weight of a mortal sin. 
Nevertheless, her progress towards recovery continued, and it 
became highly interesting to watch this struggle between reason 
and madness, with every probability that the former wo~d gain 
the victory. 

I know not if I am in error, but it appears to me that there 
is no nobler mission than that of the physician, who watches the 
reawakening of reason; who is an attentive observer of those 
strange perversions of natural affection, those irresistibly foolish 
ideas, whimsical phantoms, and fantastic creations of the imagi
nation. What joy will he not feel at seeing the first stone d~
tached from the pile which madness has constructed to conceal 
human reason ! In that struggle where, often overcome, he still 
rises to the combat, by turns using force, skill, persuasion, and 
kindness, how great must be his satisfaction when he has suc
ceeded, through patience and a knowledge of the human heart, 
in conquering the chimera ! 

Madlle. Claire was at length in a condition of mind which 
evinced that the false idea tottered on its base. She smiled when 
she was rallied, and resolved on going to church ; but having 
reached the threshold, she declared it was impossible for her to 
cross it ; she felt as though nailed to the doorway; no reason-

31 
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ings could induce her to enter the building, and she returned 
home.* By degrees the lady became calm, worked at her needle, 
and visited her friends. 

In four months after her arrival, she wrote and worked ; her 
countenance had a natural expression, but still she would .no' 
realize her real state, wept and mourned from time to time, say· 
ing that she never should be well; however, she could now con
trol her will. 

In two months more she was so far convalescent that I 
arranged for her departure, no doubt existing of her entire reo 
covery. She was much agitated on the evening preceding, from 
the dread she felt of a relapse, but soon after she was seated in 
the carriage, recovered her spirits, and was very lively. 

My prognosis on the happy termination of the alienation of 
this lady was founded on the following reasons : she had never 
betrayed any whimsicalities or strangeness in her conduct ; never 
had any brain disease, her periods were regular ; she was cor
rect in judgment, sound in mind, sensible in discourse, but cold 
and reserved; she was well informed, had read good books, and 
her reflections were judicious ; finally, none of her relatives had 
ever been insane. These united considerations led me to consider 
her as under the influence of a critical time of life excited by 
continence, and the uterine hemorrhage which she had expe
rienced. The pathological condition of the uterus in reacting 
on the brain, had given explosion to the ideas with which it was 
familiar. The conclusion that we drew from this assemblage o£ 
facts, which the event justified, was, that after a sojourn of some 
months in our establishment the menses would entirely cease, 
and reason be restored. 

I still followed the mental condition of l\Iadlle. Claire with 
a lively interest; from her letters I learned that she had en· 
tered the Church, fulfilled all her religious duties, and wns quite 
well. Still more recently she wrote word that her cure was 
entire, and thanked me affectionately for my attention. Five 
years afterwards, her health continued excellent. 

With this lady, hallucinations formed the chief characteris-tics 
of the disease; the false ideas which accompanied them, were 

*This fact, related in all histories of the possessed and of sorceren, il 
naturally explained by the character of the delirious conception. 
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but the consequences. The physical agents were but few, for, 
with the exception of some baths and a blister, it was impossible 
to persuade her to take any medicaments. Her dry and nervous 
constitution made us reject bleeding. Probably, these remedies 
had some effect; but we are firmly convinced that the moral 
treatment which we perseveringly carried out duri~g several 
months contributed mainly to the re-establishment of her reason. 

We have selected this case from many others, because we 
cannot in a history of hallucinations accumulate facts as we 
might in a special pamphlet, and this one appears sufficient to 
make our method apparent. 

An unexpected event, or a sudden comparison of what is, 
with what is believed to be, suffices, under some circumstances, 
to cause the cessation of hallucinations. 

The prefect of the empire, whose case we have given in de
tail, exclaimed, on seeing the Cossacks in the Jardin des Plantes: 
"Enough, I am cured!" Another patient of Esquirol awaited 
the speedy advent of the Messiah. After a long conversation 
with that physician, she gave a written agreement that she 
would acknowledge herself to be mad, if the Messiah did not 
come on the 25th of March. On the day appointed, the Mes
siah did not appear; the patient yielded with a good grace, 
resumed her former habits, and, in a very short time, her 
reason was restored. 

CASE CLX. A lady, having become melancholy after giving 
birth to a child, struggled long between reason and insanity, 
and, finally, concluded that she had committed a capital crime, 
which infamy had caused the death of her husband, whose 
spirit haunted her. Every evening she would sit at the window 
and gaze at a white post, which appeared to her as the ghost of 
her husband. Several weeks having passed in this manner, 
without any amelioration, her husband resolved on seeing her, 
for, although he was told that sequestration was an es!Jential 
means towards recovery, he conjectured, with much reason, that 
the best method of proving his existence, was to appear before 
her. 

It was in vain for the physicians to object that hia wife 
would look upon him as a ghost; his importunity was irresist
ible. The results of the visit, as communicated by the husband, 
were wonderful. "So soon," said he, "as I entered the dining-
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+'· Conolly, op. rit. p. 402. W c know of o. similar case tho.t occurred in 
Es<tuirol's establishment, and the account of which we received from an 
eye-witness. 
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never evinced any symptoms of insanity, until, fifteen days prior 
to his admission into Bie@tre, his sleep began to be disturbed. 
It was then that be experienced hallucinations. He believed 
himself to be pursued by spies ; the voices which he heard 
called him spy. At the same time, he took it into his head that 
the master carpenter had spoken of buying for him a wine store, 
which was alongside the yard in which he worked. 

He betrayed no agitation on his entrance into the asylum, 
but related that for a month past he had been subjected to many 
torments and persecutions. Three persons especially persevered 
in annoying him, the wine merchant amongst the number, who 
treated him as a. spy and a thief. A violent dispute arose on 
the subject, and the patient demanded 500 francs damages. 
He also spoke of the proprietor, who had made him many pro
mises. This man, he said, liked him much, and his wife gave 
him a thousand encouragements every hour in the day. A. 
often heard the voices of his enemies speaking to him ; more
over, he imagined himself very rich, and that he had command 
of everything of the most beautiful kind. 

The treatment administered to him for some time consisted in 
cupping on the nape of the neck, baths with affusion, foot-baths, 
and lemonade. He was afterwards required to work, but he 
obstinately refused. 

On several douches being administered, he promised to go to 
work, but the promise was almost immediately forgotten. Indeed, 
he tired out the patience of M. Ferrus. He slept nearly the 
whole of the day, either in the yard, or by the side of his bed, 
continuing very calm, and never speaking of his insanity. 

On the 12th September, Leuret, who had undertaken l1im, 
inquired if he was willing to work ; be refused, alleging bodily 
weakness as an excuse, and saying that, after all, he could not 
be detained long at Bic@tre; that he would soon be released, 
and would work at his trade as soon as he was restored to liberty. 
He complained, besides, that he was subjected to the tricks of a. 
number of persons who gave him no peace night or day, and 
entirely prc\'ented his having an instant of rest. 

A. was immediately taken to the bath and placed under 
the doudne; when Leuret questioned him on all that had occur
red since his entrance into Bic@tre. 

"For six months I have studied things here of which I was 
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iporaDt; I have learned aU these thiDp by looking aulae ..n; • 
for iDataac:e, I hue acquired IOPI8 bowladp of autnay." 
. "What ia anatomy!" 

· : •" Anatomy ia the difFerent thinp that appear in the eloada; 
.mmale and people. I have. teen ditrere~t peraoaa in the ... ; 
and have learned that ihe sun gi'AI me light. There ia a,.._ 
in the moon whom I do not bow." 
. "Did yoa know that person ou earth!" 
· "No, JL Leuret; for alx mouths I have worked fot the . 

o.atle, ou the security of ihe king, and hMe not drawn a ceal. 
1looked at the sun whilst; I worked, and when my ey• paia~ 
ae, I stopped, and theu looked again." 

· "You think you ha':e enemies; who are they t" 
"Yea, I haft euemi• here; fipt the parlor waiter. Then 

are othera whom I hear, but do not aee; they are uder tJ.e 
l,.ead of my bed; if you will let me aearch in tlw body of tJ.e 
building, I aha1l aoou find them. The Talll&a an UDder the J..4 
of my bed, aad ihere an my mea, who will ·carry my orden to 
Paris. I have, beaidet, many oiher enemiee. At Jli&llt I hev 
women beneath me. They tell me everything." 

" What do they tell you?" 
· "They tell me I am a great idler. They talk to me inces
santly when I am in bed, when I am resting, when I am in the 
court; they talk to me everywhere, and always to annoy and 
insult me." 

"How is it that you do not now hear women's voices?" 
"Probably because there are many persons about." 
" But, by your bedside ; how is it that your neighbors do not 

hear these same voices ?" 
" Because the conversations are carried on in a low tone, 

and often only by signs." 
Having listened very calmly to this narration, Leuret spoke 

to A. as follows:-
"Now, A., I will tell you what I think of all you h&ve been 

saying: there is not one word of truth in it; all that you have 
said is nonsense, and you are in Bic@tre bec&use. you are mad." 

A. replied: "M. Leuret, I do not think I am mad ; I cannot 
help seeing the persons who are under my bed and in the vaults, 
since they are there. You say that all I have said is nonsense; 
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it may be so ; but I know what I have seen and heard. After 
what you say, then, there is no hope of my leaving this pl&ee ?" 

"You shall leave it, but upon one condition; liaten attentively 
to what I am about to say. You will only leave it when you 
are no longer mad, and I will tell you what you must do to 
be so no longer. You must look neither at the sun nor at the 
stars; you must not believe that there are vaults under your 
bed, because it is not so ; neither do you hear voices, nor are 
any persons there. Moreover, you must never refuse to work, 
whatever you are ordered to do. If you wish me to be pleased 
with you, you must obey, because I only ask what is reasonable. 
Will you promise neither to think nor speak any more of these 
follies?" 

"If you wish me to speak of them no more, because you say 
they are follies, I will not." 

"Will you promise me not to think of them?" 
The patient hesitated considerably, but the point being per

sisted on, he replied :-
"No sir, I will not think any more of them." 
" Will you promise me to work every day when you are 

ordered?" 
"I have a trade; I want to go out to work at it." 
"I have told you on what conditions you can go and work at 

your trade. Now, I ask you if you agree to work?" 
The patient was obstinate. 
"As you have often broken your word on this point, and your 

promises are not to be relied on, you shall receive the douche, 
and it will be continued every day, until you come, of your own 
accord, to ask for work; and until you own, also, of your own 
accord, that all the things you have said are nonsense." 

The douche was administered, and was so painful that he soon 
gave in. 

"You wish me to go and work; I will go. You desire me to 
think no more of what I have said, because they are fancies; I 
agree. If any one talks to me about it, I shall say it is not 
true, that I only had fancies in my head." 

"Will you go and work to-day?"-"If I am forced to it, I 
must." 

"Will you go willingly?"-" I will go, if I am forced." 
"You should say, that you understand it is to your interest 



to go ud work. Will JOU go wiDiDglJ, ,_or DO!" 1'lae patieal 
helitated, ud the douche wu again gi'Y8D, when he quick11 
aid, "Yes, sir, all that I laid to JOU wu ll0Diell18; I will go to 
work.'' 

"You haTe been mad!"-" No, I haTe Dot heeD mad."
"You haTe uot been mad !"-"I thiDk not, at Jeut."-"Tbe 
dneA. again!"-"BaTe JOU been mad!"-"lt is thea being 
mad to haTe fancies, to see, and to hear!"-"Yee."-"WeD, 
daeD, m, I han been mad. There were neither WOIINID, nor 
--, nor compaiou, but it wu all madu-." 

"WheD JOU thiDk JOU hear IOIIlething of thll kind, what 
will JOU •1 !"-"I aha11 •1 it iB DODIIeD8e, ud Dot dwell on 
it." 

"I expect that to-morrow JOU come and thank me for haling 
rid you of your foolish ideas."-" I promiae tha I wiD work, 
ud thaok you for haTing rid 111e of m1 ideu." 

On the eTening of the same daJ the douche wu admiDisterecl 
to him by M. Auband, for having forgotten to go to work during 
the daJ .•••• 

September 13. This morning A. came towards Learet, u 
soon as he appeared in the courtyard, and thanked him for 
having rid him of his fancies; he was waiting the hour to go to 
work. Since yesterday he bad neither seen nor heard anything; 
they were, be said, illusions ; he was now convinced of it. 

September 14. The same protestations as yesterday ..... 
A. neither saw nor beard anything, and spoke jestingly of his 
past fancies. Leuret tried to entrap him, but A. skilfully 
avoided it, always asserting that his ideas were nonsensical • 
• . . . For several days Leuret renewed his attempts, but unsuc
cessfully. 

September 25. There can be no doubt of the radical cure of 
A. This man, prior to the latter treatment, was thin and me
lancholy; he had now recovered his corpulence, at the same time 
with his cheerfulness. He slept quietly, and was good-humored 
to everybody. He thought he had aeen; he thought he had heard, 
were all the expressions he made use of in replying to questions 
on the different nature of his hallucinations. He asked for his 
dismissal, which was granted to him on the 3d of October, 
twenty days after the long conversation of the 12th of Sep
tember. 
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"The cure or A.," says Leuret, "was owing, doubtless, in 
the first place, to the douche; and, secondly, to the care which 
I took, whilst he was in the bath, to speak on all the subjects 
connected with his insanity, and to make him give me rational 
replies ..•• I was not contented so long as there was, or ap
peared to be a mental reservation in his words. If I had been 
contented with A.'s reply, I should have been at a disadvantage, 
and, probably, not have succeeded. I was not over delicate 
towards his self-love; I obliged him to utter the word 'mad,' in 
order, if possible, to make the idea of madness and of his ma
lady inseparable, by the use of a repulsive epithet. 

"The bath treatment once over, I wished him to work, ·in 
order that he might give me proof of acting like a rational man. 

"I often spread traps for the insane, who, after the douche, 
appear rational. I return to them, pretending to be sorry for 
the remarks I made, and the distress I caused them, and, if 
they are caught, I show them wherein they were deceived, in 
order to put them constantly on their guard. As in this kind 
of strife, my object was not to punish, but to cure, of course, 
·I was careful to proportion the stratagems I employed to the 
degree of intellect of the patients whom I addressed."* 

This very interesting case, the chief points of which we have 
extracted, appears a powerful argument in favor of the opinion 
we have elsewhere pronounced on the difficulty of &pplying the 
treatment of Leuret, in all cases, to patients in private asylums. 
Whatever talent the physician may possess who puts this system 
into execution, we repeat to him that men of education, accus
tomed to compare, to reflect, and to wil1, will not so readily 
yield up their ideas, and that dreadful scenes might ensue on , 
telling them they were mad, especially in obliging them to 
acknowledge it. That the hallucinated subject reasons falsely, 
on one or two points is incontestable, but on the rest his judg
ment is sound; would not this disposition of mind of which he 
is conscious contribute to strengthen his false sensations? The 
world is full of men of imperfect judgment. Let them listen to 
the most eloquent, persuasive, and logical orator, but who 
offends their prejudices, and not one of their convictions will be 

* Leuret, Du Traitement moral de Ia Folie, p. 186. Ilalluoin~s, Traite
ment dee Hallucinations, 1 vol. 8vo. Paris, 1849. 
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fi1Mir puaio111, peat or triYial. Ia illikely we caa do that for 
aadmen wbicla we cannot acoomplilll 101' raaioall JDea ! h il 
certainly nece.aq to diatiagaieh the erron ~tj. from dia
eue from thole coueqaenl on edacatioa, aad Leuet wu riP' 
ia aaJiag tba& they coald neYer prel'ellt a few m. beliering ia 
t;lae immediate coaaiDg of the K•,J,, nor eve eertain of lh 
populace of lheir f'ai&h in IOJ'Cel'1; .. haft Dol &he ........ which 
dais physiciaa auribatea to the dileue &heir IIOU'ee in education! 
Bow can the7 be coaqaered by aa open auack! The TictorJ 
DaJ be 8UJ in a hospi&al ; we daink il mach lllOI'8 rare in pri
ftte UJluut, ,.nicalarly when attempted on &rm or proal! 
chaneten. .All ha't'e no' been carecl who haft uclerpue tJU. 
tinatlllent. Three yean ago we wen coDIAilted b7 a pne.t, 
who had a JDaDia tba& he wu a bie1aop.. l:nder &he douche, Jae 
appeared to recognUe his error, .. d quitted Bickre. Thele 
were his worda : "I ubcnrledged mpelf 1t'I'ODI becaae there 
wu no other means of eecaping the punishment, and becea1e 
all my assertions would have been useless in a place where the 
doctor is all-powerful ; but in receiriug it, I was not the less per
suaded that all I said was true." His expressions were unjust 
and exaggerated, but the fact of dissimulation existed nel"erthe
less. In our own practice, when recourse had been had to dis
simulation, the patients hue said, when out of our hearing: 
" We yield because we are powerless against Coree, but we are 
not the less certain of the reality of our ideas." 

Pariset, in an address to the Acad~mie de :M~ecine, has 
made other objections to this method. "What can sel"erity do," 
he inquires, "for the hallucinated ! on those who are disturbed 
..-ith strange sounds, voices, words, phrases, or discourses? . • 
To wring from these unfortunates, through auft'ering, an &\"Owal 
that they do not hear what they do hear, is to make them utter 
a falsehood, and that falsehooa, by degrading them in their own 
eyes, fills them with hatred and disdain towards their physician; 
and as they are not insane from their hallucinations, but from 
the false ideas attached to them, to attack these ideas in order 
to destroy them, to combat them by arguments and Tiolenee in 
order to bring the patient back to the single sentiment of h.ia 
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internal impressions, is most frequently but to imbitter his life 
with fresh torments."* 

These objections do not influence Leuret, who, after refuting 
them, adds: "If the recollection of the service you have ren
dered the afflicted person does not dispel his resentment, be it 
so ; let him hate you, so long as he is cured. "t 

We will make but one observation, which is, that it is not 
always without bad results that the insane person is made to ac
knowledge his error. 

CABE CLXII. A man named Vincent believed himself to be 
so tall that it was impossible for him to pass through the door 
of his room. His physician ordered that he should be taken 
through by force. The order was executed, bot the consequences 
were fatal ; for, in passing through, Vincent cried out that 
they were crushing him, and breaking his bon.es, and the impres
sion was so terrible that he died in a few days, reproaching his 
keepers for being his murderers.! 

Science has now admitted the conclusion that hallucinations 
may be successfully treated. In this point we agree with 
Leuret, but we differ as to the mode of execution. Whilst he 
insists on his mode of treatment for the generality of cases, 
which he calls moral revulsion (r~vuuion morale), we only think 
it applicable to a certain number of casea, determined by the 
social condition of the patients, their character, and the quality 
of their delirium. Far from reducing the treatment of halluci
nations to moral means only, we think it necessary sometimes 
to have recourse to physical agents, sometimes to moral influ
ence, and sometimes to a onion of the two methods. By means 
of this mixed treatment, in connection with the etiology and 
symptomatology of hallucinations, numerous and durable succese 
will be obtained, which, without presenting the brilliant cures 
referable to the method of Leuret, will, amongst practitioners, 
offer the immense advantage of not encountering those nome-

* Bulletin de 1' Acad6mie Royale de M6decine, Paris, 1839, t. iT. p. 83. 
Report of M. Puiaet on the Memoir of Dr. Blanche, entitled: "Du danger 
des rigueurs corporelles danale traitement de Ia Folie, Paris, 1839."-See, in 
the biographical notice which we have deYoted to M. Leuret, Annal. Med. 
Psych., t. iii. pp. 512 and 520, 1851, our appreciation of hie method. 

t Leuret, op. cit. p. 207. 
l Marcus Donatus, Hiat. Med. Var. lib. ii. cap. i. 
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weakness of convalescence. Hallucinations created by dark
ness, terror, and imprisonment, cease with the exciting causes. 

The treatment required in Bimple hallucinations, and in those 
which are complicated with insanity being the express objects of 
this book, we will observe that, when mental alienation prepon
derates, against that must therapeutic means be employed. It 
is only when the hallucination forms the striking characteristic 
of monomania, that it may be successfully treated. In mooia 
and dementia, hallucinations only require physical treatment 
when the physical· health of the patient is deranged. Some
times, however, mania is increased by hallucinations or illusions. 
In this event, it should be discovered if light or noise does not 
induce them. Should this be the case, the patient should be 
placed in the dark, and care taken that no noise should be 
around him. Anodynes are clearly indicated. Under other cir
cumstances, the patient must, on the contrary, be, placed in the 
light. Bleeding may be found necessary, and relief will be the 
result. 

I)elirium tremens is often accompanied by hallucinations, fre
quently of a very importunate character ; solitude, baths, and 
opium, remedies employed against mental diseases, equally 
triumph over hallucinations. This kind of delirium offers a prac
tical fact, which should be generally known, namely, that ceh 
tain individuals accustomed to the use of fermented liquor can
not be deprived of it suddenly without distressirlg symptoms; 
they should be allowed a moderate quantity of wine or brandy. 

Drunkenness may occasion very strange hallucinations ; they 
are commonly dispelled when the ei'ects caused by fermented 
liquors cease; if they persist, bleeding, a purgative, an emetic, 
or an opiate, will usually free the individual from their presence. 

Hallucinations caused by narcotic .ubstances, require, under 
most circumstances, therapeutic means. The treatment is evi-. 
dent when they have been occasioned by datura or belladonna, 
etc. The medicaments used are those which belong to cases 
of poisoning by those substances. When hallucinations are 
caused by the use of haschisch or opium, nature must be left to 
herself; the symptoms will cesse in a few hours. If the effects 
of the opium be too much prolonged, appropriate antidotes must 
be applied. 

Nervous diseases, such as catalepsy, epilepsy, hysteria, hypo-
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Hallucinations may be ezhibited in ds-emu, and precede the 
appearance of insanity; they hue then a distressing eharaeter, 
which fact, combined with a knowledge of the temperament of 
the person, his antecedents, and any bodily disorders may poin~ 
out the path to be pbrsued. A judicious employment of medieal 
means may perhaps sueeeed in .eheeking the development of 
insanity. When hallucinations disturb the rest of the insane, 
they require, in most eases, the employment of remedies. 
Bleeding, purging, and • bath are sometimes suflicient to insure 
relief. 

Eatluy frequently attaches itself to a morbid nenoas over
excitability, which can only be ealmed by therapeutic agent& 
According to the cases, physieal or moral means should be 
adopted. In the Swedish epidemic, of whieh Dr. Souden re
cently gave a description, the diminution, and, prob&bl,, the 
eessation of the malady was, in a great measure, owing to the 
non-accomplishment of the promises made by the hallucinated 
eestaties. Let as add, however, that, in this moral epidemic; 
medicine was frequently useful. 

The treatment of hallucinations which are conseqaeDt on 
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acute delinum, and in those maladies which do not belong to 
the different categories which we have enumerated, constitute 
nothing special; it is almost always such as is proper to each 
of these affections. The false sensations created by fever, 
disappear with it. We recollect the· case of a young man, of 
sanguine temperament, who, being suddenly attacked with a 
violent cephalalgia, with fever, saw shadows flying before him, 
amongst which he chiefly distinguished that of a female in 
white. At times he recognized the falseness of these sensations, 
whilst at others he would address these fantastic personages, 
and express his surprise at their appearance. 

On the following day, these illusions bad entirely passed 
away. Sometimes, however, hallucinations persist after the 
fever has ceased. In such a case bleeding is necessary, either 
by leeches or cupping, with purgatives, and baths with cold 
affusions ; and, in cases where they do not yield to these vari
ous means, a blister might be successfully applied. 

Intermittent fevers sometimes become complicated with hallu
cinations. Should this symptom be prolonged in convalescence, 
sulphate of quinia should be resorted to. 

HalJucination.s are frequently observed in typhw, and we have 
remarked them also in some cases of typhoid fever.* They, in 
general, disappear in proportion as strength returns. It may, 
however, happen that the overthrow, which the nervous system 
bas received, prolongs them much beyond the ordinary time. 
Tonics and a good hygienic regimen are extremely essential 
under such circumstances. With the re-establishment of health, 
the errors of the senses cease. 

A morbid condition of the digestive organ~ is sometimes an 
occasion of hallucinations. The organs must then be examined, 
which, in fact, should always be done when any derangement is 
manifested in the economy; cooling and refreshing drinks, and 
a dietetic regimen, are the only means required. Hal1ucination 
may arise from the presence of some substance offensive to the 
stomach. One of our brethren reported the case of a lady who 
saw visions whenever she partook of coffee; here may be re
peated the aphorism : Sublatd cawd, tollitur eifectm. 

* See the work of M. Gaultier de Claubry, in which the identity ot 
typhus and typhoid fevers ia powerfully sustained. 
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been completely UDDOtieecl in France. The exuninatioa, hcnr
eYer, of their causes, symptoms, and particularly of clinical 
facts, proves the possibility and certainty of their cure. 

Leuret was the first to reduce to a ayst.em the treatment of 
hallucinations. The only objection that can be made to his 
method is, that it is too general and too exclusive. 
· Etiology, symptomatology, and clinical facts prove that phy
sical and moral agents, separate or united, man be used in die 
treatment of hallucinations according to circumstances. 

Solitude is a neeessary measure in a great many cases; bm it 
must not al1rays be insisted on. 

bo dirision.s should be e.-tablished in their treatment; that 
of phy$ical agency, and thu of moral means. 

In physical treatment, the most useful therapeutic agents are 
bl~iing, refreshing drinks, baths, purgatives, and b~ to 
which occupation and exerci..«e must be added. In a ease of 
ddirimlf frt>meu we successfully applied thirty leeches aloag 
the s:tgittM suture, after baYing shued the head. 
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In hallucinations with excitement, we have found great advan
tage in the use of baths, prolonged six, eight, or ten hours, 
with irrigation, according to the method employed in the treat
ment of fractures. 

A violent shock, physical or moral, has often been the means 
of curing hallncinations. . 

Bleeding even to syncope in one case made the patient blind, 
but did not cure him of his hallucinations. 

Physical agents appear to act generally in calming the periods 
of excitement. 

Hallucinations are occasionally cured by an effort of nature 
alone. We have elsewhere noticed the case of a lady, with whom 
the malady, which had lasted nearly two years, intermitted every 
other day. 

Medicaments may effect a cure, not by their therapeutic effects, 
but by breaking the chain of ideas in the mind of the patient, as, 
for example, opium in greatly prolonging the sleep of an hallu
cinated person far beyond the time at which a particular symp
tom returns. 

Experience has not yet decided on the use of datura stramo-
nium in cases of hallucination. · 

Moral means may be exercised with great success, but they 
must not be relied on exclusively. In their selection, the mind, 
education, and nature of the delirium s\lould be taken into con
sideration. 

That moral treatment, which, in following symptoms, hastens 
or retards its method according to circumstances, alters its 
plans according to persons, and proceeds with prudence, appears 
to us to unite the greatest chances in favor of recovery. 

Leuret's method (moral revulsion) is very difficult to apply to 
persons habituated to reflect, to compare, and to will. Tho 
obstacles encountered in persuading by reasoning, appear to us 
almost insurmountable with insane persons of the educated 
classes, especially when their prejudices are openly attacked ; 
we therefore think that this method should be restricted to a cer
tain number of cases evidenced by the social condition of the pa
tients, their general character, and the quality of their delirium. 

In the treatment of hallucinations, receurse must sometimes 
be had to physical means, sometimes to moral, and sometimes to 
the two influences united. 

82 
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CHAPTER XX. 

OF HALLUCINATIONS OONBIDBRBD IN RELATION TO MEDICAL 

JUBISPRUDBNCB. 

The hallucinated confounded with T&g&bouds, robbers, murderers, etc.-1. In
fluence of hallucinatious ou the conduct during wakiug and sleeping-2. Influ
ence of illUBious UDder similar olreumstanoe&--8. Of sequestration, commiaai.on 
of lllD&OY, and oompetAiney to teatif:r-Hallueinatiou causes of injurious and 
dangerous actio111, such u suicide, homicide, robbery, U'llon, challeugee, duell, 
etc.-Facta-The ocourreoce~~ which take place in maniacal delirium and in 
acutAI delirium are often the reaultAI of hallueinatiou and illUBione-Sometime. 
hallucination is the real cause of actA! performed under the influence of u 
illusion-The decillions caused by hallucinatiollll are eomeiimes inlltantaneoUI 
-Certain circumstances, such u darlm8118, etc., appear to favor them-The 
hallucin~tio1111 of sleep may occuion crim-Medico-legal examination of 
sudden hallucination11-lnlltanoes of ill11Bio1111 which have cau.eed orime11-The 
delirium of drunkards ill very frequently accompanied· by h~lluoinatio1111 ud 
illusion11-Hallucinatiou and ill111io1111 explain many actiou which appear 
incomprehensible. 

A PATAL destiny seems to pursue the hallucinated. I£ he 
escapes from the hospital, he finds the gates of the prison clos
ing on him. Such is, in fact, the nature of his disease, that he 
is regarded aa a guilty man if he does not pass for a. crazy man. 

How often, indeed, have we had an opportunity of remarking 
that men, charged with vagrancy, robbery, breaches of the 
peace, and murders, were only unfortunate persons who had 
yielded to the suggestions of hallucinations a.ncl insanity.* 

It is only a short time ago that the Gautte des Tribunau.z 
related the misfortunes of a poor deranged man, confined at La 
Force as a vagabond :-

CABB CLXIII. Last week a man, about forty years old, 
named Auguste Victor Chevillard, appeared before the correo-

* We pro teat against the too extended definition that has been given to 
the word monomania. There ia no doubt that the 111gia of iuaanity baa 
frequently protected real oriminall. 
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ao.at tn"baMJ, aharpd with ftiND81· !I.'H iaooJienMe. fll . . 
.. UI1NI8, m. melallohol7, JUa ......... ..., ..... 6e OOIIIt 
l'WIOil to 111ppoee daM tJUa - misJd DOli .......... ~ .. 
18D181; and H. Briern de BoilaiOD& wu....,.;.;...... 'b7 d. 
presidiDg judge, ~ to uami• him, deaide apoaJail ..... 
tal HUe, ad make Jail report em. daeaahjeo& to 6e oout.. 

A& dae heuiDg ~dais day, Dr. Brierre de B.."w.t n
ponecl u foDow: "I wea& to the priloa wllere ClaniDud wu· 
eoahed, ad talbc1 lcmg wit1l him. I ubd to wlla& M a&.
tribatecl hill ..._.,.ad ~ OaUiticm.. To daia 1(11eld• 
Jae replied, wBil beenriDg eJel, ad rapid aacl 'fioJm s••liRJa. 
tioa: 'It ia •7 ......n- who par1ae ae et*)where; &J.q Jaaw 
l'lliDed .. ; d, the7 .. DOli ...... ; tM7 ..... - ... ... 
......, aad tiara .. iato ...... _,Ba ......... ... 
11iee t• -'I c1o DOli tee them, 'bat I Jae.r tJa.a; t1ae.J talk to -, 
ad whisper iD •7 eua; the;r waata tab all I .. .,. 11ft; 1Nl 
&hey ahlll DOli haw k, e.-. if dae;r JWI -, t. I will ....., 
it widl dae laat hredh I draw. 8aall u 1R. eee -, I - ,-& 
~ daua the Balplrw of a.iaa aad 6e KiDc ~ K ..... ; 
I,_ the ke7 ~ ... RIM~~~tea; ... I---........ I 
will, and yet be no poorer.' 

" For a time," said M. de Boismont, "I coincided with the 
hallucinations of this poor man, and asked him 1rhere his trea
sures were. 'They are in Prussia,' he replied, with confidence, 
' but I have neTer heeD there ; I hue heeD farther-to Cal
cutta-but never to Prussia. I should 11'&Dt nro thoasand fnDes 
for the Toyage and expenses ; my biUer enemies preYent ae 
from finding as much.' ' Do you think tha& your enemies get 
into your prison ! If they do, I will gin notice to the direc:tor, 
1rho will take precautions that you may be left in. peace." 'It 
1r0uld be needless ; they11'0Uld come t.hroagh tile walls. • 
• " On quitting b F oru," continues M. de Boismont, " I wen& 

to Bi~tre; from 1830 to 18-13, Cberillard had heeD receiftd 
tht-re !enn times. The memoraada on the ~ 1l't'ittea b7 
eenral medital meD in the ~ proTeCt tha& he had heeD fre.. 
~ntly attac.bd, 801Detimes with a restJe. iuaaity, at others 
with mt-lant'boly; and had beeD ODt'e broaght in for an attempt 
oa h~ life. I yesterday 11'ftt ~to eee hill at La Foree; he 
is undt"r the same inl~nce; his M~emies continue to parae 
~ alld he still holds the key or his ac:asuaee. s.c~a an t~.e 
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facta which I have collected. My opinion is, that this man is 
under the influence of hallucinations which disturb his reason. 
Perhaps, if he were subjected to a long treatment, he might at
tain to greater calmness, but he could never be trusted alone; 
it would be best to send him back to Bic~tre. 

" At this, Chevillard, who did not utter a word during the 
report of the doctor, said in a low voice: 'I will go no more to 
Bic~tre ; it is an inquisition; they all say that I am mad. Well! 
there is sometb,ing for the unbelievers.' Saying this, he put 
into the clerk's hand a little square piece of paper, written on 
both sides. On the face was written:- ' 

"'9th November, 1844. Whatever may be the opinion held 
of me, I engage to provide a happy fate and a prosperous and 
very agreeable life to the person who can lay out four or five 
thousand francs, and to give him a profit of from one to two 
hundred francs a day.' 

"On the reverse :-
" 'Whoever may have only two or three thousand francs to 

lay out, may easily and securely obtain a profit of from eight 
hundred to one thousand francs per month. 

" ' Seeing is believing ! ! ! 
" ' CBEVILLA.RD, 

"'Rue 8aint-Jacque1·la Bouckerie, No. 14, 
a Paril (Discharged).' 

" The tribunal dismissed the ease, and ordained that Chevil
lard should be placed at the disposal of the administrative 
authority.''* 

And how, indeed, could it be otherwise? If this man, 'who 
is convinced that he is· surrounded with enemies; that he sees 
them before him, hears their threats, abuses, pursues, and en
deavors to strike and kill them, by a singular aberration of 
mind-which has been an object of study with us in our article 
on illusions-should transform the figures of his keepers into 
those of his imagined enemies, the most serious consequences 
might result from the error. 

Hallucinations in the example just given, have paralyzed the 
atrength of the individual ; absorbed by his one idea, he cannot 

* Guette dee Tribunaux, ~cembre, 1844. 
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tiona, was attacked during the night with a fit of homicidal 
monomania; she thought she saw angels, who commanded her 
to kill her ohilu in order that it might become an angel likewise; 
ber husband also appeared to her, crowned with white roses; he 
was wounded, and held weapons in his hands. In this state, he 
informed her that he had destroyed himself in order to enter 
paradise, and invited her to kill her child and herself in order 
to r~join him in the abodes of bliss. 

11 This unfortunate woman soon executed the dreams of her 
diseased brain ; she smothered her child with her hands, after 
having vainly attempted to choke it with crumbs of bread. The 
poor little victim being dispatched, she endeuored to commit 
suicide, and stabbed herself in several places under the left 
breast with a small pocket-knife; but pain, and the instinct of 
self-preservation, doubtless, struggled against her monomania, 
emd made her abandon this weapon. She then lay down by the 
corpse of her child, hoping that God would not long delay to 
call her to himself, and reunite her to her child. 

"In this melancholy situation she was discovered on Saturday 
morning. Aa aoon aa the authorities heard of it, the king'• 
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e.Uorney, one of the justices of the peace, and Drs. Jolly and 
V anderlaer viaited the spot, and having decided on the mental 
state of this unhappy mother, she was conveyed to St. John's 
Hospital. 

"By a singular coincidence, the husband arrived unexpectedly 
at the very moment when hia maniac wife and the corpse of 
his child· were being coneyed to the hospital." 

These two examples, selected from many others, will sern as 
an introductiOn to the study of hallucinations considered ia 
their relation to medical jurisprudence and civil institutions. 

The importance of this study has already been implied in ita 
symptomatology and the specific cases ginn. It ia beginning to 
be understood that a number of those strange acts, placed here~ 
fore in the annals of crime, are referable to insanity, and, above 
all, to hallucinations. 

The subject ia so highly interesting that we must enter fully 
upon its developments. We shall examine, first, the influence of 
hallucinations 9n the conduct, waking and sleeping; secondly, 
that of illusions under analogous circumstances ; and, thirdly, 
inquire at what point hallucinations demand sequestration and 
commission of lunacy, and whether this state of mind does not 
require the acta of the person under examination to be con
sidered invalid. 

Hallucinations may be the cause of many reprehensible and 
dangerous resolves. Some madmen commit suicide, in order to 
escape the vision which haunts them; others steal, becanae a 
voice constantly insiats that the object they take belongs to 
them. Some are incendiaries; and a great number utter insults 
and menaces, strike, "and even commit murder. 

A man may be found in a secluded spot with evident marks of 
having met with a violent death. The first thought that occurs 
to the mind is, that a. crime has been committed; but it may have 
been a suicide, and thia unhappy termination may have been the 
result of a false sensation. A clerk, belie-res that he sees the 
gendarme~ surrounding him, to seise and bear him away to the 
scaffold. Wishing to save his wife from dishonor, he stands a. 
whole night, whilst she sleeps, with an open razor at her throat. 
Fortunately his idea takes another direction, and he casts the 
weapon from him. On the following day, still tormented by 
the sight of hia persecutors, and unable longer to support it, he 
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In each of the cases just cited, the cause of suicide was evident. 
But it is not always thus ; if the clerk had cut the throat of his 
wife and had then drowned himself, it is probable this bloody 
tragedy would have been attributed to any but the real motives. 

Again, suicide may be occasioned by a voice apparently from 
the street, calling to the hallucinated ; he, hastening to obey 
the call, will be precipitated from the window, under the idea 
that he is walking out of his room. A madman imagines that 
he sees a bright chariot waiting to transport him to heaven ; he 
opens his window, walks quietly out to mount the chariot, and 
falls on the pavement. 

Suicide often occurs 'in maniacal delirium and acute delirium, 
which accompany febrile affections. When it has been possible 
to discover the origin of these catastrophes, it has constantly 
been found that they were the result of hallucinations and illu
sions, which engendered panic terrors; and that there are, as 
regards motives, fewer suicides than attempts, induced by a 
sentiment of self-preservation, to escape from chimerical dangers. 
I remember, says Marc, a patient attacked with typhus, when 
that disease raged in the city, who would have thrown himself 
from the window had he not been prevented. When this deli
rium was reduced, he recollected perfectly that he thought him
self pursued by a horrible phantom, from which he was endeav
oring to escape.* 

If hallucinations be a cause of suicide, they no less fre
quently occasion attempts against the lives of others. Sad and 
melancholy ideas, and fear, concar singularly in producing these 
acts. The fear of the police aqd of the pursuit of enemies, has 
in a great measure taken the place of the dread of the devil and 
of spirits ; although, for several years past, demonomania has 
again dawned on the horizon. Nothing is more common than 
to be consulted on the cases of madmen who think themselves a 
mark for persecution, and whose death is being sought for by 
poisoning or assassination. I was called to attend a lady, who 
appeared in full possession of her reason. She said to me, with 
the greatest coolness: " Sir, eight days since, in going to mass, 
I perceived that I was followed by ill-looking men. On leaving 

• Marc, de Ia Folie conaider~e dana sea rapportl avec lea queatiou 
medico-judiciairea, 2 vol Svo. Paria, 1840, t.. ii. p. 156. 
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IC&I'cely gone half a league, when he nttered Tiolent shriek& 
He said he was insulted, and demanded reparation. He called 
to the conductor, and made him stop the carriage, when he 
hastily mounted on the imperial, where he thought be heard the 
voice of a man named Pouzet, with whom he bad had some di1Fer
ences in the regiment; he sought him everywhere. Not finding 
him, he re-entered the carriage in the greatest agitation ; con
tinuing to hear the voice of this individual, who still insulted 
him, and told him that be had been discharged. He became 
much enraged, and insisted on fighting him. We arrived -' 
Meximieux at midnight ; whilst the horses were being changed, 
this unfortunate being got out, drew his sword, and exclaimed: 
' Ponzet, come out from your concealment ! Come and fight ! 
These gentlemen will be witnesses. If you do not show yourself, 
and I as"assinate you, the blame will rest on your cowardice.' 
As Pouzet did not appear, the officer again mounted the impe
rial, and thrust his sword several times into the packages with the 
idea of stabbing his enemy. 'Where bas he hidden himself!' 
he exclaimed: 'I hear the coward; he insults me, but I cannot 
find him.' 
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"Finally, he again got into the carriage, but his agitation and 
fury lasted until our arrival at Buoy, where we stopped for 
breakfast. The priest endeaTored to calm him-begged him to 
forget his injuries, and pardon his enemy. 'I consent, Mon
sieur 1' AbM,' said the officer; 'be our mediator. But let him 
show himself !-let him acknowledge his wrongs !-let -him stay 
his insults ! Do you not hear the coward? He continues to 
insult me ; he says I have been discharged; it is false-I have 
only changed my regiment. Pouzet, show yourself! come and 
fight ! 1£ you do not, I will report you everywhere as a villain. 
~ey will spit in your face, and tear off your epaulettes.' We 
offered him breakfast, bot he declined. This agitated state 
lasted until our arrival at Lons-le-Saulnier, where he was taken 
to the hospital."* 

With the progress of the moral affection, all the means em
ployed by these patients to escape the plots of their enemies are 
ineffectual. They introduce themselves into their dwellings, 
annoy them constantly ; speak ironical, injurious, and menacing 
words ; appear to them in the streets, and in the silence of night. 
Frequently, illusion is combined with hallucination, and they 
see enemies in every person whom they meet. 

When the disorder has reached this point, the patient becomes 
10 exasperated that he resolves to escape this constant and 
frightful torment by suicide. This result more frequently 
takes place when he thinks that his enemies wish to be rid of 
him by means of poison. He then frequently refuses all kinds 
of nourishment, because it tastes badly, or has a suspicious odor, 
and thus he dies of ~unger. At other times the insane, furious 
at these persecutions, form projects or vengeance, strike, wound, 
or kill the first person whom they meet, and who, as they say, 
pa.ys for the rest. Under some circumstances, they conceive 
a hatred for their nearest relative, or the person whom they 
most frequently see, and their act in this case may impose on 
inexperienced minds, who look on it as an aot of revenge. 

Insane hallucinated persons of this class are in general very 
formidable, and the examples we shall give will justify our asser
tion. 

CASE CLXVII. Mr. R. de G. was engaged in an office under 

* Bo~x. op. cit. 
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cd&ce that he bad JeeD a man hidden behind a heap, who wu 
.about to &re oa him, or . at 1eut who had hie aa poiatecl, uu1 
that on his apJVWoCh the murderer dia&ppevfd. ·He added his 
assurance that a man, whom he could not recognize, had come 
in the night to saw the bars which closed his room-door, and he 
asked the loan of a pair of pistols from one of the clerks, in 
order to defend himself against the attacks of this person. 
Going one day to St. Germain by the railroad, he saw several 
men in the same carriage with himself who looked at him in a 
very threatening manner ; he left them, took a wagon, and on 
the following day bought a pair of pistols. And since then 
some person had attempted to stab him with a poniard. 

This man saw none but enemies surrounding him, who spread 
calumnious reports, and endeavored to annoy and poison him. 
Every one pointed at him, and treated him as a madman, on 
account of his fears and his mode of life. Above all, he accused 
one of the superior clerks of having seriously injured him, by 
revealing his troubles, which he had confided to him under the 
seal of secrecy. 

Six years previously, being at Fontainebleau, he heard two 
Englishmen reading a mysterious letter, in which neither himaelf 
nor any one of his acquaintance were mentioned; but the terms 
in which it was conceived, and the kind of conversa,ion held b1 
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the foreigners, inspired him with the belief that persons were 
suborned to destroy him. 

This hallucinated man, who always carried arms, said that on 
several occasions he bad been on the point of using them, but 
waited until the individuals were near enough for him to touch 
them before he fired. 

It was under the influence of this idea that M. R. de G. 
called on M. D., who was head of a government office, and, in 
a state of great excitement, making him the personification of 
all his imagined enemies, fired two pistols at him, and then 
attempted suicide. 

In listening to the recital of these events, all medical men 
were agreed in recognizing an hallucinated monomaniac. It is 
important to notice that this idea of poisoning, and these con
tinual appearances of evil-disposed persona, which had lasted 
during eight years, had not prevented M. R. de G. from filling 
with distinction the administrative career which he had em
braced, and that, on the eve of his arrest, he was engaged in 
drawing up a work which did not betray the slightest derange
ment of mind. 

The council-chamber of the highest tribunal in Paris, after 
a long examination, and a medico-legal inquest, gave a verdict 
of acquittal, and placed him at the disposal of the prefect of 
police.* 

CASE CLXVIII. During the month of May, the commissary 
of police of the seventh arrtmdiuement was called on to establish 
a murder. The culprit appeared deeply aftlicted at his crime. 
He declared to the officer that he had struck M. M., because 
enry one drove him to it ; that he bad no angry feeling against 
him, but wished to rnenge himself on somebody. The evidence 
given by the witnesses proved that, after having labored zeal
ously for seventeen years in a warehouse, he bad suddenly 
quitted it, because ofFensive proposals were whispered into his 
ears, and he was exposed to ridicule ; since then he believed 
himself to be pursued by gendarmu and police officers. 

To the inquiry, why he struck M. M. with an iron instrument 
freshly sharpened, he replied: "I was pursued by evil-disposed 

* Brierre de Boiemont, Mbdeoine-Ugale (Annalee MMioo-Peyoholog.), 
September No. 1843. 
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On being interrogated, Boyes acknowledged t1w he bad 
formerly been ill:8&Ile, but had been cured. When spokeD &o 
about the attendant whom he bad stabbed, he allowed that he 
had wandered for a moment; but added, "he burned me, and I 
reproached him; besides, he is always burning me." He after
wards spoke to the doctors of persons who jmnped npon him, 
and of extraordinary things which he aaw during the night. 

No doubt could exist as to the men\&~ condi&ion of Soyes. 
It was under the influence of his fixed idea, and hia hallucm.. 
tiona, that he had twice been incited to such serious adiona ; 
and the physicians decided that he 1f&8 not responsible in eidler 
case ; that it was due to BOCiety that ao daagerou a penoa, 
whose cure was uncertain, should be placed in confinemeU. 
These resolutions were adopted by the attorney-general, and n 
recently learned that the mental disease of Soyes had increued 
and was considered incurable.* 

These two examples suffice to exhibit the dangerous chan.cter 

• Brierre de Boiamont, JiUdeeiJie.Ugale (Annal• .IIEdioo-&yeholo
giquea), Jllly, 18«. 
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of this form of diseaae. In fact, the greater number of crimes 
committed by the insane have been by melancholy hallucinated 
monomaniacs. 

We think it right to add to these observations of our own, the 
following, one of which appeared in the Droit, Bulletin des Tri
bunaux, and the. other in the .Annalu d' Hygiene. The aft"a.ir 
brought the erew of the ship Le Sev&-e before the aaeises at 
Bourbon. A circumstance which added greatly to the interest 
of the trial waa, that the captain of the vessel, M. L., had, since 
his arrival in the colony, betrayed evident signs of mental alien
ation, and that without any reason, &88igned or sospected, had 
fired twice on· a peaceable citizen. A report of three physicians 
declared him to be attacked by homicidal monomania. The fol
lowing is a statement of the facts :-

CASB CLXIX. Captain L., during his stay at Cette, believed 
that insults and menaces were addressed to him, which induced 
him to stand armed on the bridge all night, 

The vessel stood to sea for Bourbon. During the voyage, 
many distressing eTents occurred ; the captain on senral occa
sions struck the sailors until blood flowed ; and many other cir
cumstances were charged upon him. They deposed that he 
looked at them auspicioosly, talked often to himself, said that he 
beard provocations and insults which no one had addreBBed to 
him ; and that one day, without any reason, he bad put hia pis
tol to the throat of the cabin-boy. 

The captain, on his aide, complained of the insults to which 
he had been constantly subjected. Being prtBBed to state his 
motive for firing on a person whom he scarcely knew, he 
very coolly asserted that for some time he had distinctly heard 
the Toice or' his wife (the trial waa occurring in Bourbon, and 
his wife was in France), calling to him from the cellar of the 
house where he lodged, and imploring his help ; that he had 
spoken to several public functionaries to have search made, but 
they bad paid no attention to him ; that he had threatened them 

. for thus neglecting their public duties ; and that after he had 
fired on one in particular, who had provoked him, he had been 
taken to the hospital, where they bad attempted to poison him 
with a gl~s of tisane. · 

A deep feeling of pity ran through the court at this statement. 
Thos coolly asserting thia nonsense about his wife, who pUl'IUU 
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ael and orew :were nd•,....ed by the JDODnmaDiM.t 
O~B OLXX. J. B. D. ,.. uoaaed of hatiac killtcl Jail ,nle 

during the Bight of the 8d or 4$h of Kay, 1818. A • .._. 
ucle Of hie had beea derapd. . Hil intelleot .... - JNMI7 
denloped; neYOI'thel-, he had profited by .the eUOIRaa be
had reoeind. Hie habi&l haclllwa;JB been. replar; .. hAd bela 
Married lor •nral yean, and lincl happily .with Jail wife. 
- The mayor of hie oommUDe haYing gina, on OOOIIi.on of tM 
mte of St. Charles (1827), a feast to the firemen of the town, 
was much joked by his companions. D., irritated by their 
remarks, and perhaps elevated by wine, drew his sword on the 
drummer, which gave rise to a brawl. Since that time he had 
appeared moody and suspicious. Towards the close of Decem
ber following, be awoke one night with a start, and complained 
of being ill. A medical man was called in, who considered that 
he had a gastric afFection, accompanied by delirium. This doc
tor has since stated that D. declined taking the medicines he 
ordered, saying that he was leagued with his wife and his father 
to destroy him. 

From that period his character as well as his habits changed. 
He became gloomy, suspicious, irritable, and passionate ; he 
abandoned his religious duties, neglected his field labor, and 
drank much ; suspected the fidelity of his wife ; lived alone, 

* Le Droit, Bulletin des Tribunaux, 21st Feb. 1844-Court of Aasise of 
the leland of Bourbon. 

t Brierre de Boiemont, Observations mMico-Mgalea sur lea monoman81 
mates, hallucin&l. Guette dee HOpi&aux cirila et militairea, lOth Octo
ber,l843. 
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shunned those with whom he was accustomed to associate, ltent 
out but seldom, and frequently exhibited fears that his life was 
ia danger. Overpowered by this chimerical fear, he spoke con
stantly of enemies and plots, and persuaded himself that a man 
named Robert-of whom he had often spoken both before and 
after the 8d of May, 1828, in his conversations, fits of anger, 
letters, and evidence-was the chief of the conspiracy hatched 
against him. His old companions, his friends, his father, and 
his wife, were by turns ranked amongst the conspirators ; and 
yet on every other subject he appeared rational. In one of 
these paroxysms, during which his delirium was augmented, and 
his fears and suspicions increased, he swallowed sulphuric acid, 
not being able, as he said, to resist the torments which he expe
rienced, and wishing to be rid of his enemies. This attempt at 
suicide took place in the spring of 1827. 

The medical men who attended D., at the commencement of 
his malady, after his attempt at suicide, and since that time, 
attested that he had a mental alienation, which they called 
melancholy with delirium, characterized by imaginary fears, 
conviction that his death was being sought for, frequent fits of 
weeping, the pursuit of men, etc. Some witness~d to having 
seen D. hide himself behind the house door, or run away, when
ever any one called. Others had seen him in the fields making 
strange gestures, and talking to himself. 

On the 8d of May, 1828, D. pa.ssed the evening in company 
with his wife and a third 'person, until nine o'clock; nothing 
iladicated the disquiet and restlessness of a person about to 
commit a double crime (his wife being pregnant). He embraced 
her, and invited her to supper, after which they retired to rest. 

On the following morning, the 4th of May, the wife was found 
dead in her bed ; a napkin was spread over the corpse, and a 
cross laid thereon. Her husband had gone away with his 
father•s horse. The clothes which he had worn on the preceding 
day were found covered with blood in the cellar. After a search 
of nine days, he was found, and the following facts gathered 
from himself and others. Having killed his sleeping wife with 
a mallet, which he fetched out of the yard, he went to the 
wardrobe for a napkin, spread it over the body, and placed upon 
it a cross, which was on the mantel-piece, washed his hands in a 
tab, took of his blood-stained clothes, which he threw into the 

33 
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wlaich he had written dariag Jail Dille .,.. tip&. Two oltJ.e 
1NN adu..ed to t.he kiag; ia tlaela, hil--i• , ... deaoaaoecJ, 
bat at the ame time hil ~ wu entnated .- to ....... 
..._. The odterlwere for two of hit . ..._. ia ,... M 
_.t-.cl the murder whielt he had OOialaiued, ..a d 1 rei .. 

• a piiiPOI't for a foreiper,&d.r a f'alle ....._ . , 
In his enminauon, D. pTe all the cletaila ef 6e --... 

t1te preoamioDI which he had. taka to aTOid .....-; ba· lae 
wuuleredu to the aaom. which had iacl1I08d hia to ft. ad pTe 
eeTenl diWerent reuona. Now, 1ae pretended diU he WM iatui
eetecl; then, · t~aat he wu Ufn, beau• Jail wife W nf ed &o 
gin him money; and·, again, that he wu uupented ad irri
tated by the bad advice which was given to his wife, who, never
theless, was very virtuous; finally, he accused his enemies of 
having tempted him to it, in order to destroy him, and partien
larly accused Robert. 

During his imprisonment, D. wrote several times to his father, 
to the magistrates, to his medical attendant, etc. All these 
letters resembled each other in their incoherence, their length, 
the repetition of similar ideas in excusing himself or accusing his 
enemies, especially Robert, or in attempting to excite pity in his 
behalf. His excuses, regrets, accusations, requests, and recom
mendations were ridiculous, extravagant, and highly unbecoming 
one in his position. It was perfectly evident from these letters, 
that he had no moral consciousness of the double crime be bad 
committed, nor the punishment it deserved. 

The attorney·general gave a requisition that no proceedings 
could be instituted against him so long as be was declared 
insane. The court thought that the proceedings did not suffi
ciently establish his insanity at the period of committing the 
crime, since the precautions which he had taken to escape the 
pursuit of justice, proved that he then had consciounesa of a 
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crime committed, and of a punishment consequent thereon. Upon 
this, on the 14th of A~gust, 1828, an order was given to arraign 
D. for the murder of his wife. The court, by a decree of the fol· 
lowing 12th of S.eptember, ordered an additional investigation. 

In consequence of this judgment, D. was sent to Paris, and 
placed in the insane division at Bic@tre, where be could be 
closely watched by the experienced undersigned. 

During the first few weeks of his stay at Bic~tre, D. remained 
quite alone, took no exercise, never spoke, and appeared in a 
stupor, wept long and often, particularly when questioned re· 
lative to the murder which he had committed, the motives 
which led him to it, his actual position, etc., when his face 
would become much flushed. If pressed with questions, be 
would accuse his enemies, particularly Robert, of having led 
him into these criminal paths. He spoke of the murder of his 
wife as of a thing in which a third person was culpable; and 
loudly demanded his freedom, saying : "It is not my fault." 
He also wrote several letters, which resembled in all points 
those which be wrote before his removal to Bic~tre. On other 
subjects neither his acts nor remarks were irrational. 

After remaining for some months in the hospital, be became 
more communicative, took more exercise, conversed more readily 
with the attendants and the patients, and even argued with 
them on matters foreign to his position. He wept more rarely, 
excepting when be was questioned as to the cause of his being 
in the hospital. But the acuteness of his replies proved that be 
was aware of his position in regard to the law. He occupied 
himself with manual labor and learned to net purses. 

On the 14th of April, 1829, a great change was observed in 
D. ; he became restless and appeared distressed.* It was evident 
that he had hallucinations of hearing. He complained that the 
inmates of the hospital said disagreeable things to him as they 
passed him, and expressed dissatisfaction towards some of the 
patients with whom he had argued, but he had never either 
disputed or quarrelled with them. 

On the 16th of April, he requested to be shut up; and gave 

* This 1udden alteration in the habit. of an insane per11on deaenea 
particular notice. Whenever we han observed it in our establishment, 
the individual hu attempted 1nioide, escape, etc. 
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well, made no eft'ori to rid himself o£ the strait waisteoat, wept 
frequently, especially when remiuded of his actions; turned 
red, excused himself, and accused others. It was remarked thU 
after this second murder, he appeared to fear the punishment! 
reserved for criminals. 

Such are the facts relative to the accl18ed. They may easily 
De classed in two series ; the one would induce the belief thU 
D. was sane when he murdered his wife, and was eonsciOUB ·of 
having committed a crime when he fted; the other would seem 
to prove that he was insane when he committed the crime, and 
that even during his fiight he had not a very clear perception 
of the position in which he had placed himself. 

First clau of facta.-On the 3d May, 1828, D. gave no signa 
of delirium nor irritation ; and retired peaceably to r~ with 
his wife. These circumstances did not escape the witneu who 
had passed the evening of the 3d May with him and his victim. 
After the murder, D. took measures to avoid the pursuit of j11B
tice. The precautions seemed to prove a oonsciousnesa of the 
crime he had cOmmitted, and that he feared the punishment 
consequent thereon. In the dift'erent interrogatories which he 
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underwent, 1te appeared to have his reason; and also during his 
stay in Bic@tre, at least neither his words nor actions resembled 
the usut ones of the insane patients. The numerous letters 
wllieh he note proved that h-e was not deprived Gf all intellect. 

&cotul claa of factt.-D. had a maternal unele who was 
iBSane ; oonseq'ltently, he was predisposed to insanity. He had 
never betrayed any per'Verse inclil\atioB, and was of regulat 
habite until the close of 1826, when suddenly his character and 
habits 11ftdeMVent an entire alteration ; since which time, he 
evinced many symptoms of madness. The derangement of hia 
mind was veri~H by the certificates of three physicians whG 
attended him, and by publie fteteriety. D. was a monomaniac, 
•e believed that he had ~emies, that they desired to be rid of 
him, and to kill him. He was convinced that his friends, his 
father, aad his wife, plotted against him. His delirium waa 
remittent, and increased from time to time. 

In the tpria« ef 1827, he had attempted saicide in. order ~ 
escape the coaspiraciee of his pretended enemies. In the spring 
of 1828, after having embraced. his wife, he went peaceably to 
rest with her, without provocation or a&ger; and awakened by 
lOme distreAitlg dream, or by his imaginary feM's (let it be!'&
membered that &t the outset ef his disease he hacl awakened 
with a etart), his t.son waadered., he saw in hit wife, lying by 
his side, a conspirator ; it was neceBSary to deliver himself, and 
•• struck the Wlfortun&te woman, who was fast asleep, not with 
any instrument of death that was within the hoaee, bat with • 
mallet, which he went into the yard to fetch. Far frGm ftyia~ 
inataDtly, he delayed his tieparture, searched ia the wardrobe 
for a napkin, with which he covered the corpse of hie victim, 
t.nd placed & C1'088 upon it. But then hi.a fury having no longer 
an object, the tight of the corpse made a powerful impressioa 
on the murderer; the delirium. ceased., reason awoke, and the 
11ahappy man oomprehended all the hGrror of the act he had 
committed, foresaw the eonaequences, fled, and ea<leavorecl te 
eiCape tlt.e pursuit of jutice. 

D. experienced QM wllieh hu been noticed in maay insane 
perlloas, naaely, that after a violent physical or moral imprea· 
aion, or the aeeomplishmellt of a design conceived during cleli
riam, they appear to recover suddenly the use of their reasoe, 
ucl act almoa& if aot ((uite ia die laDle maaaer aa if they had 
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never lost it. (Ina&n penons h vo wen ina~taoec> ly cared 
by a po erful moral impre ion.) 

lth ugh D. took great precautions in his tligbt, he nevertbe
Jeaa left t ces by which be could be recogni1ed, which o ld 
not have been done by a man 'th the full use of his re n nor 
by one who co idcr d him lf a criminal. Thu , althou h he 
hid hi bl d tained clothing, it was in his 01\'Il cellar; and al
though ho fled, it was on his father's horse. lie left articlee iD 
an in hieh w uld b • r y him, and carried letters bout hia 

rso hich co icted him. When arr ted, he gave a ctailod 
account of the m11rder ; a d gave everal rea na for it, wb.ie 

r evidently fiLl e. In pri on and in the hospital, the le~ 
hich he wrote bore the impre a of a disordered mind. In the 

following ye r, the pring of 1 2 , he became restle , and p
p ar d to have bo.lluoination ; four days afterward , he went 
quietly to bed, and during the ni ht killed one of the tieota, 
not ith ny in trumen t b nd in the dormitory, b t with 
1tick io b fetched from nother room-not aft r a q rr 4 
an ~ffray or fit f ng r, but during the sleep of bi &ohm. 

•rom tho identity f th ae on and the hour in which the 
two mur rs r eommitt , the choice of the in trum nt of 
death, the absence of all anger or provocation, the sleep of the 
victims, the calm state of the murderer during the nights of the 
8d of Mo.y, 1828, and the 18th of April, 1829-from the iden
tity, we say, of the circumstances, we draw the inference that 
D. was excited to commit both the murders by the delirium to 
which he bad been a prey since the close of 1826, and that, in 
the commission of these two acts, he was not in the possession 
of moral liberty. 

We think, therefore, that heredito.ry disposition, the conduct 
of D. during his stay o.t Bicetre, the treatment which he under
went for insanity before the 3d of May, 1826, the report of the 
faculty who attended him before that period, and the circum
stances attending the action imputed to him, prove that D. was 
laboring under mental alienation when he committed the mur
der of which he is accused; that the precautions taken by him 
on the night of the 3d of May, 1828, and since that time, to 
elude the pursuit of justice, also prove that the criminal had not 
the right use of his reason, and is accordant to a state of de
mentia, taking that word in the sense of civil lu.w, and not in 
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that· accepted by the faculty, who give to that state the name of 
monomania. 

Resolved in Paris, the 6th of July, 1829. 
(Signed,) EsQUIROL, 

FBRRUS. 

An extract from the verdict in the case goes to show that the 
court, after deliberation, consider sufficient proof! has been esta· 
blished, that Jacques·Jean-Baptiste D. was in a state of dementia 
on the night between the 3d and 4th of May, 1826, in which 
the action imputed to him was committed, and that thus, accord
ing to the terms 84 of the penal code, there is neither crime 
nor offence, and that no farther proceedings can be instituted 
against D. The court, nevertheless, orders that he shall be 
placed at the disposal of the King's attorney, who will take ne· 
cessary measures for the safety of the public and of the accused. 

This case, which we have given in all its details, because it 
appeared an excellent type, presents to us a fresh example of the 
danger of hallucinations and illusions in melancholy monomania. 
Daily experience proves that these mad persons are convinced 
they receive insults, are made mouths at, that the countenances 
of those around them express hate, and a desire to harm them; 
or they take them for devils, monsters, etc. It is evident that, 
when D. killed his wife and the insane patient by his side, he 
obeyed hallucinations of hearing, and probably also illusions, 
as in the case of Soyez. It is extremely probable that these 
two murders, executed at long intervals, would have been fol
lowed up by other cato.strophes, if the most rigorous confine
ment had not been maintained. 

Galignani' B Meaaenger published the following case:-
CASE CLXXI. On the 25th of November, 1840, Dr. Pearce, 

author of several estimable medical works, wa.s cited before the 
central criminal court for having fired at his wife with intent to 
kill her, and was acquitted on a plea of insanity. He was sent 
to Bedlam, where he ha.s since remained, his fixed idea being 
that his wife desired his death, and had paid several persoas to 
destroy him in some way or other, but chiefly, by always giving 
him a damp or wet bed. For some time he obstinately refused 
to quit the gallery in which his cell was situated. 

In a letter, which he addressed to the manager of the hos-
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him. He complained of having been, against his inclination, an 
accomplice of Oxford, the assassin of the queen, to whom, bow
ever, he had taught French, and whose mind he had attempted 
to soften. Oxford bad revealed to him particulars of great 
importance relative to the crime he had committed, which he, 
Pearce, thought it his duty to communicate to the Secretary of 
State. With this view, he had written, in Latin, a letter con
taining all the details; unhappily, it bad been taken from him, 
and he did not know if it had reached the office in Downing 
Street. He also desired to make known how Oxford boasted 
of having deceived Sir A. Morrison, Dr. Monroe, and the jury 
in persuading them that he was insane. 

Dr. Pearce added that this was what he wished to reveal to 
the Secretary of State. His letter was produced against him. 
The jury then proceeded in his examination. He persisted in 
saying his bed was wet, that deleterious substances were intro
duced into his clothes, and that ·a conspiracy existed against 
him. He drew from his pocket a small packet, which contained 
a piece of one of his shirts, and a snuffbox which also contained 
aome other fragments; these he desired should be given to Pro
fessor Faraday, or some other celebrated chemist, to be analyzed. 
The jury decided that Dr. Pearce was deranged, and had beea. 
so since the month of October, 1840 (Britannia.)* 

If we were not fearful of multiplying caees of this character, 
we could relate the history of MacNaghten, the assassin of 
Mr. Drummond, who was also persuaded that he wassurrounded 
by evil-disposed persons who threatened him, and that he was 
surrounded by strange faces. t 

It appears very probable that great political assassinations 
have been committed by hallucinated persons, and that in many 
cases, the impassibility of these persons under punishment has 
been the result of the diseased state of their minds, and of 
anresthesia, so common amongst melancholy monomaniacs. 

M. Bazin relates, in his HiBtoire de la Fronde, the assertion 
which Ravaillac made on his examination, that, some days prior 

* Gnlignani'e Messenger, 27th December, 1843. 
t In a visit made in 1850 to Bedlam, MaoNaghten was fonnd in a state 

of imbecility, in the •eotion of insane oriminale. (The American Jonrn&l 
of Insanity, April, 1861, p. 364.) 

• 

' 
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also a priest (Father Bourgoing, prior of his convent), a scien
tific man, and one well versed in Holy Writ, to whom he can
di,1Jy declared his vision, and inquired if it was unpleasing to 

God to kill a king who had neither faith nor religion. "t 
It is distressing to think how many persons have been sacri

ficed by similar madmen. 
The young German who attempted to assassinate Napoleon 

at Schrenbrunn also had visions. He saw the genius of Germany, 
who told him to deliver his country. The outrages committed 
by hallucinated madmen are sometimes the result of a command 
which is given to them, or of a voice which speaks to them. 

M. Bottex relates, in his Memoira, that there was, some years 

* Bazin, Ilistoire de la Fronde, Proces, Examen, Confessions, et Nega
tionA du meclmnt et execrable parricide Franc;oie Ravaillac, sur Ia mort de 
Henri le Grand, anonymou!l pamphlet, Parie, 1611, 12mo. p. 35, etc. 

t l>iscours Veritable, fait par un Jacobin sur Ia mort de Henry III. This 
paper, printed at Troyes, in 1589, is found in the Journal de llenri III., by 
Pierre de I'Estoile. La Haye in-12 T., t. iii. p. 455. 
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Iince, in the hospital of Antiquaille, at Lyons, a hypochondriac 
attacked by hallucinations, who strangled his daughter in obe
dience to voices which commanded him to stop her breath. 

We read the following in the Journal d' Hufeland: " A 
Prussian peasant imagined that he both saw and heard an angel, 
who commanded him, in the name of God, to immolate his son 
on a fuueral pile. He immediately ordered the boy to carry 
wood to a certain spot which he pointed out. The son obeyed; 
his father laid him on the wood, and instantly killed him. He 
was his only son." 

Hallucination is sometimes the predisposing cause of a culpa
ble action, the accomplishment of which is the result of an 
illusion. 

CASE CLXXII. Amongst the theological students in the Uni
versity of Leipsic, was one named Rau, who became deeply in
terested in the study of the Apocalypse of St. John. The 
perusal of these revelations so inflamed his mind that he enter
tained the idea of reproducing these celestial visions. He soon 

, believed himself inspired, and thought he had communications 
with God. His duties were neglected; he became passionate 
and morose. He considered himself superior to the rest of 
mankind. Full of this idea, he took to preaching, and expreB&eci 
himself in the following terms : "He who does not believe in 
sorcerers, does not believe in the devil ; he who does not believe 
in the devil, does not believe in God; he who does not believe 
in .God, shall be damned." 

On the 4th of August, 1799, his neighbors hearing a noise, 
broke into his apartment, where they found his father in a pool 
of blood, pierced with fifteen wounds, and with a large gash in 
his throat. Ran was striding up and down the room, now ac
cusing himself of having committed this horrible crime, and then 
pretending that his father was an old Jew, who had been killed 
by a Turk. 

During his trial, he said he had never been baptized ; that the 
man whom he had killed was not his father, since he did not 
resemble him. His conduct was unseemly and rude, and he 
evinced the greatest contempt for all mankind. During a vio
lent storm he was heard to exclaim: " Here comes the savage 
prince! I know him well, for I have often heard him." 

Here is a case, in which the hallucinated person commits a 

• 
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lrept by a 111a11 or the Ullle or BLuac. BMiiw ..,.a, _. 
e.~r.p..~wiae, ........... fA ... ., .. ..., 

• .. ,..1llflencl· to the nca 1t'hiela W .._ Jft11U'81l&lr W.. 
There ,.. aodaing in the mamaer of the indiYidaal to ....... 
,.a-Jar Ill&.-., or ia llil ·..a-..& eo ~tela)' a lid t._pe...,.-. 
'ho~MN~w~ ._tea a&~._....,..._.. 

a1Miile wUcla JftGBe .. ll f'lola 6.e ~· n.. He t.ok a 
lgld ia order to ....... die .... s.r.ety ........ .. 
... ....., dauthe .......U., ._._.,...., • ...., .... -
W. eHI&nek laim with tlte Walle of a p11it of tailoK ...,._ 
The cries of the innkeeper brought assistanee, and the murderer 
was seised and disarmed. At length, the gerul«rmu arrived, 
and seenred the desperate fellow. Happily, the weapon which 
he used had only made slight wounds. 

On being interrogated as to the motives of his eriJM, he re
plied : " I found that a plot had been laid ia the honse for my 
&118&88inatioo, and I tOOk measures to sell my life dearly.·· 

The name of the maa was Alphonse Terry, a journeymaa 
tailor, who wu on his way to Bois d'Oingt (Rhone) in search of 
work ; his age was twenty-eight. 

Transferred to the prison of the Palais cJ., Jastiee in Lyons, 
he was entered on the jailer's books, and impeached for eotting 
and slaying. During his journey and his subsequent detention 
in prison, he was perfectly calm; nor did he betray, in his con
versation with his jailer and companions, the least symptom of 
dementia; on the contrary, he exhibited great clearness of 
intellect. On the 5th of Jaauary, he was brought before a 

• Maguin Pt~ycbologiqae, 'fOI. viii., oommnnicatecl by Profeuor Gruner, 
of die Vniveraity of Jeoa. - · 

• 
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magistrate. we think it right to give his dift'erent replies to 
the interrogatories :- . 

D. "Why did you ill-treat the master of the inn at Bully!" 
B. "Whilst I waa a& suppert the innkeeper took a large knife 

and passed into an alcove belonging to the tavern. On coming 
out, he said: 'There i& one disposed of!' Another man entered 
a second alcove at the foot of the staircase, whom he followed, 
•nd also killed, saying the same words. He then ol'ered me 
a glass of red wiDe~ which I accepted. There were women 
present whom he induced to drink white wine. I then went to 
bed. From my room, which was over the tavern, I heard a plotl 
made to assassinate me.. I then resoived to sell my life dearly. 
I placed myself near to the door, with my scissors in my han~ 
and when he entered my room I defended myself." 

D. "In what. ma.D.Der and by what words did you comprehend 
that you were to be aasaaainated i,. 

B. " They knew that I had seen them murder the two other 
travellers, and I hea.rd them consult together; the one said: 'He 
aa.w us kill them.' The other replied: 'He saw nothing; let us 
leave him alone.' 'The first continued: 'I tell you that he did 
see it, and we must asaaa&iaate him; we shall be safer.' The 
first then said: 'Go up..' The other J'eplied : C:No ; go yo11 
up.' .. 

On the day following, two physicians, MeSBrs. Chapean and 
Tavernier, were commissioned by the magistrate t.o report as to 
the mental condition of the criminal. 

In all the interrogatories to which he was subjected, this man 
evinced good sense &Dd judgment. He again narrated all, 
he had Been, heard, and felt in the inn at Bully. His recitr.l 
was that of a man fully convinced and free from passion, and 
who congratulated himself on having esc~ed a great danger. 

The experienced physicians to whom the examination of 
Alphonso. Terry was oonided, gave in their report, which was 
forwarded to tb.e a.uthorities. Whatever may have been the 
result a.nd isaoe of the trial, we c&Dnot bu' shudder at the 
frightful position of the aooused. and o£ the impoBBibility of 
leg&lly justifying him, had he by chance had any cause of dis
like to the inkeeper, a.ny dispate with him relative to the price 
of his repast, or, fineJly. had it been possible to believe in. any 
intention of his to commit robbery. 



·. •• ON HALLUCINATIONS. 

· '1118. o.no. aeoo&t which ~ S.ftria w · poea, ill ilr 
Plgriologie dv G011t, inconteat&bly pnrt'eB that w&Soal ·~ 
eiaatioa ru1 be the ocouioB of a -..rime. !file •• inatioli ol 
tile wOIIlaa. Schon, -wlaieh .we hUe eiMwhere ftlMed,' il a fNeh 
JINOf or n. ·· . 
. lt iJ, then, with much reason that Mara apeab otthe atate·or 
aleeping " demaacliag eapecial &ttend.oa in the m~ . 
·uaminaa of inlenity. In fact, iD the peat. 'aumber of 
aaniaca, sleep ill diaturbed u.d agi~ted by 'rilioul, great pqio, 
paning&, ad vociferations. Even ;mil · th011e 1801LOJDMiMI 

who are governed b1 pymd euid.ni- ideu, deep ia 1'88tlell 
and diflioolt to obtain, beoaaae they are • prq'to hanaeinatioeia, 
which in gener&l are more 4iatinoli ud frequent m the ~ 
than during the day, uid heoaale, i:n the darbeal ~ lileaoe of 
aight, their fantutio imaginations yield ·m* readi11 to thole 
conceptiona to which their delirium giftl birth. 

The auddennele of hallueinationa ill 'auflioiently eatabliahed 
·by the fact which we have just telated; the anna1a of eoieaaii 
·oontain 1Dioll1 oth• uamplea. When they Sift rile only tb 
extrangaat aetiona, they attract but tittle attentin. ; they pu1 
unnoticed, or are concealed in private asylums. But when a 
crime is the consequence, it behoves us not to decide hastily; 
every particular, which can throw light on the subject, should 
be carefully collected. This species of hallucinations resembles 
homicidal monomania., which appears suddenly, without being 
announced by any prior derangement of mind. A knowledge 
of antecedents can often point out the track of madness. When 

. extravagances, whimsicalities, and eccentricities have already 
intimated a. defective intellect, suspicion becomes more conclu
sive, if, at some former period, a strange or unaccountable 
action is discovered to have taken place. An inquiry as to 
inherited disease is, under such circumstances, very useful. The 
motives for actions, and the replies of the individual accused, 
should undergo severe scrutiny. When be answers that he 
obeyed a. voice, was irritated by insults, or desired to be re
venged for persecutions heaped upon him ; when it is ascer
tained if his victim were unknown to, or on good terms with 
him, or that no sort of connection can be discovered between 
them, the presumptions are still more important. Nor must 
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written correspondence be neglected, which often throws great 
light on an ac~ion apparently incomprehensible. 

A single hallucination, which has appeared suddenly, exhibits 
symptoms evident to the experienced observer. There is some
thing in the words, gestures, and actions-brief, abrupt, and 
unusual, which proves that the individual is not in a normal 
condition. There will be a derangement of almost all the funo
tions. These collective facts evince the difficulty of feigning 
hallucinations. 

If any doubt, however, should exist, solitary confinement 
must be practised, the result of which, most usually, is that 
evident symptoms of insanity exhibiting themselves sooner or 
later, all uncertainty is dispelled. 

Hallucinations not only induce suicide and murder, but they 
may also lead to theft and incendiarism. 

CABB CLXXIV. Jonathan Martin, that modern Erostratus, 
who burned York Minster, said to the examining judge: 
"Your accusation of theft is devoid of common sense, and you 
h&d better give it up; I never intended to purloin anything ; 
but, having received intimation from an angel that it was the 
will of God I should set fire to the cathedral, it was necessary 
to supply myself with evidence that I alone committed the act, 
in order that I should have the honor, or, if you prefer the ex
pression, the odium of the deed." Jonathan Martin, being 
declared a lunatic, was confined in Bedlam, where he still 
remains. 

CABB CLXXV. A girl, named Grabowska., under fifteen years 
of age, suffering from nostalgia, set fire in two instances to a 
house, in order that she might quit her. masters. She declared 
that, from the moment she entered their service, she was tor
mented with a desire of incendiarism. It appeared to her that 
a spirit was always present with her, urging the deed. It was 
discovered that the girl had for a length of time suffered from 
violent headache, and a delay in the physical changes usual 
to females of that age. • 

CABB CLXXVI. A man, about thirty years old, was brought 
to my establishment, under a suspicion of feigning insanity. 

* Marc, M6moirea aur Ia Pyromanie, t. ii. p. 356. Dea mononu\ncs
Klein, vol. ix. Annalea Jodiciairea. 
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CASB CLXXVII. Madame B., highly educated, but ftr1 ro
mantic and excitable, was married at twenty years of age. This 
union appeared happy for a very long time. But u a critieal 
time of life approaehed, ber mind e'rinced deraugement of a 'ft!rY 
remark::able character. She imagined thu her husband had sold 
her, and that she was dishonored in his mpL Her" ~a. 
ideas became ~1 deYeloped; abe belieftd henelf iB 
communieation with he.Tenly inte~ heard dime TOices, 
and ~iv-ed reft'latiou from the Dftty. At dais tD.e, alae 
eoo~il'ed a hatred of her h~ wlrich eoastaady iaac: .. d. 
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vellous thiBgs. Still, at home, she appeared tolerably calm ; 
but her hueband, who felt uneasy, locked himael£ every night 
in his room. One night he heard a gentle tap at his door ; he 
immediately arose, and inquired who was there, but received no 
reply. Half an hour after, he again heard a knock, and this 
time his question was answered by his wife, who said, in a com
plaining voice: "My dear, I am ill, and am come to ask your 
assistance.'' The husband opened his door, and Madame H. 
instantly strnck him five blows on the head with an iron bar. 
With the energy of despair he pushed her out, fastened the door, 
and fell, covered with blood. 

On the following day, Madame H. was taken back to the es
tablishment where she had previously been. In a few days she 
became more calm, and said she could only explain the act by 
an aberration of mind. "I imagined," she said, "that my hus
band was metamorphosed into a demon, and I looked on him 
·with horror." 

Some months subsequently, this lady was removed to my 
establishment in the Rue Neuve Sainte-Genevieve. She was 
then very tranquil. Her conversation was rational and ani
mated, but her antipathy to her husband continued. 

Her sister, who had so narrow an escape from being her first 
victim, came often to see her ; she loved her much, and expected 
her visits with impatience. When I was interrogating her on 
the insane attempt she bad one day made on the life of this sis
ter, she said: " How could I help it ?-when I sprang upon her, 
the appeared to me a green and hideous corpse, whose looks were 
diabolical ; the sight filled me with so much horror that I wished 
to get rid of'it in any way." These reasons were similar to 
those which. induced her to strike her husband. 

This lady, who, during her residence with me passed her days 
and evenings with my family, was attacked several times with 
hallucinations and illusions. Notwithstanding her style of life, 
and the apparent sanity o£ her con venation, her looks were at • 
times so malicious that I forbade any but the regular attend"nts 
to enter her room. When tormented by illusions, she uttered 
deadly threats, against which we took precautions by locking 
her up in her own chamber. 

Examples of this kind cannot be too carefully studied, Cor 
they may be the cause of ill-founded censures, and o£ interpre· 

84 
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of haYina u enem7. Time weeb elapeed wit.hoat. •T a-.. 
'Yflr1 beiJa« made, wheB a fortaitoa CJirwmatanoe pa the polioe 
.lltJeagth oa the tnek of the ..,.. ClllpritL wm. ... 
illaed .P.• them, aad the tla7 before,__...,. a po1iae ..._., 
accompanied by several constables, arrested Raphael C. de G., 
aged twenty-seven, born at Palma, and residing in Paris, Rue 
Saint Thomas-du-Louve, No. 15, and Otto Fischer, a Prussian, 
in his service, Rue du Jour, No. 8. 

"G. made & desperate resistance. Such was his fury, that, 
although he had no time to seize his arms, four strong men were 
required to secure him, which they could only do by binding 
his limbs strongly with ropes. A number of loaded pistola, 
sword sticks, three daggers, balls, powder, etc., were found in 
his apartments. 

"When the frenzy of this man was somewhat calmed, he said 
that he was the sole author of the crime, and that they had 
done wrong to arrest Otto Fischer. He professed to have been 
grossly insulted by Garnier, and desired revenge; but there ia 
reason to believe that G. has some interest in concealing t.he 
truth, and that the blow which reached the unfortunate Garnier 
was intended for some one else. The examination is going on."* 

On perusing this article, would not the conclusion be natural 

• Bllll~tin dee Trib~~D&GX, lat Aagu&, 18.f.3. 
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that M: de G. was a great criminal, who could only expect to be 
placed on the bench at the court of assize ? Let us examine 
how matters really were. He had scarcely passed his examina
tion before doubts arose in the minds of the magistrates as to the 
soundness of his mind. Dr. Brun, in conjunction with another 
physician, was commissioned to report on his mental condition. 
The conclusions were such that he was placed at the disposal of 
the administrative authorities, who sent him to Bic@tre. 

The feeling produced by a detention in this hospital on a 
man of high rank and fortune was such that on several occa
sions he attempted to starve himself. 

After a short stay there, he was transferred to my establish
ment. The first impression was highly in his favor. Well
made, handsome, with a pleasant smile, eyes black, and, like 
most Spaniards, very expressive, with courteous manners, he 
could not be otherwise than interesting. Having left him some 
days in tranquillity, I at length questioned him as to the events 
which had occurred. 

"Such as you see me, sir," he said, "I am the most miserable 
of men. For many years past, a vast conspiracy has been 
organized against me in my own country ; the whole city of 
Palma has plotted my ruin; relations, friends, citizens, are in 
league to destroy me ; they insult me, lay snares, pursue me, 
point at me, etc. 

"In order to escape from this persecution, I took refuge in 
France, where I claimed the protection of the police ; but I 
soon found that they were suborned and bought by my enemies. 
For several days they had given me no rest. Furious and out 
of patience at such conduct, I fired on one of them, who had 
not ceased insulting and making grimaces at me."-

" Then you know the man?" I inquired. 
" I had never seen him." "Permit me to observe that your 

reply seems very extraordinary." "There it is; they want to 
make mo pass for a madman ; but I inaist on it, I am judge of 
my own honor. Whenever I am insulted, either myself or my 
adversary must die." 

Some time afterwards, he desired to speak to me privately. 
"Sir," said he, "I see plainly that my enemies are powerful; 
I am prepared to make any pecuniary sacrifice in order to leave 
this place. Tell me what sum I must give to government." I 
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remarked that it w s not the custom in ranee to ma an 
pay for hi fre dom ; and th t, in all probability, lu~ ut 
bortly be sent hom . 'l'hr months pa ell thus; fin lly, b 

wa~~ con6cl d to a friend ho h d been nt from p~t.in to fi c 
bi and ho caution d not to lo e sight f bim for an in. 
at nt; inc , if he c ntinu d und r the eam impr ion , eo 
unfortunate e t trophe might take placo. 

Wh t subject for reflection is such a ca36? ith the 
exception of this fixed idea tb t he had enemie bo in ulted 
made grim ce , and sought to annoy him, lthougb be hnd ne r 
seen tbt>m, I. de G. re embled other persons. He eon e e 
delightfully on his country nd on literatur , sang well, and 
o. gootl nrf t. He carefully avoided 1111 111lusio to the eire m. 
stance ·hich occasioned hi confinement. And yet tbi m n, 
who nmused hims lf all day ould have killed th fir t r n h 
met. with, under the fal e impre ion of hi being an enemy. 

Amon t the numerous c e of this nature iven in th 
Gaz ·tte dr1 Tribtmauz, w u t not o it that of a m n nam d 

outroo, li in in th arr four B "Y h al y com. 
plainin • to tho authoritie and the commissioner of hi ' qu r
ti r,'' thllt l1 in es "otly pur e y oemie , and con. 
stnntly he rd oice hich thro t nc o.nd insulted im. For 
six months he continued to write letters on the subject. 

As it too frequently happens, Boutron imbibed a. hatred to a 
certain person ; his porter was the unhappy victim whom he 
selected, nnd in one of his hallucinations he killed him by several 
stabs of a knife. The council chamber decided that be was 
msanc. 

Illusions of sleep may occasion strange, reprehensible, and 
dangerous actions, if, like hallucinations, they continue at the 
moment of awaking and even afterwards. We have frequently 
witnessed very extraordinary scenes which have only been the 
continuation of a. dream. Individuals who have spoken and 
acted under this influence, might have been taken for madmen; 
but when the images of the night became weaker and finally 
disappeared, they were the first to express astonishment at the 
language they had held, although they assured us that at the 
time their sensations appeared perfectly natural. Men of great 
intrepidity have, under this impression, exhibited fear in situa
tions of ordinary danger, which this fact cnn alone explain. 
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We read in the Journal de Belfort, of the 26th of August, 
1843, as follows :-

" A nocturnal adventure no less singular than amusing, re
cently took place in one of the faubourgs of our city. 

CASE CLXXVIII. "The quartermaster to a. regiment of Af
rican chasseurs stopped at an inn where the walls of the eating
room were decorated with hangings representing the most glo
rious feats of arms accomplished by our young army on the 
African territory. The officer gazed admiringly on the repre
sentation of battles in which he had fought ; and from the flash
ing of his eye, his haughty bearing, and general agitation, it 
was easy to perceive how powerfully old recollections . were • 
revived; and he left the apartment, casting furious glances on 
the soldiers of the modern Jugurtha. 

" In the middle of the night, the innkeeper bears a dreadful 
uproar in the eating-room. He hastens down-to see what ? 
the quartermaster, in the costume of the hero of La Mancha.
that is to say, in his shirt-who, under an. attack of hallucina
tion, had arisen from his bed, and, with a billet of wood in his 
hand, was striking right and left at the Arabs on the hangings. 
He cleaves, crushes, and mutilates a great, number of Bedouins, 
of both sexes. In his rage for extermination, he spares neither 
tables, chairs, nor mirrors. There is no saying how far this 
horrible carnage would have proceeded, had not an agent of the 
police arrived, who explained to the soldier that the real Arabs 
were in Africa, while these were in France, and-on paper ; and 
that it was unnecessary to carry his enthusiasm so far as to fight 
them in effigy. 

" The quartermaster returned to bed, cursing the copper
colored deceivers, and, conqueror as he was, had nevertheless to 
defray the expenses of the war."* 

Hallucinations and illusions are one of the most characteristic 
symptoms of the action of intoxicating drinks; and whenever 
this is the case, and they become the motives of an action accom
plished during drunkenness, they should be taken into consider
ation as an excuse or extenuation. These sensuous errors at 
times occasion deplorable catastrophes. If the observation of 
Freidreich be true, t drunken hallucinations are chiefly noticed 

* Univera et Union Catholique, 1st November, 1843. 
t Freidreich, 06richt. P•ychologie, p. 790. 
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hen the fit wu on him, he remained aomet.imee for 6fteeD da;p 
or hree weeb in a state of a&upefaction ud proRratioL · 

h the Bight of m7 criaie," aid he, "I felt 10 gnai -
gui that I Velllblecl from head to foot. b eeemed to me • if 
a oioe wi~ me aaid: 'You ma BOW beat JOV ohild to deada.' 
A atrooioa Ul idea had BeYer entered •1 mind, I IIIJI'&D« 
.- of bed, raised my cluped haads to heaTeD, and aid to •1· 
~ u I ~ecl11p and dowu &he I'OOIIl: ' GreM God l Lord. 
leeu! I must kill my Child !' · lfo Toice either wi&hill or wilhod 
aplied, and I retumed to W. I &hen e&rellfled the llleepiJic 
elaild, and aaid, in a low tone : 'Sleep. my beloftd ohild, aleep !' 
I liad ecaraely lain three or fov minutea, wha &he Ulpiela ud 
trembling returned, and something unknown repeated, bat more 
imperatively than before: 'Knock your child on the head in
stantly!' I felt resistance to be impossible. I rose in my shirt, 
and sought for a hatchet under the bed where my two little girls 
slept. Having found it, and grasped the handle, I returned to 
the bed where my son slept. It was five in the morning, and 
broad daylight, and I melted into tears at the sight of my be
loved son, whom an authoritative voice commanded me to kill. 
I could not recall my senses. I raised the hatchet, and with 
the thick encl strnck him three or four blows on the head. I do 
not know on what part, for my senses were gone. I only know 
that the blows followed in quick succession, that he struggled, 
did not speak, but groaned heavily, probably because the first 
blow had mortally wounded him. 

" The sight of his blood brought me somewhat to myself; I 
took the hatchet back to its place, and woke my eldest daughter, 
saying: 'Charlotte, get up; call your mother; I have killed my 
Charles with the hatchet.' She replied : 'What do you say, my 
father?' 'Yes, yes, call your mother; I have indeed killed my 
little Charles with the hatchet.' My daughter began to lament, 
and r:m to fetch her mother, whilst my other daughter, who had 
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also awakened, began to weep. For myself, I had attempted to 
put on my pantaloons, but I sobbed and trembled so violently, 
that I could not fasten them ; and when my wife came, I was 
still attempting to dress myself. My wife rushed to the bed, and 
took the child in her arms, walking backwards and forwards with 
him ; but he soon ceased to show any signs of life. I cannot 
conceive how I could commit so atrocious a crime; I had such 
anguish, such agitation, such a disturbance in my head, and felt 
something so irresistible within me, that I was forced to do it. 
I was fasting-! was not ill ; and I cannot explain how I was 
struck with so great a misfortune. I implore mercy, that I may 
JlOt die on the scaffold, although I acknowledge that I deserve it." 

The correctness of this narration was fully confirmed on in
quiry. In an examination which took place some time after
wards, he stated as follows:-

" On two former occasions, I had felt this horrible desire to 
kill my son. The first was six weeks before Easter, in this year. 
I was employed during the winter in my room making a net; my 
son, as usual, w;as playing around me; he got on my back, and 
took me around the neck .. My wife, thinking that he disturbed 
me, called to him ; but I loved him so much that I put up with 
his fun, and took him on my knees to play with him. Even at 
this moment, I heard an inward voice, saying to me: ' Do what 
you will, this boy must perish ; you must knock him on the 
head.' I was seized with such anguish that my heart fainted 
within me ; and in order to get rid of so horrible a thought, I 
hastily placed the child on the ground, left the room, and went 
to the mill, where I remained until night, when my evil thoughts 
were dispelled. 

" The second attack occurred one morning, a .few days before 
Easter. My son was lying by my side; my wife was busy in 
the house. The little boy asked me for some bread ; I gave him 
some cake, which pleased him exceedingly, and which he ate 
with avidity. At this moment, when I was looking on the child 
with the warmest affection, I thought I heard a voice within 
whisper to me: 'You must kill your son!' I shuddered; I felt 
a kind of oppression, which made my breast heave, and, full.of 
terror, I sprang from my bed o.nd ran out of the house. I 
recited my prayers, busied myself in the stable, and in various 
other ways, and endeavored to drive away the terrible idea 
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that d lilt. 
rGCo r in some 

itb my child. 
"But my ~dne a and anguish continu un il n idni bt. 

I wa not tip y on either occaaion, nor h~d I been for several 
o k pr iou ly, neither bad I drank on the third paro 
hicb co t the lifo of my child." 

inco tb Thirty llf ' r, a belief has iated in ermany 
among t tho inhabitanta~ of a cert in portion of co try on tho 
borders of tho lb , tb t, from time to tiln , piri r n at 
tnidnight. I unt 11 on hor eback, dr ed in blue unifo 
turned up with red, they spread th m lv b tween t o ill 

ot only do th y in pir ith the greate t terror tb ho b 
stay d over-late in the field bu~ tb y r 1 id to etim 

n und th rn. Tb oplc m "ntain that tb y are tb 
of wedish kni ht who, a~ th tim of tb r, r miLin c) i 
th ountry, nd tb tradition ta so accr dited that no reaaoning 
can de troy tho belief. 

L. · ·• •. Tw ilg d pe ants, who bad, be 
f'ri ntl from infuncy, and who had lway liv d on the mo t 
fri ndly terms, fell victim to thi up r tition. Th y r n· 

g (1 ilL t.l ir u11unl o up tiona in th fi 1 hen ni ht un x-
pectedly overtook them. Being fatigued by labor, they seated 
themselves, on their way homeward, under a tree which grew 
by the roadside. Under these circumstances, they began to 
talk about the Swedish knights, and their imaginations, excited 
by drink, led to the impression that they were surrounded by 
them, and could only escape by combat. Each had a stick, as is 
usual with peasants; they continued dealing blows on each 
other, believing they were striking the Swedish knights, until 
one of them suddenly disappeared. The other, whose stick was 
broken, picked up by chance his friend's hat, imagining that he 
had gained a complete victory over the spectres, and that this 
was tho head-piece belonging to one of them. Furnished with 
this trophy; and armed with his broken weapon, he returned 
to the village, and went to tho house of his friend, whose 
wife and daughters were anxiously expecting their husband 

* 1\Jnrc, op. cit. p. 618. Ilenccko, Annales, vol. viii. Supplement, 
p. l8G. 
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and father. As soon as he had entered, he exclaimed, with 
great satisfaction: " The devils tried to carry me off, bu~ 
I have given, at least one of them, such a beating with my stick 
that he will never return." But the hat which he carried soon 
caused a suspicion of the misfortune which had occurred. The 
sons of the victim repaired to the spot where the old men had 
sat beneath the tree to drink, and there they found their aged 
father lying dead with a deep wound at the back of his head, 
which rested on a pointed stake. With this exception, his body 
exhibited no external injury. 

On the following day the unhappy author of this homicide 
having recovered his reason, wept bitterly, and expressed the 
liveliest regret. During the summary interrogatory, which he 
underwent, he could say nothing, but that, having continued 
to drink with his friend, they appeared to be surrounded by 
spectres on horseback in blue regimentals turned up with red; 
and persuaded, on seeing this, that some harm would happen to 
them, they resolved to defend themselves with their sticks; in 
consequence, they both assailed the spirits, recollecting to have 
heard that, if courageously attacked, they would be put to flight; 
he added that, in the midst of the combat, he missed his friend, 
and the spectres also suddenly disappeared; finding a hat on 
the ground, he carried it off; and, believing that his friend had 
gone home, he thought it his first duty to call and inquire bow 
he was. 

The faculty in law of the University of Holmstadt being con
sulted on the case, gave the following verdict : "Drunkenness 
is a vice to be shunned by all. If any one becomes voluntarily 
intoxicated, without having been constrained thereto, and in 
that state commits a crime, it shall be imputed to him, since he 
owes to himself the loss of his reason. The law has adopted as 
a rule, that when a crime has been committed in a state of com
plete drunkenness, the excess ef the state should exempt the 
culprit from the usual punishment, excepting in a case where, 
being restored to reason, he evinces no regret for what he bas 
done; such conduct proving that he approves of the act com
mitted, and would in all probability have done the same even if 
he had not been overtaken with drink. It must also be admitted, 
that complete drunkenness cannot exempt from ordinary punish
ment in a case where legislation has decided that no regard 
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should be paid to it in fixing the scale of punishment. On the 
other hand, a crime committed in drunkenness cannot be charged 
on the individual when it has been produced by means foreign 
to the will of the culprit ; for example, if he has been made to 
drink what he believed would not intoxicate him, but into which 
some drug has been introduced which has that effect. It is 
therefore on these principles that the accused must be judged 
and sentenced." 

He was condemned to the galleys for ten years, for having 
induced the commission of the crime by breaking the laws of 
the country, which expressly forbid the people, nnder severe 
penalties, to be drunk, and which ordain that homicide commit
ted in drnnkenness, even involuntarily, shall be severely pun
ished, and shall even be regarded as less excusable than tha~ 
crime which results from imprudence.* 

Had the doctrine of hallucinations and illusions been better 
understood at the period and in the country where this even~ 
took place, and had the power of those phenomena accompany
ing drnnkenness been better appreciated, the sentence would 
probably have been le!!s severe. t 

Tte superficial ob:>er>er has much difficulty in fin·ling the 
key t·) a great number of actions which appear incvmpreht:n!'ilole. 
Thl' circle is Hill more contracted to phil•)sophers and ID•)ralists; 
but t·) the eye;; of the physician, the thick n~il, behind which so 
many fancy themseh·es concealed. becomes tran:;parent. and 
their f:mlt:;, passions. nces. and moral anJ physical diS•)rders, 
exhibit a natural explanation of tlu:ir con•Juct. Thus. fvr exam
ple. t•) cenfine ourselves to our sut0l'ct. hallucinations and illu
l!ions. bettt:r understood in our day. have gi>en a reas·)n for a. 
num1 .:·r of inexplical.,lt: actions, attributed to depravity, Lad pro
pens:tit:s. and crimt:s. 

~·\u: .>ngst C:l5t'S l)f this naturt:. we h:.1>t' rarticubrly tlirecte.} 
att.:n::.m t•) melauch..\ly mon•.\!llania C·)lll~·int:·l with halluc:na
ti~,n~. We hart: pr•)YeJ, by numt:ro~.;s and IX·nclu;;ire faco:,;. ~!:e 

• L•·.•nh:lrt. Reb~i .. n J~ Pr:·~.!; r,;:nlquat :,~. t. i. r · ~- )1._.~~r. )1.,·.!-:
~~n~ !-_~ .: .):, ... t. ii. p. ~~ L 

t C :-.·.-::1'""' •. -J. a-s Wt' 3r~. t!:;1~ ir4!il""i-.iu:t:~ ~:.\::y in~:1n~ !l~ .. -.~ !-:~~~:-! ~-) 

rain f.:: ..:.:::1 i~f~~:ll ··~lS :·t: !~ :s.::~!1·:r.:~. W·: !' :.!,:.: ··< ~~ .. \:. in im!~.l:: . :'. · :· £:-.;· 
)an .!.~:.-:·:-: ~h.:u~j l":" a ~y· ._~ : ~~-..i ~.!:,:~: :1 !. : .. · •· .i·. :: • .. , . :,.,~··· :l!l} ,-.. : .. :-~.·~: 

Wt • .J,:'·,;, ;;. ..lr.n;i: . .i'lly ;i~r.~ ~: J~ )l~.j~~:c~ L:;;..:~, t. mi>. 
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evidence of which bas convinced magistrates, that many indi
viduals who have passed as quarrelsome, hot-headed, and even 
as murderers, belong to this catalogue.* 

The question of isolation is so intimately connected with our 
work that we must say a few words on the subject, although we 
have already touched on it in speaking of treatment. It is 
needless to repeat what we have before advanced; we will only 
add, that the hallucinated who are tempted to suicide, theft, in
cendiarism, murder, etc., should be sequestered. No proofs are 
required to point out the necessity of this measure. The same 
precaution should be taken against hallucinated monomaniacs 
who imagine themselves surrounded by enemies, as soon as they 
utter threats, because experience has demonstrated how instan
taneously they are driven to acts of violence ; but isolation 
should not be resorted to unless the hallucinations are of a 
serious character. 

An interdiction can be claimed in cases of hallucination, 
when the delirium is such as to threaten ruin to the individual 
and his family; but this privation of civil rights cannot be ex
ercised simply on account of a peculiar mode of living, singular 
conduct, strange words, or a belief in imaginary circumstances, 
which do not in any manner compromise the fortune of the in
dividual, or expose him to become the dupe of intriguers. t 

Amongst cases of this nature, we will mention a demand made 
by M. and Mad. D. for an act of lunacy against Madlle. D. :-

CASK CLXXXI. A young girl, sixteen years of age, arrived 
in Paris early in the year of 1786, with a letter of introduc
tion from her family to a friend. By one of those providential 
chances, which can only be looked on as the guidance of 
God, the young girl, having reached her destination, rang the 
bell of the neighboring house, the door of which was soon opened 
by a venerable lady, who inquired what she desired. The 

*We have endeavored to diffuse these ideas in an article inserted in Le 
Droit, 29th of January, 1850, entitled: "Of the infl~ence of ballucinationa 
on certain actions apparently criminal." 

t A. Brierre de Boismont, De !'Interdiction des Ali~n~s et de l'Etat 
de Ia Jurisprudence en matiere de testamenta dana !'imputation de 
d~menee; with notes by 1\1. Isambert, counsellor in the Court of Casas-= 
tion, Paris, 1852 (Annal d'IIygi~ne et de MMecine L~gale, January, 
1852). Devergie, Mt!decine Legale, 3d edition, 1852, t. i. p. 647. · 
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The case being appealed, Madlle. D. was again examined; 
her replies were very sen11ible, with the exception of the follow
ing: "What is there to prevent you from marrying?"-"A 
supernatural power; I cannot tell you more." Messrs. Andral, 
Bleiny, and Ferrus, who had been instrncted by the magistrates 
to examine into the mental condition of this lady, gave their 
opinion in these terms :-

" Madlle. D., aged fifty-six, an old domestic of M. F., dealer 
in curiosities, is gifted with a strong, even a robust constitution, 
but is more irritable than is usual in persons of her calling. 
Her mind, of ordinary ~pacity, appears naturally upright, but 
inclined to exaltation. 

"In character she is honorable and just, but somewhat singular. 
Her conduct appears to have been irreproachable; we, neverthe
less, think that it has not been so without some violent struggles. 

"We have discovered the existence of some hallucinations in 
Madlle. D. dating far back, perhaps from extreme youth. Hal
lucinations may be considered one of the most striking and 
characteristic phenomena of mental alienation ; but they do not 
in themselves constitute incontestable mental alienation, nor do 
they always induce delirium. 

"Madlle. D .. reasons with perfect correctness as regards her 
social relations; she maintains a kind of worship and veneration 
for her old master, which is betrayed in all her words and 
actions. 

" We are of opinion that the hallucinations of Madlle. D. 
may, by their nature and long standing, be looked" upon as con
stitutional, and hence beyond the resources of art. 

" We think that any treatment, founded on coercion, might 
induce the lady to dissimulate her condition, and ferhaps be the 
means of determining symptoms of a much more serious charac
ter than those which now exist, and which are brought against 
her. · 

" (Signed,) 

"P.n.IB, 13th .A.pril, 1843." 

ANDRAL, 

BLEINY, 

FERRUS. 

After a prolonged discussion in the chamber of council, the 
court confirmed the sentence, which rejected the claim for an 
act of lunacy against Madlle. D. 
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In the ca e ju t reported, it i impo ible to Jo o er · e 1 n 
r co nize a well-atte ted e. mple o£ hallucination •n illu inn . 

be dct ilcd examination by Dr. T. an the opinio of e • 
cnced ph ician, lea• no doubt on the ubject · but ho ..-er 
ccrt in tb.' fact may be, it i no le true that they in no • 
influenced her con uc that her action were not reprebcn 'bl 

nd th t her replies to the ioterrog torie , addre.setl to 
gave no evidence of tleranaement; we therefore, heartily 
cur in the decision of the court. 

voices. 
Dangerous actions, incited by hallucinations, are often the 

·result of illusions. 
Maniacal delirium, acute delirium, and that which accompa

nies febrile afFections, may occasion both suicide and homicide. 
Resolutions and actions, into which individuals are drawn by 

hallucinationS\ sometimes occur quite suddenly. Night, dark
ness, and solitude appear to favor the disposition. 

The condition of sleep, the transition from sleeping to waking, 
and from waking to sleeping, should be taken into consideration 
in the perpetration of the acts. 

In the greater number o£ cases, an attentive examination 
will leave no doubt o£ the reality o£ an hallucination, which 

• For this cue, eee our Memoir on l'Interdietion des Ali~nts. 
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has suddenly appeared; in doubtful cases, a prolonged confine
ment must be adopted. 

Hallucinations may be the exciting causes of theft, incendia
rism, and other reprehensible actions. 

Dlusions produce the same resolutions and the same actions 
as hallucinations. 

The hallucinations and illusions of delirium tremens merit 
much attention ; ·they are almost always the motives of actions 
committed during drunkenness. 

Hallucinations and illusions are the key to a great many in
comprehensible actions. 

Confinement is often necessary in hallucinations, but occa. 
sionally a contrary course is indicated. 

Interdiction should be pronounced against individuals whose 
hallucinations bring ruin on themselves or their families ; but it 
should not be granted when the individual is inoffensive, and the 
hallucinations are, as it were, constitutional. 

Hallucinations present no obstacles to the power, of testating 
when they are of very long continuance, have not exercised any 
influence on the conduct, have not perverted sentiments of affec
tion, nor prevented the person from always fulfilling with pro
priety his social duties. 

• 
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of intoxication, 168 

Delirium acute, hallucinations in, 260 
Delirium tremeu, hallucination~~ in, 

163 
Dementia, hallucinations in, 152 
Demonomania, ita in.ftuence on hal

lucinations, 126.-Sexual inter
course, 128 

Demons, their influence on halluci
nationa, 293.-.A. belief in demons 
arises from the desire to pass the 
limite of the visible world, 296 

Dendy, his definition of hallucina
tions, 35 

Deafontainea, hie apparition to Be
sue!, 303 

Deut6rOBCopie, sight of one'• own 
image, 302 

Devil, hie influence on hallucinations, 
126,296 

Dia,:noaia of hil.llucinations, 463 
Divtded hallucination, 73.-Case of 

Bodin, 72 
Division of hallucinations, 35 
Dreams, hallucinations in, 188, 190, 

204, 205.-Psychical or intuitive 
dreams, 202.-Hal.lucinations in 
dreams, forerunners of dise&ie, 
204.-Cue, 205.-Case of revela
tion in a dream, 204, 359, 438 

Drunkards, hallucinations of, 164 
Dubuisson, his adventure with Ge

neral Mallet, 84 
Dyoe, of Aberdeen, his case of eom

nambuliem, 250 

E. 

Eclampsia (hallucination in), 173 
Ecstasy, hallucinations in, 212.

Case of Jean Engelbrecht, 214; 
physiological ecstasy, morbid ec
totasy, 215; cataleptic ecstasy, 217; 
hlsteric, 218.-Case, the ecstatic 
o Voray, 219; the ecstatic of the 
Vosges, 223.-Case, mystic ecsta
sy, 224.-Case of the Scarred 
Maiden of Tyrol, 225 ; ecstasy of 
the insane, 229; epidemic ecstasy, 
230, 231, 286; ecstas,r common 
amon~ primi,ive nattons, 232 ; 
ecstatic visions of cold countrieB, 
243 

Education, ita influence on halluci
nations, 286, 293, 294 

Emotions, sensual and sentimental; 
their influence on hallucinations, 
293 

Encephalitus (hallucination in), 263 
En~hsh opium-eater, his hallucina

tiOn, 329 
Epidemic illusions, 35; of nigbl

mare, 186 
Epidemic (hallucinations nocturnal), 

134 ; hallucinations in ecstatics, 
216 

Eaquirol, his definition of hallucina
tion, 32 ; his division, 36; his sta
tietica of hallucinations, 119 



E\00 mllly, hi nm rb nn the 
halluoinl\tiuo of tupidity, 1. 5 

EYent liti I, thrir indoaooo on 
b&lhll'lllllW<i ll r•on11, :,!'l 1 

Blt.ttnal b!UlucJo t.iun , 0 

r. 
Fear, itA inftuen o on illnllinofl, 100; 

on luulucinlllionl, 310 
Fer-diul\nd Or.niJ, note on iUuml· 

ni•m, 213 : on ~ \ • , 232 
Ferri r, hi d ftni~ion or hallucina

tion, 32.-Cue of hAlluclnatiun in 
d am , 193; IH!cond ight, 243.

of hallucin .. tlo prudul)ed b1 
tho mooD, 290 

Fn r, ballueinAtic'ln in, 20-1; ballu· 
ination11 in tho three degree uf 

Conolly, 265 
Fioinu•, hi pp rition ( rcatua, 

304 
Flvr ntinN!, tb ir illusion, 100 
FI,Ting, IICln•atiuo vf. !14, 126, 1 2 
Fo illr., hi d tiuition of hallucina

tiun, 33 ; hi opinion un patbolo
giclll anatumy, 453, 404 

Fox (Ocorg ), hia h IJu •iMtion , 
31)3 

llleo, his dream, 203 
o.rcliner, his dr n.m, 30~ 
eoero.l hnllucination, <J7 
~~mb {d.o), his ht~llu~ion.ti~n, 05. 
otithe, }uM hnlluc~nnhon, tJ7 ; b1 
ho.llucinn.tion uf flying, 94 

out, htdlucinBtions in, 273 
Grit-f, it.c! influence on insanity, 122 
--, on uicide, 1:!,-l 

uillon (1'.\.hlt~). his c ~ of hnlluci
no.tion of n duclli t, 313 

II. 

IIollucinl\tions compatible with rea-
on, 40: produced hy tho snn, ex.· 

pori mont by Ne~ too, 41.-Pbysio
logic,~l, correct..>d hy th uodcr
st.undiug, oon·corrocted, suundoe 
of reaRon in Luth cMe~, 60; at 
' ill, GO; in tnotnoeoua, 47 ; col· 
lective, u9, 10 ' 377 j dh·icl~:d, 73; 
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Hippocrates, hallucinations in ty· 
pbus, 267 

History, of the hallucinations of, 351 

I. 

Ideal, hallucination is the material 
reproduction of the, 45 

ldeaa, their influence on hallucina· 
tiona, 83.-0n illusions, 109.-0n 
death, 283.-Their sensual and 
spiritual nature, 360.-Spiritual 
ideaa, how they may supply hallu
cinations, 364 

Ideas, false; their influence on hal
lucinations, 293, 307, 375 

Ideas; insane ; their action on hallu
cinations, 359 

ldeler, his judgment on hallucina
tions, 392 

Ignorance; its influence on halluci
-nations, 106 

llluminism.-Note on, 214 
Illusions, 103.-lnduce the belief 

that the senses are not reliable, 
103.-Their character, 104.
lJ.'ransformation of objects into 
spectres and figures, 106.-Co.se of 
a mast taken for a corpse, 106.
May be exhibited in an epidemic 
form, 107 .-Illusions, collective, 
107 .-CMe of warriors in the air, 
107,108, 109.-Explanation of col
lective illusions, 110.-Illusions of 
bearing, Ill 

Illusions recognised aa false, 112.
All the senses may be the seat of 
illusions, 113.-Illueions, their in· 
fluence on actions, 115 

Illusions of sight, 113.-Illusions of 
touch 115.-Illusions ofsmell, 115. 
-Illusions of taste, 115.-Illusions 
ma:y be transformed into halluci
nat10n, or via versa, 146.-Symp
toms, 438 

Imagination, ita influence on hallu
cinations, 285, 286, 290, 375 

Imbecility. hallucinations in, 162 
Imitation, ita influence on hallucina

tions, 110, 444 
Imt~reasion, distreasing, of hallucina

tions, 48 
Impressions powerful, their influence 

on hallucinations, 106 
Impressions sensorial, how they act 

in the brain, 357 

Inclining the head, act of, 58.-Caae 
of, 58 

lncubea, 319 
Insanity of drunkards, ita influence, 

164 
Insensibility, 299 
Instantaneous hallucination may be 

produced, 47 .-Caaes, 47, 48 
Internal hallucinations, 80, 85 
Intermittent hallucinations in fevera, 

269 
Isolation, its influence on hallucina

tions, 59 
Isolated hallucinations, 45 

J. 
Jerome, Saint, hie hallucination of 

flying, 94 
Joan of Arc, her hallucination, 387 
Johnson, Dr., 66 
Josephus, Fl., collective caaes of 

illusion, 108.-His case of previ
sion, 234 

Julian, his hallucination, 310, 373 

K. 

KefF, influence or on hallucinationa, 
44 

L. 

Langlet Dufreanoy, his remarks on 
ap1,1aritiona, 289 

Laat JUdgment, book of, explanation 
given by some authors, 367 

L~lut, his definition or hallucina
tion, 33.-Hia doctrine or halln· 
cinations, 352 

Leuret, his definition or hallucina
tion, 33.-Hie division, 36.-Hia 
hallucinations in a state of weak· 
ness, 58.-Ecstaay of the alien· 
ated, 230.-His doctrine of hallu· 
cinations, 397.-0bjections to hia 
system, 491.-Danger of his syl· 
tem, 492 

Lorry, his two easel of aomnambu
liam, 249 

Louandre, Ch., his opinion of hallu-
cinations, 390 

Loyola, his hallucinations, 380 
Luther, his hallucinations, 383 
Lycanthropy, ita influence on hallu· 

cinations and illusions, 134, 298. 
-Caae, 298 



... 
smell, and t.e 119 

Marcel, hi ob ervation on the blll
lucino.tions of drunken delirium, 
164 
they, case or recogni~ halluci

nation, 4 .-CB.Se of lycantluopy, 
299 
aury, AI., hi . hypnagogical hallu
cination , 1 9.-HaUucinatione in 
periodical dreams, 1 9 
edicine, le 1, b lluoinations con
aid red in point of view of, 497; _ 
eister, hi opinion on the state be
tween leeptng and waking, 42 
emory, ite action on ballaeina
tions, 374 
eningiti , baUacination , 263 

Meningitis, ce.rebnH~pinal, ballaci· 
nations in, 264 

Miob , hi · definition of hallucina
tions, 34.-Hallooinat:ions dhided, 
419 

Michelet. hi appreciation of balln· 
oinationa. 392 
iddle ge , infloenc:e of hallocina
·ons on \he, 1, 309 
i~, its action on ballncinat:ion!, 
326 

h&Uac:i-

0. 

Ob onritv, i infinenco on illuions, 
110, 1·. 

Ointmenm, their inflnenee on hallu
cination nd illa ionA, 130 

Old Nick. 3~ 
~n their aetion on ballnci116-

tlons, 352.-Refot.&tion of this u
cla iTe doctrine, 354 

Orient, it.s in1loence on reTerie. +t 

- # 
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P. 

Panic fear, 108 
Paral,rsis, general, ita in.Ouence on 

act•one, 143.-Halluoinatione in, 
159 

Parohappe, his definition of halluci
nations, 34 

Patenon, his division of balluoina
tione, 37 .-Cue of reoor.ized hal
lucination, 55.-Cue o struggles 
of mind, 59 

Pellagra. (hallucination in), 274 
Penitentia~ (system), ita influence 

on hallucmat•ona, 288 
Phenomena, psycho-sensorial, of hal

lucinations, 413 
Phenomena, sensorial, of hallucina

tions, 418, 424 
Physiology of hallucinations, 409 
Places, their influence on hallucina-

tions, 419 
Platea, illusions of hearing, 108 
Pliny, his cue of illusions, 108 
Pneumonia (hallucinations in), 270 
Pope, hie hallucination, 67 
P~ueville, his case of hallucination 

from opium, 332 
Possessed, The, their hallucinations, 

85 
Preoccupations, their influence on 

hallucinations, 315 
Presentiments, 195 
Prevision, 234.-Case of Josephus 

relative to the peasant Jesus, 234 
Prevision, ita influence on hallucina

tions, 287 
Procopius, hallucinations of demons, 

268 
Prodromes of hallucination•, 76 
Prognosia of hallucination•, 454 
Progress of hallucination&, 445, 461 
Psychical (hallucinations), 446 
Paychology, ita influence on halluci-

nations, 351 
Paycho-sensorial, psychical (halluci

nations), 409 

R. 

Rage (hallucinations in), 179 
Ranoo (de), his hallucination, 64 
Ravaillac, his illusion of hearing, 

114 
Bayer, hallucinations in typhoid fe

ver, 267 

Recognized hallucination, 99 
Recollections of .Madame de Crequi. 

-Cue of presentiment, 201 
Religion, ita influence on hallucina-

tione, 351, 400 ' 
Remorse, ita influence on illuaions, 

106, 311, 312, 314 
Re\)etition, voluntary, of the same ac

tion&, 316 
Reverie, ita action on hallucinations, 

42 (influence of the East on), 44 

s. 
Sabbath {note on the), 298 
Sac;r (de), hie explanation of hallu

cmation, 195 
Sanguine (system), ita influence on 

hallucinations, 284 
Sauvage, his definition of hallucina

tion, 32 
Semiramis, her hallucination, 311 
Senile hallucination in dementia, 

152 
Senses (part they play), 103 ; their 

inte"ention in hallucination&, 409 
Sensations may become confused by 

the influence of hallucinations, 
59 ; abnormal, may become the 
origin of a melancholy affection, 
113 

Sensibility, ita development in cer
tain casea, 195 ; hearing wonder
fully acute, 196; do., amell, ita 
development; sensibility on the 
approach of death, 243 ; of the de
velopment of the sen•es, 244, 256. 
-The prisoner of A.n~~n d'Huy-· 
gens, the young mus1c1an of M. 
Vincent, 256; other cases, 274, 316 

Sexes, their influence on hallucina
tions, 319 

Sexual (intercourse), obse"ed in de
monomania, 128, 132 

Sigmond, his opinion on the super
natural, 60; his cue of preaenti
ment, 199 

Silvio Pellico, hie hallucination, 287 
Simonides, his hallucination in a 

dream, 194 
Sleepleeene1111, characteristics of hal-

lucinations in, 3Gl 
Smell, the hallucinations of, 94 
Socrates, his hallucination, 399 
Solitude, its influence on hallucina-

tion,325,363 · 
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of M. 

hal-

:r. 

riptiou 

tbe 

I)'s es, hi companions changed 
Jnto wine, 298 

v. 
Yo.mpyrism, its in6ocnce on b lluoi

no.tion o.nd Hlu iun , 134, 30i 
Ynnhelmont, his dreo.m of the soul. 

205 
Yinrdot, hi r mo.rk on the hnUuci

no.tions of drunk n delirium, 161 
Yiguy, lfr d d , hi~ opinion on tbe 

two kinds of reverie, 42 
Yibiounric , 1 
\"isions, l 
Yoltnire, his hallucino.tions in a 

r bullucinr.tione, drenlll, 189 
Vouivre, popul&r belief in the, 325 

W. 

Wal ter cott, case of the physician , 
whose patient continually snvf a 
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11keleton, 40.-IIis remarks on the 
1\nalogy of dreams and hallucina
tions, 189.-Case of somnambu
lism, 189.-His vision of somnam
bulism, 19I.:.....His vieion of Byron, 
289.-Case of remorse, 313 

W ealmess, its influence on halluci
nation~, 57.-Caee ofLeuret.-Do. 
case of Andrei, 58 

Westmoreland illusions, the eff'ect of 
light, 106 

Wigan, his case of the painter who 
evoked models at will, 46.-Case 

THE 

of recognized hallucinations bav· 
ing caused death, 48.-Case, illu
sion, 106 

Will, its influence on the production 
of hallucinations, 46.-Case of the 
painter, 46.-Case of Talma, 47. 
-Hallucinations produced by will 
may exist without its concurrence, 
60, 369, 370.-Case of Blake, 85 

Wills, influence of hallucinations on, 
102 

IND. 




